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CONCERNING "CHRISTIAN SOCIALISM."

D

URING the last few months, some of us have had a great many
opportunities to study Socialism at close range.

Not only have

we gone to many meetings where Socialist orators hold forth,
but the meetings have returned the compliment, and come to us,

pursuing us even to Church, and declaiming to us from the steps of the
altar.

We may say, therefore, that we have some understanding of the

aims and ideals of contemporary Socialism, and the personalities of con
temporary Socialists; that we have mastered their views and theories, so
far as they understand them themselves.
ful for this privilege.

We are, no doubt, duly grate

It is always a privilege to be brought into more

friendly and sincere relation with one's fellow-men, and it is our pro
fession that we shall always be ready to hear, to give our neighbor the
first word, to offer him every opportunity to declare his views, even
though we differ from them wholly; and that this difference shall in no
way create a barrier between us, or stand in the way of a cordial per
sonal relation.

We have, therefore, fairly earned the right to hold and

express our own views concerning this at present much canvassed sub
ject, with perfect frankness and sincerity.
And no doubt we have formed very clear views regarding Socialism,
especially as a moral or religious ideal; for it claims to be both.

But

most of all, perhaps we have been impressed by the process of thought,
the state of mind, of the Socialists themselves and their most eloquent
leaders.

That state of mind, it appears to us, is essentially dogmatic.

They have got their dogma from one source or another, and they are bent
on forcing it on every one about them.

In season and out of season, with

pertinence and without pertinence, they bid us enroll ourselves under
the red flag and "vote the Socialist ticket."

They are essentially dog

matic in another way: they see only the facts that fit their dogma, and are
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happily blind to everything that might controvert it; or, in case of need,
they adapt the facts to the dogma, and then quote them daringly in proof.
Let us give a few examples.
Our Socialist orators have harped with exceeding vehemence on one
string: that Capitalism is the fount and source of all social evils; that the
Capitalist is the real foe of the human race.

And by Capitalism they

mean what Karl l\1arx means: a condition of things which, superseding
feudalism, has had a preponderant force only during the last fifty or a
hundred years.

Yet they do not scruple to attribute to Capitalism evils

which existed five hundred, or even five thousand years ago; evils which
are as old as the human race itself.

Once more, we have had our attention

directed with fervent zeal to the condition of the New York tenements
and the East Side sweat-shops, as characteristic evils of Capitalism.

But

of course the truth is, that these things are characteristic rather of the
absence of Capitalism in the large sense; the conditions really character
istic of the Capitalistic regime are Mr. Cadbury's Garden City, or the
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model accommodations of the National Cash Register Company, at Dayton, Ohio.

For enlightened Capitalism, even where all the more humane

motives are left out, has realized the fact that the happier the workman,
the better his work.

The workers in the sweat-shops are characteristic,

V not of Capitalism, but of its absence. They are, for the most part, new( comers, who do not speak our language; who have not adapted them

{l
r.,o selves to our conditions, and who are thus almost helpless on their first
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arrival.

They are in the position, not of the well cared for workers of

developed Capitalism, but of the medieval apprentice, who was paid a
mere pittance, or not paid at all, until he had mastered his trade and
served his time.
Again, we have been told, and told with vehement fervor, that "the
monopoly of land is the tap-root of the social evil."

This was said to an

American audience, and as a criticism of American conditions.
us look at the facts.

Now let

It is quite true that, in certain countries in Europe,

there is an effective monopoly in land; in Germany, for instance, or in
England.

And this monopoly rests on armed force.

In England, it goes

back to the victory of William the Conqueror, who, after Hastings,
assumed the ownership of the land of England, and apportioned broad
estates to his victorious officers.

In Austria, there is also a monopoly in

land to a considerable degree; that is, the land is owned by comparatively
few families, by a tenure founded on feudalism.
true of Italy and Spain.

And the same thing is

In other parts of Europe, there is a great deal

of peasant proprietorship, as in France, or of communal land ownership,
as in Russia, or the Balkan peninsula.
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Outside Europe, no effective monopoly in land exists.

There are

landed estates in India, it is true; but there are also immense areas under
peasant ownership, or communal ownership; and the same thing is true of
the greater part of Asia.

As to Africa, tribal ownership is the predomi

nant condition, and this is in effect communism.
United States.

Now let us come to the

So far from there being any land monopoly here, there is,

on the contrary, the largest individual ownership that the world has ever
seen.

The land of the United States is divided into about six million

farms, averaging about a hundred and fifty acres each; the majority of
these are owned by their occupiers; and in only seven hundred thousand
·

cases, or about one farm in nine, is a cash rent paid by the farmer.

We

have, therefore, in the United States, the greatest popular ownership of
land the world have ever seen, some five million farmers owning their land
in part or altogether, the latter immensely predominating.

If we say that

these five million families have, on the average, four or five members, this
makes a population of from twenty to twenty-five millions owning the
land and living on the land, and surely it is straining a point to speak of
this as monopoly.
Our Socialist orators also inform us that the Capitalists have monopo
lized all the natural resources of the earth, and that they are thus able to
turn the rest of us into slaves.

But these same orators persistently forget

the one great and substantial source of production, on which all the rest
stands, and which could stand very well without all the rest.
as if the factory were the central point of our system.

They speak

In reality, the

central fact is the earth; the food products of the earth are the one great
and indispensable stream of production, upon which the whole social
state floats.

And the fruits of the earth, in the United States, come

precisely from the five or six million small farms, which are in no sense
?Wned by Trusts, and which are not in the slightest danger of being owned
by Trusts. Their produce is valued at something like five billion dollars
yearly; hardly a trifle that we can afford to ignore.
persistently ignore it.

Yet our orators did

This was the unwelcome fact which remained

obligingly invisible to them.
We have heard also the argument from miracles.

We have been

told that the real purpose of Socialism is the culture of the soul, though
the soul has, by some of them, been located in the resophagus.

And we

have been told that once the bodies of the people are well cared for,
well fed and clothed, they will fairly blossom out into virtue and soul
culture.

And within a few minutes we are told, by the very same orators,

that the rich are full of wickedness and all corruption, in spite of the fact
that they are well clothed and abundantly fed.

Somehow, exactly the

same conditions are to have exactly the opposite effect on "the people."
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In the same strain we are told that the poor drink to forget their misery,
spending a hundred million dollars a year to this end, in New York City
alone.

Surely with that sum they might cure some of their misery,

were they so inclined.

But we are told that once their conditions are

better, they will cease to drink.

And then we are invited to regard the

spectacle of the iniquitous rich, swollen with insolence and wine!
this is to invoke miracles !
The argument from prophecy does not lag behind.

,

Surely

On a Sunday

evening, toward the close of May, we listened to a Socialistic eschatologist.
He told us, with a quiet manner that was singularly refreshing, that we
were not merely on the brink of calamity, but that calamity was already
upon us.

Humanity was stale-mated.

Our inventions were our undoing.

We had produced so much that things had come to a standstill, and the
depression of last winter was the result of this over-production and the
beginning of the end.

This good orator, who has published several books

on economics, then gave a concrete instance.

He said that there would be

no more railroad building; that there was no more room for railroads; that
we had already got too many and were up against a dead wall.

We admit

that we were struck by this argument; so impressed, that we went and
looked up the facts.

At first, we found some corroboration of our orator.

In England, with less than sixty thousand square miles of surface, we
found there were some sixteen thousand miles of railways, say one mile
of railway to every four square miles of territory.

That seemed a good

deal; and the fact that only some two hundred miles of railway are
built in England yearly goes to show that there, at least, railroad building
is close to its natural limit.

So we can take England as the standard of a

country pretty well complete in its railroad outfit.
Let us now apply our standard.

The United States, with dependen

cies, has about four million square miles of surface-we are taking round
figures.

On the English scale, this would call for a million miles of

railroads.

The United States has at present two hundred thousand,

leaving eight hundred thousand yet to build before the English standard
is reached.

If we say that it has taken fifty years to build the existing

American railroads, which is under the truth, it should take four times
as long, or two hundred years, to complete our equipment.

Yet we were

gravely told that we were already at the end, fallen into the sere, the
yellow leaf.

That is the argument from prophecy, at its best.

But why should we confine railroads to the United States?

There

are great spaces of Europe sparely supplied; there is Asia, which, with the
exception of India and the Siberian line, is practically without railroads.
There is also Africa; there are huge areas of Australia; there is South
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The entire land surface of the world is, perhaps, fifty million

square miles.

At the same rate as in England, this would call for over

twelve million miles of railroads.

At present, taking the whole world,

there are some four hundred thousand miles.

If we say that this ha�

taken fifty years to build, it will take fifteen centuries to supply the rest
of the earth at the same rate.
we are already at the end.

And yet we are told that, after fifty years,
Surely this deft use of facts should fill us

with admiration.
But the matter becomes far graver when these dogt?atists tell us,
and tell us with fervent zeal, that their doctrine is the doctrine of the New
Testament, the teaching of the apostles, the message of Jesus himself.
Here we must emphatically protest.
paradise, is quite intelligible.

The Marxian ideal, the true Socialist

They promise that, when their millennium

comes, we shall all be well-fed, well-housed, well-clothed, and with only
a few hours' work a day.

We shall have science and art to occupy our

leisure moments, and, if we please, we may cultivate our souls.

But we

opine that the cultivation of the soul seemed to Karl Marx a very sub
ordinate matter, at most a branch of esthetics, and only to be undertaken
when the masterful and all-important body had been well-housed and fed.
This is a perfectly intelligible earthly or earthy paradise, and no doubt
there are a great many people to whom it would appeal.

·

Let us set aside for the moment our conviction that the "remedies"
proposed by Socialism would by no means bring these pleasant things to
pass, but would, on the contrary, greatly aggravate our present evils.
Let us go even further.

Let us assume that not only these good things,

but far more than the most imaginative Socialist has ever dared to
promise, would come to pass; that mankind should be free, not only from
hunger and want, from the pressure of care and necessity, but even from
sickness and untimely death.

Let us grant that such a state of things

might come to pass, that every one should have plenty, with bodily
health, and that this material well-being should be enjoyed by each of
us for a hundred years before kindly death painlessly extinguished us.
Would such an earthly paradise as this bring us a step nearer the king
dom of God?

Would it realize that kingdom which John the Baptist

announced and Jesus taught?

Are Socialists of a certain type telling the

truth when they say that their ideal is the ideal of Jesus, and that they
are, therefore, justified in assuming the title of "Christian" Socialist?
A material paradise; a future condition of plenty upon earth.
this the kingdom which Jesus came to preach?
he was crucified?

Is

Is this the ideal for which

Let us look to the records of the teaching.

We had

occasion, toward the end of May, to listen to two sermons by a "Chris-
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tian" Socialist.

In the first, he quoted St. Paul's splendid words to

Timothy: "I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my departure
is at hand.

I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have

kept the faith: henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteous
ness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, shall give me at that day."
From them he drew, by some strange process of reasoning, an argument
for Karl Marx's earthly paradise.

To this argument we shall return in

a moment.
The other sermon was on a text from the Apocalypse, and the
preacher sought to prove that the seer of Patmos had his eyes fixed,
not on the growing splendor of the spiritual world, but on the "co-opera
tive commonwealth;" on the comfortable earthly future of the Marxian
economist. He chose those wonderful words of St. John: "I saw a new
heaven and ,a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were
passed away; and there was no more sea.

And I, John, saw the holy city,

new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride
adorned for her husband.

.

.

.

And God shall wipe away all tears

from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shall there be any more pain; for the former things are
passed away."

This is a vision of the spiritual world, if ever there was

one.

Yet the preacher, greatly daring, twisted it into a forecast of the
Socialist commonwealth, with its promise of earthly plenty to all. Surely

such a sentence as this: "there shall be no more death" should have made
him pause.

For Socialism hardly promises to abolish death.

Or he might

have read such words as these: "and the city had no need of the sun,
neither of the moon, to shine in it : for the glory of God did lighten it."
Does Socialism expect to supersede the sun and moon?

But if one

demand proof conclusive that John was looking, not to a condition of
earthly comfort, but to the pure spiritual realms, we can find such proof
here: "I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of
Jesus, and for the word of God,
with Christ a thousand years."

.

.

and they lived and reigned

Does Socialism promise that those who

have been beheaded shall live and reign a thousand years?
We believe that John was speaking of the soul of his great fellow
worker, Paul, who was beheaded very shortly after he wrote to Timothy:
"Now I am ready to be offered, and the time of my departure is at hand."
Did Paul expect to go to the Marxian paradise?

When he spoke of

"having a desire to depart and to be with Christ," was he filled with a
prevision of the "co-operative commonwealth?"

When he said, "to me to

live is Christ, and to die is gain," was he thinking of nationalizing the
means of production?

Surely this is intellectual levity.

If one thing is

certain it is that Paul, after that marvellous awakening on the Damascus
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road, when he talked with the Master whom he had persecuted, was
filled with the belief in a spiritual rebirth, the birth of the spiritual
man, the immortal.

"So also is the resurrection of the dead.

a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body.

It is sown

For this corruptible must

put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.

Then

shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up
in victory."
But we can learn from Paul himself whether the "new" millennium
would have enlisted his sympathies, the millennium of abundant food
and drink and clothing.

We find in his letters such a sentence as this :

"If in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are of all men most miser
able."

We find phrases with that peculiarly caustic humor which Paul

sometimes shows, sentences such as these : "Meats for the belly, and the
belly for meats : but God shall destroy both it and them."

Or we find such

words as these : "Be not deceived ; God is not mocked : for whatsoever
a man soweth, that shall he also reap. For he that soweth to his flesh
shall of the flesh reap corruption; but he that soweth to the Spirit shall
of the Spirit reap life everlasting."
That is the note that rings through the New Testament, through all
the teachings of the Apostles and the Master of the Apostles.

The new

birth from above, the birth into life eternal, life everlasting.
writer in the New Testament strikes the same splendid chord.

Every

We have

quoted Paul and John.
and Jude.

Let us take the testimony of Peter and James
In the early days of the ministry of Jesus, Peter was, it is true,

wedded to the hope of the earthly paradise.
Master make?

A

What comment did the

comment that should be forever decisive: "Get thee

behind me, Satan : thou art an offense unto me: for thou savourest not the
things that be of God, but those that be of men." After the Crucifixion,
through long years of service, Peter's ideal became clear: "Ye have puri
fied your souls, being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorrupti
ble, by the work of God, which liveth forever.

For all flesh is as grass, and

all the glory of man as the flower of grass.
the flower thereof falleth away."

The grass withereth, and

Peter, like John, has his vision of a

world transformed, when "the heavens shall pass away with a great noise,
and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works
that are therein shall be burned up."

Does it not require more than

common credulity to find in this a prophecy of "the economic revolu
tion"?

Jude echoes the same teaching : "These be they who separate

themselves, sensual, having not the Spirit.

But ye, beloved, building up

yourselves on your most holy faith, praying in the Holy Ghost, keep
yourselves in the love of God, looking for the mercy of our Lord Jesus
Christ unto eternal life."
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Here we may examine the statement that is often made, that the

Apostles established a Socialistic or Communistic state at Jerusalem, after
the Crucifixion.

It is perfectly true, as the author of the Acts tells us,

that "they had all thip.g� in common, neither was there any among
them that lacked: for as many as were possessors of lands or houses

sold them, and brought the prices of the things that were sold, and laid
them down at the Apostles' feet: and distribution was made unto every
man according as he had need."
a little closer.
Socialism

This may seem Socialism, until we look

Then we shall see the fundamental difference.

purposes

a

to produce commodities.

co-operative

body

or society

united

For

together

It is before all a question of production.

But

we cannot find that the community described by Luke produced any com
modities at all.

On the contrary, it becomes perfectly evident from

many passages in Paul's letters, that what was really established at Jeru
salem was, not a co-operative society producing commodities, but the
system of the payment of the clergy.

Paul makes this perfectly clear

when he writes to his friends at Corinth: "Have we not power to eat and
drink?

Have we not power to lead about a sister, a wife, as well as

other Apostles, and as the brethren of the Lord, and Cephas (Peter)

?

If we have sown unto you spiritual things, is it a great thing if we shall
reap your carnal things?

Do ye not know that they which minister about

holy things, live of the things of the temple? and they which wait at the
altar are partakers with the altar?

Even so hath the Lord ordained that

they which preach the gospel should live of the gospel.
used none of these things.

.

.

.

But I have

And it is further evident that the

community at Jerusalem was not a productive body, from the fact that
Paul was incessantly gathering money for them throughout Asia Minor
and Greece, making collections for "the saints at Jerusalem."
It is even more evident that the community of the Apostles, during
the ministry of Jesus, was in no sense a community for the production
of commodities.

Jesus called his disciples away from their avocations to

preach his message.

As he says again and again: "Verily I say unto you,

there is no man that hath left house, or brethren, or sisters, or father,
or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for my sake, and the gospel's,
but he shall receive an hundredfold now in this time, with persecutions;
and in the world to come, eternal life."

This is recorded by Matthew,

Mark and Luke, in practically identical words.

What is absolutely clear

is that, from the standpoint of economics, Jesus established, not a
co-operative society, but a body of preaching mendicants, just as Buddha
did, five centuries earlier, and as many religious teachers had done
before, in the East.

It is perfectly obvious that from the moment they

responded to the Master's summons, "Follow me!" the disciples ceased to
be productive members of society in the economic sense. .:.. They were
taken out of the realm of economics altogether.

"Provide neither gold,
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nor silver, nor brass in your purses, nor scrip for your journey; neither
two coats, neither shoes, nor yet staves: for the workman is worthy of his
meat."

This was a purely spiritual venture, and Jesus sent his disciples

forth, relying on spiritual law.

Their faith was completely vindicated:

"He said unto them, when I sent you without purse, and scrip, and shoes,
lacked ye anything? And they said, Nothing."

So it is wholly misleading

to cite this community as a model co-operative society, in the material
sense.

It is in essence a living protest against the whole theory of mate

rialist economics.

As we have already pointed out, the sentence "the

laborer is worthy of his hire," refers to what we should call the payment
of the clergy.

It was used by Jesus to express the truth that the faithful

disciple may rely on spiritual law to supply his material needs.
Is it necessary, after what we have said concerning the belief of
the disciples and their constant ideal of the spiritual world and eternal
life, to insist that the Master likewise had in view a purely spiritual realm
when he spoke of the kingdom of God?

Is it really necessary to deny that

he had in view anything like the Marxian paradise of material well
being?

Yet just that kind of misrepresentation is rife in the books and

orations of the so-called "Christian" Socialism.

Surely, if one thing is

certain, it is that Jesus set no store by worldly success.

"Lay not up

treasure on earth; lay up treasure in heaven," is the thought that runs
through all his teachings.

Does he not perpetually tell us that his king

dom is "not of this world"?

Does he not say, again and again: "He

that loveth his life shall lose it; but he that hateth his life, shall keep it unto
life eternal."

Always the ideal of eternal life; surely that means some

thing wholly different from the "co-operative commonwealth."

If we

assert that "the kingdom of God" means future earthly well-being, what
sense are we to attach to the words: "Except a man be born again, he
cannot see the kingdom of God.

Except a man be born of water and the

Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.

That which is born of

the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit."

Can

anything be clearer than the truth, that Jesus is speaking of the spiritual
life, the life in the spiritual body, as St. Paul calls- it, the rebirth into
eternal life?
The truth is that the claim of the "Christian" Socialists, that they
are upholding and furthering the ideal of Jesus, the ideal of his disciples,
is absolutely false.

If we stand at the foot of some pinnacle of the Alps

and see two roads before us, one climbing by perilous paths to the white
mystery of the summit, while the other leads away from the mountain
over the plain to the lowlands, is it profitable to insist that the road over
the plain is the same as the path to the summit; that, in fact, the plain is
the summit; and that, in following the easy pathway of the lowlands
we are true and hardy mountaineers and shall soon stand in the pure
upper air and view the glories of the mountain-top?

This is something

IO
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like what the Socialists are doing when they claim that their economic
paradise of earthly well-being is that kingdom which Jesus came to
preach, the ideal for which he was crucified.

"My kingdom is not of this

world: if my kingdom were of this world then would my servants fight,
that I should not be delivered to th� Jews: but now is my kingdom not
from hence."
There remains one aspect of this question to which we shall now
turn.

Socialists are prone to affirm that their doctrine is a new gospel of

love and brotherhood, and that as such it represents the evangel of Jesus
and his disciples.

This argument is, if possible, weaker than the other,

concerning the kingdom of God.

For it is indisputable that whatever tliey

universal

brotherhood, the Socialists are perpetually preach

ing particular hatred.

One never hears a Socialist oration in which there

may say of

is not an attack on some class or classes, generaliy grouped under the
detested title of "Capitalist."

In the name of love and brotherliness,

accusation, invective, sarcasm, hostility of every kind, are directed against
"the rich;" and it is quite certain the "love" with which they are treated
is indistingui�hable from hate.

But did not Jesus preach against precisely

this limitation of love when he said: "Ye have heard that it hath been
said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine enemy.

But I say

unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and perse
cute you, that ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven;
for if ye love them which love you, what reward have ye? do not even
the publicans the same?"

This should be a sufficient answer to the

Socialist teaching of "class consciousness," which is really indistin
guishable from class hatred.
Much has been made of the saying of Jesus: "Sell whatsoever thou
hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and
come, take up the cross, and follow me."

But surely, from the point of

view of Socialism, it is merely foolish to speak of treasure in heaven,
when what is really desired is treasure upon earth.

And what more vain,

for those whose ideal is earthly well-being, than the injunction to "take up
the cross"?

But the decisive point lies in the young man's question.

He

did not ask: "What shall I do to found the co-operative commonwealth?"
He did not ask: "What shall I do to improve the condition of the working
classes?"
life?"

What he did ask was, "What shall I do to inherit eternal

And from the standpoint of the Marxian paradise, no question

could well be more inane.
We cannot too clearly understand that Jesus did not come primarily
to teach universal brotherhood, to bid us love our neighbor as ourselves.
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H e came t o teach us that w e should first love God. This i s the fi'rst and
greatest commandment. We must put the first things first. Jesus taught
that we must first settle our relations with God, and only then can we
settle our relations with our neighbor. We must seek, find and
. obey the divine light in our hearts before we can in any sense love our
neighbor or render him any service that is worth rendering. Through
this primary obedience to God and to divine law, we shall come into an
understanding of life which is purely spiritual and worlds apart from the
view of materialistic Socialism. Vve shall see that God works through
poverty as well as riches ; through sickness as well as health ; through
privation, loneliness, sorrow, not less than through peace and quietness
and rest. All these are God's ministers, and to each of us he fits the
lesson which is needed, setting each in that place in life which shall give
the needed teaching. When we have found and obeyed the divine law
we shall understand this, and it will be impossible for us to bring a
railing accusation against any class or condition of life.
And we may well remember that though Jesus 'considered every
condition and rank in life, from Cresar to the mendicant by the wayside,
in no case do we find him denouncing any condition or station. In every
case, what he denounces, is a false attitude toward life, whatever be the
condition. Having, as we believe, all the spiritual power of the Master,
he did not use that power to change the condition of the state, even when
he worked among a subject nation, under the yoke of foreign conquest.
It was ever to the heart he addressed- himself, knowing well that if the
heart be pure the life also will be pure ; knowing, likewise, that nothing so
darkens the vision of life as a grossly material purpose, united with bitter
animosity toward any class or division of our brothers. Jesus had, as
we believe, such power as would have enabled Him to change the whole
social state of Palestine, to turn the Roman Empire upside down. Why
did He not exert that power ? Because not by material means can the
purposes of the soul be compassed, but by the powers of the Spirit, and
first of all by obedience to the will of God. We must put the first things
first; and this is the first thing : full, hearty and implicit obedience to
the divine will, the divine light in the heart. By obedience we learn the
laws of life. By obedience we come to understand the real needs of our
brother. By obedience alone do we gain the power really to supply the
least of these needs.
For these reasons we are convinced that the ideal of Jesus is the
very antithesis of the ideal of the Socialists. The one path leads uphill.
to the sunlit summits ; the other down through the valley to the lowlands.
It is vain and foolish to tell us that the plain is the mountain. And it is
even more vain to tell us that Socialism, with its paradise of sensual
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contentment, in anything resembles that kingdom of God, spiritual and
immortal,
which Jesus came to teach. The two are as far apart as death
�
and life. He that soweth to the flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption.
He that soweth to the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting.

It can hardly be doubted that new forms of worship, new epitomes
of belief, new theories of theology, will spring up to comfort and
strengthen the 'human heart as we advance farther and farther into the
truth. Different summaries will appeal simultaneously to equally
Christian men and women. But so long as they conceive the Diety as
fulfilling their highest ideal, and cleave to that ideal with their whole
mind and heart and strength, they will fulfill the command of Christ.
Which religious system is best ? We must decide by results. There is
no rule of thumb. By their fruits we shall know them. In which
mountain shall we worship ? Christ refused to consider such a question.
It is this eternal element in Christ's teaching which explains the limit
lessness of its moral demand. Had He not pushed as He did push in
the Sermon on the Mount, every virtue to the vanishing point ; had He
not demanded of His followers limitless forgiveness, untiring generosity,
mercy without measure, truth without afterthought, faith to remove
mountains, endurance till the end, He could not have called into play
the whole moral and spiritual ambition, not only of the men to whom
He spoke, but of all men forever. No system which absolves men from
the duty of thinking can ever be profitable to them, can ever make them
into full men. It may save them from much pain-so may paralysis.
No doubt it satisfies a craving which exists in the human mind, but it
is a craving for stupor-like that which lends attraction to narcotics
not the craving Christ sought to stimulate for more abundant life. It is
self-control, not obedience, which is the moral goal of man. No teacher
who tried to cross the purpose of evolution could ever be rightly regarded
as divine. In Christ's renunciation of authority lies His divine authority.
His spirit is the spirit which leads us to the light by the hard path of
liberty, and to that spirit He sacrificed the exercise of a lordship such as
He warned His Disciples to avoid. The spirit of truth coming forth
from God was, He said, alone sufficient to guide the world, and as He
meditated upon that "power from on high" He was able to say: "It is
expedient for you that I go away."-London Spectator.

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF
RELIOION.*

W

HAT is, perhaps, the most fundamental and obvious of all the
many aspects of Religion and the religious life, is one that it
had not occurred to me to speak of to-day, but which was
brought vividly to my mind as I entered this hall. At the
door our good hosts of the Dayton Branch have placed this notice : "A
Lecture on Fundamental Aspects of Religion. Free." In that one word
they have spoken deeply and profoundly of the fundaments of Religion.
They are free to each and every one of us. No limitation of environment,
no circumstance, no bars nor hedge nor walls shut out Religion. We may
be deprived of all things else. Place and fame may be lost or never have
been ours. Fortune may have passed us by. Ease and comfort may be
denied us. We may have no time for the acquirement of science, no
leisure for the pursuit of art, no means nor opportunity for surrounding
our lives with outer beauty. Over outer things circumstances have
mastery, but over our inner lives they have no dominion. Whatever of
strength and nobility and beauty, whatever of peace and power and joy,
exist in Religion, are ours for the taking, are inalienably the heritage of
man, as man. It behooves us therefore to examine our heritage and to
learn for ourselves what this one thing is which no man can take from us,
which, throughout the ages, has been prized by some as· infinitely more
precious than all else· in life, and by others left neglected as a thing too
cheap and common to have value in their sight.
There are two ways in which we may approach our subject, two
view-points which we may adopt toward Religion. The first give us the
historical view. In it we look back upon a religion as upon a great his
toric system, owing its origin to the teaching of some historic character,
and to some strange inspiration and "other-worldliness," which we do
not share. Like our civilization or our laws, this aspect of Religion c<;>mes
to us out of the past. It seems something imposed upon us from with
out, external and foreign to ourselves, but to which we are expected to
conform. It shows itself as the bidding of authority, and brings with
it the entanglements, confusion and doubt which are ever inseparable
from questions of history and authority, necessitating the weighing of evi
dence, the sifting of the probable from the merely possible, the logical
and permanent from the accidental and temporary.
*A lecture given at Dayton, Ohio, at the time of the Annual Convention of the
Theosophical Society, April 26, r9Q8.
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The second way of viewing Religion is the very antithesis of the first.
It is the psychological or biological view as opposed to the historical.
In it Religion appears no longer as something external to ourselves, but
as the most intimate and inherent of all human emotions, moving the
heart and nature of every man, expressive of himself and of life. As
the other view led us to the religions of authority, so this view leads us
to the Religion of the Spirit. Where before we were ensnared in historic
con fusion and doubtful metaphysic, here we are grounded directly upon
experience, and the truth or falsity of our view must be tested by experi
ence . . This is the test of science. We do not argue of a statement in
chemistry whether it is probable or logical that two colorless liquids
should combine to yield a powder of a brilliant blue. We do not need
to inquire over closely into the personality of the one who makes this
statement. We realize rather that its verification lies in the experiment,
that if we would know for ourselves we must try and see, following the
directions and observing the results. The same tests must be applied
to the Religion of the Spirit, to the science of the life and growth and
consciousness of the Soul of Man. We must live the life to know the
doctrine ; live the life completely if we are to know the doctrine com
pletely ; but already living it in part, we can now know in part. It
is this point of view which I desire to adopt to-day, and, in asking you
to consider with me certain fundamental aspects of re1igion,. I shall ask
you to accept nothing of what I say which can not be verified within
your own experience.
If we reflect upon our own lives we find that we are living in two
worlds at once. First there is the external world-the world of facts
and forces, of trees and flowers and growing things, of animal and insect
li fe, of storm and sudden cataclysm, as well as of houses and railway trains
and electric light ; in short, all that vast outer world of mechanism in which
we are enmeshed, upon which we act and which reacts upon us. It
is with this world that physical science deals, and our very existence
depends upon at least a partial mastery of its laws and powers. But
as we look deeper we find something more than this. We find we are
also living in an inner world of feelings, ideals and aspirations which
seem curiously personal and at once to separate us from the rest of
life and to unite us thereto. And very quickly we realize that it is this
inner world that gives values to the outer ; that in the outer life what
we regard as precious or as worthless depends upon the inner attitude
we have adopted. It is with this inner attitude toward life, with this
inner world of values, and with its curious opposing tendencies of sepa
rateness and unity, that Religion is primarily concerned.
It is in our power to strengthen either of these two tendencies,
towards unity or towards separateness, the one at the expense of the
other, according to the feelings, ambitions and ideals we entertain. This
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enables us to classify our feelings under two great heads ; firsJ, those
which augment the sense of separateness, and, second, those which give
us a clearer consciousness of unity. Under the first head, as tending
towards separateness we must place hatred, greed, fear, envy, ugliness,
evil-speaking and listening, vanity and self-seeking of all kinds. And as
tending toward unity we shall find: sympathy, love, generosity, courage,
beauty, charity, self-sacrifice and. appreciation of others. This is a
classification susceptible of immediate experimental verification. Con
sider the pair of opposites, greed and generosity. Can there be any
doubt as to which of these two tends toward unity and which toward
separation ? So with hatred and love ; the one puts us over against our
. enemy in an intensity of opposition which makes us feel there can be no
common thing between us. The other opens . our hearts until our life
is so blended with our love that we become consciously one with it.
Or, again, with evil speaking and charity, fear and courage, ugliness
and beauty, whether in ourselves or others, the first of each pair is repel
lent, shutting us within our narrow self, while the second is expansive,
drawing us out toward unity. This is a moral classification and in it
we have the beginnings of that sense of oneness with the whole of life
which is basic in Religion. It may be unconscious or unformulated, but
it must be there. We must be capable of being exalted by that which is
other than our personality.
We have all experienced this exaltation. It may have come to us
through the beauty of nature, or through the heroism of which human
history is full, or through some homely act of simple service. But I
am sure that it has come to each and every one of us and through it
our nature responds to the greater life about it, is carried out of its
fragmentary self into the larger Self of the whole, and is exalted by
the mere presence in the universe of such beauty or power or worth.
To experience this, is to experience the fact that the true Self of Man is
not confined to his personality but is one with all that is. To be unable
to experience it in any form is to be a dullard, unmoved by anything
but his own body, isolated from all that is rich and universal-such
a one as, I believe, neither you nor I have ever met. Man is not set
over against the universe but is included in it and lives with the larger
life of which he is a part.
.
The last fi fty years of scientific research have brought profoundly
impressive insights into the marvelous complexity and co-ordination
of the universe, but in nothing has our gain been greater than in the
realization of the universality and completeness of law. We are begin
ning to realize that the Universe is indeed one, with all its parts linked
and knit together by laws to ·which there can be no exceptions, no viola
tions. We can disobey a command but we cannot break a law. Con-
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sider, for example, the law of gravitation. We throw a stone into the
air. Its impetus is against the force of gravity and the stone rises. Is
the law broken ? Ultimately the stone descends. Was the law then
suspended ? We know better than this. We know that the whole flight
of the stone was in o�edience to law at each and every moment of its
course, as well when it was rising in apparent violation of law as when
falling in apparent fulfillment thereof. We know this of the stone and
the law of gravitation, but it is equally true of all other things ar1d
all other laws. Law as law is at once inviolable and sacred-inviolable
because it cannot be broken, sacred because it co-ordinates and unifies
the whole.
But not only does law co-ordinate the universe, it causes its infinite
richness. Differences in substance and character are but differences in
the laws obeyed. The wood of the table differs from the brass of the
lamp in that the one will unite with oxygen and bum iii the air while the
other will not ; one will float in water, the other will not, and these are
but distinctions in laws. What a thing is, is determined by the laws it
obeys, and the evolution of a life is but the gradual change in its response
to law.
If this is true of substance it is equally true of man. What a man
is, is determined by the laws he obeys, and the laws he obeys are deter
mined by the ideals he loves, for love is the prototype of law. Just as in
the outer world it is law which both co-ordinates and causes the infinite
richness of form and nature, so in the inner world it is love which ful
fills the same two-fold function. But there is this further difference be
tween man and substance. We can ourselves choose that toward which
we shall aspire and the laws which we obey, and thus determine what
we are to be.
This is the meaning of free will. We are the creators of our own
inner lives. Daily, hourly, momentarily we are creating ourselves, de
termining, in our aspirations, the laws which are hereafter to rule us,
which are to become for us our environment and our character. Not
only may we choose, we are compelled to choose. "Everything has two
handles by which it may be carried. Thy brother hath done thee an
injury. An injury hath been done thee ? Pick it not up by that, for by
that handle thou canst not bear it. But by this: He is thy brother."
Always there is a choice, always we must choose, either toward unity,
or towards separateness. And what we choose that we become. Religion
is evolution become conscious.
If we choose separateness, to act against the great current and
movement of life, then are we self-doomed to futility in act and the
mortality of that which we become. Like the stone flung from earth,
which must return again, so man flung by his own act from the great
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heart of life must return thereto. The personality he has built up of
separateness and selfishness is self-doomed to be undone-that he may
build again of unity and love.
Mortality is not a curse but a blessing. It is the mortality of evil,
in order that in each of us the good may endure. Which one of us dare
pray to live, to live as he is now ? Which one of us would so face the
eternal ? As we choose so we become. · We may choose wisely. Then
what we build is permanent, and endures, one with all that is. Or we
may choose badly-for separateness and the smaller self. Then what
we build into ourselves is impermanent and must be again undone. In
pain and sorrow and death we return again to the unity from which we
came.
Are we then left unguided to choose blindly or by the moments
whim ? I am sure that we are not. Always there is an inner guidance
if we will but listen to it. Call it by what name you please, the Will
of the Father, the Voice of God, the guidance of the man's own soul,
always there is the tug at his heart of the great life current, the great
breath or evolutionary stream of the whole universe, passing through
that one point where he now stands. We are not without the universe
but in it and so, wherever we may be, there is always this great current
pulling at our hearts.
No man has ever earnestly sought this inner guidance and failed to
find it ; though there are many who have not recognized it, and many
more who have rejected it when found. At first it is hard to under
stand why, finding, we should not realize what we have found, but as
we look into our own minds we see the reasons. We note· how muffled
and distant seems the voice of a conscience, long disused and neglected,
long overlaid by the desires of the personality, and how frequently its
promptings appear irrelevant to the immediate question we think so
vitally important. We have cried out for guidance in what we deem a
crisis of our lives. We have seemed to ourselves to have reached the
forking of the road and must turn to right or left. We seek a sign
and upon the momentous issue there is silence. We seek further and
there rises into the mind some simple, _homely counsel, some reminder
of a forgotten duty whose startling irr.elevancy to our question seems a
mockery of our prayer. We turn away in bitter impatience. This is
what we do and have done. But we are not wise in doing it. Are
our questions as simple as we think ? Was the issue really what we
deemed it ? Or could we tell what that unfulfilled task might have
brought us of new illumination ? Like a log jam in a river, our lives are
blocked by duties unperformed ; or tangled like a skin of thread we had
not patience to unravel-and conscience guides us to the crucial point
where working we may free the knot. Perhaps you question this ? The
test is in experience. To every man who will listen some command is
2
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given. Try it and see. Ask of yourselves : what is the Will of the
Father for me, here and now, and listen to the answer. When you
have heard, test it by obedience, for this is the ultimate and the only
test.
Too seldom is this test applied. We ask, and are answered, and
do nothing. Obedience would be so uncomfortable. The answer, we
think, was not what we want. We persuade ourselves we are suffering
from a foolish morbid conscience and we turn back to our old-time
routine. Obedience would mean renunciation and we are not ready to
renounce.
If we looked upon this entirely impersonally, without experience o f
human life, I think w e could not but expect that, of all possible desires
or commands, this inner voice, this expression of the inmost nature
of man's heart, would receive most instant and joyous obedience. We
should expect to find the instant assent : "Yes, this is what I want."
And we should expect to rise up joyously in immediate direct pursuit
thereof, not thinking of what we were leaving, not even knowiilg that
we were renouncing what we had realized we no longer desired. In
some temperaments we can find this instant recognition and enthusiasm.
But they are exceptional rather than the rule. Few of us have this
ability to keep our faces turned forward to what we would win. We
insist upon looking back at what we are leaving, and our past enslaves
us. Laziness and inertia, our passions and emotions, our love of
pleasure, our ambitions and our fears, all chain us to the past. Habit
binds us. We act from outgrown desires not yet outlived. We find
we are not free to follow, but are tied in a thousand ways. One by
one we must undo the knots that bind us and which we ourselves have
tied. Little by little we must put aside and away all that separates us
from the heart of life and from the ideal within the heart. We must
practise Renunciation.
\Vhat is it that now hampers your will ? What is it that hedges you
around until you fear to move ? What is it that makes you afraid ?
These are the things you renounce. Through renunciation you become
able to obey, and through obedience you are brought back to the inner
unity and become free, free to be yourself.
It needs faith to renounce, faith in the completeness of law. "We
who have enthroned law in the physical world put ourselves strangely
outside its realm. We cannot realize that our lives have their appointed
course, that we have no need for this anxious fevered self-seeking, that
the path of our fate is marked for us by our daily duties, and that we
can trust our fate. We need faith in the completeness of law. We
need still more to feel and have faith in the love behind law, and we
need the courage to trust ourselves to this completely-desiring only
what is ours." If we have this faith we have the answer to our mental
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doubts and questionings. It gives us, as it were, the logic of obedience
and renunciation. But the motive of obedience is not its logic, and
the power which moves and supports us is felt as love rather than as
law. A renunciation that is conscious and reasoned is but half fulfilled.
Our gift should be a gift of love, our thought fixed not on what we are
giving but to whom or what we give it. We have need to look con
tinually to the good with which we would become one, and to have our
hearts so held by that, that they cannot turn in regret to what is le ft
behind. Otherwise we waiver in sterile indecision, the well-springs of
our inspiration dry, and we ourselves, as in the symbol of Lot's wife,
become but pillars of salt.
So far we have seen that Religion, whatever it may mean of worth
or of power, is open and free to each and every one of us. We have
seen also that it is concerned primarily with t�e inner world of values,
of ideals and motives and causes, in which man dwells even more truly
and more consciously than in the outer world of mechanism and effects.
And we noted that the religious tendency is always toward unity, always
toward opening man's heart to the consciousness and life of the greater
whole of which he is a part. We have learned that everywhere is the
action of law, diversi fying, co-ordinating, unifying, and that man is free
to choose the laws he will obey. We want to be quite clear upon that
last point for it is very frequently disputed. We know of our own
experience that at each in�tant we have a certain power of choice. We
can put our wills toward one thing or another and according to our
wills we can modify our acts. We do not need to say we can overcome
at once the habits and tendencies of the past. The past may well be too
strong for that. But what we must remember is that it is past, and
that however great be the initial impulse, it can be outworn and over
come by even the smallest of forces constantly applied. It is by virtue
of this fact that man is master of his own destiny, and able, if he be
willing, to follow the inner guidance of the Soul. This inner guidance is
of two-fold character, first the general guidance of our ideals and aspira
tions, which constitute, as it were, the image of our next stage in evolu
tion, and second the particular and immediate guidance of our con
science, voicing each moment's duty.
Having come thus far it is natural to a-sk ourselves to what this
guidance leads, though the longer we travel on this path the less we ques
tion its end, for we begin to realize it has no end and that eternal
progress is itself our goal. By this I do not mean that we seek change for
change's sake, but only that we begin to realize that the heart and essence
of life is not a dead, still thing but a living breath, and that life for us
is union with this breath and so is always motion. Always there is
growth, always there is service, always there is the onward call of the
Master's voice, and as we come to experience growth and service and
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obedience we find our goal in them, and do not question overmuch what
lies beyond. And yet there is a beyond to which we are led. It is the
Kingdom of the Heavens whose gates lie open to us here and now, and at
whose portals we enter upon eternal life.
So far reaches the test of our own experience. Now at the threshold
of a new life, new experience must test and prove our vision. Some
small measure of this may be already ours, but the greater part is still
beyond us and for its description we must turn back to the records left
by those who have preceded us. Here it is that the historic view of
Religion receives its transformation in our sight, and what before was
foreign to our hearts and minds now ministers to an inner need and
comes as a message from a comrade on our path. One and all these
records tell us the same story-the story of the birth and growth and
life of the Soul of Man. And its beginning we ourselves know, of our
selves. Its end no man knows. But where we are, there is guidance,
both of the inner voice and of- the outer record, and the two are one.
For this is the small old path that leads to the Eternal, the same from
age to age, in all times and among all peoples.
As by obedience we become one with the inner heart and current
of li fe, our personal daily lives take on new meaning and new dignity.
We could see in advance that this must be so, for our personal wills
have become one with the divine will and our life expressive of divine
law. Each new duty is a new gift. In each, life gives us some new
insight or new power. We learn to see into the hearts of others and
we become filled with a great reverence for life, with an abiding sense
of its beauty and its sacredness.
As we become free we become joyous, and with joy comes power.
Sacrifice and joy are the two great creative principles, and of each of
these we learn and each we make our own, learning as we do so that
they are not two but one-two views of the one power, each meaning
less without the other.
We do not need to say we "believe in God." We are daily and
hourly supported by this great life current, surrounded by the majesty
and power and beauty of existence which we would feel to be the very
spirit of God did we not sense a deeper wonder still beyond our ken.
So also with the Communion of Saints, or the knowledge of the Masters.
We enter into the companionship of those who have gone before us.
At first it may be intangible, very subtile and illusive, but little by little
it grows clearer and more definite. We realize that we are in truth
"living in a cloud of witnesses," and that our eyes are opening on the
inner and immortal world.
This then is at once the path and goal of the religious life. It is
also the great adventure whose call is never silent in our hearts. Have
we the courage, the quick high spirit, the resolution, the endurance and
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the faith to und�rtake it ? It cannot appeal to the dullard, nor . can it be
followed by the coward. It leads us far away from the old motives
of our lives, though on the surface perhaps little difference may be
seen. We cease to live for pleasure, for ease, for comfort or security.
We cease to struggle for ourselves. We accept whatever duty may be
ours, knowing that all that comes to us is for our good. We cease to fear,
and learn that the soul of man can pass through pain and sorrow and
bodily death, gaining from them all. We face the universe unafraid and
follow with high heart the small still voice that leads us on. We learn
the power of appreciation, to enter into the lives of others and know
their beauty and their meaning. We learn that we are one with all
that is. We learn the sacredness and universality of law, the power of
renunciation, and the freedom from our past and from ourselves who
alone can bind us. By obedience we enter into life, into its heart and
essence, the inner world of immortality. We come to know for our
selves the truth of Christ's promise :
"If a man love me, he will keep my words ; and my Father will
love him, and we will come unto him, and make our abode with him."
No higher promise than this was ever made to man, no greater
heritage could be ours. Have we the courage and the faith to claim
it ; the courage and the faith for this the gr eatest of all adventures ?
Have we the courage ? Have we the faith ?
HENRY BEDINGER MITCHELL.
r

All have to go through the Vow of Poverty, in all parts of the
nature, and when we have passed it, we have passed one of the greatest
initiations. It is the fear of Poverty we have to conquer, the dependence
upon wealth of all kinds. So, since the call has come, let us accomplish
that task which is harder than passing through the eye of a needle
_
let us not refuse to answer the call of the Master.
BooK OF ITEMS .

WHAT THE THEOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY IS NOT.*

W

E have been considering, during this period of reunion, that it
is just a third of a century since the Theosophical SoCiety was
founded in New York, by H. P. Blavatsky and her colleagues,
· in November, 1875· Looking back over these eventful years,
we are again and again reminded that one of the chief obstacles to our
progress has been the ceaseless misrepresentation, based on misunder
standing, to which we ha.ve been subjected by all sorts and conditions
of men. In view of this constant misunderstanding, for which we our
selves are mainly to blame, it may not be unprofitable for us to take
stock, to try to come to a clear statement of what the Theosophical
Society is not.
It was my good fortune to join the Theosophical Society when it
was not yet ten years old, and to know personally and intimately nearly
every one of its foremost members, whether in this country, where it
was founded, in Europe, where it . had its first Branch Society, or in
India, where so much of its eventful life was lived. It is, perhaps,
natural that one who has thus reached the reminiscent stage should pre
fer to treat this question historically ; and this is what I shall try to do.
We may learn what the Theosophical Society is not, by recalling
what it originally was : a band of students, met together to search for
truth. This high and noble quest had one condition : that it should be
carried out in the spirit of perfect tolerance ; that each truth-seeker
should have the fullest liberty to look for truth wherever he might hope
to find it, and the utmost freedom in expressing his conclusions, whatever
they might be, provided only that he should be ready i:o allow to all his
fellow-searchers an equal liberty, both of quest and of expression. This
was the general spirit in which the Theosophical Society was founded ;
and very many subjects were taken up for examination, in those early
days : theories as to the magic of the ancient Egyptians ; the phenomena
of spiritualism ap.� mesmerism ; traditions of Oriental lore ; records of
medieval miracles. All was studied, in the reverent love of truth and the
spirit of toleration.
The reason for this tolerance was the deep-rooted belief of the
Founders of the Society that no one of us is in possession of all truth, or
* An address delivered before the Theosophical Society in Convention, at
Dayton, Ohio, on April 26, 1908.
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even of the greater part of truth ; but that to each one who sincerely
seeks, some fragment of truth will be revealed. And only by the gather
ing together of these fragments, as a Chinese puzzle is put together, can
a larger, deeper view of truth be gained. Each one, therefore, m?st
reverence his own truth ; and each one must remember that very much
of truth, still· unrevealed to him, is stored in his neighbors' hearts, wait
ing for him to seek it. So he must add to his own truth the truth seen
by his neighbors also ; and only so can he hope to reach a wide and sane
understanding of the riddle of the world.
This is a principle of very wide application. Let me try to illus
trate it in certain familiar fields. To give such an illustration, and to
make it practical, I should like to gather here representative members of
the various sects and churches of Christendom ; and we should not flinch
at the \vord sect, for we must remember that one of the earliest names
for Christianity itsel f was "the sect of the Nazarenes," or, to use the
Greek word, "the heresy of the Nazarenes." Well, I should like to
assemble here representatives of every Church and sect. I should like to
begin with some member of the Eastern Church, perhaps from the
Patriarchate of Antioch, where "the disciples were first called Christians,"
or Alexandria, which claims descent from Saint Mark. And I should
ask this representative to tell us, from the depth of his heart, what he
believes to be the deepest truth as to the teaching of the Christ . . To
this I should like to add the deepest truth as it appears to a member of
the Roman Church, so profoundly identified with the history of the
Western world, from the days of the Cresars, and all through the Middle
Ages. Perhaps such a one would lay the greatest stress on authqrity
and unity, as the member of the Oriental Church may have laid stress
on primitive tradition, on the earliest order of Church government. Or
perhaps our member of the Roman Church might hold that saintship;
as of Saint Catherine, abnegation, as of Saint Francis, sacrifice, as in
the lives of glorious unnamed millions, was the chiefest thing, giving
virtue to both unity and authority. Then I should seek some believer
in the Reformation, some one whose heart flamed with the zeal of
Luther, of Melanchthon, who sought above all to make religion personal,
a matter of commune between the individual soul and God, a com
munion outweighing both unity and authority. And to these I would
add a member of the Anglican communion, with its balanced and eclec
tic spirit, taking so much from the older Church of the West, and much
also from the Reformers ; and tempering what was thus taken by an
ancient and venerable tradition, going back to apostolic times. Then I
should wish to add the saintly fervor of the Friends, followers of Fox
and his spirit of quietude ; the passionate zeal for righteousness of a
Wesley ; the searching after apostolic government, of the Congregational
and Presbyterian bodies ; and many, perhaps, of the minor sects, even
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the most heretical, �ince each has worshipped some divine spark, brightly
gleaming for him alone.
And having gathered these together, I should ask each one to say,
from the depth of a sincere heart, and as speaking in their great
Founder's presence, what they held to be the deepest truth concerning
Christ and Christ's religion ; and while each spoke, I should ask the
others to listen reverently, simply, not seeking to contravert, seeking only
to understand. Then, when all had spoken and received this generous
hearing, I think we should find that the various truths put forward
would blend in one truth, and that we should have a presentment of the
Christ's teaching that would win the approval of the Christ himself.
More than that, from the generous and gentle hearing that all had given
to each, we should have realized something of that oneness of heart which
inspired the disciples, when they listened among the hills of Galilee,
drawn together by their love for the Master himself.
That would be the Theosophical method, applied to the great prob
lem of Christianity. Nor would I stop there. Just the same thing could
be done for Buddhism. I would assemble the priest of Ceylon, the Tibe
tan lama, the Burmese temple-votary, the learned Sanskrit-speaking
Japanese, the inland Chinaman, the Javanese or Sumatran from their
ruined island shrines ; and from each I should seek his deepest under
standing of the Buddha's secret ; his vision of what was taught in the
bamboo garden, or beneath the red-fingered Asoka tree, by Siddhartha
the Compassionate, after that memorable going-forth from the palace
of Kapilavastu, twenty-five hundred years ago. To the reverently held
tradition of the Pali devotee we should then add some of the Northern
Buddhist's lofty, penetrating thought, the magical sense of the lama, the
sunny heart of the Burman, the fire of Japan, the compassionate love of
mankind that belongs not to one sect of the Buddha's followers, but to
all. There again, we should have a Buddhism that even the Prince Sidd
hartha himself would accept, something like the teaching that fired the
he�rts of Ananda and the first disciples.
And having gone thus far, what would be more natural than to fol
low the same method for the older Indian faiths, hearing the worshipper
of Krishna, as well as the follower of Krishna's wisdom ; the Vedic
Brahman, as the heretical Jaina ; the devotee of Shiva, lord of ascetics,
not less than the mystical Vedantin, the intellectual Sankhya. Then we
should have, from lips deeply reverent and hearts full of faith, some
thing of the ancient Indian wisdom in its pristine purity and richness.
And from India we might pass to China, from China to Persia, from
Persia to Chaldea, from Chaldea to Egypt. Nor should we forget the
older faiths of fading peoples, like the natives o f Central America or
the New Zealand Aborigine with his brothers scattered through the vast
blue wilderness of the Southern Seas.
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Having thus sought, and in some sense found, the pure · recondite
spirit of all faiths, might we not then, greatly daring, bring them all
into each others' presence ; and from their assembling, from the open
hearted and reverent hearing of every faith, learn something of the One
Religion that has inspired all religions, but has never been completely
realized in· any religion ? In the company of immortals thus assembled,
I doubt not we should find a singular oneness of heart, a smiling tri
umphant understanding, each recognizing each as a brother, a friend from
of old, before all time.
Such would be the Theosophical method, as applied to the world's
religions. The work of reconciliation thus begun, should be carried far.
For there are not only the religions of the past ; there are the real and
living religions of to-day ; the faithful service of Nature's law, the search
for impersonal truth in the rocks and mountains, in the: ocean depths,
in the spaces of the stars ; the seeking after Nature's powers, to learn
their mystery, to bring them into service, to subject them to the divine,
all-conquering will of man. Here, the Theosophical method is most
happily at work already. We are in presence of just such an assembling
of scientific truth as I have imagined for religious truth ; we see the
seekers in each nook and corner of nature bringing their treasures to the
common fund ; we behold the student of each lesser law trying to bring
it into understood relation with the vaster Law, seeking to come to some
wide and general comprehension of the oneness of all things.
Is there then no need for the Theosophical method here ? On the
contrary there is much need. For we have yet to bridge the gulf be
tween the first great body of truth and the second ; between the tremen
dous ascertained facts and laws that underlie all religion, and the more
outward facts and laws .that make up our science to-day. Here again,
the fundamental Theosophical procedure, "gently to hear, kindly to
speak," has its miracles still to work, and when they are worked, there
will be that wherewith to give food to the lives of multitudes.
Will our task be ended, when we have brought into brotherly unity
and common understanding the great verified truths of the past and the
great ascertained truths of the present ? Far from it. There will still
remain the tremendous verities not yet known or guessed at, the vast and
splendid truths still unrevealed. We look, therefore, toward the truth
of the future, as well as of the present and the past. Are there �ot
already whisperings in the inner consciousness of man, of powers won
derful and immortal, of growth that will make man a divinity, of realms,
far wider and deeper than the waste abysses of the stars, which we are
invited to enter ? Shall we not keep our hearts open for these new truths,
always uncertain of welcome, always regarded with suspicious shyness,
very often rejected, spurped, misinterpreted, belied ? Have we not the
warning of Galileo, who brought to the world wonderful new truths and
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new vistas of li fe, and who was forced on his knees to recant, to give
the lie to what he knew to be true ? H�ve we not the later spectacle of
Darwin, attacked, abused, denounced, condemned, because, with wonder
ful gentleness and reverence he sought to give new insight into the ways
of the working God ? Have we not the supreme instance of the prophet ,
of Galilee, who was crucified by a howling mob, because he brought new
and unwelcome truth to those �ho believed they already had all truth ?
But you may think that, in our own day and generation, there will
be a wider welcome for new truths. Happily, this is so to a large
degree, but I am reminded that it has not always been so ; it has not
been so even during the few years since the Theosophical Society was
founded. Here, on the right of the platform, is the picture of H. P.
Blavatsky, whom I knew well during several years. She also was a
bringer of new truths : truths indeed which were full of power and heal
ing, which added a wonder ful value to all life. But was she welcomed
for her treasure of new truth ? By a few, yes. By the great multitude,
not at all. And there were not wanting those who, unable to receive the
new truth sl]e brought, turned against her violently, with accusations of
fraud, of dishonesty, of trickery, and thus blinded the hearts of the
multitude to the truth she brought, the message she announced. For
years she was pursued by accusations and attacks, and at last she died,
as veritably a martyr to truth as any of the pioneers of by-gone days.
And here also is the picture of another valued friend, W. Q. Judge,
who likewise lived for a truth that was beyond his time, beyond the
understanding of some of those who worked with him. He also was
made the target of accusation and denunciation, and died as truly a mar
tyr as any primitive saint. So we shall do well to remember that, while
our own days are more liberal and open-minded, there is yet deep in the
human heart this ingrained suspicion of new truth, this tegdency to
resist development ; and here, perhaps, more than anywhere else, is a
wide field for the Theosophical method, of gentle hearing, kindly speak
ing ; the method which the Theosophical Society lives to further and put
in practice.
This, then, is the work and office of the Theosophical Society, as
I understand it ; this is the work which, on its found ation, it set itself
to do. But I may be asked, i f this be the Theosophical Society, what is
Theosophy, what is the Theosophical Teaching, of which so much has
been said ? To me, it se�ms to be this : We have imagined a coming
together of the followers of the Christ, from every church and sect,
Eastern and Western, traditional and evangelical alike ; all coming to
gether in the spirit of truth, each seeking to declare the deepest truth that
was in him concerning the Master's teaching ; each ready and willing to
give ear to the other's truth. And we have imagined that thus we might
come at the true teaching of the I\1aster, the veritable spiritual li fe which
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he both lived and revealed. And so with the other world-faiths;those of
the older and the younger nations alike, from New Zealand to Guatemala.
If we should thus gather together the j ust men made perfect, of every
clime, each with his heart full of the deepest truth of his faith and race,
and i f these, coming into living communion, should thus gather the
world's truth in a united whole, that, in my view would be Theosophy.
That, indeed, is Theosophy ; for I believe that this assembling is not an
imagination but a reality ; the oldest reality in human life. And it was
as a beacon and inspiration to the Theosophical Society, in its great
work of reconciliation, that something of Theosophy was given to us ;
a part only, yet enough to lead us to realize the greatness and splendor
of the whole.
There are other fields wherein the Theosophical method has much
work to do. Take the question of race-difference, and especially of
those deeper differences, as between the white races and the yellow, or
the white races and the black, which already loom so large in our world
politics. It recently befell me to read the old records, from the late
fi fteenth century downward, of the first contact of our white races with
the colored races of Asia and the races of the New World. And as I
read, I felt profoundly ashamed for the me!! of my own color ; whether
in the East, or in the West, the tale was marred by spoliation, craft, rob
bery, violence, dishonor. It is a dark and evil record ; and one cannot
read it without shame. Here, once more, it is true that our own days
have seen much betterment ; yet very much remains to be done. It can
not be doubted that within a few years we shall see the yellow races
of Asia, to the number of five hundred millions, as fully armed and
equipped with our best inventions as are the Japanese, the pioneers of
the yellow races, to-day. What shall we do in the face of that world
problem ? What shall we do, a little later, when a like world-problem
arises in Africa, with its uncounted millions of the black race ? I answer,
if we are to meet these problems with safety, we must put in force the
Theosophical method. Instead of dwelling on the differences between us
and these men of other hue until we come to hate them, we must approach
them in a kindly spirit of understanding ; recognizing frankly their good
and lovable qualities, their strength in certain things wherein we are
weak ; our ability to help them in those things wherein we are strong.
Thus coming into friendly and cordial relations with them, we shall
presently come to see that there is no necessary strife between us ; that
our likenesses are far more vital than our differences ; and that, as for
our differences, the wise thing is to accept them frankly on both sides,
agreeing to differ, in the genuine Theosophical spirit. Thus, and only
thus, can we safely surmount the difficulties, piling up mountain high,
between the races of different color, difficulties which it is for our cen
tury to solve, on pain of throwing the human race into internecine strife
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and confusion for generations. Here, the Theosophical method is infi
nitely more potent than fleets of battleships, and infinitely more benign.
For as Theosophists we by no means desire that all men should
ignore their differences in a dead level of uniformity. This is not our
ideal, whether for humanity as a whole, or for our Society in particular.
We in no way seek uniformity of opinion, unanimity of belief. On the
contrary, I for my part would welcome a far greater diversity of opinion,
of belief, of faiths, of races, than exists in our Society to-day. We
ought to have many races and creeds represented. Indeed, we should
have men and women of every race on the globe within our ranks, and
we would welcome them there. Nor should we seek to minimize their
difference ; on the contrary, we should ask each to express his own ideal,
the ideal of his own race and faith, in its highest and noblest form ; and
then ask that all should admit and accept these differences, in the spirit
of perfect tolerance and freedom, the spirit of that deeper unity which
underlies all difference.
Thus we should have assembled the grand orchestra of man. And
just as, in the orchestra of the musician, we do not ask the violins to
become uniform with the trumpets, nor the harps to repeat the note of
the horns, but rather demand that each shall be perfect in its own kind,
the harp as a harp, the violin as a violin ; so in that greater orchestra of
man, we should ask that each should be his or her best self, his or her
own highest attainment, and so should we see perfected the true universal
brotherhood of mankind.
This is the Theosophical method, as applied to the great and funda
mental questions of race, creed, color, sex ; and the Theosophical Society
exists to put this method in practise, and to do so ever more abundantly.
We have no creeds to offer, we have no dogmas to enforce, we seek
no uniformity of opinion, no oneness of practice or belief. In the spirit
of toleration, of spiritual freedom, of brotherly love, we meet all men,
we accept all differences, we recognize the rights of all ; and thus we
work for the consummation of divine humanity.
CHARLES JOHNSTON.

THE PU RPOSE OF THE TfiEO·
SOPHICAL SOCI ETY.

T

HE Society was founded in New York in 1875 and has, there
fore, entered on the thirty-third year of its existence. Like
many other similar bodies it has evolved and changed outwardly
during its li fe period. It could hardly do otherwise, especially
so far as its outer appearance and organization· are concerned. The
statement of its objects when founded would appear widely different
from those which now exist. But when examined more closely the
difference is not so great, for the main principles remain precisely the
same : and the purposes with which it was formed remain unalterable :
our knowledge of them deepens and as we grow our sense of the
importance of them broadens and deepens. In the course of real evolu
tion this is always the case, and the Theosophical Society is not a forma
tion beyond natural law. It has its place in the evolution of the human
mind, and it goes a step further-beyond the mind and intellect there
is the heart and Soul, and it is with the evolution of these that the
Theosophical Society is more particularly concerned.
The objects of the Society are three in number :
( I ) The formation of a nucleus of Universal Brotherhood of
Humanity without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste or color-i. e.,
without any distinctions or separation whatever.
( 2) The study of ancient religions, philosophies and sciences, and
the demonstration of the importance of such study.
( 3 ) The investigation of the unexplained laws of nature and the
psychical powers latent in man.
These objects are similar to those of many societies. There are some
societies which deal with psychic powers : many which deal with unex
plained laws of nature : others which devote themselves to the study of
religions, philosophies and sciences; both ancient and modern : and again
there are organizations which profess to promote Universal Brother
hood. The Theosophical Society alone has all three. But its chief object
-to which the others are subordinate-is that formation of a nucleus of
the Universal Brotherhood of Humanity without any distinction
whatever.
We may talk of an ideal of Universal Brotherhood ; we may have
a sentimental feeling that all human distinctions should be done away
with ; we may find the same in many of the religious and philosophical
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systems-in Buddhism especially-but we do not know why. It is when
we study the psychic powers-the higher psychic powers-and when we
study the real root of religion, that we find Universal Brotherhood be
comes a condition of the higher evolution and that it falls at once into
its place as the necessary condition of existence of the higher humanity.
And here we gain a glimpse of the real purpose of the Theosophical
Society.
The evolution of a human being even physically is by no means a
simple matter. Those who study biology, or the science of life, follow
the evolution of very simple units-mere specks of protoplasm. As
evolution proceeds, these gain in complexity or, rather, life is manifested
in more complex forms. With this complexity comes a division ·of
labour, parts taking up a special work but each devoted to the main
object-the better interest of the unit complex being, the united li fe of
which they form the various parts. The greater the unity of purpose, the
greater the strength. The main principle which governs such evolution
is the material one of the struggle for life.
But with this division of labour and the promotion of unity, there
is manifested the evidence of what are called the psychological qualities.
So much so that a distinguished Frenchman has written a small treatise
on "the psychic li fe of micro-organisms." A still further advance brings
the mental qualities and the evolution of the human animal. Here
it is shown that the promotion of the unit life (however complex)
becomes enlarged. The unit being is now engaged not so much with
the struggle for its own existence but, as- Henry Drummond put it, not
with the struggle for life, but with "the struggle for the life of others,"
The principle of self-sacrifice for a higher ideal is introduced with what
may be called the more distinctively human stage.
The unit being has its choice. It may either evolve merely as an
animal with material aims in view, or as the · distinctly human, with
altruism and self-sacrifice as the guide to the evolution of character or,
further, to the "immortal" qualities of the li fe of the Soul.
As said above, these are the distinctively human qualities and are
the subject of that sel f-consciousness which all the philosophies . have
studied. For the most part no bridge hitherto passed the chasm between
the material and the psychic-much less the spiritual. But studies were
brought to our notice by Mme. Blavatsky which show that there is a
continuity of evolution on three main lines-material, psycho-mental and
spiritual, and these latter form a part of the "psychical powers latent in
man." This is the life and being of the immortal soul which truly is
obedient to a nature and laws of its own : and from their very nature the
manifestation of the soul, as evidenced by its powers, is '_Yell worth the
study an � investigation of humanity. "The proper study of mankind is
man," and the study of those powers of the soul which make man man,
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is the proper sphere of his operation. This again is a part of the purpose
of the Theosophical Society.
Madame Blavatsky in her books drew attention to the composition
of the human being. Mr. A. P. Sinnett had also p�t forward a ground
work of similar origin, but Madame Blavatsky expanded this to a very
great extent, showing that the principle of evolution ought to be applied
in all departments of nature and that everything manifested is in
obedience to this law. It was demonstrated that from the remotest ages
of time there had been going on unbrokenly this continued "process of
becoming" and that the various forms of religion and philosophy� were
but various statements of this fact as the common basis of life. Each
form was a demonstration suited to the particular genius of the race in
which it appeared. A part of the purpose of the Theosophical Society
was to examine these and give to each its proper place in the evolution of
humanity. In this way the Society would act as a sort of "spiritual
exchange" and form a synthesizing point (in place of accentuating a
separation) .
Thus regarding religion as the obligation felt by the Soul to fulfil
its own laws, we see the grouping around it of philosophy, of science, of
ethics, of the entire moral sense of humanity, proceeding as a necessity
from the manifestation of the soul under material and opposing condi
tions. In the evolution of the material universe there is, as shown, the
gradual unfolding of the soul. That which is hidden, gradually comes
to view. The life is manifested un ler material conditions, and gradually
it is seen that life and soul are one : that life and soul gradually permeate
matter. But history has shown us the internecine quarrels which have
arisen around the consideration of such origins, of philosophy and
religion. Thus the Theosophical Society puts forward the universal
brotherhood of humanity as the essential condition under which such
study and consideration shall take place so that each student has a perfect
right to express belief and disbelief with equally per fect courtesy to and
tolerance of a fellow student's belief. The Theosophical Society was
founded for just such a purpose. To freely discuss and study precisely
such philosophies, religions and sciences is to get closer and closer to the
heart of life and is to evolve the Soul consciously and is the best means
to cultivate the sense of Universal Brotherhood which is, as said before,
an essential condition of the life of the Soul. The various religions
depend on the existence of the Soul. The Theosophical Society has
brought before us the development of the Soul and has also shown us
that its increasing manifestation is the result of purposive culture and
that such manifestation is the purpose of this evolution.
The various religions give a comparative history of the efforts in
this direction. But, as each formulated into a creed and crystalised
little by little, these efforts materialised externally and hardened. Each
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sought permanence in its own form and defied the principle of progress
and evolution. The principle of universal toleration in the search for
Truth and in the unfolding of the Soul, is safeguarded only by the appli
cation of the ideal of Universal Brotherhood.
Thus Universal Brotherhood is a law of the Soul-but by no means
necessarily of the body-as yet. ,With the increasing manifestation and
evolution of the Soul, it will become so, but only as each human being
devotes himself by discipline and culture to the fulfilling of the purposes
of Soul.
Therefore the culture of all parts-of body, mind and Soul, is
necessary to the fulfilment of being, the law of the Soul being the para
mount law. It opens before humanity considerations of the most pro
found importance, for it shows that as there are species of all kingdoms
below what is called the human stage, there are species also within and
beyond the human stage. In the triple evolution there is the development
of the merely animal man and of the intellectual man with all its powers
of self-seeking and self-acquisition. The powers of the intelligence and
of the lower psychic qualities may be devoted to that side-or it may be
devoted to the higher side-to the Soul and its powers, in obedience to
and by the cultivation of certain laws. Of these the law of self-sacrifice
is one of the first in the promotion of unity. And then before humanity,
open out enormous vistas of development and evolution which carry the
Soul beyond the human stage into the "angelic" or "divine." Of these
"species" we do not know much, but at least there are the records of the
Avatars and we find traces of the steps of those Elder Brothers of the
human race who have stood as the guardian wall to humanity, keeping
us from sinking too deeply into the grossness and materialism which are
the standing temptation of our race when we devote ourselves to present
conditions and lose sight of a higher ideal.
Thus the Theosophical Society has as its purposes :
( I ) A consistent purpose to be attained by concentration and effort.
(2) Making us aware of most important, though unexplained laws
of nature.
( 3 ) Making us aware of a triple evolutionary process-body,
psycho-mental and Soul.
(4) Giving us a rational view of the real importance of the study
of religion, philosophy and science.
( 5 ) Educating humanity as to its real self and thereby starting the
study of the laws of the Soul and its culture, Universal Brotherhood and
all that it means, being the outer expression of one of the fundamental
laws of the Soul.
ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY.

AN EVENT.
Frazments. By "Cave."
Bhagavad Gita. "The Songs of the Master," translated with an Introduction
and Commentary by Charles Johnston.
Talks on Religion. A Collective Inquiry, recorded by Henry Bedinger Mitchell.*

W

HEN a Buddha is born, it is said, the earth trembles and
quakes. So an Event may happen which wiii shake an oyster
from its shell or an occasional contributor from nearly ten
years of anonymity ! The almost simultaneous publication of
these three books, with the THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY as their common
base and in a certain sense their synthesis, constitutes such an event. It
marks an epoch. It blazons a fact.
"Keep the Link unbroken," was the last will and testament of
H. P. Blavatsky, the founder of the theosophical movement in the nine
teenth century. And it was understood that this meant the "link"
between the movements of the past century and of this ; so that when
the guardians of the old Wisdom next send out a messenger, there may
exist a vehicle, an organism, ready at hand to carry on to still greater
perfection the work of the Theosophical Society. But "Keep the Link
unbroken" meant very much more than that. Is not the spirit more than
the letter ? Of what use a Society unless it have a soul ? And what is
the "link" between man and the soul that is in him ? "And he dreamed,
and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it reached to
heaven : and behold the angels of God ascending and descending on it.
And, behold, the Lord stood above it."
A strong link is made up of many strands, or, rather, of one central
strand reinforced by others. The spirit, intellectually mirrored ; an
inteiiect, spiritually enlightened ; an understanding, sympathetically com
prehensive ; a substratum, unweariedly responsive-ail these and many
other qualities wiii be found in a link of the right kind, and in the link
which this Event evidences.
*

*

*

*

*

Undoubtedly first in significance is the Fragments, by "Cave." At
my own request it was given to me to review this little book-just one
hundred sparsely filled pages. But after reading it twice, very carefully,
it seems that not less than a year of constant study would make a revi�w
worth while. It is the revelation by a soul of the Light it has found on
* For further information see advertisement on the last page.
3
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the Path. My belief is that for hundreds of years it will be read devoutly
and with love by those who seek that Path.
It is not a book to compare with other books. But in more respects
than one it should make a wider appeal than some of the greatest in our
literature, dedicated, as this might have been, "to the Few." Those other
books are like gems on a golden shield. This book contains similar gems,
cut and polished by the same master hand, but set in jewels more p�rsonal
-and the gold of the setting has been hammered on a single heart. In
other words, the appeal is more immediate and direct. On the one hand
you have Perfection : "This, 0 man, is that to which you may attain ;
that for which you should strive ; that upon which the Great Ones
stand." Here, you have a picture of the strife ; of lessons learned ; of
help won, and of the generous response of those who live for no other
purpose than "to succour and nourish like the heavens."
It will offend the creed of no one ; and all who seek God ; all who
would serve man and who have realized that they can do this only with
God's help, would gain by making this book their daily counsellor and
friend. What more can be said ? Of what use to praise its terseness of
expression ; its elegance of form (the Preface, presumably the last thing
written, is incomparably beautiful ) . Why speculate as to the source o f ...
inspiration here or there ? The spirit is the Spirit of the Lodge. Is not
that enough ? That the spirit is so perfectly revealed-yes, that is won
derful, and in that lies the real wonder of the book. Test it as you will :
intellectually, it is clear and sound ; morally, it rings true, without the
blur of psychic or emotional alloy ; structurally, its lines are fine and
firm and noble. And it speaks to you of your own conflict ; it reminds
you of your own birthright ; it revives in you your own Light. It is the
actual experience of one who has fought and who still fights "the good
fight."
To the writer, our thanks ( surely the thanks of everyone who,
whether absent or present, has had the love of this movement more nearly
at heart than any other thing) .
Among ourselves, congratulations' and rejoicing. For this book
is a proclamation, loud enough for all who have will to hear, that the link
has been kept alive and vibrant, and that on the ladder raised to heaven
the angels of God are still ascending and descending, and that "the Lord"
still stands above it.
*

*

*

*

*

Next in order ( for a reason to be mentioned later) is the Bhaga
vad Gita, translated, with an Introduction and Commentary, by Charles
Johnston.
Mr. Johnston was Sanskrit Prizeman both at the University of
Dublin and in the Indian Civil Service. So far then as the translation
is concerned, it should be superfluous to say more.
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Unfortunately, as some of Max Muller's Sacred Books o{ the East
have demonstrated, a mere knowledge of languages counts for very little.
To attempt a translation of the Buddhist Suttas without a sympathetic
understanding of the older scriptures from which, in so real a sense, they
sprang ; to translate the Gita without an intimate acquaintance with the
Sankhya and other systems which Krishna so luminously reconciles-
is like accounting for Luther as an innovator from Mars, or explaining
the mission of Jesus on the theory that Judaism never existed.
In the terms of the last simile, Mr. Johnston's Introduction and
Commentary show that he has more than a knowledge of Greek : he
knows the prophets and the traditions of the Jews down to their ultimate
development among the Pharisees and Sadducees and Alexandrian _Neo
Platonists. That is to say-although no student of our literature needs
to be told this-he is on terms of friendly familiarity with the diverse
schools of Indian thought which Krishna tried to unify and which the
Bhagavad Gita co-ordinates. He knows the letter in order to preserve
the spirit. Language is his means ; never an end in itself.
From the first chapter to the last, the Commentary is consistent and
vital. We have the gradual disclosure of a process, as orderly, as real,
as the unfoldment of a flower. It is a process which we ourselves are
undergoing. Each method of union-union by works, union by love,
union by insight, as chapter foJlows chapter-is explained and practically
applied. They are shown as interdependent, the one supplementing the
other. No stage can be omitted-least of all that described in the first
chapter, the title of which is "The Yoga of the Sorrows of Arjuna."
For in that chapter we are reminded, not only that suffering is inevitable
as the lower self rebels against the prompting to turn from the outer to
the inner, from the transitory to the eternal ; but that suffering is essen
tially remedial. It is the fool in us that shrinks from it and tries to
escape. The knots of the heart must be untied, ap.d when we lack the
energy and devotion to untie them by force of our own, then Life, the
great teacher, either breaks them or melts them with fire. At that point
we have the choice, either to shrink, backward and out, or to follow
Krishna's advice and move forward to victory.
Constantly we are referred, in the Commentary, to our scriptures of
the West, where the same battle is described. This should help to make
the book acceptable to many, whose minds, accustomed only to Christian
terminology, are often bewildered and somewhat frightened by the
unfamiliar symbolism of the East. In fact, there should be a large and
steady demand for Mr. Johnston's translation. Not long ago, a friend
in one of the bigger cities of the middle states, tried to purchase a copy
of another and older translation, and found at all the book stores that
they had "sold out." Some "New Thought" lecturer had just delivered
a series of addresses on the subject (better than the average, it was said ) ,
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and, for a week at least, had made the Gita fashionable ! This is not
unusual, and readers of the QuARTERLY will be doing a public service i f
they will call the attention of their friends, of that and similar pursua
sions, to a work which is really indispensable to an understanding of
Krishna's teaching. They may own half a dozen other translations, but
will need this one more, rather than less, on that account.
The printing and binding of the book could not be improved, and
the price would be impossibly low were it not that the author publishes
for himself and thus saves the purchaser the usual large commission.
*

*

*

*

*

Last, there is the Talks on Religion, recorded by H. B. Mitchell.
I was not able to read such of these "Talks" as appeared in the QuAR
TERLY. Reading them in book form they impress me as immensely valu
able. It is not that they contain new teaching : it is that they tend to
complete the old teaching by applying it synthetically and practically to
views which, from any other point of view, would be considered hope
lessly divergent.
· Meetings were held for the discussion of Religion. Men took part
in these discussions who are specialists in various branches of modern
science and culture. The tendencies of some were frankly materialistic ;
of others, agnostic ; of others, idealistic. And the Mathematician, the
central figure, at whose rooms the discussions were held, was able in
almost every case with masterly gr3;sp and insight and tact, to suggest
centripetal undercurrents, and if not actually to reconcile, at least to
relate opinions which appeared to be flatly contradictory. Without a
wide knowledge of the esoteric philosophy, this would have been impos
sible ( a debt which is amply acknowledged) . But, i n similar circum
stances, how few, if any, even with that knowledge, would not have
found themselves engulfed in profitless controversy ! Intellectual appre
ciation of the facts and arguments presented ; intuitive perception of the
tendencies which the facts and arguments concealed rather than revealed
-more than this : a clear recognition that "there is no revelation but
the ever-continuing," and that each participant must have a message
unveiling some different aspect of the soul of things-all of these great
gifts were necessary for the doing of what the Mathematician did.
"Christianity and Nature," "Evolution and Ethics,". "Mysticism and
Faith," "The Renaissance of Religion," "Has the Church Failed ?"-were
among the subjects discussed. The Historian, the ZoOlogist, the Clergy
man, the Biologist, the Pragmatist, as well as the Mathematician, the
Author, and the Editor, were of those who took part. And they are
not fictitious characters, but actual and very human persons. As you
read, you wish there were more historians like "The Historian" ; more
bankers like "The Banker,"-particularly, for all our sakes, more clergy-
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men like "The Clergyman" ! For listen to some of the things he had
to say :
"Christianity is not concerned with the dead, but the living. The
essential teaching of Jesus is not that His body died to ransom us, but
that His spirit lives to inspire us."
Again, speaking of the evil days through which Christianity has
passed, and accounting for them to some extent as "the working out_ and
purging of the race from its poison," he appealed to more than one
of those present who had severely and justly criticized the Church :
"Why do not you scientists who preach the conservation of energy
apply it ? Why will you not see that the forces acting in men's minds and
hearts must work outward to their inevitable conclusion ? I can conceive
of Jesus waiting through the centuries till this should have been accom
plished, waiting and working for its accomplishment. And I can even
believe that, whatever the human brain may· have thought, the great
Soul within foresaw all this from the beginning-foresaw the ages of
misunderstanding before His mission would be fulfilled, before His spirit
of love and of service would dwell universally in the hearts of those who
profess Him, before he could 'come again,' no longer, perhaps, as a man
among men, but as the Spirit of Man itself, animating and uplifting the
race to knowledge of its divine Sonship."
From each participant something memorable could be quoted. The
Zoologist reminds us that "whatever is present in the highest organism
must also have been present, and always present, in element, in the cells
which compose it. The continuity of the germ plasm makes this certain."
Again : "No one better than Clifford has insisted upon the absence of
finality in one's system of thought, i f growth in mental and intellectual
respects is to continue, for only the plastic condition allows growth."
And this from the Pragmatist : "It is curious to note how often
when men seek forcibly to alter a given condition they succeed only in
re-establishing the content thereof in some new form or way. Again
and again has this been proved in political history, where the tyranny
of a king has been overthrown only to establish the tyranny of a mob ;
and it is equally marked in the history of . ideas."
The Oxonian tells us, "The truth is that you do not gain men for a
commanding idea, and mould them to it by making small demands upon
·
them, but by making great demands." Even "The Youth" will arouse a
responsive echo in more than one reader when he declares that for his
part, whenever he feels particularly religious in Church, he gets up and
walks out to enjoy the sensation more freely !
Naturally, to anyone who reviews, and is privileged to criticize at his
leisure, there must occur many wise and brilliant things which might
have been said-after the event. And perhaps this may prove not the
least attractive feature of the book ! It is noticeable, for instance, that
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practically without exception the speakers adopted the post-Darwinian
view of primitive man : that he was "little better than the animals," and
that we can study him best in the modern savage. Renouvier, perhaps
the greatest of French philosophers, has branded that dogma as a super
stition-which, in the view of the esoteric philosophy, it undoubtedly is.
In Professor Flint's History of the Philosophy of History, he points out
of Renouvier that :
"He has always seen with exceptional clearness the inherent unrea
sonableness, so prevalent among scientists, of assimilating primitive man
to a modern savage, and arguing directly from the latter to the former.
Primitive man may have been superior to savage man, while yet destitute
of advantages which the savage possesses. The primitive man, just
because primitive, although endowed with a good intellect, heart, and
will, could have no traditions, acquisitions, or habits. . . . You must
'
strip your savage of all that he has inherited or acquired before you can
get at anything primitive in him. But this means that you must take
from him all the corrupt tendencies he has inherited, all the evil habits
which he has formed, all the beliefs in which he has grown up, the lan
guage which he has learned, tribal customs and usages, etc. But when
you have done all this, where is your savage ? He is 'clean gone as a
savage. There remains . nothing of him but those rudiments of humanity
which are common to him and to yourself. And these you must obvi
ously study in yourself, seeing that it is only of yourself that you have
direct knowledge, immediate experience. But the knowledge and experi
ence of yourself must be so analyzed and generalized, that what is indi
vidual and peculiar, secondary and factitious in it, may be eliminated.
The primitive man must be conceived of as a true and whole man, yet
only as an abstract or generic man, without racial or individual deter
Thus conceiving of primitive man he (Renouvier )
minations.
does not find it necessary to think of him as either originally good or
originally evil, but only as innocent and peccable.
. Analysis of
the data of moral experience shows, he thinks, that it must mean that
man instead of reflectively and voluntarily accomplishing a possible
ascent in good from innocence to virtue, everywhere worked out a real
descent from innocence to vice" (pp. 659-662) .
It is surprising, also, that throughout the discussion of "Evolution
and Ethics" (the third chapter ) , no reference was made by any of the
speakers to Professor Huxley's remarkable essay under that title. This
was due, perhaps, to the fact that Huxley was so wiaely misunderstood
even Spencer misunderstood him. Huxley's statement that "the ethical
process" is in direct conflict with "the cosmic process" as a means of
growth after a certain point of development has been reached, was taken
to mean that he had in some way abandoned his earlier views and had
been guilty also of a flagrant contradiction. And few of those who read
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his Romanes Lecture when it appeared in 1 8g3 have read his Prolegomena
(of 18g4) to that _ lecture, whicq precedes it in Volume IX of his "Col
lected Essays." The Lecture and the Prolegomena should be read
together, and will then be found, in many respects, really illuminating.
For few will deny that Huxley was above all things a great thinker.
Such wisdom after the event is rather cheap, however. It is con
tributed partly because it is supposed to be the function of the critic,
when reviewing a book of this kind, to know better ! But having done
my duty to that extent, it may now be less questionably in order to appeal
to all readers of the QuARTERLY to do their utmost to bril_!g these "Talks
on Religion" to the notice of their local newspapers for review, and to
the notice also of their local clergy and literati. It will be good work
done for our common cause.
*

*

*

*

*

Thinking once more of these books, after the reviews have been
written, two other points appear as noteworthy. The first is that the
message of each is human. And of all of H. P. Blavatsky's sayinga,
there is none that we can less afford to forget than this : "Keep your
Theosophy human !" Academic dissertations on metaphysical subtleties ;
authoritative dicta on the nature of things unseen ; elaborate explana
tions of unimportant correspondences-these things, though labelled theo
sophical, are perversions of the theosophic purpose. Not a hint of them
is to be found in any one of these books. There is scholarship, but not
scholasticism ; mysticism, but not mystery ; brotherhood, but not gush.
The appeal is to the humanity in each one of us, and to the best in that
hum·anity.
The second point is that these books, in the order in which the
reviews have been arranged, curiously elucidate and promote the three
objects of the Theosophical Society.
The principal aim and object of the Society is to form the nucleus
of a universal brotherhood of humanity, without distinction of race,
creed, sex, caste or color. The Fragments not only breathe in every
sentence the ideal of brotherhood, but expound the only basis upon
which true brotherhood can be founded-identity of Spirit and com
munion of soul.
The subsidiary (or supplementary) objects are, first, the study of
ancient and modern religions, philosophies and sciences, and the demon
stration of the importance of such . study. The translation of the
Bhagavad Gita, with the translator's invaluable commentaries, is a splen
did illustration of how that object can best be promoted, and of how,
properly understood, it furthers the cause of brotherhood.
The second of the subsidiary objects is the investigation of the
unexplained laws of nature al)d the psychical powers latent in man. In
times past it was thought that "psychical powers" must necessarily refer
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to abnormal or phenomenal developments-to clairvoyance and similar
faculties. But we have learned that this was quite a narrow view, and
that "psychic" covers all the emotional activities, all the processes of
the mind, all the reactions of the senses ; and that the higher phases of
each of these are latent in the vast majority of mankind. So Talks on
Religion, which deals primarily with the unexplained laws of nature and
with the cause and meaning and value of such phenomena as religious
emotion, is in direct furtherance of the third object of the Society.
Trusting to memory only, it is doubtful if the word Brotherhood
is mentioned in any of these books, not even in the Fragments, which has
been referred to in that special connection. But how clear and- unmistak
able t?eir message ! Far more clear than by tiresome chatter of the word.
There was a Chinese sage, to whom went an inquirer, saying, "Tell
me, I beseech you, about Brotherhood." And the sage looked at him in
gentle wonder, -and answered : "My child, what do you mean ? What new
thing is this that the invention of man has sought out ?" The inquirer
was troubled. He knew much about Brotherhood, and had gone to the
sage merely for finishing touches. Presently he went to another sage,
great, but not quite so great as the first, or perhaps great in a differ
ent way. And to him he repeated his question and complained of the
answer received from the other. The sage smiled. Then he said this :
"Words are employed to convey ideas ; but when the ideas are mastered,
we forget the words. Blessed indeed to meet one who has forgotten the
words ! The Sage loves others, because he knows what they are. But if
they did not tell him of his love, he would not know that he loved them ;
and when he knows it, he is as if he knew it not ; when he hears of it,
he is as if he heard it not. His love of others never has an end, and
their repose _in him is endless also. To the Sage, many things are One."
And perhaps in this silence, this most effective silence, we have
the clue to that which makes these books so human. Not only do they
contain knowledge which we can use, daily and almost hourly ; but it is
presented without preaching. It is simply exhibited, and after looking
at it we go away and preach to ourselves !
In any case, whether that explanation be accepted or not, the
result is undeniably admirable, and, with the other features noticed
(each reader will discover new ones) , should give to the movement
everywhere a wider scope and an added power, marking this year as a
turning point, both of consummation and of far-reaching advance.
E. T. H.

INTERWOVEN .*

A

VERY inadequate title for these letters from a son who has
passed away, to his mother who is still in the flesh. They present
the same curious mixture of the valuable and the worthless
that we usually find in such documents, and the life of another
state of consciousness as depicted in them differs more in degree than in
kind from our own. The letters were written through a medium, her
arm only being used for the transmission of words, and cover a period of
about six years, ceasing with the death of the medium herself. Their
genuineness is vouched for by the writer of the preface, Miss Sarah
Louise Ford, of Boston.
The chief interest of the book lies in the development of the char
acter and intellect, and even the style, of the son, Wadsworth Cecil, a
young physician, who died suddenly of diphtheria shortly after he had
begun to practise, and furnishes a remarkable _instance of "a ruling
passion (literally) strong in death." To a theosophist the letters go far
to corroborate the idea of heaven or Devachan, as a dream-life wherein
our strongest desires, our highest aspirations are fulfilled, and the
greater part of the book describes as actually taking place many things
which might have been merely a subjective vision. One of the most
curious things in it is the intense interest of the young physician in every
thing related to his profession, and the progress that he seems to make
in medical knowledge and skill. There are seven bodies, he says, all
capable of separation, and even on earth it will not be long before they
can be taken to pieces like the parts of a watch, and cleaned and repaired
and put together again. As this has already been done here for the eye
and the stomach, it was a pretty safe prophecy to make. He seems to
confuse "body" and "shape," for he goes on to speak of his many shapes
a thought shape, a luminous shape, a spirit shape, etc. And again he
speaks of the last body, which will be born into the seventh sphere, and
contain all the lighted powers as organs. The uvula, he says, is a storage
battery for the next body, and little coils of ganglia lie in every part of
the physical body as preparations for the higher result. The study of
the human body is the key to all knowledge. When ignorant people are
taught more about their bodies, and the proper use of every ligament
and tendon, valve and cell, they will understand the relation between
mind and matter. Matter is the light of the mind in a denser condition.
Everything seems to this student to be expressed in terms of light and
* Published by Geo. H. Ellis & Co., Boston.
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electricity and vibration. He hardly knows what is meant by a cycle, he
says, but he knows that certain seeds of powers which are left by adepts
culminate and work into action among the people, and this gives a rise
or lift to mind all through the kingdoms, not only in earth, but in the
next sphere and the next. So there is constant progression in knowledge,
and by and by what is now the lower mortal law will burst as a flower
into the higher sense. He speaks many times of the storage in all the
organs for the future body. "The potency of the future is as the meat
in the nut." After the sixth sphere it is the power, not the organ, which
is considered and used. When we understand all the organs, they will
be raised into the glory of health, and in the seventh degree the white,
spirit�al-atomed being will occupy its body as a palace or mansion. There
will be no need of the circulation of the blood, for the fire in the blood
will have taken its place. Veins are the conveyors of magnetism and
arteries of electricity, and when these two are as one in balance, there
can be no disease. Again he writes :
"There are two ways of becoming immortal, eitber by overcoming
the obstacles of life and making deposit of a strong-principled sel f, or by
sinking back as a soul-seed into earth and back through the animals into
chaos, becoming an element, and again starting with all heredity effaced,
and almost as a new identity." But souls, he resumes, are never entirely
lost after once having "acquired individuality." The doctrine of the
development of the Soul is continually cropping up in these letters,
though often very crudely expressed, as indeed is most of the book. In
another letter the young physician says, "I don't wonder that it was
said that Christ turned water into wine, for I find that the properties
of all results lie in water. It is enough to say that what Christ did was
not by a miracle, but by a natural law." Natural law also permits the
development in the eye itself of far or near visi�n. "I saw how this
might be done by certain loosening of small muscles and widening of
others so as to give more space in the iris.* It is possible this could be
attained upon earth if people believed it, or the eye-doctors could see the
law."
And in another place Dr. Wadsworth says that when people are
brought up from materiality into more refined conditions, there will be
exceeding lightness of the human frame. The true man will be made
up of sinews, nerves, cords and tendons, and the flesh which breeds
disease will go down to animals and out. He speaks of the essence of
fire, which refuses to run in flesh, but keeps to the n�rves. And yet there
is so exalted a nerve-state, that the fire even irradiates the outer self,
unless the man carries too much fat.
_

* It is, of course, the shape of the eye-ball, not the iris, that affects the length
of vision.
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In the same letter he says the power of magnetism sent by the
hand or the will, is to be a great force on the earth. Mind is in high
action, and in less than twenty years it will be able to conquer any
disease without medicine, save, perhaps, the very finest quality of some
herb. The power of hypnotism will rule, and prevent pain of all kinds,
even in operations.
Several times he speaks of sight as merging into feeling in the fifth
world ; "and the moment I feel, then I see, because every nerve sees.
I know that in the physical body the nerves had eyes, only they were
. As we progress, every nerve sees, and develops
undeveloped.
into what is called the sixth sense or intuition. . . . To see and hear
exactly as we did on earth we must have the same apparatus, with the
same vibrations, or else use what we call a medium to see and hear with.
I can see my words as fire, and watch them glance along the nerves and
come out at the end of the medium's pencil. But I do not see the marks
nor the paper, which are in the outer world. Christ could turn water
into wine because he could control · every element. It is done on the
principle that in the finer air all elements exist, or that all that composes
the earth is elementally within the ether. All things contain a bit of all
other things. . . . There is a great fact, that the moment the soul
neglects any part of its mansion it begins to die. Body is a thing that
has got to be tuned up in every minutice, or it loses its sounds and its
vibrations.
Father and I are learning the highest method of
motion, higher even than rolling one's self in a fireball and willing the
way to certain points. It is a simple infilling with desire to be at such
a point and consuming the body, as it were, in the desire, and thus
becoming entirely unconscious for one ·moment. It is an awful intensity,
and could not be done by anyone on earth, for memory and every prin
ciple of self are dropped for a moment, and if the life-thread would not
connect, then there would be loss of individuality. After sleep the soul
easily catches the thread of life, because memory and nearly all the
soul-forces remain attached, but when a soul drops all these, and remains
entirely isolated for a moment, so as to overcome distance, then is the
danger. Suppose. I had lost myself and could not connect ! Well, it must
be learned if we would be in all parts of the kingdom at a mome�t's
notice."
Many spheres are quite out of sight from earth1 he says. "The
planets are all earths, just as this one is, and belong to what we call
borderland," a curious confirmation of the theosophical theory that all
visible stars are on the same plane of matter as our world.
The flesh down here (i. e., on earth ) is water and pulp, but in the
spirit it is light and fibre, like a spider-web or the filaments of a fine
petal. In higher worlds the flesh is yet more spiritualised, being com
posed of ether and light.
I am a second body now, and my
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second self is ten times more alert and light and youthful than the
There is a way, too, of living on, and shedding age
other.
by not dying, a kind of caterpillar condition. This is the old Rosicrucian
system, and is done in caves and deep forests. When Jesus went up in
the Mount to pray, he cast off his outer self, and renewed (his body)
without dying, and so .came down fresh and young. A great many do
this. They are very wise, having known many generations.
Did you hear me when I said, No, I could not make shape yet ? Possibly
in time I could learn to put myself together, but hardly to look natural,
I fear. You would not like to see me unless I could thicken to my
former shape and face. This is only a chemical arrangement. But at
present I have too much to do to try to form. It is not hard work, but
a long Pt:Ocess of affinity with like atoms-like modeling."
Then he takes up the germ-theory again, and once more repeats that
germs are live atoms. "They are builders and destroyers, the one pitted
against the other, like all the opposites. If any one can find a way to
increase the white corpuscles and set them against the red corpuscles,
this would drive out disease. There are two sets of germs in a body, the
spiritual or white ( second body germs) , and the material ( or earth
body) , red germs, and it is the red germs that begin to cause decay in
whatever organ is used or exposed too much. And the white corpuscle
germ if increased in numbers will stop that decay. The trouble is, that
no one looks at it in this light, and so they don't try those particular
elemental extracts from roots, which will increase the white corpuscles,
and thus eradicate disease from the red ones. The 'gold cure,' so-called,
is somewhat successful for the very reason that it increases the white
germs, and drives out the rot of liquor." This is again quite on a line
with theosophic teachings, which describe the white corpuscles-as indeed
science has done-as the scavengers of the body, the devourers of the
germs of disease. As early as 1846 Dr. Waller said that the white cor
puscles were able to pass through the walls of the blood-vessels, and go
all over the body, of which they are the sanitary police. And Dr. An
drew Wilson in 1893 said much the same thing. (Lucifer, Jan., 1894. )
Theosophy adds to this the statement that the spleen is the reservoir of
animal magnetism, and the original centre of the force which evolves
the astral man. It would seem then, that to increase the number of
white corpuscles, those "elemental extracts from roots," of which Dr.
Wadsworth speaks, should be directed to the spleen. But perhaps even
more efficacious would be what he calls the main thing for doctors, and
in fact for everybody, to raise the tone of the soul, to expel fear, deceit,
idleness, ambition and all evil forces. Where would the old notion of
the spleen as the source of melancholy come in then ? There is a point
of mind that can be reached, he says, where nothing distresses. It corre
sponds to insanity.. "Insanity is the unconscious depth, while what I
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mean is a conscious height, a peculiar oneness with the divine law, so
that the soul can overlook all obstacles and know their reasons."
. Again he speaks of the use of certain herbs as so dilating the eyes
that they acquire telescopic powers, and worlds can be seen at immense
distances. Also, that the ear-drum can be excited to such a degree that
one can hear the past, as in a shell, the revealments of history at the time
the shell was forming. . . . "An old Egyptian told me that the small
efforts and longings of people to see or hear or understand were all as
dim prophecies of the future unfoldment."
I might go on much longer with the plucking of flowers from this
garden of another world. I have abstained from gathering weeds and
thistles, for those we can find everywhere, nor has it seemed best to
quote the descriptions of celestial mansions and household conveniences
and curious contrivances of all sorts. It has been pointed out to me that
the "spheres" and planes spoken of by the young doctor were all sub
divisions of the astral plane, and that probably he had not got as far as
Devachan at the time of writing. Also that many things said by him
as to conditions in the astral and physical bodies, while absurd in the
eyes of a scientist, are quite right when read as he wrote them, in the
language of another sphere of thought. Whatever we may think of this
explanation, it would certainly be well to look at the book from the
writer's point of view, for nothing does more to widen one's mental
horizon than to be forced sometimes to take another's point of view
instead of our own. It lifts us out of our ruts, it compels us to see that
there are many things in heaven and earth not yet formulated in our
philosophy, and many, many misconceptions and errors that we have
yet to correct. The great thing is to keep an open and unprejudiced
mind, and to be ready to receive new ideas, however strange, and as
strangers, give them welcome.
Above all let us realise, at least, that we have infinite fielas of Knowl
edge still to explore, and that much of our progress consists in an ever
increasing ability to slough off the trammels of our old intellectual skin,
and be ready for the new. Walt Whitman said this many times, but never
per haps more beauti fully than in these lines :
"This day before dawn I ascended a hill, and looked at the crowded
heaven,
And I said to my Spirit, When we become the enfolders of those orbs,
and the pleasure and Knowledge of everything in them, shall we be
filled and satisfied then?
And my Spirit said : No, we but level that lift, to pass and continue
beyond."
KATHARINE HILLARD.

T H E PRESENCE OF THE
HOLY SPI RIT ..

T

HE

first fact about Lent is that it is a time for repentance. And
the first fact about repentance is that in repenting of anything
we do or feel, we "think better of it," as the phrase is. It is
because we see the better that we despise the worse. Mere lamen
tation or penitential exercise over sin would be vain regret. It is from
the vantage-ground of something sound and strong, reached somehow
in spirit if not possessed in habit, that we look down on weakness for
what it is, that we see it with fit feelings in its own ugly colors ; and
seeing our weakness for what it is, is another name for repentance. Lent
is a summons to repentance, and so it is a summons to the best in us to
rise up, and look about on whatever else is in us with the look of under
standing and domination.
So Lent reminds us of that strange phenomenon, the rise of the
better and stronger in us. It seems naive to call it strange, this subject
of prayer and hymns and a million discourses. But rightly looked on
it is strange. The man is not all of him there at any moment. There is
more of him as it were, in hiding. This is, o f course, not always a matter
of wrong and right doing. Now he is stolid and tongue-tied, though
he knows there is something in him to say. Then somehow "a bolt is
shot back somewhere in the breast" and he can speak out what he feels.
Now the day is dull to him ; business is tedium ; good old friends have
worn off their novelty a bit too much, their friendship seems to have
grown threadbare from too much contact, he knows what they are going
to say and the other thing they do not say, for a reason ; the family
is touched with staleness ; and the great enterprise in front fades a little
from its seductive brilliancy too. Then the touch of life comes upon
him, something happens to strike him, as we say, it strikes fire from him,
his nature ignites, and in the glow all those things light up again. Now
he is weighing some trespass or neglect of others, weighing it fairly
according to his knowledge, with annoyance but with justice, and reckon
ing how warm or cold or cool his own bearing should be. Then from
somewhere comes a wave that lifts him where he can only give and ask
nothing, and through him the wave rolls on, to the trespasser, or not
to the trespasser, but still rolls on. Now he is busy at a _work that
enlists all his ardor ; till suddenly it occurs to him that what is beckon*A Lenten Address delivered at the Church of the Ascension, New York.
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ing him from in front is a vision of himself when he shall 'have suc
ceeded, become an admirable creature indeed in the eyes of all around ;
it occurs to him that after all that was not exactly the object of the
work, that he would be unwilling to admit it to anyone as his own
object � that a sort of fraud lurks in his ardor ; and then he works more
intelligently because the work's essential object becomes his own.
IQ such transformation perhaps it seems as if the chief agency
was some chance reminder. The reminder may be there as often as
you choose, but it would be impotent to work a change if there were not
something within to be called forth. Without that the reminder would
call in vain. What these instances attest is the fathomless resource
within, true though it be that it must be called forth, and called not once
or twice. We experience in ourselves in every subject of life what we
feel to be meaner and what we feel to be greater. It is the greater
that we should like to put in power and in command. We cannot do
so by a mere edict of the will. We cannot do so, because our mere con
scious will does not reach directly down into the deeps of being where
our hidden strength resides. Our ordinary conscious selves are not long
enough of arm, or strong enough of hold, to stretch down to the bottom
of that teeming darkness under them and grope and seize and drag forth
to open expression all that may be there. Indeed there is no bottom, no
limit. · "We are open on one side," as the greatest of American thinkers
has said, "to all the attributes of God." "There is no bar or wall in
the soul where man the effect ceases and God the Cause begins. The
walls are taken away." Subtily commingling with ourselves and ready
if we open to it to flood the flats of life is that fresh stream of potential
good, of gracious, happy inspiration, flowing from out of sight. I say
what we can do is to call upon it and open to it, to know it for God in
us and pray that it may grow more.
"They said unto Him, we have not so much as heard whether there
be any Holy Ghost." That may almost stand for the state of mind of a
whole body of educated men amongst us. To them the existence of the
Holy Spirit is at best a subordinate and inconspicuous item in a ques
tionable theology. In truth it is the nearest fact of all religion. To
prove its existence--that means nothing at all but ( as the word prove
once signified) to test its existence. "The influence of the Holy Spirit,"
writes a literary critic o f eminence amongst us, "is a matter o f actual
experience, as solid a reality as that of electro-magnetism." I am not
in the least concerned here to draw a line nicely between natural and
supernatural. I have had enough of the philosophical intellect's issue of
an inj unction against all religious experience until the long hearings in
its litigation are over ; like a court o f chancery wearing out the life of
natural heirs before it duly divides and delivers to them their property.
The answer to all courteous indifference and all dilatory philosophy is,
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God the Holy Spirit is met in prayer. Turn �o the Most High within
you, turn to the blessed in inward experience, worship it, open to it,
and make it prevail. For the rest, conduct your philosophy apart, in
such time as your life may grant you for it.
The sense of the presence of the Holy Spirit within us is power.
If it is a moment for action we can spring into the thick of it, as if flung
from the hand of God. We can fight in the thought that He is in us,
looking through our eyes, and wielding our arm. If it is a moment
for patience, we can persist and endure with something of the endur
ance of a tool ; for a tool may be broken but it does not grow tired.
This Presence too is intellectual power, it is wisdom. The mind is not
a perfect instrument till it is at one with itself, till the man is single
.
minded. Reverently giving entrance to the Holy Spirit, we give up the
key of every chamber of the brain, that our utmost intelligence may be
at the service of the One that now takes command. We are wiser
because we are not distracted. We are wiser too, because we see from
a higher place, looking down from above, commanding more things and
their proportions. From the same source comes moral power. We think
many a thought that we should be loath to speak aloud, but to begin
to live our inward existence in this Presence, realized-that means to
transform the very mood and mind itself. "Eat, even when you are
alone," it has been said, "as if you were at the table of a king." Surely
it will make a difference in the thoughts of our most private conscious
ness to become aware that we are in the intimate presence of the King
of Kings.
The sense of the presence within us of God the Holy Spirit is
relief. It is the sense of a supremacy. The narrower self may let the
reins go to the higher power. So long as the decision is given by the
best we know, we are at rest. Better we cannot do. The questionings
and apprehensions of the narrower self are superseded and may cease.
This is the meaning of Dante's words, "in His will is our peace."
Utterly to commit ourselves to the ideal, the Living Ideal, One within
us, is to forestall bewilderments and trepidations. It is to reach security.
It is to rest in the Lord. The fact that He is Lord within us means our
rest. Relief comes with unity, and in this first and simplest way the
Holy Spirit is the Comforter.
It seems as if many Christians did but half learn the Christian
thought. They learn that of conscience, of heart-searching and self
criticism, but not that of the peace which passes understanding. They
think in Lent of penitence, but not always that really to repent, to see
what is low in its true colors, means a change of will, re-union with
the Perfect Will, forgiveness which takes away sin, and which strangely
misses of its effect i f it does not calm and lift and poise. The sorrows
of Lent are means, they must be tasted to th� full, but the sooner they
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bring us to the end for which they exist, the better have they served.
Christianity is a religion of sorrow j ust so far as it makes us see sorrow
ful things as they really are. But it makes us look at them that we
may mend them, that we may bring happiness and bring it in ourselves.
This Presence which can nerve and clarify and calm can also aggran
dise life. The Holy Ghost is thought of as a power in one's
own being alone, but it is also, if one may venture to put
it so, a social fact. The unrevealed Perfect is in the man we talk to,
as well as in ourselves. I have listened to my teacher too well not to
know that there is more than one self in a man to be addressed. What
if we should address this deepest in him ? Or, if we feel it presumption
"
to speak to that latent Spirit in words, at least we can be mindful that
it is there. "Honor all men," runs the text. "Have reverence for all,"
said St. Francis. To remember the Presence is to fulfill these sayings.
We see the faults of our friends and the monotonous dinginess in human
nature all too well as we grow older. And yet, "there is no bar or wall
in the soul where man the effect ceases and God the Cause begins. The
walls are taken away." To the discerning eye, human personality is
translucent, and the glory of God shines through. The persons we know,
seen in their deepest individuality, take for themselves the dignity of a
throng of strong and diverse spirits, rangi�g up as i f in the courts of
Heaven, toward the light that burns above. The miracle of their trans
figuration is accomplished. For it is part of the secret of worship to
triumph over the commonplace, to enhance life and transfigure men.

DICKINSON s. MILLER.
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T H E RELIGION OP THE WILL.
THE WILL IN THE BODY.
III. TH E CREATIVE WILL IN MAN.
We have studied the will in two great realms which are common to
man and his cousins the animals : the realm of the search for food, and
the realm of race continuance through reproduction. In general, we have
found that, in both these realms, life rests on a series of quite definite
exercises of the will, as definite as that of which we are consc.ious, when
we lift a book from the table, or when we rise and walk round the room.
It is well, at such a point as this, to lift a book, or to walk round the
room, just to remind ourselves of what the will really feels like, in
operation. Otherwise, we may be muddled by metaphysical unbelief.
Life rests on these innumerable acts of will. In the one case the
result is the continuance of the individual who, if he ceases to eat, will
in due time cease to live. And in general we may say that the will, stimu
lating the search for food, thereby stimulates to the conquest of space,
setting the seeker a-roaming over the wide face of the earth. In the
other, the will, promoting race continuance, with all the sacrifice this
implies, prompts also to the conquest of time, for through reproduction
each race does in a certain sense bridge over time and become immortal.
The conquest of space ; the conquest of time ; these are, if we look at it
in a large way, the fruits of the will. Li fe thus rests on innumerable
acts of the will. On what do these rest ?
When we considered the wonder ful and pathetic family of moles,
which set out westward from the Ural mountains millenniums ago and
burrowed as far as Britain and Brittany but failed to reach the promised
land of Ireland, we saw that there was a wonderful unanimity between
them, though they had never met and consulted together in earthy parlia
ments ; a oneness of will that has lasted through ages and has shown
itsel f more steadfast than the Roman Empire, or the feudal system, or
representative government. In this greater single will their individual
wills rested. In obedience to it they exerted their own energies and bur
rowed ceaselessly. So this great will, working through the entire mole
community, wrought its victory _over space and a like victory oyer time.
And as it is with the moles, so is it with all beings. Each has its definite
power to will or to abstain. Each can eat or not eat, drink or not drink,
as he wills, like the horse in the proverb. Yet around and above these
individual wills is a larger will, and the small wills are strong only as
*Copyright, 1!)08, by Charles Johnston.
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they rest in that. And that great will· seeks, and in a measure gains, the
victory over space and the victory over time, guiding material life until
it covers the whole earth and making it, through the animal world, in a
certain sense immortal.
So far we have gone by methods as safe, as plodding, as those of the
mole himself. But now we bid him farewell. We must transcend him,
leaving him behind, and entering a region which belongs peculiarly
to man.
There are said to be certain ants in Texas which more than merit
the eulogy of King Solomon. I believe Mr. Darwin is responsible for the
story that they plant seeds and gather the harvest. Perhaps they do.
But if they do the exception is only the more striking. For in general we
may say that only man uses his will creatively on other living things.
Many creatures, all, indeed, use their wills to act on other living things.
The cow crops the grass. The tiger gathers in the cow. But this is
destructive, not creative ; and there lies the great difference. Man acts
creativejy. Man exercises the creative will.
\Vhat primitive man really was like, no anthropologist knows. All
that is so long ago that the record is illegible. But we can say, with some
confidence, that certain rude races do certain things at the present day, and
that there are gradations from their doings, up through a whole range of
improvements, until we £orne to ourselves and our high perfections. After
the stage of killing game for food-which, curiously enough, breaks out
again in our own aristocracies-we see that one of the first meliorations is
the domesticating of wild animals to be servants or companions to man.
And we see another thing, the significance of which is immense. We
see that, in every case, the animals thus taken under the wing of man
begin to undergo a change. Let me illustrate this by a conspicuous
instance. B irds of different kinds lay eggs in differing numbers, some
less, some more. Those whose nests are well-guarded, or inaccessible,
lay only one or two, as do the eagles on their mountain peaks. Others,
like the pheasants and partridges, which nest on the ground, lay a good
many, perhaps a round dozen. The reason is that they are much more
likely to be destroyed, so that the number is a kind of insurance for the
species. If a partridge rears two broods in a year this would make two
dozen eggs to the credit of her housekeeping. But the average of bird
life is much lower, only five or six eggs a year. Now for the creative
will of man. By careful selection he has developed the common barn
yard fowl until a good hen can lay not two dozen but two hundred
eggs a year, something that Nature unaided never would have accom
plished. So that man has not only domesticated the hen but has endowed
her with properties she never possessed, and never would have possessed,
in wild nature.
With dogs the result has been similar but more picturesque. There
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are a hundred kinds of dogs, from the huge St. Bernard to the tiny
Mexican, each with some special feature or character ; some of them
developed in scent, some in strength, some in sagacity, but in all cases
something produced which Nature did not produce, and in all proba
bility never would have produced. So with horses and cattle. In each
case we have added something to Nature, differentiating the huge, ele
phantine dray horse from the almost antelope-like thoroughbred ; or the
delicate-tinted Jersey on the one hand and the sturdy short-horn on
the other.
But man's miracles in the vegetable world are even more wonderful.
We have all been asked of recent years to admire the works of Luther
Burbank, and very wonderful they are without doubt. But he is only
doing what has been done for countless centuries, since the dawn of man•s
wonderful day. Take, for example, the huge cabbage that one· sees at
English flower-shows, an immense green sphere of close-packed leaves,
weighing as much as a sheep. It has been developed, by minute grada
tions, from a wild plant by the seashore. Or take the rich-hued, round
apples, each with its peculiar aroma, that one sees at the same shows.
They have all come from the small, bitter crab-apple, which still spreads
over the Siberian hills. With wheat, the mystery, the miracle, is even
greater, for it is by no means easy to say with precision what the prede
cessor of wheat was, or whence comes this wonderful possession, the veri
table staff of life of our race. The ancient Egyptians declared that wheat
was a divine gift, bestowed upon f!lan by the godlike Osiris ; and ever
since his day there has been something sacramental in this golden grain.
And so we might go on, enumerating practically all the plants in our
vegetable garden, and showing that in no case do they remain as
Nature left them ; all have been made over again by the creative will
of man ; endowed with new properties, given new forms, developed in
new directions, made something more, and something better, than Nature
made them ; or, in som e case, turned into phantastical directions into
which Nature could never have turned them.
This last point, the total deviation from Nature, may well be illus
trated by the banana and the rose. The bananas which we are accustomed
to see on the pushcarts of Italians, or suspended amid groceries, are by
no means wild, nature-grown fruit, though most of us may think
them so. There is a genuine wild banana, and it has seeds as large as
chestnuts, seeds that are perfectly fertile, as are the seeds, let us say, of
the pine or beech, whose seedlings ·we see everywhere through the woods.
But the banana we know is practically seedless ; it is the prehistoric ante
type of the seedless orange or the seedless grape, which are nine-days'
wonders of our generation. But who first grew the seedless banana, it is
beyond the wisdom of the wise to say. The memory of man runneth
not to the contrary. And so with the rose, such a double rose as the far-
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famed American beauty, o r the Gloire d e Dijon, o r Marechal Ni�l, or the
other fair blooms that the poets have celebrated. Strictly speaking these
lovely flowers are unnatural, even morbid. Nature never produced
them ; Nature could not have produced them ; Nature could not preserve
them to the second generation if man ceased to play Providence to
the roses.
The development of the double rose is as follows : It comes, of
course, from the single rose, the wild briar, which is spread through the
greater part of the northern hemisphere. The wild briar, whether white
or pink, has five heart-shaped petals, and these are set round a mat of
gold, made up of the pistils and stamens, the reproductive parts of the
blossom. It seems likely that these pistils and stamens are specialised
leaves ; that natural selection has by slow and infinite gradations, shaped
them to their present form and purpose from some such form as the ferns
still show, a leaflet whose under side is covered with spores. But be
their origin what it may, it is certain that the pistils and stamens have
a tendency to run down hill, to degenerate, to return to their earlier
shape, as leavesJ or petals. And this degeneration seems to take place
through overfeeding, through a certain rank luxuriance of soil or some
like cause, which coarsens the life of the plant and degrades its vitality.
This is exactly what has happened to our much-admired roses. The
former reproductive parts, the pistils and stamens, have degenerated into
leaves and now supply the extra petals of the double rose. The same is
the case with a great many artificially double flowers, such as double
rhododendrons, double azaleas, ranunculuses and ever so many more.
The rose has sacrificed use to beauty. To be more precise, we have
forced it to sacrifice the future to the present, to lose the reproductive
power, in order to gain additional petals and so make a finer show. It has
gained the richness of velvety beauty that countless poets have sung, but
in gaining beauty it has become a helpless parasite on man, unable of
itself to continue its species ; seedless, propagated artificially by budding,
by grafting a rose-shoot on the still vital stem of a wild briar ; or, more
simply, by the setting of cuttings in rich earth, as fuchsias or geraniums
or carnations are multiplied.
So that it is in reality no compliment for the poet to say that his
love is like the red, red rose. Did he but know it, he is saying the
equivalent of t�is : my love is fair to look upon, but she is an unnatural
being ; she has sacrificed one of her noblest powers to mere outward show ;
she is no longer able to live the free life of Nature, but has become a
parasite, dependent on man for artificial continuance. Surely this were
a simile more befitting a Sonnet to a Suffragette, a creature who has
stepped from her true place, and is mimicing the activities of a different
being.
Be this as it may, it is certain that plants like the rose and the
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banana are not Nature-made but man-made. They represent the power
of man's creative will, producing something which Nature has never
produced ; more than that, something Nature would have been quite
incapable of producing ; something Nature could not even sustain, were
man's hand withdrawn. For there would be no second generation of
roses and bananas, if they were left to run wild. Seedless, they must be
artificially continued ; they are man's creation, dependent for their very
life on man.
We might well extend this view of the matter and recount the activi
ties of man's creative will in the inanimate, as well as the animate world ;
showing how man has gradually mastered all kinds of materials and in
many directions has produced things that Nature never produced, such as
fire-baked bricks, or china, or colored silks, or metallic sodium, or calcium
carbide, to mention only a few that float on the surface of memory. And
even more wonderful are man's doings when we come to the imponder
ables-as it used to be the fashion to call them-the naked forces, like
chemical affinity, electricity, and now ether-waves. Man has ceaselessly
advanced from the coarser to the finer, gaining mastery over ever more
recondite realms of power. Let us illustrate this in a simple way. Of old,
when we wanted light by night, we used to kindle a fire of sticks to set
some solid material blazing. Then came oil-lamps, fel with oil pressed
from the olive, or the cocoanut, or, later, the refined blubber of whales,
or the mineral oil of the petroleum wells. This in turn gave place to gas,
first distilled from coal and later got by tapping the reservoirs of the
earth. Solid, liquid, gaseous ; this was the succession of our illuminants.
And now we have broken through from the realm of matter to the
realm of force. We light our houses by. electricity, carried hither and
thither through our rooms along slender wires, without the transfer of
any matter at all. The torch, the lamp, the gas-jet, the electric light ;
there is a brief epitome of man victory over Nature, from the coarser
to the finer realms. And we have every reason to believe that the progress
hitherto made is but a little part of an infinite journey, the small surveyed
portion of a great divine road, whose further spaces advance to the
infinitudes.
So little man is a veritable creator. Taking the endless treasures that
benign Nature offers him, he has set to work with his creative will, and
has created, truly created, an over-Nature, a new and additional creation
overlaid upon the first creation ; shaping_ anew many of Nature's forms,
whether of beast or bird, pigeon or horse or dog ; remoulding the vegetable
world with like miraculous power, and forming such wonders as the
prize cabbage, with its huge sphere of green or purple ; the Brussels
sprout, a kind of Socialistic cabbage ; the seedless banana, and the lovely
but unnatural rose, which has lost sex to gain mere outward splendor.
Everywhere throughout the inhabited continents is man's creative work ;
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his super-creation overlaid o n Nature's handiwork. The total sum o f it
is immense ; its variety is infinite ; its relation to man's life at all points
miraculous.
Have you ever considered the law underlying a Grecian temple, wtth
�its marble columns ? The line which runs up the centre of each column,
whence comes it, think you ? From the centre of the earth ! In each and
every case, if you followed backward and downward the column's l�ne,
you would reach the world's centre ; and it is in virtue of this that the col
umn stands, erect and firm, able to bear the weight of the beautiful por
tico or pediment. It is the same with every wall or tower . or human
building. It rises upright from the earth, along an ' invisible line spring
ing forth from the earth's centre ; and only because it follows this invis
ible but potent line, does the tower or building stand. So is it with all
man's creative work. While he follows out the invisible lines of Nature,
he can create prac,tically whatever he will ; can mould form . after form ;
can even produce forms that are morbid. and unnatural, the result of
stereotyped degeneration.
But the point I wish to make at this stage is this : that this �wonder
ful, ample and varied over-creation with which man has decked the once
wild face of the earth, is a tremendous cumulative testimony to man's
creative will, consciously exerted, toward quite consciously discerned
ends, through countless generations. It seems to me that we have here
a conclusive argument against determinism, which has hitherto been
overlooked. If we have no true free will, if we act simply from inher
ent impulse, along predetermined lines, how comes it that we have .done
such an infinite work for which there was no provision in Nature, which
Nature never could have done, and which Nature could not maintain for
a single generation, were man's overruling, creative will withdrawn ? I
believe that the true deduction from the mass of evidence here
marshalled is this : that man possesses genuinely creative power ; that he
can create, just as Nature has created, producing forms that Nature
would never have produced ; and that, therefore, _we are fully j ustified in
saying that the creative will in man is of the same nature as the Will that
made the worlds.
CHARLES JoHNSTON.
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AT THE OATE OF DEATH.
N E o f the most interesting signs o f the times i s the increasing

tendency of conservative thinkers to feel their way cautiously
into what seems to them a novel line of thought, but which
to those accustomed to theosophical teachings, appears to be
a very slight deviation from the ordinary conceptions of life and death.
It is nevertheless always an advantage to see what we call truth, and
perhaps even self-evident truth, put in a new and tentative form, so
that we suddenly awake to the perception of possible outlines that we
had never seen before, as when a much-belated spring like the present
gives one glimpses of rugged mountain sides and abrupt cliffs through
the delicate tracery of the half-opened leaves, that had been hidden in
other years by the luxuriant foliage of summer.
The more Mr. Arthur Benson writes, the closer he seems to come
to theosophical ideas without actually expressing them, so that he reminds
one of the blind man in a game of blind-man's buff, who comes straight
toward one for a breathless instant, and when j ust within touching
distance . suddenly dashes off to the other side of the room, quite uncon
scious that a captive was so nearly within his grasp.
Mr. Benson's recently published book ( by G. P. Putnam's Sons ) ,
is in the form of a diary, and is founded on an experience-not so rare
perhaps as the author seems to think�£ two returns from the very
gate of death. The first time it was an accident, a fall from a tree,
that brought him almost within the dark portals, and some months
afterwards an attack of pneumonia and heart failure very nearly swept
him once more out of our world.
The accident that had such disastrous results occurred on January
27th, and had the rather singular effect of obliterating not only all
recollection of the unconscious interval of a week or more which fol
lowed it, but also all memory of the five days preceding it, even when
confronted with the careful record of them in the diary. The writer
feels that in sleep there is "a sort of subterranean consciousness," but
that death, by closing all the avenues of sensation, might leave one for
a time in a state of perfect isolation. "I have always believed in the
preservation of identity," says Mr. Benson, "and I have sometimes
wondered whether the reason why the spirits of the dead have no
power of communicating with the spirits of the living may not be that
the soul that has suffered death may have to learn its new conditions,"
j ust as a child born into this world does. But then the terrible question
arises-why do we not become more conscious of the presence of the
s6
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spirits o f the dead when some time has elapsed after death, and they
have learned these new conditions ?
Mr. Benson speaks of his slow and interrupted return to conscious
ness, and the first real perception of objective realities, when he saw
his sister sitting by his bed, and she asked him if he knew her. "Yes,"
he said, "of course I know you ; but I am not sure that I know who
I am." He says this seemed to him a very witty repartee at the time,
at which he laughed in a feeble and drowsy way. After that, the
glimpses of life became more frequent, but the one overpowering desire
was to be let alone. He would not allow himself to groan, for fear
that his brother and sister would be summoned, to lmeel beside him,
to pray over him, perhaps to touch his hand. How wise are the teach
ings of theosophy, that bid the parting soul be left in undisturbed
peace during those solemn moments when it is withdrawing itself from
the body !
"It had always seemed to me a wanton cruelty," says Mr. Benson,
"to fill the room of a dying person with relations and friends, when he
could not remonstrate or resist. If the sense of privacy dictate that
one should lie down to sleep and rise and dress again alone, it had always
seemed to me that when the spirit was about to lay aside its human
vesture for ever, it might at least demand to suffer death in solitude."
Then he fell asleep, and when he awoke he was still in the body, but
nothing left to him but j ust life. He desired nothing and feared nothing,
but merely watched life as a man might watch an expiring flame, wonder
ing whether it would go out or not. One thing seemed to him certain,
that there is no terror in death to the dying. This is an almost universal
experience-there may be dread of suffering, sorrow at leaving <;me's
dear ones, but to the actual passing out of life, only a quiet indifference,
a blunting of the sensibilities, a floating away on a calm tide of sleep.
When the well of life began slowly to fill, says Mr. Benson, the
deep, real, vital thoughts came back first. The memories that he treas
ured then were the thought that he had made a few happier, that he had
done a few kindnesses, that he had won some love, nothing else seemed
to matter. And here again we have the same note struck that filled the
other messages we have read lately purporting to come from another
state of being, the Letters of Julia, Interwoven, the Gray World, and
many others, all proclaiming with one accord tqat Love is the all-impor
tant thing.
When the all absorbing and terrible clinging to mere life subsided,
two emotions came back to our writer, the first, a tender consciousness
of the love he held most dear, and with it a wide love for the whole
beautiful world, for the little race of men, faring on so patiently to
t�e unknown goal, followed by an intense sense of God and His fatherly
nearness to him, that swallowed up all other thoughts.
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Then when the high tide of this universal love had subsided, he
began to put together the lessons he had learned at the Gate of Death.
And here he comes again very close to theosophical teachings, and states
perhaps the strongest of all arguments for continuous life. "Just as I
cannot conceive of the annihilation of existing matter, neither can I con
ceive of the annihilation of what I call vital force and consciousness.
The life that animates matter is to my mind fully as real and actual as
matter itself. As to consciousness, that is a different qu�stion. . . .
It may be that consciousness is dependent upon the union of life and
matter ; but I believe with all my heart in the indestructibility of life, and
I thus believe that when I die, when my body moulders into dust, the
li fe that animated it is as much in existence as it was before. . . . It
may be that the vital force which I call myself may be distributed again
among other lives, it may be that it is a definite and limited thing, a sep
arate cell or center ; and thus it may hereafter animate another body
such things are not incredible. But in any case it is all in the hands of
God."
Is it any less in the hands of God if we separate the vital force from
the "I am I" consciousness, the intellectual soul from the emotional soul,
the individual Ego from the personality ? This is one of the many places
where the writer seems to skim over the clear depths of thought like a
swallow that dips a hasty wing and is off again, before one realizes that
he is there.
Mr. Benson comments at some length upon the doctrine of proba
tion, which some think explains everything in the nature of sin and
suffering in this world, but which he says with swift decision, "does
not explain a thousand things." He confuses continuously probation
with punishment-surely a man may be proved by happiness, good
fortune, health of body and mind, as well as by the reverse of all these.
We are reduced to assuming, he says, that there must be a new life to
redress the balance of the old, because if there were not another life
the inequalities, the_ injustices of this life would be intolerable. Well,
why not ? Why should we not assume that not one but many lives
are given us in which to work out our salvation, and believe, too, that
the whips which scourge us, the fetters that bind, were forged by our
own hands in the many lives that lie behind our present consciousness ?
But with the keys of Karma and reincarnation in his hands, with some .
little knowledge of what he calls "the Oriental doctrine of metem
psychosis" he is nevertheless confronted by the, to him, insurmountable
difficulty involved in the death of babies and little children, and all the
consequent sorrow of their parents. But there is no pain, no suffering
which would not become bearable, he is sure, could we look forward
with a certain hope to the possibility of feeling ourselves one with God,
and God one with us.
·
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Much that we can heartily agree with, is in Mr. Benson's' comments
upon our funeral ceremonies, which he calls utterly heathen and bar
barous things, and for children especially, a revolting · cruelty. "For them at least death should be veiled in the same mystery as birth."
Nqt till the body is laid in the ground, would he have any solemnity or
function, and then he would have a service as beautiful and hopeful as
possible, with the mind directed to �he thoughts of life and the mystery
of the future.
One of the strange things about our view of the future life and
those who have gone before, is our constant tendency to think of them
as changed, and to feel that we should regret that change. Mr. Benson
confesses that it would be repellent to him, but that he cannot believe
that the essential differences of human beings would cease with death.
Some tinge of humor he hopes will survive, and though many of his
best and dearest friends are clergymen, he would be sorry to have to
think that the after-life was going to be run, so to speak, on strictly
clerical lines.
Outside of the thoughts I have taken up as more or less like our
own, there are many wise and beautiful sayings in this book, and some
exquisite bits of description, sometimes perhaps, a little too exquisit�.
The temptation of work, he says, "is to sacrifice kindly and generous
intercourse with others to it. Christ rather indicated that life should
be lived on the simplest_ lines ; and if we were only content to do that,
what a network of small social chains and ties would be immediately
unloosed ! I have learnt that one perceives, things by resting, in a way
in which one does not always perceive them by working." And again,
"the light by which we walk is within us, rather than outside of us ; and
it is in our souls that we must seek for it, rather than in any external
illumination."
Mr. Benson is not only a mystic, but a poet, even if he does not
write in verse, and his prose sometimes runs in perfect rhythm, as in
this line : "charged with sweet secrets, musical with dreams." And very
beautiful is his description of a dim orange sunset, that concludes his
book. "Just at that moment over the stream sailed a great heron, with
curved wings black against the sky, dipping and sinking with a deliberate
poise to his sleeping-place.
"So would I that my soul might fall with a glad and contented tran
quillity to the shining waters of death ; to rest while all is dark, until
the dawn of that other morning.
God rests, but ceases not.
Through day and night alike beats the vast heart pulsing in its secret
cell. Through me, too, throbs that vital tide. What pain, what silence
whatever
shall ever avail to bind that mighty impulse, or make inanimate
once has breathed and loved ?"
KATHARINE HILLARD.

ON THE SCREEN OF TIME.
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL PROGRESS.

T

HE recent growth of the Protestant Episcopal Church in toler
ance and its gradual unfolding of the Christian spirit and ideal,
found fortunate expression at the Triennial Convention which
was held at Richmond last autumn. Three hundred years had
passed since the founding of the first Episcopal Church in this
country, on the James River, not far from Jamestown. The Triennial Con
vention constitutes the legislative body of American Episcopalianism. The
committee of conference, by a large majority, passed a resolution amend
ing Canon XIX so as to read as follows :
"No minister in charge of any congregation of this Church, or, in
case of vacancy or absence, no churchwarden, vestryman or trustees of
the congregation shall permit any person to officiate therein without suffi
cient evidence of his being duly licensed or ordained to minister in this
Church ; provided that nothing her�in shall be so constru�d as to forbid
communicants of the Church to act as lay-readers, or to preven.t the
minister in charge of any congregation of this Church, when authorized
by his bishop, from permitting a sermon or address therein by any
Christian person approved by the bishop."
When the matter was brought before the Hquse of Deputies it was
explained that there had been a clerical error in the wording of the
amendment as approved by the bishops, and that the addition to Canon
XIX should have read, "or to prevent the bishop of a diocese or mis
sionary district from giving permission to Christian men not ministers
of this Church to make addresses in the Church on special occasions."
The canon in this last form was adopted. In the clerical order there
were 4 1 ayes, 19 noes, and 2 divided, in tll.e lay order 38 ayes, 7 noes,
and 5 divided.
Last May, several High Church clergymen in Philadelphia with
drew from their own Church, and sought admission to the Church of
Rome, as a protest against this "innovation." Actually it was not an
innovation. The practice had long been established and the amended
canon merely confirmed the practice. The secessionists probably used
the "innovation" as an excuse for what they had already determined to
do. Their position in regard to "Apostolic succession" is more extreme
than that of Archbishop Laud-famous defender of the Divine Right of
Kings.
.
In this country, a belief in Apostolic succession, in its literal sense,
requires a faith in the principles of democracy which the prese-nt writer
6o
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does not possess. For in America the Bishops are elected by the parish
ioners-not directly, but in much the same way that a President of the
United States may be said to be elected "by the people." And although
this method is probably better than that which prevails in the Church of
England, where the Bishops are appointed practically by the Prime
Minister, who may be an Angostic or an Atheist ; or than the method of
the Church of Rome, which has produced Popes of such disrespectful
notoriety-it seems that valuable time would be wasted if anyone were
to attempt to prove that a Presbyterian minister, for instance, must
necessarily be unfit to. preach in an Episcopal pulpit because he lacks
ordination at the hands of a Bishop in that particular Church.
The Preface, written in 1789, to the Book of Common Prayer
"according to the use of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
States of America," suggests a liberality in matters of Church discipline
which recent secessionists have failed to assimilate. The opening para
graph states :
"It is a most invaluable part of that blessed liberty wherewith Christ
hath made us free, that in his worship different forms and usages ·may
without offence be allowed, provided the substance of the Faith be kept
entire ; and that, in every Church, what cannot be clearly determined to
belong to Doctrine must be referred to Discipline ; and therefore, by
common consent and authority, may be altered, abridged, enlarged,
amended, or otherwise disposed of, as may seem most convenient for
the edification of the people, 'according to the various exigencies of times
and occasions.' "
According to Bishop Doane of Albany, those who oppose the grow
ing liberality of Episcopalianism must be classed as belonging to "The
Narrow Church." Concluding a vehement article in The Churchman,
of May 16th, he says :
"These may seem strong and bitter words, but if prejudice and par
tisanship are to prevail, if the issue is to be forced by gross misunder
standing and misstatement of the meaning of recent legislation, if the
Church is to be kept in . turmoil and unrest by a few turbulent spirits,
if she is to be made ludicrous by an attempt to tie her, under full sail,
to anchorages of narrow isolation, then the' fight is on ; and timidity and
time-serving must give way to the recognition of 'the depth and length
and breadth and height' of the awakened love and life of our aroused
and real catholicity."
The truth is that, "provided the substance of the Faith be kept
entire," it would be in the interest of the Church to welcome any and
all preachers whose message promises to be "for the edification of the
people." More and more clearly the Church needs to learn that "the
letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life." If the life of a man proves
that he has "the spirit of Christ" ; that he has "love, joy, peace," and
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understanding-then that man is no longer "under the law." He should
be welcome in every pulpit in the land. And in the interest of the
Church and its mission ; in the interest of its spiritual life and develop
ment, it is to ·be hoped that the action of the last Triennial Convention
will at no time be reversed, but, on the contrary, that the Bishops and
clergy will be allowed an ever wider freedom to recognize a spiri tual
as well as an ecclesiastical hierarchy, and to choose whomsoever they see
fit, without distinction of race or creed or caste, to preach "the gospel
of peace and glad tidings of good things."

FRoM A STUDENT's NoTE-BooK.
Schopenhauer was undoubtedly right in condemning the reading of
novels. I have read them by the hundred for years, but have con
v�rted myself, for the third time, to the view that, with few exceptions,
they are as injurious in their effect on character as whiskey or opium :
for they accentuate the Illusion-which is just what we want to escape.
On young people especially their influence is pernicious. Schopenhauer
suggests that their place should be taken by suitable biographies, such as
the li fe of Franklin. But in this respect I think he misses part of the
point, for novels are harmful because they falsely impress us as real.
Legends and myths, on the other hand, whether Christian, Scandinavian,
Greek, Roman or Hindu, do not impress us as real, but as symbolical, as
universal ; and thus lead the mind from the visible to the invisible, from
the material to the spiritual. For that reason I would combine them
with the reading of biography and history.
Gautama Buddha perhaps had the same thing in mind when he pre
scribed for his novices, not only "abstinence from destroying li fe ; ab
stinence from stealing ; abstinence from lying ; abstinence from strong
drink and intoxicating liquors, which cause indifference ( to religion) ,"
but also "abstinence from dancing, singing, music and seeing spectacles"
( "Vinaya Texts," Mahavagga, I, 56) . Such abstinence, of course, if for
"novices" only7""""w e are exempt ! But as he said on another occasion,
when asked by his aunt Gotami for his doctrine "in abstract" :
"Of whatsoever doctrines thou shalt be conscious, Gotami, that they
conduce to p£Yision and not to peace, to pride and not to veneration, to
wishing for much and not to wishing for little, to love of society and not
to seclusion, to sloth and not to the exercise of zeal, to being hard to
satisfy and not to content-verily mayest thou then, Gotami, bear in
mind that that is not . . . the teaching of the Master." (Kullavagga,
X, s, I ) .

UNREST IN BRITISH INDIA.
A very great love for India should excuse some frank suggestions.
First, for its general bearing on the situation, there is a passage worth
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remembering i n Nietzsche's Also Sprach Zarathustra-a passage i n
which that brilliant writer stated a truth with less of personal prejudice
than usually beclouded him :
"Art thou a new power and a new right ? A wheel sel f-moving ?
"Thou callest thyself free ? I wish to hear the thought that com
mands thee-not that thou hast escaped a yoke.
HArt thou such as should escape a yoke ? Many there are who threw
away all that they were worth when they threw away their servitude.
"Free from what ? What doth that concern Zarathustra ! Clearly
thine eye shall answer : free for what !"
The unrest in India is very closely allied with the social unrest in
Europe and America. They are similar phases of the same tendency.
In the West we are told that a reorganization of society would cure our
ills and would either make us, or would help us to become ( according
to the bias of the speaker ) , moral and happy. In the East we are told
much the same thing, the reorganization, in this case, involving a rej ec
tion of British control. In the West it is the "predatory rich" ; in the
East it is the "predatory British," who are held responsible for all our
woes. Sometimes, in this country, it would seem as if the very Ange•
of Death ( "our sweet Sister, the death of the body" ) should be portrayed
as a multi-millionaire : for it is difficult to discover the ill for which the
rich man is not held accountable, and death, in the view of these reformers,
must surely be the greatest ill of all.
But this does not imply approval of existing conditions. No one
can deny the need for reform, either here or in India. In more than one
State in America the condition of the Courts of Justice, for instance
( with apologies to Justice ) , is an unspeakable disgrace. The question
is, however-What is the cause of the disease, and what will effect a
cure ?
In the East as in · the West, certain palliatives are proposed which
should evoke o'ur hearty approval-although, from the fact that we may
accept an Allopath's advice to take a hot bath and go to bed, it should not
be in ferred that we are prepared to swallow the whole of the allopathic
pharmacopceia !
In India, a movement has been started known as Swardeshi. The
avowed object of this is to encourage home industries. It has been com
mended by Lord Minto, the Governor-General. Theosophists everywhere
will wish it success. But American sympathizers have sent to the native
Indian press, letters which, in several respects, are greatly to be regretted.
A fter reading these letters the present writer was tempted to address
their authors to this effect :
"You will agree with me that if this movement is inspired by some
'anti' sentiment, it is foredoomed to failure and will deserve to fail.
If, on the other hand, it is inspired by a 'pro' sentiment-by genuine love
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of India without hatred or fear of anyone-then it will deserve and will
meet with success.
"I know, from experience, how difficult it is to preserve that attitude,
and am not surprised, therefore, that there has crept into your articles
a strong suggestion of anti-ism. Here and there it strikes me that the
motive you stimulate (doubtless unconsciously) , is not pure loye for
India, but hatred of those you believe to be its enemies ; and that you
appeal to the people of India to rally to the Swardeshi standard primarily
because it promises to confound their rulers. Any such motive as that
would of course defeat the very end you have in view-the general and
true and permanent prosperity of the Indian people.
"It seems to me also that in the heat of battle (and again I know
what that is) , you have made use of expressions which might mislead,
and which tend to defeat yo�r ends. To tell people to 'cultivate an atti
tude of conscious equality with all mankind' is to tell them to deny the
facts of nature. They may be very superior in some respects and at
the same time very inferior in others. What you must have meant was
that they should strive to become, to be, the highest that is within them ;
that they should strive to be noble men-not that they should cultivate an
attitude of conscious equality with noblemen. That would be the same
mistake that some green emigrant makes when he first comes over here ;
when he merely abandons his manners and imagines that he has sur
rendered his claim to citizenship if by any chance he happens to have
shown respect to someone who knows more or who is better mannered
than himself.
"Also, when you ask the Hindus whether 'such shameful treatment'
should not arouse their 'self-assertion,' I think the heat of battle again
becomes evident. For I do not believe in going to the poor and telling
them that they are being shamefully treated, and, by inference, that they
ought to rebel against the 'predatory rich.' I do not believe in telling
them to assert themselves against their masters or employers ( in spite
of the Socialist assertion that the wealth of the employers actually and
historically belongs to the employed) . On the contrary, I believe in
telling them that the truly self-respecting man has no need to be self
assertive, and as a matter of fact is not self-assertive ; I believe in telling
them to look to themselves-to their habits of thought and conduct
rather than to the alleged 'shameful treatment' of others, for the true
cause of their sufferings. I believe that it is the curse of the modem
world to look upon what we have or have not, as the cause of what we
are. I believe that self-respect and self-reliance based upon economic
prosperity, implies a contradiction in terms-that such self-respect is not
self-respect at all, but merely self-assertion, and therefore worse than
valueless because self-deceptive and foredoomed to collapse. I believe,
on the other hand, that economic prosperity will surely follow as a result
�
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of true self-reliance and self-respect. In the one case you produce a
temporary glamor ; in the other a permanent reality.
"I feel sure you will agree with me so far, and that you will go even
further with me practically. For suppose a self-assertiveness could be
aroused in the Indian people (and I have too great a regard for the
best in Indian character to believe that this could be done ) -a self-asser
tiveness sufficiently demonstrative to make British rule impossible. Let
us imagine, in other words, that the British were to withdraw : practically,
what would happen ? Did you notice the other day that 20,000 Afghans
began a picnic-raid from the north ? Did you notice that that raid
was stopped by the British ? What would happen if the British were not
there ? History, and even contemporary history, proves that 'eat 'em
alive' would become an Afghan j oke ! Further than that, I suspect that
even before the Afghans had started, there would develop among the
Punjabis a desire to get there first ; and that among the Sikhs there would
develop a similar desire, and that there would be some picturesque but
very terrible fighting in the streets of Calcutta, not between the Sikhs
and the Bengalis, but perhaps between the Sikhs and the Burmans of
the north. This, of course, is simply an inference from history : but that
Afghan raid is a fact. And there are women whom it would not be right
to forget.
"Imagine yourself to be a very wise Hindu, a great lover of your
country, with foresight as well as knowledge of the past. Imagine t_l.!_at
you have a large following, or could have if you wanted it. Imaiine
yourself to be a hundred years old or more. You would for years have
seen those Afghans to the north. Behind them you would have seen the
Russians. You would say to yourself, 'The British conquered India,
because in India there was no true brotherhood, no true self-reliance, no
true self-respect. We have been conquered and again conqured-wave
after wave of conquest. It is best that we should have a long period of
peace. Perhaps brotherhood and self-reliance and self-respect will come
i f we revive an interest and belief in the most ancient India of ail-in
the India of the Shastras, in the India of the Golden Age. And for this
we must have peace ; we must have time for reverent study, for reverent
meditation. What would the Afghans do with our gods and with our
literature ! Would they respect the past !'
"You would look at India as it is to-day and you would see that your
people have not yet learned either brotherhood or self-respect. You
would see Hindus drawing pay from the British government, some of
them in positions of high honor, and yet secretly plotting against the hand
which they allow to feed them-the hand which, with all its faults, makes
them and their children safe. And you would see worse than this, for
you would find that some of these same Hindus are not plotting : there is
not a scrap of evidence against them : they are merely allowing others to
5
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plot-by gentle shrugs, by blank looks, by indirect suggestion, they are
encouraging others to plot. And they draw British pay. You would
know that such loss of self-respect, or such lack of it-so complete
that they are not even conscious of the sin against themselves-is proof
that the revival on which you based your hopes has scarcely yet begun.
"You would not lose faith in your people or in your cause : you
would work more devotedly than ever for true brotherhood and true self
reliance, and for the revival of the great spirit of the past. But you
would emphatically discourage any and all efforts the effect of which
is to divert attention and energy from the real issue and from the only
lasting cure. Still more emphatically would you discourage such efforts
i f they threatened to defeat, either by cataclysm or by slow degeneration,
the very hope for which you are working.
"So, while you would encourage Swardeshi in so far as that is based
on creative love of country and of man, and in so far as it promises to
revive what is best in Indian life and character and literature and art and
commerce, you would, on the other hand, utterly deplore it if it were to be
inspired by self-destructive hate. By your life and by your teaching
you would remind your countrymen that there is only one way in which
a tree or a nation can make sound growth-that is, from the root up ;
and that the root of every nation is the heart of its average
X.

man."

In the lower worlds we rejoice because of SoMETHING-some pos
session or event. - But in the ·spiritual world we rejoice in the fullness
and splendour of BEING-because of what IS-and as we increase our
share in that Consciousness, deep and deeper grows our Joy. We enter
into the Song of Life; we BECOME that Song.
BooK OF ITEMS.

III.
THEOSOPHY A ND THE FAMILY.

D

EAR FRIEND : I think you will agree with me when I say that
the family is the most important of all our institutions. It is
more important than the State, and more sacred than the
Church. The family is the foundation of society, government
and laws. If the family be industrious, economical, studious, moral and
refined, so is the society of which it is a member. But if discord, ignor
ance, and selfishness rule in the family circle, society at large will feel
these contaminating influences. I f the family be destroyed, the State will
be ruined ; if infidelity and immorality corrupt the home, the springs are
poisoned, and no ritual or religious· worship can make the river pure.
It is worth while to put fprth efforts to elevate, improve and perfect
the family, for by so doing we may make it a fountain of j oy and
happin�ss, and save it from becoming a source of great misery and
unhappiness. In doing this we are not only helping the individual and
one little group, but sending out influences that will purify, improve and
elevate society, so helping forward the evolution of the race. Can Theos
ophy do anything towards this ? Can it throw any light on the great
problems of the home, of marriage and divorce that are so greatly troub
ling the Church and social reformers to-day.
I do not know of any philosophy that can contribute so much to
the solving of these dark problems as Theosophy can. Take the doc
trines of Karma and Reincarnation and ask what they have to say about
the conditions of family life in this twentieth century in Europe and
America. Now I am far from agreeing with what I think are exag
gerated pessimistic statements about family life that are so <?ften made
by our social reformers.
It may be true that there are not a great many ideal homes, or
ideal marriages, for there are not a great many }deal men and women.
Are there' any other· human institutions that are more successful than
marriage and home-making are to-day ?
"But did you ever know an age or a country that was so much
cursed by divorce as the United States ?" asks one. "Does it not show
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and talk the matter over with each other, frankly and calmly. Remem
ber too, that if there are children in the home we have duties to them,
�and we have no right to sacrifice their welfare and trai�ing just to save
ourselves from trouble, or to gratify our own whims or passions. If both
can take the Theosophical view of the matter and live the life all will be
well, for met in this spirit, our trouble will become a purifier and regen
erator, although it may not be possible suddenly to restore the home to an
ideal state.
If only one of the parties be willing to take this view, the case will
be more difficult to settle, but let not that one despair, for "Love con
quers all things."
Let us further remember that thoughts are the bands that have bound
us, and that in proportion as our thoughts are pure, true, beautiful and
loving we become free. A study of Karma and the application of the
great law of love to the home life will prove to be a cure for all our
troubles.
So far I have said nothing about the children for whom the home
is prepared, and I have little to say on that subject here, but will refer
you to the article on page 13 5 of the THEOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY of
October, 1go6.
Is it not true that the children are as great a blessing to the parents
as the parents are to the children ? They keep us young, they deepen
the love of father and mother for each other, they are the poetry, sweet
ness, beauty, cheer and delight of the home. If this be so, we owe to
them the very best we can give in the way of care, training and love.
If we feel this obligation and try to meet it we shall find that selfishness
and self-indulgence that stand in the way will be eliminated and that in
seeking to unfold their powers we have really been expanding and enlarg
ing ourselves. As we seek to develop reverence, tenderness and help
fulness in the children, we are enriching our own future and helping to
purify and ennoble society.
Blessed are we if we have a part as parents or children in the making
of an ideal home where purity, health, reverence, refinement, tenderness
and helpfulness are supreme, for in this atmosphere of the finest
and best things, the best that is in us will surely be unfolded, and through
such a home, society will be greatly blessed. Theosophy lived, and daily
put into practice will give us the ideal home.
Fraternally yours,
JoHN ScHOFIELD.
·

·

The Church and Modern Men, by William Scott Palmer, published by Long
mans, Green and Co., 1907. The purpose of the author, a devout Churchman, is
evidently two-fold : first, to educate the clergy of the Church of England, and
secondly to suggest to those laymen who have left the Church or who are inclined
to leave it, that by "a recognition of the symbolic character of dogma," they can
co-operate conscientiously even with those who adhere to the older and narrower
method of interpretation. His attitude is splendidly liberal and tolerant. He
quotes with approval the saying of Justin Martyr that men who "lived under the
guidance of the Eternal Reason, such as Socrates and Heraclitus," were Christians.
He argues that "If a man has believed that Z eus gave strength to his arm, we do
better to acknowledge the strengthening of the arm than to attack his belief in
Zeus as untrue. He will be our own present man, a brother, i f we see Zeus as his
appropriate symbol and accept as real the fact that came into his life."
But immediately following this last quotation there is a passage which, while
emphasizing his liberality of view, also lays bare the dreadful poverty to which
such apologists are at present reduced. Fo r, he continues, as an inference from
the illustration of the believer in Zeus-"And when the Christian Fathers of us all
agreed in decla!"ing that Christ 'descended into hell,' can we refuse to see that,
although it did not seem to them a symbol at all, they had no more fitting symbol
to express the truth of the greatness and depth of penetration by which the divine
Lord of life, in perfect love, takes earthly humanity, past and present, unto Himself,
and does not shrink from contact from the worst and lowest things of human fate ?
Could we say this better ourselves ? For them, hell was a place under their feet
what of that ? The error was of the passing stage of their intellect, the truth was
vital and essential and eternal, ours, theirs, every man's, inexhaustible and inde
structible." All of which, as an interpretation, is of course true--generally and
vaguely true. But what a responsibility rests upon us to point out the deeper and
more explicit significance of this and other Christian symbols I How long will it
be before we, as students of the esoteric philosophy, come to the rescue of these
men who are so valiantly, but with such inadequate weapons, defending the spirit
against the dead letter of the Christian tradition ? That the life of Christ epito
mizes and represents the life of every human soul, and the pre-natal evolution of
the spiritual body, as clearly and realistically as the life of the embryo epitomizes
and represents the evolution of the animal body-this idea, once the tremendous
actuality of the soul is recognized, is destined, we hope, to raise such dogmas as
the "descent into hell," from the plane of theological exegesis, first to that of
psychology, and ultimately to that of religious contemplation and inner experience.
X.

MAGAZINE LITERATURE.

The Hibbert Journal for April. As usual the reviewer stands appalled at the
task of giving an adequate notice of this great journal. A mere descriptive enu-
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meration of its contents would fill our space. The opening article is perhaps the
most important ; for it raises the question of the validity of personal illumination,
of conscious communion with Christ. It also discusses the difference between
a personal communication with Christ and the Virgin or one of the saints. The
writer, the Rev. P. T. Forsyth, tries to prove that it is a difference in esse and not
in degree, and fails, for the reason that he does not know what he is talking about.
It is pathetic to see a learned, devout, and splendidly religious man floundering in
the mazes of speculative mysticism, and unable to get anywhere, or say anything,
from lack of a knowledge of some of the simpler laws of the spiritual life, which
many Eastern books, and almost any text book on Theosophy would adequately
explain to him.
Mr. G. Lowes Dickinson writes on "Knowledge and Faith." He thinks no
"intelligent and candid modern man" can be a Christian because a Christian must
believe that Jesus was "a divine being, in a sense in which no other man has been or
can be divine," and then he proceeds to show what a modern intelligent man can
believe. No, not believe, for, to quote his exact words : "One believes what one
knows ; and in the region of which I am speaking one does not know. What I
am driving at is rather a tentative apprehension, not caring much about the intel
lectual forms in which it finds expression, but caring very much about the sub
stance with which it imagines it comes into contact." It seems to us very thin, as
a working faith, and we disagree with his definition of a Christian.
The next article is about Goethe. There is much written about Goethe now-a
days. Let us hope that those who concern themselves with this great poet will
pay special heed to the fact that Goethe was an avowed believer in reincarnation,
for without reincarnation much speculative theology and considerable philosophy
is useless mental gymnastics.
Canon Vaughan has a delightfully witty article on "What is the Catholic
Church ?" His "zoological garden theory" is delicious. Sir Oliver Lodge con
tinues to write of "The Immortality of the Soul." "An Agnostic's Consolation" is
again hopeless reading, because of the absence of belief in reincarnation. Paul E.
Mose, literary editor of The Nation, has an interesting article on Manichreism,
G.
which he calls "The Dualism of Saint Augustine."

International Journal of Ethics, for April, has an article on "The Ethics of
Nietzsche," by A. C. Pigou, while "The Struggle for Existence in Relation to
Morals and Religion," by Mabel Atkinson, deals principally with the same subject.
Both these writers appear to base their opinion of Nietzsche solely upon "Thus
Spake Zarathustra" and "Beyond Good and Evil." Both make the radical mistake
of trying to systematize him. He himself would have scorned the idea of having
uttered more than a series of impressions. For him the man was everything ; the
philosophy very little. "Das Leben Friederich Nietzsche's," by his sister, Elizabeth
Forster-Nietzsche, is essential to an understanding of his method. In the second
volume (Leipzig, 1904 ; pp. 426, 427) some recollections of his life are quoted,
which he wrote during the fall of 1888. He speaks as follows of the way in
which many of his works, and p� rticularly his "Zarathustra," had been produced:
"Has any one, at the end of the nineteenth century, a clear conception of what
poets of the strong age called Inspiration. If not, I will describe it. With the
very least remains of superstition in him, anyone would, in fact, hardly know
how to throw aside the idea of being merely the incarnation, merely the mouth
piece, merely the medium of some superior power. It is the idea of revelation, in
the sense that suddenly, with inexpressible certainty and distinction ["distinction"
rather in the sense of nobility], something becomes visible and audible ; something
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most deeply moves and disturbs one. That describes simply a matter of fact.
One hears-one does not seek ; one takes-one does not ask who gives. Like
lightning a thought flashes forth, of necessity, in fixed form and without a shadow
of turning : I have never had any choice. An ecstacy, of which the tremendous
tension sometimes dissolves in a flood of tears, and during which one's steps
involuntarily become now precipitant, now slow ; a complete externalization of
oneself [auszersichsein, "beyond oneself"] , with the most distinct consciousness
of innumerable light [feiner] shudders and purlings [uberrieselungen] right down
to the toes ; a depth of happiness, in which the utmost pain and gloom do not
appear as a contrast, but as though consequent, a·s provoked, as a necessary color
within such an abundance of light ; a flash [literally, an instinct] of rhythmical
proportion �panning vast stretches of forms. . . . All this happens with absolute
involuntariness, but as though in a tempest of feeling-the feeling of freedom,
of utterness, of power, of divinity. The involuntariness of picture and of com
parison is the most remarkable thing about it. One no longer has any notion what
picture or comparison is. Everything presents itself as the nearest, the most
precise, the most simple Expression. . . . That is my experience of inspiration.
I doubt not that one would have to go back a thousand years to find anyone
who would dare to say to me : 'It is also mine.' " Students of Theosophy will
understand, from much in the foregoing statement, why it is that in Nietzsche's
writings a paragraph of truth and beauty will often be followed by another of
almost diabolical perversity. He was mediumistic ; and the colossal vanity of the
man, so amazingly revealed in the closing words of the quotation, made the
X.
mediumism worse confounded. To systematize him is impossible.

The Annals of Psychical Science for March contains matter of great interest,
so much so that the April and May issues are quite eclipsed. The opening article
by Henry A. Fotherby, D. P.H., Camb., on "Sound and Music in Their Physical
and Psychical Relationship to Form, Light and Color," is a valuable and careful
study, which the title sufficiently explains. Incidentally, Van der Weyde is quoted
as being said to have "demonstrated" in his lectures "that the vibrations of the
first, third, and fifth notes of the diatonic scale bear the same relation to one
another as the colors red, yellow, and blue." But the article of supreme interest
is that by Frederic H. Balfour, entitled, "The Patagonian Mage." It is a record
of seances held in Florence in 190(), at which, for the most part, the "controls"
declared themselves to be living and embodied men-one of them a Mage, a
native of Patagonia ; another, a disciple of the latter, whose home he described as
being among the icebergs near Hudson's Bay in North America. They always
talked in Latin. On one occasion the disciple arrived without the Mage, and
explained that his "magister" had been detained owing to terrific storms prevailing
near Lake Baikal in Siberia, where he was visiting ; and when asked how it could
be that wind could interfere with aetheric or astral voyaging, the disciple replied
that movements of the air often correspond with movements of the "magnetic
wind.'' Much was said about the laws governing the connection of the astral
with the physical body. Both Mage and disciple claimed to be practitioners of
magic. On one occasion the Mage "told us that for every malady there was an
antidote among plants. Each plant, he said, contained the necessary ingredients
in the exact proportions required, so that it was a mistake to separate them as
doctors do." A resume of some remarks by the Mage, on another occasion, is
given as follows : "Every man leads two distinct lives ; one by day, while awake,
the other by night, while asleep. He is thus made up of two different personalities,
each of which is profoundly unconscious of the other. The night life is j ust as
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real and as continuous as the day life, but only a very highly developed person
can rememb� r it during his waking hours. In dreams, however, it is the day
personality which is , so far, conscious. [At this point Mr. Balfour refers the
reader to E. ]. W. Gibb' s History of Ottoman Poetry, vol I, p. 57, text and note.l
These two sets or lines. of experience produce an effect upon the Ego, or Real
Self, of the individual, though the Ego is not conscious of it at the time ( ?)
. God is within you, and you are in God." All of which shows, in any
case, that the minds of modem sitters are very much more theosophically in
clined than were those of spiritualists a quarter of a century ago. In fact, the
whole tendency of current psychical research is surprisingly theosophical-not in
X.
method, unfortunately, but in dogmatic result.
The New Theology Magazine for April, May, and June wishes , well to every
thing in . sight. It includes us in its universal benediction. Its editor states that
on a recent Sunday he went to mass in the morning ; to a Christian Science
service in the afternoon ("and the earth I stood on swayed back and forth and
almost disappeared out of sight as I reached back to the Greek mysteries of the
past") ; and to a Spiritualistic seance in the evening, and enjoyed them all equally.
We are glad to be included in such catholicity, and trust that our pages may help
to steady the earth for our well-wisher, whose message in many respects is
X. .
preferable to much that passes as "New Thought."
The Open Court for April has several articles of interest. "Problems of Modern
Theology," by the editor, is useful ; and "God and the World Physical,'' by Pro
fessor Lawrence H. Mills, of Oxford, is instructive as showing. the quandary in
which a theologian is placed who, while accepting the theory of evolution, tries
to reconcile this with an act of creation in time as symbolically described in the first
chapter of Genesis. Study of Eastern Philosophy would help to remove their diffi
culty, for the old Indian teaching of cyclic progress between the alternating periods
of manvantara, or manifestation, and pralaya, or latency, supplies the missing link.
And in this connection it is well to remember that the same idea was formulated
scientifically by Herbert Spencer in his First Principles, in Chapter X on "The
Rhythm of Motion," in Chapter XXIII on "Dissolution,'' and in the "Summary and
Conclusion" ( Chapter XXIV) . As he says, and proves : "There is an alternation of
Evolution and Dissolution in the totality of things." A proposed substitute for the
Lord's Prayer of Christianity is quite illuminating. It is suggested by Mr. T. B.
Wakeman, introduced by the editor as "a well-known agitator of liberalism and a
leader in the ranks of humanitarian ( ?) reform." Mr. Wakeman says : "If it is
anything at all, it is really the most important thing put in print for a very long
time." This is typical of a psychic revelation-and it may be one. The first two
lines are : "0 World, 0 Man, and Soul of Me-The Endless All , Our Three in
One !" The first lines of another verse are : "So bring our Republic of Man, Our
Paradise of Earth to be." The italics are not ours-neither is the metre I But then
comes the explanation of the "Me" in the first line. We are told : "The I or Me
is our subj ective consciousness of 'Ego,' which the objective World, Man, and Soul
the unconscious or sub-liminal action of ·our nerve-system-constantly beget, create,
and sustain ; or which attends that objective Three as a concomitant correlation.' "
To which we need only add, May the kind Fates preserve us from that Paradise,
for on this occasion we would rather live-in Kansas. The May number reminds us
of a little-known mystic, whose adopted name was Angelus Silesius, and who lived
from 1624 to 1677. He was born a Protestant but became a Catholic, and joined
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the Order of St. Francis. He was a physician and a scientist, becoming Court
Physician to the Emperor, but was also a poet. His "Cherubineau Wanderer�' is
the best known of his works, extracts from which are given by Dr. Carus. One
verse reads : "God Father is a point, God Son the circuit line, And God the Ghost
does both as area combine."

The Monist for April contains a useful article by F. H. Gile on "Some Dan
gerous Tendencies of Modern Materialistic Psychology." The writer does not say
so, but the fact is that a materialistic psychology is responsible for the growth of
many modern movements which, superficially, have no connection whatever with
the subject of psychology. It is clear that for anyone who regards himself as only
"an empirical aggregate of things obj ectively known," the influence of environment
must appear as the only factor in the evolution of character. Another article of
interest is by D. Teitaro Suzuki, entitled, "A Brief History of Chinese Philosophy."
.
The writer does not do j ustice to Taoism, and utterly misinterprets the meaning
of Wu Wei ( "It means not to interfere with others' affairs" I ) ; but to expect an
understanding of that, by a non-Taoist, unless he has studied the Bhagavad Gita,
and knows the meaning of "inaction," would be to expect too much.
The Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Meth-ods. The four
numbers from April 9th to May 21st maintain the high standard for which this
Iournal has become famous. Lack of space in this issue makes lengthy comment
impossible ; but we may mention the especial value of the "Reviews and Abstracts
of Literature," which, in these days of condensed reading, supply a pressing need.
The discussion by Professor W. P. Montague and Professor Bode of "Consciousness
and Relativity" is really instructive.
Theosophisches Leben for March, April, and May, provides many well-selected
translations, in addition to some valuable original matter. This little magazine does
our friends in Germany the greatest possible credit. Its publication has been con
tinued successfully in face of difficulties which would have discouraged all but the
most persevering, until now, if we may j udge by appearance and contents, it is so
firmly established that it will last as long as the movement lasts in Germany-we
hope forever !
Sonnen Strahlen, edited by Mrs. Corvinus, is designed especially for children ;
but there is much in it that will be helpful also to older students, and in any case
to all who associate with children and who wish to instruct without wearying them.

ANSWfRS

QuESTION 84.-How are we to know that we are on the right Path ?
ANSWER.-We have the pri�ilege of guessing. Further, we may hope. And to
hope sincerely points to a probability. Interior conviction is not a sufficient test,
because when people are furthest off the Path they are usually the most sure that
they are walking a chalked line down its center. But of certain things there can
be no doubt : if we are full of passion and not of peace, of pride and not of venera
tion, of love of society and not of solitude, of sloth and not of energy and zeal, of
discontent and not of contentment, and if we find ourselves wishing to have and not
to be-then, as Buddha said, we may know that we are on the wrong Path.
X.

ANSWER.-We may know that we are on the right Path when we have real
peace within ourself ; that stillness or mental rest which comes from the sense or
feeling of doing our duty. There is no peace or rest comparing to it ; and it is only
to the degree that we do our dutie5 that we can obtain that peace or rest.
]. P. N. ·
QuESTION 85.-/s anything impossible, and what constitutes the limitation if
there be such f
ANSWER.-Nothing is impossible except a contradiction in terms. That was a
dictum of Professor Huxley, and it seems to cover the ground. "Black is white" is
a contradiction in terms, and therefore impossible. But things are not impossible
X.
merely because they contradict general experience.
ANSWER.-On the selfish anl separated unit, thinking its real self to be the body
and its attributes, the bonds of time and space press heavily in every direction.
These bonds make many things impossible to the unit from his individual standpoint,
but being due merely to a false conception of his own powers and possibilities,
these impossibilities continually tend to disappear as the mind expands. Thus the
actualities of to-day were the impossibilities of yesterday and our human impos
sibilities of to-day will be the actualities of to-morrow. Impossibility is merely a
word which implies the sphere beyond the circle of present attainment. In the
world of the absolute there are neither possibilities nor impossibilities, for everyK.
thing "is" and yet separated existence is not.
ANSWER.-Yes, many things are impossible. Aside from want of conditions
which make many things impossible, such as insufficient moisture in the earth and
seeds to make them sprout and grow, or too much light to see the stars when the
sun is shining brightly, we are limited by want of the requisite cause to produce
the effect or result we desire, or, given the proper cause, we may lack time or
77
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space, or both, to bring about the result. May ..we not say that the limitations are
always due to want of causality, time and space, and that with a sufficient cause,
and sufficient time and space, that all things may be possible ? We cannot move in
opposite directions at the same time for perhaps want of sufficient cause. We
cannot travel at the present time around this earth on dry land. It may be pos
sible some day. We cannot find a walnut shell large enough to contain this world ;
here space is the limitation. It takes time for atoms to become men, and men to
.
become gods. We cannot gain the knowledge of earth-life except by incarnating
in physical bodies. We cannot produce causes without reaping their effects. We
cannot be fully conscious on two planes at the same time. It is impossible to
become a Mahatma before one has become an Adept.
Consciousness is not possible without Mind, for consciousn.ess is a faculty of
the Mind. Not only are finite beings limited by time and space, but the All-Being
would be limited by these. The Absolute All or Boundless Being must have Bound
less Space and Boundless Age or Duration. The Supreme Being cannot reach the
perfection gained only by the end of a �anvantara, in one of our days of twenty
four hours. When we say, as is said in the Bible or in Light on the Path, that
"With faith all things are possible," we mean all things are possible with faith when
faith is based upon right knowledge of the Truth or the Law, not when based
upon ignorance or fancy.
M. W. D.
ANSWER.-We are bound to this earthly frame as the result of two laws.
Cyclic and Karmic Laws. Without Substance we could not have Spirit, without
Spirit we could not have Substance. They are both a necessity. The Spirit or
rather Divine Causation, needing a vehicle, periodically manifests according to
Cyclic Law and develops a divine being. During this process of development, we
ar·e hindered by the limitations of matter in which it manifests. Until we have
reached a stage of enlightenment where we can think and reason whatever we wish
and desire to undertake, we will be hindered, j ust as the walls of the temple hinder
us from looking through them.
We in our incarnations build around us a wall of much finer density than that
of our bodies as the result of desires and passions. These desires and passions
hinder us so far as they pertain to the personal self and must have time for their
development. This process of development is according to Karmic Law. When
man has reached that stage of development when he no longer desires things
earthly but divine, when he no longer thinks evil but pure thoughts, when the
portals of the temple have been opened through which he can see and know the
light that shines in his heart, when he hears and understands that still small voice
within his own breast, when he does things for the good there is in them, when he
loves mankind as a whole, and when he understands the law underlying each and
every act and thought, then, and not till then are all things possible.
M. D. H.
QuESTION 86.-How far is one justified in tolerating what one believes to be
evil!
ANSWER.-The questioner lacks lucidity I To tolerate evil may mean to put u p
with the imperfections of our friends-something we are compelled to do if we
would not become friendless. It may also mean-Mr. Editor, if this is your question-answer it I
X.
ANSWER.-The first difficulty is with our beliefs ; and a great deal of toleration
for others' beliefs is needed.
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If we are fully persuaded of the evil, the command to return gooa for evil
will bring a great deal of toleration of the evil, but no support. An open fight is
seldom beneficial ; the energy thus expended will accomplish much more if used to
instill good. As a light dispels darkness, so good replaces evil ; our duty therefore
lies in supporting, instilling and developing good in that place where we believe the
evil to be and as a result the good will kill out the evil. By this means the evil
has been tolerated only until the life forces, aiding that evil, could be drawn from
the evil toward the good.
E. G. F.
ANSWER.-Up to the point where further tolerance would be participation in the
evil doing.
This point is different for each one and is determined by the fact that most
persons have been guilty of such evil acts and conduct, which hang on them
like a handicap, that they cannot, j ustly and consistently, offer any vigorous resist
ance to an evil long after it has been recognized as such.
Others, of course, and they in the minority, are free from this obstacle ; they
recognize "evil" long before the majority are in the least aware of its presence and
are enabled to direct their efforts immediately so as to mitigate its effects.
In short, the futility of one's attempts to combat evil is likely, in . many cases.
to be the only thing that will bring one to a proper and acute realization of the true
state of affairs within oneself.
H. R.
ANSWER.-Under no circumstances am I j ustified in tolerating what I think
evil in myself, though I may be forced to tolerate it, seeing human frailty in general.
But excuse is not j ustification. As to tolerating what I think evil in others-what
else can I do ? That is, if toleration is meant by the question as endurance, not
lenience or even merely forbearance.
V. ] .
QuESTION 87.-Could a really evil thought affect a pure mind!
ANSWER.-ln the terms of the question the answer must be in the negative. A
pure mind could give no entrance to a really evil thought : there is no point of
contact. But the matter really depends on where the consciousness is centered.
Manas for the purposes of life, as we know . it, is dual. If the consciousness is pre
served in the higher Manas no really evil thought is possible. But if the l evel of
consciousness descends into what is called Kama Manas, where it is surrounded
by the vibrations of the personality, it becomes possible for so-called "evil" to contact
it. Each m"oment becomes then a moment of choice and man must then ally himself
with the aspirations which belong to his higher life o r Manasic consciousness or
with the Kama-Manasic desires of the personal life: which is the instrument
he uses for everyday life. "Evil" in itself is a relative term. What is evil for one
man may be for another comparatively good. Each man must decide for himself at
a given moment what is "evil" in relation to his own duty and responsibilities as
regards his highest conceptions. But he is in no position to j udge the duty and
responsibilities of another. All one can say is that a pure mind acting purely may
find obstacles thrown in the way of its own action by the "really evil" thoughts of
another mind. The mind pure in itself cannot be affected save in the way of
opposition to its action.
ANSWER.-No ; not if the mind be absolutely pure. But whose mind is, among
such as we are ?
A.
QuESTION 88.-/s it always wrong to hate !
'

So
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ANSWER.-Invariably ; and therefore it is always foolish, too. Hate is a force
that binds us with bonds of steel to the person or thing or concept at which that
force is directed.
X.
ANSWER.-It is always wrong to hate, for hate is the opposite of love, and is
the disintegrating force. It is the cause of man warring against man. Hate
engenders coldness which kills all feeling of benevolence and kindness. Hate is a
mental state that should at all times be avoided, it is one of the worst forms of
selfishness ; it sometimes manifests as fear, envy, or j ealousy, and is always to be
found in the man of impure mind, whose thoughts are defiled. It is man's deadliest
enemy, for hate attracts hate and a person full of hate is incapable of love ; such
a one is to be pitied and must be regarded with love. Let the love within our hearts
become active and attract the love in the heart of our brother. The only cure for
hate is love, love for God and Humanity.
Love is the force that binds all men into one common Brotherhood.
A. A. 0.
ANSWER.-Not necessarily. Hate is the opposite of Love. Hate is extreme dis
like, and may be of the good or of the bad or evil. If of the evil or bad it is right.
If of the good it is wrong. "When coupled with the desire that evil may befall"
others, it is wrong, "Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer" (I John, 3 :IS) .
C. W. N.
"Hate the evil and love the good" (Amos, 5 : I S ) .
ANSWER.-Yes : Hatred i s the result o f either fear, prejudice or envy, a l l o f
which are aspects of, or result from, selfishness. I t is a perversion, through one
of the above faults, of a natural divine energy whicH proceeds from the Logos
and works out on the material plane.
This spiritual force is intended to accomplish the purposes of evolution, accord
ing to the Universal Intelligence, but we, through our ignorance, have identified this
power and force with our own inclinations and, forgetting or not knowing what
it is for, are permitting it to enliven motives of ambition, prejudice, envy and
hatred, which is always wrong.
H. R.
ANSWER.-It depends on what meaning one attaches to the word hate and the
word wrong. One's attitude should always be to help, which of course requires
qualification. When one departs from the plane of equal mindedness and focalizes
within himself currents of turbulence and friction, an injury to the nervous system
is produced, resulting in nervous prostration when continued and pronounced.
Hate attended with anger and a- desire for revenge not only injures the subject,
but starts currents in the ether of space which are communicated to other skull
cavities filled with the universal ether, and produces corresponding vibrations in all
brains attuned to the same dominant chord, as one wireless telegraphic instrument
receives the message sent by another attuned to it.
The first thing to seek at all times during the wakeful state of consciousness is
equanimity, and any Kamic disturbance, whether hate, anger, fear, worry, grief or
depressing emotions should be controlled by the will power, as all these are dis
qualifying, malevolent and preventive of good results. If one is ruled by passion
and hate, instead of understanding, reason and love, the action is on the Kamic
plane, and progress on the higher planes is at a standstill. Love is the binding
force of the Kosmos and hate th� opposite. Love produces harmony, hate discord.
Love purifies, is accompanied with joy and illuminates ; hate contaminates, produces
W. A. R. T.
misery and ends is darkness.

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN
AMERICA.
The annual Convention of the Theosophical Society in America was held on
April 25, 1go8, at Dayton, Ohio, in pursuance of the call of the Executive
Committee.
ADDRESS OF WELCOME.
The Chairman of the Executive Committee, Mr. Charles Johnston, called the
Convention to order at I I a. m., and welcomed the delegates, saying :
"As under the Constitution the Convention is summoned by the Executive
Committee, it is my privilege, on behalf of the Executive Committee, to call the
Convention to order. This I do with heartfelt pleasure, because I am convinced
that the present Convention will be one of the most harmonious and successful
in our annals, and will mark an epoch in our eventful history, the importance of
which it is impossible to exaggerate. At intervals in our life as a Society, we have
had periods of climax and crisis, and it is j ust ten years since the last such period
of trial and transformation. The fact that we safely surmounted that trial, and
that we have completed ten years since that period of transformation is in itself
sufficient to give this Convention a special significance. That significance is in
creased by the fact that we now face the future with omens wholly favorable,
with high grounds for hope and confidence, and with a period of unusual activity
to record in the year just past. We have had a large increase of membership in
the United States, in England, and especially in Germany. At the last Convention
the hope was expressed that the members of "The Theosophical Society in Germany"
would, as a body, accept the suggestion made by some of their members, for a
closer union with their brothers in America. At the present Convention we have
to make known the glad tidings that this union has been completed, and that,
in bringing it about, the action of our German brothers has been cordial, generous
and enthusiastic. We are certain that this action will evoke a response on our
part as generous and cordial.
"At such a Convention as this, when we have to discuss several weighty matters,
about which we may have wide differences of opinion, it is inevitable that some
of us may find ourselves in a minority. Where there is divided voting, some of us
must hold a view which will be defeated. But there is a way in which we may
all win. If each one of us, instead of becoming absorbed in one side or other
of each question, determines rather that the main matter is that Theosophical
principles shall prevail, that we shall act in a Theosophical way, then each of us may
gain a success as complete as that which we look forward to, for the whole Society
in this Convention."
6
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TEMPORARY ORGANIZATION.

Mr. Johnston then called for nominations for temporary Chairman and tem
porary Secretary of the Convention.
Upon motion the Acting President of the Dayton Branch, Mr. W. V. Nicum,
was unanimously elected temporary Chairman, and Mrs. Nicum, temporary
Secretary.
Mr. Nicum assumed the Chair and welcomed the delegates to Dayton. 1
Upon motion the Chair appointed a Committee on Credentials, consisting of
Dr. Tenney, of Cincinnati ; Mr. Bruce, of Indianapolis ; Mr. Vermillion, of Dayton,
and the Treasurer of the Society, Mr. Mitchell, of New York.
Pending the report of the Committee on Credentials, the Convention was
addressed upon the subject of Branch work by
Mrs. Stouder, of Fort Wayne, Ind.
Mrs. Fournier, of Fort Wayne, Ind.
Mr. Allen, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. Manning, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. Sewell, of Louisville, Ky.
Mr. Mills, of Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Butler, of Indianapolis, Ind.
Dr. Harker, of Dayton, Ohio.

Mr. Benninger, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. Mendenhall, of Dayton; Ohio.
Mrs. Gordon, of Middletown , Ohio.
Mrs. Outcalt, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. Garst, of Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Brittain, of Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Manning, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. Garst, of Dayton, Ohio.

Upon motion an adjournment was taken until 3 p. m.
PERMANENT ORGANIZATION.

On re-convening at 3 p.
following report :

m.

the Committee on Credentials submitted the

REPORT oF THE CoM MITTEE ON CREDENTIALS.

Branch Roll.
Place.
Votes.
Aurora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oakland, Cal. . . . . . . . . . .
Baltimore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baltimore, Md. . . . . . . .
Blavatsky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington, D. C. . . . . . 5
Blavatsky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seattle, Wash. . . . . . . . . I
Boston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston, Mass. . . . . . . . . . . I
British National . . . . . . . . . . Great Britain . . . . . . . . . 18
Caracas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Caracas, Venezuela . . . . . 2
Cincinnati . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cincinnati, 0 . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Dayton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dayton, 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Delegates or Proxies.

.

.

.

Detroit
Fort Wayne

. . . . . . . . . . . • . .

Detroit, Mich. . . . . . . . . .
Fort Wayne, Ind . . . . . . .

Indianapolis

. . . • . . . . . . . . . .

Indianapolis, Ind . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

.

Mr. Johnston.
Mr. Johnston.
Mr. Johnston.
Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. Johnston.
Dr. Tenney.
Mr. Mendenhall.
Mr. Garst.
Mr. Brittain.
Mr. Nicum.
Mr. Vermillion.
Dr. Harker.
Mrs. Nicum.
Mr. Johnston.
I
2 Mrs. Fournier.
Mrs. Stouder.
5 Mr. Davis.
Mr. Gorrell.
Mr. Mills.
Mr. Butler.
Mr. Bruce.
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Place.
Votes. Delegates or Proxies.
Branch Roll.
Los Angelenos . . . . . . . . . . . Los Angeles, Cal . . . . . .
Louisville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisville, Ky.
I Mr. Sewell
Middletown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown, 0. . . . . . . . . 2 Mr. Roberts.
Mrs. Gordon.
New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New York, N. Y . . . . . . 8 Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. Johnston.
Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence, R. I. . . . . . . 4 Mr. Johnston.
Queen City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seattle, Wash. . . . . . . . . 2 Mr. Mitchell.
Salt Lake City . . . . . . . . . . . . Salt Lake City, Utah . . . I
San Pedro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Pedro, Cal . . . . . . . . 4 Mr. Johnston.
Shila . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Toledo, 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Southern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greensboro, N. C . . . . . .
Stockton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stockton, Cal. . . . . . . . .
Syracuse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Syracuse, N. Y . . . . . . . .
Toronto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Toronto, Canada . . . . . .
Virya . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Denver, Col. . . . . . . . . . .
Berlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Berlin, Gerznany . . . . . . . 34 Mr. Johnston.
West Berlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . West Berlin, Germany . . I Mr. Johnston.
5 Mr. Johnston.
Flensburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,Flensburg, Germany
Munich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Munich, Germany . . . . . . 2 Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. Johnston.
Suhl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Suhl, Germany
4 Mr. Johnston.
.

.

--

-

-

-

-

.

• . .

Number of Branches in the Society, J I ; number of Branches represented
by delegates or proxies, 22 ; number of votes entitled to be cast by properly
accredited Branch delegates or proxies present, I I g.
( Signed)

W. A. P. TENNEY,
P. L. w. VERMILLION,

F. A. BRUCE,

H. B. MITCHELL.
Committee on Credentials.

In presenting this report, Mr. Mitchell stated, on behalf of the Committee,
that as the status of certain for� ign Branches had been questioned prior to the
Convention, on account of the action of the Executive Committee in adj usting
the dues paid by them, the Committee on Credentials had examined the standing
of these Branches with great care, and unanimously reported that the provlSlons
of the Constitution and By-Laws had been completely fulfilled and that their
standing was entirely regular.
Upon motion the report was accepted and the Committee on Credentials dis
charged with thanks.
The Chair then called for nominations for permanent Chairman.
Upon nomination of Dr. Tenney, Mr. Albert Mendenhall, of Dayton, Ohio,
was unanimously elected permanent Chairman.
Mr. H. F. Hohnstedt, being duly nominated, was unanimously elected perma
nent Secretary.
Upon motion of Mr. Johnston a vote of thanks was proffered to Mr. and
Mrs. Nicum for their efficient services as temporary officers of the Convention.
Upon motion the Chair appointed as a Committee on Resolutions :
Mr. Charles Johnston,
Miss M. D. Hohnstedt,
Mr. Jesse Sewell .
And as a Committee on Nominations :
Mr. F. Benninger,
Mrs. A. A. Outcalt,

Mrs. L. F. Stouder.
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Upon motion of Mr. Mitchell the reports of the Secretary and Treasurer
were ordered read "out of order," owing to the participation of the Chairman of
the Executive Committee in the deliberations of the Committee on Resolutions.
On behalf of the Secretary the following report was presented and read :
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY,

T. s. A.

April 27, 1907, to April 25, 1908.

New Branches and Members.
Since the last Convention, charters have been issued to five ( 5 ) new Branches,
as follows :
The Salt Lake City Branch, chartered May 8, 1907.
The Stockton ( Cal. ) Branch, chartered May 13, 1907.
The Southern T. S. ( Greensboro, N. C. ) , chartered November 12, 1907.
The Shila Branch (Toledo, Ohio) , chartered March 3, 1908.
The Providence ( R. I.) Branch, chartered April 1 4, 1908.
Three hundred ( 300) new members have received diplomas in the T. S. A. ,
as follows :
In America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
In England . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4
In Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300
.

During the same period the Society lost, through resignation, 8 ; and through
death, 7· Total, 1 5.
Making a net gain in membership during the year of two hundred and eighty
five (285 ) .
This increase i s greatly i n excess o f that for any year i n the past decade, and
should be a matter of congratulation and encour�gement to all members.

Mailing List.
It is again necessary to call attention of members to the need of notifying
the Secretary promptly of any change of address, in order that the Theosophical
Quarterly and other of the Society's papers may reach them safely. Carelessness
or forgetfulness in this always greatly increases the work of the Secretary and
often makes it impossible to communicate with the member in question.

Correspondence.
The number of letters sent and received by the Secretary has grown year
by year-and a constantly increased use is being made of the Secretary's office by
members and inquirers.
The Sale of Books.
The sale of books dealing with Theosophical subjects has also steadily in
creased. Arrangements have been made with the leading publishers whereby any
book not in stock may be promptly supplied and members are requested to help
in this work by sending their book orders through the Secretary's office. All
profits from these sales are devoted to the publication of Theosophical literature.

The Theosophical Quarterly.
Through the interest and co-operation of several Branches and many individ
ual members, the Secretary is able to report that the Society's magazine can
now be found in the reading rooms of the chief libraries in America and England,
and many letters have been received telling of the appreciative use that is there
made of it. The ci rculation of the magazine has also been greatly increased.
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A Word Personal.
I wish to express my appreciation of the help, encouragement and support so
freely given by the Branches and members, and gratefully to acknowledge the
constant and untiring aid given . me by my co-workers in office who have always
so promptly and fully responded to my appeal for help and advice and encouraged
me by their patience and confidence.
Respectfully submitted,
[ Signed]
ADA GREGG,
Secretary, T. S. A.

Upon motion of Dr. Tenney, the Secretary's report was accepted and ordered
spread upon the minutes.
Upon motion of M r. Garst a vote of thanks was unanimously extended to Mrs.
Gregg for her faithful and efficient services as Secretary of the Society.
Mr. Mitchell, as Treasurer for the preceding year, presented the following
report :
REPORT OF THE TREASURER, T. s. A.

April 27, 1907 to April 23, 1908.
STATEMENT.

Receipts.

Dues
Donations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"Theosophical Quarterly" . . . .
Express Refund . . . . . . . . . . .
.

$629 . 00
368 . 14
483 . 09
I . SO

Balance on hand April 27, 1907

Assets.
Cash on hand April 23, 1go8 . .
Deficit
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

Disbursements.
Convention, 1907 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Secretary's Office . . . . . . . . . . .
Treasurer's Office . . . . . . . . . .
"Theosophical Quarterly" . . .
.

$18. 5o
281 . 75
7 . so
1 ,194 . 79

Balance on hand April 23, Igo8

$26I . 32
140 . 93

Liabilities.
Bills payable April 23, Igo8,
"Theosophical Quarterly,"
April, 1 go8, issue . . . . . . . . . .
Secretary's Office, April, 1go8,
Expenses ( Estimated) . . . .

$372 . 25
30 . 00

$402 . 25
April 23, 1go8.

[ Signed]

H. B . MITCHELL,
Treasurer, T. S. A.

In submitting this statement of the finances of the Society, the Treasurer desires
also to lay before the Convention certain matters concerning his conduct as
Treasurer during the last five years.
The report of the Ninth Annual Convention of the Theosophical Society in
America ( THEOSOPHICAL Q uARTERLY, Vol. I, p. 29) shows that when annual dues
were re-established it was clearly understood and stated that this action was not
intended to exclude anyone from membership on account of poverty, and that "there
were always ways of remitting the dues of members who could not afford to pay."
In the Constitution and By-Laws, adopted two years ago, explicit provision is made
for the remission of the dues of Branch members, but no explicit provision is made
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for members-at-large. The Treasurer has, therefore, with the consent of the Exec
utive Committee, guided his action upon the principles clearly expressed in the Con
vention of 1903, and has each year, with the consent of the Executive Committee,
marked the cards of several members at-large, "excused from dues," when the .
member in question was known to be unable to afford even the small sum of $2.
This action amounted to the whole Society treating certain of its members-at-large
in the same manner as the Branches of the Society are authorized to treat their
members, and is the equivalent of the payment of the dues of the member in ques
tion from the General Fund of the Society-to which Fund the dues return. The
Executive Committee and the Treasurer have considered that the expressed intent
of the Society when dues were re-established, and the provisions of By-Law 13
regarding the expenditure of the General Fund, made this course not only proper
but incumbent upon them in cases of earnest workers in genuine poverty. As, how
ever, this action has recently been challenged, the Treasurer gives notice of his pur
pose to move, at the proper time, an amendment to the By-Laws, by the addition
of a new By-Law to read :
"34· The Executive Committee shall have the power to reduce or remit dues
in exceptional cases."
The Treasurer asks that the acceptance or rejection of this report carry with it
the approval or censure of the Convention as to his action in these matters.
[Signed] H. B. MITCHELL,
Treasurer, T. S. A.
Upon motion of Dr. Tenney, the Treasurer's report was unanimously approved,
and ordered spread upon the minutes.
Upon motion of Mr. Garst a vote of thanks was unanimously tendered to
Mr. Mitchell for his services as Treasurer and for the conduct of that office.
Dr. Tenney, Mr. Nicum, and Mr. Lyons addressed the Convention upon the
subject of the deficit shown in the Treasurer's report ; and it was urged that each
member contribute what he can toward the expenses of the Society, thereby reliev
ing the few who are at present carrying most of the. burden.
In response to an inquiry as to whether it would not be possible to raise the
dues or devise other means whereby a deficit might be avoided in the future, Mr.
Mitchell stated that the vitality and life of the Society had always depended upon
the voluntary contributions of the members. It was the power of the heart, the joy
of the members in the work for the work's sake and their willingness to sacrifice
therefor, that was and would always remain the great asset of the Society, and this
was true not only in its financial affairs but in all its activities. Mr. Mitchell believed
that no more could be required from the members than the dues now set, but that
if a system of mite-boxes was established the voluntary contributions could be
largely increased without undue demands upon the members' resources. He was
confident that now the need of the Treasury was known, the members would respond
to meet that need.
REPORT OF THE COM MITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.

The Committee on Resolutions then reported, through its Chairman, Mr. Johnston, who said :
"The first matter on which your committee has to report, is a resolution which
has stood over since the last Convention. Those who were at that Convention will
remember that it was then pointed out that our name, 'The Theosophical Society in
America,' no longer described us correctly. A large number of Theosophical students
in England had sought and obtained a closer union with us, and a body of students
in Germany had done the same. We had also members in France, in Scandinavia,
�
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Venezuela, Canada , and elsewhere outside the United States. It was, therefore,
suggested that we should drop the words 'in America' from our title. To this pro
posal there was some opposition, though a great majority of our members favored
the change. The Convention was asked to postpone action, to give the small mino r
ity ample time to consider the whole question ; and this the Convention cordial ly
consented to do.
"The matter therefore comes up again to-day. During the year that has passed,
the reasons for making the change have grown stronger. We have had a large
increase of membership in England, and an increase of over 200 members in Ger
many, all of whom wish to be members of an avowedly international Society. On
the other hand, many of those who objected to the change a year ago have since
changed their view, and opposition is now almost wholly confined to a section of
the Pacific coast.
"In reporting on this Resolution, your Committee further holds that the
Founders evidently contemplated the formation of an international Society from the
outset ; all the earlier Branches outside the United States were organized by
Mme. Blavatsky in person, as Corresponding Secretary, and she herself directed
and mailed the diplomas to the earlier members in other lands. It was intended to
form, not a series of national centres, but a nucleus of universal brotherhood, without
distinction of race or tongue or land, a brotherhood that should embrace all
humanity.
"Again, it is suggested that, while the name, 'The Theosophical Society,' does
correctly describe our organization, it is already used by another body, and is
therefore pre-empted. But many of us, who have been long enough in the move
ment to have taken part in its eventful early days, hold that we j oined 'The Theo
sophical Society,' and that, as we have always tried to work for its purposes, and
abide by its principles , we have never ceased to be members of 'The Theosophical
Society,' and are, therefore, entitled to that name. It will be remembered that, when
'The Theosophical Society in America' became an autonomous body at the Boston
Convention of 1895, Mr. Judge was accused of appropriating the name, seal and
motto to which Colonel Olcott laid exclusive claim. Mr. Judge then replied : 'It is
not Theosophy nor conducive to its spread to make legal claims to theosophical
names, symbols and seals so as to prevent, if possible, others from using them,
Everyone should J:>e invited to use our Theosophical property as freely as he wishes!
This shows the view held· on the question of pre-emption by Mr. Judge.
"Finally, it is suggested that our dropping the words 'in America' from our title
may cause confusion and misunderstanding. We think this is largely imaginary.
Our members in New York have for years called themselves 'The New York
Theosophical Society,' and no confusion whatever has arisen. We therefore report
in favor of the resolution :
"Resolved) That the words 'in America' be dropped from the title of the
Society."
Mr. Bruce asked if it was known whether the opposition to this resolution had
increased or decreased since the last Convention.
Mr. Johnston replied that a year ago the opposition to resuming the original
name of the Society had chiefly centered in one or two Branches on the Pacific
coast. This opposition had remained unchanged, but he believed the general senti
ment in favor of the resolution throughout the Society was even stronger than at
the last Convention.
The Chairman remarked that the chief opponents of the resolutions were
neither present nor had sent proxies.
Upon motion of Mr. Mitchell the vote was taken upon the resolution by roll call.
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Roll Call Upon Resolution :
Resolved, That the words "in America" be dropped from the title of the
Society.
Branch.
Ayes. Noes.
Blavatsky (Washington) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Blavatsky ( Seattle) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : .
Boston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I6
2
British National . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Caracas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Cincinnati . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Dayton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
I
Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . "' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Fort Wayne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indianapolis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
I
Louisville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Middletown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
New York . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
2
Queen City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
San Pedro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Berlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34
I
West Berlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Flensburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
2
Munich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Neusalz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Suhl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
_

•

I I2

6

The Chair declared the resolution carried with I I2 ayes, 6 nos, and I not voting.
On behalf of the Committee on Resolutions, Mr. Johnston then presented the
resolution offered by Mr. Howerton of San Pedro, California :
uBe it Resolved, That the basis for representation shall be by individual voting
and proxies ; every member in good standing being allowed to vote ; and
"Be it Further Resolved, That the Constitution of the T. S. in A. be revised
to conform thereto."
Mr. Johnston read the following communication from the San Pedro Branch :
"The ( San Pedro) Branch is in favor of the resolution by Mr. Howerton
in re individual voting, for the reason that then a Branch would have a voting
power equal to the number of its members ; (as it is now, a Branch of five members
has no greater power than a Branch of three members, although it is nearly twice
as large, which we deem unjust and unwise ; ) and for the further reason that then
members-at-large can vote if they so desire. We believe it is manifestly wrong to
keep members who are not members of Branches from voting and taking part at
Conventions. It may stimulate the formation of Branches to vote as we do, but it
it not right to do wrong that good may result, and the end does not always j ustify
the means, as we are well aware."
Commenting on this, Mr. Johnst�n said : "The question before us is an impor
tant and .somewhat difficult one. We may gain light on it, by inquiring what the
practice was in the early days of the Society, the times of H. P. B. and W. Q. Judge.
We find that, during all the earlier life of the Society, voting at Conventions was
always by Branches, and I have had the honor of thus voting for Mme. Blavatsky,
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a s a delegate t o the Convention of 1888, from the Branch t o which she belonged.
When W. Q. Judge organized the members in this country as a self-governing body,
he also supported voting by Branches. Mr. Judge always spoke of the Society as
'a Federation of autonomous Branches,' not as an assembly of individual members.
"We may be certain that H. P. B. and Judge had very good reasons for sup
porting Branch voting. We may conjecture that these reasons were somewhat as
follows. Humanity has, so far, reached the point of personal, separate consciousness,
the consciousness of the individual. We are destined in time to reach the con
sciousness of the Logos, a divine, collective consciousness, in which all shall be
'made perfect in one.' From the separate personal consciousness to that ultimate
divine consciousness, the first step is a collective consciousness of three or more,
working together for some high and ideal aim, and thus entering into a collective
spiritual life. But to form such a life, all must be independent, self-reliant indi
viduals, each standing on his own feet, each enjoying full spiritual liberty. And this
individual freedom and self-reliance are secured to all members within the Branch,
where they are guaranteed perfect freedom of thought and expression, on condition
of giving like freedom to others. So that a Branch of three or more is the first
field in which the higher collective consciousness can find expression ; and in the
Conventions of the Society such a Branch can find collective expression as a unit ;
and several Branches can come into relation with each other, as a larger collective
consciousness. Thus we giv� scope both to individual and collective life ; the former
being provided for by individual voting within Branches, and the latter by Branch
voting at Conventions ; and in this way our members have practical training in the
formation of 'a nucleus of universal brotherhood,' and the collective activity of
such a nucleus. This would seem to be the reason why voting by Branches was
always the rule, and was endorsed by H. P. B and W. Q. Judge.
"As to the point that a Branch of five has no larger representation than a Branch
of three, it should be remembered that what is sought is not an expression of indi
vidualism, but the expression of a collective life and consciousness ; and this is
gained, whether the Branch consist of three or five. And it is difficult to believe
that, if there were five members full of Theosophical vigor and zeal, they would not
presently attract a sixth, and thus secure larger representation, if they felt this
important to their work. As to the members-at-large being deprived of votes, the
answer is very simple. No one need be deprived of a vote, unless he himself wishes.
For, by becoming a member of a territorial branch, or a corresponding member of a
local Branch, he can at once enter Branch life, and thus secure representation and
voting power. But a large number of members-at-large do not care to do this.
Within the last few months, all were written to, and it was suggested that they
should form Branches or become corresponding members of existing Branches.
Hardly one in five replied, thus showing that they were very little concerned about
representation. Very much the same class failed to sign and send in their proxies,
in the days of individual voting."
The Committee on Resolutions therefore thinks right to offer the following
amendment to M!. Howerton's resolution, by striking out all that follows the first
"Be it Resolved," and adding the words : "That the system of voting at Convention
remain unchanged."
After discussion by Dr. Tenney, Mr. Mitdiell, Mrs. Orr, and others, the vote
being taken upon the motion to amend, the amendm�nt was carried.
The question recurring upon the resolution as amended, upon motion of Mr.
Mitchell the vote was taken by calling the roll, with the following result :
7
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Roll Call upon Resolution.
"Be it Resolved, That the system of voting at Conventions remain unchanged."
Branch.
Ayes. Noes.
5
Blavatsky (Washington) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
Blavatsky ( Seattle) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
Boston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I7
British National
. ... ... ... ...... ... .... ... ... ... ...... .. ..
2
Caracas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
Cincinnati . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Dayton
7
Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Fort Wayne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
Indianapolis
4
Louisville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Middletown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
2
Queen City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
San Pedro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
25
Berlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West Berlin
.
. . . . . . . . .\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Flensburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
2
Munich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Neusalz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Suhl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
.
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The Chair announced the resolution carried : 76 ayes, 43 noes.

76

43

The Committee on Resolutions then reported on the resolutions sent to
Branches some time previously by the Los Angelenos Branch, at Los Angeles. It was
found that this Branch was not represented at the Convention, either by delegates
or by proxy, so that technically there was no one to propose these resolutions.
The Committee, however, held that it was evidently the intention and wish of the
Los Angelenos Branch that these resolutions should be brought before the Con
vention, and decided to report in that sense.
On behalf of the Committee on Resolutions, Mr. Johnston read the resolutions
of the Los Angelenos Branch, and also a letter from the English National Branch,
commenting on. these resolutions. The resolutions proposed that four By-Laws,
Nos. I, 4, 14, and 29, should be abrogated, and that By-Law 36 should be amended,
to read as follows : "All officers and committees shall make reports of their pro
ceedings annually to the Convention ; and such proceedings shall be subject to the
confirmation and approval of said Convention."
Mr. Johnston pointed out that the By-Laws proposed to be abrogated ( Nos. I ,
4 , 1 4 and 29 ) were in n o sense new, but had been a part of the organization of the
T. S. A. ever since its foundation. Of these four By-Laws, two stood verbally as
they are now in the Constitution of I8g6, and the other two were the same, but for
the omission of the word "President," as the Society no longer has a President.
The Society has thus had twelve Qr thirteen years' experience of the working of
these four By-Laws, and no such results as those apprehended by the Los Angelenos
Branch have in fact flowed from them.
The committee then took up the By-Laws in question one by one. Mr. John
ston said that, as regards By-Law 1, he, as a member of the Executive Committee,
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would decline to cancel any charter or diploma, as he believed this was a respon
sibility which no individual should be asked to assume. But he held that the Exec
utive Committee should be empowered to suspend charters and diplomas, pending
action by the Convention. There were possible cases in which individual members
or Branches might take action involving the honor of the Society ; and in such
cases it was imperative that the Society should be protected at once, and without
delay. Such prompt action might be the "stitch in time, saving nine." Suspension
pending action by the Convention woula meet this need perfectly, and would seem
ingly be in full accord with the spirit of the Constitution.
The Committee on Resolutions then took up By-Law 4. Mr. Johnston pointed
out that the scale of incomes in different countries varied greatly, and that any
rigid scheme would thus work injustice. On the average, incomes in the United
States were three times as high as incomes in England, and four times as high as
incomes in Germany. So that a uniform rate of two dollars dues would really be
equivalent to dues of six dollars in England, and of eight dollars in Germa�y.
Mr. Johnston stated that should the resolution of the Los Angelenos Branch :
"Resolved, That By-Law 4 be abrogated," be brought before the Convention h e
would propose that this resolution b e amended s o a s t o read : "Resolved, That
By-Law 4 be amended by the addition of the words : 'with power to adjust dues.' "
Taking up the remaining resolutions of which the Los Angelenos Branch had
given notice, the Committee on Resolutions reported that, in their view, these
resolutions, if presented to the Convention, should be amended so as to cause
By-Laws I4, 29 and 36 to remain unchanged.
Mr. Bruce moved that the report of the Committee on Resolutions be accepted
and the questions referred to therein be laid upon the table.
Dr. Tenney moved to substitute the following resolution :
Resolved, That the report of the Committee on Resolutions be accepted and the
By-Laws of the Society amended according to the recommendations made therein.
After discussion, Mr. Lyons stated that inasmuch as the Los Angelenos Branch
.
h�d failed to send a delegate or proxy to move the resolutions of which they had
given notice, and inasmuch as he deemed it desirable that these questions be defi
nitely settled by the Convention, he · would himself move these resolutions, reserving
the right to vote against the resolutions or to accept any amendment thereto.
Dr. Tenney withdrew his motion to substitute.
Mr. Bruce withdrew the resolution he had offered.
Mr. Lyons moved that By-Law I be abrogated.
Mr. Johnston moved to amend so that the resolution should read :
Resolved, That By-Law I be stricken out and the following substituted there
for : "All Charters and Diplomas derive their authority from the Society as a
whole, acting through the Executive Committee, and may be suspended by the
Executive Committe pending action by the Convention."
Mr. Lyons accepted this amendment.
The vote being taken upon the resolution as amended the resolution was carried.
Mr. Lyons moved that By-Law 4 be abrogated.
Mr. Johnston moved to amend so that the resolution should read :
Resolved, That By-Law 4 be amended by the addition of the words "with power
to adjust dues."
Mr. Lyons accepted the amendment. The vote.being taken upon the resolution
as amended the resolution was carried.
Mr. Lyons moved that By-Laws I4 and 29 be abrogated.
On behalf of the Committee on Resolutions, Mr. Johnston moved to amend so
that the resolution should read :
Resolved, That By-Laws I4 and 29 remain unchanged.
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Mr. Lyons accepted this amendment.
The vote being taken upon the resolution as amended, the resolution was
carried.
Mr. Lyons moved that By-Law 36 be changed to read as follows : "All officers
and committees shall make reports of their proceedings annually to the Conven
tion ; and such proceedings shall be subject to the confirmation and approval of the
said Convention."
On behalf of the Committee on Resolutions Mr. Johnston moved to amend so
that the Resolution should read :
Resolved, That By-Law 36 remain unchanged.
Mr. Lyons accepted this amendment.
The vote being taken upon the resolution, as amended, the resolution was
carried.
The Chair declared the Report of the Committee on Resolutions accepted and
disposed of by the action taken.
Mr. Mitchell moved that the By-Laws be amended by the adoption of a new
By-Law to be numbered 34, later By-Laws to receive consecutive numbers, and to
read as follows : "The Executive Committee shall have the power to reduce or
remit dues in exceptional cases."
The vote being taken the motion was carried.
Mr. Charles Johnston, as Chairman of the Executive Committee, then presented
the following report :
REPORT

OF

THE ExECUTIVE CoM MITTEE, T. S. IN A.
For the Year I907-I9Q8.

The Executive Committee is an international body, extending from Germany
to California ; its members belong to three different countries and six different
Branches. It is, therefore, in a very real sense a representative body, reflecting
the will and thought of the whole Society between Conventions. The most impor
tant work done by the Executive Committee during the past year was the cordial
understanding reached with "The Theosophical Society in Germany," t.Ulder
By-Law 4· The German Society had for some time been in correspondence with
"The Theosophical Society in America," with the aim of attaining a closer and
more intimate union in our common work. At the Convention held in Berlin last
Spring, "The Theosophical Society in Germany," by a practically unanimous vote,
decided to j oin us, with the title of "The Theosophical Society, German National
Branch ;" and diplomas were accordingly issued to all the members of the German
Society, who thus became members of "The Theosophical Society in America," and
very generously accepted this somewhat anomalous title. The spirit of our German
brothers was in the highest degree cordial and Theosophical ; and the Executive
Committee tried to show the same spirit, in prescribing the manner in which the
details of the amalgamati �n should be carried out, under By-Law 4· When the
question of dues was taken up, the Executive Committee had to consider several
things. First, the difference of average incomes, the average income in the United
States being about four times the average income in Germany ; so that $2 dues in
the United States would represent a call on the German income equivalent to $8.
Again, the T. S. in Germany had its own Secretariat, carrying on correspondence
with several hundred members and enquirers in German ; and publishing a
magazine in which were translated for the German reader much of the Theosophical
literature appearing in English ; and it was seen that this saved the New York
headquarters a very considerable sum, to say nothing of the high value of the
work itself. We estimated this economy at not less than $Ioo a year, and probably
a good deal more. Once again, only a minority of our members in Germany are
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sufficiently familiar with English to wish to receive T HE THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY ;
and, as the cost of producing the magazine is considerable, we estimated that not less
than $2oo a year would thus be saved. In view of these facts, the Executive Com
mittee thought it entirely right to accept the proposal made by "The Theosophical
Society in Germany," that, after amalgamation with "The Theosophical Society in
America," the German Branches should make an annual contribution to the General
Fund in lieu of dues, retaining the remainder of the sum raised from their members
for work in Germany. This contribution was, for the present, fixed at $25. This
arrangement was entirely satisfactory to our German brothers, as also to the Exec
utive Committee. And I am confident that this view will be shared by the Society
in Convention.
The Executive Committee has also to report that several new Branches were
added to the Society during the past year ; and that we have had a very consider
able accession of new members. The details of this good and encouraging news
will be found in the report of the Secretary. The Committee feels that the best
thanks of the whole Society are due to the Editor-in-chief of T HE THEOSOPHICAL
QuARTERLY, who has so ably and enthusiastically carried out the practical work of
issuing our magazine, in the face of many difficulties, not the least of which is the
dilatoriness of certain contributors. The details of this work, especially on the
financial side, are found in the report of the Treasurer.
In a more personal field, the committee has to report the resignation of one of
its members, Mr. ]. D. Bond, formerly of Fort Wayne, Ind., who some time ago
took up his residence in the Hawaiian Islands. M r. Bond considered that he was
too far away to be able to attend to the business of the committee, and that the
long time taken in the transmission of letters might seriously interfere with impor
tant business. He therefore suggested that some one at a less distant point should
be chosen in his place. In accepting Mr. Bond's resignation, the Executive Com
mittee tendered to him the most hearty thanks of the whole Society for the able
work he had done for so long, and with such unfailing devotion. The committee,
acting under Article IV, Section 7, of the Constitution, requested M r. Birger Elwing
to take the place vacated by Mr. Bond, until the meeting of the Society in Conven
tion ; and this Mr. Elwing very cordially consented to do.
In concluding its report, the Executive Committee feels that at no time have
our prospects been so promising as at present. At no time, therefore, has there
been such an opening for vigorous Theosophical work.
For the Executive Committee,
CHARLES jOHNSTON,
Chairman.
Upon motion the report of the Executive Committee was accepted with thanks.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
The election of officers being next in order the Committee on Nominations
presented the following names :
For members of the Executive Committee to serve for three years, and to
succeed themselves :
Mr. M. D. Butler, of Indianapolis.
Mr. Albert Mendenhall, of Dayton.
For member of the Executive Committee, to serve for one year, filling the
.
unexpired term of Mr. ]. D. Bond, resign ed :
Mr. Birger Elwing, of Los Angeles.
For Secretary, to succeed hersel f :
Mrs. Ada Gregg, of Brooklyn.
For Treasurer, to succeed himself :
Mr. H. B. Mitcheii, of New York.
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There being no other nominations the Secretary was instructed to cast a single
ballot for the above nominees, and the Chair declared them unanimously elected to
their respective offices.
Upon motion of Mr. Johnston a vote of thanks was tendered the Dayton press
for the kind consideration given the Convention.
Upon motion the Convention adjourned until 8 p. m.
EvENING SESSION.

There being no further stated business before the Convention, the Evening
Session was devoted to informal discussion of the work and finances of the Society.
Dr. Harker, referring to the annual deficit, recommended the adoption of mite boxes
for individual use, the contents to be remitted to the Treasurer semi-annually.
Mr. Mitchell heartily approved this course and suggested that the distribution of
such mite boxes would be an extremely valuable contribution to the whole Society
by any Branch that was willing to undertake it.
Miss Hohnstedt urged that greater use be made by the members of the book
department of the Secretary's office, as this helped the Society at no cost to the
members.
In the middle of the evening the following letter was received from the Los
Angelenos Branch and read by the Chairman to the Convention.
April I7, Igo8.
To Chairman of the Convention, T. S. in A.,
Assembled at Dayton, Ohio :
GREETING :Since the delegate we expected to represent us at the forthcoming Convention
is un�ble to go to Dayton, we ask you, will you most kindly have some one volun
teer from those present to present our resolutions to the Convention. For his better
guidance we are inclosing copies of the communications sent by us to the several
Branches of the T. S. in A. We send you our fullest sympathy in all that tends
toward the spread of Theosophic Truth and the betterment of humanity.
Thanking you beforehand for the favor, we are,
Fraternally yours,
Los ANGELENOS BRANCH, T. S. IN A.
[Signed] M. ELLA PATERSON, Secretary.
6os West Third Street, Los Angeles, California.
Upon motion of Mr. Mitchell, the Secretary of the Convention was instructed
to reply to the Los Angelenos Branch that, though their letter had been received
after the business of the Convention had been transacted, the spirit of their request
had fortunately been anticipated and as fully complied with as the circumstances
made possible.
The Convention had the pleasure of hearing from Mr. and Mrs. Orr of Colum
bus, Mr. Lyons of Cincinnati, Miss Ruth Garst of Dayton, Miss Hohnstedt of Cin
cinnati, Mr. Bruce and Mr. Davis of Indianapolis, and was indebted to Mrs. Nicum
and Dr. Garst of Dayton for some enjoyable music.
Upon motion of Dr. Tenney, the Dayton Branch was tendered a unanimous vote
of thanks for the cordial and hospitable reception they had extended the visiting
delegates and for their thoughtful provision for the success and pleasure of the
Convention.
Upon motion of Mr. Johnston, a unanimous vote of thanks was tendered the
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presiding officers of the Convention, Mr. Albert Mendenhall and Mr. H. G. Hohn
stedt, for their efficient services as Chairman and Secretary.
Upon motion, the Convention adjourned.
Reports and letters of greeting addressed to the Convention are appended.
[ Signed] H. G. HoHNSTEDT,
Secretary of the Convention.
On Sunday, April 26th, at 2 p. m., Mr. Mitchell gave a public address under
the auspices of the Dayton Branch, upon "Fundamental Aspects of Religion," and
at 8 p. m., Mr. Charles Johnston lectured on "What the Theosophical Society is
Not."
Each of these lectures was largely attended both by the visiting delegates and
by non-members of the Society.
The addresses are printed elsewhere in this magazine.

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, ENGLISH BRANCH.
,

ns Ethel Street, New Benwell, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

April 8, I9Q8.
DEAR FELLOW MEMBER :
On behalf of the members of the British National Branch of the Theosophical
Society in America I have to ask that you will kindly undertake to represent them
at the Convention to be held at Dayton, Ohio, on April 25th.
In this capacity will you please convey to your members in Convention as
sembled our most hearty fraternal greeting and good wishes ?
We have to report a year of steady progress : our roll of membership is grad
ually increasing, and the meetings of our various centres throughout the country
all report good and consistent attendances and useful work done.
We view with hearty approval the efforts of your members to bring about
such a change in the title of the Theosophical Society in America as will more
adequately express its inter-continental character, and we feel that such an inclusive
style and title under which the members in the various countries wherein our
affiliated branches exist would be enrolled, would go far towards establishing
amongst them a most fruitful and helpful "entente."
With the object of furthering and extending inter-communion between the
various National Branches our members are wishful that an activity which is at
present being developed in our Branch, and in which we have already invited the
co-operation of the Branches in Germany, Austria, Norway and Sweden , should be
expanded to include the various Branches in the United States. This activity con
sists in regular periodical correspondence carried on by duly appointed Correspond
ing Secretaries, and in this connection, through the courtesy of your Secretary, a
letter of detailed explanation from this Branch will shortly be circulated to your
various centres.
We look forward to a year of increasing work and usefulness, of a clearer and
more definite understanding and knowledge of our fellow-workers in other
countries, and more especially to a fuller manifestation of Unity in our ranks,
towards which we trust your deliberations in Convention will in no little measure
tend.
With renewed fraternal greetings, I am,
Cordially and sincerely yours,
EDWARD H. WooF.
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LoNDON LoDGE.
9 I Edgware Road, W.,
To the Members of the T. S. in A . :
April I , I9Q8.
GREETING !
The members of the London Lodge of the T. S. in A., English Branch, desire
to express their heartiest good wishes to their brethren assembled in Convention.
We feel this to be an opportunity of uniting in spirit with you and with our
brethren the world over-of expressing to each other our steadfast adherence to
the cause of Theosophy-of cheering the faint-hearted ones-of rousing the lethargic
-of uniting in spirit with our steadfast and untiring brethren, and with all men
who in all climes are working for the cause of human progression and development.
We feel it to be a time of strong faith, of ardent aspiration, of high and unselfish
resolve.
During the last year we have carried on our meetings at 46 Brook Street and
regular fortnightly public meetings at the Eustace Miles Restaurant. Our meetings.
have been fairly well attended and we see cause for encouragement and hope in
their present success. We have continually emphasised the foundation of our
Society upon the basic principle of Universal Brotherhood. We feel that all - our
failures begin in failure to express this spirit in our lives, and that every success.
must be founded upon a deeper and truer appreciation of this great principle.
The London Branch has carefully considered several of the questions which
will be brought before you for decision. With the proposition which aims at the
destruction of some of the powers of the Executive Committee by deleting various.
clauses from the By-Laws, we do not agree. We believe the By-Laws exist for the
government of the Society between Conventions and that this government is neces
sary to the life and work of the Society. If the executive power is not in the hands.
of the Committee and its work carefully defined, then, instead of being governed
by a representative Committee, the Society would be governed without defined
powers by a single executive officer. Our experience in England is entirely
opposed to this course.
With regard to the resolution laid on the table at the last Convention we are
unanimous in wishing for the change of name, feeling that by such a change of name
the true spirit of the Society will be more adequately expressed.
With the proposition for changing. the basis of voting we do not agree, because
we believe the Society exists not for its individual members, but for the world at
large, that the Spirit of the Society inheres not in scattered members but in living
Branches carrying on Theosophical work, the whole aim of the Society should
therefore be the conservation of such centres of effort and the expression in the
government of the Society of the living force of the movement, rather than the
expression of the personal conception of individuals.
In thus stating freely the opinions of our Branch we desire that our expres
sion should be interpreted in the light of that spirit of tolerance and Brotherhood
which is the basic principle of the Society.
For the members of the London Lodge, I am,
Yours fraternally,
]. w. GoRDON KENNEDY.
THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, IN GERMANY.
Berlin, S. W., April I, I9Q8.
To the Members of the T. S. in A. in Convention Assembled:

GREETING !
Not being able to bring my greetings to the Convention, I send you by letter
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in behalf of your brothers and sisters in Germany the heartiest greetings and good
wishes. I hope you-we, I mean-will have a good and successful Convention. It
cannot fail to be such a one, if each member takes a deep and earnest interest ;
our own success, and that of the Convention depends on the state of our minds.
At the present time this is even more so than in the days of H. P. B. and W. Q.
'
Judge, when the Great Lodge could work through these agents on the outer plane.
But now, since they left our plane, it is the duty of the members to keep their
work alive. As I understand it, this duty of the members lies first in an effort to
strengthen the spiritual part of the movement, and this consists in trying to feel a
oneness of heart, in maintaining harmony and brotherly feeling in our ranks and
towards all humanity. While it is not possible to attain oneness of mind, we
certainly know by experience, that it is thoroughly possible to attain oneness o f
heart, and we feel that it is the only way to awaken the spiritual and moral faculties
of the Soul. If we as members have tried this during the year and we meet then
together in the Convention, what great power and energy must then be manifested.
Happy must be he, who can be present ! So I hope, that not the difference of
minds, but the harmony of hearts will prevail in the deliberations of this Conven
tion as in years past, and that this Convention will mark one step in the coming
of the Kingdom of Heaven to earth.
I think it will be of interest to you to hear something of the work of your
brothers in Germany during the last year.
The best thing that has happened to our T. S. was, that we could unite with
the T. S. in A., and thus promote the international character of this T. S. In
consequence of this union, the "T. S. in Germany" had to adopt fixed dues ; and
although these dues were very small, the result was, that many members left our
T. S. The T. S. in Germany at present has a total membership of 246 (Branch
members and members-at-large) ; after our next Convention the membership will
be much smaller, for reasons above mentioned.
We have at present nine Branches, all very earnest and very active. All of
them have weekly public meetings and most of them one or more weekly study
classes.
During the summer it was possible for some members in Berlin to visit some
Branches in other cities (and vice versa) ; they lectured in public and private meet
ings, and the results were very encouraging. Generally speaking, the work in
Germany is not easy, the public and, of course, the churches are mostly against our
movement. The press also is misinformed or has a prejudice against us ; it is very
inclined to print articles, which misrepresent H. P. B., her life and her work. But
all this makes no difference in our efforts ; we work on and try to realize the last
words of Brother Judge to the members of the T. S. : "Be calm, go slow, work on I"
Once more wishing the Convention the best success in the name of the members
of the T. S. in Germany,
I remain sincerely,
PAUL RAATZ, Secretary.
'

BERLIN BRANCH.
Berlin, April

3,

19(>8.

To the Members of the Theosophical Society in America in Convention Assembled.
DEAR CoMRADES :
On behalf of the members of the Berlin Branch, T. S. in Germany, we send
you our heartiest greeting to the Convention :
This is the first time we partake as a Branch in the Convention of the T. S.
in A., and we feel the deepest satisfaction to be thus also joined in organization
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to our American and English brothers and sisters, to whom long before we felt
already the greatest sympathy and brotherly love.
In assisting thus for the first time at your Convention, though none of us
can be present in person, we trust that the sympathy we will send you at the
time of the Convention will help to increase the feeling of unity you are assembled
to express, and that whatever deilberations you may take will bear the mark of
this spirit of unity.
We are sorry that this is all we can contribute to your work at the present
occasion, but we confidently hope that further on we may be granted the possibility
of taking a more active part in the affairs and interests of our Mother Society.
As to our activities during the past year, we may say that we have much
reason for rejoicing. We gave alternately each Wednesday in our own rooms
a public lecture with free discussion, and a metting for study. At the former
themes of general interest on religious, philosophical and ethical questions were
treated by members in the light of Theosophy, or lectures were held by outsiders,
whom we invited, and which were followed by discussions which tended to show
the principles of Theosophy consciously or unconsciously involved in the lectures
of the speakers, and to affirm and put clearer these same principles. At the
latter, "The Ocean of Theosophy," by Mr. Judge, was studied. Both meetings were
throughout very well attended, not only by members, but very largely by strangers ,
who took an active part and followed the lectures and discussions with great
interest. In October last a great meeting in a public hall was held, assisted by
about 350 persons. Two lectures on different themes were given, followed by a
discussion in which strangers took part, thus giving rise to a further explanation
of Theosophical principles, assuredly much misunderstood by the public. We
have determined to arrange similar meetings from time to time in order to draw
the attention of earnest people more to the principles declared by our society,
people who otherwise are too much attracted and misled by the efforts of other
societies teaching so-called Occultism, discrediting thus the purposes of the
Theosophical Society.
With greeting and best wishes, we are, dear Comrades,
Yours very fraternally,
PAUL RAATZ, President.
LEO ScHOCH, Secretary.
WEST BERLIN BRANCH.
Schoneberg, den 23rd Marz, 1908.
To the Secretary of the Convention.
DEAR FELLOW MEMBER :
The undersigned and other members of T. S. Branch West Berlin send
kind greetings to the members of the T. S. A. assembled in Convention. Our
sympathy and brotherly thoughts will abide among you. Our hope, trust and
inner longing are that your inner hearts may be inspired at the consultations.
May the undying power of our common "Higher Self' and the wisdom of our
"Elder Brothers" and of your own individual souls be with you, so that all
high ideas may contribute to further the whole of humanity and to banish harm.
Our special interest is directed, as a year ago, upon the resolution "That,
in Article I, Section I, of the Constitution, the words 'in America,' after 'The
T. S.,' be dropped," so that the international character of the same be expressed.
We hope that in the present Convention "greater inner harmony" may dominate,
so that the resolution may be accepted unanimously.
Further, about "the individual voting and proxy of members in good standing,"
we think that this could well be accepted generally, but specially only in part,
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because time and distance are mighty hindrances in this physical world. We
are convinced, too, that only a small part of the members can ever go in person
to conventions. The voting of the absent members by proxy and delegates are
also as necessary as now "one delegate for each three members in good standing."
The power of 9 of the By-Laws could here come in question : "Can any
m ember of the Society in good standing, not a delegate or proxy, attend the
Conventions . . . power to vote," receive ?
We are sure that the discussion will make these inquiries clear, and we hope
good resolutions will be passed.
Our Branch report is also sent to you herewith. In expectation of your
resolutions, we are,
Fraternally,
GusTAv HoRicKE.
MAGDALENA BoLDT.
WILLI BoLDT, President.

Report to the Members of the T. S. A., Assembled in Conventio11:
The Theosophical Society, Branch West Berlin, in Schoneberg, has had during
the past year, April, I907, May, I9Q8 :
First weekly and now two weekly meetings, with study of "Key to Theosophy"
for our branch members ;
Second, every first and third Saturday, study of "Voice of the Silence," from
H. P. B., also for members of all branches in Berlin. Our public meetings, with
lectures and discussion, are held in a specially hired room, and have been visited
by new guests. Our library contains at present I30 volumns. Amendments were
made to our Branch Constitution. We have fixed annual dues of twelve marks
(about 3 dollars) , besides the two marks for every member to the national T. S.
in Germany and to the headquarters in New York.
Herein we all feel a great felicitation. Two dollars, according to the Con
stitution of the T. S. in America, were too muc h, because most members are
married and not rich. The propaganda made is (a) By-weekly reports of our
meetings to seven newspapers ; ( b ) By invitations, pamphlets, placards and
programmes.
In Summer we had only one lecture monthly. Members and friends of the
Branch gave interesting and inviting lectures on the following and other themes :
·

"Atlantis, A Lost Part of the Earth."
"The Being of Man."
"Forgive Us Our Sins."
"About_ Frederich Nietzsche."

"The Mystery of the Life of Christ."
"Man and His Evolution."
"Practical Life Questions."
"Theosophy and Matrimony."
W. BOLDT, President.

NORTH BERLIN BRANCH.
Berlin N. 54· April I I, I 9Q8.

To the Members of the Theosophical Society in A merica, with Branches in Other
Lands, in Convet�tion Assembled :
To all members attending the Convention of our dear parent Society the
members of North Berlin Branch send best greetings and most sincere wishes
for successful proceedings.
We have full faith in the events which the future has in store for us and
which the resolutions passed by the Convention will bring about in accordance
with the Karma of the world and of our Society.
Fraternally,
WILH. CHRISTIE, ANNA JoHN, BERTHA KoH N, ERNEST JoHN, and others.
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FLENSBURG BRANCH.
Flensburg, Germany, April 9, 1908.

To the Convention of the T. S. A., in Dayton, Ohio :
To all Brothers assembled in Convention we send from a distant land our
heartiest and most sincere brotherly greetings. May power, insight and endurance
be present in richest measure among those who have devoted their efforts to the
great work of human Brotherhood. This is the first time that our Society takes
part in a Convention, as belonging to the T. S. A. , since the union took place only
last May. As I believe that our reason for joining will interest all the assembled
Brothers, I venture to make the same clear in a few words : When the Masters
founded the T. S. in America, this happened not without a definite purpose, and
took place because there the proper instruments and the best soil were present.
The fact that our American Brothers have preceded us in development by a space
of twenty years cannot be considered a matter of slight importance ; therefore,
we believe we should look trustingly toward America, to our Brothers, in whom.
we have an unshakable trust. The more we consider this the clearer it becomes
to us how right our decision to unite has been.

E. BuHMAN, Secretary.
YEAR'S ACTIVITIES OF THE FLENSBURG BRANCH, T. S.
In accordance with your wish, and in order to give you an insight into our
work, I willingly present the following data :
Number of members . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7
Additions during the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o
Resignations during the year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o
General meeting, last May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Members' meetings (that is, meetings at which matters of less importance are discussed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Since last December we have held open evening meetings; followed by dis
cussion and questions, which have been visited by about thirty-five persons on
an average. As we have no specially qualified speakers, we have generally to
content ourselves with reading aloud, but this evidently produces a good effect,
as we can perceive chiefly from the greater use made of our library. Our weekly
meetings, which are generally attended by about eight persons, are generally
conducted as follows :
After the opening of the session by the President or Vice-President comes
the reading of an extract from the Bhagavad Gita, and a reference to the necessity
of beginning spiritual life by brotherly love. Then follows the discussion of
business details. And, thirdly, the reading of a paper on some subject decided
on beforehand. Then, fourthly, a more intimate discussion.
Since last August we have each week studied The Key to Theosop hy; but
we found that the treatment of the subject was too difficult ; so that we would
welcome a popular treatment of the work, as a key to The Key, in THE THEO
SOPHICAL QuARTERLY. Five or six persons have generally taken part in this study.
Our library consists of 236 volumes, 85 of which have been taken out during
the last year. The By-Laws of the Society are being prepared and will shortly
be sent to the parent Society.
EGGERT BuH MAN , Secretary.
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THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN NORWAY.

To the Secretary, T. S. in" A merica :

Geographic Institute, Christiania,
April IS, Igo8.

Having j ust returned from a journey I hasten to pen these lines, hoping that
they will arrive in time for the annual Convention.
If not, does it matter much ? Is a simply worded message of great impor
tance ? Yes, I think so, if behind the words there be a heart filled with sympathy
and love. So I send to you all who are present at the Convention, according to
my ability, greetings, adding as my sincere hope, that your deliberations and
votes may be of powerful help in our future work in the One Universal Theosophical Society.
Fraternally yours ,
T. H. KNOFF.
·

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN AMERICA.*

INDIANAPOLIS BRANCH.

•

The Indianapolis Branch, by unanimous vote, extends to its fellow Branches
in Convention assembled its warmest greetings and good wishes, and submits
the following brief summary of its year's work :
I. Regular Sunday evening meetings throughout the year, of which not one
has been missed. General attendance moderate. Participation in lectures, papers,
talks, etc., more complete and evenly distributed than in former years.
2. The Tuesday evening study class has also continued regularly. The attend
ance a� these meetings, however, has been relatively small-sometimes only two
or three present. Yet the meetings have been of correspondingly greater interest,
in that we reconsidered and re-studied much in the writings of H. P. B. and Mr.
Judge-as was also the case with many of our Sunday evening meetings.
3· A Secret Doctrine Class was started about the middle of November, and
has also continued with special interest to every one attending. These meetings
emphasize again, and in a new way, the great value and helpfulness of united
study ; and have yielded much even thus far, we believe, in inspiration and true
insight into questions and problems which have hitherto seemed very difficult,
if not almost wholly inexplicable.
4· The outside work has proceeded in a normal and very encouraging way.
Lectures, Papers and Talks have been given to group s' and clubs of students,
'
who have united for the purpose of philosophic and religious study ; and with
these Theosophy has found welcome in every case-as shown by the general
inquiry and the increased attendance at the regular Branch meetings (on Sunday
evenings especially) and by the increased demand for Theosophical literature.
5. The QuARTERLY 'has been kept on sale at the news-stands and continued
in the public libraries.
Some of the book-stores and stands have sold out completely, while others
have disposed of only a very few. General average sales, however, are better than
heretofore.
There has also been an extensive introduction and distribution of the
QUARTERLY among ministers, students of modern science, professors of literary
colleges, dentists , etc. The kindly reception of these, we believe, has been almost
*The Editors regret that the space at their disposal permits the publication only of sample
reports from the many Ameri<:an Branches.
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unanimous ; there has been, however, a few who did not wish the magazine, in
which case arrangements were promptly made for its return where stamps were
necessary.
As to the regular members of our Branch, I take it that every one of them
would gladly express their high appreciation and gratitude to the Quarterly
Committee, its contributors, and all concerned with the work of that magazine,
for its splendid gifts of the past year, in inspiration, knowledge, and the exceed
ingly valuable pages, which are of direct and immense help in the fundamental
objects of the T. S.
6. The Branch has also distributed through the mails :
(a) Circula r letters.
( b ) Programs.
( c ) Booklet.
Special mention is made of the sincerity, faith, and warm gratitude of the
Indianapolis Branch for the devotion and unceasing efforts of the general officers
of the Society, namely, the Secretary, Treasurer, and the Executive Committee.
The recent epoch, completing a period of ten years in the history of the Society's
work, has given us much opportunity to consider : first, that the spirit of freedom,
the ideals and self-sacrifice of the Founders of the T. S. have been in no wise for
gotten ; second, that their work is more living to-day than it ever was, if such a
thing could be possible, and that explanations are being daily and hourly given
setting forth the work of th� Society in its true light, and at the same time correct
ing many erroneous impressions, whereby those who may wish to know the truth of
their work, may learn of it ; third, to give now, what it may not have been fully
possible to give ten years ago : (a) A full recognition of the Constitution of the
Society, as given by Its Founders. (b) A complete support o! the open platform,
which not only recognizes the Universal Brotherhood of Humanity as a divine
possibility among men, but also shows it, in a certain sense, to be a law. And lastly,
to support firmly and openly the present officers of the Society, to extend to them
our best thanks for their work of the past, and such friendly greetings for the
present as may help them to that full confidence which they deserve, and should
have, in all T. S. matters, in and with the Theosophical Society.
This, together with most fraternal greetings to all Fellow Branches, and to the
parent Society as a whole, completes the report from Indianapolis.
Sincerely and fraternally yours,
HERBERT E. DAVIS, Secretary.
BLAVATSKY BRANCH.

Washington, D. C., March 26, 1908.
Blavatsky Branch offers the following report of activities during the past season
of 1907 and 1908. Under the able leadership of its President these activities have
been continuous and successful. This Branch numbers fifteen members, of whom
most are regular attendants, and during. the past winter has entertained a number
of visitors who were attracted by the topics of discussion advertised. Among these
topics were the following, chosen at random : "The Purpose of Theosophy," "Physi
cal, Intellectual and Spiritual Evolution," "A Theosophical Interpretation of the
Sermon on the Mount," "The Unity of All Religions," "The Other Side of Sleep,"
"The Problem of the Imperfect," "The Inequalities of Life," "Symbology" ; these
were all found to bring out an interesting and profitable discussion which would
sometimes, at the request of member or visitor, be carried over to the following
week, or else a subject of a like nature would be presented. In this manner, atten
tion was called to the fact that all the teachings were but different aspects of the
same Basic Principles and the Branch felt that it was in a degree accomplishing its
fundamental work, viz., that of establishing a nucleus of Universal Brotherhood,

•
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or Unity of Thought. A good deal of attention has been given to advertising during
the past winter ; this work has been in the hands of one of our mQst active
members, who has conducted it with such good results, that five advertisements
were inserted and five local notices secured during the month of December alone.
Blavatsky Branch is the fortunate possessor of a large and complete library of
Theosophical books. A rental of five cents a week is charged non-members, and
this money is used by the Librarian in acquiring new books as they are issued. The
Branch is also fortunate in the possession of a Treasurer who has its interests very
near at heart, and who ha� served continuously for the last ten years. Within the
last two years a move has been made to the present location, IOIJ L Street, N. W. ,
where much enjoyment has been derived from the hospitality of the President and
the commodious quarters furnished. An invitation is extended all visiting members
to attend the meetings, held every Thursday evening at eight; and where they will
be most cordially welcomed. The following are the list of officers to date : Henry
C. Cragin, President ; Henry H. Bergmann, Treasurer ; Mary P. Trewitt, Secre
tary ; Emma S. Thompson, Librarian ; Mattie F. Stamper, Assistant Librarian ;
Marian F. Gitt, Press Agent.
Very respectfully,
MARY P. TREWITT, Secretary.
A GREETING.
Los Angeles, Cal., March, I9Q8.

To the Officers and Members of the Theosophical Society in A merica, in Annual
Convmtion Assembled.
GREETING :
We the undersigned members of Los Angelenos Branch, T. S. A., of the City
of Los Angeles, and State of California, extend to you individually and collectively
our fraternal greeting of good will, and herein express to you our perfect confidence
in and loyalty to each and all of you , feeling assured that your deliberation and
legislation, of whatsoever a character, will be for the best interests of the Theo
sophical Society as a whole, embodying a broader scope and field of action toward
- Universality than has heretofore prevailed, in the fulfillment of the destiny of this
great Theosophical Movement, and we will abide by and sustain you in all such
action as to time, money, and work.
Sincerely and fraternally,

ALFRED L. LEONARD,
AGNES C. ELWING,

Jos. M. WILLIAMs,
WALTER H. Box.

]ULIA C. MoRSE,

A NEW BRANCH.
Since the Convention, the Secretary of the Society reports the issuing of a
charter, on May 14, rgo8, for the formation of a new Branch at Los Angeles, Calif.,
to be known as the Pacific Branch, and having the following charter members :
Mrs. Agnes C. Elwing,
Mr. Alfred L. Leonard,
Mrs. Julia C. Morse,
Mr. Walter H. Box,
Mrs. Signe Elwing
Mr. Jos. M. Williams.
Mr. Berger Elwing,
Mrs. M. Ella Patterson and Mrs. Williams have also joined this Branch.
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and
i
s
even
ghest degree
encouragi
ng, wethe have
seenof theourTheosophi
cal
viit ewriinsof.esthelitrifehiupermeati
n
g
the
thought
and
sci
e
nce
day;
al
r
eady
mphantAsoverwe shal
the lrapipresentl
dly diy sseeappeariin detai
ng materi
aspllisemndiofd
theimpulpastse ofcentury.
l
,
the
force, sent
forth byandour migreatnds piofoneers,
abroad through
the hearts
men, hasleaviinndeed
g nospread
field
�
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unpenetrated;
manifest on all andhands.a marvelous revolution of thought and ideals is
It is ofquithete evilastdentthithat
this lyears-the
eavening offitherst thiworlrdd'ofs thought
was
thewhictask
r
ty-three
the
century
h began
wiproper
th thetaskfoundiof ntheg ofsecond
the Theosophi
calthiSocis Theosophi
ety in 1875·cal
What
i
s
the
thi
r
d
of
y, that taskwas istwofol
twofold.d1 just
asnintheg witaskth of1875,the fitherst
thicentury?
rFounders
d of ofourClethearlcentury
Begi
n
Theosophi
Movement
hadtheitor teach
thetheEastern
Wiin assdomcomplto eatefewa form,
who andwerecwialready
to
devote
l
i
v
es
to
work,the
t
h
as
much
detai
l
as
the
abi
l
i
t
y
of
,
lcastearnersthe made
possi
bdom,
le. Thebut founders
had,in outlfurther,
toy,spread
broadthe
same
Wi
s
thi
s
ti
m
e
i
n
e
onl
through
world seen,
at large,andtheshalscil eshortl
ntific yandconsipopulderarmorethoughtfullyof, both
our day.tasksAswerewe
have
successful.
see thatis thenowtasknotforphithelosophy,
comingbutpericonduct,
od must
alapplso iByebed ethianaltwofolcos,gy,thed. weart,Thecanrather
theme
thanbeauty,the theory
of rightsanilivtiy,ng.theForstabllifee
iresti
s indeed
an
art,
wi
t
h
al
l
the
the
inherent
ples,truetheart,profandoundltherefore
y religiousbelionngspirespeci
ation,awhil y ctoh
beltheongartng ontoof great
allilfe,greattheprinciandsupreme
art,e, tothethefountai
n theandwigoall , dayof albyl arts.
Conduct,
the
appl
i
c
ati
o
n
to
l
i
f
acts
of
day,
ofthistheis oursplenditaskd forand thefar-reachi
n
g
theori
e
s
of
the
Eastern
Wi
s
dom:
immedid,aaste future.
And
weforcanthosesee whoat onceare
that
thi
s
task
must
be
twofol
before.
Fi
r
st,
g to dedithere
cate theiwil r bewholthee cllievares andto itdetai
, heartled andteachisoulng, andthe midainlyd
andwiandl instrength,
h
hourl
y
di
s
ci
p
l
i
n
e,
l
i
n
e
upon
l
i
n
e,
and
step
y step,student,whichbywidail ilny
tiexperi
me gimvente them
a
mastery
over
l
i
f
e,
just
as
the
in the ltheaboratory,
gaiof nnature'
s a mastery
ofng;appladdiiedngchemi
stry,
andor takicanngpenetrate
secrets
s
bui
l
d
i
together
away hersel
elementf. after
elmay
ement,be diassollikevinmastery
g and reconstructi
nerg,
There
over
the
fi
n
asanddoesmoreNature
and impliciintward
obedileance.ws; and it is to be gained only by like devotion
mysteri
es wiencel beandrevealdevotied oton,those
who wiwil ldedishow.cate theiButr
What
whol
e
l
i
v
es
to
obedi
the
future
h
those
who
have
gone
before,
send
us
back
word
that
t
e soultheyis
immortal, its growth and splendor limitless; and this inheritance
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bilieds usbeforealso us.enter.TheThisecond
s, therefore,
is thebefore,firstconcerns
part of thethe work
thatat
worl
d
part,
as
And notas ourwithtaskmetaphysi
its thought
andconcerned
ideals. now
is conductcs andratherconcepts
than
philofarge,lsciosophy,
we
are
ence, that,but wiin ttheh rignexthteousness,
justice,themercy,
sacri
fice. Success
of
conduct
whiidealchs
wihavel mean
thi
r
ty
years,
i
d
eal
s
been
taught
us
wi
l
become
in
a
measurabl
e
degree
the
- of conduct for the foremost races
ofof themankiworlnd.d, the practical standard
Success,faiitnhfulsomenessdegree,
is ficertai
n ; sithose
nce success
depends
here
ongreatperfect
and
sacri
c
e;
and
who
are
�ehi
n
d
this
Movement
are
perfect
in
fai
t
h
and
sacri
fi
c
e,
as
they
are
perfect
inof what
wisdom.that Wewisdomhave,means,
in yearsits gone·
by,andcomesplendor
to realandisepower;
somethiweng
scope
. may,
, come
realthatiseceasel
somethiessnselg off-devoti
the sacrion whifice cwhih preserves
ch is the
daithelystarsilfifwee from
ofwithel wrong.
Masters,toThere
is: oneandwaythatandis, byoneputtiwayngonlinyto, whereby
practiidealce,s
wedaycanby come
i
n
to
thi
s
real
i
z
ati
o
n
day
and
hour
by
hour,
i
n
our
own
indi
v
i
d
ual
l
i
v
es,
the
ofso rirepeatedl
ghteousness,
of justius.ce and of mercy, which have been so clearly,
y set before
Eachis Didetai
ly.of Lithefe artis entrusted
of life istobeingeach taught
to us.thatThewe may
first
truth
v
i
n
i
t
of
us,
not
gaiselfn-inwhat
we calbutl success,
butmay what
is wireall lofy theself-asserti
onwhiandch
dul
g
ence;
that
we
do
the
Father
iss thein heaven,
finish andHis tiwork.
InrealHiissed,wil however
is our peace.
Thaty,
iboth
fiin runderstandi
st greatand truth,
l
i
t
be
imperfectl
in wil ,anyin theory
andothers,in practi
cconfer
e, we anycan
lbenefi
earn tnothion noursel
g of livfese,ngandnorandperform
duty
to
nor
others.
It isbionlrthythrough
by obeyiwhingchthewewienter
l of
theinto Father,
that
we
come
to
the
new
itualce,lifnore; and,bestowuntianyl werealenterlove.intoThere
real liarefe, wecounterfei
can render
tfis rofst
nobrotherhood,
respial rservi
whi
c
h
profess
to
put
l
o
ve
of
our
nei
g
hbor
i
n
the
place,areigthemsel
noring vthees bywil denounci
of the Father;
butof these
counterfeiwho
ts soondo
decl
n
g
those
thei
r
brothers
not agree
wihatred.
th them,Ofand,suchin thecounterfei
name ofts general
love,beenthey practi
sine
parti
c
ul
a
r
much
has
sai
d
warni
n
g
al
r
eady;
much
wi
l
,
i
f
need
ari
s
e,
be
said
in
the
future.
We
furthercommandment
comment here.is loButve andthe
primay,nciptherefore,
le is plainle. aveThethemfirstwiandthoutgreatest
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obedi
of the Father.
to thatencewiltothatthe thewil Masters
of all timAnde attaiit ins theiby rindistantvinitobedi
y. ence
in time,
asobedi
we grow
inanother
wisdom,peritoodesteem
eachto
dayus toWeasdoa shalthenewl wicome
opportuni
t
y
for
e
nce;
granted
l nofce thethe Father
Father. is Forindeedin that
winl itise Liourfe. peace.
In
that
wi
l
i
s
l
i
f
e,
si
the
infi
Through
obedi
ence,structure
therefore,
weday,enterandinevery
to Lifduty
e, andin draw
lifseh iopportuni
nto us. Theties
whol
e
of
our
i
t
,
furni
forit islebecause
arning weandareobeyimakingntheg oursel
wil vofes theof liFather.
Ifwiweth theare Litruthful
,
k
e
nature
f
e
that
igrowi
s Truthng oneness
itself, thewitulh ttheimateHolReal
.
If
we
are
hol
y
,
i
t
i
s
i
n
vi
r
tue
of
ytheOne.Father'If wes lareovechariabidtiablnge iandn us,gentlande,
iradit isatithrough
somethi
n
g
of
ng from us.
all lrifinegisandbutcourageous
a training forin subdui
onenessngwiallththethewiFather,
and,f, andas
weworkiareSongunti
l
s
of
sel
thethewiImmortal
l of the .Father,
wetheenterfirstdeeper
into Life;command
into the
Real
,
i
n
to
Thi
s
is
and
greatest
ment. Theas beisecond
is lifk, eatuntoheartit: oneThouwitshal
t lovef, through
thy neighbor
as
thyself,
n
g
thysel
h
thysel
oneness
AndYe herehaveweheardhavehowno itruer
oraclbeene than
thatThouofshalthet
wiMaster
th theofFather.
Gal
i
l
e
e:
t
hath
sai
d
,
lyour
ove thyenemineiegs,hbor,blessandthemhatethatthincurse
e enemy.you, Butand praysay foruntothemyou,whiLovech
despitefully use you and persecute you.
Thatis aisspuri
the orealus ltestove, ofa lsecti
ove,othat
ave,mana clshalassl lloove,ve hiwhis enemi
es.
often
h
c
o
l
nal
There
ular
cman
a localso andthatparti
name ofbybrotherhood;
parades
a
f
i
hatred;
equal
an
attended
ch isgoodalthewaysgreat
ove dwhibeunder
lwoul
d
andButif thihes woul
n, he hatemustthehateChiFrance,
Prussihe amust
no
s
i
amen.
n
European
betruea logood
.
t
counterfei
c
psychi
a
hness,
s
fi
sel
of
n
o
extensi
an
but
l
al
at
ve
deeper
the
n
i
g
n
resti
not
brotherhood
l
al
of
true
be
l
this wi love, not based on obedience to the wil of the Father.
And
andThatgreater
must come first, ere aught that is true and real can follow.
see
to
come
l
shal
we
,
s
i
ve
o
l
true
s
thi
what
e
s
i
real
we
When
.
t
i
g
n
putti
for
e
f
i
l
y
l
dai
our
by
offered
are
s
e
i
t
opportuni
many
how
true
the
that ly may
truth,
ce.higWehestshalgoodl see,foraseach,the fundamental
into practi
personal
he
what
not
,
s
i
the
,
t
benefi
seek for the assuaging of his desires, but rather what the Father has
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a

iment.
n storeAnd,
for hiseeim, ntheg thiplsa,nweof shalthe lDihavevine,butforonehiswigrowth
andothers:develthatop
s
h
for
may obeyin them.
the wiOnce
l of thewe Father,
thats fundamental
the wil of thetruth,Dithevineques
may
bethey
worked
sei
z
e
thi
one
tion ofis,ourto trydutyiftohaplothersy, through
is immediobediateleyncemadeand lureverence,
minous. Our
duty
we
may
discernandthecarrydiviitneout.intentThifors weourshalneilgdo,hbor,as anda parthelofp ourhim obedi
to realence,ise
that,
wialwnaysgs. conscious of the Father's love brooding over us like sheltering
In thesefortwobothlaiwss theallsame
laws,lohuman
andedince,vinwhie, arech ibrinclnugsded;us iandnto
theoneness
secret
vi
n
g
obedi
wi
t
h
the
Di
v
i
n
e
Li
f
e;
that
i
n
stant
obedi
e
nce
whi
c
h
makes
Masterstask,whatis, firthey
are.bring oursel
Our task,
and thiit sislawa ofsplobedi
endidence;and
iandthemmortal
st,
to
v
es
under
l forthatthein us�holliees toworlmaked, justthisashigtheh ideal
theplepracti
cal
belphilioethen
fsophy
of ourtoaredodayalbecomi
pri
n
ci
s
of
our
nggreater
the practipricvalilegebasicoul
s ofd alpossi
l phiblloysophibe coffered
al and
scito eus,ntificor thought.
No
totothehelmost
favored
of letheast chidegree,
ldren toof brimen,ng than
theso
opportuni
t
y
p
,
even
i
n
the
about
ofsplourendihid gah consummati
calling. on. Let us see to it, that we walk worthily
Andthat,hereduring
we maythegolabackst fewto theyears,observati
on madeof earltheieworl
r in dthesehas
Notes:
the
thought
come round, Now
in aheremarvelis othius sway,moreto strithekinfundamental
princichangi
ples nofg
Theosophy.
g
than
i
n
the
attiA fewtudeyears
of Chriagostendom
toward
the teachi
ngbeof athesystem
Masterofoftranscen
Galilee.
Chri
s
ti
a
ni
t
y
was
hel
d
to
,
dental
esoulf in, andwhicthih, showever
unisalnvtelatiliogn
ithrough
ble, wasdogmati
theexpressed
waysm,ofanbelsaliexpressed
vefatiwason forhelbelthed iequal
theory
of
ly by theof evangel
most reacti
osects.
nary
ofWhattradiwastionalof Churches
and
the
most
modern
i
c
al
far scigreater
importance
fromectedonethispoidogmati
nt of cviesystem,
w, the
foremost
men
of
e
nce
deci
d
edl
y
rej
andin theceasedtotaltoofregard
theble Chri
stianTheteachiMaster
ng asofof Galseriiloeuse wasimportance
veri
fi
a
truth.
lookedn
onethiascalasensi
poetibcilalityspiandrit, zealone, ibutn advance
of
hi
s
ti
m
e
through
a
certai
whose viewsmen.could hardly com
mend themselves to thoughtful andone instructerl
Fanatical adherence to a system of dogmatics; equally decisive
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regard
of thinsgsystem:
theseTo-day,
were wethe behol
two pold ones alofl thought
irejecti
nthatg theisonteachi
of
Jesus.
hands
a
changecal
qui
t
e
revol
u
ti
o
nary.
In
the
Churches,
the
ol
d
dogmati
system
is notwhisole themuchteachirejencted
as igJ\nored,
andwhatalthelowedMasterto falsail dintoof
desuetude,
g
of
the
1
aster,
missiason,theof Churches
life, of thegrowsoul,inis understandi
daily growinng.g
iItthen matters
imFather,
port andnotof hisitogs niwhiownficcance,
h of the OriChurches
we turnic, ourRomanattentiCathol
on. iInc,
alAngll, theican,sameLutheran,
truth Evangel
appears.
e
ntal
Cathol
icallig, ht,all toaretheturnionengprobltheierm:thought,
like
ait strong
beam
of
concentrated
What
was
Whatthat dithed theMaster
Masterrealdesily taught?
re? What were the Master's words?
And
thi
s
i
n
qui
r
y
i
s
bei
n
g
carri
e
d
out,
not
i
n
the
mood
of
casui
s
try,
offaitbarren
ecclrietsiofastilocve.al sciItence,is comibutngintothebespiunderstood,
rit of life, thealspil hands,
rit of
h,
the
spi
that
the oneiswayto obey
to learnthem.the Ittrueis meani
ngg toof betheunderstood
Master's com
mandments,
comi
n
thatof
Jesus
taught,
not
a
system
of
dogmati
c
s,
but
a
practi
c
al
sci
e
nce
life, anf experi
mandentaltoknowl
edgehe ceasel
of theesslspiyriinvitualtedrealthose
ms inwhowhiwoul
ch hed
himsel
dwel
t
,
whi
c
h
listenprepare
to hima :pl"Inace formy you.
Father'" sOncehousetheareideamanyis fulmansi
ons. . . that. I thego
toparabl
l
y
grasped,
es,arethepractiSermon
on theonsMount,
theart ofDilsifcourse
of Master
the Lastof
Supper,
c
al
i
n
structi
i
n
the
e,
by
the
hiands every
signitoficance,
and those
whongloveof
hilhiifsme,words,
woulnotdword
bethrough
hiwis dil theol
sgaicipnloegis,a cwinewall argument,
seek
penetrate
the
meani
"If ye love me, keep my commandments." but through obedience:
The singgniofficJesus
ant factin thiis,snotlight,thatfor,Theosophi
sts areof thecomigreatng toscivienceew
theof spiteachi
as
fol
l
o
wers
this view, andand tocoulsomed holdegree
d no
ritbutual thatthingsthetheybest almenwaysin helthed Churches,
other;
churches
es,Theosophi
are comicalng vitoewholofd
thethethe offivilifeecw,iaandlwhiorganiteachi
ch wesmsngcanofoftheonlJesus.
y descriThibethemsel
ass withel vmean
that,n toafterfindlotheng
centuri
e
s
of
the
l
e
tter
that
ki
l
s
,
the
churches
wi
l
begi
spithatritwasthatlagiidvupon
es lifthem
e, andbywithel thus
begihinmtoselfful, thefil task
the splof elndiiftindgtaskthe
Master
great
burden
of
the
worl
d
'
s
materi
a
l
i
s
m,
of
teachi
n
g
the
l
i
v
i
n
g
way
ofsacrispificrie,tualby lwhose
ife, of lholightdintheg up]\faster
to thewalworlked.d the torch of love and
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Ill

understandi
asofa thepractiWestern
cal, experirelmiental
sciworlence,d
witoward
l ThigreatlsEastern
y changerelingthegioofns,attirelandigtudeion parti
g
i
o
us
cularly Withosesdom,morewe oursel
mystivcesal
relareigmost
ions ininterested.
which, as students
of
the
Eastern
Thewil experi
mental
testo to whithe cteachi
h is beingnofg Buddha
applied
toandtheKriteachi
n
g
of
Jesus
be
appl
i
e
d
al
s
and theof thegreatOneMasters
ofon,oltod ; whiandchit alwil lreverence
be seen thatand
alrigl hteousness
are sbuthnaparts
Rel
i
g
i
haveyetminunpenetrated
istered since inthetheworlmystid began.
Sinceoftherethe
areEast,many
secrets
c
al
Wi
s
dom
thisfervor,
clue, onceservifolcleowed,of thewil beEternal;
found "tothileads tois newthe realmottoms ofofligtheht.
"Fai
t
h,
Eastern
sdom, soandthatlovihereng kialnsdness,
o appliewid lrigbehteousness,
thecal ifruincrease
the
practi
tonsof
ofdeeper
justiknowl
cWie, mercy
e
dge.
And
thi
s
truer
understandi
n
g
of
Eastern
rel
i
g
i
relcannot
igions.fail to bring a more brotherly regard for the devotees of these
Ass mithindss newand hearts,
spiritualtheunderstandi
ng ofreallimfes gaiof nlisfestrength
inn
men'
more
hi
d
den
wi
l
begi
to gimain
ve upditheirectirons.secrets.First,Thithes wepioneers
shall ofprobabl
yy physi
see progress
in
two
purel
c
al
sci
e
nce
wiof lmatter,
begin sltoowltakey worki
morenandg toward
more spitherigreat
tual vitruth
ews ofthatnature,
of force,
force,
nature,
matter,
less than
consci
ousness. itWeself,haveare albutreadyformscommented
of the Oneon
Spithisritin, creasi
theno One
Li
f
e,
the
Eternal
y spigenirituuals areviewmoviofng,maniandfestedwe thishalngs,l, witothoutwhicdoubt,
h our
scihaveenticause
fic mentonglofcomment
on thiit sagaiclearin. ngWhatof viieswmostwil vireact
tal forstrongl
us toy
consi
d
er
just
now
i
s
,
that
onrevoltheutiworl
d atfavorlarge,of maki
negd rieasighteousness,
er and morewhipossich bwele that
general
o
n
in
appl
i
l
o
ok
for, as
the great reality of the years to come.
Thengsecond
diw,rectiis othatn in ofwhipsychi
ch wecalmayscielnce.ook forWea lclookeariforng andthe
deepeni
of
vi
e
more general clandairvoyance,
intelligentclarecogni
tnce;ion ofa thegradual
realitunderstandi
y of thoughtng
transference,
i
r
audi
e
ofthetherecogni
placetiandon ofcharacter
ofrittheual psychi
cofbody,man,as thea firimmortal
st step toward
the
spi
body
. ual.As"
St.ThePaulprogress
said, alwereadyshalmade
l havein"fithirsts thedirectipsychi
c
al
and
then
the
spi
r
i
t
on is imarvel
oaus,nd,ifofweProfessor
consider
theMaxwel
researcr.
.
e
s
of
men
l
i
k
e
Si
r
Ol
i
v
er
Lodge
n
Engl
l and Camil e Flammarion in France, of Filippo Bottazzi in
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Italy, ofothers,
Wittiwho
g in areGermany,
ofg wiProfessor
Hysl
op iandn Ameri
cncea, andto
many
worki
n
t
h
ti
r
el
e
ss
zeal
pati
e
establish the laws of psychic life.
This toward
work, besia rridoesreispits general
siewgniofficliance
aspartishowiculanrlgythegratiworlfyidn'gs
progress
r
i
t
ual
vi
f
e,
i
s
somewhat
more·when
personaleveryreason.
Wemadecan thiforesee
the
titoagomus,e,byatfornoH. avery
di
s
tant
date,
statement
r
ty
years
P.a demonstrated
Blavatsky as factto theof scinature
ofAndpsychiwec hope
forcesalwiso lthatbe
accepted
as
e
nce.
thecated,dayandwishown
l come,towhen
thatpioneer
greatandandsupreme
devotedgenisoulus,wiwhose
l be vigreat
ndi
be
the
faultandwasso,thatmartyr-l
of all imartyrs:
that sheandwascalutoomnifarated.in advance
ofthemeher
To
thi
s
age,
k
e,
was
stoned
also we hope to return.
Ittowoul
ghshow
value,poiandnt byit poiis somethi
ng whipopulchawer leaders
hope
lofaterpsychi
becalabld escibetoenceofdo,hitoto-day
n
t
that
the
areBlavatsky
simply travel
followiedng,morewiththanslowthiandrty
halyearstingago;gaitand, thethatpaththeirH. diP.scoveri
es, soagofarinashertheypublareishedvalidworks.
, were
alAnd,l antijustcipated
a
quarter
of
a
century
asn, Algreatfred piRussel
Walof anlace,earlProfessor
Crookes,
andtheiCamil
le
Flvinadimmari
o
o
neers
i
e
r
ti
m
e,
now
see
r
work
and accepted,
andsee theither vipsychi
calon experi
mP.entsBlaverivatsky,
fied,
sowhomwecatedweconfidentl
y
hope
to
n
di
c
ati
of
H.
hold to notbe greater
thanas corroborati
them all. ngAndwhatthatshevitaught
ndicatioofn
wipsychi
l becalimsciportant,
so
much
she has told eus,nce,ofasspibecause
ritual lifite. wil give wider authority to what
"Fiwerstshalthel nopsychi
calsee," St.thisPaulverifisays,
"and
then thee way,spiriintualthe."
And
doubt
e
d
i
n
a
remarkabl
work
of our�populpsychi
cal pioneers.
Itnowis, ofrewards
course,thesenotoriresearches,
ous that theis
immense
a
r
interest
whi
c
h
by thebyhopethe ofhopelearniof provi
ng thengrecondi
te secrets
ofe agai
astraln.
vicalSibrlratieOld iforth,
ovns,er Lodge
butnotrather
that
the
dead
li
v
isthehailprocess
ed as theof great
revealbuter, notbecause
becausehe affihe rhasms
some
new
vi
e
w
of
tel
e
pathy,
that
he hasHeexperihasmgientalven theproofnames
of theofrealweliltyknown
of communi
cationng withatth
thehe hasdead.
men,
sayi
receiwhivedch inaretelliggenui
ent messages
from them,
sincehetheiholr ddeaths,
messages
n
e
and
authenti
c
.
And
s
out
hopes of greater demonstrations in the time to come.
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Here follows a truth of the utmost importance. Those who have
been most intelligently occupied with these researches are coming
to two conclusions. The first is , that genuine communications are
in certain cases received from the dead, under circumstances which
admit of no doubt of their authenticity. The second conclusion is,
that the vast majority of these communications, whether received
through trance speaking, trance· writing, or raps, are either irrelevant
twaddle or deliberate falsification. And the character of the "con
trols" is gradually coming to be better understood. Thus the leader
of the band of "spirits" which are giving the most remarkable "demon
strations" to-day is a young man who died a violent death, after a
wild and dissipated life. And the chief "control" in another group of
highly interesting "spirit-writings," is a self-confessed liar and mur
derer, who paid for his crimes on the scaffold. Our psychical
researchers do not yet realise the full significance of facts like these,
but the time is not far distant when they will ; and this full realisa
tion, which H.
Blavatsky anticipated more than thirty years ago,
will lead, we hope, to certain most important results.

P.

The real interest of the public in all these experiments is, that
they ardently long for scientific proof of immortality. Feeling, i n
their hearts, the unappeaseable thirst for life everlasting, the men
and women of our day have fixed their eyes on the psychical pioneers,
in the hope that through them the desire o f their hearts may be
vindicated. Those who thus seek, will gain a certainty of survival
after death ; indeed, many have gained such a certainty already. But
they will also learn that the threshold of the psychical world, across
which these pioneers are penetrating, is tenanted by "lying spirits,"
by the wraiths of murderers and suicides, who enter into these com
munications solely to come once· more into touch with the things of
earth, and not the least from love of light and truth.
We foresee a strong reaction from the present wave of popular
enthusiasm for "psychical research." The true character of �his
groping in astral charnel houses will be realised ; and with this must
come the realisation that there is but one true way to learn concerning
spiritual things, and that this way lies through purity, self-sacrifice,
and the daily crucifying of the personal self to the immortal. Only
the baser secrets of the hidden realms can be gained by our modern
necromancers. They will discover that the true light to guide their
steps through the darkness is, not the desire for curious knowledge,
but that love of holiness, which awakens the true spiritual man, the
immortal ; and it is only to the eyes of the spiritual man that the
real secrets of immortality can be revealed. Here also, as before, we
find that the authentic note of the future is the inspiration "to do the
will of the Father, and finish His work."

MARTHA AND MARY.
"Now as they went o n their way, -he entered into a certain village:
and a certain woman nmned Martha received him into her house. And
she had a sister called Mary, which also sat at the Lord's feet, and heard
his word. But Martha uJas cumbered about much serving; and she came
up to him, and said, Lord, dost thou not care that my sister did leave me
to serve alone? bid her therefore that she help me. But the Lord
answered and said unto her, Martha, Martha, thou art anxious and
troubled about many things: but one thing is needful: for Mary hath
chosen the good part, which shall not be taken away from her."
10,
V. )

of St. Luke, Ch. v. 38-4.2, R.
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The Sin.

attention

Poise

"lovethn ;

ASPER

Francis de Sales.

IEMAND.

uTake courage and turn your troubles, which are without remedy,
into material for spiritual progress.n-St.

CH RIS TIANITY AND THE
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* Passing Protestantism and Coming Catholicism, by Newman Smyth. Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1908.
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to his soul.

a

uyo hum ble ourselves7 to repent, to stand alert at the rumor of
a Divine message, such acts as these lie within our own power7" acts
whereby we all can please God. And if nothing further become possible
to us, then surely, even at such a point, we shall not miss a blessing.n
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and it is by no means such difficult reading as the Yoga Sutras ; in
fact, there is not very much in Gaudapada's poem that requires a
commentary. It was, seemingly, written as a popular work, to make
more readily available the summed up wisdom of the Mandukya
Upanishad.
Now a word as to the position of this poem, from another point
of view. It stands between the Vedic works and the Sutras of
Patanjali, in date, in content, and in purpose. The older Vedic
works, including the Upanishads, ha.d, as their purpose, a consecrated
life, a life permeated with the active spirit of religion, in which every
part of life, every thought, word and deed, should be done "as to the
Lord." The life built up on this Vedic teaching, and followed by a
very large part of the people of ancient India, is hardly to be excelled
in the purity of its ideal, its fervor, its value as spiritual discipline,
by any like culture in the world ; and this searching, stringent, spiritual
culture is taken for grante�, in all philosophical works, such as the
present.
That, therefore, is the background of the present poem : a
thorough training in practical religion, covering every detail of life,
and filled with the spirit of devotion to the Most High. And after
this poem come the Yoga Sutras of Patanj ali, the essence of practical
transcendental psychology. This helps us to define the position and
purpose of the poem itself.
When the whole nature has been thoroughly trained in practical
religion, and enkindled with the spirit of devotion, the time is
approaching when the higher degrees of consciousness may be prac
tically explored. The first two of these higher degrees have recently
been described by S�r Oliver Lodge as "the stratum of dream," and
the "stratum of genius." The "strata of dream and genius," thus
described, correspond exactly to the degrees of psychical and spiritual
consciousness, of the present poem ; and it is marvelous how close
Sir Oliver Lodge comes, both in thought and in expression, to the
ancient Oriental teaching, j ust as he does, in his view of "the One
Life, manifesting itself in the lives" ; a phrase which may be claimed
either by Sir Oliver or by the authors of the Prashna Upanishad.
There are further degrees of consciousness, at least suspected by Sir
Oliver Lodge and his colleagues, and clearly defined in the Upani
shads, and in poems like the present, which follow the wisdom of the
Upanishads. And these, too, must in time be entered.
But before this practical transcendental psychology can be learned,
there must come a thorough and searching training of the intellect,
just as the moral nature has previously been trained by practical
religion. For ancient India never made the mistake of imagining
that a sound training of the intellect can precede, or dispense with,
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a right moral training. And it is precisely to give this· thorough
intellectual training, built on the foundation of a consecrated religious
life, that the present poem was written. It takes up, and develops,
every faculty of the mind and understanding, and brings each faculty
into unity with the intuitional and spiritual nature. In this way a
quality of spiritual intellect is attained, which can hardly be equalled
throughout the world ; and the wisdom of India is perhaps most of all
distinguished by this, that it adds to a perfectly religious and devoted
spirit and an -active spiritual will, an intellect, clear, crystalline, power
ful, which grasps, and grasps successfully, the most difficult problems
of thought. Such an intellect, instead of being a hindrance to spiritual
attainment, may be a very powerful help ; provided always it is
realized that it should rest on a profoundly religious nature, and that
it should be the stepping stone· to practical experience of the higher
degrees of consciousness, "the strata of dream and genius," and the
further degrees that lie beyond ; that it should stand between the
devotion, let us say, of the Bhagavad Gita, and the practical tran
scendental psychology of such a book as the Yoga Sutras of Patanj ali.
Now to turn to the poem itself. Though it is so lucid in form
and style that it hardly needs a commentary, yet a very excellent
commentary exists, by no less a teacher than the great Shankara
himself. From this admirably conceived treatise, which is too
voluminous to translate in full here, I may, perhaps, gather a few of
the most interesting passages, beginning with what Shankara says,
of the Mandukya Upanishad itself.
After a general introduction, Shankara proceeds to pick up diffi
cult or technical points in the Upanishad, or in Gaudapada's poem.
Thus the· "sevenfold form" of the Natural Body consists of the head,
the upper and lower trunk, and the arms and legs. It also refers to
such characteristics as the seven plexuses. The "nineteen mouths"
are the five powers of perception (what we call the five senses) , the
five powers of action, the five vital ethers, and the four mental powers :
namely, manas, buddhi, chitta and ahankara, which we may translate
emotion, intellect, imagination, and egoism. The Psychical Body is
similarly formed.
Of the Psychical Consciousness, Shankara says : "The realm of
the Psychical Self is dream-consciousness. In waking consciousness,
with its several powers of perception, objects are perceived externally,
though they are really due only to the play of Manas. Thereby
impressions are imprinted on Manas. In this way Manas becomes
like a canvas on which pictures are painted. Then, without external
instruments, and through the action of Avidya and Kama (entranced
desire) , a condition similar to that of waking arises."
the condition of Dreamless Consciousness, Shankara writes :

Of
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"In the Spiritual Consciousness, the sense of separateness ceases. It
is a pure, uniform, blissful Consciousness. The Spiritual Self knows
both past and future, and is therefore fitly called all-knowing." Shan
kara then presses home what is said of the Fourth Consciousness, the
Divine, and adds : "The Fourth is attained by merging the other three
into it, each degree being merged in that which is above it." Thus
the Natural Self will be merged in the Psychical Self ; this will be
merged in the Spiritual Self ; and this finally in the Divine Self, in
whom all worlds rest.
Shankara has certain quaint images to illustrate the power of
Maya and its relation to the Real. A rope is lying on the ground, he
says ; a man, seeing it indistinctly, believes it to be a snake. So is
the world of illusion perceived in the Real. But there is no snake
there at all ; so it cannot be said to have a beginning, nor can it be
said to come to an end. It simply does not exist. So is it with the
illusion of a world of pain, separate from the Divine. Again, the
world-iJlusion is like the robber imagined by the belated wayfarer,
who sees a post in the twilight. When he sees that it is really a
post, and no robber, it cannot be said that the robber has come to
an end. There simply was no robber. So also with the mirage, the
lake fancied in the salt desert, which, in Sanskrit has the pretty name
of "the thirst of the deer." The images of the sun in bubbles, the
sparks of the fire, the spider spinning a web from his own entrails,
are others of Shankara's similes.
One he uses, which has a special interest, in these days of
"hypnotic suggestion ;" "A juggler," he tells us, "throws the end of
a ·rope into the sky, and climbing up the rope, disappears with all
his trappings. Then his body falls piecemeal, as though cut up by
a sword, and he again comes together in the sight of the onlookers,
who do not pay heed to the real nature of the illusion. In exactly
the same way, the conditions of waking, dream, dreamiessness, are
like the rope thrown up by the juggler who appears to climb up the
rope. The real cause of the illusion stands there, apart from both
the rope and him who climbs up the rope, hid by the glamor he casts,
invisible. So the Fourth Consciousness, the Divine, the transcen
dental reality, stands apart. Therefore those noble ones who seek
Liberation pay heed to the Real only, and not to the illusion that is
spread before them."
This is a very famous trick, which has delighted and astonished
the men of many lands, through many centuries ; but only in this
treatise of the great Shankara, I think, i s its true nature described.
There are many more admirable and luminous things in Shankara's
commentary, but the limitations of time and space, as he himself
would say, preclude my quoting further.
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"OM":

MANDUKYA UPANISHAD.

This imperishable syllable is all that is. Its expansive
expression is : What has been, What is, What shall be. All this is
"OM." And whatever else there is, beyond the threefold division of
Time, that, also, verily, is "OM." For all this is Brahma, the Eternal ;
and the Self, Atma, is the Eternal. And this Self stands in four
worlds.
In the world of Waking Consciousness, Jagrat, objectively per
ceiving, of sevenfold form, with nineteen mouths-organs of sense
and action-an enjoyer of gross matter, this is the Natural Self,
Vaishvanara, the first measure or foot.
In the world of Dream Consciousness, Swapna, subjectively per
ceiving, of sevenfold form, with nineteen mouths-organs of sense
and action-an enjoyer of finer matter, this is the Psychical Self,
Taijasa, the second measure or foot.
Where, entered into rest, he desires no desire and beholds no
dream, this is Dreamless Consciousness, Sushupti. Dreamless con
sciousness, unified, collective perception, verily, made of bliss, an
enjoyer of bliss, perceiving through the heart, this is the Spiritual
Self, Prajna, the third measure or foot. This is the All-lord, this
is the all-knower, this is the Inner ruler, this is the womb of all, the
forthcoming and indrawing of beings.
Neither subjectively perceiving, nor objectively perceiving, nor
perceiving in, both ways, neither collective perception, nor perception
nor non-perception ; unseen, not to be apprehended, not to be grasped,
without sign of separation, unimaginable, unindicable, the essence of
the consciousness of the Self, in which the manifest world ceases, full
of peace, benign, secondless, this is held to be the Fourth Conscious
ness, this is the Self, Atma, this is the goal of wisdom.

"OM"

M,

This Self, Atma, corresponds according to syllables with the
according to its measures. The measures are as the feet, and
the feet are as the measures : AJ u and
to wit.
The Nat ural Self in Waking Consciousness, is the A, the first
measure, so called from being the first, and from acquiring. He
passes beyond •all desires and becomes first, who thus knows.
The Psychical Self, in Dream Consciousness, is the uJ the second
measure, so called from its up-raising and uniting. He is upraised
to the highest knowledge, and becomes united, nor in his family do
knowers of the Eternal fail, who thus knows.
The Spiritual Self in Dreamless Consciousness, is the MJ the
third measure, so called because it measures all, or because all merges
in it. He measures all, and in him all merges, who thus knows.
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Without measure is the Fourth, not to be apprehended, wherein
manifestation comes to rest, the benign, secondless. Thus the "OM"
is as the Self, Atma. Through the Self, he enters the Self, who thus
knows, who thus knows.
GAUDAPADA'S POEM ON THE MANDUKYA UPANISHAD.
I.

Obj ectively perceiving, wide-extending is the Natural Self ; sub
j ectively perceiving is the Psychical Self ; collectively perceiving is
the Spiritual Self ; the One Self, verily, is thus manifested as three.
The Natural Self has its center in the right eye, and the mouth ;
the Psychical Self is centered in the mental and emotional nature ;
in the pure ether and in the heart dwells the Spiritual Self ; thus it
dwells in its vesture threefold.
The Natural Self is the enjoyer of gross matter ; the Psychical
Self is the enjoyer of finer matter ; the Spiritual Self is the enjoyer
of bliss. Learn thus the threefold division of feasts.
The gross gratifies the Natural Self ; the finer gratifies the
Psychical Self ; but bliss delights the Spiritual Self. Know thus the
threefold order of delights.
He who knows both what is enjoyed in the three dwellings of
the Self, and also who is the enjoyer, he, indeed, even though enjoying,
shall not be stained.
(5)
The forth-coming of all beings from what has been before is
certain ; the One Life, the Spirit, causes each fragment of consciousness to be born.
Some who ponder on manifestation think that all comes forth by
evolution ; by others manifestation is deemed to be of the nature of
dream or glamor.
Some think of manifestation that it is manifested through the
mere will of the Lord. Those who believe in Time, think the evolu
tion of beings comes through Time alone.
Some think all things were manifested for enjoyment ; others
that all was made for sport. But the universe is the very being of
God ; and what desire could there be in Him, who has attained all
desires ?
Master of the surcease of all pain, the Lord who passes not away,
secondless, the God of all beings,-this is the Fourth degree of consciousness, the Divine.
( 10)
The bonds of cause and what is caused rule the Natural and
Psychical Selves. The Spiritual Self is bound by cause ; but these
two rule not in the Fourth degree of consciousness, the Divine.
·

ves andnot thebeinigsnverted
dividedimageinto ofSelrealf andity.
ThenorSpidiritvualidedSelinftopercei
Others,
the
real
The
of consciousness, the Divine, forever beholds the
All. TheFourthSpirdegree
itvuales dual
Self iandty. theTheDiseedvine ofSelthef haveil uthisiosn inofcommon,
that
neidweltherls inpercei
separateness
the Spiritandual theSelf,ilbutusionon oflonger
exists in condi
the Ditivoinne.both the
Dream-forms
separateness
Natural
and the wiPsychi
caltheSelforms
ves; theof dream;
SpiritualbutSelthose
f has who
the seedare
ofestabl
separateness
t
hout
ineishedtherinthetheil Fourth
degree
of conscinorousness,
thes ofDidream.
vine, per.
ceiveThrough
u
si
o
n
of
separateness
the
form
thethe forms
ofn ofdream,
things areoneseenknows
as othernot than
they.
are;
through
i
l
u
si
o
separateness,
the
Real
When
two degree
inversioofnsconsci
of percepti
ontheareDiovercome,
then one
entersWhenthethese·Fourth
o
usness,
v
i
n
e.
theworlinddi-glviadmor,
ual Lithenfe theis awakened
fromuded,theundreaming,
dream of
begi
n
ni
n
gl
e
ss
unborn,
undel
secondlIf theess mani
Divinfeste isworlknown.
d hadil usirealon;beitranscendental
ng, it should passbeinaway
in tiandme.
But
thi
s
dual
i
t
y
i
s
sheer
g
i
s
one
secondIf ltheess. world were built up by anyone, that building should pass
away
n time.theThitruths expressi
y laststoonlany end.while instruction
lasts; iwhen
is known,on ofdualdualityitcomes
Theat Natural
Selnnif nandg; they
the lehave
tter alhaveso inthicommon
s in common,
that theyof
stand
the
begi
the
power
acquiThering.Psychical Self and the letter have in common the power
ofuniup-rai
are also brought together by having the power(20 of
tiTheng. siSping;ritthey
ualng;Selthrough
f is connected
withof themergiletterng, itMisthrough
theted
power
of
measuri
the
power
al
s
o
uni
withHeit. who knows certainly that which is the quality in common, in
the Selseer.f, he is to be honored of all beings; he
ithes tothree
beThe prailedwelttersedlinasgsleadsaofperfect
to theM agaiNatural
SelfSP.; theiritualletterSelf ; lethere
ads tois theno
Psychi
c
al
Sel
f
;
the
l
e
tter
n
to
the
goingThein that
whishoulch ids bewitknown
hout measure.
"OM"
as these
accordifourng wirealthmthes correspond
four realmtos
oftheconsci
o
usness;
for
wi
t
hout
doubt
measures of "OM." When one has understood the "OM" as
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u
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A

u

accordi
ms of consciousness, thought need go no
further.Letnghimwitbrih ntheg hireals consci
ousness
to uni.onHein who
the sacred
sylunilatblede
"OM";
for
the
"OM"
i
s
the
fearl
e
ss
Eternal
i
s
ever
in theThe"OM""OM"seesisnothefearmanianywhere.
, and thewithiunmani
fest Eternal
aloutso.it, Theit passes
"OM"nothasaway.
noughtfestbeforeEternalit, nought
n it, nought
with
the begingnthus
ning theof "OM,
all thi"nhegs,straiit igs htway
likewisenters
e the
mithatddlForSupreme.
e andthethe"OM"end. is Knowi
Letbeihing.m know
the "OM"ng theas the"OM"Master,
dwelall-embraci
ling in ntheg, theheartwisofe
Understandi
as
the
every
man Bysorrows
nothemore."OM," the measureless, the immeasurable, the
whom
surceaseis theof dualsileintty,seer.the benign, is rightly known, he indeed, and no
other,
Theal; wibecause
se havetheydeclarearedsubjecti
that alve,l forms
seenformed
in dream
are matter.
unsub
stantiOne
and
not
of
gross
actualandly goontoawaki
the nplg,aceshe hedoesbeholnotdsfinind dream,
forin
thethe pltimeace does
ihes toowasnotshort;
hi
m
sel
f
dreami
n
g
of.
ts
The
Scri
p
ture
al
s
o
decl
a
res
that
chari
o
andit horses
seenthatin
dream
are
unreal
,
as
l
o
gi
c
has
shown.
Therefore
i
s
proven
thingsIt seen
in dreams
arel thiunsubstanti
al. from the Self, though seen
is
taught
that
al
n
gs
separate
indistiwakinguinsghedlife,fromare these
as unreal
as thingsdreams
seen arein dream.
They
areof
onl
y
because
subjecti
v
e,
and
finerThestuff.sages have declared that things seen in dream and waking
arenoughtequalbutly theunrealSelf, ibecause
both are separate from the Self, and
s
real.
nmig idndlthee. begi
nning,thiandngs nothi
nkge theat themirend,
·e,
ithough
s likThat
ewithey
sewhinothiarechnivigs einnothi
the
Separate
are
l
i
ag
wedtheseas thirealngs, notceasesas miinrage.dream ; therefore, as they
The
effi
c
i
e
ncy
of
haveThat
both dream-scenes
beginning andappear
end, theyin areunprecedented
declared to beforms,unreal.is due only
to the characterscenes
of himof whothe heaven-worl
is in the dream-condi
tion;thejustcharacter
as the
unprecedented
d
ari
s
e
from
of those in the heaven-world. He who goes there, views these things
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( 25 )

I I.

(S)

andhe viunderstands
them,
just
as
one
wel
l
taught
here
understands
what
ews.the dream-condition, also, that which is perceived subjectively
In
, butlythatil uwhisory.ch appears objectively is held to
as unreal
beis recogni
real;So inyetsedtheboth
are
equal
wakin, gbutcondiwhattion,is what
is percei
vvedelysubjecti
veltoy beis
recogni
s
ed
as
unreal
grasped
objecti
is
hel
d
real;Ifyetin iboth
t is fithese
tting tocondiholtdioboth
equaladmily tilltheusory.il usory nature (10)of all
ns,
we
seen ofas these
separate,forms?who is it that thinks them separate? Who is
thethingscreator
Selbyf,hiAtma,
mself ofmakes
HimselIt fisappear
in these
forms,
asformsa TheGod,separate
s from
magiofcHialHimpower
gl
a
mor.
He
who
thi
n
ks
thesethe
sel
f
.
Thi
s
i
s
the
certai
n
teachi
n
g
of
Vedanta.
Heousness;
as Lord imoul
ds thealsovariwhoousbuiformslds upthattheareforms
rangedthatin subjecti
vine
consci
t
is
He
are
set
external
consci
othat
usness.exist only in the time that we are conscious of
The
forms
themmes,inarethought,
andlythebuiforms
thatimappear
external
ly ataretwoof didifffferent
erent
tidegrees,
al
l
equal
l
t
up
by
agi
n
ati
o
n;
they
but vnote forms
otherwiwhisechdiarefferent.
Subjecti
not, areoutwardl
yemani
ftested,
andimagithinngsa
whi
c
h
are
cl
e
arl
y
seen
as
external
al
l
al
i
k
bui
l
by
the
tipowers
on; thewhionlch ypercei
difference
between them is the difference of(15)the
v
e
them.
Thef shapes
Self, Atma,
firofst variformsed theform,IndibothvidualthoseLifwhie, Jichva;arethereafter
theand Selthose
bei
n
gs
external
,
whi
c
h
are
i
n
sel
f
-consci
o
usness.
Accordi
n
g
to
the
i
n
herent
knowlAsedgethe ofrope,the whiIndicvhidcannot
ual Life,besopercei
is itsvedmemory.
di
s
ti
n
ctl
y
i
n
the
dark,
i
s
changedofbywater,
imagisonatiisontheintoSelvarif, Atma
ous ,forms,
suchbyasimaagiserpent,
orintoa
streak
changed
n
ati
o
n
varioAsus theforms.imagined form vanishes when the rope is distinctly seen,
itpercepti
is perceionvedof that
theref, Atma.
is the rope, and nothing else, so is the
clandearThe
the
Sel
Selfotheris imagiforms;ned tothistakeis thethe forms
of gltheamorlife-breaths
and
numberl
e
ss
magi
c
al
of
the
God,
whereby
Hiwho
mselfbelis iconceal
ethed fromLifeviseeew. Him as Life; those who
Those
e
ve
in
ve in the elements
seem Hias mtheasNature-powers;
the elements; those
who
belbeliieeveve iinn
thebeltheieNature-powers
see
Hi
those
who
(20)
forms of matter, see Him as the forms of matter.
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who
seeoftheconscifourousness;
degreesthose
of consci
obelusness,
percei
ve Hiseem
asHimtheThose
four
stages
who
i
e
ve
i
n
objects,
aswhoobjects;
ds, see Him as worlds;
thoseThose
belwhoievebelthose
iineveGods,inwhotheseebelScriHiievemptures,
asin theworltheGods.
Vedas,HimseeinHisacrim inficthees;
Scri
p
tures;
those
who
bel
i
e
ve
in
sacri
fi
c
es,
see
those
whog consci
thinkousness;
of the those
consciwho
ousnessthinwhik ofchwhatenjoiys,s enjoyed,
see HimseeasHithem
enjoyi
n
as whatThoseis whose
enjoyed.thought is set on the subtile, see Him as the subtile ;
those who
whosethithoughts
areformed,
set onseetheHigross,
see formed;
Him as those
the gross;
those
n
k
of
the
m
i
n
the
thinkThose
of thewhoformlthienss,k ofseeTiHimme, iseen theHifmormlas eTiss.me; those who thinwho
k ofm
space,
see
Hi
m
i
n
space;
those
who
are
set
on
words,
thi
n
k
of
Hi
asThose
words;whothosedwelwhol ondwelemotil onon,thethiworl
ds,Hithimnkasofemoti
Himoasn; thethoseworlwhods.
n
k
of
dwelll ionn impureaginthought,
thik nofk Hiof mHiasm imasagipurenatiothought;
those
whol
dwel
ati
o
n,
thi
n
n;
those
who
dwel
inas labove
aw, thilanw.k of Him as Law; those who disregard law, think of Him
Some seeothers
Him asas theone-and-thi
five-and-twenty
powers,
others
as thee.six
and-twenty;
r
ty;
yet
others
as
innumerabl
Those
who
thithosenk ofwhothethirealnk mofs theof listages
fe, declofaredevelHimopment,
to be thesee
regi
o
ns
of
l
i
f
e
;
Himthiasnthek ofstages
offemidevelninoe,pment;
those
who thiothers
nk of thidiffnkerence
ofm
sex,
Hi
m
as
mascul
i
n
e,
neuter;
of
Hi
as theThoseHigherwhoandbelietheve iLower.
nn,evolthiuntikon,ofthiHinmk ofasHiinmvolasutievolon;utithose
on; those
who
bel
i
e
ve
in
invol
u
ti
o
who
belall iever
eve theperceiworlve dHiims ,statieachonary,
thi
n
k
of
Hi
m
as
stati
o
nary.
Thus
after
hiappear
s own tothought.
whatever
form
He
may
anyone,andthathe whoformthieachnks
In
behol
d
s;
He
protects
hi
m
,
becomi
n
g
that
form;
on HiHe,m under
thatnotform,
entersappears
into Hidimvi.ded through these various
who
i
s
di
v
i
d
ed,
forms;
who knows this truly, may without fear imagine Him in
any Asform.ahedream
or
an
i
l
u
si
o
n
of
gl
a
mor,
or
as
fai
r
y-ci
t
y
seen
i
n
the
air, suchngs.is all this world declared to be, by the seers, in the Vedanta
teachi
There
is notherecomiisnnone
g to anseekiend,ngthere
is non, there
manifestati
on, there
igs
none
bound,
to
attai
i
s
none
seeki
n
freedom, there is none freed, this is the transcendental, the final truth.
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ByareHialml, produced
though ever· by One,
this istherefore
imaginedOneness
in unrealis forms;
the
forms
the
One;
t
h
e
bl
e
ssed
state.These varied forms are not of the same nature as the Self, nor
nature;fromtheythehaveSelf ;nothusbeinhave
g eitherthe knowers
separate
arefromtheythe ofSelindependent
. separate
f
,
or
not
of theByRealthosepercei
ved.whom passion and fear and wrath ar� gone, the
from
Mastersisofthisis lUnchangi
ence, whong·haveOne crossed
to whom
the farther
shoreds comeof theto
Vedas,
behel
d
,
in
the
worl
surcease,
who isknowi
secondlngess.Him thus, let him fix his memory on the
Therefore,
Secondl
essitOne;were gaiinert.ning the Secondless One, let him walk the world
as though
Leton,hiceasi
m whong from
has conquered
himspiselrifts;bethough
above prai
se,theseekimutabl
ng noe,
adorati
offeri
n
gs
to
ami
d
yetcome.dwelling in the immutable ; meeting the events of life as they
Seeiy beneath
ng the realexternal
ity beneath
sellef-consci
obecome
usness, theand realseeiintgy, alfisnoditheng
real
i
t
thi
n
gs,
t
hi
m
his pleasure-ground therein, never falling below the Real.
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CHARLES JOH NSTON.
( To be concluded. )

uy ou have three great foes) H urryJ Flurry) Worry.

Hurry breeds
slackness; it destroys interior rest. Flurry breeds uncertainty; it destroys
recollection. Worry breeds doubt) fear and the dark broods which are
destructive of detachment. These three foes must be put aside before
any real or deep degree of Silence can be felt. That Silence is the
mother of all spiritual accomplishment. These three foes stand between
you and the Will of the Master. What shall you do!"

BooK oF

ITEMS.

AN I N DIAN LEGEN D.

long ago,wereagathered
group ofinredcounci
men,l
NCE
uponthana timtwo-score
e, in the ilonng,number,
not
more
n the crevi, thicne ;- ofil -kept
a greatand mountai
n. andTheyuponwereeacha coun
mean
O icompany
dej
e
cted,
tenance
waslook.branded
the sureundersigconsi
n ofderaticowardi
ce-ato them
hunteda most
and
despai
r
i
n
g
The
matter
o
n
was
viWhitalleone;theyinthusfact,satit wasin counci
a matter
ofoldthemanlifeofortheideathr number
of theirrecitritbede.
l
an
the hiInstorythe ofyearsthe trigonebe. by there had come upon them strange and
disastrous
reverses.
Fromhadbeidwingndlaedgreat
and miandghtynumbers
nationuntiofl
warri
o
rs
and
hunters
they
i
n
strength
thiin sa mere
handfultion,ofwerestarvedall that
men wiwereth aleft.few Fiwomen
andcomechildtheiren,r
l
i
k
e
condi
r
st
had
enemiaway
es, liktheie a rhateful
whiandrtheilwinrd,goods.
who conquered
them
innbattl
eastedand
took
sl
a
ves
Then
the
hot
wi
ds
bl
thei
and drove
thewhich
gamefelfromled theitheirr lbrothers
ands, andasthithes waswinfold lsnaps
owed
bythe ardrycorn
dreadful
di
s
ease
wands
of they
the swamp-cane.
In
vai
n
had
calhadledfounded
upon theitheirrTrinatibalon Spino rliot.ngerThepoured
ghosthiofs
thestrength
greatinwarri
o
r
who
norstorystamped
hitris beauty
upon
thehadbrows
ofamong
their
chithemldren.threeIntotimthethees men
song-hi
of
the
b
e
thi
s
Spi
r
i
t
come
at certai
n peri
oherds
ds measured
byosttheextinct
moon.andOncea newhe
came
as
a
gi
a
nt
deer
when
the
.
w
ere
al
m
thribecamel offilliefed wishotth fat,through
the
tough-meated
herds,
and
the
l
a
nd
great
heal
thy creatures.
Agaifil endhewicame
asnag, glis
sturgeon,
and
the
nearl
y
deserted
ri
v
er
was
t
h
l
e
api
tenintheg fiharvests
shes. Thebecame
thirdfultilmer,e sohe thathad thecomelittlase ears,a talwhil stalchkhadof been
corn
andgathered
wiofth joyso much
care,
were left thefor theland.birThus,
ds' feastiwinthg andeverya
new
note
swel
l
e
d
throughout
cominggaveof thethe Trisigbnsal thatSpirtheit, came
alwasso aduegreatto return
benefit,agaiandn now,
the
moon
spi
r
i
t
to
them.
Alfearl thithats, andhad more,
theuponold man
told and then he spoke of the new
fastened
them.
Forandsomecarridays
thereone ofhadtheicomer number
amongat them
a giant bear Thiwhos
seized
e
d
off
each
appearance.
day da beman,doneanother
daythea woman
andnststithel vianother
athechigreat
ld. What
coul
to
defend
tri
b
e
agai
s
i
t
s
of
bear?r
They were weak of arm, too weak to fight the marauder. Thei
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weaponsTheywereweregone-l
ost andin between
broken, twoand fears,
they thecoulhosti
d notle fitrightbestheof
hemmed
bear.
the vallewoul
ys andd inthesuregreatthembeardeath
of theatmountai
n. Toof ltheieaver theienemir present
refuge
the
hands
es; to
stay Even
meantasthatthetheyold woul
d
al
l
become
food
for
the
bear!
manon arose
spokefromthe theigreatr throats
bear cameas theuponhugethem.anim. Aal
lseioudzedwaia lyoung
of lamentati
manctim'ands eyesbeganquickltoydragchangedhim toaway.a lookTheof desperati
horror thaton.
showed
i
n
the
vi
y graspedso loanglarge,deadsharp
stonelips ofandhiswifathers,
th a fiehercefelcry,l uponthe
oltheHed trivalbearbialantlandwar-cry
on
the
its head butwithittheseemed
stone.as Thethoughbearalfought
withandall
theall thepowermigofhtbeat
ithads strength,
l
the
craft
returned
to thefeltril wibethanda renewed
centred viinoltheenceyoung
brave.
Every
stroke
of
the
stone
upQnthe
thebearshaggy
head,
unti
l
fi
n
al
l
y
the
thi
c
k
skul
l
was
cl
o
ven
and
lay deadthereatarose
the feetfromof thethe body
youngofman.the dead bear the form of a
Then
miThenghtyit warri
or. asFirasttalitl came
as encl
a clooudsingrifat briwitghhtstreaks
ofAndsunlithen
ght.
gathered
col
u
mn
fl
a
me.
iTrit tookbal Spiformrit andthatawasshoutto ofcome!
joy arose, for they recognized the great
Then
thewispithriyou,
t spokebut toyouthem,knewsayimeng:not."MyIn chitheldhunt
ren, II have
been
al
w
ays
have
When
lyour
ived foes
in yourassaieyesled andyou ears,
but
you
nei
t
her
saw
nor
heard
me.
tme,in your
headsinandbattlarms,
butd youtheexpect
doors
ofsuccess
your unlheartsess youwereknew
cloIseddwel
to
and
how
e
coul
me? among
Thus,you,lackineedi
ng mengyouthislqual
ackedity,theis finest
qual
i
t
y
of
the
heart,
and
who
fitted
tomelinot.ve? Thri
c
e
I
returned
to
you
wi
t
h
gi
f
ts,
but
you
remembered
At lanstg asI come
totoyoudestroy
with youthe greatest
githeft ofyoung
all. manis
Comi
a
bear
I
gave
to
mysel
f
.
unto
opened know
of hins. heart
the doortherei
slayer,andforI entered
to slay themoment
theme atpower
Henceforth
supreme
the
-courage.as a"
theritfinmelesttedqualawayity ofas thea formheartbutisentered
me insayiyournghearts-for
Spi
al
b
Tri
the
Thus
this qualandityranshonelikeinatheilivirngeyes,fire changed
intritheibe!r
ofbacktheiandrtheitongues
sehearts,
toveiqualnmusis.ity ciSonthetotheytheinoirwon
great
a
n
agai
became
and
nds
a
l
r
in
day
that
sat
s,
n
they
mountai
where
the
n
i
e
c
crevi
the
n
i
And
great
a
of
ture
c
pi
the
h
t
wi
graven
e
pol
a
totem,
a
ed
s
rai
they
,
l
councia sharp stone and a young man; and all other tribes respected
bear,
of the A.heart"-the
this totem,of thefor spiit was
rit ofraiman.sed to "the finest qualityFRANK
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BRUCE.

THE ELDE� BROTHERS.

Tn the1883,timattenti
e of theon publ
iconce
ation more
of Mr.forciSinbnett'ly dis rected to the
i
was
of a ebody
ofAmong
men whothemwerewerepossessed
of super
A exinormalstenceknowl
dge.
numbered
those
who
had
gi
v
en
to
Mr.
Si
n
nett
the
informati
o
n
whi
c
h
he
em
bodi
e
d
i
n
the
and
and
who
had origincalatedSocitheety Theosophi
cal Movement,
wiBlthiavatsky,
n whichunderthe
Theosophi
was
founded
by
Madame
theexistence
directiofon such
of thesea bodyElderof Brethren.
To theis famiEastern
Worl
dl thethe
men
was
and
l
i
a
r.
In
al
sacredGurus-cal
writings ofl them
the East,by what
the menti
onyouof thewil -Riisshians, Sages,
Mahat
mas,
name
integral
part.
Itticulisaar Mr.partSiofnnett'
the severyday
l
i
f
e
of
Ori
e
ntal
nati
o
ns
and
i
n
thi
s
par
books
occasi
o
ned
no
surpri
s
e.
In
another
di
recd
ticondescend
on there wasto manisurprifestse-namel
y
,
that
these
Great
Soul
s
shoul
toguarded
the despipowers
sed "Western
Outcasts" the
existence
of
thei
r
careful
l
y
and
secrets.
Sowhoguardedhad were
they
(in totheknow
highertheinterests
ofderimanki
nMadame
d), that
those
best
reason
truth,
d
ed,
Blspiarvatsky,
Mr.
Si
n
nett
and
hi
s
i
n
formants,
on
the
ground
that
such
itualforbeisuchngs triwoulvialdends.neverButhavethough
condescended
to castexercifromse every
these
powers
ri
d
i
c
ul
e
was
ditherectiElodn-on
the onebuthandwisbyhedthose who knew
of thetheexifactstenceas ofa
er
Brethren,
to
guard
profoundby those
secretwhose
peculeyes
iar toandtheihearts
r ownwererelcligoiosedus bypriadedense
: andmateri
on theal
other,
to whoml or theas thenewsassurance
of the exitheystencewantedof suchand
beiltheife-there
ncrown
gs cameofwereaslogiacmany
trumpet-cal
al thought.
Ittwasy to astheif Moses
had conce
more held
upin thethedesert
brazenof serpent
of
eterni
pl
a
gue-stri
ken
wanderers
lifaree. the Elder Brethren? Literally, they are those
What,
then,
who
have ofbeenpurihuman
bein andngs-rrdisicienplliinke;e oursel
vbyes-who
have
trodden
thehavepath
fi
c
ati
o
who
fai
t
h
and
pati
ence
been
made
strong
and
in
the
strength
of
thei
r
l
o
ve
for
others
have
to Wisdom
and Limade
beratitheion;r those
who
inevery
their Wistagesdomof
andthe road.
lattai
ovingnedTheCompassi
o
n-have
sacri
fi
c
e
at
course
ofleevoladersutioofn that
is thestagedramaof ofthetheworlSould ,inandwhithech
ElmenderandBrethren
are
the
women are the actors. In that drama of the Soul we all
Occult World

Occult World

Esoteric Buddhism,

jealously

·

IO

play our parts;
parts
inrepresent
which wetheareSoulgradual
liyts gaiactinionng iourn theexperi

ence-the
ai
m
bei
n
g
to
and
most
fittingthemanner;
and upthustothere
are all degrees
of human
wisdomneophyte
and powerto
from
mere
tyro
the
veteran,
from
the
the diThevineElInidertiateBrethren
into the aremysterithosees ofwholife have
and beiprogressed
ng. in the
consci
ous vevoles uthattiontoofwhithechSoulthey, attai
nni.ngThus
to Wielsedomvatinandg themsel
realizvinesg
ithey
n themsel
attai
drawrace.all others
up towards
them
and so guard
the destipreserve
ny of thethe
They
watch
over
thei
r
younger
brethren,
human
knowledgeall gaiwhonedwithrough
reons
of tritheal andgreatexperi
enceconcerni
and leadng andthe
educate
l
dare,
towards
truths
desti
of thefestatiSoulon. ofUnithets Soul
themsel) theyves, form
in a oneunitybody-a
of purpose
(viz:ve,
iorgani
n thenyzmani
col
l
e
cti
body soflaws,humanand andare asdivtheineMessengers
Wisdom. They
are stheof miGod.n
and
Angel
istersThiofedsNature'
col
l
e
cti
v
e,
hi
g
hl
y
organi
z
ed
body
i
s
known
as
the
Great
Lodge,ngandunderit ithencluladesw ofallUniothers
of whatever
degreeon.and operation,
worki
t
y,
Love
and
Compassi
is objected
that, if such theiGreatr exiSoulstences exiandst, whywork?do
Itnotmaycomebe andforward
they
and
demonstrate
The replofy imens thatandtheyderiddoed so;as imbutpostors.
as invariStialbl,ytheyare come
despisforward
ed and
rejected
when the Thecyclineed
c timofe imen
s rightcallands themwhento theraiseneedthe forstandard
their ofactiviorntueis
present.
andexistence
to arouse
again ofin thethoseSoulwho. have forgotten the sense of the
and
import
part,edalltheoverexithestenceworlofd, thea materi
alisandtic cilivfeiliofzatitheon
enthewhimostthere
ch deni
nature
hadSoulFor.arisHence
hadit ;beenthusreacti
onnvestibothgatitowards
il osubjects
gical dogas
mati
s
m
and
away
from
the
i
o
n
of
such
thesuchlife ofpowers
the Soulas thewasElderiderdedBrethren
and nopossess.
one believedBut ithen theneedspossiofbiltheity
ofpeopl
and in theIf cyclwe irevic tiemwe thethe hiTheosophi
cal
e callewasd themagainforthput forward.
Movement
s
tory
of
the
lrelastigithionrty-fi
vienflyears
wewhicshalh thatl seeMovement
in literature,has ihadn sciinencethe andWest.in
the
u
ence
of cMadame
Bllatent
avatskyin man,
and others
leunfol
d toditheng
- Weofinvestitheseegfiatinhoweronforces
ofthethework
psychi
powers
to
the
in nature
andtheseman;actitovittheies arere.yivstiall ,oftothetherelunfol
igiousd
forces;
and,
di
s
torted
though
mentTheof aElgreater
emphasisdouponcometheforth
life offromthe Soul
. seclusion, some
d
er
Brethren
thei
r
being rulers of men, some teachers, a few great philosophers, while
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others
remai
nalentil workrely for,unknown
save
totheither ownmostdegree
advancedand ipln athece;
Lodge.
But
humani
t
y
i
n
for theforSoulthe realon plliafenesof ofhumani
conscityousness
whereof thetheihumbl
r labourest
itialsllasework
necessary
as
i
s
that
of thearesoithel of "bearers
the earth.of the Flame of Truth" across the ages.
'TheyrThey
gate alandl thitheyngs andknowbeihings;s destitheyny, know
what
Mandestiis niny
hiunder
s innerinvesti
nature
gui
d
i
n
g
that
havech bimastered
the themysteri
es aofl objects
sound
andof ourcoltheknowl
our Great
andedge;ofLaw.
thetheyforcesThey
whi
n
d
together
materi
knowcyclewhat
limesebehiandndthetherisScreen
offallNature;
they
know
and
watch
the
s
of
ti
e
and
of the
natioInns,those
and stand
securel
y
upon
the
pi
n
nacl
e
of
Soul
.
cyclMasters
es of timofe andWisdom,
amonghavethosebeennatiocalnsle·tdheseInitEliates,der
Brethren,
these
Adepts,
Himysteri
erophants,es andProphets,
Wiestsebooks
Men areandcontimanynualother
names.ng
The
ol
d
er
the
ol
d
l
y
referri
They thave
alwuaystion,exiforstedtheyandaretheythe culeximsitnatito-day.
They
exioutto sthem.
ttheas ages
a necessi
y
of
evol
o
n
through
of the contithe nSoulual culin tiitvsatifloower.n andAlgrowth
ofhavethe wiimmortal
soul
.
They
represent
s
o
they
thworlthemd.
theiIn ther younger
brethren,
thei
r
compani
o
ns
and
thei
r
agents
i
n
the
"undyi
nigfeEast,
" ttheythemmoveto beandknown.
are known
amongagaimenn theiwhere
the
condi
t
i
o
ns
of
l
permi
Now
and
r
agents
appear
Western
natiBlavatsky
ons whereand others
the namesare helofdSt.in deriGermaisionnsave
, Paraby
celthose
sus,whoSt.amongMarti
n
,
H.
P
.
wereTheSolomysti
n, Plcaalto,movements
Jamblichus,inPltheotinchurches,
us, Beh
know.a noblOf them
men
and
many
e
name.
thethe neo-pl
aatonin phists,lowisophers
th the mysti
cthrough
al orders these
of knigandhthood,othercarryTheosophi
us backctoal
Greci
and
Movements
the Avatar
ofwhiJesus,
thecannot
Chrisscan
t, to that
of the theBuddha;
andof theso great
on tobeyond
more
remote
ages
c
h
we
but
where
work
Lodge
was
yet
more
mani
f
est
because
of
the
bel
i
e
f
of
man
kind.A recent writer in the
has "Weid are taught that once every hundred years theforLodgeJanuaryrenews, its
periof theodicLodge
al effortthoroughl
to impressy acquai
thesentedtruthswitupon
thephimilosophy
nd of come
man. forward
Agents
h
the
toit woul
teachd whatever
modi
fi
c
ati
o
n
of
i
t
i
s
best
sui
t
ed
t
o
the
ti
m
es,
and
to
us
be astonie sthio nfignifd them,
historyanddidnecessary
not show these
traces,theirinstead
ofoin,ts
beionengwiremarkabl
to
show
connecti
. It must
to the tactih thevitiother.
es of the. .Lodge,
and thenotabibelisupposed
ty to tracethatcertaithesen sireferences
milarities
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the
of
efforts
the
that
f
e
i
bel
the
y
pl
m
i
s,
e
centuri
erent
ff
di
n
i
toLodgeTheosophy
iWen theknowworlthatd like
ofthatteachithis nigs nota phithelosophy
take thewe form
alwaysIndeed
case.
know
Theosophy.
ty
c Fraterni
e Masonias woul
century'
, thandey trispiedritotualuseeltehments
make
d
vated
e
el
th such
to iofmbuetforhe ieitgoodgwihteenth
anditthe endpower
need to dowhiis ctoh
alhasl wea character
the present,
. whi. chbuttheforLodge
makes
effort
s
thi
that
out
t
n
poi
ofso thefar asMoveany
andzablthate asmany
me andes maycircumstance,
ned obyus ticenturi
is determiin previ
, ments
such
unrecogni
be
,
is concerned.whi"ch have a close similarity to our own
o Theosophy
rity tauthors
similaSome
Movements
of
easterntakenteachiupngtheandvarisomeous cyclfolloicwersmovements
who
wirtectih theon, same,
equally iimn bued
been
have
di
s
thi
have
Peteror Walorder,do
fth century;
en as : The Cathari orbeganAlbighienses
,ssiinontheandtwelfounded
school
a
mi
s
ofgiThevLyons
another,first andpubliJohn
NicolassprioftualBaslwrie tiwasngs were
of MolLyons;
Men
Poor
shed
whose
os,
n
i
de
hael
c
Mi
r;
e
Taul
c
The ihereti
n traces
imarked
show
Russ,
John
martyr,
the
and
,
f
i
Wycl
John
,
the
n
i
movement
the
of
ence
u
fl
n
i
the
of
gs
n
i
t
wri
r
thei
n
twelfth century.
Suso,s. JohnSt. Johnvan
mystics area Kempi
followersGrootand, Thomas
StidelKalothercar, Gerard
Henry
Ruysbroek,
cal
suchBlmysti
were landeadersInitofiates,another
TheresaAdepts
S�int names,
of the CrossOfandgreater
vatsky
a
Madame
movement.
Jesus,
us, Buddha,
to, ConfuciPeter,
PlaAbraham,
Pythagoras,
Orpheus,Ammoni
has wrionitutens ofofTyana,
mjuston,
Si
Paul
Saccas,
s
u
Apol
,
own
our
to
us
o
previ
century
the
In
pse.
y
andclosed,St. weJohnhaveof theLouiApocal
philosopher,"
Martinn, andthe "unknown
deSt.St.Germai
stro.
o
i
Cagl
the indoitiatheitorsrofworksMasClaandoudenry,they
with They
women
dofornottheaskworkordiofnarythemenElderandBrethren.
forAs atheimerer beldetaiief-il oft isworknot necessary
men, westage.ourselAndves dothenotElaskder
the worlalsd atof every
rincredenti
helpershavetonotshowputtheiforward
ourBrethren
belietvey orin
tence, have put forwardanyclaclimasimbuts. notSomeunderof usthei, whor authori
theiat their exir srequest.
is sun'a facts raysto ashiveryne onlargethe
Thusofthemen.exisIttenceis asofmuchthe Ela dfacter Brethren
the
that
as
number
whomuchhavetheunder
centzefact.the Those
lycanbenefirecogni
to them, antraiequal
earth theand,necessary
n
i
fact
g
n
i
n
gone
"an expert in art can recognize the picture of a given 1\fsame
aster
that
way
because
cal Inproduct,
zncees atochemi
st recogni
ters or astraia nchemi
among
wayze
same
the
so.
do
e
experi
and
g
n
i
hethosehaswhothepainnecessary
recogni
may
g
n
i
n
trai
and
nce
e
experi
the
undergone
have
the light of the Soul in those who have trodden the path of purification
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andThe diElsciderplinBrethren
e before ?ithem.
Thatwhois-asin alal degrees
rule-theofonlknowl
y direectdgeproof.
r
e
those
have
mastered
the
wi
s
dom
of
the
Soul
.
Therefore
onl
y
those
who
havethe
siolmd irepllar yknowl
e
dge
can
recogni
z
e
i
t
s
possessi
o
n
by
another.
And
canandbeyemade
toknowthoseofwhothe deridoctride:ne:Seekliveandtheyelifshale ofl fithend:Souldo
theand work
shal
l
ye ranshalandl recogni
zrun.e your companions and leaders. For so the law
alwaysThe
shal
l
Elder form
Brethrenits crown
stand toandhumani
ty; they
as itsprotect
leadersitsandfurther
pro
tectors.
They
fl
o
wer
promi
arepossiablioligityc'alofnecessi
tyfrom
of Evoltheutitoion;ls ofstilthimore
are they
eviintodencewise.derofThey
the
escape
s
mortal
liftoe,
and
ever
wi
d
eni
n
g
forms
of
l
i
f
e.
They
stand
there
ready
show
us
the
road
to
the
true
i
m
mortal
l
i
f
e
where
our
eyes
shal
l
no
lwhere
onger thebe blrestlindedess andfeverwhere
lisfelifise noas welongerknowpaiint, butis exchanged
a song offorjoy;a
of
thi
moreunderstandi
intense actinvg,itybecause
-an actiitviistythatwhicofh theformsDivainpeace
beyond
alwildourerThiandpresent
e
Soul
.Elder
s
i
s
the
promi
s
e
of
i
m
mortal
i
t
y
and
to
thi
s
promi
s
e
the
Brethren stand forever as witnesses.
\.
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ARCHIBAID KEIGHTLEY.

in the present state of development,

It may well be that there are mighty spiritual beings in existence,
as much in advance of us,
as we are
of the least and lowliest of the ((beasts that perish'' and it may well be
that these lowest personalities play a vital part, undreamed of and
unimaginable by us, in the direction of the affairs of the Universe. But
they do. So (we may rest assured) , as children of Nature; and the
laws that they administer and obey are to the full as natural as those
under which we live.-From THE CREED oF CHRIST.

THE RELIGION OF THE WILL . *

THE WILL IN THE SOUL.
I.
Pthatto thiparts poiofnt,hiwes li fehavewhidealch, ttochiaeflcertai
y witnh degree,
the bodihely lshares
ife of man,
with
have spoken
of
the
Search
for
Food,
through
U thewhicanih mdialvsin. e WeHunger,
mostformcreatiafterve andform,benefiin acieconti
nt ofnualthely
terrestri
a
l
powers,
has
rai
s
ed
up
advanci
ngesscalwoule. d,Weif unopposed,
have seen that,coverimthepellwhol
ed bye earth,
the searchand thus
for food,
anyquer speci
con
space.
And
we
have
further
studi
e
d
the
second
great
pri
m
al
power,
that
Race seenContithat,nuity,imwhether
sexlthisesspower,
or laterany devel
oepeds wilintotendsex;to
andperpetuate
weof have
pel
l
e
d
by
speci
self through
thethe aniages,malands. thus conquer time. So much
man Buthas even
initcommon
wi
t
h
·we found
wi
t
hi
n
the
l
i
m
i
t
s
of
these
two
ani
m
al
acti
v
i
t
i
e
s,
that
certaiinn themarkedsearchdiffforerencesfood, dithestinguianismhalsmaneat from
theman,animtoalsa.
Whereas,
to
l
i
v
e,
large degree,
livafteres today,eat. wiThat
is, thetolanieratimalo, nsuchof iasts amonotonous
cow, eats grass
tranqui
l
y
day
t
h
perfect
diforet.
Buteating'man,s sake,whois hasfor everacquiseeki
red ntheg newperfectl
y
new
facul
t
y
of
eati
n
g
foods,
manyfoods,of whimanch
radiis alcsalolydidisposed
sagreetowidrith nhikmthi. nIfgs wethat,inandclfarudestrange
potabl
e
s
among
from
building uptemporary
tissue andor
strengtheni
n
g
hi
m
,
i
n
real
i
t
y
i
n
jure
hi
m
,
and
produce
permanent
morbipoisdonous
conditmushrooms,
ions. If we isawn spiatecowof whispasms,
ch persiorstedjustinforeatitheng
some
of
the
sake ofYetthethespasms,
weownershoulisdperpetual
hold it toly bedoiangpretty
worthlsortessofkithindnofg.
cow.
cow'
s
just
that
What
thidognkspioflotihingm,a wedrunken
know not.masterButhomeward.
one has occasionally
seen When
athefaitcowhfulwe came
tog anisex,malwemanfoundfromverythe strinatural
king anidiffmerences
ofthese,the
same
sort
di
s
ti
n
gui
s
hi
n
al
s
.
In
wefertifound
a paifollroinwedg tibyme,theforbirathbriofeoffspri
f periondg;every
year.e process
We found
l
e
uni
o
n,
the
whol
beiraceng
And
we
further
found
that
purel
y
for
the
conti
n
uance
of
the
race.
conti
n
uance
was
a
far
more
venerabl
e
i
n
sti
t
uti
o
n
than
sex
uni
o
n;
that
mutual aid for the care of the young had existed for ages before sex
MIND.
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unioanin mcameal liifne.to beiButng,theanddisstitilnctiexiveststhiwintghoutaboutsexman,unionandin many
realmbes
ofcandi
we
must
ofhasit, howe
er tolittlpervert
e it is tosexourfrom
crediti,tsweprifound
tpurpose
o bedtheinofourfactracestatement
thatcontiman
l
e
arned
mence,ary
n
uance,
to
the
secondary
purpose
of
sel
f
-i
n
dul
g
on toon itofs realnaturalpurpose
as More
the drithannkingthat,of
absiwhiwe cnsawhthebearsthat,
does,aswhitolilttheetlethererelsatiatisifacti
thi
r
st.
s a paicallryinsexl
g tiemss,e there
for al.ils aninomsuch,als inlimnature,
outsi
d
e
of
whi
c
h
they
are
practi
itatiandon
forwhoman,
who
i
s
possessed
by
the
sense
of
sex
al
l
the
year
round,
has found
waysfactstohere,
defeatnotnature,
tobecause
the endsof oftheiselrfgreat
-indulgmoral
ence.
Weimportance,
recapi
tulbutatemanythese
onl
y
even immoreportantfor ltheiaws,r tscio ewhintifichc valweushale, asl presentl
they poiyndraw
t the
way
to
certai
n
most
attentiThion.rdly, we found that, as compared with the natural animals, man
hassuperposed
one marvelon theous natural
faculty:worlthed ofcreatiplavntse wiandl , ianin vimraltues aofsecondary,
which henonhas
natural
worl
d
of
pl
a
nts
and
ani
m
al
s
,
whi
c
h
have
enti
r
el
y
new
character
istics, and many of which nature has never produced, and could never
produce.
ways, themannormal
has asserted
hisnature.
free wilEven; his inpowerhis siton
viandolateInshameandthesehetothreehastranscend
l
a
ws
of
that ihenvestipossesses
awicertai
n divWeinity.shallIttryis toin
thidisscoverdirectitheonmeans
that ourshown
further
g
ati
o
ns
l
l
e
ad.
manblethus; andvitheolatesrealandms intranscends
nature;
theare loperati
aws underve. whiThicshwhereby
thiwils ibris possi
whi
c
h
these
llawsin
n
g
us
to
the
consi
d
erati
o
n
of
The
Wi
the Soul
. y what we mean by Soul, wil presently become apparent.
Exactl
us antiwaycipateas fulSt.lerPauldefi, nasitiothen, bymidsayidlengterm,that iwen theusetriitniitnysomethi
ng
theLetSoulsame
of
Body,
, andbutSpithatrit. miPerhaps
it pedanti
would cbe; andwiserat totheuserisktheofGreek
word,
g
ht
seem
some
slight
Psyche,
initiaNatural
l confusiistson,andwe phishallolsophers
use the have
good sought
old Engltoisdraw
h word,a liSoul
.
neisofthedemar
caticreature
on between
man
and
the
ani
m
al
s
,
by
sayi
n
g
that
man
onl
y
that wears
buildsclfiorthes,es andandcooks
hisAlfood,
or thatWalmanlace,is ithen oneonlofy
creature
that
so
on.
f
red
Russel
s cearlh yproduces
essays, madeand theperpetuates
remarkablecharacteri
point, thatsticmans unfavorabl
is the onlye creature
whihistruggl
inenterthe
e
for
exi
s
tence,
and
th
t,
therefore,
some
new
factor
must
into Itheammakigoinngg ofto man.
try to draw an entirely new line of demarcation
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between
and theve animinmd-ialsm;ages,
the priasnciactual
ple of, vidissibtilnectiobjonects,beinbutg thatthatmanhe ;
cancan notfurtheronlmany bripercei
ng thehis realcreatidivffeerence
wil tobetween
bear onmanthem,and withethanimarvel
ousis,
resul
t
s.
I
bel
i
e
ve
m
al
s
,
that
man
hasanehiiss,consci
ousness
onplaanediffoferentminpld-iamne,ages.a higherLet plmeane,tryandto
thi
s
pl
pri
m
ari
l
y
,
the
that
makeYoumy aremeanilookingngperfectl
ypriclenar.ted page. Shut your eyes for a moment,
at
thi
s
and thimore,nk ofthough
the pageindisyoutinctlhave
justyourbeenmind.lookiThatng at.pictureYouofcantheseepageit
once
y
,
i
n
of a thilandscape
youdark,havethunder
loved ;
ithis what
asome
mind-ifrimeage.nd of Thiyearsnk ago;
ning ksurges
ofIthemeanoffacethebyoftumul
n
k
of
the
call upousness,
the mijustnd
uous sea.in fulIn l eachviewcase,of youryouconsci
iasmage;a picandtureitisliecasts forona thetmoment
screen
by
a
magi
c
l
a
ntern.
We
have
mi
n
d
immages
rather,Formiexampl
nd-imagese, musi
maycrepeat
thea
i
a
n
wi
t
h
igood
pressimusiforonscaleach
of memory
eachof orthealcanlsenses;
ofcalthel orsenses.
upng thepiecemelofodymusiandc. harmony,
noteso theby
If
he
has
al
note
and
chord
by
chord,
of
a
l
o
skisounds,
l of theon fithengers,pianohe orcanorgan.
then turnSo theonemiwintd-ih maagesgoodbackpicture-memory
into audible
cancarefulcalllyup,watched;
with perfect
accuracy
of detai
lof, anyhand,scenehe canor facefurtherhe puthas
and,
i
f
he
al
s
o
has
ski
l
that
down onThepaper,Japanese
with aartibrushsts ofandthecolbetter
ors, andsortmakepainitt alalmmostost
lwhol
ive andlscene
breathe.
minofd-imbiages.
Hence
the perfect
grace,mind-ilifemages
and viofvimany
dness
There
are
ofkintheids;y rbut,from
pictures
r
ds
and
fl
o
wers.
for convenience sake, I shall speak chiefly of the images of
thingsFirseen.
staofschool
all, asofto psychol
the locatiogy,on ofwhithese
midns d-ithatmages;
where
arethethey?
There
i
s
c
h
hol
they
are
i
n
subgy;
stance
of
the
brai
n
.
It
shoul
d
rather
be
cal
l
e
d
a
school
of
mythol
o
thatthere,
they areandinI amthe perfectl
brain isy pure
mythmnoakioneng. everNo
onewiforl .thehasButsupposi
everseriseenousltionythem
certai
n
that
brainn,,
lareeadstheyto anall endlin oneess,partchaithe nsupposi
ofof thediffitbraiiocnulnthat
ti,eors. theareIf mithetheynd-iimmdiagessagestribareutedareiinnalthethel through
brai
ibets isubstance?
When
weplace;callinupa mifielndd-i, comparabl
mages, theye, ifallyouseemwilto, toustheto
n
nearl
y
the
same
fimielndd.of Buta telifescope,
and
di
r
ectl
y
before
the
consci
o
us
percei
v
er
i
n
the
the whom
mind ithey
magesappear?
are in theIs braithe nconsci
, whereousness
is theofconsci"I, otheus
percei
v
er,
before
e
percei
v
er,
"
at
on
s it diosusness
tributedis through
whole substance ofpoithent inbraithen ?braiIfn ? theor iconsci
distributedthe
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throughout
sace,it thatand wewithhave'the almiwnaysd imtheagessameimmedisenseatelofy
thebefore
perceiit ?ver,theIf iintbraibe,thenon,samehowtheplicontrary,
aliltelaty onevariepoid nmit nind-ithemagesbraibrought
n, what
idis rthat
poi
n
t?
And
how
are
the
i
n
fi
n
ectlThey before
ist,, thateverythitismbraie wen-psychol
call anythiogyngis topureminmyth-maki
d? ng. No
truth
i
oneremotelhasyeverresembl
seeninmig nthem.
d-imagesWhatin thewesubstance
of know,
the braiisn,thator anythi
ng
real
l
y
do
we
are
consciousthisofsela fpercei
vinmgagespower,canorberather
of abyperceian vactingofselwif, land-power,
that
before
mi
n
d-i
brought,
anddo know.
viewedAnythi
as picntures
areisvisheer
ewedfancy
on a andlantern-screen.
ThatNormuchhas thiwes
g
more
make-bel
i
e
ve.
brain-psycholwhoogysaieven
Macbeth,
d : the merit of novelty. It is at least as old as
" whenThethetimbraies nhave
"That,
s werebeen,out, the man would die."
Butcal good
Macbeth
foundthehisame
s psychol
ohappen
gy shattered
onbraithen-psychol
rock ofo
psychi
research
;
and
just
wi
l
to
the
gialrseady,
ts of ourthattitheme. consci
For opsychi
calmayresearch
wil sshow,
hasits ifulndeedlness,shown
usness
be
exerci
ed
i
n
with
powers
of
percepti
o
n
and
vol
i
t
i
o
n,
where
the
brai
n
i
s
not
at
al
l
;
where
it is evicaldentlbody,y lowhidgedch inareoneforciofntheg themsel
finer bodi
eupon
s, theourastralsciebody
or theas
psychi
v
es
nce,
just
the ghost
of·s Banquo
forced
ietselonf psychi
upon thecal unwi
l ingsoMacbeth.
But
thi
i
s
not
a
treati
s
sci
e
nce,
thiis squisitdee enough
of the
matter
must
not
tempt
us
farther.
For
our
purpose,
i
t
tothatstiweck have
to thea percei
facts vwhiingchself;anybody
cantheobserve,
atagesa moment'
s notibeforece:
and
that
mi
n
d-i
m
come
up
thiefforts perceiof wivinl g; self,
eiasthertheseby pages
chance,mayas iopen
t woulind my'seem,handor bybyachance,
conscioorus
just
I mayIt open
them,selybytheanregiactoofn ofwilthese
, at theminparti
cagesular whipagechI wewishshaltol read.
i
s
preci
d-i
m
nowfor
tryhardtofactexplitoire.s, thatAndwetocanbegicalnl wiupth,anyletmiusnd-icareful
l
y
note
the
fact,
mevenage more
at wilremarkabl
, say, a house,
orcanaholhorse,d theseor amitree,nd-imoragesa clionud;the and,field what
i
s
e,nwegs.
of
vi
e
w,
and
make
them
do
thi
Wehim canstandmakeon thehis head,
horse rear
andwistandngs, onandhifls yhi. ndlWeegs;canwemake
can eventhe house
make
or
take
anythi
a icottage
to wea castlwatch;e, fromwe can,a loig-cabi
nbuitolda castl
sky-scraper
;
andair. weAsngcanforfrommake
t
grow
as
n
deed,
e
s
i
n
the
makeititblaopalom,m,andor anbearoak,ripore anfruiorangetreen a;
andmoment;
if theinldeed,
athetter,tree,wewewecancancanmake
t
,
wi
t
hi
make it emulate the marvelous tree of the
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Apocal
ch bare twel
vyear'
e manner
ofe fruiin at moment.
every year;Nowbutwiwe,thoutin
ourwishimingynpse,ds,to cannagwhiperform
the
s
mi
r
acl
theedge,braiwhat
n-psychol
othigisnts,k goesI shoulon, dwhenlikewet9doask,wondrous
purely
from
l
o
ve
of
knowl
they
works
likeone'thiss, head
in ourache,minds?even What
ankwhiof rilt.theWhat
braintakes
-stuff plmustace iben thein.
Itbraimakes
to
thi
when
us say,I atheSanskri
Sanskrit dit cword
forinskulmyl, brain ? And
akin
toif so,then,whereabouts?
GreekI recall, Andlet Have
ti
o
nary
a Shakespeare
gltraceossary,of andanyeverone soofmany
more?
Isolshoul
d
l
i
k
e
to
see
even
the
smal
l
e
st
them,
in a
arButmicifroscope,
or
by
any
other
method.
take thewe matter
natural
ly, miandnd-iasmages,
we actual
lytheknowthinitg,
andbecomesspeakperfectl
ofwe what
can
veri
f
y,
the
then
haveatthewipercei
viwhen
ng consci
owiusness,
before
whitheychcomeI canupcaloflythemsel
upsimmiplnevd-i.es;mages,
l
;
or,
my
l
i
s
rel
axed,nd,
but
there
they
are,
i
n
the
fi
e
l
d
of
tne
mi
I cananother,
take them
there,l themandtomove
themhandlabout,
and wibuithout
ld themhands,up
oneandand onmoul
and
pul
pi
e
ces,
i
n
g
them
myWellwi, lwhat. Butis thethe valbraiune-psychol
ogists deny
theis
widirlectl, asy contrary
adirealng them
thitong?altol human
of
a
system,
whi
c
h
experi
ence? I Itknowis justperfectllike ydenyiwellngthatthatI
Icancanli ftlifitt orthelebook
off
the
tabl
e
,
whereas
wiilt.selThe
proof
doing oofgisitts;
andwho themaywihavel inavebefuddl
actiiot,njustevidntheidiascatesrI heads,
fand, in who
spitewoulofof ialdt lifaisthethen render
psychol
us the
ltheike truth
servic: e.theOnebraimann hasofagenitransmi
us among
the
psychol
o
gi
s
ts
has
expressed
ts the impulses
of theButLilfee,t mewhicgeth isbackbeyondfromthebraibraissinv-mythol
ne. power;ogyit totransmi
themysafeconsciground
of
fact.
The
mi
n
d-i
m
ages
come
up
before
the
fi
e
l
d
of
o
usness.
I cantheicalrl plthemace. up,Thiands is,sendof course,
them away
againand, calmemory
ling up others,
to
take
memory;
i
s
al
w
ays
But the Itclearness
ofonmemory
more
or loness somethi
under theng elcontrol
ofhasthe gone
wil . before.
depends
s
e,
that
depends
clagaiearn
ness
of
i
m
pressi
o
n,
and
thi
s
on
cl
e
arness
of
observati
o
n,
and
thi
s
can eiyt.herInfixthetheformer
mind
ononcase,attenti
it,weor canolen.t easitheIf lymiweremember
ndarepassreadiovernitg; ianitsentence,
fttheoatilantter,glywe,wevaguel
y remember
shallyl hardl
ourof awiconl s.
n
hi
t
wi
the other,ThenliesI whol
one ora page.
all. Ande, I tobegidon theto read
iFort at exampl
overhear
part
Ifcontiit innuetereststo readme, theand page
I turnwordmy realfor atten
word,y
tiandversati
on atinothenthatinendthedirectiInextshalon,lroom.
Iknowmay nothi
prett
n
g
at
al
l
of
i
t
,
but
shal
l
have
a
clear view of what my neighbors in the next room have been talking about.
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kapala,

kephale ?

I

But eattheither begiownnnidinffg,erences,
I couldandperfectl
yturned
well havemy lfuleftl myattentineiognhborsto myto
settl
have
In thatwhencase,cameI shoulto thed haveend taken
itAndin, iandt is ashoulmatterd knowof uniwhatversalit
waspage.
about,
of
i
t
.
experi
ourturnsattentia searchl
on perfectl
ycan, iffixweit plonease;this
can·subjectturnence,oritthat,thithats briwaywengiorcanngthat,itcontrol
as
one
i
g
ht;
to
a
focus,
or
l
e
avi
n
g
i
t
vague,
just
as
we
can
focus soure of eye-si
ght oninthithengsfieonld ofthethemateri
al isplaane.matterTherefore
the
exerci
wi
l
power
mi
n
d
of
common
edge, allthese
doubtsveryof braidoubtsn-psychol
oproof
gists tooftheourcontrary
notwiof withstand
itheknowl
ng. miIndeed,
are
a
freedom
l , andfor
n
d
can
just
as
wel
l
conj
u
re
up
chi
m
eras,
as
vi
s
i
o
ns
of
beauty;
much
thats simhasply passed
forng phiground
losophy,of andchimtheol
ogyin too,the wifordethefiematter
of
that,
i
a
hunti
eras,
l
d
of
the
mind. nTheationmiofnda inCalitvsinpl, aory theis eldetermi
astic enough
toa fibraind nroom
forogithest,
predesti
n
i
s
m
of
-psychol
just
as, in by-goneCerberus,
days, itorfoundthe blroomind fury
for thewitserpent-hai
red Medusa,
orOurthree-headed
h
the
abhorred
shears.
wi
l
s
are
absol
u
te,
i
n
the
regi
o
n
of
mi
n
d-i
m
ages.
We
can
bui
l
d
whate
wedownwilagai, andn, justcan because
then, likwee Setebos
i
n
Browni
n
g'
s
poem,
pul
l
the
whol
wil it,Byfroman effort
sheer capri
ce. on, I can gain
So
that
we
have
these
facts:
of
attenti
a miclenard-piandcturepierciofntheg visame
ew ofobjanyect,objwhose
ect. Iclcan,earnessat thewilsamedependmoment,
painyt
accuratel
onthirthedly,force
wiatthanywh�lcahterI tichoose
tol upexertthismymipower
of attenti
oon.ok atAnd,it.
I
can
m
e,
cal
n
d-pi
c
ture,
and
l
And
I
Such
i
s
the
wonderful
power
of
memory,
as
we
actual
l
y
use
i
t
.
beleffortieveofthatattentimemory
depends,
pois notnt byautomati
point,conat theall ; deljustiberatel
y walexerted
o
n,
and
that
i
t
i
as
our
k;inasg
depends
on
the
i
n
cessant
exerci
s
e
of
attenti
o
n,
and
i
s
not
automati
c
anyone
whoturnedis waloff.kinWeg upstai
rsy may
convi
ncemuchhimselthef, feetif thedependlight onis
suddenl
y
hardl
real
i
z
e
how
thethe ceasel
ceaseleessss viviggiillaancence ofof thethemieyes,nd, theandconsci
how omuch
the eyesact·depend
on
usl
y
exerted
of
atten
tion. So much for memory, which is the basis of so very much of our
life.n byNowa silemt pluse turn
to another
facul
ty,a even
moree, wonderful
.
Letusmentalsay,us begi
i
l
u
strati
o
n.
Thi
n
k
of
red
appl
resti
n
g,
l
e
t
onouta whiin Oregon.
te table-clNow
oth, thia finnke,ofplaump,greencriapplmsone, aapplRhodee, suchIslandas
they
grow
Greenisetng,besiif dyoue it, onwistheh; whiveryte good
andoth, sweet,
andappldaie,natilReiy flnaettevored.du
Now
tabl
e
-cl
a
yel
l
o
w
Canada,e, brown,
for exampl
brightinyelflalovor.w whenLookit atis rialpl e.fourNowof them,
add a sirusset
appl
sweet,e,nutty
tting
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there
mind. a Now
youandarea brown
conscioappl
us ofe,
twoclearlthiybefore
ndigs.stinyou,
yel
l
o
w
Figuirst,shedinyouthbyeseefitheielad red,rof coltheaors.green,
f
And
second,
and
thi
s
i
s
o
tremendous
imalportance,
youin spiarete aware
ofr dithefference
fact, byof whatever
process,are
that
they
are
l
appl
e
s,
of
thei
col
o
rs.
You
ablthat,e toandlaytotheobtaigreenn aapplcomposi
e upontetheimage,red, twhihe cyelh loshalw andl bethenonebrownof them,
upon
ornotialonl of"applthem,e," whia general
chever abstracti
you wishon,tonocalparti
l it ; cbutular whiapplche, shalandl beat thethe
time alactil appl
es.however
This, Icompl
belieeve,x. iIts therestsbasipris mofariallyl onreasonithe npower
g, all
isame
noftellaleyictual
v
i
t
y,
ntge onemind-iminmd-iage,magejustonasanother,
andographers
thus gradual
lyupbuialdcomposi
ing up tae
composi
our
phot
bui
l
d
phot
ograph ofit themaycolbe.lege-girl, or the presidential candidate, or the actor,
or whatever
And intotakithings process,
two factorssoenterto speak;
: the andsimplthene imtheage-maki
nvge
power-the
of
the
photographs,
sel
e
cti
power, whitogether,
ch gathers,all theso actto osay,rs together,
all the andcollethen
ge-gimakes
rls together,
all thete
statesmen
the
composi
piikceness;
ture intoeachdiscerncase.unitThiy; ands reststhis,priit mseems
arily tono me,theispower
toy spiperceiritualve
lpower,
a
purel
kind of anddivinthene intuiwetibrion,nga them
divinatiupon.to theWeoraclgatheerin ourthe miminndd,
pithecturesdivinatogether,
initgy, power,
whiycihngpronounces
thatchcertai
ndipivicntures
have apiecom
mon
qual
an
underl
uni
t
y
,
t
o
whi
t
h
i
s
i
n
g
power
rces
wiis texactl
h unerriy what
ng skiI lhave. Mycalown
bel, aiedifviisn,e thatand thispisritpower
of dissomethi
cernmentng
l
e
d
i
t
ual
power,
Divinliitfe.y itself, which dwells in us, and which is the basis of all our
iofntelthelPerhaps
ectual
ing, andofatnumberi
the sameng,tiofmecounti
the sinmgplup.est expres
siil ounstrate.
of thisIf,facultheinstead
tmost
y, isofstrithetakikprocess
Letgreen,us
n
g
four
appl
e
s
of
di
ff
erent
col
o
rs,
red,
yelorderlowofandthebrown-and
we; may
note,calinledpassiup nourg, thatwemhave
gotsomethe
col
o
rs
correct
we
have
mi
n
d-i
age
of
forty lines back,
wialthout
error;samelecolt usor, take
inforstead,examplI say,e, andfourlet orus
half-a-dozen
appl
e
s,
l
of
the
green
setcan them
iandn a count
row, ,onfromthe begiwhintenitablng teo-clend,oth one,of ourtwo,mi. thnree,d-fielfour,
d. Now
wex
begi
n
fi
v
e,
si
green
;asandwelwel asrecogni
zer thebeinfactg applthates,theandsixbeiapplng egreen.
s are relThey
ated
byhaveposithiappltsioin,ens common,
by
thei
that they are numbered off along our scale. This
is natural
enumerati
o
n.
But we mayof ourhavealppurel
the numbers
habet.y artiEvenficiailf enumerati
there be aon,certaisuchn as,naturalfor exampl
firstnesse,
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about ia,s noas natural
being thesecondness
first soundaboutthatb,comes,
when
wenatural
open ourthir'dness
mouths,or
there
sti
l
l
e
ss
any
we choose
tothought;
arrange andthemwethus,keepinthemour
miifourthness
nn thatds, alorder
ongabouttheindefiidcealandnitscaleld.y.e ofYetAndnumber
i
n
our
on thiesx purel
y artiarrangement
ficial or subjof words
ective
enumerati
o
n
depends
a
thi
n
g
as
compl
as
the
imayn a bedicarranged
tionary, where
assimmany
asan,aandhundred
thousand
different; words
words
on
thi
s
pl
e
pl
are,
i
n
fact,
so
arranged
standi
nbeneath,
g for practi
cnalthely everythi
nwhig cinh theare under
heavenstheabove,
andan epiintomethe
earth
and
i
waters
earth:
of theve enumerati
universe, oinn, briimeposed
f. Andon thein vilertters
tue of_by thethe purel
y weidealcanandat once
sub
jecti
mi
n
d,
fiofndanythi
any oneng inofheaven
the hundred
thousand
wordsbeneath.
in theThus
dictiothenary,sinthegle name
above
or
the
earth
inteles
lusectualto master,
principletoofpermeate,
numberintog, whicontrolch hasthenonames
externalof equiall thivalnegs,nt, enabl
andanyto
calwordl upinanythe onedictiatonaryexactlatywithel , wirigththinmoment.
For
we
can
l
o
ok
up
a few seconds.
Thus
the
si
n
gl
e
spi
r
i
t
ual
fact
of
enumerati
onncontrol
spialelrcitheseng mental
varied
words,
and
domi
n
ates
them
compl
e
tel
y
.
Looki
g
wi
t
h
viplasceioninattheanyentiword,re number
we perceisystem,
ve, wiittshiexact
n the plword,
itstheinvidiscibtiloenary,
and idandeal
a
ce
i
n
wein some
look very
it up siatmonce,
and fiaccordi
nd it. ngI have
no doubt
thatsystem
memoryof clclaassissifificeas
i
l
a
r
way,
to
some
natural
tion Butwhithech ipoinheresnt I wiin sthih tongs,make,all theis thiobjects
wein observe.
s
:
that,
algil neffecti
ve mental
actiimageon, uptherebeforeare twothe barelements.
The
fi
r
st
i
s
the
bri
n
g
of
the
mindct
of
the
i
n
tui
t
i
o
n.
The
second
i
s
,
the
verdi
giofvtheen byminthed iminage,
tuitiojustn, theas oracl
e, whicnhe determi
nespltheace nature
and ivaln theue
we
determi
the
exact
of
a
word
diofctidiosnary,
when thiwes loinokneratoracl
the word.
Ispibelriiteualve thipower,
s intuiatiopower
n, thisofpowerdis
cernment,
e
,
i
s
a
cerni
a poweror theof percei
vinmayg realbetruth.
It may
beil ;usedbut iwelt isl
orcapablil n, gejustrealof beiasvalntheuges,usedhands
tongue
used
wel
l
or
supremely orator
well, asofPhithediPylas oriansRaphael
used
their
hands;AndorIasamthefurther
sweet-tongued
used
hi
s
speech.
convithisncedpowerthatofeveryone
inngstitruth,
nctivelofy beldetermi
ieves hinimng
selfreal tovalbeuespossessed
of
di
s
cerni
; Andeven I thecannotdoubtersee howbelievesthis hepowerreallyof knows
thatg truth,he doesthis
notfaculknow.
knowi
n
which akiis ntheto measure
ofofthetheuniuniverse,
canakinbetoanythi
ngvinbute. aI
dicannot
vinteypower,
the
Rul
e
r
v
erse,
the
Di
f in pos
session concei
of truth,ve orhowablthee tobraiattain-psychol
n to truth,ogiswhit canle belbelieievivenghithatmselconsci
ousT H E R ELIGION OF TH E WILL
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ness is butof athefumeunivoferse?the braiHown. shoulHowd shoul
d a hatful
of pulrelpatibeontheat
measure
i
t
s
fumes
have
any
anybraimoren-psychol
than theogissteam
ofvesa thatkettlehiiss asystem
measureis oftrue;truth?he
Yetbelall itoeveseventruth,in thetruth;
t
bel
i
e
andthathetouchstone
is right, because
hescerns
has ingoldeedd fromwithindross,him that
that
wonderful
oracl
e
,
whi
c
h
di
real measure·
of thiheterodox
ngs, thatmaker
voice ofofthefoolDiisvhinsystems
e, which idecls justaresasingood
fallible
oracl
e
s.
Every
witnessctioforn ofthitrue
s diviknowl
ne faculedge,ty, asof isknowi
the seer,
the sage.and Forthis heconvihasctitheon
convi
n
g
truth;
couldSoneverwe haveconceithivabls diyviarinesoracl
e bute.fromAnd,thebyfaculvirtuety ioftselitf,. we make order
among
the
mi
n
d-i
m
ages.
We
percei
v
e
real
rel
a
ti
o
ns,
we
see
uni
t
y
ami
d
diweversihavety, awesecond
gather,uniweversegarner,
weourrange.minds,Andbut ata luz:tast,iverse,little clbyassilifittled,e,
wi
t
hi
n
ordered,
y avaiy availablelablate. eachIt ispoiperfectl
nt, justy trueas each
wordimagein theof
that
the
dithectiunionaryverseinistantl
s iinnstantl
the miseennds before
of mostin oftheusmatter
is notoftruefoodnorandreal;thebutmatterthat ofis
because,
as
we
have
sex,ldweminhaved-images
free wiin lheterogeneous
, the power toconmisfusiuseon,as piwelle lupon
as topiuse.le, likWee moncan
buistrous
clButoud-castl
es,vinjustg power
as easioflytruth
as weis caneverbuiatldwork,orderedand ediwifil cesbrinofg
the
dri
truth.
us inJustthe endone towordobeymore,
our oraclas toes,thiasswedrishalving-power
l later see.of truth. We saw,
in speakiwinlg carry
of theanysearchspecifores ifood,
that corner
the natural
driglvionbe;g-power
of
hunger
n
to
every
of
the
and
we
quoted
thea natural
moles, idrin thevingmipower
dst of ithein ther blmiind,nd,patheti
c compel
pilgrimsage.everyWelonel,
there
i
s
whi
c
h
eterest,as weunticanl ourourconsci
consciousness
ousnessrealoflytheis compl
universe,ete,
of uswhitochmakewil asnotcompl
andextendi
l
e
t
us
inheaven
cluding,above,
the entiandretyin ofthethiheaven
ngs, notof onlheavens.
y in the earth
beneath,AsnIgbutwrito,itnande,thea dauntl
essaimari
ner others
is hasteniarenplg utoward
then theNorthdepthsPolofe.
Others
are
navi
g
ati
n
g
the
r
.
Yet
ngi
n
g
i
the sea.restEachuntil onewe ihave
s drivalenl knowl
by thiesdge.sameIntoimpelhildindeng power,
whipsychi
ch wicall
never
real
m
s,
ritual,onethatwiforce
l drivHie us,gh. until we enter the Holy of Holies,
andand spibecome
th thewiMost
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CHARLES JOHNSTON.
( To be continued. )

THE HINDU=ARYAN THEORY
OP EVOLUTION.

IDof wethe need
anyator,proof
oftle theof thedifficveryultiesinthat
beset
thetle book
path
transl
the
ti
teresti
n
g
l
i
t
Dr. Rajtions,an hasfor gihevencalus,ls itwoulthe d"Hifurnindu-Aryan
sh it, by Theory
its misuse
D thatof preposi
EvolInutiospeaki
n." ng of the sacred books of the East, Dr. Rajan says that
when
thefail techni
calitiestheusedideasin those
books
areandliteralthely coherence
translated,of"theythe
often
to
convey
of
the
author,
thought
is tolost.gi"ve Thithe s spiis riperfectl
y than
true, thebut liettter,is equal
ltransl
y trueatorthatmayin
thelose effort
t
rather
the
Dr.of ourRajdefianciquotes
asMiicompl
etelsayiy ntheg, "Wereal aremeaniconstantl
ng of ythemadeauthor.
Max
l
e
r
as
aware
enciofes
imeani
n beinng,g unabl
e
to
catch
and
render
accuratel
y
the
mi
n
ute
shades
whether
of inspischool
red seers
ofosophy.
the Upani
shads,
ormosttheimacute
We
reasoners
of
the
Vedanta
of
phi
l
fi
n
d
i
t
al
pos
sifromble ttheo giusual
ve a dicloffiseculandties encountered
faithful equibyvaleevery
nt in transl
Engliastor,h." thAndere iapart
sthesethe
fact
poi
n
ted
out
by
Dr.
Raj
a
n,
that
many
of
the
terms
used
i
n
sacred
onlthey tosecret
the students
whom
hebeencalhanded
lbooks
s "tradihavetdown
ionala techni
," from
meanicalgenerati
nmeani
g thosenog,ntoknown
whom
doctri
n
eonalhas"
to
generati
o
n
by
"tradi
t
i
teachers.
Here
the
transl
a
tor
endows
an
Engl
i
s
h
adj
e
cti
v
e
wi
t
h
a
al . meanis command
ng, findinofg theit iEngl
mpossiishblleanguage
to expressis surprihis siidneagly otherwi
se.
Dr.speci
Rajan'
good,
but
he occasi
onallya meani
has tongdraw
upon
hinots ownpossess,resources,
orhasgivthee tousualan
Engl
i
s
h
word
that
i
t
does
and
he
stwhenruggliet shoul
of foreid begnersput wiinthandthewhen
definilteeftartiout.cle, who never seem to know
meretransldetaiator,ls, andmoreonlespeci
y goaltoy, inhedicwho
ate thewouldidffictryultitoes
iembody
n theButpaththethesesubti
of areevery
le every
expressiEnglonsishofmetaphysi
the Sanskriciatninhasa tongue
son bydevoiinvent
d of
these
ni
c
eti
e
s
that
to
begi
iinngadequate
his ownto vocabul
ary as he finds those of his predecessors quite
hi
s
needs.
From
thehastimae lofoftythecontempt
Civil Warforin dates),
India, the deepest
or andyearsmostago
(Dr.
Raj
a
n
iofmportant
sacred oteachi
and then, wereexplaeinatitheronsnotandpubldefiisnheditionsat
the techniof ctheal expressi
ns usedngs, therei
on

3900,

5000

ISI

lecompl
d beforeete theory
they coulofdthebe Evol
circuluatited.on ofThethebooks
contaiandninofg
althel, ortruecancel
and
Cosmos
highesttionalphilc>Teachers,
sophy of"theandHinisdu-Aryans,
is in oralthe lsafey fromkeepitheng
l\of1an,thethe"Tradi
handed
down
Guides (orandGurus)
to the Dita,sciareples.composi
The teVedas,
Upani
scontai
hads, ntheing
Puranas
the
Bhagavad-Gi
works,
each
ous theori
es,beasusedthe keyto iofnterpret
this orth�ithatr phidarklosophy,
MoniThesm, Dual
isem,te
orvari
any
other,
sayi
n
gs.
compl
Gitiota,n, whiandchnevercontaiwinls. A compl
stanzas,ete hasexposinevertion come
intoHingendu
eralBhagavad
ci
r
cul
a
of
the
Aryannted theori
eslaofnguage,
Evoluastiothey
n andhaveInvolalwuaystion,beenhas taught
not thusorallfary bybeenthe
pri"Tradi
itionnalanyTeachers"
to Arttheirofchosen
diYsoga,ciples.according to Dr. Rajan,
The
Sci
e
nce
and
the
Ragawere
to perfecti
on They
by thebegan
earlybyseersstudyior Ringshithes, iprobl
n theemsbegiofnnitheng
ofconstiHibrought
ntutidu-Aryan
hi
s
tory.
n of man,
and hidreaml
s diffeerent
states
of consci
ousness,
wakiwhincg,h
slenableepiendg, hiodreami
n
g,
and
ss
sl
e
ep,
and
the
pri
n
ci
p
l
e
s
mandto ·repeated
rememberexperi
and mrepeat
his arridreams,
etc.the After
cloonsse
observati
o
n
ents,
they
v
ed
at
concl
u
si
upon whitheich rtheymethodsbuiltandupditheiscoverir theori
es ofinitiEvol
utheition.r fittestIn order
to
preserve
e
s,
they
a
ted
students
iItn ithes basedart ofuponRajapsychol
-Yoga,ogiwhicalch("physi
has beencal"kept?) facts,secretandforismany
reasons.
as
di
stinctly
a practiDr. cRajan'
al art sasaimanythi
n
g
we
know
to-day.
inoftheRajpresent
workwhichis dealto sgivwiethan outlTheine ofEvol(Iu)
thetion Theory
or
Sci
e
nce
a
-Yoga,
the Cosmos;
TheandDescent
of Ascent
the UniofverseMan;andandMan,(II)oththeer
wiMethods
se ofknown
as
Invol
u
ti
o
n;
(c)
the
of Man'haves Ascent,
known astothespeakArt ofof Invol
Raja-uYtioga.on andStudents
oftionTheosophy
been
accustomed
Evolderu
as
appl
i
e
d
to
the
progress
of
man
and
the
Cosmos,
and
to
consi
theirAshistory
as folhaslowiforng siitms ilabode
ar lines.the physical body, made up of
the
soul
matericanal thibengs,comprehended.
the origin ofThethesefirthist nobjgs emust
bestudystudiofed thebeforeanciethent
soul
ct
of
theHi"Self.ndu-Aryans
fir"st step ofwasthe theladderconstructi
leadingonusoftothethe Cosmos,
intimate andknowlthiedges studyof theis
Webutwilproceed
not stopat onceto recapi
tulownate solthoseutiontheori
es probl
that eDr.m ofRajcreaan
rejects,
to
hi
s
of
the
tion, which hewithout
states itasselffolundergoi
lows: "That
whiessenti
ch giavleschange
rise toisil Para
usory
phenomena
n
g
any
Brahman, or the Efficient Cause."
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(a)

(b)

As(whithe csunh answers
radiatestoligwhat
ht andweheat,call so"thePara-Brahman,
or theatesEffiCosmicientc
Cause
Absol
u
te")
radi
Consci
o
us
Energy
or
Wi
l
(Aksharum),
and
Cosmi
c
Matter
(Mul
a

prakri
g the Hindu Tribecause
nity. These
twooneenergiwitehs iaret. Atunbornthe
andtime endlofti),Cosmi
essformiincnPara-Brahman,
they
are
Actiworks
vity thiass theCosmiCosmi
c Consci
ous( Ishwara
Energy orcombithenLogos).
es with
Cosmi
c
Matter,
and
c
Ego
InHe consti
tutiKnower;
on this HeCosmiis cBlEgoiss. iAss AlHel-Knowl
edge;entanglHeedisinRealmatter,BeinHeg;
i
s
the
i
s
not
is holy,nandg. Thifrees isfromthe fipairstnEgo
, andin inthecharacter
iands Uniallversal
, Egos
and Alarel
Pervadi
Cosmos,
other
nity," Cosmi
ctheory
ConsciisouscalEnergy
is tam,one
butroot Hiofstherefl"Hiectigohest
n. InSelthef" ("TriIshwara).
Thi
s
l
e
d
Adwai
or pureDifferenti
Monisam.tion takes place when Cosmic Activity springs from
thecausesCosmithecexiEgostenceand ofil mtheninthree
es Cosmistatesc Matter,
andcalthileds i"Tri
l umi-guna,
nation"
of
matter
namel
y "l\and1ental"VitMatter"
(Satva-Guna),
"VitalandSensethey Matter"
(Raja
Guna),
al
Matter"
(
Tamo-Guna),
are
al
l
atomiThec condireflteiction.on of the Cosmic Ego upon the different statesin theof
matteras hasvarigiedvenreflriesctie otonsthearewholgiveenCosmos
in all miitsrdirors.fferentThikisngdoms,
just
by
di
ff
erent
i
s
why
theof theCosmiunicvEgo
is And
said tonowbe forthe the"Materieffectal Cause"
forLigtheht upon
appearance
erse.
of
Hi
s
these
different
states
of
·
m
atter.
I. TheMatter,refl"ecaused
ction ofthetheinherence
CosmicofEgo,a portioronSupreme
Beitherei
ng, onn,
"Mental
of
Hi
m
self
anddualthisEgoportiinoherin itss caleveryled anproperty
IndividofualtheEgoCosmi(Jivca-Atma).
Thiy,s Para
Indi
viBrahman,
Ego,
namel
a portiof three,
on 6f Para-Brahman
Cosmic ConscioroustheEnergy,
andCauseCosmiisccommon
Matter.
Into thiboths group
Effi
c
i
e
nt
the Energy)
Cosmic andare intheheriIndited vbyidualall Ego;
theual other
tworectl(that
is
Matter
and
Indi
v
i
d
Egos
di
y
from
the Cosmiin ctheEgo.indiviThidualsiziednheristateted isporticalloend "Vri
of thetti," Cosmi
c theConsciDoctorous
Energy
whi
c
h
transl
actesMatter
as "Indiis vcalidlualed "Karana
ConsciousSariEnergy;
" thech heinhericaltleds "Priportimoordin ofal
Cosmi
r
a,
"
whi
Matter.
" This iiss theenvelfiorstped,stateandofcombi
Matternedinwiwhith chwhithech Indiit ivsidcalualledConan
sciIndiousvidualEnergy
Ego.
Thi
s
Indi
v
i
d
ual
Consci
o
us
Energy
i
n
i
t
s
turn
i
l
u
mi
n
es
through
itofs veithel of"IntelPrilmect"ordi(Buddhi)
al Matter,andand"thethis Miil unmid."na
tiMental
on The
causesMatter
the
exi
s
tence
differentiation of the Intellect and the Mind takes place after
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on ofutitohne Indi
vnotidualtoEgo;
therefore
thesethetwCosmi
o princ ciEgo.ples
beltheTheongmani
tlatterofestati
ihasts Invol
and
the
Evol
u
ti
o
n
of
her "Intel
lect"If itnorhad,"Miitnd"woulindan inadilvimidiualtedizedbeinstate,
aslargerthe man,
Indivisubject
dualneitEgo
has.
g, a
t
o
bi
r
t
h
and
deat
h
.
Therefore
there
i
s
no
such
thingII.as The
"UnireflversalectioMin ofnd.the" Cosmic Ego on Vital-Sense-Matter (Raja
Guna)
causes Udana,
the exiSamana,
stence ofandtheApana.
five ViThese
tal-Sense-Forces,
namel
y,
Vyana,
Frana,
are
t
h
e
vehi
c
l
e
s
that
They
are
the
seats
of
convey
sensati
o
n
t
o
the
Mi
n
d
and
the
Intel
l
e
ct.
"Ignorance"
joinboditly eands in several
ly, oandus aspects.
are the instruments by which
we govern
our
thei
r
vari
III.causesThe threfle exiectisotence
n of ofthetwoCosmiforces,c Egothe onTransformi
Vital Matter
(Tamoand
Guna)
n
g
Force,
thethe fiDelve uVisivtale Force.
Thein Transformi
nigt diForce
causes
thethe exiexisstence
ofof
El
e
ments*
thi
s
wi
s
e:
r
ect
l
y
causes
tence
Akasa;causesAkasaPricauses
Vayu;
VayuthesecauseselementsTejas;is Tejas
causes
Apu,uncomand
Apu
t
hi
v
i
.
Each
of
i
n
vi
s
i
b
l
e
i
n
an
bicondinedtistate,
and these
even theElecombi
natibeloonngof talo l thefive iinsviinsiviblseiblworl
e underd. Every
certain
o
ns,
for
ments
thing weeartsee,h ; Apu,
however,water;is dueTejas,to ltheiight,r combi
noratifiorns.e; Vayu,
Literalwilyn,dPriorthiaivr i;
means
heat,
space.atiThere
iquis note equimisvlealadientng.for These
these te"Elrmsements"
in Engliaresh,
andtheAkasa,unithetether
ls iofteraldiorfftransl
o
n
i
s
statesdiandfferentqualresul
itiests.of matter,
andng towhenHindu-Aryan
combined
Accordi
iscin edincefferenteveryways"Elerent
produce
ofthemodern
chemistry isThea combi
nivatie oIonn ofofthesethe
fiElveectronVital theory,
Elements,ement"
even
gas
hydrogen.
posi
t
is thefor negati
"Akasa"ve Ionsof ofHidindu-fferentAryanqualpsychol
ogy.theyTheare
other
four
may
stand
i
t
i
e
s,
but
notVitaltheEliedments
entical are.things,Akasa
and areis theonlybasicitsedofto them
give anall,idandea oftherewhatcanthesebe
no combi
ation of anyngorForce"
all without
Akasa.Sakti) has four aspects,
Thethe n"Serpenti
"Transformi
(Vi
k
shepa
"IntForce.
egratin"g
Force;" The(3) tfuncti
he "DionnesinofForce"
tegratthe inSerpenti
g Kundal
Force,ne"i Force
andSakti)is; ttheo2)keep"Ilthelutsory
ne Indicoilevdidualup,
Ego,
the
Intel
l
e
ct,
the
Mi
n
d,
and
the
fi
v
e
Vi
t
al
Sense-Forces
orbothenveltheoped,positasive itandwere,thetonegati
formveanpolenties ty,of andthatbesientidtesy. thiAgais, itnacts, theseas
the acllothisensesng ofandthethVie torgans
al-Sense-Forces,
iform
nto speci
of senses.and enable them to evolve
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be

( I)

(

r.

*

Akasa, Vayu, Tejas, Apu, and Prithivi.

( 4)

(

Thewhenfuncti
owern ofbecomes
the Integrati
nt,ginForce
isprocess
to causewe afinthid naddig to
grow,
as
a
fl
o
a
frui
whi
c
h
tigravionaltatibulvek adjustment.
and weight, change in color, expansion in dimensions, and
ontheof thedisappearance
DisintegratiofngaForce
is to eliminate excessive
material,The
orThetofuncti
cause
thi
n
g.
functitheonrealof thehidden,Illusoryand tForce
is theto show
one. Itthiconceal
ng fors
another,
to
keep
o
show
unreal
the cause
and showsof thethe ieffect.
The
process
nvolTheutioIndin ofvidtheualdiEgofferentil umistatesnes ofMentmattal eMatter,
r then,
may
be
summed
up
thus:
ariVidtalthus-Sense-Forces
causes theconjexiositence
ofththetheIntelSerpenti
lect andne Force,
the Mishind.ne upon
The fitheve
n
tl
y
wi
that it becomes
compl
etelyindisubservi
entand"to isthem.not
Mind Intelwithlectsuchis power
The
the
spectator
of
al
l
thi
s
,
but
r
ectl
y
,
entangl
ed priin ntheiciplresclwhiutchesch make
as theupMia nperfect
d is, alunembodi
though itedbelentiongsty. toThithes
group
of
stumblname
ing blforocksit ithan
n the"Ignorant
path of theEntitransl
ator,
asAjentiaDr.tn),y forms
Rajalthough
an onecan ifitofnwoul
dtheno dbetter
t
y"
(Pra
seem
ase theif heprocess
meantofbyitsitrei, thencarnati
reincarnati
ng
Ego,
because
he
goes
on
to
descri
b
o
n.
The
biresulrthtsplofacetheanddeedsthe ofciricumstances
ofanditsitparents
arect todetermi
nanded rebiby therth
t
s
past
l
i
v
es,
i
s
subj
e
death
over
again until the Individual Ego attains that knowledge
whichTheandleadsresulovertotsAtonement.
ofto obtai
the unmeri
toris oknowl
us deeds
of past lives cause the fol
lowing obstacl
e
s
n
i
n
g
thi
e
dge:
They causeit, andoneittso relforgetationortoigthenoreCosmi
one's cownEgo,Egoone(Jihasva-Afirtma).
Tolea�nunderstand
sttiotno
these
theori
e
s
of
the
Evol
u
ti
o
n
of
the
Cosmos,
and
the
Invol
u
of the UniTheversesufferiandngsMan.of this life are in proportion to the unmeritorious
intoone'perform
s past many
life. Inmeriorder
to deeds.
obtain a happy life in
thedeedsfutureperformed
one
has
t
ori
o
us
Forgetful
n
ess,
whi
c
h
i
s
the
characteri
s
ti
c
of
the
Mi
n
d,
and
Ignorance,
whilocseh theis theknowlcharacteri
stione'c ofs ownthe fiIndive vViidualtal-Sense-Forces,
cause
one
to
e
dge
of
Ego,and anddeaths.its
relIn aorder
tion toto theavoiCosmi
c
Ego,
and
resul
t
s
i
n
repeated
bi
r
ths
datithions, toonethemustCosmihavec Ego,
direct whicognichtialononeof one'
s Indione vfrom
idual
Ego
and
i
t
s
rel
frees
theHappipainness.of"repeated
binrgthsmeriandtorideaths,
and enables one to enjoy "Eternal
By
doi
o
us
deeds
(thiways
ifors thelearnionlyngtracethe ofsecretanythis ofngthethie Transformi
cal in this nsystem)
one
prepares
the
g Force. The first secret is,
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with unselfish motive

ISS

how
nies Force
helps oftheIntegrati
Vital-Sense-Forces
tois ensnare
the
Miof nDid;thesithenteSerpenti
second
the
process
o
n;
the
thi
r
d
the
process
gration,When
and thethesefourthfaculitsiesthehaveIllubeen
sory acqui
processred,ofonethebecomes
Trans
formi
n
g
Force.
of one's own previous life, and that of others
alablso.e Theto readDeluthesiverecords
Force denies the existence of anything that is not
perceptiThibslefirtost ourpartsenses.
of theofHithendu-Aryan
theory
of theis Evol
uwedtion byof thethe
Cosmos
and
the
Descent
Uni
v
erse
aqd
Man,
fol
l
o
second
part,
on
the
Ascent
of
Man.
It
begi
n
s
wi
t
h
an
anal
y
si
s
of
the
body,andandthought
the defiofnitasioncontai
of ning thewhicsoulh weashavea scabbard
been usedconto
calphysi
ltains caal sword,
y metaphor.
Butdes theDr. physi
Rajancaldefibodynes in"Kosa"
asaspects
"matterof matter:
in anya veryform( faulorthetstate"
and
di
v
i
to Thefive
physi
c
al
body,
"Ana-Maya-Kosa
;
"
(2
Life-Sustai
ningMano-l\
Body1aya-Kosa
(the Astral),
"Prana-Maya-Kosa
" ("VijMinanand,
or
;
"
"Manas,
Intel
l
e
ct,
Buddhi
Maya-Kosa")
andns the(5) word
Bliss Maya,
(or "Ananda-Maya-Kosa").
(Each
of thesefact
dithat
visithese
ons contai
and
woul
d
seem
to
poi
n
t
to
the
varinoted aspects
ofs thematterpredomiarenbutant inumber
l usions,inonethisandphiallolsophy:
.)
Fi
v
e
and
seven,
i
organs
and systems areof thefive,human
bodytal Elareements
dividedareintofivfie,vethegroups,
thethestituents
Vitalof-Sense-Forces
the
Vi
conwil
Mi
n
d
are
fi
v
e,
the
states
of
Consci
o
usness
are
fi
v
e.
It
bebasireadi
ly theseenhithatghestthesedivisicloanssiofficatiman,ons therest"Bluponiss-Body,
a purel" yDr.materi
anl
s
,
and
Raj
a
expl
ains,degree
is a stateof of"Holconsciy Man")
ousnessclienarlwhiy cunderstands
h a "BrahmathatVarithere
shtan"is(theno
hidiffghesterence
This "difrom
rect
between
them Eternal
Cosmic EgoBliss,andandtheasIndithivsidstate
ual Ego.is enjoyed
cogni
t
i
o
n"
gi
v
es
hi
wiattrithibnutethe"Body"
premis(Kosa)
es of "Pri
mordiatol BlMatter"
( Karana-Sari
ra), the
i
s
added
i
s
s,
maki
n
g
"Ananda-Maya
Kosa."As" Cosmic Matter (l\1ula-Prakriti) is the fountain-head of all the
states
ofthematter
inn-head
the Uniofvtheerse,diffsoerentis Pristatesmordiofal matter
Matterin( anKarana
Sari
r
a)
fountai
indiin
vithedualphysi." cAal body,
BrahmawhenVariheshtanhas orexpiHolatedy Man
of
the
hi
g
hest
degree
althatl theheresulhastsbecome
of his ·onepreviwiousth
deeds,
becomes
a
Vi
d
eha-Mukta,
meani
n
g
CosmiItc wiConsci
oreadi
us Energy,
andthat freethis from
matter
oflosophy
any sort.is absolutely
l
be
l
y
seen
system
of
phi
materi
and self-centered
that no glforimmerthe ofsakebrotherl
into it.al Good
deeds are to andbe performed
of acquiy lroinveg enters
merit,
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Kosa,

sheath,

r)

)

;

(4 )

( 3)

"withofantheunselchifildsihshmotipromive,"seofthatcourse,a spliefndioned canpresentmanageshoulitd. beIt hiremis whonds
onecoul
ten consecuti
vorie morni
ngs offoratheredsakefoxofwiathout
thibalnakinceng
ofto one'
hids thitais ncredi
l.k forTot, heap
up
meri
t
o
us
deeds
good
y unselmifisnhd,motievenve, when
involvesDr.a mental
aginaivlieltyy disuggests
fficult butithatndeedwithethtoamoreperfectl
the meriwestern
Rajtimane
t
ori
o
us
deeds
you
do,
the
l
e
ss
you wiButl have
to doisunmeri
toriostorehouse
us ones! of information on the nature
the
book
a
perfect
andThethe expl
univaerse,natioandn oftheall key"phenomena"
to many anisoccul
t secret
liigeshtliyn
iveiofts lman
pages.
there,
very
l
ed, butHowneverthel
ess ihowmpossidiffiblecultot thatper form
byg, anyDr. butRajathen expltraianineds,
student.
l
o
ng
and
trai
n
i
n
andutterthiabsurdi
s is onety, ofandtheworse,
most valtheuablabsole thiuntegsdanger,
in the book,
asmany
showiofng thethe
of
so
pseudo-Raj
a-Yueogaof systems
thatto ahavestudentsprungof Theosophy,
up of late years
among
us.
The
chi
e
f
val
the
book
i
s
the
cl
e
ar
and
ofinitterpretati
s thought,onandoftheSanskri
light tit terms.
throws onDr.variHolousmesdiffioncecult
poisailogidnctsalthatbysequence
athe new
all sacredforbooks
needed tocalbewride-pol
iscris begiptures.nning towords
be asofnecessary
the theosophi
tingsariaszed,forandotherit
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KATHARINE HILLARD.

uAn overthrow which redounds to the glory of God is not defeat,
but victory. Nor indeed is such an overthrow any genuine overthrow,·
any more than prostration is a fall, or self-sacrifice destruction. Bear
witness, Gethsemane and Calvary !"
CHRISTINA RosSETTI.

THE RELIOIONS OF JAPAN.

Eascannot,
of thehirelstoryigio;ntheof detai
Japanls
ancient.in anyJapantrueitselsense,
f has speak
no obscure

and it is obvia composi
ous thatte "itrinbtheal peopl
begine.
W niofng"its growth
the inhabiaretantseasy,represented

Among trimyths,
bal peoplande when
are althewaysJapanese
to be arefoundhistoriscattered
surviwith,valthese
s of
legendary
c
al
l
y
met
myths
have
al
r
eady
taken
on
permanent
form.
We
real
i
z
e
al
m
ost
wi
t
h
century
ofnatiouronalownhierastorybriinsgsasusyoung
to theas"priChrimsi
titidiavsnie"mayty.relthatiThegiontheglofamorsecond
a peopl
e
whose
ofstorythe ofFara Eaststate falbegils naway;
we arethefaceRoman
to faceempiwitrhe
thehad records
of
the
hi
ni
n
g
when
diaofn, Daior Aryan
records,
those
of
Shisun'nsto,faloriltheegn.in )earlAsareycompared
relmodern.
igion ofwiThattheth Dravi
peopl
e
Ni
p
pon
(or
l
a
ti
d
of
the
theidir mrootsly perceiwereveinit,theoffersfar nopastpromiis nose
doubt
true;
but
that
far
past,
as
we
of inWespiratifinodn,oursel
affordsves noin clleoeway
foration,spinotritualonlaspiy toratipriomn.itive symbolism,
se
rel
butis nothito nprig minititheve concepti
ons of(whithechcoarsest
andthegrossest
kind.ous There
earl
y
books
represent
fi
r
st
consci
effort
ofto suggest
the peoplanye ofhigherNipponinfluence
to construct
a
basi
s
for
thei
r
rel
i
g
i
o
us
hope)
thaninthatwhiofch nature
worshimerep in wonder
its crudestat
form,
that
i
s
to
say,
i
n
the
form
i
t
suggests
ordi
ngs without sufficient mental development to inquire
intonRelhiaryddeniablhappeni
causes.
with regard
toera,thisbutnature
worshi
p dates
back
tois athecentury
middleeandiofnformati
thea halfsixothlnater,century
of
our
the
fi
r
st
actual
.
document
when,onChithatnesecomposi
influencete alformreadywhiestabl
isshed,tin
theguishesreligitioto-day
n of Japan
had
taken
c
h
di
. .Shintoiandsm,Buddhi
the waysm,ofthethewayGods;of Confuci
alniect,sm,werethe waythe
ofthreefol
moralditystrands
or order,
the
i
n
tel
spitheritpriualmitiy.tiveThebelieformati
vebleperi, concrete,
od was
lobecti
ong. vThate, comiwhingchinofwasto Japanese
young,
f,
tangi
wiinttelh ltheect islnoflwluences
of an anciChientncia vstood
iliza
tiason,theof embodi
necessimtyentgaveofcontact
way;
y
awakened:
order,es olharmony,
relloasophy
tionshipestabl
. Itsishedcosmogony
was
al
r
eady
many
centuri
d
,
i
t
s
phi
beyond
dispute,It offered
its historythusthatto anof iconquest
and
unri
v
al
l
e
d
ambi
t
i
o
n.
.
gnorant and debased people (a people slowly
zs8

aribrought
sing outaboutof triin btheal condi
tioway,ns inbyto unithety),supremacy of oneUnipeculty hadiar tribeenbe,
usual
aundertribe,thein ltheeadershi
casep ofofJapan,
apparentl
y
comi
n
g
from
the
southwest,
ad man
greater othan
hithes felcomilows,ng empi
who,re.by Ofhis
recogni
z
ed
superi
o
ri
t
y
l
a
i
the
foundati
n
of
sntsconquest
find traces
inwastheaJiconqueror
mnu myth, named
not, as Jiamrecent
scholthatar
poithiconquest
out,didthatweoccurthere
ever
nu,
but
under a certain leadership around which grew up
mythsSuchandarelegends.
in factso enshri
the beginedninningsfolkof-loreall bore
history,specibutal relin athetioncaseto theof
Japan
the
events
futurequitevoly. uKorea,
tion of afromrace,whisubmerged
as itnowere,doubtby aChipeoplnesee ofcivimilimense
anti
c
h
quarter
zatiasona
entered
Ni
p
pon,
was
i
n
the
si
x
th
century
l
a
rgel
y
Buddhi
s
ti
c
-and
result weze thehavepurea hybriteachid nrelg igofionthein founder.
which it iProbabl
s exceediy nnoglyreldiigffiiocnulthasto
recogni
suffered
so much from
amalgamati
onallasobservers
Buddhism.of lItsife, central
doctri
ne
ofin Impermanence
commends
i
t
to
and
no
doubt,
large imeasure,
accountspractiforce as,its foradoptiexampl
on bye, thenatioChins nnatural
ly theso
opposed
n
theory
and
ese
and
Hindoos.
people yappear
to orecogni
ze myths
in are theifounded
r mostupon
strikinitg.
experiPrience.mitiveProbabl
the
maj
ri
t
y
of
thethe dormant
miaginndatirecordsthesuffihappeni
ng,awakbut
does
not
as
yet
i
n
qui
r
e
cause;
i
m
o
n
i
s
not
c
i
e
ntl
y
Many
centuri
es mayouspassspeculbefore,
in strict irelt does
ationsotoriitsse,evoltheubitirothn,
aened.
tri
b
e
shal
l
ri
s
e
to
consci
a
ti
o
n-when
ofintuia tspiionalritualacceptance:
religion follInowsJapan
and consci
oquius tspecul
atiothatn is thiaccompani
ed byin
i
t
i
s
e
cl
e
ar
s
moment
race
evola conquered
ution wasracenot(orevenratherimmiuponnentmany
whenassoci
an alatedien tripeoplbes)e aimcentral
posed
upon
relideaigiowasus idharmony,
ea. The order-not,
conqueror beibengitofcleChiarlnyeseunderstood,
derivation,thethisidcentral
ealdveof
theunivAryan,
of
uni
t
y
as
uni
v
ersal
,
but
the
i
d
ea
of
order
i
n
the
objec
erse.
Chiectineseve relidealigiopresented,
n was in theandmaiinnearlobjecti
ve; in Taoireligsmiononlwey
�as
the
subj
y
Japanese
fithend condi
no trace
ofof iJapan'
ts domis noutward
ant transcendental
ism.it is Such
atlittlanye sigratenificantare
t
i
o
ns
hi
s
tory,
and
not
a
toa peopl
comparee, superi
the resul
ts offroma relexternal
igious ideasources,
alien toandthethose
earlieofst tradi
tnionatelns ofy
m
posed
one
i
concei
v
ed
by
the
peopl
e
themsel
v
es.
In
Japan
the
bl
o
ssom
of
rel
i
g
i
o
n
patriooftism,spiraitualrecogniaspitrioatin oofn ithes theclaireverse.
ms of relPatri
ationshiotispm; iins
iIndis dias,tinthectlytrend
a sentiment but recently born in the mind of the Hindoo; its source is
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change

Something happens :

I S9

notof unirelvigersalious,brotherhood
and its claimiss, arefor heard
only whenin danger.
the deeper aspiration
the
moment,
knownbut thehistoryoldestofdocuments
Japanese arethought
goes back
tothereour
fiisfthnoThecentury,
of
about
A.
D.;
evihowever,
dence thatquestitimoen wasthatrecorded
beforearchithepelsiaxgoth wascentury.inhabiWeted
cannot,
the
Japanese
centurins,es shelearllieheaps
r; we andfind thesuchlikevie;dbutencealiln such
its mythol
oonygy, inemphasi
its geolzesogithecal
remai
testi
m
condintgioarins senas those
ofto athepeoplmentale pristature
mitive iofn thefullytrueevolsense,
not
The
havi
as
yet
v
edes, man.
system
of
worshi
p
whi
c
h
recei
v
ed
i
t
s
name
i
n
l
a
ter
centuri
Shinto,uponthe
was,
when
fi
r
st
encountered
as
hi
s
tory,
based
way
of
the
Gods,
songs,ngchantsdownandthrough oral(or servi
ctes)ion. of undoubtedlis ytheearlyChiorinesegin
comi
tradi
equivaalrsentthatofthethefinearlal y inJapanese
and"Tao.it is" clButaimedwherby
schol
Shi
n
to
is
the
equi
v
al
e
nt
of
or however,
thepelseedago ioftselthif, sorrelwhether
igion wasit cameplanted,as a whether
it
oriever,
g
i
n
ated
wi
n
d-bl
o
w
i
n
the
archi
from someit conqueri
ng thetribe,onlyit trueis eviJapanese
dent thatstrandits develin theopmentthreefolwasd
Japanese;
i
s
i
n
fact
religiontiofes, later history. Our judgmentwhiofch are theiscanoni
mainlcyalbased
uponand
authori
books
whiIn thech haveprefacebeentothoroughly translwhiatedch assumed
and annotated
by Englof ilsitherature
scholars.in
the
form
A.lerD.Yasumaro,
, and whichhewassays:evidentl"Nowy a lwhen
abor ofchaoslove began
on thetopartcondense,
of the
compi
butwhoforce
andknowformits were
not Neverthel
yet manifest,ess, andheaventhereandwasearthnaughtfirstnamed,
coul
d
shape?
parted
and theve andthreeactideivetiforces
es perfthen
ormeddeveltheopedcommencement
ofspircreati
on. Thethe
passi
and
the
two
i
t
s
became
ancestors
of all thiwintgs.h "the well-known Vedic hymn, this is sufficiently
As
compared
prosai
vemarvel
·of theoentius adventures
re content ofof gods and goddesses
which is
iwhon thearemaic andinn theifacts representati
record
of
the
partconstantl
of Nature
herselthatf. their civilization is far older
Japanese
y
assert
The
than
facts warrant,
andish soandetermi
nedhiswere
thethatearleigiehtr compi
lersafterof
reltheigcompi
iothese
us records
to
establ
anci
e
nt
tory
years
latiwrion toften, giving spuritheousbookdatescalleofd events supposed to have
was
happened
years before,
whiWani
ch is forbrought
the most
part
an honest record,
statestoandthatJapaneven
the iKorean
teacher
n untiA.l D., A.whiD.le the Chinese
them:;elves assert that it was not composed
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i. e.,

unorito"

Shinto
Kami no Michi,

to

Shinto

The Kojiki, The Nihongi,
The Kojiki,

712

The Kojiki,

The Kojiki,

Nihongi, or Chronicles of

Japan,

1 ,500

The Koj£ki,

the

thousand character classic
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550

But oftherelquesti
onthanof antithe qtransparency
uity in itselfofhasthelessmythsinterestand forlegendsthe
student
i
g
i
o
ns
y interneci
its tales nofe
whigodschandformsgoddesses
the basiares oftheJapanese
idealism.ngs ofUndoubtedl
vei
l
e
d
happeni
tri
b
al
and
warfare.
As
i
n
the
far
more
anci
e
nt
tal
e
s
of
we
trace
of antagonito emphasi
stic races,ze soandin thedetermi
foundati
ons of ShintoiThesm
weante-natal
realtheizwarfare
e preparati
the attempt
n
e
supremacy.
on forp must
Mikadoibe ssought
m mayin bethefound
there,
and thethe
germ
of
ancestor
worshi
effort
to
connect
natural course of human life with· descent from the great gods and
goddesses.
The sun,the ferti
the central
objnatorect ofof earth
early worshi
pl ,itwass glionriJapanese
myth
a
.goddess,
l
e
ori
g
i
and
al
e
s;
l
a
ter
on
the
Mifil ekdadoby isetti
s "theng from
heaven
shil anrsingofgreat
deity,house,
" his ""praiin other
ses arewords,ful
up
the
stout
pi
the
great
by supporti
ngarethe ofpoweropiniandon thatdignioritygofinalthely thegods.worship of Japan was
Schol
a
rs
in that
idealbyandthethattimetheit wasdebasedcompicharacter
of anism and lateris dueBuddto
thepure
fact
l
e
d
Confuci
hifromsm hada higcasther estate,
contemptphalupon
theandnatialvl eitsgods,corruptiandonthat,castasitstheyshadowfell
l
i
c
i
s
m
overlothem.
nature godsproduce
and goddesses
appear
asandenjoyiwhenng
unl
i
m
i
t
ed
chi
l
d
ren
theJzanami
westhasinHence,
trideiggues.nedthetoGoddesses
bearyoungest
many chihundred
myri
adsfireof producer
go�s, she god"
also
deiat gwhose
ns to bibearrth herher "dear
l
d
of
al
l
,
the
Jzanagi
slaysotherthe
death intooccurs.Hades,Herorhusband
figodsre godare andbornfolbylowsher.ownJzanami
root-l
a
nd,
whence
Jzanami
andFrom
Jzanagifirstplatoy thelast most importantis
parts
of
the
mythol
o
gi
c
al
drama.
prosai
in parts coarse beyond compute and at times untranslatably
obscene.Itsc, records
begidein tywimaster
th threeofgodsthe alaugust
ready center
existantofinheaven,
the pl"ain"theof
hihigghh heaven,
"the
"theshoot"divinaree produci
ng
deimoreties.august
"heavenlBeinyproduci
gdeiborntiens gtheywhowondrous
dipasse, thenawaydeifromty,wi"thout
aand"reeddescendants,
born
two
thenexisagai
n
two,
and
fi
n
al
l
y
appear
fi
v
e
coupl
e
s
and
the
drama
of
human
tence
begi
n
s,
the
l
a
st
two
bei
n
g
recogni
z
ed
as
"the
mal
e
dei
t
y
who
i
n
vi
t
es"
and.
femal. e From
deity whotheir inunivitoes"n sprito nwigt, isJlazanagi
noainKami
, ers,and elJezanami
no"the
Kami
nds,
pl
s,
ri
v
ments,lies
spiwhoserits oriof gevery
ki
n
d
and
descri
p
ti
o
n,
and
to
them
are
traced
fami
From suchunquesti
foundationablon y_spriofngsspiMiritkualadoidescent.
sm, the
Mireceikadoved thebeiinnthrone
g,is todivithenfrome. Japanese,
the highest deities and his sword of conquest,
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The Mahabharata

The Kojiki

The Kojiki

ection andUponhisthispear
of protecti
hism mibyrrorthe ofsunreflgoddess.
onlt arethe successi
presentedon ofto
s
foundati
o
n
i
hiemperors,
s
bui
andA.theD.begi
nningsareof realfamihiliastory
aretroduced.
traceableFi; butnalleven
as
lvaniate sash in "the
,
demons
rl
y
i
n
y
gods
lightnoftedcommon
day"
andrecordshistorirescue
cal sequence
folm lofromws;
recorders
are
appoi
and
pol
i
t
i
c
al
Shi
n
toi
s
extiarenctioyetn. aware
But, priinmstudyi
itive asngthe way of thethatGodsanother
in theinmaifluence
n mayis be,at
wework.
Al
r
eady
Chi
n
a
has
overshadowed
t
h
e
Fl
o
wery
Land,
al
r
eady
t
h
e
ihenceforth
dea of theas relheaven'
s decree
hasemperor,
entereddithveinpopul
ar miasnd,heandis,fromare
a
ti
o
ns
of
the
el
y
born
eternalorilyginestablandisexpl
hed anation of Japanese
the basiancestor
c law worshi
of Confuci
us, is at
once
p
.
not onlyaswasrepresentati
the Mikadove rulhimer,selfbutof what
Divinien orimodern
gin, chosen
by
thewoulsunAnd
goddess
thought
be and when thiis traceabl
e inzedthethesameplaceway.of eachFamiislialesready
are relestaatedb
tolished.thed gods
s
i
s
recogni
Religioreverence
n can be summed
uplieis.n"a sentence
: ampl
"feary thesuffigods,cientobeyfor
thegovernment
emperor,
the
fami
A
creed
andtheretaioringining ofto Shiourntoiownsm dayin a supreme ininflliukence.
As
we
seek
e bemanner
weuponfinoccasi
d its oevolns, uandtion iinn the or(whistatech ridates
tuals-forms
to
usedhth
back
t
o
the
ei
g
century)s laweter have
what purport to be the true chronicles, basis of all
Japan'
hi
s
tory.
Such
anassertestimposiatetofivelearly aty Shiwhatntoidatesm isConfuci
necessarianilysmimperfect.
Wevareely
unabl
e
to
entered
acti
iofntoChiitsniadealmades, or,ittoselspeak
moreProbabl
definyitelthey, atrelwhat
perieloedmentsthe leofarnitheng
f
fel
t
.
i
g
i
o
us
Chiconcrete
nese peopl
e
were
amal
g
amated
by
the
Japanese
l
o
ng
before
the
teachi
ntgsis certai
of then thatsagesinmade
theith rcentury
way inoftoour era, ConfuciaBen
as
i
t
may,
i
the
si
x
that
iwaysm wasnorthward
no longerhadsupreme
in theChinmia idtdlself;e kiandngdc.Buddhi
sm,hadmakibecome
ng its
entered
m
and
mthereachi
ngneJapan
fromis known
Korea
wasasamazitheinnflgl:Mahayana
uyencedpopulbotharor there.
bygreaterTaoiConfuci
svehim candle aofnibysBuddhi
doctri
of
what
sm.unablThee toclewiarthstand
intellectualthe
concepts
of
Gautama
the
Buddha
had
been
ctalhesubtlmeetietinegs ofhelearld aty Vesal
Brahmani
sdetermi
m. Winthie nmatters
a shortoftimdiespute,
after
hiorimetaphysi
sgideath
i
to
nfeelallyingrelamong
ating tothequesti
opnsleswiditffhered
in theuponOrder,fundamental
proved beyond
questi\Vhaton
that
di
s
ci
poi
n
ts.
tianiotnsy thewhimeeti
ng of ithet aboutcouncihadl
attheVAriesalainwascontroversy
to Buddhiwassm. tTheo Chridisscussi
ch brought
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The Kojiki

order

Relationship,

aristocracy,

The Kojiki,

Norito,
The Nihongi

The Nihongi.

regard
Gautamathesefor external
governmentruleisn hadthe
Viassumed
haras,toafor,thenewastenpromi
alrulmostensenceordai
invariandnaedblthreatened
ybyhappens,
theisexithes tence
ofoftheBuddhi
sociesm,ty
iwetselrealf. iWhen
we
refl
e
ct
that
i
n
di
v
i
d
ual
l
i
b
erty
goal
ze thatnew thetruthmifalndlsitseluponf became
thetedgreatest
enemymindofaccepts
freedom.the
When
soi
l
unsui
t
o
i
t
,
the
doctridevel
ne asopment,
explainiedn other
by eachwords,successi
ve theteacher
inconflaccordance
wiBuddhi
th its,
own
Manas,
mi
n
d,
i
c
ts
wi
t
h
orin spiBuddhi
ritualsm.perceptiTheon,liandbertyin noof casethe hasemanciit donepatedso more
disastrousl
y thanthe
Gautama
became
enchai
the unemanci
piatedof harmoni
disciplezs.ingThere
wasfferentin factintelnolectual
pos
siconcepts
bilitynatmentofthetheofcounci
l
of
Vesal
the
di
disputants
andr indithere
wasunderstandi
imminent ndanger
lestMaster'
in theisr
eagerness
to
carry
out
thei
v
i
d
ual
gs
of
the
teachi
ngs theyof thought
should reject
what themsel
had beenvesessenti
anl ya new
intihimse doctri
ne.
Olas dseventeen
forms
reasserted
and
i
short
as
many
schools hadwasbeenwriestabl
ished, before, in fact,
B. C.The, whenmostdiimfferent
t
ten.
portant
diwasfference
offactopinaiomann in lthose
earlymendayswhorelatedby
tocontempl
the Buddha
hi
m
self;
he
i
n
i
k
e
other
atiosupernatural?
n had reached Upon
enlightenment
oral poiwerent hitheres birexith sandt evenwholtoe
experi
e
nce
thi
s
cri
t
i
c
fferencesis concerned
of opiniowen among
the ilnearned,
but when
as farweas,meetthe
reldayBuddhi
igigreat
onsmof diiJapan
must
bear
mi
n
d
that
Flowery
Kingdom,al relit iigsionon wilonger
prilmliitsitveofBuddhi
sm,
butBhodiissiats.n factnInthea some
compl
erespects
x ceremoni
t
h
a
ful
gods
and
this andBuddhithesmMahayana.
of Japan diItffershasbothfeatures
from
those
known
as
the
Hi
n
ayana
peculiaorlny wiitsthown,the phievenlosophy
when offirstChimetna. with, and others due to its amal
gamati
Whenin aafternortherl
the ydisdiruptirectioonn;oftheyVesalencountered
i the adherents
of Gautama
spread
di
ff
erent
reltoigisay,ous
observances
i
n
every
country
through
whi
c
h
they
passed,
that
i
s
in Nepaulof these
, Mongol
ia, Manchuri
a,takenChina,up Korea
andded fiinnaltolytheJapan.
Many
observances
were
and
wel
new
religionsmsoincompl
etelity hasandlostso alilnextri
cablayncethatto thewhenpureweteachi
encounter
Buddhi
Japan
resembl
n
g
of
Gautama.andItsself-control
intellectual, its pre-emi
nence,for iidtsolademand
forfor selextremes
f-gov
ernment
contempt
try
and
of every
kihs-have
nd, its mibecome
ddle path,
itsdattaireligniment
ofth compl
Nirvanaex relandatiiotnshis fourps.
nobl
e"Notrutgreater
a
hybri
o
n
wi
contrast,
" ofsaysShianrecent
schol
aofr, "can
be imagiandnedthatthanof
that
between
the
teachi
n
gs
to,
the
way
the
Gods,
Bushido, the way of the Buddhas," yet their doctrines have been so
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The Katha Vathu

co-rel
themsel
vtempl
es appear
tosimaccept
them both.
Shiwithout
ntoiatedsmidolthatiss wiorthethsymbol
outJapanese
compl
e
xi
t
y,
i
t
s
e
s
are
pl
e
,
undecorated,
s, save the mirrorandand the stored iintssiginniflau.enceIt
hasis duefewtosacred
books
save
legendwhoandremaitonsacred
memori
eancestors
s of the heroi
c dead,
of Whithosele
diBuddhi
vine heroes
forever
as
the
of
the
peopl
e
.
m, even in the sixth century had attained an extraordinary com
plexiAlty.rseady
al monkin whiof cPeshawar
in ztheed Punj
ab
hadsix wrigods;tten hetheat ithatfinrcorporated
st titext-me banookiniflnofutoentia hicreed
h
he
recogni
at
l
e
ast
s c doctrines. Here we finmuch
mysti
c
i
s
m
and
some
of
the
ol
d
er
tantri
d the
Sitransl
ddhiasted(hiidndento Chipowers),
Dharani
and
Mandal
a
;
and
when
this
book,
nese, reached Japan, itthewasSaddharma
already authori
tkatia,vie.n
There
was
al
s
o
the
Pundari
which theoftranscendental
idealchhadthe entiwelrdelinyg repltogether
aced theof themoreJamoderate
concepts
Gautama,
i
n
whi
takas,
or
lliesgends
earliesrats.lives of the Buddha is made to serve for a long
t ofThus,earlof itheienr Japan,
Bodhi
fromandthenostartperiowed infinthed thehistorycondioftioher·ns race
of theis
Mahayana
school
accepted
more
momentous
thanclaithat
seventh
century
ivnersalwhi, cencroached
h a full fleupon,
dged
hianderarchi
c
al
rel
i
g
i
o
n,
m
i
n
g
i
n
deed
to
be
uni
fiItnalatlyfirtookst commended
entire possessiitselfon toof thethe more
faith enlof igthehtenedpeoplande. educated
porti
onanofinteresti
the race,ng account
those immedi
atelconfl
y reliactedts whito ctheh preceded
Mikado; iandts finweal
have
of
the
adopti
by anresulentit ofre peopl
e. amalAndgamati
we muston butremember
thatperithial sediadopti
on
was AlnotolntheJapanese
a
sl
o
w
of
an
i
m
c
t.
inmanthefrommainChidetaina brought
ls of thean events
whiof thech folBuddha
lowed; andhow,authori
isetn iA.ttieupD.s agree
a
imagegn
t
o
worshi
p
.
It
was
cal
l
e
d
"the
forei
country
god.or, "as theHe Japanese
set the calfashil hiomn , ofSaka.discussiThennga theKoreanteachikinnggssentof
Gautama,
golanddensacredimagesbooks.of theWiBuddha
to years
the Miyetkado,otherandimages
some appeared,
of the sutrasand
t
hi
n
fift
y
theafterwards,
then minaisterpestioflencestateoccurri
converted
his peopl
housee inascrito bedtemplit eto. theBut,anger
soon
n
g,
the
gods andintoin thea wave
of Butopposithetitiondethesoontemplturnede wasagaiburned
andpriof etstshtheeirwereiown
dolsinthrown
ri
v
er.
nnandally
vi
t
ed
from
Korea
t
o
i
n
struct
the
unwi
l
i
n
g
peopl
e
.
Fi
a son beiall ngtheibornr infltouencethe Miandkadopowerand ithento Empress
Suiko, thetheprison,ests
threw
the propaganda;
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The Kojiki

The Nihongi,

Yoga-Cara-Bhumi-Castra,

Lotus of the Good Law,

534,

a

Shotoku,
zed and his image may be seen in thousands
templLegends
es. wasincanoni
Japaness merci
assertfulthatone,Buddhi
sm only became
populandar when
Ami
d
a,
"the
boundl
"
rei
n
carnated
as
a
woman
gavesm
biquirthcklyto toShot6ku;
but
once
establ
i
s
hed
as
a
state
rel
i
g
i
o
n,
Buddhi
of nJapanese
wentnewto sects.
China
and InKoreaA.okD.toonstudynatia oltheanalrgescriform.
pmonastery
tures,Hundreds
andwasreturni
g,
founded
buiallt forcommand
the newtemplsectesknown
asbuilKegon,
and
from
thi
s
peri
o
d
by
i
m
peri
wereage
t
i
n
every
provi
n
ce.
Then
came
the
erecti
o
n
of
the
col
o
ssal
i
m
of the Buddha
andfinallabout
this tithatme theithe rprigreatests deiofty,ShithentoiSunsm goddess,
bestirred
themsel
v
es
and
y
asserted
was Itan requi
incarnati
oprobabl
n of any fuloldlyHitwondoocentgod.uries to complete the amalga
r
ed
mati
of thebutfaitthrough
h of the icommon
peoplesystem
who clcluongselytoaltheliedoltod fami
liacr
Shirites,notonBuddhi
gods,
t
s
Yoga
Cara
Tantri
sm fithenalleffort
y commended
itself stots wasthe lcrowned
ower craviwintgsh success
of the
uneducated,
and
of
the
Buddhi
in making Shinto gods into Bodhisats, or Buddhas
towhenbe.Astheyin succeeded
sm thedayholteachi
d ofngs,thesopriinestsBuddhi
is dependent
upon
the
unilectualversalconcepts
ityBrahmani
of theof Gautama
every
s
m
the
l
o
ft
y
i
n
tel
werenamein theprocesslowestof reltimigeiodiusffusedpractiandces meta
morphosed,
unti
l
under
thei
r
permiThetted.teacher who brought about the final acceptance by the peoplweree
ofaterBuddhi
was a procl
priestaimnamed
Kukai
,ne.knownHe asis theKobosupposed
Daishi ;
lauthor
mythsof st andgods,legends
ed
hi
m
di
v
i
orfluence
God thealphabet,
butteachiprobabl
y wasthe Hionlny
thedoosinbecame.
terpreter.the Under
hi
s
i
n
Yoga
n
gs
of
Japanese
Riymore
obu. of the early Shinto gods and god
As
ti
m
e
passed,
more
and
desses
on Buddhipracti
stic names
forms andorigtheinatiprocess
itinngued.pureltooky Japanese
ces wiandth systems
ng in ofIndicombi
a conn
Ingrai
noedwerin ofJapanese
idsealtoryismis itos, beas sought
we haveamongseen,thepatriSamurai
otism,
hence
the
fl
al
l
her
hi
with Ittheiisr imlopossi
fty idbealle wiofthilonyalthety. limit of a magazine article to do more
than
glgacenturi
nce at ethes. many
sectsamong
whichthem
have wasdomithenatedShinBuddhi
sm iorn sucsect
ceedi
n
Foremost
gon
Shu,
was ctheas
offounder
the truein word,A. ofD.whi, whichchVagra
Bodhithe, ateachi
greatngpreacher,
i
s
i
n
fact
of
an
esoteri
opposed to the formal exoteric doctrines; it is the setting forth of what
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constinitnutesg Buddhahood
the secret doctri
nepresent
of Theosophy,
theteachi
possinbgilicanty namel
y of
attai
e.
i
n
the
l
i
f
Such
be
found
iearln theiestGnosi
s ofofearlalyl anci
Chriesnttiarelnitiygioand,us hiforstory.the' matter
of that,akinintotheit
records
Somewhat
wasdivtheergeteachifromng theof theteachiZenngssect,of thebothHishowi
ng how
farnvestit those
was possiof theble
toMahayana
n
ayana
and
i
with complthemsel
ex andvesmetaphysi
calsiconcepts.
The
Japanese
recogni
z
e
x sectsas assub-sects,
of almasosthaviequalng
promi
n
ence;
three
of
them,
however,
are
known
deriis essenti
ved theial yr contempl
essential ateachi
ngs teaches
from thethatearlapartier ones.
The
Zen sectnal
ti
v
e
and
from
al
l
the
doctri
contents
ofattheallscri. Bypturestraithere
isbya secret
doctri
nthee notdiscommuni
catedns theby
utterance
n
i
n
g,
medi
t
ati
o
n,
ci
p
l
e
attai
truth
that
i
s
i
n
Buddha,
i
n
hi
s
thought,
i
n
other
words
by
i
l
u
mi
n
ati
o
n;
"thought"
to nusesecttheiswords
ofthatthe ofcanon,the pure"transmiland;ttedandby thethought.
" land
The
Shi
cal
l
e
d
pure
ofof thepeacenameis gaiofnAmi
ed bytabhafaith.wil Repeti
teioonen oftoprayer,
orimmeasurabl
"even theehearihapping
enabl
obtai
n
differences
between
the teachiarengsbothof theopposed
Pure Land
sectmi
" Thereof thearePure
andtiness.ve those
Path,
whi
c
h,
however,
to
pri
Buddhi
smce ofin that
faith effort.
has replButacedtheknowl
eteachi
dge andngs worshi
p fihasnd
taken
the
pl
a
strenuous
new
were
to
opposition ofin ourthoseownof Luther.
Nichiren,Awho,memberin A.of D.the, Tendaiwassect,in hefactbasedthe
prototype
hiands teachi
ngs became
upon thepopular as the Nichiren Shu.
or He was supposed to
hi
s
sect
havech gaihenconverted
ed miraculinotouslya formul
a knowla ealdgewaysofinthethe entimouthre Buddhi
sdit scanon
whiNamu-myo-ho-ren-ge'
of
hi
s
ciples
k
yo:
"oh
the
sutra
of
the
Lotus
of
the
wonderful
lofaw.myt" hHeolocompl
etedfablthee. conversi
on aofradiBuddhi
smieivernto ian perfect
paradox
gy
and
He
was
c
al
bel
the
di
v
intoitytheof
Japan
and
of
every
Japanese,
·
a
nd
al
l
hi
s
effort
was
di
r
ected
extenti
onbleofBuddhas,
his faith altol possi
everybleclasaissnofts, miallnrid.ghteous
His pantheon
inheroes.
cluded
alHel possi
men
and
made
Japan
the
center
of
the
uni
v
erse
and
the
rays
of
her
central
sunHence,extended
toe oftheitvery
lowesttioofn andher peopl
e, etason itanddidoutcasts
incluway,
ded.
i
n
spi
t
s
supersti
corrupti
,
i
n
i
t
s
own
aim forof thethe Japanese
at allisevents
aectuniofversal
brotherhood;
even
theproclcanon
Ni
c
hi
r
en
sect
an
obj
worshi
p
.
Itcomplis eviex drelentatiothatns. NiHicshifolrenlowers
understood
human nature
inve itins
most
were
encouraged
to
bel
i
e
verbal
inspir"They
ation andare,"tosayspayandiemivinenenthonorsscholtoar,every
jotadandof thetittlthree
e of
"the
tri
theprecisutras.
ous ones (or jewels ), the Buddha, the law, and the order."
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Saddharma Pwtdarika,

Lotus of the Good Law,

ent sectsal y ofpopulJapanese
Buddhitheysmprescri
two, bthee oneTendaireligandion
thefor NitheOfchithemonks
renpromi
areandnessenti
a
r
i
n
that
quiitsetianother
fores. theThey,peopline opposi
; in othertion words,
theyn
have
symbol
i
c
and
real
c
doctri
n
t
o
the
Shi
st that faiexorci
th is snotm, suffisupersti
cient;tioman
musteveryworksortout appeal
his owntosalvthea
tisect,
ouneducated,
n. insiCharms,
ns
of
whithatle, asofmustthe Buddha,
always bethetheincasener ipurin afireledigteachi
ion oringsginalattract
ly as
as
ithentellienctual
telsligthen,ent. as far as Buddhism is concerned, was its culmination in
Thi
Japan;
nos sawalteratiits ofuln lofceremoni
momentaloccurred,
andrevitheval fourteenth
andandfifteenth
centuri
e
gl
o
ry,
i
t
s
of
spl
e
ndor
of art,the
ipeopl
ts cive.ilizTheing insiflxuteenth
ences among
the
l
e
arned,
i
t
s
compl
e
te
vi
c
tory
over
century
saw
i
t
s
decay.
The
feudal
system
spl
i
t
iSectnto fragments;
theandcountry
became
thethepreyonlofy citimviel warin itafts leorngcivhiilswar.
fought
sect,
Buddhi
s
m
for
torys
was
del
u
ged
i
n
bl
o
od.
Earl
y
i
n
the
si
x
teenth
century
Portuguese
Chri
titheaniholty dentered
Japansmandas anlaterintelthelectual
recurrence
of Confuci
aniistmreawakened
weakened
of
Buddhi
force
and
al
t
hough
me, it became,
asthefar eiasghteenth
influencecentury.
upon the people was concerned,
offornoaWetiaccount
at
al
l
i
n
thenofenterour tiupon
theThemodern
periis nood lmore
orthatlessof famiShinlitoiarsm,to
alConfuci
l students
m
e.
confl
i
c
t
o
nger
aniassminortheBuddhi
sm,th butthreeofdistialnlctthreereligioagains welnst dedChriinstotianione,ty.�
Whether,
past,
wi
inditismtineguitoshablamalegiamate
n theirChriliterature,
itorwilforbeChripossistibalenitfory toBuddhi
somp
itheandn ourhybri
s
ti
a
ni
t
y
envel
d concepts
ofdomioldnantJapan,spirnone
canthesay,country
but oneis thithengpriremaincipnles
clineherent
arly certai
n
,
the
i
t
i
n
i
n
i
t
s
earl
i
e
st
rel
i
g
i
o
n.
Patri
o
ti
s
m,
l
o
yal
t
y,
the
worshi
p
of
ancestralor asidealthes,Japanese
in fact theexpressunderlit,yYamato-Damashi
ing spirit of Shini,to,is bestthe way
ofifitheed
Gods,
exempl
iofn theJapan"Samurai
.be" sought
Hence wein thecan changi
do no nbetter
thans ofrealtheizeSamurai
that thethem
hope
must
g
i
d
eal
selves.In the eighteenth century the revival of pure Shinto determined that
shoulbyd igreplnorance
ace theleads"filitoal sadduty"resulofts;Confuci
ufis.cesButhavelobeen
yaltytooas
igreat
nterpreted
no
sacri
make
in its name.
Human
beioblnigsgatiunder
itsvalswayueless.are Suiwitchoutide,
riforghts;thetoatmerel
its command
the
most
sacred
o
ns
are
y imagienablundere goodalmostof aanygeneral
or above; "better
all of anto emperor,
becam
commendabl
ci
r
cumstance
die thandis
e
lobedi
ive inence.the shadow
of
an
unful
fi
l
e
d
duty,
"
better
any
sacri
fi
c
e
than
The story of Japanese chivalry is a tale of incredible horrors
TH E R ELIGIONS OF JAPAN

loyalty

ofSelf-sacri
the deaths
of thousands
of men, women
andproporti
childorenns, byandhariit-kariwas.
fi
c
e
for
an
i
d
eal
assumed
gi
g
anti
c
especife oral ydaught
fatalerinatregard
to wiwoman.
Thesuperisacrior wasfice lofookedthe upon
honorasofa
winobl
the
mere
s
h
of
a
viteachi
rtue.ng"Letas laeach
one dieAndfor duty,
therewhatis naught
else
i
f
we
ask
consti
t
utes
todutdo,ye t"oformwasthe theofSamurai
te
as
gain the ready reply, loyalty to country, clan,
familToy ora consci
superieontir. ousweSamurai
that of obediall iennce,dividandual
ifreedom
t is easy whether
to forecastof thehusband,
result wiofnofane orviethirtuechic lwhidequal
c. Ithscondemns
is equal
lyatcltheear bithatddinign
face
of
such
an
i
d
eal
i
n
feri
o
rs
must
al
w
ays
be
sacri
fi
c
ed
is deterr
miofhusband,
nsuperi
ed byoofrs.it ;valsheTheue ionlscondiany astiniomother,
ferin oforwoman
beicalng,ledunder
subjuponectthemany
to lathewtimiwinesJapan
l inofthefather
story
ofhusband
her raceor brother.
to prostitute herself for the good of a superior, hifather,
But the themsel
last fiftyves.yearsThehavesameseenloyalvittaly tochanges
ipermi
n thetspriandncipinledeed
s of
theto-daySamurai
i
d
eal
s
inareculctakiatesngtheplalceawswhiofchadepri
higherve thehumani
tarianiofsm.despotiPolcitpower
ically,
changes
emperor
andnageobliisgebeihinmg toabolregard
thethe peopl
e'sofwiwil .fe Inandfamimother
ly relaaretionsbecomi
concung
�irecogni
i
s
hed,
ri
g
ht
s
ed, at leastandby as·theyearsbetterpasseducated,
aldthough
theyng recogni
are nottiason yetof
liengaldivliydualzenforced,
we
fi
n
a
growi
libertythe. Ahignewhest Japan,
eviidealdencedof thein thehumanlate race,
war, withatl carry
iunintoversalits future
ethi
c
al
of na
brotherhood,
and
the
essenti
a
l
el
e
ment
of
Shi
n
to
wi
l
remai
iton theits ownreligiraceous patri
o
ti
s
m
of
an
enti
r
e
peopl
e
.
Japan
must
forever
be
"the
di
v
i
n
e
l
a
nd,
"
the
emperor
"the
di
v
i
n
e
rul
e
r,
"
but
dirather
vine toof thesomethi
Japanese
doesonotr, worshi
conveypfulthe, consecrated.
idea of supernaturalism, but
n
g
superi
Theon beldogma.
ief in Ittheis conti
nued power
ofothenal characteri
spirits of sthetic ofpasta peopl
is note
the
essenti
a
l
,
emoti
based
imbuedofwitheth thepeoplideealthemsel
of reverence.
And outward
because itform
s rootrels iaregioninmaythe
hearts
v
es,
whatever
assume,
Buddhi
m or ofves,Chriwil stibeaniShity,nto,its
faiofththehwhier gods.
cthath wiofl Under
aniChimnatea,newtheof names,
people sthemsel
ithenherentway whet
andinwialtlhprobabi
new forms,
the
spithatritdreamed
of loyaltofy wiinl theworkagesoutofa thefuturegodsgreater,
l
i
t
y,
than
themselves.
E.
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JOAN OF ARC.

HEowestfirstebb.quarterThe ofEngltheishfifhadteenthconquered
century saw
France
atnorthits
l
al
l
the
l
a
nd
of thebyLoiopposi
re, whinglefactitheolns,andwhose
to the onesouthaimwaswassplithet andadvance
devas
Ttated
of seloff. theTheLoiirresponsi
border
le Dauphi
n nstiaccess
l held toa fewthe castl
eles alfieolngds
theofmentsouthern
banks
r
e.
.
In
to
gai
ferti
France,
Engltimande maki
was ninvadi
nalgliathese
possessi
oDuke
ns fromof
theBurgundy
north,, atwhose
the same
g
an
nce
wi
t
h
the
domaiinn,thenand aslaytheto falthel ofsoutheast.
Thed, Dauphi
n
was
thus
bei
n
g
hemmed
hi
s
stronghol
Orl
e
ans,
was
deredevents
certainappeared
, he was that
prepariexalngtedto fiescape
to Italofy. Arc,In
thewhosemithendcommandi
st consi
of these
g
ure,
Joan
ng presence
andumphs.
inspirinTheg leadershi
p turnedher cowards
into
heroes
and
defeats
into
tri
facts
about
militarythe
expl
o
i
t
s
are
too
wel
l
known
to
requi
r
e
repeti
t
i
o
n
here,
but
spiourriattenti
tual andon.religious aspects of the girl's nature are well worthy of
deed hihavegh order,
had unusual
strength
of character
andthe salJoan
othervatiofoqualnArcofitiFrance
emust
s of ainatvery
to
have
been
entrusted
wibyth
A
peasant
such
a
cri
s
i
s
i
n
i
t
s
hi
s
tory.
bitherth,traiandninofg noandeducati
ouln,ashetioncombi
neddiers,suchthecomplplacietengknowl
edgel ery,of
mani
p
of
sol
of
arti
andfervour,the general
ofherwarfare,
wiathbeisuchng unquenchabl
emrelatedigiobyus
that
one
pl
a
ces
apart
as
especi
a
l
y
ani
theare chispierflityofconcerned,
God. Indeed,
itadequate
is as regards
thisonlaofst Joan'
aspects achi
fhatevewe
for
an
expl
a
nati
mentsAscana litonltleychithusld Joan
be found.
wascoarsenotedpastiformes.herofpureher compani
and unselons,fishbutnature.
She
di
d
not
i
n
dul
g
e
i
n
the
wasng,
empl
o
yed
i
n
hel
p
i
n
g
her
mother
i
n
househol
d
work,
sewi
n
g,
kni
t
ti
visiting sicAtk frioneends.time Remarkabl
e kept
incidents
areinciatedcageil ustrati
ng
herofandhicourage.
a
madman,
bound
because
s viyoapproachi
lence, brokeng alogroup
ose, andof viobtail agers,
ning amongst
possessiowhom
n of anwasax,Joan.
was
savagel
Everyone
flstandi
ed, andng what
wasfacintheg thehorrorragiofng amanifewawho,
lookiapproached
ng back,
saw
Joan
al
o
ne,
c.
He
herhim steal
tghihtly,inaxtheraiseyes,
ed, andandeyeshe stopped,
aflame. Joan,
undaunted,
lookedax.
strai
sl
o
wl
y
l
o
weri
n
g
th�
A minute later the girl led him back to his cage, the ax safe in her
rationale

12

own
and hebutfollitoswiveraci
ng as tdoci
le as a bechilddepended
. The inciupon.
dent ,
beautitruefouln,orone,
y
cannot
iWhether
s a possessi
not,laJoan'
sbywholtheeordilifenaryat thiruns periof manki
od proves
that she
possessed
attri
b
utes
cked
n
d.
change
inherJoan'father'
s lifescame
beforea brisheghtwaslightfourteen.
Theday,firwhist great
One
l
e
wal
k
i
n
g
i
n
garden,
on her right, and out of this light came a voice, whichJoan,said,be shone
good!
What
more
coul
d
an
archangel
,
what
l
e
ss
coul
d
her
mother
say?
But
comi
n
g
i
n
such
a
manner
and
to
such
a
chi
l
d
,
these
si
m
pl
e
words
conveyed
meaninhowever,
g and Joanwasredoubl
eattid hertudedevoti
onalnd. exerShe
cinoses.longerThealichideeper
e
f
change,
i
n
her
of
mi
ved theof hercarelposiesstiloifn,e ofandangravel
immature
childn, edbuttorealfortiizedfy
theherselstrangeness
y
determi
f. JoanThisseeiperingodviofsionspreparati
on andving traiinstructi
ning loansstedalmabout
fourly.
years;
and
recei
ost
dai
These
sheandcalgradual
led them,ly commenced
continued totoinstruct
hern her,in rialgshto,
laivsupreme
ing "Voi
and pithices,tyn"kiforasng,France,
insti
l
i
whiccesh soon
inprepari
creasedngtoJoana passiforohern. Sofuturewe
seemissithaton, from
the
start
the
Voi
were
litary career, but for her spiritual life as
well.In thesenot Voionlycesforis herto bemifound
thethem,coreherofVoihercrelesigmust
ious experi
ences,ly
soconsifordered.
a properTheunderstandi
n
g
of
be
careful
wricommuni
ter's owncatiopionsniofrom
n aboutthe them
is tothatJoantheyof were
diandrectthiands is personal
Lodge
Arc,the
Fi
r
st,
i
t
i
s
obvi
o
us,
as
based
on
two
mai
n
reasons.
thatFrancethe wasEnglcompl
ish shoul
d dinosorgani
longerzedkeepand dia sholspirdited,on
resul
ts show,
France;
and
as
e
tel
y
the Lodgeon.had Secondl
to emplyo, yJoana speciof Arcal agent
to accompl
iisfhe andthe work
of
regenerati
showed
i
n
her
l
martyr
dom thetheunmi
stakabl
e sigofns herthatlialfel iLodge
workers
do prayer;
show. Sheshe
spent
fi
r
st
few
years
n
medi
t
ati
o
n
and
went
forthbyinherto theenemiworles,dandandsuffered
accomplaisvihedolehernt death
appoinattedtheitask,r hands.
was
captured
unfavourabl
e
altheBut,ike,celthroughout
sheestiwasal revel
guithidaedtisonsbycoursehe::that:- iofnshedomievents,
treceiablvefavourabl
wied. l ,What
ande aandother
supreme
fai
t
h
i
n
uthat·
sion
reach, ofsinceinspiherratiliofe,n socameguidfromed, wasthe onlhigyhestfor source,
good,concl
thanthrough
canthesewesources
the agency
ofatalilntruethisspiligrht,itualaitdescri
y. ption of these Voices, together
Looked
utterances,
togethers owndiffexplerentawisigtnih ficertai
cancenfromof theithatr usual
ly attribwiutedl haveto them.an alJoan'
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((Jeanne,

sois bo_nne et sage enfant; va souvent a l' eglise."

natiwereonnotleavesthe creati
no doubtons ofin athedismitorted
nd ofbraithen,reader
that these
revelexiatisotedns
but
rather
that
they
in the courseAnyof daidislybelevents,
forandherto asbelivcounted
ing realiupon
ties, toinbecaseexpected
of
emergency.
ief orof
curi
o
si
t
y
on
the
part
of
her
enemi
e
s
onl
y
awakened
in
her
a
sense
bewi
lderment. When,
Why cannot
youher triunderstand;
i
t
i
s
perfectl
y
si
m
pl
e
anddescrinatural?
duri
n
g
a
l
the
judges
requi
r
ed
mi
n
ute
, appeared to her as angels of
p
ti
o
n
of
them,
she
sai
d
that
they
God,waysoftenest
St. byCatheri
'nleiaandnt whiSt.teMargaret.
Thei
r approach
wasof
alother
heral
d
ed
a
bri
l
i
g
ht,
and
frequentl
y
hosts
angelands accompani
ed them.with They
were
robed inverylongrichwhiandte
garments,
were
crowned
beauti
f
ul
crowns,
preciotheus. nextWithpolthem,
theor salmilviatitaryon step,
of herandsoultheywas assured
far moreherimportant
than
i
t
i
c
al
thatcareif
sheof itsaw
to
the
ri
g
hteousness
of
her
acti
o
ns,
the
rest
woul
d
take
f. Ifatelanyy caldoubtled onarosethesein hercelestimindal advias tosers,someandcourse
ofvariactiablon,y
sherespondi
iselmmedi
they
n
i
direpeated
rected herto hereverycompani
more. ons,Theyandfrequentl
y sforetol
d events,as
whitrue.ch The
Joanng,whol
whi
c
h
hi
tory
asserts
eustrend
of theiorr diteachi
ng wastheiselrf-abnegati
on;(andand,onif
Joan
made
seri
o
mi
s
takes,
s
regarded
commands
several
occasiheropeace
ns shewiditdh so),God,theybeforealwsheays coulrequid rexpect
ed her further
to pray guifirst,d
andancemake
fromquesti
them.on may be raised here as to why these Voices of Joan
The
manispeaki
festedngthemsel
vesmaniin ftheold manner
theyourdidLord
. Thomas
A' diKempi
s,
inpeopl
of
the
ways
that
reaches
ff
erent
thignsngs,andtofiothers
says, "But toto some
some men
I speaksweetlcommon
thibutngstoes,uncommon;
I
appear
y
by
si
gdures,be
some
I
reveal
mysteri
e
s
wi
t
h
much
l
i
g
ht.
"
It
shoul
remembered
algsioonthatinstiwilst,h revel
the iantiherionstedof andanother
ingraikinednd faiwoulth thatd havethe
Cathol
i
c
Rel
i
been
condemnedOnbythihers poias ncomi
ng from
thelowidevingl, quotati
and correspondi
ngly
disomesregarded.
t,
too,
the
fol
o
n
may
shed
lignht.g a Onequestiofontheregardi
Masters,ng thein a"presumed
letter in failure of the Frais
answeri
terni
leavebeenany ablmarke, wiuponth theither hiextraordi
story ofntheary worl
d. Theytoought
.'gathered
. t. y toto have
advantages,
have
i
n
to
thei
r
school
s
a
consi
d
erabl
e
porti
o
n
of
the
more
enl
i
ght
He
answers,
"How
do
you
know
they
ened
mi
n
ds
of
every
race.
'
"
have
madeandnofaisuchlures?mark?. . .AreWhatyoutheyacquaihaventeddonewi,ththeytheiknow;
r efforts,all
successes,
that
de theirfromcirclvie ecould
ve wasfor resul
ch wereoutsimasked
w. Toperceiaccount
thesets,resulthets,causes
men
of whithose
J OAN OF ARC

a

The O ccult World,

have,
different
of thele iinterposi
gods,
specialinprovi
dences,ages,fates,invented
the benitheori
gn oreshosti
nfluence tofiontheof stars.
the factsans ofto whisuitchcontemporary
were subsequentl
histori
prejudiy candes. invariably distorted by
Wethatnever
pretended
tothebe general
able to draw
natitheonsworlin thed's
to
thi
s
or
cri
s
i
s
i
n
spi
t
e
of
dri
f
t
of
mass
c relaaltioongns. onThethe cyclmigehtys musttide, run their rounds, . And
we,cosmiborne
Is not ofJoanthe ofFraterni
Arc toney orofLodge?
these "heroi
cs
fibegures"
who
are
the
"puppets"
If
thi
they thecase,Masters
then these
Voineverces lofeaveJoan'unguis areded easionelyofexpltheiarinfaiedt, hfulfor
surel
woul
d
workers.
Returni
ng nowwitol thebe ilnifexpl
e of iJoan,
many
of the iWenexplalilcablknowe events
how
duri
n
g
her
career
c
abl
e
no
l
o
nger.
sheto Vaucoul
left hereurspeaceful
home,
her
parents,
her
earl
y
ti
e
s,
and
journeyed
to ofdemand
offitherst refused
governorandmenscoffed
to escort
herbutto wasthe
Dauphi
n
'
s
Court;
how
he
at
her,
fiFrench
nally wonwoulover
by herdefeatprophecyi
ngBattlninee ofdaystheinHerri
advance
thatof howthe
d
suffer
at
the
n
gs;
sheshe fought
herpromiwaynencethrough
the enemy'
s hercountry;
andous firecogni
nally, how
gained
and
authori
t
y
by
mysteri
t
i
o
n
ofJoan'thes great
disguifaisedth Dauphi
n satsionChisupported
non. Through
althel these
inecis dtoentsbe
i
n
her
mi
her;
for
obstacl
overcomey trianded thethe abiadverse
condi
tions etoncedbe general
control,lestid lwoulmored havethe
greatl
l
i
t
y
of
an
experi
iraignorance
rl not under
yet eighteen.
Wediffialclulknow
alleadisq howng them
Joan
ssuccessful
ed andoflytraitoa peasant
ntheed relanigiefarmy
terri
b
l
e
t
i
e
s,
oftheOrlbeauty
eans, where
the sbestspirgeneral
s ofdent,Francefor,
failed. byHere
agai
n
,
of
Joan'
i
t
i
s
evi
hadunaffected
the acclanyamatireward
ons ofthatthe mulshe twoul
itude,d shename,soughtshe asked
her Prionlnce,y
andfor permi
when shesiooffered
n totheremarchreceiatve oncethe crown
to Rheiwhims,chsowasthathisherGod-gi
belovveden
Dauphi
n
mi
g
ht
heri
tage. and\Vhen,Joanfinwasally,agaithrough
her "whatsoever
labour and sufferi
nyoug, heask,wasit
crowned,
n
offered
grace
shal
it makeoh thegentlkiengdom
poor
to youmeetgiitv,e" what
dimandment
d lthebe maigranted,
dthatreplmythough
y ?vil"Then,
ki
n
g,
I
pray
comthe
a
ge,
poor
and
hard
pressed
by
reason
of
war,
remitRevol
ted." utiTheon, three
king glhundred
adly granted
and sixherty
request,mayandhaveuntiitls thetaxesFrench
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There n ever was a time within or before the so-called historical period
when our predecessors were not moulding events and (making history,'

Are you quite sure that
the visible heroic figures in the successive dramas were not often but
their puppets?

can only modify and direct some

of its minor currents."

years
andaremore
afterwards,inthathistorypromiwhose wasshowfaiathfulmorely perfect
fulfil ed.forget
Few
indeed
the
characters
fulnessWeofshalsellf. make no attempt to recount in detail the events of
Joan'
s marvel
landous wonderful
victories. asThesetheyareare,tootheyweldol known
by everybody,
and,
inspi
r
ed
not
bear
sos ldiifreectlcany
onsurelthey testsubjecthis icharacter
n hand. The
peri
o
d
of
success
i
n
a
man'
thethe utmost,
butigiotheus periside.od Soof thedeclierane,
faiafterluretheandcoronati
trial, obrin nthrows
gs outto Joan'
deepl
y
rel
s firell eid:gioustherelife intoonlyitsremai
truestnedligtheht.
The
Mai
d
'
s
great
mi
s
si
o
n
was
ful
torture,
on, thatincertishoultude.d antiShecipcoul
ate thed hardlend.y belHerievesubsequent
lwasife wasthe theonesamepassidreamy
thatveryshe
person
who
had
won
the
many
vi
c
tori
e
s.
Her
Voices,sintoo,g a gltookorioausnewrelease.tone, Topresagi
ng sufferi
ng andtolddisJoan
tress, howbut
promi
the
end
they
never
about,sufferiandngs,she,andpoora return
girl, thought
thathappytheydaysmeantat
athiDomremy.
rels shoul
ease dfromcome
her
to
the
ForEnglthiissh,chiandld wasputinideed
sufferi
ng.dungeon;
She had constantl
been capy
tured
by
the
n
to
a
bl
a
ck
chai
ned toAfter
the wala tril,alandof several
with brutal
goalsheerswasperpetual
lygivienn herthe
presence.
months,
fi
n
al
l
y
choiceinofg beneath
abjuringheror beiwasngtooburnt.much,Theand terror
of the wicherked revel
flamesa
crackl
Joan
renounced
tionsle, ashercomiVoincges from
theherdevithatl. sheThihads retracti
on andlastedthatbutshea short
whi
tel
l
i
n
g
si
n
ned,
must
have
pati
e
nce
and
courage,
so
that
God
coul
d
assure
the
sal
v
ati
o
n of
It
was
then
that
Joan
herof Arcsoulshowed
and givthee hersplethendidpromi
s
ed
vi
c
tory.
courage
that iwas
isnon;her,wiforth wia tmih nadbody
overcome
wi
t
h
the
strai
n
of
the
months
n
pri
stithel
vieager,
vidlydanci
retainng,ingcruela pi,cture
of
the
stake,
the
faggots
pi
l
e
d
around,
mes,-toaboveface althose
l this flroseamesa unfal
spiritterifirnmg, inwiitths
faiforgith vinenessGod;on andher lsheips,flawent
andcoulad depth
and calm of soul that no fears
couldThustroublliveed, noandtorture
di
s
turb.
diedadorablthat.e thenoblagese chihaveld, "theproduced.
most" innocent,
the
most
l
o
vel
y
the
most
Her
natural
,
geni
s, apart orfromstatesman.
spiritual interposi
tion, hascondinever
been
excel
lhed sheby
anydealtugeneral
The
adverse
t
i
o
ns
wi
t
h
whi
c
she triwasumphed,
woulunld ehave
trianded thea meregeniuchis ofld
ain traiyears.nanded soloverHanni
dier,whibbutalchhadJoan
i
g
norant,
ttered,
a traieonnedhadarmy,
Ccesar hadof thea France
veteransnewlofy
Rome
at
hi
s
command,
Napol
the
resources
inspired with the glory of freedom and liberty, but Joan of Arc had
JOAN OF ARC
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only thecourage
remnantswas ofa thia nbroken
natipast.on, whose
spitheritstrength
had fled,of andher
But
by
whose
g
of
the
wiheroil , sbym theto Dihervinsole dLiiegrs,ht that
il uminateda newher every
acther, shespirrestored
and
infused
spi
r
i
t
,
itof, intothe
France,
that
to
thi
s
day
makes
i
t
one
of
the
foremost
nati
o
ns
world.
From
a
study
of
the
l
i
v
es
of
the
great
characters
or
sai
n
ts,
who
the same
battl
es courage,
that we have
havelivelivanded thefight,sameandlivwho,es andby fought
tosucceeded
thei
r
superi
o
r
wi
l
and
have
we aslyyetmoved
have tofaiemul
led, comes
anr great
echo ofachitheievements,
r glory,
andto putwedown
arewhere
momentari
a
te
thei
thatbe ourbindherius ttoage.thisAfter
·existencethis andfleetirinsge
tovisitheon, heiwegdescend
htsourthatloweragaiwenatures
feel
to
to theperhaps,
ploddingthatmonotony
ofteddaibeily nevents,
andtoo farfeel,beyond
with a ourpassifinegldnregret,
these
exal
gstrodare
of
attai
n
ment,
and
the
path
they
have
many
thorns andwastooin very
little truth
of thea dream,
rose; thatand thenot attempt
ofy
whihaswe ctoosoh wefondl
hady dreamed
the
real
i
t
wish iint thitos have
been.alwaysTheseemed
life andto meexperi
ences
oftion,Joanfor ofoneArcdoeshave,
respect,
an
excep
nots andthinlkoftyof heridealins theleavesamethisligcommon
ht as themundane
other sainlits,fe
whose
mi
g
hty
wi
l
as a girlgui, pure,de a sweet,
serene;
guilfarilydbehi
edup through
bynd.herOneDithevthiinturbi
enksSpidofrwaters.
ithers asrather
theShesunbeams
fragi
l
e
water
had
to
fi
g
ht
agai
n
st
the
scorn
ofshethiwass worlcrazy,d whiandle stiherl acompani
little chionsld, mocked
for thoseheraround
her
sai
d
that
every
l
o
ok.
The
battl
e
s
that
she
fought
were
just
as
materi
a
l
and
just
as
di
ffi
cul
tcesto
overcome
as
the
dai
l
y
probl
e
ms
that
confront
us.
If
her
Voi
guineeds.ded herIn herfalweterincang footsteps,
ourd a consci
ecncesidealsuppl
y withel stiselmfsame
perhaps
fi
n
real
i
s
ti
,
that
ulate
usonltoy exidostedandannotintelto ldream;
to
make
a
spi
r
i
t
ual
real
i
t
y
where
before
As she fought
andandconquered
efictual
concepti
on. through
through
fai
t
h,
l
e
t
us
g
ht
and
conquer
fai
t
h;
cantimeonlcany make.
be realized through an effort of wil , which all of usthiA.satfaiG.anyth
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ON THE SCREEN OF TIM E .

A
OUNT
ZEPPELIN'
S vrecent
achiconsecuti
evementvielnyhavi
nrealg navily epoch
gated
the
ai
r
for
over
twel
e
hours
,
i
s
ng. ng to occult tradition, however, airships cannot be
C makiAccordi
regarded
as
a
new
i
n
venti
o
n.
Aeri
a
l
navi
g
ati
o
n
i
s
the
revi
v
al
of
a
very anci
ent scisence.glory.TheForAtlweanteans
perfected
it, acme
long before
they
days
of
Egypt'
have
passed
the
of
purel
materi
al develtowards
opmenttheandmoreof purel
yualmateri
al knowl
edge. words,
We areinvoon
thelutioascent
spi
r
i
t
pl
a
nes.
In
other
not evolthatutiowen, isaretheagain.
law whipassichnnow
governsthehuman
progress.
Thidescent
sn,means
g
through
stages
ofwiourth
i
n
to
matter,
repeati
n
g
earl
i
e
r
experi
e
nces,
though
greater
self-consciotousness
andaswiathrace,addedfirstmoralthe percepti
oovern. Wephysimaycal
expect,
therefore,
recover,
control
matter,
and finalinl'ys theinventispiriotnualis"chia step
ld-state"towards
we havethelore-di
st. sIncovery
that sense,
Count
Zeppel
of a
forgotten
sci
e
nce.
This ttheory
of cyclItic bears
progressdirectlis yofupon
the greatest
importance
in
thesociaoccul
phi
l
o
sophy.
most
of
our
probl
e
ms,
l as lwely gilvase itpersonal;
and is worthy of much closer study than
we usual
.
ficallyc, tradi
in thetioncaseto confi
of aerirmalthenavitheory
gation,ofthere
isrevipopulvala. r Inas
welthe l Speci
as esoteri
cycl
i
c
menti
oncliess,made
of "Ving wanbeenVipracti
dya,"sedof inthepre-Vedi
"knowlc
edge
of
fl
y
i
n
g
i
n
ai
r
v
ehi
"
as
havi
tiSanscri
mes; andt workMr.datiJohnston
inabout
forms austhousand
that theyears, but consisting ofa
n
g
back
very
stories, re-tolin them
d, is fulwhil cofh alwoullusiodnsmaketo aiourr-shimodern
ps, and
tonavihaigmuch
rators-raisenvi
iolngderoadventures
us.l to remember also that on strictly philosophical
But
i
t
i
s
wel
grounds,
Herbertcharacteri
Spencersticargued
in hiosn" ("The Rhythmthatof Moti
"rhythm
iChapter
s a necessary
of
al
l
moti
on,ry"
X,
p.
"Apparentl
y
,
"
says
Spencer,
"the
uni
v
ersal
coexistenttate forces
ofinattracti
onnorandchanges
repulsthroughout
ion, which, theas weunivhaveerse,seen,
necessi
rhythm
al
l
mi
also
necessi
t
ate
rhythm
i
n
the
total
i
t
y
of
i
t
s
changes-produce
now
an immeasurable period during which, the attractive forces predomiERIAL NAVIGATION.

Mahabharata

Katha Farit Fagara,

First Principles

27I ) .

I7S

natinog,d, cause
uniwhiversalch, theconcentrati
on,e forces
and thenpredomi
an imnatimeasureabl
e
peri
duri
n
g
repul
s
i
v
n
g,
cause
uniAndversal
diffusiiosn-al
ternatetheerasconcepti
of Evolon ofutioan pastandduriDinssolg whiutiocn.h
thus
there
suggested
there
ve Evol
uticohnssuccessi
analogousve other
to thatsuchwhiEvolch iustinowons
on;on-ever
andbeenasuccessi
future
duri
n
g
whi
goimaynggohave
in prinXXIII,
ciple butp. never
the same in concrete
resulVery
t" ("Dicrudel
ssoluyti,theothen,same
"process
Chapter
537).
may be compared
withandtheothers,
ascentmade
of a
Feuerbach,
Ni
e
tzsche
spitheralmi, such
as
a
corkscrew.
stakereactiofonsupposi
nbeg thatdirect,history
must repeat
itselsamef exactl
y;
that
the
must
and
forever
on
the
pl
a
ne.
ated Niecantzsche'arissepessi
mwhen
ism bythepoiopposi
ntingnoutg forces
that
"aareButtruliSpencer
yn exactl
rectiyanti
lintheearcipsame
rhythm
onl
y
and thea perfectl
probabiylitciiersculagaiar nrhythm,
st this theare
itwonfiniforces
tely great.concerned
" Whimust
le, l"toine;begenerate
exactl
yo ;atandrightagaianglnstesthitos each
other,
andbilitiemust
have
exactl
y
a
certai
n
rati
the
proba
se infiwinitlelproduce
y great. anAlell liother
proporti
oorns landess eccen
direc
titriocnsity.ofs aretheAndlitwokewiwhen,forces
p
se
of
greater
asdescriindeedbed almust
ways behappens,
aboveex,twoandforcescannotare
engaged,
the
curve
more
compl
exactl
ynrepeat
itselnever
f. So brithatngsin about
fact throughout
nature,
thitos aactiprevion andous
reacti
o
of
forces
a
compl
e
te
return
state"Rememberi
(p. 255). ng that besides the primary rhythms there must be
e, triof palegeneral
, and evenadvance,
quadruplthee virhythms,
witheth broad
reactiofacts
ns takiofnhig spltoryace
asaredoublpartrepeated,
e
w
that
though
althat
waysweonknow
a relaoftivtheely himethods
gher plofane,nature
is striasctlya
iwhol
n accordance
wi
t
h
al
l
e. norWe attempt
need nottoscorn,
therefore,
theas statement
ofdone,the as the
expl
a
i
n
i
t
away,
some
have
imaginatiIt vwoul
e gldoribeficatatiolenastofashireasonabl
s ancestorse, inbyoursomeopinpriion,mitotivattri
e Hibnutedu
poet.
to that primitive Hin.du some clairvoyant pre-vision of the present.
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Maha

bharata,

than we,the
Theal of achian anci
evement
oforCount
ZeppelIt remi
in sugndsguseststhatmorealthough
revi
v
e
nt
art
sci
e
nce.
race,
worldcarriof three
dialmmensiostons,exclwarfare,
wiasin taahiworl
n thedfuncti
hiof stwotoriondicalordimensiperinarioons.d,ly ihasnWea been
e
d
on
usively
fi
g
ht
in
"Fl
a
tl
a
nd.
"
It was towards t\1e end of the seventies th3:t Zollner, professor of
WAR AND THE THIRD DIMENSION.

astronomy
ersityum,of Leiwhipczih,g,inconducted
experi
mconfi
ents rwimedth
Slpractiade,calthely theatAmerithetheory
cunian vmedi
hi
s
esti
m
ati
o
n,
ofentertai
a fourthned ditheoreti
mensiocnallofy, space,
whichchtheymathehad
mati
c
i
a
ns
had
for
l
o
ng
and
whi
conveni
ons. Fola number
lowing
theofusedbooks
publas iacatiwere
on bywrienceZoltten,linnerdealmathemati
ofinhigs witchal thedemonstrati
same
sub ect inandmorean
popul
a
r
form,
the
best
known
among
them
bei
n
g
ning aslittlEdwi
e brochure
called
by "A Square"-other
wientertai
se"Flknown
n
Abbott.
atltwoand"dimdescri
bns,ed butthe who
experigaiencenedofsomeA Square
who
livaedworlin da
worl
d
of
ensi
o
knowl
e
dge
of
ofdimoneensiodins.mension, and later of Spaceland, our own world of three
ted
In
Fl
a
tl
a
nd,
al
t
hough
the
i
n
habi
t
ants
consi
s
ofit trihadanglnotesbeenand
squares
and
hexagons
and
ci
r
cl
e
s
and
other
fi
g
ures,
i
f
forwoulcertai
n diappeared
fferencestowhieachch they
leasarnedstraislgohtwlliynesto onlrecogni
ze, they
For
in a
d
have
other
y
.
of
two
di
m
ensi
o
ns
there
can
be
no
"upH
or
"down,
"
no
"top"
worl
d
lengthuponandit,breadth.
Thus,wiifl webe
plorciraculce"bottom";
aar;coibutn onthithere
a stablis caneto, andlobeokloonlatokyitdown
i
t
s
appearance
from
unknown
iourn Fleyesatland.to theTolevelrealofizethethetablFlaetl'sasurface,
nders'a lithiwhen
mirtdatidiowens,mensishalweoln,must
lorc1es
wer
fi
n
d
ci
angles and squares reduced to so many straight lines of different
landengths.triWhen
Squarenothihadnag vibutsioan ofvastLimul
nelatnd,itudeor ofthesmalworll dStraiof oneght
diLimnesensi, aloln,moviourhe nfound
gatotlaandnd, frosquares
in oneandandtritheanglsamees andStraicigrhtcleLis nhade. Inbeenhis
own
worl
d
of
Fl
able
tos, move
round
one
another
and
approach
each
other
at
di
ff
erent
angl
e
thoughwas alnoways"round";
on the nosamepoisurface.
In Liexcept
neland, "end
he found
that
there
n
t
of
contact
on."
When
he
approached
what
cal
l
e
d
the
"si
d
e"
of
a
Li
n
e,
he
found
that
ne itselmoved
f this sioutde ofmeant
momentto thetheLiSquare
line wi"inthsidae"Liorne,stomach. And the
tant from
Spacel
avind,sibale Sphere,
viSquare,
sited ourmerelSquare
irain sFlinLater,
agtlorand,loanweriandinnhabigbecame
vi
s
i
b
l
e
or
i
n
to
the
y
by
i
t
sel
f
above
or
bel
o
w
the lethatvel ofthethSphere
e Square'couls dhori, to
zon.
To
the
horror
of
the
Square,
he
found
use theabstrac�,
languagewitofhouttheeffort,
Sphere,anythi
movengthrough
s "solsidis,d"eaandof
even
enclosedtheinSquare'
the Square'
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Transcendental Physics,

j

Erehwon,

Flatland,

he

the Square became

invisible to that Line.

walls. Worst of all, the Sphere could see into the Square's
ifournsidTheessolidSphere
expl
ainwouled tod requi
the Square
thatnotin onorderhis toPeriseemeter,into where
Space
di
m
ofhisthree
ensi
o
ns
he
r
e
an
eye,
but ony hicals lsihide,s that is, on what he, in the language of Flatland,
woulwas,The
d probabl
Squareexceptwastheoreti
very cslalolwy ; tobutunderstand,
andpoinnever
did thatwholbyly
understand,
he
at
l
a
st
ted
out
anal
o
gy
there
mustof whialcsho iexit shoul
st ad worl
d ofblefourto lodiokmensiintoothens, ifrom
theof
vantage-ground
be
possi
n
si
d
es
Sol"through"
id three dithem.
mensionalHe thisaindgs,to theand Sphere
to move: "Doubtl
what weesswoulwe cannot
d describe
asthat
hithere
gher Spaceltheandrealnow,
because
wethough
have nothateyepoor,in ourpunyinLisidnes.e
Butland justother
as
m
of
Fl
a
tl
a
nd,
11onarchclcoulose datneihand,
ther turn
to left normyrigframe,
ht to dithescernlandit, ofandThreejust
asDimthere
and
touching
ensieyeons,in though
I,oblr itond,disensel
eisst, sowretch,
had notherepoweris atoFourth
touch
iDit, mnoensi
my
i
n
teri
s
cern
of
a
surety
on.ly", he appeals to the Sphere to tell him if at some time in the
Fi
n
al
hidismtoryensioofnalSpacel
and,haveBeinotngsbeenof aknown
higher toorderenterthanclosedthoserooms,of theeventhreeas
worl
d
theof doors
Sphereorhadwinentered
the appeari
house nofg theand Square-wi
tathoutwilthe. Butopenitheng
dows,
and
vani
s
hi
n
g
Sphere,towhibelebyadmino tmeans
ting thattolethere
havethebeensuggesti
superstion thattionsthere
to thatcaneffect,
proves
rant
of
exif isnt
anyany case
Beingsunablwiteh topowers
greater
than
hi
s
own,
and
confesses
hi
m
sel
satisasfy thethe Square
scientificremicurinodssityus,ofthough
the Square.
Now
i
n
Fl
a
tl
a
nd,
thesharptriapoinglnetss
andof theisquares
coul
d
jab
and
even
ki
l
one
another
wi
t
h
the
r
angl
e
s,
there
was
of
course
no
possi
b
i
l
i
t
y
of
stri
k
i
n
g
from
above.
And
the dfactof three
is thatdiimnensispiotens,ofweourhaveownbeenracelimbeiitedng curiconsciouslousy, iofn warand
ifare,
n a worl
whether
bynow,landis toorinsea,venttoa attack
andh thedefence
onpossia plblaenetrajectory.
surface.
Our
ai
m
,
even
ri
fl
e
wi
t
fl
a
ttest
The nearestand
Weapproach
manceuvre,
we charge,
ona thitherdsamedimensiplaneonasis ourthe enemy.
to
warfare
from
use
of
mortars
siege-artiasl ethery; objthough
theseare areintended
operated,
ofke. course,
fromcan do,thepracti
same
surface
e
ct
they
to
stri
Al
l
we
callimliyted, istotoprojjabectioneng another
wiesthhoriourzontalangllyes! At the worst, we are
our
angl
ButAnd,now folcomes
antheairperfecti
ship. oWen ofcanthe jabsubmari
and nbee, whijabbed
fromes
above.
l
o
wi
n
g
c
h
enabl
us to attack from below-the whole science of war becomes anti1 78
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l

inside.

see

was

was

l

I

quated.
beficdevelexperiopedencefromof thethenew.ruins From
of thea
olhumani
d, andtarionlAanynewstandpoi
afterscileonncengt, thiandmust
terri
s emay
seemdiscovery
lamentabl
emade
. Wewarshoulledss remem
ber,and lhowever,
that
so
far
sci
nti
fi
c
has
bloodyhas
e
ss
brutal
than
i
t
was.
Further
than
that,
sci
e
nti
fi
c
di
s
covery
never
beyond
thethecontrol
of the moral
forces.
Why
shoul
d
isponds
t now?·yetwiadvanced
May
i
t
not
be
that
redi
s
covery
of
aeri
a
l
navi
g
ati
o
n
corre
th some moral development in mankind?
sdirectedandenergyin Englis aalndwayshaveregrettabl
emori
. Many
excelsomethi
lent nwomen
iwin lthiMinots country
been
cl
a
n
g
for
gthattheya
want
if
they
get
i
t
.
They
have
been
cl
a
mori
n
g
so
l
o
udl
y
ng presson forhasthenamed
them the Shrieking Sisterhood. We deplore
thescoffioccasi
epi
t
het.
Woman'
s where
suffrageit hashas become
been a lamiw.serablAt ethefaifilurrest elinectithose
of thethe
western
states
o
n
after
the experiare estincel
wastogranted,
numbers
of womenly ceased
voted. toButvote.afterThere
hadsuffrage
ceased
be
novel
,
they
gradual
some "femal
einpoltradeiticiains"-a
noiofsomecountybrood,chaiwhormen.liveThese
on "jochaibs,"rmen,and
whose
stock
s
fl
a
ttery
for therersmostas part,
become
epiandtomesto regard
of cynicalislm,women
inclinedwitoth clilassi-difsyguitheisedr
admi
"them
sort,
"
suspicdoion.getOfsomeactualsmalinlfljuoenceb, it oris "puldue l,to" these
women havepity.none.But iWhen
n othey
they
good-natured
lment
ong runis nottheypermanent,
are worse offandwittheyh it than
wi
t
hout
i
t
;
because
the
empl
leanarnhonest
nothinligvinasg afterwards.
clerks in a They
State
capi
t
al
whi
c
h
wi
l
hel
p
them
to
earn
redoubl
e theitor doses
of flathem.
ttery, and succeed only in compelling their
benefactors
hi
d
e
from
Theforvotes
of Other
these women,
the "professi
othenal"fewpoliteliceict,ans,whose
of course
count
l
i
t
tl
e
.
women
who
vote
are
conthe
sciUJ?fortunate
ence drivesclathem
to
i
t
(the
very
few),
and,
at
the
other
pol
e
,
ss
who
are
herded
together
by
the
pol
i
c
e,
dri
v
en
to
the
polls,ef.and" ordered to record their votes for the party favored by the
"Chi
To
Butof apart
froms truethe sphere"
actual resulannoyst, thetheprisuffragette,
nciple itselfwhois wrong.
speak
"woman'
i
n
si
s
ts
that
Butflthatings woman
as goodandas thata man,she andabandons
probablthiy sbetter.
hasishento iherstheatownpolleastitisphere,
when
she
herself
c
al
arena,
i
s
undeni
a
bl
e
.
At
no
ti
m
e
i
n
the
hi
s
tory
of the
worl
d
has
woman'
s
i
n
fl
u
ence
been
greater
than
among
the
ol
d
Northmen;
and then she was prophetess and household goddess-not an Amazon ;
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notreverentl
even ytaki, asngmother
part inorthewicounci
lssisofter,menin ; thebut home.
consultedTheby same
them
f
e
or
function is performed
by nwomen
to-dayhelinpedInditoa,pervert
thoughtheto amoreless degree,
Mohametan
exampl
e
havi
g,
perhaps,
ancient
practiWhat
ces. a woman can be is an inspiration to the men of her acquai
nist
ance.
She
can
stand
for
the
more
spi
r
i
t
ual
si
d
e
of
l
i
f
e.
Her
mi
n
d
clairvoyant
than themoralmasculcharacter
ine minmakes
d; her iitntuiimpossi
tion bisleleforss imthepeded.
Atomorewoman,
even,
whose
soul
imuchmpress
her
mi
n
d
i
n
tui
t
i
v
el
y
,
i
s
l
i
k
el
y
to
have
i
n
sti
n
cts
whi
c
h
are
very
And
al
l
of
these
facul
t
i
e
s
truer
than
those
of
the
ordi
n
ary
man.
andspherefunctiintoothens areconfusiendangered
by departure
fromHer herorganiownsm,lenoss doubt,
active
o
ns
of
competi
t
i
v
e
l
i
f
e.
dtinbytimhersel
e adaptf asitselfseriotouslnewy ascondiby tmen
ions;andbut theby future
resultingenerati
g loss woulons.d
bewoul
fel
Materi
competiities.tion is not conducive to the development of the finer
feminItinahasel qual
beenwomen
objectedto compete
that becausecommerci
modernal ycondi
timen,
ons make
it neces
sary
for
many
wi
t
h
i
t
i
s
onl
yisfaitor
But
thi
s
that
they
shoul
d
be
al
l
o
wed
to
do
so
pol
i
t
i
c
al
l
y
as
wel
l
.
arguetothatcompete
two wrongs
canismakebad enough;
one right.butThat
somenotwomen
shoul
d
have
wi
t
h
men
we
need
make
thi
n
gs
worse byofextendi
ng thetors.field of the competition or by increasing the
number
the
competi
Reincarnatiratheron ofthancourse
balAndancesin anythe caseaccount.we shalThel gai"innnothi
equalnitgiebys"
arelevelapparent
real
.
ling down the whole human race to a commoner norm than is
necessary.
Biattempt
ologiststowhoexplinasiinst aluponl biodefilogincialngphenomena
life as a mechani
calth_eprocess,
anda
who
al
o
ng
l
i
n
es
of
stioccurrence
c analysis,forhavewhicbeenh theyoblcannot
iged toaccount,
admit
physi
cyo-chemi
cal oris onemechani
frankl
that
there
more
andsalamanders.
that is for the curious regeneration of the eye in the tadpoles of
If
the
l
e
ns
from
the
eye
of
a
young
sal
a
mander
be
removed,
.
t
he
al proceeds
towasmanubefore.factureButa newthe troubl
one, ande is thethateyeit performs
soon becomesthis
asmianirmperfect
as
i
t
o
acl
e
i
n
a
whol
l
y
heterodox
and
unconventi
o
nal
way.
It
refuses
t
conform
to thetherequidefenders
rements ofof that
the mechani
calFortheory.the newAnd lethinss patur
alformed
ly disturbs
theory.
isd. not
i
n
the
same
manner
or
out
of
the
same
materi
a
l
as
the
ol
"In the normal development of the tadpole from the egg, as in all
1 80
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MEcHANICs OR CoNSCIOUSNESS.

other
vertiofbratethe head.
animalsIn, thethe lreplens aiscementformedof thefromlenstheafterouterremoval
skin , orit
ectoderm
ariandsesthifrom
theinatescellsinofthetheembryo,
iris whinotch form
thethe edge
ofskithen, butopticascup,an
s
ori
g
from
outer
outgrowth
fromfar theas isbraiknown,
n." none of the ancestors of the young sala
Now
so
have
hadous experi
any suchencehabiof tthe; norprocess.
has theHowyoungthensalcanamander
itself
hadmander
any
previ
the
power
adhere
the structure
ofcaltheeffectorganibesthem? resulCant ioft besomeduepsyc�i
to somec cause?sort
ofCanvolititbeiionn-can
the
physi
thatlythereinexplis iacablconnecti
on betweenof thibirsth-marks
biologicalandphenomenon
andimpressitheons?equal
e phenomena
pre-natal
Accordifianblge toto abandon
ProfessortheWimechani
lson ofcalColtheory
umbia (alUnithough
versity,thatit iwoul
d
beas unjusti
s
not,
he says,in itsfulpllyace,establbecause
ished),to anddo toso adopt
alaneo-vi
talbiisotilcogiorst psychi
c
theory
woul
d
nd
the
i
n
·
the
domai
n
of
metaphysi
c
s
or
even
of
fai
t
h.
But
to
the
mere
outsi
d
er,
who
on and admi
ramount
es, but ofoccasifaitohnalrequily wonders,
it is dianyfficullonger
t to ditostithen
lguiookssh between
the
r
ed
to
adhere
mechani
and thec factor.
amount required to accept some hypothesis
whicOrthodox
h admical ttheory,
s thebiolpsychi
osgists stil profess to scorn the viewsbut,of men
lalikle,
Alfred
Bi
n
et,
i
n
hi
after
they
areso loverwhel
ooking formin_tglhey,truth,
andmaythe facts
comeofpouriProfessor
ng in, yearWilsonby
that
we
yet
hear
year,
th some treati
e on theasmiPsychol
riorvaloningtheEmpedocl
Loves andes wiHatreds
of a sProtopl
c Celol.gy of an Amreba,
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Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms;

T.

uAt the foot of some colossal masonry a man was singing. He sat
where the temple wall abutted upon the narrow, crowded roadway. A
buttress pillowed his head. The stones of the roadway were his seat.
The crowd jostled and pressed him. Yet he sang as the lark sings when
it enters the sunlit cloud. The day fell. Night and the stars came out.
Still the singer sang. One asked him : 'Art thou not for home?'
u 'I ha�'e no home.'
" (Hast thou no wherewithal to house and clothe and feed thee?'
said he,
OF ITEMS.
u '1

have,'

'the Spirit of my song.' " BooK

IV.
EAR
FRIEND:
Near Forto theeveryproblfamiemlyofthattheisfamirichlytherelies theare
probl
e
m
of
poverty.
thatcomes
are poor,in contact
and somewitthat
are verythatpoor.is squalid
D . a thousand
No
one
who
h
poverty
can helstripkesbutthebe chioppressed
byliitttl, eandones.the saddest of all is the poverty
that
l
d
ren,
the
calarel born
racialinbecause
it seems
toseembe
thedoomed
fateSomeoftoofthelifthie-lrace,osngpoverty
andpoverty.
thosewe may
who
those
condi
t
i
o
ns
TakeSouth,as anas welinstance
theNegro
"Blackquarters
Belt"
ofof Alourabama
and
other
parts
of
the
l
as
the
great ciwhoties.is acquainted with the actual condition of things
Anyone
in theseth compared
places wilwisayth thethatabject
a goodpoverty
deal ofofpoverty
that ewes. know
is
weal
these
peopl
A
man
of aem.mostTheoptisame
mistiics spitruerit into albelmostieveasthatlargetherea degree
is a solofutitheon
oftwomustthemibeprobl
ns
l ions ofTennessee,
poor whitAles aorbama,"Tackeys,
"Viwhorginliiaveandin thethe mountai
ofDescendants
Kentucky,
West
Carol
i
n
as.
ea ancestors,
sh, anda depth
Hugueof
not,ignorance
it is astandoofnishisbrave
hifntlgessness.
thatand suchnoblTrue,
racethecoullanddScotch-Iri
siisnkstoney
to such
hil y, butAs
ithey
t is sousegoodno machi
that niterywilforraieisethercornplawhintincg,h isculthetivatichinegfandorproduct.
reapi
n
g
i
t
takes
familivley iton lmanage
as smal
l have
farm.selThey
have general
ly
lieares butegeneral
o
g
cabi
n
that
d
om
more
than
one
lroom,
arge thefamiandwhol
l,yawifewthoutspliwint nbottom
dows. chaiIn thirs, sperhaps
room youa benchwil
fiandnd twoa home-made
tabl
e
or threeand beds.
Theyandselthedom"cornhavedodger"
a stove butformcookthe bystapla efirofe
pltheiace;r die"hog
homi
n
y"
t.seldFruiom tseegrowsany, lforuxuritheyouslarey if satiplasntedfied wiandthgiwhat
ven agrows
little wicare,ld.
butMoneyyouthey
seldom see, the father of a large family recently told a
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teacher thateverhehaviseldnomg more.had two dollars at one time and
hemisdisiThedonarynotcondiremember
tiontedof States
the IndiGovernment,
ans is muchstibetter
because
theypovertyare
wards
of
the
Uni
l
there
i
s
deep
and great
wretchedness
among
the
di
ff
erent
tri
b
es.
a poverty
ofplrace,easedthereto calis all ourso a great
povertycenters
of class.of
Notweonlturny is there
When
to
what
we
are
cicivtiielsizatito osome
n, London,
Newwe findYork,a poverty
Chicagothatand isinsimany
ofappalourlinsmalg. ler
extent,
m
pl
y
cities we finsald aoons,part istabl
n whieschandthe streets
areookinarrow
and
queer
l
n
g
stores.
diPerhaps
rty,In withese
ttheh houses
junkshops,
were
onceonethehouse,
homesandof welquitle-to-do
tradesmen,
butin
now
many
fami
l
i
e
s
occupy
often
one
fami
l
y
eachInroom.
s year ofof grace,
1908, a insiswhiter cinh oneeverydayroomin a was
Chrisrented
tian cittoy,
via sdiitffederentthifourteen
these
homes
famibedroom
ly. In many
cases
this room hadHeretotheyservesleep,notwash,
only
ascookkitchen
and
but
al
s
o
as
workshop.
�n they have anything to cook), and . make our collars,
(
whe
bluncommon
ouses, toyspicandture,other
thisomengs cithatties wetherebuyare miles ofThitheses is poverty
not an
for
i
n
strickenthesestreets,
dirty,andstuffytwo-room
courts andhomes.alleysSometi
wheremesfamitheylies arecrowdin
into
one-room
attithincgs, thatsometiwemwoul
es ind·dcalampl furnibasements,
andthere
quiteareoftenhundreds
empty ofof palanye
t
ure.
Here
faced
nyzed,cold helweather.
Worse
stil a, filtherethy
aremattress,
manychiladlren,yheaping halofcrifprags,
pldressed
ed,orparala ibundl
p
l
e
ss
or
di
s
eased,
eusofwhohay occasi
servinognalaslyahavebed toin goan
otherwi
s
e
bare
col
d
room.
Those
of
there seeare heartbreaki
ngepoverty
thatf-starved,
is hiddenil -treated,
from thewitpubl
ic gaze.
Here
chi
l
d
ren
negl
cted,
hal
h
few
joys
sorrows,
fewld ikis sdark
ses andandmany
blalol ws.cloudItanddoeslitseem
asanyif
landsunshi
ife formany
the
sl
u
m
chi
sad,
tl
e
i
f
ne. a case like this (and nothing I am writing you is fiction, it is
Take
from
in twoisrooms,
father,
whosick,is
outand ofhererealwork,islifthee):andbabyheresixsiixchis amonths
ldfamiren.lyolTheldividyingmother
in
the
hospi
t
al
ng ofoccupi
starvatied byon.father,
In themother
same
blandockeionghtthechitopldren,floortheareeldtwoest beismalngl rooms,
Durinofg
athecricoffi
pplenunabl
e ntoinwalg thek. body
thethe hotdeadweather
the
baby
di
e
s
and
contai
whereand theall nicright.pple and the
otherHerechildchiirens lvid clistayed
ve,edcriandmeinandsltheept,misame
partseryofroom
athatdaymake
the heart ache-it is
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cheap.

ialn buimyldowning
ble toorbefourgoodblounder
these
condiversititoyns.andHere
ciwehardltyfound
wiy tpossi
hinlathree
cks
of
the
Uni
Capi
t
ter a famiandlytheof imfather
migrants,helpfather,
mother andTo seven
chiwitlhout
dren lainbor,stonewitonroom,
l
e
ssl
y
drunk.
exist
eat
the
bread
of
i
d
l
e
ness,
to
dri
n
k
unti
l
i
n
toxi
c
ated,
that many
ofl these
peopl
e thiofnkpoverty
it is worth
is theeffortidealto ofreach.happinButess there
anpresent
are
sti
other
phases
thatfor
thei
r
probl
e
ms.
Here
i
s
a
man
who
has
worked
hard
He has getssavedsomea litbritlecksmoneyand
to keepa payment
a growinong famia loltyinofaginewrls. suburb,
andyears
makes
lsaveumber,rentand, andbuitoldsbea able to workBeforeon hiitsishome
finishedhe wimoves
nter begi
ns, butly iton.
hi
s
fami
Then
rheumati
s
m
di
s
abl
e
s
hi
m
and
every
cent
he
has
l
e
ft
goes
to
doctors
the hopesomeofwork
a cure-whi
chanddoesscrubbing,
not come. butThenotwienough
fe (far tofromkeepstrong)
gets
washi
n
g
them.is
burden
i
s
heavy,
the
hope
l
o
ng
cheri
s
hed
of
a
home
of
hi
s
own
The
blandasted.securesA Chri
sticlanothiminngisterandfifuelnds tohimcarry(for them
he didthrough
not go tothechurch)
food,
wintheter
andfuture.helpThitos getis a them
back
to
fri
e
nds,
but
wi
t
h
l
i
t
tl
e
hope
for
typekiofndhundreds
of other
cases.call feeble-mindedness,
There
i
s
another
of
poverty
that
we
whiuschwhoin turnare connected
is the causewiofth acharigoodtydealorganiof zphysi
calknow
poverty.
Those
ofgreatness
ati
o
ns
some
of the
of
the
probl
e
m
in
thi
s
aspect.
One
to
whom
the
subject
is new is ofgreatlthesey poor
astoniinshedthe UniwhentedtolStates,
d thatandtheresomearephihundreds
ofts
thousands
l
a
nthropi
s
are giThivinsgisaagreat
dealbriefofandtimiemtoperfect
the study
of thiofs probl
em. em, and
very
statement
the
probl
wil say that the picture is much darker than have
paithosentedThewhoitgreat
. knowquesti
onproblfor eusm?isas, Does
Theosophy
asiona doesphiloisophy
throw
any
l
i
g
ht
on
the
the
Wi
s
dom
Rel
i
g
t give
usto account
any helpforin thethe exisolsutence
tion?ofCountl
e
ss
theori
e
s
have
been
advanced
thetion.problButem,noneand ofscheme
afterso farscheme
for
the
sol
u
these
as
hasknowbeenare proposed
The
Di
v
i
n
e
Provi
d
ence
theory
gi
v
en
to
some
sati
s
factory.
of us in earlminyd. lifWhen
e and westil were
wideltaught
y preached
youthful
to sinnever
g: satisfied even the
h manmanin athishicastl
�,
"TheThericpoor
s
gate,
GodAndmadeorderedthemtheihirgestate.
h and" lowly,
We could not help but wonder why our father was the "poor man at
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his gate"
andchildtheish other
boy'wass father
wassatithesfied"riuntich lmanwe inmethiswicastlth thee."
And
that
wonder
never
explaThenativery
on ginewest
ven by theory,
Theosophy.
thatsaygivenpoverty
by theis"New
Thought"
peoplbee,
icured.
s just asTheiunsati
s
factory.
They
a
di
s
ease
and
can
r
remedy
can
onl
y
be
appl
i
e
d
in
a
few
cases
and,
al
o
ne,
i
s
rely successful
, obutn, why
even iaref it sowasmany
a success
there stiofl iremai
ns
thenotbabesentiunanswered
questi
thousands
n
nocent
born toin ldeepest
poverty andand mibysery?their environment apparently
condemned
i
f
e-l
o
ng
poverty
Itd, butis comiapartng from
to beTheosophy
a universalthere
beliefisthatno phiperfect
justithatce rulexplesatheins
worl
l
o
sophy
how
thitys ,wisaydespread
poverty
andofmipoverty,
sery harmoni
zes wito treconci
h that lbele thiief.s
Heredi
some,
i
s
the
cause
but
how
theory
of theiscause
withperpltheegeneral
belieem.f aboutThea ljustaw ennunci
God andateda wibyse
Provi
d
ence
a
most
xi
n
g
probl
Theosophy
"Acti
oButns make
environment"
throws
a floiodtseloff, when
light
onandthewheredarkdithat
probl
e
m.
then
another
questi
o
n
presents
denvitheseronment?
little chiWhen
ldren perform
thethinactik theonsthoughts
that resulthatted
ibuin thilt ups sltheum character
di
d
they
suifortedthitos isthinots · etheinvirronment?
The replony earth.
is, of
course,
i
n
former
l
i
v
es,
fi
r
st
appearance
thoughts,
res, and actions of those former lives are seeds that
areThebeari
ng fruitdesito-day.
"MyThe brothers,
each
man'formers lifeliving is ;
outcome
of
hi
s
The bygone
bringblforth
The
bygone wrongs
right breeds
iss. sorrows "and woes,
This is thetoo.doctri"Bene notof Karma.
This isisnotthemocked,
teachingforofwhatsoever
the New
Testament,
decei
v
ed'God
soweth
thate, ourshalactil heonsalsaffected
o reap." themIn former
livresactiweonsareaffected
related
toaus,mancertai
n
peopl
and
thei
andIf ainchitheld present
lideformed
fe the resulthets ofseedtheseof thatactiodeformi
ns appear.ty was sown
i
s
born
in a former
life theby theexactchiconsequences
ld 'and by the ofparents
whothoughts
gave itandbirth,acts.so
that
both
reap
former
Thishappiseemsnesstoandbe success
a perfectof iexpl
nandof natitheons.miseryWilandiam sufferi
ng,
thesays
npagedivaidnatiualso"Indi
Q.
Judge
lorife (b)is thusit isexpldisciaipnled:ine taken
(a) It upis puniby theshmentEgovforifordualevithelunhappi
donepurposeinnesspastofinellivianymes;i
nati
g fortintudeg theandobstructi
sympathy.on in When
are nelgimdefects
inated orit iacqui
s likreinremovi
an irridefects
gating
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canal way:
which thethenresullets ttheof water
flivoesw on.of goodness.
Happiness" Perhaps
is explainatedfitherst
same
pri
o
r
l
thilimsitworki
ngenvioutronment
of Karmawemayareseembut lhelikepfatal
isslm;avesthatofif desti
we areny.thus
ed
by
l
e
ss
lcontrol
ittle careful
thought
wilthusenablprovee us ourto seefreedom.
that we Wemayareuselithimitsedlawnowto
our
desti
n
y
and
thiniking,
byres.ourWemishave
takenbound
choices,ourselourveswasted
opporcan
bytuniourties past
and
fool
s
h
desi
and
we
createlt oura future
of lcharacters
iberty. If andour thoughts
andour desipresent
res intendenci
the pasteshaveand
buicapaci
present
gi
v
en
us
ties,good
and ourlaw pastis stiactil worki
ons have
made
ouraspipresent
envibe lroonment,
theour same
n
g.
If
our
r
ati
o
ns
ftyIf andour
thoughts
pure,
then
our
future
characters
wi
l
correspond.
actialloow,ns ourbe good
andenviweronment
render serviwil cecorrespond
as far as ourandopportuni
tyl wifinld
future
we
shal
oursel
ves much
in a posigreater
tion where
opportuni
ties forenjoy.helpfulThusnessourandpresent
happi
ness
are
than
we
at
present
bonds
andes comilimnitgatiinotons possessi
wil melont ofaway,knowlandedgegradual
ly l weenablshale lusfintod
oursel
v
that
wi
getKarmiridc offorcethe Karma
of theKarmipast.c resulThatts iands, wesoshal"conquer
l learn hownatureto useby
to
effect
obediThus
ence."does our philosophy il umine this dark problem and shows
us thatce rulnecessi
tyworl
and dfreewi
l isaremercyharmoni
ousheart
realitofies,alland. that while
justi
e
s
the
there
at
the
Shall wewitalh ltheow theKarmagoodoflathose
w to
Anditselnowf outanother
questishaloln werises,interfere
work
al
o
ne,
or
who
areIf beari
burdenwe ofhelpoverty
by hellypIinhave
g themno fearout
wengmaywingththihelthesp,great
how
may
p
?
Personal
ofof iint ?terferi
Karma
ofnthose
whorenderareservi
in need,
for it maythibes
mybe soKarma
to
step
i
n
at
thi
s
poi
t
and
c
e.
Whether
or not, wemeansknowcompassi
that theonheart
ofserviTheosophy
is abrotherhood,
andht,
brotherhood
and
c
e.
To
be
carri
e
r
of
l
i
g
aandmessenger
of
compassi
o
n,
to
hel
p
l
i
f
t
the
heavy
burden
of
the
worl
d
ution, shoul
d be brithengsidealusliifnetoforsympathy
every Theosophi
st.
Itpaniisohasten
thinshispliwiiftesthofevolthecompassi
o
n
that
and
com
savicame
ors ofnotthetoworlbe mid, nforisteredtheyuntoare albutl litoke miHinmisterof
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uwe are sons of yesterday) not of the morning. The past is our
mortal mother) no dead thing. Our future constantly reflects her to the
soul. Nor is it ever the new man of to-day which grasps his fortune)
good or ill. We are pushed to it by the hundreds of days we have buried)
eager ghosts. And if you have not the habit of taking counsel with
them) you are but an instrument in their hands.JJ
GEORGE MEREDITH.

The New Old Healing, by Henry Wood (Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., Boston) .
Mr. Wood i s a veteran writer upon the philosophy o f psycho-therapeutics i n general,
and his former works have passed through from three to thirteen editions each.
Eddyistically speaking, he is a heretic, and should be placed upon the Index. He
recognizes the reality of magnetism. He admits, even, that in addition to the
mental gymnastics which he recommends (concentration on this or that organ in
order to promote circulation and "renewal" ) -some physical manipulation of the
part "may o ften profitably supplement the mental effort in order to loosen accumu
lated waste-products in the system and facilitate their removal." This is shocking !
Physical manipulation ! Still, he preserves enough of the ritual to be able to claim
close kinship. " 'Thy whole body shall be full of light.' Think of the physical body
as bright and almost transparent, instead of heavy and opaque.
My
(naming section or organ) is good and true. My subconscious mind is active i n
restoration and in excluding worn-out material [ w e suggest some gentle rubbing
at this point to supplement the process] . My whole force of healing power i s
concentrated upon this organ. M y members a l l unite in a hymn of divine praise"
and so forth. On the whole, we prefer undiluted Eddyism. To declare that my
liver, or other "section or organ," is "good and true," when it isn't and I simply
want it to be, is just a trifle less veracious than to declare that the said "section" is
imaginary, and that nothing exists but "Good." And apart from veracity, why not
T.
swallow the camel and have done with it ?

The Mysterious Forces of Nature, by Camille Flammarion. The chapters
of this new work of the great astronomer appeared last year in the popular
French magazine, La Revue, running through a dozen numbers. The book is,
therefore, a "sign of the times," like the popular articles appearing in Everybody's
JV!agazine, Harper's Magazine, Harper's "/!Veekly, and even The Delineator, which
is turning from frills and furbelows to clairvoyance and telepathic communication
with the dead. Nothing more remarkable than this popular outburst of interest in
things psychical, could well be imagined. Let us hope that it _will be turned into
usHul channels. Camille Ffammarion adds little to our knowledge of psychical
facts and laws. The real value of his work, it seems to us, lies not so much in
his records of his own experiments with the famous Eusapia Paladino and other
mediums, as in the fact that he courageously takes up the cudgels for the earlier
experiments of Sir William Crookes, A. R. Wallace and others, who did such
good work half a century ago and who were subjected to wholly undeserved
ridicule, as amiable maniacs, by an age more ignorant than our own. This tardy
vindication fills us with satisfaction. Even more interesting, because having a
bearing on certain facts that lie nearer to our hearts, is the passage in which the
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great French scientist most j ustly condemns certain "Cambridge experimenters,"
who, in their large conceit, declared to the world that Eusapia Paladino's
phenomena were wholly fraudulent. Their reason was, because they detected
her moving her hand and withdrawing it from the magnetic chain. Flammarion
shows that the authentic character of the Italian woman's powers is beyond
dispute, and that she often raises her hand to her head, which throbs feverishly
while the astral mani festations are going on. This simple fact misled the "Cam
bridge experimenters" into a public denunciation of Eusapia Paladino, which was
as ignorant as it was unjust.
We hope one day to show that H. P. Blavatsky was
the victim of denunciation equally unjust and ignorant. This episode is, for the
present reviewer, the most interesting thing in a valuable book.
C. J.

MAGAZINE LITERATURE.
The International Journal of Ethics for July contains much of interest. A. H.
Lloyd, in an article on "The Relation of Righteousness to Brute Facts," makes
the admirable point that "When righteousness is able to feel as its own the sins
of unrighteousness, real achievement is surely near at hand.'' The same writer.
in the same article, includes a sense of humor among the spiritual faculties-prop
erly, as we believe ; urging that it gives "relief in responsibility, not from it ; cher
ishes frailty ; feels the success of failure, and enjoys, not less honestly than keenly,
the impartiality of nature." W. M . Salter writes on Bernard Shaw. He concludes
that "ultimately, Shaw is not at all a pessimist, but rather an audacious optimist."
This is not our opinion. Shaw is a Socialist who does not believe in Socialism ; a
free-thinker who does not believe in free-thought ; a critic who does not believe in
himself. He has a brilliant intellect which he prostitutes by his contempt for it.
Finally, and to depart still further from the generally accepted view, his sense of
humor is diseased because he has lost, if he ever possessed, a sense of proportion,
and because he knows of nothing true with which to compare the untrue, of
nothing real with which to compare the unreal.
T.

The Annals of Psychical Science, a double number for June and July, consists
for the most part of a long and instructive article by Dr. Henry A. Fotherby on
"Music and Emotion." Having, in the November and March issues, traced a
physical and psychical relationship between sound and music on the one hand, and
form, light and color on the other ; and then having suggested reasons for
believing that the evolution of the color senses was coincident and associated with
the evolution of certain ·,emotions and mental faculties under the pressure of
environment, each color being represented by a corresponding psychic state he
now completes the circle by demonstrating the relation of music to emotion. His
illustrations are all taken from European music, though he would have found even
more forceful proof of his thesis if he had gone further afield, either to Asia, or to
"savage" music, such as to the war-songs and very brutal love-music of the Maoris.
An article by Byramji Hormusji on "Andambar : The Indian Lourdes," gives a
record of cases showing that the god Datta is responsible for at l east as many cures
as the famous shrine in France. But Datta's methods are peculiar. He is said
to appear very frequently to the friends of sufferers, in dreams, and to instruct
them how to proceed in order to cure the diseases, particularly cases of "obsession."
His image or shrine is described as if it were a dynamo of conscious magnetic
-
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and healing power. The writer describes himself as a Spiritualist. Only inci
dentally, therefore, does he mention that underground, and quite close to the shrine,
there is a temple of the Yoginis, "where it is said fifty yoginis, or female ascetics,
sit in eternal samadhi,'' or contemplation. It evidently does not occur to this
Hindu Spiritualist that these Yoginis may have something to do with the phenomena
of the shrine. He speaks of Crookes and Flammarion and Richet as if they were
gods. But has he studied the scriptures and records of his own people ?
T.

The Open Court for July contains an article by the Editor on "The Persistence
of Symbols," as instanced by the double eagle and the staff of Hermes, which deals
with the subject historically, to the total exclusion of the symbolism. It is valuable,
however, as a footnote to the Secret Doctrine. In another article by the Editor, in
comment upon contributions by H. F. Bell and the Rev. A. Kampmeier, he returns
to his really interesting hypothesis that Christianity did not first go through "the
Jewish mold," but that a new religion had for long been developing in the Eastern
part of the Roman Empire, of a gnostic character, and that "its main ideas had been
worked out to such an extent that St. Paul could use its terms without deeming an
explanation of them necessary. . . . St. Paul's rapid success is due mainly to the
fact that the leading ideas of the new religion which he preached were already
common property among the people whom he addressed. The chief point that was
new in his preaching was the proposition that the expected Christ was Jesus." From
that point of view, the Baptist was not the only forerunner who prepared the way.
The August number succeeds in its aim of being "suited to the hot season." Its
pabulum is "light." But there are some articles of a more serious vein which are not
lacking in originality of subject and treatment. Particularly interesting is the "Indo
nesian Legend of Nabi Isa," which is a story of the "Prophet Jesus" retold in the
style of the Buddhist J atakas, and which reached the island of Java through natives
and not through Europeans. The story attributes to Jesus the character of a man
who in his quiet wisdom and perfect goodness deals j ustly with other people
while they suffer by their own avarice and egotism. "Muhammad, the Founder
of Islam," by the Shaikh M. H. Kidwai of Gadia, Barabanki, Oudh, India, is an
account of the life of the great Muslim prophet, and also to some extent a charac
terization of his personality and mission. "The Samaritans" sums up a few inter
esting features of this sect as related in a recent book by James Alan
T.
Montgomery.

The Monist for July is not quite up to its usual standard. Dr. Paul Carus,
however, contributes an article of interest in criticism of Pragmatism, and inci
dentally of Mr. Charles S. Peirce's "Tychism," according to which "in the begin
ning" there was Chance ( Tyche ) . Chance is not subject to law. It is free, as
Spirit is free. Chance acts arbitrarily, but gradually it took on habits, and habits
became more and more solidified and hardened into laws. Hence the order of
the universe is not the cause of evolution, but its product. Dr. Carus suspects
Professor James of a similar assumption. Vve should like to know what, in Mr.
Peirce's opinion, preceded "in the beginning." Theosophically, of course, that
which has a beginning must also have an end. Time, if it is not to cease, can
never have begun. To conceive of a beginning, in the absolute sense, is impossible.
We cannot agree with Dr. Carus that such a conception-"of the instability of
natural laws," based upon such a premise-"is one of the most original and most
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ingenious theories ever brought forth." Other articles deal with "Heredity
Related to Memory and Instinct ;" "The Third Movement of the Earth," and, by
T.
the same writer ( Pierre Bezian ) , "Warm Epochs and Glacial Epochs."

The Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods, for July 2d,
16th, 30th and August 13th, leaves one slightly exhausted. Not to respect such
painstaking and minute examination of everything in space, including space itself,
would be impossible. But occasionally we wonder whether humanity is going to
be benefited by the perpetual analysis of analyses ; by the word-chopping of mind!
so delicately poised, so exquisitely refined, so extraordinarily acute (in their own
specialties) , that though they act with the precision of a machine in the dissection
of all subtleties, they seem to produce little else but a series of intellectual speci
mens for some coiiector's cabinet. Take this by way of instance : "How can some
thing not a presentation produce a change in the continuum of presentations ?"
Now this is magnificent ; but is it war ? Is it creative and beneficial ? Does it
carry us nearer to the heart of things ; nearer to the dawn ? Is it not rather a
sort of sublimated dermatology ?
T.

In Everybody's Magazine for September, Hamlin Garland concludes his series
on "The Shadow World." The l ast instalment contains some interesting instances
of astral projection. The author himself seems to favor this explanation of the
so-called spiritistic phenomena, attributing it to de Rochas, as the "teleplastic'' or
"ideoplastic" theory. "If the observations of scientific experimentalists are of any
value," he says, "the teleplastic theory is on the point of winning accept
These apparitions are emanations of the medium's physical
ance.
[psychical ?] substance, molded by his will and colored by the mind of his sitters."
1'lt may be that the etheric double can take on part of the forces resident in the
circle of sitters." And Madame Blavatsky, who explained all this as long ago a!
1875, still "a fraud" I Having assimilated so much of her teaching, however, it
would be worth while to study it more deeply, if only to avoid the error of
attributing all classes of phenomena to one cause. The effort to exclude the "spirit"
factor is healthy and praiseworthy, because few superstitions are more degrading
than that"'which attributes to "spirits" the psychic monstrosities and follies of the
seance room. Nevertheless, as the occultists of all ages have explained, there is a
radical difference between the soul of man, and the psychic or semi-conscious
residue which the soul, after death, leaves behind in the astral world j ust as it
leaves the physical body behind in this world. It is this astral "shell" or residue
which may be galvanized into a fictitious life at seances, and which is answerable,
with other factors, for some cases of alleged "spirit" identity. Further, as M r.
Garland must admit, there are few sudden j umps or gaps in nature : the lines of
demarcation between the mineral and vegetable and animal kingdoms are not
marked by chasms. So with the visible and invisible ; the solid and gaseous ;
the natural and the etheric. Why, then, not allow for other orders of intelligence
besides those of our daily experience ? Why not infer that there must be, or in
any case ought to be, creatures in the astral world, perhaps of ape-like mentality ;
perhaps also with less intelligence than the apes until vivified by contact with the
human will-whether consciously exerted over them or not ? Why not realize,
in brief, that this rather unclean branch of practical psychology, or of patho
psychology, has been studied for thousands of years, instead of being the discovery
of Aksakof, Wallace, Lombroso, Morselli and the others ; and that the ancients
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may have known very much more about it than we do, who approach all subjects
from the outside, along a groove which we have beaten for other purposes, and
which has led us away from the metaphysical to the tangible and "valuable."
T.

Bibby's Annual for 1908, which appears in a form similar to that of a
Christmas number of the London Graphic, but which is printed on better paper
and in a more handsome cover, can no longer be classed directly as an advertising
periodical. It contains no advertisements. It consists of many beautiful ·illustra
tions and of a series of articles, every one of which is theosophical. In fact, it
might almost be the publication of some theosophical society. An article by Mr.
Charles Johnston is reprinted from the QuARTERLY. Other articles deal with "The
Path to Peace," "Some Possibilities of Human Consciousness," "The Occultism o f
To-day-the Mysticism of the Past" (by Mrs. Sinnett) , "Good-Will and Happi
ness" (James Allen ) , and similar subjects. Mr. Joseph Bibby himself contributes
"A Study of Sociology," in which he shows much excellent sense as well as unusual
grasp of his subject. Mr. Bibby is not a Socialist. But Mrs. Annie Besant, in an
article entitled "The Future Socialism," shows that she has not even yet shaken
off some of her earlier misapprehensions. So often, many years ago, did she con
demn the hated "capitalist," and attribute all rights to the "proletariat," that
she seems unable to see beyond the very narrow horizon of Socialist economics.
She says, "Now I believe that the next great stage of civilisation will be Socialistic ;
that in the centuries that lie before u s there will be realized many of the economic
conditions, probably all, that the Socialists of the day demand." And it is clear
that her wish is father to her thought. We, for our part, hope for something
Getter-for something less likely to injure the great mass of the people and more
likely to benefit them. It is true that Mrs. Besant is not consistent. She declares
that "a democratic Socialism, controlled by majority votes, guided by numbers, can
never succeed ; a truly aristocratic Socialism, controlled by duty, guided by wisdom,
is the next step upwards in civilisation." But we doubt whether the social question
can be solved by a contradiction in terms, such as "aristocratic Socialism" undoubt
edly is ; and although we agree with the rest of the sentence, we regret that so much
that is true should be mixed with so vital a misunderstanding.
T.

Addresses Before the New York State Conference of Religion, June, 1908. "The
Conference was organized in 1899 by ministers and laymen of twelve different
denominations. Agreeing that individual beliefs should be loyally held and frankly
maintained, but also that Religion unites many whom Theology divides, it affirms the
unity of the religious spirit in the differing religious organizatons, the supremacy
of Character and Service as the witnesses of that spirit, and the obligation resting on
all men of religious spirit to co-operate for social salvation. Its motto is, 'Religions
are many, Religion is one.' " Among the Executive Committee are such well-known
leaders of progressive thought as the Rev. Percy S. Grant and the Rev. T. R.
Slicer. The objects of the Conference are most praiseworthy and it is to be hoped
that they will be adhered to strictly. In this Report, an address by Dr. Stephen S.
Wise, Rabbi of the Free Synagogue, New York, contains much that is inspiring.
He makes one curious statement, however, which, during the discussion which
followed his address, seems to have been overlooked. "I have often wondered,"
he said, "whether men have not been overzealous in heeding the word of him who
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said that he had many things yet to say, but men could not bear them, but after
him would come the Spirit of truth. . . . God suffers man to find the truth not
that he may withhold it, but that he may declare it in all its conquering majesty.
God never requires the prophet to withhold the truth from men.''
Sometimes it seems to us that at least as much harm has been done by the
blurting out of truths (or of half-truths) as by the artificial and forcible sup
pression of truths. The great mass of people at the present time have lost faith
in the things which their fathers used to credit, and have nothing to take their
place-thanks to the iconoclastic education of the past thirty years. They do not
realize that the old "superstitions" are symbols of great truths. They are prac
tically without religion. Half-truths were proclaimed to them before they were
ready to receive them. They do not understand science in any of its branches ;
they merely disbelieve in religion. This is true even of many who attend some
church. It is l ike bringing up children on economics and cutting out fairy stories.
Children need fairy stories of one sort or another. In the same way and for
similar reasons, there are a great many people who would be much better citizens
if they had not lost faith in a lively and unpleasant Hell. The Rabbi seems to
forget that too strong or large a dose of anything may kill-even of water, even
of the water of life, which is Truth. In another address, delivered by the Rev.
G. R. Lunn, tremendous emphasis is laid, as usual, upon "social needs." Social
needs-the realization of these is to draw the churches 'together and is to make
Chri � tians of us all, as nothing else will. But does thi s excellent minister realize
that there are spiritual needs also ? What does the average, more modern
Protestant clergyman mean when he uses the word "Soul" ? Does he mean
clothes or stomach o � proper sanitation or the reorganization of society or a sewing
T.
circle ? It would be interesting to know.

The New Life MagazineJ in its first issue, explains that "the New Life
believes in the personality of God, the reliability of the Holy Spirit, the power of
prayer, and the Deity of Christ." It proposes to unify the churches. It starts out
with plentY of self-confidence and much enthusiasm ; and to those who like
large size capital letters flung at them from the middle of a sentence, it should
make a sufficiently striking appeal.

Theosophisches Leben, for June, July and August, contains some excellent
original matter as well as translations from the QuARTERLY. Ernst J. Wieder
hold, Otto Ziegner, A. Luntowski, Franz Buttner, K. S. Uhlig, Osk�r Stoll, and
the Editor, make useful contributions, which we, on this side of the water, most
cordially welcome. The utmost credit is due to the Editor for his persistent and
careful work. The Theosophisches Leben deserves a wide circulation in this
country among German-reading people. Subscriptions should be sent to Herrn
Paul Raatz, Berlin S. W. 48, Wilhelm Str. 120 ; Germany.

Neue Metaphysische Rundschan, No. 4, gives translations of an article by
Ragon on the Mass ; by "Papus" on the Tarot ; an unpublished letter by de Rochas,
and general reviews and notices.
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We have also received The Light of Reason for August, edited by James Allen
and published at Il fracombe, England, the spirit and tone of which are admirable ;
The Theosophic Messenger; an illustrated catalogue of "The Work of the Open
Court Publishing Co.," covering a period of twenty-one years ; Socialism in Brief,
by William L. Garver ; and The Problems and Perils of Socialism, by J. St. Loe
Strachey (Editor of the London Specta tor ) , published by the Macmillan Co.

Within the last two or three years .four or five Theosophical publications
have been sent to us from Russia. They certainly herald the awakening of theo
sophical thought, not only among elect individuals, as it used to
. be heretofore but
in much wider and more varied layers of its population. I hear of gathe ;ings,
of people in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kaluga, Smolensk, Kieff, who all indepen
dently announce their intention of pursuing a regular course of theosophical
activities, reading and lecturing. I have before me two Russian theosophical
magazines, Theosophicheskoie Obozrenie and Theosophskaya Jizn ( The Theo
sophical Review and Theosophical Life) .
The latter came into existence a month before the former. S o I shall speak
of it first.
Its tendency is much more exclusively Christian than the other. And no
wonder, for we find members of the Russian clergy among its contributors.
Its first article announces the objects of the Theosophical Society of Smolensk,
beginning with the quotation, "Love thy neighbor as thyself." And, indeed, from
what we can gather from the publication, the objects of fhat society are rather
those of a charitable organization than of a gathering of people whose obj ects
are intellectual study and moral improvement. The members of that society are,
among other duties, to waken the conscience in human beings
. . to give
out instructions for the strengthening of the spirit . . . to spread ideas of tem
perance, right living, chastity, etc.,
to help as much as they can the
founding of temperance societies, asylums for the aged and those suffering from
alcoholism . . . to found societies which shall supply the poor in winter with
warm clothing, food, etc.
This is as far as we can j udge the general tone of the Smolensk Theosophical
Society.
The second article is by the Archimandrite Alexander, entitled "The Vic
torious Way of Spiritualism," the latter term implying more the idea of spirituality
than anything else.
The article on "Occultism, its substance, growth, and relation to Christianity,"
is quite a remarkable article, and I am sorry I cannot quote from it here.
The motto of The Theosophical Review is more generally theosophical.
"There is no religion higher than truth." Its objects, broadly speaking, are ours.
The contents of the first number are : A leader, The Brotherhood of Religions, by
Annie Besant ; What is Theosophy, by Franz Hartmann ; Spinoza as a Theosophist,
by L. Bogushevsky ; A Great Mystery, by F. Morius, and the reports of the various
theosophical activities in various countries. Mr. L. Bogushevsky's article deserves
'
notice. Here are a few quotations from it :
"God is not separable from us, we are but forms, as Spinoza says, modes of the
Divine Substance. As this substance is manifest to us from its two properties,
expansion and thought, so man, who is but a mode of the substance, consists of
body (a mode of expansion) and of soul (a mode of thought) ."
"Equanimity and peace, and a kindly relation to all men are a direct conse-
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quence of following Spinoza's teaching. But first of all it rids man of the fear of
death. There is nothing of which a free man thinks less than of death, and his
wisdom is not in meditating on death, but on life."
"Spinoza distinguishes between three minds of perception ; ordinary perception
through disorderly experience or hearsay
. . ( cognitio ab experimentia vaga) ;
scientific perception, when we have general ideas and correct notions of the proper
ties of things ( ratio et secundi generis cognitio ) ; and intuitive perception (scientia
intuitiva) . This latter leads to the direct reception of truth. . . . In as far as
its perceptions are correct, our soul is part of the infinite intelligence of God, and,
therefore, the clear and distinct ideas of our soul must be as true as the ideas of
God. Therefore the third kind of perception is simply the divine knowledge of
God in men, or in other words, THEOSOPHY."
V. ].
.

Rivista d'ltalia. This admirable Italian magazine has the distinction of having
printed, in two recent issues, an account of what is decidedly the best single
piece of work in psychical research yet recorded. The experimenter is Professor
Filippo Bottazzi, professor of physiology in the University of Naples. The subject
of the experiments was the now world-renowned Italian woman, Eusapia Paladino.
The place was the laboratory of physiology in the Naples University. Professor
Bottazzi held eight sittings with Eusapia Paladino, several of his colleagues com
pleting the "circle." A cabinet was prepared by hanging a curtain in front of a
closed door to a smaller room, which had no other entrance. Through the door
electric wires were led, to automatic recording instruments in the smaller room,
and these wires were connected with telegraph keys in the cabinet. The medium
never entered the cabinet, however, but sat at a round table, around which the
investigators sat, holding hands in a "magnetic circle," which included the medium.
The room was dimly lit by electricity throughout.
During the eight sittings, many remarkable phenomena were obtained. Raps
were made on the walls of the room. The electric key was pressed, from a dis
tance, a record being automatically made in the other room, chairs and tables
were moved from a distance, and the investigators saw and felt "spirit hands" and
11spirit faces." But the valuable part of these rigidly conducted experiments lies in
the fact that Professor Bottazzi proved to demonstration that all the effects
noted were produced by the astral body of the medium, which was apparently able
to leave the physical body and move about the room at will, pressing the electric
keys, pushing chairs about, and touching the sitters, while the physical body of
the medium remained in the circle, in a trance. This corroborates what H. P.
Blavatsky taught a quarter of a century ago.
C. ].

QuESTION 84 ( Continued) .-How are we to know that we are on the right
Path?
ANSWER.-When each day and each moment we are doing our whole duty in
the light of the best knowledge and faith and effort we can see.
CAvt.
ANSWER.-Such a question did Thomas ask of Jesus : "Lord we know not
whither thou goest, and how can we know the way ?" and Jesus, the Christ,
answered, "I am the way, the truth, and the life : no man cometh unto the
Father, but by me."
This is in the fourteenth chapter of the Gospel according to St John-the most
mystic of all the gospels, and that which contains the most direct description of the
life and journey of the Soul. With it we may compare another rendering of the
same teaching.
"Each man is to himself absolutely the way, the truth, and the life. But he is
only so when he grasps his whole individuality firmly, and by the force of his
awakened spiritual will recognizes this individuality as not himself, but that thing
which he has with pain created for his own use, and by means of which he pur
poses, as his growth slowly develops his intelligence, to reach to the life beyond
individuality. When he knows that for this his wonderful complex, separated life
exists, then, indeed, and then only, he is upon the way."
And again in the same section : "Seek out the way. Seek the way by retreating
within. Seek the way by advancing boldly without. Seek it not by any one road.
To each temperament there is one road which seems the most desirable. But the
way is not found by devotion alone, by religious contemplation, by ardent progress,
by self-sacrificing labour, by studious observation of life. None alone can take
the disciple more than one step onward. All steps are necessary to make up the
ladder. . . . The whole nature of man must be used wisely by the one who
Seek it by plunging into the mysterious and
desires to enter the way.
glorious depths of your own inmost being. Seek it by testing all experience, by
utilizing the senses in order to understand the growth and meaning of individuality,
and the beauty and obscurity of those other divine fragments which are strug
gling side by side with you, and form the race to which you belong. Seek it by
study of the laws of being, the laws of nature, the laws of the supernatural :
and seek it by making the profound obeisance of the soul to the dim star that
burns within. Steadily as you watch or worship, its light will grow stronger.
Then you may know you have found the beginning of the way. And when you
have found its end, its light will suddenly become the infinite light."
It is clear that this-from Light on the Path-is but a restatement and amplifi
cation of the words of Christ, speaking as the Logos and the Spirit of Man, i n
answer t o the question o f Thomas. What is its meaning t o us ? Does it answer
our question also ? Does it give us a guide which we can understand and follow
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in our daily living, and by which we will know we are on the Path-''The small old
Path that leads to the Eternal ?"
Within each of us the Eternal is ever speaking. In the voice of duty, in the
mysterious promptings of our conscience, in the call of the ideal, in the power
of j ustice and compassion, we hear and feel its presence. We are bidden to "seek
out the way by retreating within." That is, we are told to turn our minds and
hearts to this inner movement of the Spirit, and to make before it "the profound
obeisance of the Soul." To do so is to place ourselves in the attitude of obedi
ence-to will to follow this inner guidance. Then "steadily as you watch and wor
ship its light will grow stronger." We begin to perceive that this which we had
viewed as a guide is also a living power, the power of the Spirit, the cosmic breath
of God breathing through the worlds. And though it transcends our separate
existence we yet know it to be more truly the Self than all else in us. Then for
this greater Self we strive to set aside the lesser. This is the awakening of the
spiritual will by which man recognizes his individuality "as not himself but that
thing which he has with pain created for his own use" and "by means of which he
purposes to reach to the life beyond individuality.''
Here is where the second direction, "Seek out the way by advancing boldly
without," becomes necessary. This union with the Spirit is not to be a mere
attitude of religious devotion, a mere vision of meditation for times of solitude
and rest. It is to transfuse and transmute our entire natures. We are no longer
to live from our individual separate wills but with this l i fe and power of the Spirit.
We all know the power of old habit and custom, so that we say of this or that
act that it was not done of our wills but of custom-the past acting in the present.
So now not habit, not our past, nor yet our present separate wills are to guide our
acts. We are to will to set aside our will and live not from the personality but
from the Divine. We are to will not to live ourselves, but to let the Divine live
in us, in each act and moment of our lives. As of old, habit and personal desire
held us, so now Duty, Justice, Love, the qualities and power o f the Divine, are to
act in and through all we do. By them we test all experience ; in them we find the
beauty of "those other divine fragments" which are struggling side by side with us
and learn their oneness with ourselves. And so we are not to seek to choose
the form of this experience out to accept that into which our duty leads us. "To
each temperament there is one road which s eems the most desirable.'' But we
are to remember that all are necessary and that to turn from our duty to what
seems an easier road is, in fact, to turn from the goal we seek.
As we strive to make our own lives embodiments of divine life, we learn that
the mystic union of the soul with God is, in truth, the heart and essence of exist
ence. And we recognize that that which we are striving to accomplish in ourselves
has been attained by those greater than we. The inspiration and the power which
reaches us comes through lives such as we would make our own. We see the
double truth of Christ's answer. Each man's Soul is in itself the way, the truth,
and the life. But it is so only as the Master lives in that Soul.
Therefore we may know that we are on the right Path when, and only when,
our will is firm to say with Paul : "I live ; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me.''
M.
QuESTION 86

believes to be evil?

( Continued) .-How
far is one justified in tolerating what one
-

AN SWER.-To the extent that one is unable to remedy it ; and remedy does not
consist in replacing one evil with another, as many fondly imagine. For instance,
the removal of an evil may be the "duty of another,'' which the Gita tells us is
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full of danger. To remedy in such circumstances, is to replace one evil with
another. Occultism has one simple answer to all such questions. Do each moment's
duty in that moment, with complete, whole-hearted devotion, in calmness and in
faith, careless of results. The Good Law provides for the rest. The truth is that
our ideas of Good and Evil are so crude we are oftenest wise to go slowly in
our reforms, save in ourselves. There the field is wide and the opportunity
unbounded.
CAv�
QuESTION 89.-Is decay antagonistic to growth, or is it necessary to growth?

ANSWER.-"That which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die : and that
which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body that shall be, but bare grain, it may
chance of wheat, or of some other grain" (I Cor. , IS :36-37) .
I n this excerpt from Paul's epistle to the Corinthians w e would seem to have
a beautifully simple answer to the question.
There is a belief as old as the world that in every form something of Life
is confined. And decay releases the life from the prison of form. The body of
S.
the grain dies, but the germ takes a new form and grows.
ANSWER.-Decay is necessary to growth, because all forms are temporary
vehicles used by the evolving spirit of life for its varying expression. The
expanding soul, in its progress through matter, discards these vehicles as it
exhausts their usefulness, and seeks other and higher forms for the unfolding of
its inner activities. The forms abandoned by the soul are tl!us given over to decay,
but, if it were not for this, soul would be limited in its evolution, for it would
be confined by forms it had outgrown. The tiny atoms, released from their external
moulds, are made available for use in other ways, and bear in their inner essence
W.
the stamp of that spirit whose higher purpose they have served.
ANSWER.-Decay seems to me a necessary accompaniment of growth in any
compound organism. The decay is of that part which has served its purpose and
is for the moment no longer needed. Nature cannot stand still. Forms in nature
must progress and go on growing in power or function. Those parts of an organ
ism which are no longer needed must be recombined and again used in the progress
of the whole organism. The Hindu trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva are the
symbols of this in every department of nature, in matter, force and consciousness.
Growth, Maintenance and Re-combination for the purposes of further growth are
the parts of the perpetual becoming in manifested life. The same agencies which
build and grow are those which maintain and those which break up the form of
manifestation for the purposes of another cycle of growth and maintenance.
These forces and forms are perpetually operative in every department, whether
K.
animate or apparently inanimate.
QUESTION 9Q.-THE THEOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY has devoted some space to
shou�ng that the term {(Christian-Socialism" is self-contradictory. Yet I would
like to ask if the first Christian communities were not Socialistic, and their ideals
of common ownership the same, i1J principle, as those of the Socialist party to-dayf

ANSWER.-At first sight, there is an analogy between the first Christian com
munity and the community proposed by Socialism ; yet I think the likeness is only
apparent. To begin with, what was the driving power, the directing motive, in the
two cases ?
In the first Christian community, and even more, in the case of Jesus and His
disciples, the motive was an entire renunciation of this world : "My kingdom is
not of this world." "He that hateth his life shall keep it unto life eternal," and
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so on. The purpose of the community was to further entire renunciation of worldly
desires, the desires of the body, of family life, of external activities generally ; and
the purpose of this renunciation was, that the disciples might be "born again," or
"born from above," into the "kingdom of heaven," the spiritual world of immortal
life, in the presence of "the Father which seeth in secret." The community of
Jesus and His disciples renounced not only property but also a local abode, family
life and all worldly activity, devoting themselves wholly to the life of the invisible
world.
Is there any analogy at all between this ideal and the ideal of the Socialists ?
Do not the latter propose as their ideal, as their practical motive and driving
power, material well-being ; the production of more comfortable houses, better
clothes, richer food, for "the masses" ? Is not their whole thought fixed on the
visible world, and do they not in fact hold that the greatest material comfort of the
greatest number is the supreme good ? They look forward to an indefinite number
of families made materially better off by the more equal division of the products
of industry, and their motive, instead of being renunciation of this world, in order
to be reborn in the spiritual world, is destruction of the · present order of society,
in order to secure a new order, in which everyone will have greater material
enjoyments and indulgence. Nearly all the Socialists (and this is especially true
wherever they are well organized, as in France and Germany) , are avowedly
materialistic, and would scoff at the idea of Jesus-the rebirth from above, the
birth into the spiritual world.
Now, as to the means advocated by Jesus. He always sought to arouse in His
followers a genuine love for spiritual life, for the spiritual world, in order that
they might, of their own free will, renounce and follow after spiritual life. He
never used anything like compulsion or authority, even with His own disciples,
not even raising a finger to withhold Judas from betraying Him.
The Socialists, on the other hand, do not believe in free-will. They seek to
obtain a majority of votes and thereby to coerce the minority into a certain social
order, which will, in fact, be an irresponsible tyranny. They proclaim that "the
people" are to govern ; but how can a mass of people take any initiative ? What
they really mean is, that they want the mass of the people to indorse their plan,
and to make them in fact dictators and tyrants. This would not only set up the
worst despotism the world has ever seen, but would have the effect of stifling and
fettering the gifted and creative individuals, and on the free activity of these
individuals the progress of the world has always depended.
Therefore I think that, both in the end sought, and in the means proposed,
the first Christians and the Socialists are worlds apart, though there may be an
external resemblance between them. Is there not this fundamental distinction,
that whereas the disciples of Jesus gave up their own possessions, the Socialists
wish to compel other people to give up theirs ? Is there not here all the difference
between renunciation and confiscation ? Until the Socialists add to their program
celibacy, temperance, abstinence, and entire unworldliness, even to the extent of
C. J.
having no fixed abode, they cannot be compared to the disciples of Jesus.
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It was a bitter taunt, and it was pressed home with relentless,
withering sarcasm. Time passed, and by degrees the contest sub
sided. In part, this was owing to the sweeping victories won by
the idea of Evolution, which made it no longer possible for the
conservatives to maintain the static principle of special creation.
In part it was due to a realization that the principle of Evolution
was not of necessity hostile to religion ; but that, even within the
field of religion, it had a deep significance and promise ; that, if
there was the evolution of the body, there was not less the evolution
of the soul, of the Church, of religious life, of the revelation of God
to man : And of late it is becoming daily better understood that
the last word of wisdom was not spoken by the Darwinians ; that
beyond the material realm of the biologist, there may be other
realms, equally capable of exact exploration, equally real, and i n
their reality giving a firm ground for many o f the beliefs o f religion
which were the targets of the sharpest arrows of secularism a
generation ago. The tide has turned, and it is certain that the science
of the future will declare for the reality of the invisible world, the ,
world of our immortality.
Nevertheless, within Darwin's lifetime, the materialists were
completely triumphant. They had traced the history of Life, they
said, and "found in Matter the promise and potency of all forms of
life," as Tyndall declared in his famous address at B elfast. They
affirmed that they would lay bare the sources of Life itself, its very
nature and most hidden secrets. And, with the taunt of "the inno
cent for the guilty" still on their lips , they pressed on their i nvesti
gations. What history will say of the present "age of science" is
uncertain. But one thing is sure : that, if there be any j ustice and
righteousness in the days to come, there will be unmeasured con
demnation of one feature of our age, the abominable practice of
vivisection.
Experiments on living animals were inaugurated, in all prob
ability, with the aim of penetrating the secrets of Life ; and it seems
certain that the contest with the theologians , and the wish to dis
prove God's prerogative of creation, were an added incentive.
But the revelation of some of the detestable practices of the vivi
sectors aroused a general outcry. The new inquisitors no longer
dared to say that they inflicted these horrors solely from curiosity,
whether or not dignified by the name of scientific. They offered
a sop to public opinion, by declaring that they tortured animals,
submitting them to abominable mutilations, "for the good of man
kind." "The innocent for the guilty."

·
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The secularists taunted the Christians with the sin of injustice.
"Your faith is immoral," they said, "because it punishes the innocent
for the guilty." But how infinitely worse is their own religion, the
accepted "religion of science," at the present moment. On the one
hand the belief of theology that, for the spiritual well-being of man
kind, for the redemption of innumerable souls, a single victim was
offered once, though even in "agony and bloody sweat." On the
other, the practice of science, involving innumerable helpless victims,
for mere brute curiosity falsely dubbed "advancement of knowl
edge," or, what is, if possible , even worse, because this ceaseless
mutilation and torture is supposed to promise well-being for the
bodies of human beings, and a knowledge whereby they may escape
the just fruit of their sins. On the one hand, we have a victim,
self-offered, a willing sacrifice. "The Son of man came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for
many." And that blessings to multitudes have flowed from that
sacrificial life, not even the coldest rationalist can deny. On the
other hand, i nnumerable unwilling victims, dumb, hopeless, helpless,
and, as their torturers believe, destined to no resurrection.
It is suggested that our biologists, followers of the "science of
life/} but in reality practitioners of manifold death J will indeed probe

to the secret of things, and cut out the heart of the world-old
mystery. But the very progress of science shows that this is almost
certainly a delusion. Really great men of science, devotees of those
sciences which have no torture-chamber, are beginning to see that
Life is not to be sought in the interstices of veins and nerves, or
the · cellular tissue of the brain. That Life , like Matter or Force,
is a great unity, manifesting through these, but in no sense generated
by them. That Life i s a mystery indeed, but a divine mystery,
only to be penetrated by reverence, purity, obedience. It is certain
that every year which passes will mark an advance in this true
theory of Being, that every year it will be more manifest that the
countless victims of "scientific curiosity" perished in the torture
chambers in vain.
B ut it is said that this ceaseless mutilation, this infecting of
helpless animals with foul diseases, is "for the good of mankind."
If it be so, then no baser charge has ever been brought against
humanity than this, that we, the beings of heart and mind and soul
are willing to accept any benefit at such a price. The innocent for
the guilty. The helpless as a ceaseless holocaust for the wiser,
stronger, more gifted beings. If we could believe that mankind, as
a whole, would willingly and knowingly accept bodily well-being
and immunity, at the cost of incessant torture and mutilation inflicted
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sharp and penetrating truth , "the sins of the fathers are visited on
the children." Is it not to the direct action of alcohol on the gene
rative forces that we are to attribute the birth of so many sickly,
.
morbid, incompetent or even imbecile children ? The mutilation of
animals will not help us here. This is a purely human sin.
Again, is it not certain that not merely disease, but proneness
to disease, which characterises "the rotten bodies of our day and
generation" is due to our feeding on "carrion," as one of the wise
has said ? And even more far-reaching, deeper, more demoralising,
is our general practice with regard to sex. Why is it, to begin with,
that the process of bearing · young is, for the animals, and even for
the simpler human races, a harmless, painless incident , hardly more
disturbing to bodily well-being than the pursuit of food, or sleep ;
while, for our "civilised" races, the bearing of a child is a sharp
p eril, bringing the mother close to death's door, and indeed in too
many cases even through the door ? How many of our most "cul
tivated," "sensitive" and "advanced" women look forward to the
birth of a child with dread and chill apprehension, as being, in fact,
a deadly danger ? And how many who thus awake in fear in the
darkness of the night will face the truth-that this dread evil is the
fruit of "countless centuries of abuse" and degradation ? Here again
the torture of animals will not help us. This is once more a
human sin.
What are we to say of the far graver matter, the result of this
terror, the deliberate refusal to bear children, while continuing the
abuse of the powers of life ? How deep this ·evil may go, how it
may sear the inner nature, blunt the spiritual faculties, dull and
darken the vision of the inner eyes, only those wise ones know,
who watch over mankind, and now, as of old, "give their lives a
ransom for many." But, it will be said, men are at fault also. Yes,
deeply and most culpably. And not least in this : that these p er
petual sins are possible largely through the effort of men, to wit,
those very men of science who have so far explored the sources of
life, that they have found ways to cheat life itself, and to pervert
the very forces of life into sterile sensualism. But this is the sin
not of men alone, or of women alone. It is a widespread sin of our
humanity, and most of all , of our civilised races. Therefore, in the
name of "science" let the animals suffer, who have never sinned, if
haply through their tortures we may go on sinning, and yet escape
the penalty of our sin. That is what is meant by the pursuit of
vivisection "for the good of humanity."
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Do we therefore advise the reckless propagation of .children,
to be born, as our reformers tell us, into homes of poverty and
misery ? Far from it. W h at we do advocate is not reckless propa
gation of children, but chastity. If our population be so great, that
there is no room for more, then in heaven's name, let us be clean.
Surely that is not impossible. Here, at long last, we may learn
from the animals. For it is notorious that, under stress of suffer-.
ing, or in captivity, many of the nobler animals cease altogether
to propagate their race. They do not, as does mankind, seek out
subtle ways of corrupting nature. But with tragic simplicity they
cease from the continuance of their kind. I-Iere is one lesson our
biologists migh� learn, if they are veritably in search of wisdom.
We have spoken at times, and with clear sincerity, of the abuses
of the Roman Church, which bears so heavily on the hearts and
minds of so many lovers of truth. But we venture to say that for
one thing much will be forgiven, even of the darkness of the Inquisi
tion. And that one thing is the devotion and real purity which the
Roman Church has both preached and exemplified for centuries ;
showing, in its consecrated priests, its nuns and monks, that chastity
is possible, even for humanity, as it is possible for "the beasts that
perish." One cannot doubt that chastity has been made far more
credible, far more easy of realisation for millions, through the
example of so many devoted men and women, who have offered
not merely a part, but all of their life-force, to the service of spiritual
li1e. And from that example, real chastity in marriage has been
made more possible : the clean and normal birth of healthy children.
The attitude of the Roman Church toward the sins we have spoken
of will assuredly cover a multitude of sins.
How long will that· sanative influence prevail against our "age
of science" ? Surely the very question suggests the obvious truth,
that in too many ways, the pursuit of science is not diminishing the
sin, and therefore the suffering of humanity, but is rather adding
to both. Is it not through the very "progress of science" that these
outrages on the powers of nature become possible ? Or do our men
of science really believe that, through the expedients of their surgery
and their therapeutics, they can defy the law, and cheat both nature
and nature's Nemesis ? It cannot be doubted that they do. And here
we have the evidence of a far deeper and more penetrating evil,
one more significant and far-reaching than any single sin.
This far-reaching evil is the gradual atrophy of the inner powers,
as a consequence of a low and material standard of life, not merely
of practice, but also of belief. Especially is this true in America,
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dation of this deep and fundamental truth ; what warranty there is
for believing that either our literature or our practice is based on
any higher aspiration than the desire for cheap personal prominence
and achievement. And ca n not the dullest among us see that this
base view of life is already bringing its Nemesis, in the deliberate choice
of sterility which has already been spoken of ? But there is a worse
sterility than the failure to bear children. There is the sterility of
the soul, of spiritual life, which means the withering of the roots
of life itself ; the drying up and rotting away of those powers which,
where soul-life is ardently sought and its laws obeyed, do indeed
draw into the soul the power and blessing of the deep well-springs,
circulating through the veins of the soul the water of immortality.
Beneath the outer sterility which cuts off the life of the race, is the
inner sterility which cuts at the root of spiritual life itself. Of both,
the cause is the same : the worship of cheap and sensual aims, which
debase the life-forces and embody them in forms that must perish
like autumn leaves.
Let us , in conclusion, suppose that, in the purposes of the gods,
a race had been destined to high and noble ends ; to become, indeed,
the seed and promise of a more blest, more spiritual humanity. And
let us suppose, further, that such a race had for a time walked
worthily of its high calling, and then, through too much "success,"
too much cheap "prosperity," had begun to fall away ; to choose
the lower rather than the higher, the baser instead of the nobler ;
the path of sensual indulgence, not the way of sacrifice : following,
in fact, the course which the people of this country are notoriously
following. Then, we may believe, two possibilities might lie in
the hand of high Providence. Either it might be decreed that such
a race should be suddenly swept away, with the stern sentence : "Cut
it away. Why cumbereth it the ground ?" Or, if the process of
degeneration had not gone too far, and there was still life in the
roots, then Providence, in stern mercy, might decree for that people
a drastic purification, to wit, the terrible purification of long suffering
and sorrow, whether through war or pestilence ; until pain and misery
and failure had undone the evil that too much "p rosperity" and
the cheap worship of it had wrought ; and at least a remnant of the
nation, tried as by fire, might come back to the deep realities of
life , to purity, to sacrifice, to holiness. In this harsh and terrible
way might the purposes of Providence be attained, and the nation,
destined for high things, but perversely seeking low things, might be
brought back to the path of life, and become at last a truly spiritual
power, uplifting all humanity.

FRAGMENTS.
I.

·
HAVE never been able to think highly of a religion that was
not attractive. Beauty and holiness must be linked together.
Religion should make a man cheerful ; it should make him
uncomplaining ; and it must make him personally more winning,
more attractive, or else there is something wrong with his religion.
The minor virtues are not to be despised, and many who now
neglect them would be astonished to discover how materially their
cultivation assists in the growth of the greater virtues. Life is made
up of little things, . and we need for ourselves and for others, the
little virtues with which to meet them. I have often known a poor
soul to go discouraged and hungry for lack of a cheerful word or a
winning smile. Perhaps those who, unthinking, denied them, were
possessed of many fine qualities of mind and heart. Nevertheless,
the opportunity came to them and they passed it by ; an alms was
prayed for and they took no heed.
There are alms of the soul as well as those of the body, and they
are far more important �nd far more precious. Where one man
starves for bread there are an hundred starving for spiritual charity.
We cannot afford to live so much on the surface of things ; life
itself calls us deeper ; for life is the greatest of the fine arts, the most
tremendous of conflicts, the most splendid of adventures. We shall
not make it tawdry, therefore, in artificial trappings, nor inconsequent
in idle inconsecutiveness, nor futile from passivity and neglect.
Unfailing sweetness, p atience and good humour, careful attention
to the comforts and pleasures of others, a ready assistance, a smiling
compliance,-these are little things, but, believe me, adepts have
developed from j ust such trifles where the heart of true devotion
prompted.
By applying Emerson's test , and in this light appearing before
the bar of your own conscience daily, you may be amazed to find
what progress you will make, what constant sacrifice and self-control
will be necessary, and how much nearer and clearer will become those
mountain peaks of attainment which formerly seemed so far away,
but which "the day of small things" has made possible to us.

I

II.
Does not the great fact of Death standing ever in the midst of
Life enable us to comprehend that material existence is not the Reality ;
llll
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CAVE.

-th Wil .

((Thou hast but one thing of thine own, from which no power of
y
all th e worlds can rend thee. That is
((Thou canst make it Will of the underworld ( bitter and dark ) , or
'Will of the over-spaces; ally it to Anarchy or Law. The choice is thine,·
Will it is_, inhering in no other. A free Will, freely given thee; a
heaven-born thing
((Though thou canst transmute this 'Will unto base uses, forcing it
to dwell and work among the beasts, thou canst not forever chain it there.
Heaven-born, it seeks reunion with the Will of the Father, that Source
Divine from which it sprang at the creative Voice, to which-when the
cycle of Manifestation ends and that Voice falls silent-it must return.
Shall it return naked as it set forth?
({Behold thy scintilla. It seeks the Flame. Thou canst detain; it is
thine own while thou hast being. But-choose the underworlds, and like
them thou mttst die, thy Will, a shoott:ng star, returning to the Day
Spring of its birth. Art thou for union, or for separation ?
Choose Now."
BooK oF ITEMS.

thy

-thine own.

Or-bearing thee with it ?

Choose.

NATURAL PSYCHICAL AND
S PIRITUAL BODIES .
PART II.
HE part of Gaudapada's poem translated in the present
number is so lucid, so simple, so convincing, that any com
ment on it seems superfluous. Nevertheless, great men have
commented on it, and among them even the great Shankara.
Therefore we cannot refuse humbly to follow in the great Shankara's
footsteps.
Let us begin by reminding our readers of the position of Gauda
pada's poem, both chronological and logical. First, as to the per
sonality of Gaudapada. He was, the tradition of Southern India tells
us, no other than the sage whom we know as Patanjali,. author of the
famed Yoga Sutras. And this work, as we understand it, was
intended to bridge, and does in fact bridge, the chasm between such
splendid works of the prime, as the Mandukya Upanishad, and the
closely technical system of the Yoga School, with its precise, practical
instructions for duly qualified students. Students who are to ap
proach the Yoga Sutras with some hope of mastering them, need , as
we have already seen, two kinds of powers or qualifications. First,
the moral powers, the quiet heart, the well-ruled nature, the awak
ened will, which does all things as to the �1aster, and the ardent
flame of aspiration. Hardly less needful is the clear intellect, the
lucid insight, well-poised, swift, luminous. And it is, if we rightly
understand the question, chiefly to the end of training the intellect,
and endowing it with j ust such powers, that Gaudapada wrote his
famous poem ; and that the great Shankara enriched it with the
treasures of his peerless, matchless lucidity. No spirit more trans
parent ever gave forth the Indian Wisdom ; and with his clear
and critical genius , Shankara is ever the poet, the worshipper.
The present chapter of the poem, the third, seeks to awaken and
to strengthen in the understanding a deep realization of the oneness
of the individual soul with the universal Soul. And once that
realization is reached, the intellect has laid the foundations of lasting
sanity. It is of interest to every student of comparative religion and
philosophy to find that, just about the time when Gaudapada's poem
was written in distant India, Empedocles was thinking his way to
like conclusions in the bright land of Hellas, or at least within the
realm illumined by Grecian light. Take, for instance, the twentieth
and following verses of Gaudapada's poem : "Some would have it
that the unborn , everlasting Being comes to birth. But how could
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the unborn, the immortal, come to mortality ? . The immortal
becomes not mortal, nor does mortal become immortal ;" and compare
them wi th the verses of Empedocles :
More will I tell thee too : there is no birth
Of all things mortal, nor end in ruinous death ;
But mingling only and interchange of mixed
There is, and birth is but its name with men . . . .
But when in man, wild beast, or bird , or bush,
These elements commingle and arrive
The realms of light, the thoughtless deem it "birth" ;
When they dispart, 'tis "doom of death" ; and though
Not this the Law, I too assent to use . . . .
Fools ! for their thoughts are briefly brooded o'er.
Who trust that what is not can e'er become,
Or aught that is can wholly die away.
From what-is-not what-is can ne'er become ;
So that what-is should e'er be all destroyed,
No force could compass and no ear hath heardFor there 'twill be forever where 'tis set . . . .
The All hath neither Void nor overflow . . . .
But with the All there is no Void, so whence
Could aught of more come nigh ? . . . .
No wise man dreamed such folly i n his heart,
That only whilst we live what men call life
We have our being and take our good and ill,
And ere as mortals we compacted be,
And when as mortals we be loosed apart,
We are as nothing . . . .
B ehold those elements own equal strength
And equal origin ; each rules its task ;
And unto each its primal mode ; and each
Prevailing conquers with revolving time.
And more than these there is no birth nor end ;
For were they wasted ever and evermore,
They were no longer, and the great All were then
How to be plenished, and from what far coast ?
And how, besides, might they to ruin come ,
Since nothing lives that empty is of them ?
No, these are all, and, as they course along
Through one another, now this, now that is born
And so forever down Eternity . . . .
So far Empedocles. We need not point out that his conception is
more objective, that of Gaudapada more interior and mystical.
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Yet Empedocles also rises to heights of mysticism, as when he hymns
the One in words truly Indian in spirit, though Greek in form :
. We may not bring It near us with our eyes,
We may not grasp It with our human hands . . . .
For 'tis adorned with never a manlike head,
For from Its back there swing no branching arms,
It hath no feet nor knees alert ; It lives
One holy Mind, ineffable, alone,
And with swift thoughts darts through the universe . . . .
And even more genuinely Indian in both thought and word is his
final vision of things to come, when Patience' perfect work shall have
been accomplished, and mankind shall be regenerate :
And seers at last, and j udges of high hymns ,
Physicians sage, and chiefs o'er earth-born men
Shall they become, whence germinate the gods,
The excellent in honors.
And we shall have once more a divine humanity, which shall abide
At hearth and feast companioned with the immortals,
From human pains and wasting eld immune.
Such an identity of thought and expression leads us to give greater
credence to the old tradition that from India as well as from Egypt
the mysteries came to Bellas ; and that the Greek sages, when they
put forth what our scholars term speculative philosophies, are in reality
'
giving forth, in guarded terms, in symbol and metaphor, the pristine
teachings of the Mysteries. vVith this preface, we take up again the
translation of Gaudapada's poem.
GAUDAPADA ' S POEM ON THE MANDUKYA UPANISHAD• •

III.
One takes refuge in devotion, thinking that he has been evolved
by the Creator, and that before this evolution nothing was ; such a
one is deemed of mean understanding.
Therefore I shall tell of that which is beyond mean under
standing, which enters not into birth, which is forever equal ; since,
though seeming to enter into birth, this is not born at all.
The Supreme Self is likened to space, which is made up of the
sum of spaces enclosed in jars, and includes the jars also. This is
the best simile for evolution.
When the jars and other containing vessels are destroyed, the
spaces that were contained in the jars and the like melt into universal
Space. So individual selves melt into the infinite Self.
Just as, when the space contained in any jar is soiled by dust
and smoke, the space contained in other j ars is not soiled, So all
individual selves are not affected by the happiness or sorrow of one
individua l self.
(5)
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Everywhere there is difference of form and nature an d name.
But there is not therefore any difference
in Space. This again is a
'
simile of the Universal Self.
Just as the space contained in a jar is neither a separated part
nor an evolved effect , of Space, so likewise the individual self is
neither a separated part or an evolved effect of the Self.
As space, in the thought of the inexperienced child, seems stained,
so does the Self seem to be stained, to those who are unawakened.
As far as dying, being born , going and coming are concerned,
in the case of all beings it is just as in the case of Space.
All separate beings are like the creatures of a dream, sent forth
by the glamor-power of the Supreme Self. Their relations, of greater
and less, or of equals , are no proof that they are real.
( 10)
For the substance of the Five Veils of the Self, enumerated in
the Taittiriya Upanishad, is of the Highest Being, as in the illustra
tion of the portions of space , and Space.
In the contrasted terms of the Teaching of Nectar, the oneness
of the Supreme Eternal is taught ; just as Space is one, whether it be
the space contained in the earth, or in the body of man.
The unity of the undividual soul and the universal Soul is
proclaimed. The thought of diversity between them is reproved.
Therefore their oneness is the truth.
The description of the individual soul and the universal Soul as
separate before the growth of the soul is attained, is only to make
intelligible the growth of the soul. It does not represent a reality.
Similes for the Soul , taken from clay that can be moulded, from
iron that can be welded, from sparks that come forth from the flame,
are different in character. They are but means for the understanding
to pass over. There is .no real division at all.
( 1 5)
As there are three stages of life, the lower, the middle and the
higher, so there are three stages of vision. This way of devotion is
taught for the sake of attaining these.
Those who believe the individual soul is separate from the
universal Soul, each set firm in his own opinion, are in conflict with
each other. But this teaching of Oneness is in conflict with none.
For the teaching of Oneness is the transcendental Truth, and
duality is a part of it. As they also teach duality, this Truth does
not conflict with them.
The Eternal, ever unborn, appears to be divided through
Glamor only, for, were the division real, the immortal would take
on mortality.
Some would have it that the unborn, everlasting Being comes
to Birth. But how could the unborn, the immortal, come to
mortality ?
( 20)
IS
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The immortal becomes not mortal, nor does the mortal become
immortal. For nothing can become the contrary of its own nature.
If any think that what of its own nature is immortal can come
to mortality, how can he hold that it stands immortal and changeless ?
The Scripture holds the same teaching regarding birth , whether
that birth be real or unreal ; that alone is certain which is taught
by Scripture and affirmed by reason.
Such sentences of Scripture as that which declares "There is
no separateness," and "Indra, through glamor, appeared as mani
fold," prove that He , the ever unborn, appears to be born through
Glamor alone.
The sentence of Scripture, which forbids worship of the
Formative Power, proves that the Formative Power is not final
Reality. And the sentence, "Who can bring Him into birth ?" proves
that causation is not final Reality.
(2 5 )
"It is not that, not that !" This sentence denies all properties in
the Self. The Real is sought to be indicated by sheer incomprehens
ibility.
The birth of the Real is perceived only through Glamor ; it is
not a reality. He for whom the Real is really born, must think of
it as perpetually reborn.
The Unreal never enters birth, whether in reality or through
Glamor ; j ust as the son of the barren woman is never born, whether
really or in seeming.
As in dream the mind divides itself into the seer and the thing
seen through the power of Glamor, in just the same way the mind,
in waking, divides itself into the seer and the things seen, through
the power of Glamor.
As the mind, which is really not divided, appears as divided in
dream ; in just the same way the Mind, really not divided, appears
as divided in waking.
(3 0)
Whatever division there is, among things animate or inanimate,
is an appearance of the Mind's making. When Mind transcends
mind , no division any longer exists.
When by awakening to the reality of the Self, the mind's imagin
ings are brought to rest , then does Mind transcend mind, ceasing to
grasp after externals, since naught is left, other than Self, for it to
grasp.
The true knowing is declared to be free from imaginings, and
not separate from what is known ; the Eternal, unborn , everlasting,
is what is known ; by the unborn the unborn is comprehended.
The condition of the mind which has transcended itself, which
is free from imaginings and has reached wisdom, is beyond the
condition of dreamless sleep, and different from it.
·
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For in dreamless sleep the mind has simply sunk into quies � ence ;
but when Mind transcends mind it has not simply sunk into quiescence,
but has entered completely into the realm of wisdom, the fearless
Eternal.
(35 )
Unborn, beyond drowsiness, beyond dream , beyond both name
and form, shining out all at once, all knowledge, beyond the need of
specific forms of service.
It has passed beyond all descriptive speech, it has risen above all
forms of imagination ; it has entered into peace, it is all at once full
of light, it is pure vision , unmoved and fearless.
Where no form is perceived by the thought, there is naught to
grasp nor to surrender ; then the power of knowing has come to
rest in the Self. Reaching perfect being, it knows no further birth.
The union with the intangible is hard to perceive for the seekers
of union ; the seekers of union draw back in fear from That, seeing
fear where there is no fear.
The seekers of union think that on perfect control of the mind
depend freedom from fear, the conquest of pain, awakening to the
light, and everlasting peace.
( 40)
Just as it is possible to empty the ocean, by picking it up drop
by drop on the tip of a blade of kusha grass, so it is possible com
pletely to control the mind by infinite perseverance.
By the right means one should gain control over the mind,
whether it be scattered abroad after the feasts of desire, or sunk
down in sluggish sloth ; for lust and sloth are equal dangers.
Let him turn the mind back from lust by holding in m emory the
pain of all perishing things ; for remembering that all is unborn, he
ceases to perceive what is manifest through birth.
Let the mind that is sunk in sloth be awakened ; let the mind
that is scattered be brought back to peace. Let him know that the
mind is prone to unrest and lust ; therefore, when it has gained peace,
let him keep it in peace.
Let him not allow it to hold with relish to the happiness of this
peace , but let him through spiritual vision break free from all attach
ment. Let him by effort of will bring the mind to oneness with the
Self, keeping it poised, in perfect stillness.
(45 )
When the mind sinks not back in sloth, and scatters itself no
more abroad, no longer like a flickering flame, no longer catching
false reflections, then it is one with the Eternal, in perfect stillness.
Self-sustained , full of peace, entered into Nirvana , ineffable, is
that most excellent joy ; it is declared to b e the · all-knowing unborn,
at one with the unborn goal of all knowing.
The individual soul is not really born ; it has no real separate
being ; that is the highest truth, which perceives that naught is really
born.
CHARLES JoHNSTON.
·

WHY I JOIN ED THE THEOSOPH·
ICAL SOCIETY.
N looking backward over the winding road I have travelled toward
my present position as a labelled theosophist, it is amusing to
note my original standpoint. The Society then existed on the
dim horizon of my thoughts as a body of fanatics, · charlatans
and dupes, engaged in a profitless and foolish enterprise. Far from
meaning Divine Wisdom, the word theosophy was vaguely indicative
of clairvoyance, spiritualism and legerdemain, with much uproar
over misplaced tea-cups and fugitive cigarette-papers.
For which misconception I can now only beg the Society's
pardon.
From time t� time my eye was caught by items in the news
papers heralding the exposure of theosophic frauds and unmasked
Mahatmas. Never can I recollect reading a defence ; either the
accused were dumb before the shearers, or as is its wont, the free
press refused to spoil a good story by a tame explanation. The
silence was quite as effective as any explanation could have been :
on the face of it there were somewhere defenders or there would
not be accusations, but I should not have busied myself weighing
evidence for and against them, since there was for me no live issue
involved. The, question might safely be left to the mills of the gods
and to the more hasty Society for Psychical Research.
The attitude of my most clear-thinking friends was either that
of scientific materialism or of agnosticism, and I looked upon myself
as a weak and mild specimen of the latter class. It was past the
time when that great wave of enthusiasm for the new-shorn and
naked truth could have swept me quite off my feet ; the active
fighting days were over ; to proclaim oneself an evolutionist and a
religious doubter was but following the line of least resistan.c e·,
instead of calling for the courage and independence it once had
demanded. Darwin and Huxley were too victorious · to need recruits ;
the advance guard of the church was already in treaty.
My agnostic ardor was further sapped by the suspicion that
religionists had really a stiffer spring-board from which to leap
into unselfish action, as well as a more assured resting-place. I
loved, too, the concrete body of worship and adoration which I had
occasionally sensed. On the other hand, though knowing the Church
a great power, its viewpoint as presented to me seemed wofully
lacking in reason. "Not for all his faith could see" would I have
been of it, though in large measure for it.

I
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For my near-sightedness I here tender another apology. ·
In the course of time I actually, in person, made the acquaint
ance of a woman whom I discovered was a Theosophist. I found
her a very real person, intensely alive to the finer aspects of life,
an awakening and stimulating friend. I never talked Theosophy
with her for the same reason that I never talked Catholicism with
my Romanist friends, or Christian Science with those of that ilk.
Since to them these subj ects were evidently vital, it would have
been discourteous to exhibit my apathy and distrust. Yet without
discussion I distinctly felt her belief and her attitude of aspiration,
and I inevitably veered about several points. Theosophy had
become something believable by high-minded and intelligent people ;
a phase of thought worthy of serious approach.
Before long I was presented with a copy of the Bhagavad Gita,
and I was glad to be able to say how much I honestly liked it ;
how beautiful I found it ; whereupon The Voice of the Silence
promptly arrived, over which I could only shake a puzzled head.
Nevertheless the next Christmas it was pleasant to recognize some
quotations in a calendar as from this source, and to find them full
of meat when read slowly and separately.
At about this stage in my journey I think I delayed a very
long time. The habit, however, of defending theosophy in the
abstract from my own abstract doubt grew upon me, also that of
saying to scoffers, "But I really don't believe that is their stand
point," giving such reasons as I could, though always adding, "Of
course I'm not speaking from the inside
"
Some real and central beauty was dawning on me, but it seemed
almost obscured by a murky cloud, which I thought of as occultism
and mysticism.
For which confusion of thought I should like to beg the pardon
of true occultists and mystics.
My wall of prej udice was being surely and steadily undermined,
although I had no foreshadowing that I should desert the agnostic
party. I was not in search of a faith. I felt that there were
enough things to be accomplished in the active world to fill life
twic e full, and if one lived conscientiously and industriously one
need not trouble about the ultimate end. If there were a divine
intelligence, credit would be given to honesty and energy ; if not, it
was still quite simply the wisest course. As to the burning questions
of inequality and inj ustice, they were apparently inexplicable , and
since they were beyond one's power to alter, one would better not
dwell on them over much ; better j ust be as decent as possible in
one's own small circle, widening it as fast as one could. Yet, since I
seemed booked for a semi-defense of something I neither understood
--
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nor fully believed, I chose to be better informed, to get more refuting
facts at my disposal. I began borrowing the QuARTERLY and dis
cussing the contents �ith my theosophical friends who had by this
time doubled in numbers. I had an amusingly lively time, for I
held myself continually in the opposition. Seizing strong points
to present to the enemy, weak ones with which to discomfit my
friends, both the strong and the weak for my own independent
judgment. I also frequented the theosophical meetings, where I
had the grace to keep quiet. The membership was small, but the
evenings were very beautiful, very simple, marked by a spirit of
restraint and tolerance ; the devotional atmosphere distinctly to be
felt. Only once before had I been aware of this atmosphere in so
marked a degree, and then it had had every outer aid to heighten
and abet it ; a great cathedral, a concourse of devout peasant wor
shippers and the wonderful voices of the Greek Catholic priests. An
outsider could scarcely determine whether the impression had been
emotional, resthetic or religious , or merely human sympathy with
the earnest and devout. Here was the same quality, though scarcely
a dozen were gathered together, and there was no church, no ritual.
I considered this quite beside the question under argument, some
thing one should simply respond to as best one could-being an
agnostic.
In all the presented subj ect-matter there was much that I recog
nized as old thought-friends, much that appealed to my ordinary
understanding, but there were also many things absolutely baffling
in their newness and incomprepensibility. There were expressions
and similes and symbols which I would certainly have pronounced
nonsense, had it not been for my personal respect for those who took
them so serio'usly. Plainly, I might not j eer. The other alternative
was to understand , confessing that I had met something beyond my
mental depth, something my superficial smattering did not permit
me to gr� sp, which insistently demanded comprehension.
It was alluring and I splashed and plunged in waters too deep for
me, occasionally bringing up a pebble or a pearl, but · chiefly dis
covering new depths, new mysteries.
I still intended not to agree when-I did understand, but I meant
to disagree intelligently, if possible.
Then came a flank movement. In a second-hand book store I
found some pamphlets and publications of the Vedanta Society,
which I read with avidity. Here was the sam e philosophy, the
same faith and many of the same queer expressions ; the same
inability, too, to express certain things in good, plain, English words,
which had all along been one of my special minor grievances.
Doubtful points and dubious statements were here confirmed, and
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to my feminine mind carried extra weight from the respect accorded
them by various groups of scholars. I thought of the late turmoil
over the effort to reconcile scientific discoveries with "revealed reli
gion," and then wondered at the easy welcome this old, old revelation
could have accorded them.
I returned to my theosophical discussions practically a convert
to the philosophy, anxious to learn the exact tenets of the Society.
These seemed at first hopelessly vague.
Of course it declared for the universal brotherhood of man,
but so likewise did socialism, and communism, the churches, the
constitution of the United States, and so had the French Revolution,
each in its own distinctive tongue. One could not adopt or rej ect
any of them solely on the ground of brotherhood, there were other
more determining marks.
Tolerance for other religions and opinions and the widening of
our knowledge were worthy obj ects , but did not greatly help to
strengthen the outline for which I was searching. All scholarly, cul
tured and social people were more or less enlisted under such a banner.
It was perplexing, too, the way in which the Society disclaimed all
dogmatism, then promptly accepted and appropriated the most
intricate and definite of all religious systems. The opening sen
tences of an article would proclaim the unbiased poise of original
research, the following page would take for granted or boldly assert
a fact which "all theosophists hold." Even the very explicit teach
ings concerning reincarnation were treated in this puzzling fashion.
It was long before I came to a firm realization that theosophic
doctrines were held tentatively, subject always to proof or to refu
tation, subj ect to immediate revision should anything present itself
more unifying, more perfectly explanatory of life.
Arrived finally at this conception, I found myself disarmed of
all criticism save the old tea-cup and cigarette-paper difficulty. I had
never been brought quite face to face with this aspect, but I had all
along felt its presence, j ust out of reach, an intangible, illusive wall
of I-didn't-know-what, which might prove utterly repellant on closer
investigation. However small its proportion to the whole thought
system, it might be a most disturbing element. The miracles of
Christianity were of like relative unimportance, but had been prolific
doubt-breeders among the honest and ethically minded.
Clearly I must approach and must examine. The strictly theo
sophical literature was again discounted , partly because of suspected
partisanship, partly because the phenomena seemed trivial, the evi
dence insufficient ; so I made literary excursions in every promising
direction.
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Various biographies of saints and mystics, with their almost
unvarying chronicle, were perhaps the most convincing documents
which I found-and first of all I think I should make my reverences
to Joan of Arc for her direct, unwavering statements �o her perse
cutors, for the corroboration of her marvellous achievement.
Saint Francis of Assisi was a close second, however, while Para
celsus, Swedenborg and William Blake helped build an evidential
mass of some bulk, to which the bits of other-worldliness which I
was learning to trace in poets, painters and musicians, added weight.
The gulf between a Wordsworth who could commence a verse,
"Jones when first together" and the wonder-poet trailing clouds
of glory through the immortal ode, calls for supernatural explanation
as loudly as Joan herself.
Mr. William James, Sir Oliver Lodge , and the late Mr. Myers
helped me with their accounts of logical and painstaking investiga
tion, so that when at length I turned back to the once mistrusted
theosophical records, their facts were too easily grouped and
classified to provoke challenge : dignity, too, was theirs by virtue
of the great stimulating power which had proven inherent in them.
Evidently the simple, rather common-place starting-point had been
necessary, that a large following might grasp the crude facts.
This, I think, constitutes the whole of my mental priming. I
had slowly been led to the full acceptance of a great philosophy, a
profound religious concept. The actual impetus which drove me
to unite with the Society came �n the form of a book from the
enemy's camp, called Isis- Very-JIIIuch-Unveiled. I read jt with
growing indignation, it was so manifestly unfair, so unscrupulous
in its use of flippant humor. At the time of publication it had prob
ably been a formidable weapon, but during the interim freshly
established truths had turned aside too many of its assertions for
the irony to be properly biting.
The book served me greatly in being the caustic statement by
a keen opponent of the most damaging charges which could be
lodged ; it cleared away lurking doubts and suspicions as no elaborate
arguments of enthusiastic partisans could have done. Moreover, it
gave me a reason for actually joining the maligned body.
If one believed in a cause open to such attacks, one should be
in a position to defend the faith from within the ranks. So forth
with I made my application for membership and was duly admitted
to the Theosophical Society.
A. E.

l�HEOSOPHY AND SOCIALISM.
[ A question and answer about Socialism were published in the April QuAR
TERLY, as part of the "Notes and Comments." We afterwards received a letter of
protest from Mr. William L. Garver, author of a novel entitled The Brother of the
Third Degree. We print Mr. Garver's letter with the original question and answer
and some comment by another writer.-EDITOR.]

Q uESTION : I am unable to understand why the THEOSOPHICAL
Q uARTERLY takes the attitude it does towards Socialism. I am not a
Socialist, though I am acquainted with many who so call themselves ;
but Socialism is a Brotherhood, and works specifically for the helping
and uplifting of Humanity. Why then is not Theosophy, which has
the same fundamental obj ects, in sympathy with it ? Surely it cannot
be because of different views regarding economic adjustments, as
such details would hardly seem to come within the general scope of
Theosophic teaching and practice. I would be glad of some definite
points.
K. S.

P.

ANSWER : The Editor of the Q uARTERLY has sent this question to
me for reply, knowing that I am in no sense a Socialist, but that I
have been for many years a close student of it from various points of
view. It is a large and complicated subj ect-an incoherent subj ect in
its present stage of indefinite ideals and diverse conclusions and opinions
-and therefore one hardly to be dealt with in the contracted space of
the "Questions and Answers." I should think, furthermore, that so far
as essential points are concerned, the querent might have found many
of these in the various articles on the subj ect which have appeared in
this journal from time to time., and to which reference is made. I
may, however, offer certain suggestions which to my mind are perti
nent, and afford no escape from the conclusions that the two view
points-Theosophy and Socialism-are, and always must be, diametri
cally opposed.
First on this matter of Brotherhood. Here Socialism builds a
fence and says all who are within it are Brothers ; all without, unless
or until they can be brought within its limits, are enemies or at least
outsiders. (Of course I do not speak of the bitter or aggressive forms
of Socialism, as these could hardly enter into our discussion.) This
is an immediate recognitian of sect or caste or creed ; call it as you
will, the 'idea is the same. Theosophy says all men are Brothers,
regardless of race or sect or creed, or color, or any other distinction ;
regardless of their goodness or evil ; regardless of their recognition of
the fact or their opposition to it ; regardless of whether they are friends
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of society, or enemies of it. For this Brotherhood is not an organiza
tion, nor can it consist in organization, no matter how widespread
or broad, but is in itself a fundamental fact in Nature, the oneness or
identity of all souls with the Oversoul. This oneness of soul may
and does co-exist with the utmost divergence of mind and emotion.
Therefore Theosophy. says that for the realization of this Brotherhood, .
man must become a more spiritual being, must grow into closer
contact with the soul where this condition perpetually obtains, and
that all which makes man more spiritual makes of necessity for
Brotherhood, and all which tends to inake ·him more material, makes
against it. So much for theory-the briefest possible indication, but
careful study will demonstrate more and more the fundamental
cleavage in the two conceptions. Then as to practice. Theosophy
holds that Socialism makes not for but against Brotherhood in that
it makes for material, not for spiritual aims. Theosophy holds that
man makes environment, not environment the man, since the soul
under propulsion of wisely directed Divine Law, is pushing forever
and ceaselessly upward and outward. Theosophy holds that it is our
inestimable privilege to aid this process ; first by full recognition of
it ; second by rigid self-purification ("take first the beam from thine
own ·eye, then shalt thou see clearly to take the mote from thy
brother's eye") , and third by removing as far as possible all which
impedes the full action of this Divine Law of Evoluti �n in the Uni
verse. In many a detail it could here join hands with Socialism in
special acts of reform, but it sees, and sees clearly, that Socialism's
material attitude towards reform is a far greater bar to genuine progress
than the matters it seeks to redress, and therefore as turning men's
minds towards the body and away from the soul, Socialism constitutes
a barrier in itself to advance, as largely representative of the ignorance
and blindness of the mind absorbed in matter, to its true and enduring
interest.
The ethics of Socialism preclude belief in the immortality of the
soul. I know that this has been and will be vehemently denied ; never
theless those to whom the immortality of the Soul is not an accepted
theory but a living fact, can read my meaning. "According to your
faith be it done unto you," said the Master. We need then above all
things to widen and deepen our faith. In these days faith is being
wonderfully broadened, but with a tendency to become shallower; the
amount often being no greater, but merely distributed differently. '
Theosophy rests upon the soul and the soul alone. In its teaching the
body is a shadow that comes and goes according as the Light is placed.
That which causes the shadow therefore is its concern-the Light, and
that which stands before it.
D. R. T.

TH EOSOP HY AND SOCIALIS M
To the Editor of The Theosophical Quarterly.
Dear Sir : In regard to the article in the April Q uARTERLY, upon the subject
of Socialism and Theosophy, I cannot agree with D. R. T. that the former is
incoherent, in a stage of indefinite ideals and diverse conclusions and opinions.
Whatever apparent diversity there may exist among Socialists, does not arise from
any disagreement of principles or of ultimate aims, but from policies surrounding
the methods to be used to bring or aid in bringing the ultimate desired ; in other
words, ali differences are purely in regard to practical tactics, and throughout the
entire civilized world this movement has a never before equaled homogeneity or
unity of consciousness and aim.
The writer says Socialists build a fence and say that all who are within it
are Brothers ; all without it are enemies, or at least outsiders.
Unfortunately for the accuracy of this statement, the Socialists do not build
the fence. The recognition of a fact is not an advocacy of the evils arising from
that fact. The Socialists, by recognizing the fact that in all civilized societies
there are two classes, workers who produce, and exploiters who live off of the
products of others, are not by recognition of this fact advocating this division
into classes. Far from it, they are profoundly sorry that this division in society
exists ; they say that such a condition should cease and the causes that lead to
antagonistic classes should be removed in order that the entire human family
can be united into a harmonious whole where the interests, material as well as
spiritual, are all in mutual accord.
Such a condition of mutual identity of all interests the Socialists contend can
only be brought about by the abolition of the competitive industrial system which
pits man against man in a struggle for a material existence which of necessity
engenders hate and selfishness. Therefore they advocate, without exception, the
substitution of a mutual co-operative system of industry where all work in har
monious accord, in lieu of the present system of competition. The writer says
we recognize sects, castes and creeds. True ; but again we repeat, the recogni
tion is not to be confounded with the advocacy of the thing. Does the brother
deny that sects, castes and creeds exist ?
Again, he says Theosophy says all men are Brothers. The Socialist concedes
this theoretically, but desires to remind the writer that they do not ACT like
Brothers. So far from denying .the fact that all men are by nature bound together
in the universal tie of Brotherhood, the red symbol they everywhere use and the
meaning of which has been so grossly perverted, proclaims this fact in no uncertain
manner. Take a drop of blood from the arteries of a King, Emperor or President
and let them fall upon a sheet of white paper beside drops from the arm of the
humblest blacksmith or negro, and no chemist with all the delicate instruments
of his laboratory, no biologist with the most powerful micr�scope, can distinguish
any difference between those drops of red. Therefore the Red Flag, in its true
meaning, proclaims that ali men are possessed of one common attribute or quality
· and naturally are Brothers, but artificial, man-made conditions have divided them
into classes, a fact that every Socialist most sincerely regrets and is trying by
every means in his power to remedy.
Again, the writer says that Socialism makes against Brotherhood in that it
makes for material and not for spiritual aims. In answer to this I wish to call
attention to a fact that Socialists themselves often overlook and that is, that while
the Socialists say that the great mass of human beings act in conformity with
what they believe to be their material interests, the few, in fact every militant
Socialist to-day is not working for his material interests. He is sacrificing them,
he carries the flag of an unpopular movement, he suffers the scorn, ridicule,
contempt and misrepresentations of those around him. He loses his job and spends
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his little savings in an unselfish p..ropaganda for future generations. He doubts
or realizes that what he labors for will ever be accomplished in his life time.
Often, discouraged, he ceases from his arduous labors ; but it is only temporarily,
for he has become inoculated with a spiritual force, and once his blood is infected
with this energy, death alone brings surcease from his labors. In other words,
the Socialist workers of to-day are impelled by spiritual aims. Their rewards are
not in high salaried positions, political or commercial advancement, but in that
exhilaration of soul which comes from working in harmony with the natural
forces which are carrying humanity into a higher civilization. Contradictory
though it may appear, they are denying themselves, surrendering their material
interests in the espousal of an unpopular movement.
And yet, these militant workers in the Socialist movement, those in the van
guard, are not rising above their environment ; they are as truly responding to
their environment as the mass who consider only their visible material gains.
But the environment these few respond to is from the invisible, spiritual side of
life. The term environment is not to be limited to the visible material things or
conditions without or around us, but also comprehends all the subtle states or
conditions within or invisible to us.
With this conception no Theosophist need fear that Socialism will impede his
spiritual unfoldment. On the contrary it will give him the opportunity every day
to deny himself in order that he may find his own true Inner Self.
How the writer comes to the conclusion that the ethics of Socialism precludes
belief in the immortality of the soul is past understanding. The reverse is every
where apparent. The humblest worker in this great world movement, with no
conception of metaphysical subtleties, intuitively feels that he is helping to build
a civilization in which he will sometime live. Even aged workers, who have passed
the limit of three score years and ten, feel this certitude. What does it mean
other than that they shall live again in the social system they have labored for ?
But what can the drones say, those who drift with the Laissez faire and do
nothing or only passively to aid in bringing the Kingdom of Heaven on earth ?
Most truly do we need a wider and deeper faith, as the writer says, a faith
that will impel us to labor unceasingly in the face of contumely, misrepresentation,
material losses and many misunderstandings, confident that the conflict develops
our character, exalts our soul, and that what we sow we will ultimately reap, even
though it be only in lives to come.
Wn.LIAM L. GARVER.

Mr. William L. Garver is undoubtedly sincere in his defence
of Socialism. But in the letter printed above , he seems to modify
the expression of his views so as to meet what he would perhaps
describe as the prej udices of theosophical students. In a pamphlet
entitled Socialism in Brief, which he was good enough to send us
with his letter, he states his principles with much greater directness
and lucidity. He there says : uEven selfish actions, when truly selfish,
tend to bring the ideal toward which all humanity is evolving" (page
20) ; and a little further on he adds : "There is no reason in nature,
why this planet should not become a paradise, and this without any
moral reformation of man, but simply by bringing him to a realization
of his own interests, and the establishment of conditions where the
interest of every one else will be identical with his, which will be
the case when every form of exploitation is abolished" (p. 33) .
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It would be difficult to express more clearly the fundamental
difference between Socialism and Theosophy. It should, indeed, be
unnecessary to say more on the subj ect. But, in spite of the fact
that Mr. Garver himself insists that all differences between Socialists
"are purely in regard to practical tactics," and that their "unity of
consciousness and aim" is perfect, our experience leads us to believe
that many Socialists, should they chance to learn that one of them
selves has so frankly stated their position, would immediately
repudiate both him and his avowal. If they were to do so, they
would be untrue to the principles and platform of their party.
For Mr. Garver is undoubtedly orthodox, socialistically, in his state
ment. No Socialist can consistently maintain, as Theosophists
maintain , that selfish actions must necessarily bring about the very
reverse of ideal conditions, and that this planet must remain a hell
until the "moral reformation of man," which Mr. Garver insists
is unimportant, becomes an accomplished fact. In other words, the
theosophical belief that it is motive above all that counts, and that
nothing can turn this world into a paradise except the unselfishness
of men, is the exact opposite of the doctrine of Socialism.
So, also, in regard to Brotherhood. l\1r. Garver, rather rashly
as we see it, defends the symbolism of the Red Flag (the history
of the Red Flag being by no means attractive) , and asks us to
believe that if we take a drop of blood from the arteries of a king
or emperor, and compare it with drops from the arm of a blacksmith
or negro, no chemist, and "no biologist with the most powerful
microscope, can distinguish any difference between those drops of
red." It is upon this supposed fact that Mr. Garver bases his
belief that brotherhood is a fact in nature. Unfortunately, Mr.
Garver's statement happens to be incorrect. The truth is that the
blood of no two men is alike , and that, with a very ordinary micro
scope, the difference can be distinguished. Chemically also there
is as much difference between the blood of any two men as there
is difference in their outer appearance. Any attempt to base a
belief in brotherhood upon physical identity will result in a desire 
for physical promiscuity. We base our belief in brotherhood upon
spiritual unity, in "the oneness or identity of all souls with the
Oversoul." And we insist that instead of "bringing the Kingdom
of Heaven on earth," as Mr. Garver proposes to do, we must raise
earth to the Kingdom of Heaven-a diametrically contrary pro
ceeding.
Mr. Garver, in reply to the statement by
R. T., that "all men
are brothers, regardless of race or sect or creed or color or any other
distinction," retorts that while this is true theoretically, the fact is
that "in all civilized societies there are two classes, workers who
produce, and exploiters, who live off of the products of others," and
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that a true brotherhood can only be brought about "by the abolition
of the competitive industrial system which pits man against man
in a struggle for a material existence."
Here at once we discover the result of false premises. Un
brotherly acts are attributed by Socialists to an inconvenient or
faulty environment. Theosophy, as the present writer understands
it, insists that unbrotherly acts are due primarily to unbrotherly
hearts, or to the selfishness of men. It denies absolutely that any
sort of environment can make the conquest of self impossible , or
that any outer reorganization of society will make unselfishness
easier. Practically, in departments of work which have the least
possible connection with our industrial system, such as work done
voluntarily for a church or fraternal organization, one meets with
quite as much rivalry, backbiting and j ealou sy as in business or in
politics. This cannot be due to economic competition, but simply
to lack of understanding of that spiritual unity which it is the destiny
of man to realize, but in which, as yet, he does not even believe.
We do not wish to discuss the matter, in these pages, as a
question of political economy ; but it may not be out of place to
consider briefly Mr. Garver's statement that society is divided into
two classes , the "workers who produce, and exploiters who live off
the products of others." This is one of the principal tenets of
Socialism. What are the facts ? At no period in the history of
the world have "the workers," so-called, produced anything except
under the management of the few, who are described as "exploiters"
merely because they work with their brains instead of with their
han d s. To organize labor is just as necessary as to perform it.
Not only is that true, but o_rganizing ability and creative enterprise
is work of a higher order than mere physical exertion, and is entitled
to a very much larger recompense.
Suppose that two men set to work to dig two cellars, each one
for himself. When these cellars have been dug to a certain depth,
one man pauses to construct a wheelbarrow or hoist by means of
which he will be able more readily to remove the dirt. The other
man continues to throw the dirt out with his spade, and thus expends
a greater quantity of energy, and proceeds more slowly than the
other. When this slower and less intelligent workman finds that
the other man lias finished his job, he has j ust enough sense to wish
to borrow the wheelbarrow or hoist, so as to expedite his own labor.
But the man who has made the wheelbarrow or hoist .has a wife
and family to support, and wants to use his device elsewhere. So
he replies that he can lend his capital (for the wheelbarrow or hoist
of his own making has now become his capital) only for a certain
price ; and this price may be paid in the labor of the other work
man or in some other vehicle of exchange, representing value. Ac'
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cording to Socialism, the workman with the brains is "exploiting"
the worker without the brains. We can admit nothing of the sort.
Again, �1r. Garver says that the recognition of sects , castes, and
creeds should not be confounded with their advocacy ; and he asks,
"Does the brother deny that sects, castes, and creeds exist ?" He
does not seem to have quite understood what "the brother" meant.
Theosophists do not shut their eyes to facts. We also recognize the
existence of sects and castes and creeds ; but, unlike Socialists, we
do not as a rule advocate an attempt to legislate these out of existence.
We would not force all men to worship in one church and to eat
at one table. Socialists would. We believe (speaking merely for
those who accept the esoteric philosophy) in "removing as far as
possible all which impedes the full action" of the Divine Law of
Evolution in the Universe ; we believe that the widest freedom
should be allowed to different sects, and that to legislate against
caste distinctions is useless and worse than useless. There is
nothing inherently evil in such differences. Men are not made in
one mould, and the expression of differences is better than their
artificial suppression, until such differences cease to exist in fact.
We must broaden men's minds and enlarge their sympathies, before
we can bring about any real or lasting reform in outer conditions.
In India, for instance, to attempt legislation against the caste
system would involve a bloody revolution and would end in failure.
The people themselves would defy any effort to interfere with their
liberty of action. The lowest caste would co-operate with the highest
to maintain existing conditions-because there is alway� some
remaining caste which is lower even than the "lowest." That is
one reason why the Indian masters of wisdom, although they do
not approve of the caste system as it now exists, have never advo
cated its suppression by legislative enactment. They have concen
trated their efforts upon the spiritual regeneration of the Indian ·
people. To maintain that the caste system must inevitably make
brotherly conduct impossible, is to deny to the Hindu his inalienable
right to defy the laws of his caste if he deems it best to do so.
He may suffer outwardly, it is true , for his unselfishness (supposing
that his motive is unselfish) ; but does it necessarily follow that
such suffering will be harmful ?
In this country, where a different system of caste exists, we
see no reason why caste should not treat caste in a brotherly way
-not, perhaps, by eating out of the same dish, but by showing the
most thoughtful consideration for the feelings of other people, no
matter to what class they may belong.
Socialism, on the other hand, insists that caste should and must
fight against caste, until one caste (the proletarian) subdues the
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other. This doctrine was well expressed in the Platform adopted
by the Socialist Party in National Convention at thicago, in May,
1904-and Mr. Garver, in his pamphlet, accepts without qualification
the principles and declarations of International Socialism. That
platform announced that : "Between these two classes [the working
class and the so-called capitalist class] there can be no possible
compromise or identity of interests . . . . There can be no possible
basis for social peace, for individual freedom, for mental and moral
harmony, except in the conscious and complete triumph of the work
ing class as the only class that has the right or power to be."
We take the liberty of considering that declaration to be not
only untrue, but immoral. There is no reason why class should
not co-operate with class. To deny the possibility is to create or
to accentuate class hatred ; is to work, not for Brotherhood, but
against it. Further, individual freedom and mental and moral har
mony do not depend for their existence upon outer conditions : they
take their rise in the soul, and not in the body. Finally, under this
head, "the conscious and complete triumph" of one caste over the
other, of any caste over any other, would be quite as disastrous for
the dominant caste as for those who have been triumphed over.
Like all other Socialists, Mr. Garver insists that environment
makes the man ; but he then diverges from the ordinary Socialist
position by asserting that the term environment should not be
limited to visible and material things or to conditions without or
around us : it should include "all the subtle states or conditions
within or invisible to us." This, we fear, is a contradiction in terms,
and is therefore impossible. To speak of an environment as an
inner condition is to speak of black being white. Environment means
R. T. reminded us, "holds that
environment ; and Theosophy, as
man makes environment." So here again we have a fundamental
difference between the tenets of Socialism and those of the esoteric
philosophy. And in case it may be supposed that Mr. Garver is
not fairly representing Socialism, it may be well to point out that
E. Belford Bax, perhaps the best known authority on Socialism in
England, in his Ethics of Socialism} says that "according to Chris
tianity and the ethics of religion of introspection generally, regen
eration must come from within, must begin in the heart and mind
of the individual. The ethic and religion of modern Socialism,
on the contrary, look for regeneration from without, from material con
ditions and a higher social life. The ethic and religion of Socialism
seek not the ideal society through the ideal individual, but, con
versely, the ideal individual through the ideal society."
If the Socialist position were correct, it would follow that a
tribe of simple, non-competitive South Sea Islanders, living an almost
ideal existence so far as material conditions are concerned, should
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serve as an example to such poor mortals as ourselves, whose fate
it is to live in the stress and turmoil of industrial civilization. Yet
we .find these same Islanders in many cases to be cannibals , and in
every case to be subj ect to passions and to unbrotherly feelings
which painfully resemble our own ! It is difficult to reconcile this
fact with the tlieory that environment makes the man.
But because, according to Socialism, environment does make
the man, we can understand, though we cannot accept, Mr. Garver's
belief (Socialism in Brief) that earth can be made a paradise through
the instrumentality of one class, "forced by economic conditions"
to "abolish the present competitive system because they hope to
better the condition of themselves, their wives and children," and insti
gated, as he says, by motives which are "purely selfish." It is much
more difficult to understand the ability of Mr. Garver and of his fellow
Socialists to ignore the lesson of history and the inevitable effect
of their teaching upon those whom they remind so constantly of
their Rights. Was not the French Revolution inspired by declara
tions of the alleged Rights of Man ? Joseph Mazzini, Revolutionist
though he was, pointed out long ago that no true and permanent
reform can be based upon any such assertion. He look�d for the
day when some great movement would sweep the world , which
would be promoted by a declaration of man's Duties. The same
point is made, more argumentatively, by Professor Robert Flint,.
in his work on Socialism. Professor Flint does not dispute that rights
are precious and sacred. He admits that often when we might forego
them, if they were merely our own, we are bound in duty to assert
and vin<,licate them, because they are also the rights of others. "In
the course of the struggle for 'Rights,' great and indisputable ser
vices have been rendered to mankind." Nevertheless, the one
supreme and guiding motive of life, whether personal or social,
should not be that of Right, but of Duty. Only the man whose
ruling conviction is that of Duty can be morally strong, self-con
sistent and noble ; can control his own nature, conquer the world,
sacrifice himself for others, and in all relations act as becomes a
being in whose make-up there is so much that is truly and finely
spiritual. Only a nation pervaded by a sense of the supremacy of
duty, and by that recognition of the claims of self-denial and self
sacrifice for others, for ideal ends, and for great causes, which are
involved in a sense of duty, can be one in which class properly co
operates with class for the good of the whole ; in which individual
and sectional interests , apparently conflicting, are successfully har( .J monized, and in which the citizens, notwithstanding all natural
\_ inequalities and all diversities of position and circumstance, form
a true brotherhood.
16
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Prof. Flint adds : "Tell men only of their Rights ; tell them
only that others are wronging them out of their Rights to liberty,
to property, to power, to enjoyment, and that they must assert and
secure their Rights ; and you appeal, indeed, in some measure to
their conscience, their sense of justice, but you appeal as much or more
to their selfishness, hate, envy, jealousy; and if you infuse into them
a certain strength to cast down and pull to pieces much which may
deserve demolition, you render them unlikely to stop where they
ought in the work of destruction, and utterly unfit them for the still
more needed work of construction. Hence all revolutions which
have been effected by men prejudiced and excited through such teach
ing, have heel! , even when essentially j ust , disgraced by shameful
excesses, and only very partially, if at all, successful. Those who
have gained Rights which they have been taught to think of as
advantages, but not as responsibilities, always abuse them. No
society in which men who have been thus perverted and misled are
in the maj ority ; no society in which the sense of Duty does not
prevail , can fail to be one in which class is at constant war with
class ; can enjoy peace, security, or prosperity."
Turning now to the question of religion, Mr. Garver protests
vehemently against the statement by D. R. T. that "the ethics of
Socialism precludes belief in the immortality of the soul." Yet he
will not deny that every celebrated exponent of the Socialist phi
losophy, such as Karl Marx, Engels, Dr. Averling, Bebel , Bax, has
been an avowed atheist. Engels declared that "religion is nothing
but the fantastic reflection in the brains of men of those powers
[ economic and industrial] by which their daily existence is dominated ;
a reflection in which natural forces assume supernatural forms"
(Duhrings Umwalzung der Wissenschaft) . J\1:arx, in his criticism of
the early Socialist platform, demanded that the labor party declare
its intention of "delivering men's consciences from the spectre of
religion." Bebel, the present leader of the German Socialists , was
not contradicted by his fellow Socialists in the Reichstag when he
announced that "in politics we profess republicanism ; in economics,
socialism ; in religion, atheism." Nor is this unanimity accidental.
It results from the fact that the philosophy of Socialism is based
upon materialistic premises. Logically, the whole superstructure of
Socialism would fall to the ground if it were not admitted, in the
somewhat explicit language of Buchner , that the brain secretes thought
as the liver secretes bile, and that the religious, ethical and political
ideals of humanity have been merely the secretions of economic
processes.
It is true that there are' those who call themselves Christian
Socialists, and that we should perhaps grant them the right to regard
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incompatible things a s consistent, i f they choose t o d o so. Never
theless, as Professor Flint, in the work already quoted, points out :
"What is called Christian Socialism will always be found to be either
un-Christian in so far as it is Socialistic, or unsocialistic in so far
as it is truly and fully Christian."
So-called "Christian Socialists" frequently try to defend their
position by appealing to the honored names and high standing of
Charles Kingsley, Maurice, and others, who described their doctrines
many years ago as "Christian Socialism." But neither Maurice nor
Kingsley held a single principle or doctrine of Marxism or of any
other variety of modern Socialism. When they maintained that
social reorganization must be preceded by individual reformation ;
that trust in State aid or legislation is a superstition ; that self-help
is the prime requisite for the amelioration of the condition of the
working classes ; that co-operation should be voluntary and accom
panied by appropriate education ; that so far from private property
being robbery, it is a divine stewardship ; and that men can never
be j oined in true brotherhood by mere plans to give them self-interest
in common, but must first feel that they have one common Father :
they were not advocating, they were denouncing practically every
tenet of modern Socialism.
Archdeacon Cunningham, in an address delivered at the Church
Congress held at Great Yarmouth, England, in 1907, presented the
positive side of Professor Flin t's criticism. He said that the doctrine
of Christ , as contrasted with the ideals of modern Socialists, has
a spiritual character, and is also of immediate practical applicability
in every condition of place and time, so that it has a true universality,
which Socialism has not and never can have. Christ sets before
us an example of the constant effort to carry out His Father's will
in all the relations of life ; the consciousness of His Father's presence
was with him unceasingly, and affected his whole attitude, not only
towards his fellowmen, but towards the animate creation and the
inanimate , too ; and yet He does not seem to have formulated any
"social ideal" as to the distribution of property. He did not need
any such scheme to aid Him in His work. And all these 1900 years,
throughout the whole world , wherever the Gospel has been preached,
it has been possible for every human being-slave or free, man or
woman-to try to guide his conduct by the two great principles of
Christian duty in regard to economic life ; on the one hand, to regard
all his property and talents as a trust committed to him by God,
nd to be administered, not irresponsibly, but as the terms of the
( �
\...t rust require ; and secondly, to fulfil the duty of work-of trying to
give effect, by personal exercise of mind or body, to the will of God.
If we are in earnest, said the Archdeacon, in trying to mould our
lives after this model, and in accordance with these principles, the
·
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destruction of the existing social order, and the devising of a new
system, will seem to be surplusage ; not a thing we feel to be a help.
Of these Christian principles it may at least be said that they are
not specially modern and are not merely ideal. In fact, Archdeacon
Cunningham might have added that they long antedated Christian
ity, and that to go no further afield than the well-known religions
of India or the philosophies of Greece, will supply us with similar
statements of the spiritu al as opposed to the materialistic interpre
tation of life.
The truth is that Socialism, being based upon materialism, takes
for granted a scale of values which is misleading, and which was
shown to be misleading centuries ago by Zeno and other Greek
philosophers-more specifically by Hecaton in his treatise on the
Chief Good, and by Chrysippus in his treatise on Pleasure-whose
views have been preserved for us by Diogenes Laertius. They
divided existing things into good, bad, and indifferent. The good
are the virtues, such as prudence, j ustice , courage, temperance, knowl
edge ; the bad are the contraries, folly, intemperance , cowardice, in
j ustice, etc. The indifferent, "which are neither beneficial nor inju
rious," are life, health, pleasure, beauty, physical strength, riches,
a good reputation, nobility of birth , and their contraries, death, disease,
disgrace, weakness, poverty, a bad reputation, low birth, etc.
"For, as it is the property of the hot to warm and not to chill
one, so it is the property of the good to benefit and not to inj ure one.
Now, wealth and good health cannot be said to benefit any more than
to injure any one : therefore, neither wealth nor good health, is 'a
good.' Again , they [the Stoics] say that that thing is not good
which it is possible to use both well and ill. But it is possible to
make either a good or a bad use of wealth, or of health ; therefore,
wealth and good health are not 'goods.' "
The Socialists do not realize this. Consciously or unconsciously
they consider health and pleasure and personal comfort to be things
good in themselves ; and disease and poverty and other forms of
discomfort to be evils in themselves. They overlook the fact that
these things, at best, are merely means to an end-no more good
in themselves than electricity or some other colorless force in nature which
cannot possibly be described as either good or evil, except it be used for
good or evil purposes by man himself. Incidentally, the Christian
Scientists make exactly the same mistake , Christian Science and
Socialism, philosophically, being opposite expressions of one and
the same delusion.
It would not be wise in this day and generation to push the
stoicism of Zeno too far. But among Theosophists, or students of
Theosophy, it may not be out of place to recall a letter which was
published many years ago in Lucifer ( Vol. II, p. 432 ) , in which "that
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curse known as the 'struggle for life,' " was spoken of as "the real
and most prolific parent of most woes and sorrows, and all crimes."
The writer of the letter continued : "Why has that struggle become
the almost universal scheme of the universe ? We answer : Because
no religion, with the exception of Buddhism, has hitherto taught a
practical contempt for this earthly life, while each of them, always
with that one solitary exception, has through its hells and damnations,
inculcated the greatest dread of death . . . . Teach the people to see
that life on this earth, even the happiest, is but a burden and an
illusion, that it is but our own Karma, the cause producing the effect,
that is our own j udge, our saviour in future lives-and the great
struggle for life will soon lose its intensity."
Experience has proved that it would be impossible for the
average American or European to entertain genuinely any such
"practical contempt for this earthly life" as the writer of the above
suggests. But at least we need not fall into the mistake of defending
philosophically a table of values so hopelessly misleading as that
which the Socialists endorse.
Finally, we are assured by Mr. Garver that "no Theosophist
need fear that Socialism will impede his spiritual unfoldment." We
trust that what has been said above will convince Mr. Garver that no
Theosophist fears any such thing. Our opposition to Socialism is
not based on personal grounds. We venture to defy the ingenuity
of any Socialistic government to create conditions in which spiritual
unfoldment cannot take place. But while our indifference is sincere
so far as Theosophists are concerned, we readily admit that it would
be well within the power of a Socialist commonwealth to create
conditions in which the orderly spiritual unfoldment of the majority
of mankind would be retarded. That is one reason why we devote
time and space to the consideration of a question which would not
otherwise concern us. The other reason is that, even at present,
much energy is being diverted from useful and constructive work,
to activities which are either harmful or futile, as a result of Socialist
propaganda. In the address by Archdeacon Cunningham, already
quoted , he pointed out that a political scheme which claims attention
as a panacea, or as an ideal, is likely to concentrate public attention
and to become obstructive. Whilst the fascination and enthusiasm
last, nothing else can get a hearing. In England, some sixty years
ago, there was a great discussion in regard to the advantages of
small holdings and allotments. A select committee of the House of
Commons brought in a most admirable report, in which they dis
tinguished the conditions and circumstances in which small holdings
were likely to be a success from those in which they had proved a
failure. A Bill was prepared to try to meet the great want of rural
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England ; but it got little support , and had to be dropped. It never
took hold of the public. At that time the great struggle over the
Corn Laws was going on ; Free Trade was put forward as an ideal,
and the harbinger of universal peace and prosperity. Small holdings
and allotments did not seem worth consideration ; the proj ect of
promoting them could only, as was said in the House of Commons,
tend to raise delusive hopes. Why should they adopt a "doubtful
expedient when a remedy was before them, whose efficacy nobody
questioned ?" England has had sixty years of Free Trade, and there
are very few people who, after that experience, regard it as a panacea
now, in the absolute sense. The exaggerated enthusiasm for it helped
to delay a much-needed practical reform ; and after sixty years England
is falling back on that so-called doubtful remedy. But, continued
the Archdeacon, there was far more excuse in the circumstances of
England in 1843 for trusting to Free Trade as a panacea than there
now is for committing ourselves unhesitatingly to modern Socialism
in any of its forms. Those who recognize the good intention of
modern social idealists may yet regard modern social ideals with
alarm, partly because they seem likely to prove inj urious to the
community generally and to t_h e poor in particular, partly because
they distract men from engaging steadily in humble but practical
reforms. We ought to reckon up, not only the possible mischief
which may be done, but also the harm that arises from the delay
of real improvements , before we begin to play with this sort of fire.
Practically, therefore, on behalf of good government and "the
next step," as well as in the special light of Theosophy, which shows
us a perversion of spiritual energy intended for other and better purposes
-there is good reason why the QuARTERLY, not as representing the
Theosophical Society, but merely on its own account and with the
approval of many old students, should call attention to the dangers
of Socialism, and should assert once more its faith in the Soul as the one
means and path by which humanity can reach at last to the kingdom of
power and glory and peace.
T.

DISCIPLINE .

T

HE disciple moved swiftly forward with unhurried grace,
opening and closing doors with p erfect silence , the gentle
foot-falls of his sandled feet making no trace to the ear as
he passed by. He had been taught that noise, noise of any
kind, was an occult sin. The building was not a very large one,
and he soon came to his master's room. He rapped gently on the
door and waited expectantly, but there was no answer. He had
been told to knock but once, and then stand by the door until he
was bidden to enter, being sure to listen attentively for the response
from within. Often, it had been explained to him, his master
might be much occupied with important affairs requiring undivided
attention.
He was tired, for he had been on a difficult mission which had
required the fullest exercise of all his powers, but he was filled
with that delightful sense of finished work well done1 and this had
kept his spirits high and had caused him to forget or ignore his
fatigue. But now, standing and waiting, he had opportunity to
realize how very tired he was, and he found himself hoping that
it would not be long before his master bid him e nter. Then he
checked this thought as undutiful and ungracious and deliberately
forced himself to wish that if his continued fatigue and patient
waiting could in any wise serve his master's convenience, he was
only too glad to render homage in such ways.
The minutes passed by slowly and still no word came from
within. He had been taught to curb all restless movements and
to stand or sit entirely motionless ; for unnecessary physical action
was a waste of force, and waste of any kind a sin ; but, perhaps
because of his fatigue, perhaps because of the reaction after his recent
exertions, he found it very difficult to avoid little shiftings of his
feet, or motions of his hands. He wanted to stand first on one foot
and then on another so as to relieve them of his weight. It required
a strong effort of his will to curb this physical restlessness. Re
membering the many injunctions which he had received during his
years of training, however, he finally conquered the nervous impulses
which disturbed him, and stood serene and calm.
Then it occurred to him that perhaps his master had not heard
his knock. This had never happened in his experience, it is true,
but his brain put forth the idea , and followed it with all sorts of
insidious suggestions and excuses. "Had he not just returned from
the successful performance of his master's work, and was it not his
1139
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duty to report as soon as possible ? Perhaps some important com
bination was at that moment waiting for the result of his mission ?
Although he had been told never to knock but once, did not the
circumstances justify an exception to the general rule ?"
When these thoughts first occurred, he dismissed them with
impatience as unworthy of his training, and forced his attention into
other channels. As his mind was tired, he tried to rest it by repeat
ing extracts from the sacred books which he had learned by heart,
by prayer, by meditation. An hour or more passed in this wise.
He grew more and more tired, and he began to feel the need
of food. He wondered whether it would not be permissible for him
to sit down, as he could listen for his summons in that position as
well as while standing upright. The mere idea of sitting seemed to
increase his fatigue and his physical restlessness returned with doubled
vigor. But his conscience told him that he had been directed to
knock gently and then stand until summoned to enter. He knew
that his only safety lay in implicit obedience, for never in his entire
experience had he failed to make a grevious blunder when he -acted
contrary to any instructions he had received.
With a great effort he again dominated his bodily sensations,
but it was not so easy to control his mind. He remembered many
stories of disciples who had had their common sense and individual
initiative tested, and he wondered whether this might not, perhaps,
be a case where he was expected to use his discretion and act as
his own wisdom dictated. But a moment's reflection told him that
if he disobeyed the injunctions he had received, it would be because
he was tired and impatient, and not because of any urging from his
inner self.
In a sudden panic he wondered suddenly whether his master
might after all have bidden him enter, and he, absorbed in some
of the thoughts which had from time to time occupied his attention,
or with the struggles to control his body and his brain, had failed
to hear. His heart sank at the thought of the grave discourtesy
which this would be, but reflection again comforted him, for he knew
that even when most occupied with the effort to dominate his lower
nature, he had always had a portion of his consciousness listening
for the answer to his knock.
He heard the faint rustle of approaching footsteps and looking
up, saw a fellow disciple walking down the corridor. Instantly his
brain suggested that here might be a means of relief. Although all
unnecessary talk between disciples was strictly forbidden, except
during the hour for recreation and conversation, he wondered whether
he would not be justified in asking for advice, perhaps for food,
which he could eat while still standing waiting. Could he not at
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D ISCI PLI N E
least ask whether his master was within, for i t suddenly o c curred
to him that per.haps the delay was caused by his master's absence.
But as fast as these several queries arose in his mind, the obvious
answer to them followed, and he silently returned the grave saluta
tion of 4is friend. A wave of sympathy, a sense of support and
refreshment, swept over him with the greeting, and aided him in
regaining his poise.
As a reaction from his effort at self-control, his fatigue and
hunger and impatience returned with redoubled force and it required
the exercise of his fullest will to dominate once more the activities
of his body and brain. But he succeeded and again tried to occupy
himself with devotional and inner exercises. It was only with great
effort that he could control his mind and concentrate his attention.
Time and time again he found himself thinking of accidental and
detached subj ects, found his mental activity inconsequent and drift
ing aimlessly, found that he had lost that perfect control of the
operation of his brain which is enjoined upon all disciples, which,
indeed, is a sine qua non of discipleship. He realized that he was
getting into a deplorable and even dangerous condition. The thought
steadied him and braced his will. Were a little physical fatigue and
standing before a door for a few hours all that were needed to derange
his years of self-discipline and training ? A strong feeling of con. tempt arose within him, and with it came the warm glow of his
returning inner power. IIis physical sensations melted away from
the field of his consciousness and his reawakened and reinvigorated
will asserted its mastery over his mind and body. An hour or more
passed.
Once again his attention was attracted to approaching footsteps
and looking up, he saw coming towards him one of the elder brothers,
a friend and comrade of his master. Ag�in there surged up in him
the hope that this interruption might be the means of bringing him
relief, and this hope was intensified when the erect and noble figure
turned towards him, and with a gracious smile and a friendly and
encouraging remark, knocked at his master's door. Instantly came
the reply to enter. For a desperate moment he thought of going in
too, but controlled the impulse almost before it was framed in his
mind. The mere temporary propinquity of the master reinvigorated
and stimulated his flagging courage and will, but after the door was
once more closed, his spirits sank, and a wave of self-pity passed over
him.
Thoughts, unbidden, and almost disloyal to his master arose in
his mind. Was it fair to put such a trial upon him, for after all he
was but one of the younger disciples. - Perhaps his master had for
gotten that he was there ? Would the elder brother who had just
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entered chance to speak of him ? As fast as these thoughts formed

in his mind he dismissed them, sometimes with self-contempt that he

could think such things, sometimes almost with a sense of fear that
his endurance would fail him, for the presence of such ideas was an
indication that his will and moral fibre were deteriorating. Had
anything ever happened in all his experience to justify for one instant
the thought that his master was capable of the least unkindness, or
unfairness, or anything but the utmost solicitude and love. He knew
the answer, and again forced such reflections from his mind.
After half an hour or so the door opened silently and the elder
brother passed through. This time he did not speak, but the effect
of his presence again caused a sense of refreshment and renewed
strength and hope. The disciple wondered whether, now that his
master had been interrupted in whatever work he had been doing,
he might not call him in, so he concentrated all his attention to listen
for the hoped for summons. But minute after minute p assed and
no word came. In time his effort of attention relaxed somewhat and
his mind again began to bubble forth all kinds of fragmentary
thoughts. He was too tired to stop it, and for awhile contented
himself with checking any thought which had an element of danger,
which might be tinged with disloyalty, or self-pity, or other mani
festations of his lower nature.
Finally he realized that this would never do, and again summo!l
ing his inner powers of will and faith and habit, he controlled his
thoughts and forced them into safe and accustomed channels. H e
was helped in this b y h i s pride. H e determined that h e would not
be beaten by a thing so low as physical fati gu e, or so insignificant
as a few hours wait beside a door. What chance had he to succeed
in his further evolution, what kind of a helper would he be, what sort
of an instrument for his master's service, if he were beaten by such
ignoble trials. He hated himself for the weakness he had already
shown, for the wavering of his will , for the feebleness of his hold
upon himself, for the laxity of his self-control, and for another hour
or two he kept his tone high by reflecting upon the tests of other
men so much more difficult than this , which they had lived through
with little or no disturbance of their serenity. But he grew more
and more tired. Twenty-four hours had passed since he had had
food and then he had eaten very lightly. He had been almost con
stantly on his feet ever since, part of the time climbing over rough
mountain roads, and much of the time occupied with difficult and
delicate negotiations. He wondered whether his master realized
how difficult they had been ?
He wondered whether his master realized how tired he was,
how � e needed food and sleep, how difficult it had been to wait
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patiently before the door all these weary hours , and then he thrust
these thoughts from him as unworthy ; for deep down in his inner
consciousness he knew that his master must know all these things,
must know his every thought, must feel his slightest sensation of
fatigue, must know his weakness and his recent failures properly to
control his mind, must have seen and read his disloyal thoughts,
know of his self-pity, see all his childish hopes and fears. And as
he felt the full import of all these· things, an overmastering wave of
love and gratitude welled up from his inmost being, gratitude that,
in spite of all these faults and weaknesses and failures, his master
was still his master, was willing to accept and guide and train and
discipline him. His heart burned with a deep sense of gratitude and
devotion. He saw with clear vision how necessary it was that he
should have just the kind of test which he was then undergoing in
order that these faults and imperfections should become apparent to
him, and from the depths of a full heart there welled up a wave of
'
loyal love that he should be so favored.
Instantly he heard his master's voice. "Enter, my son." Con
trolling his physical weakness as best he could, he opened the door,
passed through, and closing it gently behind him, made the accus
tomed salutation. His master looked up from his writing and al
though he did not speak, · the disciple's whole being thrilled with the
sense of protection, love, encouragement, complete recognition and
understanding of all he had been through, which he read in the
luminous eyes which were gazing at him. He had to restrain an
i mpulse to throw himself at his master's feet and kiss the hem of
his robe. His fatigue, his i mpatience, his self-pity, the last trace of
bitterness and pain, melted away from his heart. Even his contempt
and regret for his own weakness disappeared. Then the master
spoke : "You need food and rest. Seek these and return here later."
"But the results of my mission ? May I not make my report ?"
queried the disciple, eagerly.
"Unfortunately, your mission was a failure. I have spent the
last eight hours, while you waited outside the door, undoing the
results of your mistakes. Go now, my son : return when you are
rested and I will explain the matter to you."
And the disciple departed instantly, lost in wonder and deeply
pondering.
MEN-TEK-NIS.

THE DESIRES

H

OF HANUFIN .

ANUFIN stood on the shore of the great sea. Around him
were all those things which have life and form, the things
which the gods had brought forth from the great chaos.
At his feet beat the waves of the sea, the chaos from which
the gods called things forth. In his heart Hanufin envied the gods,
he desired their power, he would be as they. He lifted up his voice
and cried out unto the gods : "Make me a creator !" he said. The
god Torso, "He of the Beard," heard him , and came at his call.
"Teach me to create, oh, venerable one. Make me a god !" said
Hanufin.
The god, Torso, sprang into the sea, the great chaos ; from its
depths he brought a single drop of water, which he laid in the palm
of Hanufin's hand. "Breathe upon it the Inner Breath," said he
and then disappeared.
But Hanufin knew nought of the Inner Breath ; he held the
water-drop in his hand and looked upon it in wonder. The sun
shone on the water-drop and licked it up, and then cried Hanufin :
"Come, come , the sun hath stolen my water-drop !"
Again appeared "He of the Beard" and from the sea brought
another water-drop to Hanufin's hand, saying : "Breathe upon it the
Inner Breath."
Then did Hanufin cunningly knead the water-drop into a pinch
of clay. "It will save it until I find the Inner Breath/' said he. But
the wind blew upon it and dried it and, seeing this, Hanufin cried
again : "Come, come, the wind hath stolen my water-drop !"
Again came Torso , and once more brought a water-drop from
the depths of the sea to Hanufin's hand. "Breathe upon it the Inner
Breath," said he.
Then did Hanufin quickly breathe upon the water-drop, but with
the Outer Breath, for of the Inner Breath he knew nought. And
forth from the water-drop came a monster, having the head of a
beast and the voice of a man, and Hanufin, affrighted, threw the
thing from him into the sea.
Again appeared Torso. "Thou hast mocked the gods," said he,
"thou hast brought forth a monster ! In striving for the wisdom of
the gods thou hast uncovered the art of devils. The gods demand
thy light !" He then took from Hanufin the power of seeing and
Hanufin, in his blindness, stumbled and fell into the sea, into the
great chaos.
In his struggles Hanufin breathed to the right of him and to
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the left of him in the great sea. He breathed with the Outer Breath,
and from each water-drop that received it came a monster having
the head of a beast and the voice of a man. And the monsters
which he thus created cried out to him to come, and he, being blind,
followed. Hither and thither was Hanufin led by these creatures
in the sea ; they were senseless and their calls were without point,
but insistent. When Hanufin grew weary and would rest their cries
rose louder, they gathered about him and forced him onward without
rest or reason.
At last Hanufin cried to the gods for deliverance ; he acknowl
edged their power. Again came "He of the Beard" and gave back
to Hanufin his power of sight. And when he was no longer blind
Hanufin looked about him ; he was encompassed by a cloud of
monsters. He shrank from them, they followed ; he cast them from
him, they clung to him : "Free me from these, oh, Torso !" he cried
despairingly.
"I cannot," said Torso. "Breathe upon them the Inner Breath."
"Give me the Inner Breath !" pleaded Hanufin.
"I cannot. I never had It !" answered "He of the Beard."
"Help m e to find It, that I may rid myself of these monsters !"
prayed Hanufin.
"They are your creations, your children. Neither gods nor
devils can live apart from their creations," said Torso.
"Pity me !" cried Hanufin. "Must I forever dwell with
monsters ?"
"Breathe upon them the Inner Breath," said Torso. "Make
them beautiful !"
"Thou art not a wise one, thou canst only confuse !" cried
Hanufin. "What shall I do to solve this fear ?"
"Breathe upon it the Inner Breath," said Torso. "Thou hast
envied the gods, find the source of thine envy."
So Hanufin sat in silence. He sought the place from which
his envy came. He merged his senses in his eyes and beheld only
the monsters which he had created. He withdrew to the chambers
of his head and found therein Torso and his oft-repeated command.
He entered into his heart and found his envy ; back of it lay a new
power. "It is the Inner Breath !" cried Hanufin, joyfully.
Then forth from his heart came Hanufin bringing the new
power, the Inner Breath. He mingled with his monsters and upon
each he breathed with the Inner Breath, and, lo, each became a
beautiful thing, like those shapen by the gods.
"Thou hast become a god !" said Torso to Hanufin. "I am
thy mind, therefore I will dwell in thy head and serve thee forever."
So, to this day, Hanufin lives in peace amid his creations in
the great sea.
F. A. BRUCE.

THEOSOPHY AS AN INFLUENCE
IN LIFE.

T

HOSE who study the meaning of the word "Theosophy"
soon discover that it means Divine Wisdom, or knowledge
about God ; that is to say, the Truth in regard to Divine things.
But as all that is, all that pertains to Life, is in essence
Divine and of Divine origin, it follows that the Truth is latent in all
things ; so that as we seek for the Truth in and about everything,
we are to that extent Truthseekers, or seekers after the Divine in all
things-hence "theosophists."
In this way it comes about that a true theosophist is never a
partisan ; the ideal theosophist is he who is impartial , j ust, courteous,
seeking only to find the underlying Truth in all departments of Life
and Being, and granting to others the same right. He knows that
he of himself is not now able to know the whole Truth of Life
that vast theme-but some aspects only, among innumerable aspects.
So he will be found listening to the voices of his fellow-seekers , who
can enrich his knowledge concerning the Truths of Being, by that
which they, in their turn, have found.
Theosophy is thus seen to be a matter of religion , since it treats
of our relations, as human beings, to the Soul of Life-the Truth.
It is a religion which is no mere formality, for it becomes the central
keynote in our lives and extends to the most minute details of daily
life. Since in each such detail we seek the right and true way to meet
it , we do apply our knowledge as we find it, and in this sense, if truly
applied, Theosophy becomes the paramount influence in life.
Being knowledge, as well as religion, it is a religion which does
not oppose science, but the two are combined so as to include the
whole of Life on both the material and the spiritual aspects ; in it
and through it man learns how he lives and moves and has his being.
Man learns that he is in the process of ever becoming ; that Life
-even for him-has no beginning and no ending, and that the great
Law is one of perpetual evolution-of evolution, not merely in phys
ical existence, but also in the unfoldment of the mental and spiritual
aspects of his consciousness.
Theosophy is not a dogma or a series of dogmatic propositions
invented by man ; nor is it a matter of revelation in the usual mean
ing of that word. As man evolves, as his consciousness expands,
through the search for and the study of Truth , so he becomes wiser ;
his knowledge deepens ; and more and more his life becomes a process
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of showing forth and manifesting that Divine source of which his
Soul is a part. Thus the Wisdom Religion-or Theosophy-is the
one and only vital factor in his life. It includes knowledge of the
laws which govern both the seen and the unseen ; it includes the laws
which govern the evolution of the physical, astral, psychical a � d
intellectual constituents of nature and of man ; it leads to the prac
tical application of the spiritual laws which are above and beyond
all, and within all as well.
,
The ordinary experience of man includes but a portion of uni
versal experience ; the evidence of the ordinary senses extends only
to a given distance. But j ust as these can be developed by certain
individuals to an extension which is marvellous to the ordinary
man, so can man's consciousness be developed and extended until
it embraces the knowledge of the realms which have been m entioned
above. That knowledge is only truly attained when the seeker has
found it within himself, when he has found it and lived by its dawn
ing light, putting it to use in all the phases of his daily life and
consciousness. Theosophy knows that nature includes the visible
and the invisible ; that all is under the dominion of law, and that
the apparently mysterious is not unsolvable, but is merely the opera
tion of law which is not for the time within the consciousness of
the ordinary man.
-Demonstration of all that Theosophy shows as to the nature
and laws of the universe or man, is quite beyond the scope of the
present article . There are certain salient features as to which the
great mass of students are agreed. The constitution of man is one
such feature ; its subdivisions have been roughly grouped under
the heads of Body, Soul, Spirit.
BonY. This is not immortal. It is subject to the processes known
to us as growth, decay, death. These we can (and do) increase and
retard to some extent. Even here we are continually discovering new
laws, or new applications of old laws which markedly influence our
daily life.
SouL. Save in the case .of very determined "materialists," there
is a very general belief in the idea that man has a soul, and that this
soul is immortal. Most religious systems teach the same. But
Theosophy puts forward that immortality precedes the present exist
ence, just as it follows it ; further, that such continued existence is
governed by law, by the steady operation of cause and effect from
one existence to another, operating through many lives. This law
is expressed in the words that as a man sows, so shall he reap. The
idea of the soul and its continuous existence becomes a very potent
factor in the life of a man. For this law is set in motion by each
one for himself. No one else does it for him. Events do not take
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place by accident, but according to the principle that action and
reaction are equal and opposite in direction. This principle is applic
able in the moral world quite as much as in the physical domain.
The outcome of this is that the Law of Evolution is applicable to
the soul as well as the body ; that the soul grows, and that here man
is the builder, the evolver and the destroyer of the soul. A whole
vista of possibilities opens out before him who discerns this truth
and who sees by its light the larger opportunities of a life greater
than the ordinary. In such considerations Theosophy opens out an
enormous influence before the mind and heart of a man.
SPIRIT. The immortal Universal Essence. In place of the devo
tion of aims and ambitions of a material kind-the care of the body,
the accumulation of wealth and the gain of power, the cultivation of
the purely intellectual faculties and the senses-the center of con
sciousness is transferred ; in place of seeking after more or less tran
sitory results we � ave the cultivation of the Soul, its attributes, powers
and life. Discernment between the mortal and the immortal is now
the vital factor in the life of the man who sees that his is the choice.
Theosophy brings to man a clearer knowledge of the conditions
under which he lives his present life. It shows him that these con
ditions are governed by his actions and thoughts in former lives
and that his past and the present will continue to govern his future
lives. His present embodiment is not the only one, but may be com
pared to one day of his greater life. As a human being he must
see to it that his life is lived as a human being, and not as a mere
animal. He must preserve his self-respect, occupy his own place
and follow the laws of his own evolution in the scale of Being.
The faculty of self-consciousness is that which man has of his
own, that which is peculiar to himself as 1\llan. Once he perceives
this fact he can no more turn back to the merely animal faculties
without the sacrifice of his birthright. His Soul, his true Self it is,
which is on its way to self-consciousness within him, and his life
must be lived in obedience to the laws of the Soul-which has a nature
and law of its own-if he would evolve to his high and rightful place
in the scale of the universe. The study of Theosophy brings to him
an increasing knowledge of these laws ; could there be a greater and
more lasting influence in life ? It has been said that the universe
exists for the manifestation of the purposes of the Soul. Progress
therefore depends upon living the life of the Soul. But there must
necessarily be differences in the devotion with which this purpose
is carried out. There are gradations of devotion and gradations of
soul evolution. As Huxley wrote, just so much as a human being is
evolved beyond a black beetle, so there may be grades of super
humanity who have evolved the full consciousness of the Soul. These
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are the Elder Brothers, the Masters of Wisdom whom Theosophy
reveals to the world , and in whom so many theosophists believe.
The existence of these "j ust men made perfect" is the logical conse
quence of the evolution of the Soul. This truth serves as an incentive
to effort, for since they have accomplished the evolution which we
are taught is the one thing worth accomplishing in life, it follows
that every man may achieve it, since the Masters were once men
like ourselves.
There is a law which governs the animal world-the law of the
struggle for life. By this law of the individual unit struggling
upwards in material conditions, has come the general evolution. But
when the life of the Soul begins, the scale is altered, the expression
of this law becomes transmuted and yve then have the struggle for
the lives of others. Self is sacrificed, and the Greater Self, or Soul
Unity, now becomes the leading law. The universal Brotherhood
of the Soul is now the dominant keynote, and it is this law which
Theosophy puts forward as its guiding principle. This high influence
in life has to come forward in consciousness-to come forward in
the daily, the hourly life of a man, and life has to be lived in accord
ance with it, despite the lower influences of material conditions.
·Selfishness is the common law of material conditions ; altruism is
the law of the Soul. That Soul can and will transmute the lower
law as it is expressed in daily life. Here again is a profound influence
in life which Theosophy brings to man.
Briefly to review what Theosophy has brought before human
consideration, there is :
1.
The incentive to effort. Each human being fashions his
own destiny under the law of Karma-action and reaction.
2. The law of re-embodiment gives him the opportunity of thus
working out his own salvation, together with a long period of choice.
3· Evolution as introduced to the world by Darwin gives us
the idea of evolution as a law governing the physical world. His
broad and impersonal presentation cast a fresh light upon both science
and religion, for his was an essentially religious mind. But when
Theosophy completed the evolutionary scheme by bringing forward
. its spiritual aspect , the involution and evolution of the Soul at once
gave us the hope of satisfying the whole of our being, and not
merely one part of it ; in the place of the incentive of material reward
we have that of gaining the "kingdom of heaven," as well as that of
helping the whole of humanity.
4· Theosophy did not merely put forward the existence of the
Soul. Many religions have done that. But the teaching has been
overlaid with dogma and superstition, so that Theosophy conferred
a deep obligation upon mankind when it reminded us afresh of the
17
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possibility of Soul evolution , and in addition pointed out to us anew
that by living the life of the Soul man shall come to understand
the doctrine. Jesus spoke to the multitude in parables, the parables
of the Kingdom. In these, to the world, the practical teachings were
hinted at, while to the disciples who were necessarily pledged to
the life, the practical results were not merely demonstrated but were
brought into their conscious perception.
S· Death, the dreaded terrors sinks to nothing, because man's
consciousness is centered in the Soul and concerns itself with what
is above the change and is hence unaffec-ted by that change. Such
changes are always going on in the body and the change which we
call death is only a sign-post on the road of the greater life and
leads to another and a greater opportunity. For Life is eternal and
immortal ; always and everywhere there is Life, world without end.
6. Theosophy gives to man the responsibility of his thoughts
and acts, gives him vast opportunities of understanding and of work ;
above all it presents him with the principle of association in the
great endeavour, with examples of the result in those who have
attained-saints, seers and martyrs all, the Sons of the Great Brother
hood. It enlightens our understanding of the vexations and trials
of our ordinary life, and shows us both joy and sorrow as being
but the dual aspect of the one great factor-Opportunity, the oppor
tunity to evolve through effort, self-sacrifice and self-discipline. It
demonstrates that all our vexations, disappointments and trials are
intended to teach us the necessity of turning our attention and our
hearts from material things to those of the spiritual world. But
life does not therefore become drab-coloured and dark, a matter
merely for resignation, so that all happiness and gladness depart.
By no means. Through the dark portals of the death of the personal,
selfish part of our nature, do we pass to enter into each new form
of life-our true life-the life of the Soul.
These, to many students, are the main teachings of that uni
versal Truth which, in this, our era, has been re-christened
Theosophy.
ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY.
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power to pronounce on real values, is akin to Will, and always goes
with an exercise of the will, namely the will to know the truth. It
is, further, the apparition of a power from above, meeting the power
from below, the power to assemble the mind-images and marshal
them in order. But even in the marshalling there must be a certain
'
intuition, th e recognition of a certain common factor, an un derlying
identity between them. In this way, it seemed to us , all our mental
or purely intellectual life is built up ; first by the marshalling of
mind-images, and then by the pronouncement of the intuition, the
sense of real values, the sense of truth.
Now we are ready to take a further step in advance. So far,
it will be noticed, we have spoken of the mind-images as if they
were quiescent, as if they were static, and lay calmly in the still
vision of the mind , like reflections on a tranquil lake. But this
impersonal quiescence is not the common experience of humanity ;
it belongs rather to a high degree of development and self-mastery,
and is only to be attained by arduous work. We abstracted a certain
very important element, for the sake of simplicity, and in order to
bring out one side of the truth. But what ordinarily happens is
something quite different from that quiet and impersonal action of
the intellect. A quite different force enters into the action of the
psychical man ; and this force we may illustrate in some such way
as this :
Let us suppose our readers have a weakness for the pleasures
of taste, a habit of enjoying, let us say, candy or cigarettes. Let us
take this habit as the subj ect of an experiment. Let us suppose,
kind reader, that you buy a box of some kind of candy of which
you are particularly fond ; something that attraCts the eye, and has
a pleasant perfume as well as a luscious flavor. Take your box of
candi es, open it, consider well the fair form, the tempting perfume ;
and, having duly prepared the mind by the arts of anticipation, take
one candy, lay it on your tongue, press it tenderly against your
palate, and enjoy it to the full, letting your mind rest on what you
are doing.
Now for our illuminating experiment. You have formed your
mind-image. Now give it an opportunity to reveal something more
of its true nature. Take your still almost untouched box of candies,
look once more longingly at its coptents, with due deliberation
savoring their perfume, and then set it out of reach and out of
sight, on some high shelf within a moderate distance.
Now take some dry book, a page of dull description, or some
not very interesting narrative of drab and undistinguished persons,
and set yourself to read it, leisurely, calmly, without undue pressure
of thought and will. You read. Line after line is traced by the
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carefully moving eyes, and word after word makes its faint imprint
on your thought. Presently you are conscious of a slight pull in
the other direction. What was it ? Yes-there was something agree
able. It was-the candy, whose cherished flavor still lingers in the
mind. You put the mind-image away, and set yourself to read
once more. Once more the faint pull comes at your attention. You
can turn your thought to it, and let the attention, no longer held
by your reading, rest upon the mind-image of the candy, and warm
it into new life. And then you can do one of two things. You
can either obey the prompting of the candy-mind-image, rise and
take down your box of candy for further practical study ; or you
can use the will's power over the mind-images , set that particular
image resolutely aside, and go on firmly and steadily with your
reading, till you have mastered your theme, in spite of its dryness.
Needless to say, j ust the same experiment may be made with
cigarettes. And if it should happen that any one among the readers
of this study have at any time determined to break themselves of
the cigarette habit, such can testify to the pulling and drawing power
exercised on them, and, we doubt not, triumphantly conquered, when
the mind-image of a cigarette, fragrant, soothing, gently stimulative
of pleasing dreams, obtrudes itself winsomely and alluringly in the
midst of some piece of hard task-work, taken up , perchance, as
a defense against the wiles of the smoke fairy.
These are slight and trifling instances of a grave and tremendous
power. For to the fact that the mind image is not static, as we
at first treated it, but dynamic, is due the character and force of a
whole period of human life. Indeed , if we rightly understand it, to
this very property of the mind-image, the psychic image in the mind,
is due that whole development which has transformed mere animal
life in its moral simplicity into the vast complexity of human life,
which is too often neither simple nor moral. If we rightly under
stand it, this very property of the psychic world is that tree of the
knowledge of good and evil, "whose mortal taste brought death into
the world, and all our woe."
We begin, therefore, with the power of the psychic world,
whereby the mind-image is regarded as an object, a second kind of
reality, overlaid upon, and added to, the reality of the natural world ;
and that other power, to which we have just given consideration, whereby
the said mind-image is not static but dynamic ; does not lie still and
quiescent in the fi eld of the observing consciousness, but, on the
contrary, is very much alive, and exercises a strong and defined
pulling power upon the attention, and through the attention, on the
will. This alluring power of the psychic object, the mind-image, has
borne much and bitter fruit.
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In the first parts of this study we tried to show that pure animal
life is dominated by two main tendencies of the Will. The first of
these is the search for food, set in motion by the instinct of self
preservation. The animal, and this is practically true of the whole
of natural animal life uninfluenced by man, seeks the kind and quan
tity of food that is needed for its sustenance in bodily vigor and
health. Indeed the pressure of the struggle for existence, with its
stern morality, would visit with condign punishment any animal
which ate itself out of health, or persisted in over-eating itself. And
this law has but one punishment, the punishment of death. Its laws
are faithfully obeyed. All natural animals, therefore, eat to live ;
eat j ust such food as best enables them to live, and in just such
quantities ; and, as far as we can see, the monotony of the food, its
lack of savor and stimulating or palate-tickling properties, plays no
part at all, nor is in any way a deterrent. Cows or deer eat the
same grass, day in and day out, with quiet relish. Soft-billed birds
are content with grubs and worms, for ever and ever.
Again , the body, made up as it is in great part of liquid elements,
requires that these liquid elements shall be constantly replaced. There
fore the higher animals drink water regularly, and many of them
have their drinking places, where they congregate and commune with
one another, in their wordless ways. Pure water, supplemented by
the natural moisture of such leaves or fruit or moist animal tissues
as make up their food ; and, as before, a ceaseless repetition of the
same pure liquid, without a shadow of monotony.
Compare this with the ways of man , the fallen animal. Man
cannot only eat ; he can form the mind-image of food. And there
after he can rest his consciousness on this mind-image, as on a new
kind of object ; visible, sensible, yet not outwardly obj ective. The
mind-image is dynamic ; this means that the image of the food tasted
draws and allures him. In the mind, on the psychic plane, he tastes
again the savor he has tasted ; rolls once more the choice morsel on
the tongue of his psychic man, and enjoys it a second or a third
time, nay, many times.
Now as compared with the first or material tasting, this psychic
testing has certain well-defined characteristics. In the first place, it
bears no relation at all to food, to the nourishing of the body, to the
natural function whereby the tissue is replenished. In the pure
animal, taste is a simple faculty, whereby it distinguishes the whole
some from the harmful, choosing the nutritious, and setting aside the
poisonous. It is a discerning and protecting power. But in man, the
psychic creature, with his new psychic powers, taste has become a
wholly new thing, a source of enjoyment for enjoyment's sake ; a
means, therefore of sensuality in the true sense.

.:..
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The next characteristic o f psychic, a s contrasted with physical
taste, is that it is free from the bonds of time. A piece of food
can be eaten once , and once only. You cannot eat your cake and
have it ; and this every animal knows. But this is not in the least
true of psychic taste. Here, you can eat your cake and have it ; have
it all the more, for each eating. For every time one goes over the
psychic image, whether with enjoyment or with repulsion, that very
quality in it seems to be strengthened, as though actual new matte r,
though of course psychic matter, were added to it. Therefore the
mind-image of the cake or the candy, as the case may be, is there,
within reach, as we saw. It is, in one sense, outside of time , inde
pendent of time, not of an hour but of all the day, not of one day
only, but of the whole year ; in very truth a hardy perennial.
Yet a third property. While it is true that the psychic cake, the
psychic candy, the psychic cigarette, is there all the time, and all the
time within reach and sight, it is also true that, unlike the food of
the pure animal, it does lie under the ban of monotony. The taste
palls. The psychic palate becomes j aded. And though it be true,
as we saw, that the psychic obj ect grows stronger and stronger by
use, yet it is also true that the psychic man gets from it an ever
diminishing return of sensation. Therefore he must continuously
increase the dose. And this is exactly what takes place. To take
a conspicuous example, alcohol is taken almost wholly for its psychical
result : for the mood of mind which it produces. It is generally
agreed that, save in rare cases, it is actively harmful to the body ;
and careful experiment has shown that its use means a lowering of
all the perceptive and active faculties ; a lowering which, curiously
enough, is accompanied by a wholly illusive sense of heightened
faculty. In other words, alcohol is taken, not at all because it builds
up tissue, for it does not ; but because it brings about certain psychic
states, certain moods of the mind and emotion. And the distin
guishing fact about these moods is, that in them the sense of
responsibility is dulled, whether it be responsibility for the welfare
and safety of others, or responsibility to the laws of purity, honesty,
manliness. "Dutch courage," as it is called, is really not courage but
recklessness, due to the loss of the feeling of responsibility. And
the light-minded pleasure of the user of alcohol is due to the fact
that he loses the sense of the burden of duty, the debt owed to
Divinity and the Higher Self. Lastly, there is the characteristic of
which we have already spoken : that, in order to reach the same
degree of sensation, the alcohol must be taken in steadily increasing
doses. This is in complete contrast to the natural taking of food,
where, as we saw, there may be absolute uniformity, without the
least monotony. It is all the difference between the natural and the
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psychic taste. The former is simply the guide to right nourishment,
for self-sustenance. The latter is mere sensation-seeking ; it builds
no tissue ; and its doses must be steadily increased , till they reach
the breaking point of the physical organism.
So far, food and drink, as modified by the psychic nature i n
man. W e must now take u p and try t o analyse the effect o f the
same psychic nature on the other great primal power : the instinct
of race-preservation, as distinguished from individual preservation.
We tried to give a very general view of this faculty, this
marvelous power of race-continuance, as it runs through the whole
animal world. We saw that in the vast early periods of animal life,
there came a time when the association of the two sexes, for
the protection of the young, or for the formation of homes for the
rearing of young, prevailed ; there being, as yet, no direct sex union.
Association for mutual help was the earlier institution.
Later, we saw the development of sex union. And in the higher
animals, those which approach closest to the type and form of man,
we saw that a high natural morality prevails in sex union ; that the
general rule is monogamous marriage, a permanent mating, a mating
for life. We further tried to bring to light the striking fact that,
but for the brief mating period, at most a few weeks, generally only
a few days, in each year, the animals are practically sexless , so far
as sex union is concerned. In some cases , the sexes are completely
separated as soon as the mating time is over ; in others, the sexes
are associated together, for the better protection of the young, but
associated as practically sexless creatures. And, lastly, the unions
of natural animals are fertile ; their sole purpose is race-continuance ;
the deliberate creation of infertile unions is a purely human prero
gative, a purely human sin.
These contrasts we suggested in an earlier part of this inquiry.
We have now reached the stage at which we can ask the cause of
this startling and deplorable condition, which distinguishes human
from sane and wholesome animal life, with some hope of finding the
true answer.
If our understanding be correct, the determining and differentiat
ing cause is the psychic nature : the mirroring power, whereby man
is able not only to perceive the external fact, but to build up a second
fact, a second obj ect of consciousness, the psychic counterpart of
the first obj ect, and then to regard this mind-image as a new, inde
p endent obj ect, full in the field of consciousness, at all times within
reach, not subj ect to !he limitations of space or time. And, as we
saw, the mind-image is not static and quiescent ; it is, on the contrary,
dynamic, active, drawing and pulling at the attention, in direct pro
portion to the element of sensation, of enjoyment, which went into
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the making of it. And the tasting of the mind-image builds no
tissue. It is tasted solely for the sake of sensation, enjoyment for
enj oyment's sake.
We can readily apply this to the solution of the problem of sex
and the corruption of sex. With the animal, sensation is but the
guide to function, as with the power of taste or smell. With
degenerate man, sensation is not the guide, but the purpose. And
this sensation, mirrored in the field of the mind , is continuously
present, so that degenerate man remains, as a Hindu once said, i n
" a continuous state o f tepid amorousness." This, in complete con
trast to the brief mating time, followed by the practically sexless
year, in the clean and natural animal.
This is the principle to which we are led by our inquiry. The
application is not difficult. And that application, if made not in
theory only, but in practice, would restore mankind to the clean
virtue of animal life, from which he has so grievously degenerated ;
removing him from the bad eminence of being the one wilfully
corrupt animal, the one animal which deliberately seeks to poison
the springs of life.
We can well see how the force of desire may thus be introduced
into the psychic body of man, and once introduced, how it can be
built up and strengthened, until it becomes a dominating and tyran
nous power, which its very creator is no longer able to check. It is
the old tale of selling the soul to the fiend, who, at first a servile
attendant, soon becomes a destructive despot. But we have made it abun
dantly clear that the passional nature of man is in no sense what
he generally calls it, in weak extenuation : a "natural" appetite. Not
only is it not natural ; it is wholly non-natural and morbid ; and
only the ceaseless interposition of divine powers holds it back, and
prevents it from becoming instantly disastrous.
If we are right in our conclusions, we are j ust�fied in saying
that to the psychic nature, and to the abuse of its powers, are due
the great evils of drunkenness, gluttony and sensuality ; and it is
admitted by all who can see clearly that to these evils nearly all
human sickness, and therefore a vast part of human misery, is directly
due. Take the endless griefs and sorrows that come from sex
corruption ; the ceaseless tribute of victims ; the irremediable waste
of lives ; the boundless harm done to young lives corruptly, and
therefore morbidly brought into being ; and add the directly destruc
tive influence of alcohol, especially on the power of clean and healthy
generation ; add the endless ills which flow. from poisoned blood,
whether caused by gluttony, alcoholism or sensuality ; and we have
a grave and formidable total, to be set down to the action of psychic
aberration, the abuse of psychic forces by mankind.
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Yet we have not touched on the gravest evil. That evil is
egotism, selfishness, envy, hatred, maJice. If we are right, its genesis
is as follows : The natural animal, in order that Nature's purposes
may be fulfilled, has the instinct or impulse of self-preservation. In
virtue of this instinct, it seeks to preserve its own life, first by seeking
food to replace used tissue, and secondly by seeking to escape from
dangers, enemies, or hostile natural conditions.
We believe that this simple instinct is mirrored in the psychic
nature ; and that it there takes on the psychic character, of continuous
presence, of dynamic and irritating force. As a result, it becomes
inflamed and degenerate, j ust as we saw in the case of the power
of sex. From self-preservation, it grows to self-assertion. From
being the impulse to save oneself, it becomes the impulse to dominate
others, to compel · obedience in them, to make them pay tribute to one's
desires, one's enjoyment, one's vanity, one's sensuality. It is thus
the seed of ambition, the germ of tyranny, the motive-power in the
thirst for gold, the sole purpose of which is to make one's egotism
stand out, above the egotism of others ; to render one conspicuous
and, if possible, envied. For to be envied ,. is one of the supreme
pleasures of base and degenerate man.
We all know the part the looking-glass plays in human vanity.
All of us, in our degrees of beauty or plainness, get much pleasure
from contemplating our reflections in the mirror. A satirist once
went so far as to say : "The Lord created looking-glasses, and rested
the seventh day" ; meaning that a continuous occupation for mankind
had thereby been found. The taste is universal. I was once passing
down a fashionable street in a metropolitan city. As will befall, I
was seized with doubt as to the straightness of my necktie, and
stopped a moment before a plateglass window, to reassure myself.
It happened that at the side of this window, there was a broad mirror.
In that mirror, I saw reflected , beside by own image, the image of
a tramp, ragged, unshaved, dirty, but cheerful. He had found some
where a piece of bright red ribbon, and had knotted it through the
faded paper collar he wore. And he, too, was adjusting his dirty
necktie , with exactly the same initial misgiving, the same final half
smile of satisfaction. I caught the pleased gleam in his eye, and saw .
that he regarded himself complacently, thinking that, after all, he
was a pretty good-looking chap. This was a quarter century ago ;
but I shall never forget the gleam in that tramp's eye, the kindly
gleam of self-satisfied vanity.
How soothing, then, how potent the part played in life by the
psychic mirror, in which we can paint ourselves as we would be, and
then look with approval· on the likeness. No court portrait painter
ever flattered so much, with such entire success. When it comes to
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our mind-portraits of ourselves, we all emulate emperors .; we all
wear ermine and velvet, deck our brows with crowns , and hold the
sceptre and the sphere. Much of life's fretfulness comes of the
unwillingness of others to recognize our insignia, and to do meet
homage.
Thus far the influence of the psychic world, of the psychic body
in man7 at least so far as broad outlines are concerned. Further
applications can be easily made. When we come to sum up , we find
that, to the psychic world, to the psychic body, we owe a twofold
debt : a heritage of things good and evil. Memory, with all its joys,
its pensive sorrows ; foresight, anticipation, what the poet has called
the pleasure of hope, are a first-fruit. Of finer and subtler essence
is the mental life , the power to view the mind images, and marshal
them ; the power to abstract certain common qualities, to gather
them into new images, and thus to form general notions, broad
concepts of things , and of life itself. These, among things good.
Then the things evil : sensuality, the seeking of sensation for sensa
tion's sake ; ambition, tyranny, including the worst of all tyrannies,
which makes others the slaves of our sensualism. Truly a twofold
heritage.
May we not hazard a bold conjecture, and say that the psychic
nature is indeed that "Tree of the knowledge of good and evil,"
which the old books of the Hebrews, following the far older Chaldean
lore, set in the garden of still unfallen man ? Is it not the fruit of
this very tree which, tasted in disobedience, has in fact brought
about the fall , that fall which, as we saw, has brought to mankind
a long roll of sins against nature, in which the natural animals have
no share, though they are made to share the penalties ? Is it not
the psychic nature which, point by point, is the cause of the evils
we have been analysing and are we not therefore justified in saying
that the Fall, so far from being an idle myth of the prime , is the
grave outstanding fact of human life, the source of unnumbered evils
which we suffer ; all of our own creation ; all from the fruit of that
original sin ?
May we not hazard a further bold guess, and say that the Chal
deans well knew the truth which they enshrined in the old symbol
of the Fall, and that they were profoundly scientific when they
taught that, by the side of the natural man) a secondary being, the
psychic nature, was formed ; that this psychic nature had not only
the power of the Will, the creative power ; but had further the power
to abuse this gift : and that through this very abuse of the creative
power, as the tempting serpent, mankind did in reality fall, and is at
this moment prone, in deepest need of regeneration and redemption ?
CHARLES JOHNSTON.

THE MESSENGER FROM
THE · KINO.

A

MAN who was hunting for knowledge and wisdom heard
another say that the main point of all wisdom was love,
and he commenced to think over : "What is love ?"
"The whole nature is an expression of love," the same
man said.
He who was hunting for wisdom began to brood upon what h e
h a d heard and he decided t o go and live a s a hermit in the wilderness.
"There I will find what I am hunting for," he thought.
He found a peaceful place in a great forest and there he made
his home and started his new life with nature and his study.
One day he m et a traveling knight who had lost his way in the
forest. The knight was called to the king's castle for a banquet,
and now he could not find the path. His dress was torn to rags
and he was tired and sick.
The hermit was a good-hearted fellow and he helped the tired
knight the best he could ; took him back to his own cabin, gave him
to eat and drink and let him sleep and rest in his bed. He made
his own best dress ready for the knight to take when he was strong
enough to continue his way to the castle.
After the day was over and the knight had departed, our good
hearted hermit sat resting outside his cab in. He was tired, but he
looked over his day and was satisfied with his work.
While he was thus sitting looking into his own heart he felt
that some one was gazing at him.
Raising his head he saw a white robed man standing and look
ing at him with deep , earnest eyes. He knew from his dress that
it was a messenger from the king.
The messenger asked him about the knight and the hermit told
the story of how he had found him.
The eyes of the messenger grew darker and deeper when he
heard of the actions of the hermit.
"Why did you not bring him to the castle ?" he asked. "Now
he will be too late for the banquet."
"I am sorry," answered the hermit, "but his dress was torn and
soiled and he was sick and hungry and too weak to continue his
path."
"Do you not think that the king had a better dress and a
better bed for him than you can give ?" the messenger asked.
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"Yes ; but he was .too tired to go the way."
The messenger smiled. "The way to the Emperor is the life
itself, brother ; nobody can be weak there. Sick and tired is only
he who has lost the path."
"But he was too weak to go back to the way."
"You have to give him power to find the way ; give him
,
Courage, Faith and Trust-that will bring him back to the path ;
teach him Patience, Resignation , Obedience and Compassion, that
will for the future keep him on the path."
"And what wonderful thing is that way which leads us to the
king's castle, and is able to cure sickness and give us back our lost
power ?"
"The way to our Ruler," answered the messenger, "is the duty
our daily life gives us to fill ; keep the mind on your goal and fulfil
your daily duty, not alone in the wilderness but among your own
people, and you will also one day receive an invitation to the
Emperor's banquet."
"What is the Emperor's banquet ?"
"The Emperor's banquet is the same as the goal of every man's
life ; it is peace. Peace comes from strength , strength comes from
work, from obedience to our duty, and work comes from ambition.
The daily duty is the cradle-song of our eternal life , and first when
we reach the eternal world and receive its peace, will the fruit on
our life-tree begin to grow. This fruit is the tax we have to give
to the Emperor to become a member of his kingdom and receive
his invitation ; it is the highest act of love we ever can pay to the life."
"Every one must tread his own path and carry his own gifts
to the Emperor ; do not try to make them go your way.
"To be good is great, brother, but to be wise is more ; it takes
in both love and respect, and that is the secret of the power of
brotherly love."
BERGER ELWING.

11The Master does not appoint a work to his workmen, without giving
them the wherewithal to perform it. I have given you no task that yott
were unable to perform, and always I have seen to · it that you had the
best means for its accomplishment.}}
BooK oF ITEMS.

S WEDENBORO OR THE MYSTIC?*

T

HE question of Swedenborg's place among the mystics-a
question of p eculiar interest to students of Theosophy-is
raised again by the recent publication of his theological works.
These thirty-two thick volumes represent scarcely more than
half of Swedenborg's prodigious literary output, and it is to b e
regretted that the editors · of a series a t once s o extensive and so
incomplete should let it lack the advantage of some sketch of the
author's life and account of the omitted works. For Swedenborg's
writings, far more than most men's, need the key of his life and
character for their unlocking.
Emanuel Swedberg, later Baron Swedenborg, was born in Stock
holm on the 29th of January, 1688. The son of a Lutheran bishop,
·
his letters tell us that he was from a child deeply interested in religion,
"taking delight in conversing with clergymen about faith, saying that
the life of faith is love and that the love which imparts life is love
to the neighbor ; also that God gives faith to every c;me, but that those
only receive it who practise that love." He graduated with some
distinction from the University of Upsala in 1 709, and shortly after
wards went to England, and later to Holland and France, to pursue
his studies in mathematics, physics, and astronomy.
Though he early proved his ability as a scientist and mathema
tician, publishing the first Algebra in the Swedish tongue and elabo
rating a new method for the determination of terrestrial longitude,
the eminently practical and concrete bent of his mind made him
impatient of all scientific speculation that could not be immediately
applied. "It is a fatality," he writes, "with mathematicians that they
are content to remain mostly in theory. I have though� it would b e
a profitable thing if t o ten mathematicians there were added one
thoroughly practical man, by whom the others could be led to market ;
in which case this one man would gain more renown and be of more
use than all the ten together." This feeling led him to devote him
self to engineering and mechanics rather than to pure mathematics,
and in view of his later work it is interesting to find him urging that,
if funds were lacking for the establishment of a chair in mechanics
at his native university, a professorship in theology might well be
spared. He started a scientific journal, D(l!dalus Hyperboreus} which
won him the patronage of the King ; and at twenty-eight he was
appointed assessor of the State Board of Mines. This post he
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occupied for twenty-six years, being detached from time to time for
special services, such as the construction of the great dock at Carls
erena, his engineering enterprises at the siege of Frederickshall, or for
prolonged foreign tours of study and inspection. These last took
him all over Europe and brought him into contact with most of the
learned men of the day.
The letters he wrote on these journeys are of the greatest value as
showing those characteristics of his mind which colored all his work.
No detail of commerce or manufactory escapes him ; his observations
here are shrewd and to the point. But to art and beauty he is blind.
He tells us of the hidden wealth of the mountains , but never of their
grandeur. The stones and dimension of a cathedral will elicit his
praise, but of its feeling and spirit he knows nothing. He never rises
above the machinery of life. His mind2 absorbed in analysis, lets him
see nothing whole.
Yet for this whole he is always searching. Following a number
of miscellaneous scientific works and three heavy volumes of Opera
Philosophica et Mineralia, he publishes a short treatise on the Infinite
the one great whole. Admirably clear and logical it is,-so logical
that nothing is gained. There remains the Infinite and the finite ; but
the nexus he postulates is at the end as unknown as at the beginning.
Face to face with the failure of the discursive intellect to lay hold on
unity, he sets himself to a task whose boldness and magnitude are
equalled only by the unflagging energy with which he pursued it.
It is nothing less than to explore nature from the whole field of its
effects, to gather together the wonderful accumulations of scientific
knowledge and unify and interpret them.
"I intend," he wrote, "to examine physically and philosophically,
the whole anatomy of the body . . . . The end I propose to myself
in this work is a knowledge of the soul, since this knowledge will
constitute the crown of my studies. I have chosen to approach by
the analytic way ; and I think I am the first who has taken this course
professedly. To accomplish this grand end I enter the circus, design
ing to consider and examine thoroughly the whole world, or micro
cosm, which the soul inhabits, for I think it is in vain to seek her
anywhere but in her own kingdom. I am resolved to allow myself
no respite until I have run through the whole field to the very goal,
until I have traversed the universal animal kingdom to the soul.
Thus hope that, by bending my course inward continually, I shall
open all the doors that lead to her, and at length contemplate the
soul herself by the divine permission !"
Some twenty years before he had published a dissertation to prove
that the transmission of sensation in the body was due to vibration
in the nerve fluids, even advancing the hypothesis of sympathetic
·
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vibrations as an explanation of what we now call telepathy. To
these anatomical studies he returned, and for some years pursued
them untiringly, seeking the greatest anatomists as his teachers. The
result was the publication in 1 740 and 1 74 1 of his "Economy of the
Animal Kingdom / ' and in the three following years appeared the
first three volumes of what was meant to be a much greater work
abandoned , however, because he became conscious of its futility.
After ten years of labor scalpel and balance fail him as did his unaided
logic. "Nothing," he confesses, "is farther removed from the human
understanding than what at the same time is really present to it ; and
nothing is more present to it than what is universal, prior, and
superior ; since this enters into every particular and into everything
posterior and inferior. What is more omnipresent than Deity-in
Him we live and move and have our being-and yet what is more
remote from the sphere of the understanding ?" So is the soul in
man. It is no secretion in our arteries or brains, no organ of the
body. It is the Self, transfusing all, using all, giving life to all.
Yet his failure to find the soul where he had sought it was by
no means barren. From it emerges his doctrine of Representation
and Correspondence, which , old as the history of thought itself, came
to him as a fresh revelation. Here he finds the long sought nexus
between the Infinite and the finite, here sees spirit mirrored in matter.
"In our doctrine of representations and correspondences," he says,
"we shall treat of the astonishing things which occur, I will not say
in the living body only, but throughout all nature, and which
correspond so entirely with spiritual things that one would swear
that the physical world is purely symbolical of the spiritual world
insomuch that if we chose to express any natural truth in physical
and definite vocal terms, and to convert them into the corresponding
spiritual terms, we shall by this means elicit a spiritual truth in
place of the physical truth."
It is of no small interest to students of Theosophy to see how
clearly Swedenborg here states a fundamental principle of Eastern
philosophy-that all the richness of manifested life is but the many
hued reflection of the spirit. The further truth that spirit is one,
forms mistily above his mind but never grows wholly clear-and
this lack distorts and narrows all his teaching. Nevertheless the
doctrine of correspondences opens many doors to him, and from this
time on he took it for his guide, bending all his energies to the
perception of the spiritual significance within familiar things.
In 1 745, he published what is usually regarded as the work which
marks the transition from his scientific to his theological writings,
"The Worship and Love of God." It is full of strange imagery,
strange allegory of the birth of the universe, emanating from God ;
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of the birth of the planets from the sun ; of the animal kingdom from
the vegetable ; and the vegetable from the mineral ; each higher
form lying concealed within the lower, and gradually evolving and mani
festing itself in unbroken series. Yet through the strangeness of
imagery profound theosophic truths are revealed. The nebular
hypothesis of science, the first mist-born worlds of the Secret Doc
trine, the upward evolution of the animal organism and the descent
of the soul into material Life-all are indicated, as is the connection
of the soul with all spiritual forces, so that it becomes a channel
for all above it. This leads to the doctrine of Degrees or Hierarchies,
that "supreme things or things superior in order, flow into inferior
things, and these into ultimate things, but not vice versa; hence
inferior things derive their powe rs and perfections from superior
things and thence flow all their qualities and abilities. When this
order is established, then there is nothing so complicated and
abstruse which is not explained and unfolded, for it is the light itself
which sees, and the living force which acts. . . . . But it is altogether
otherwise if this order be inverted, that is if liberty be given to
nature to break in, without leave, into the higher and sacred recesses
of life."
"The Worship and Love of God" was written at a time of
great stress, in which, we learn from Swedenborg's private diary,
his whole nature was undergoing an inner revolution. He dreams
strange and terrible dreams. His conscience sears him for impurity
of mind and heart. Pride of intellect seems to stand as a wall between
him and God, but in his dreams he hears a promise that if he will
but put his preconceptions away, and "become as a little child,"
then he will be able to be nurtured in spiritual knowledge. He falls
into trances and has visions of both heaven and hell. Gradually,
from their initial chaos, these visions become more ordered and
more stable. He deems that he is taught of the Lord that spiritual
truth is not to be known by the intellect, but by spiritual vision ;
and that he is bidden to record his conversations with angels and
devils, and to interpret the inner sense of the scriptures-a sense
which is to apply not only to the creation of the physical world,
but to the creation of the spiritual man. At the age of fifty-seven,
he begins this task and labors ceaselessly in its fulfilment for the
thirty years left him of life. The thirty-two thick volumes of his
theological writings constitute a monument to his fidelity.
Such was the man's life. The immensity of his mind is revealed
in his works. His writings are encyclopcedic. Methodical, logical,
taking nothing for granted, despising nothing as smail or unim
portant , he gives to every detail of his themes the most painstaking
treatment. Under the title of "The Heavenly Arcana Disclosed,"
18
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sentence by sentence he considers the books of Genesis and Exodus,
using his doctrine of correspondences to support the spiritual mean
ing he finds in them, or which his visions have revealed. In like
manner he deals with the Apocalypse, and in "Heayen and Hell" and
"Divine Love and \Visdom" he continues the record of "the won
derful things heard and seen in the world of spirits." Always
analytic, dispassionate, unmoved to wonder or ecstasy, he passes with
a cold, calm maj esty through as wierd a phantasmagoria as ever
entered the psychic's brain, or found form in Kama Loka.
In truth Swedenborg is the great prophet and expounder of Kama
Loka. Writing at a time when religion was very evanescent in
men's minds, when works were s_ubordinated to faith, and faith was
little more than a formal verbal assent to uncomprehended dogmas,
Swedenborg gives to his pictures of life after death a startling
realism and concrete vividness. The torments of hell and the delights
of heaven are wholly definite and obj ective, and it is the man himself,
as he now is, who enjoys or suffers them. Each virtue or each vice
leads its possessor to a region whose heavenly geography is pre
cisely charted , and the manners and customs of whose inhabitants
are described with conscientious detail. But when he tells us that
before we can go to heaven, heaven must have come to us, and
that no one will go to hell who has not first received hell into his
soul, he is uttering a profound truth. "It can in no case be said
that heaven is without or around anyone, but that it is within him ;
and this plainly shows how much they are deceived who believe
that to go to heaven · is to be elevated amongst angels, without any
regard to the quality of the interior life, and thus that heaven may
be conferred on anyone by an act of unconditional mercy ; when the
truth is that if heaven is not within us, nothing of the heaven which
is around can flow in and be received." And again : "The states of
the interiors make heaven." This is his central doctrine, and one
wholly theosophic, that the life after death is a gradual sloughing
off of surface and foreign things until the man's inner nature, what
he is and desires in the core of himself, is left free, and. draws him
to his kind.
In these days of attempted salvation by "hypnotism" and "sug
gestion," it is interesting to see this stress which Swedenborg lays
on the man's inner desire-against the effect of which neither faith
nor works, nor repression can prevail so long as it remains un
changed. There is need for complete and absolute freedom in all
things of the spirit, and no spiritual acquisition can be permanent
that is not appropriated in freedom. So far does Swedenborg carry
this principle that he denies the possibility of salvation through hope
of reward or punishment, or by conversion in sickness or when
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the mind or will is under · coercion of any kind. It is the love of the
heart alone that moves in the spiritual world ; and the religious mes
sage he preaches is that of the Christ : "Turn your hearts for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand."
Perhaps no one of Swedenborg's works reveals more clearly
at once the value of his inspiration and the distortion and material
ization it suffered in expression, than his "Marriage Love." Here the
"pairs of opposites," and the unity behind duality, are dealt with,
and the union of the True and the Good, of Power and Wisdom,
is made to correspond with the union of man and woman-when
"love of sex" has been transformed into "love for one of the sex,"
and has passed beyond the body to the spirit. His theme and his
message are alike high and spiritual, but are so hardened and mater
ialized as to repel rather than attract.
"Swedenborg, or the Mystic," such was the title and place which
Emerson gave him. But as we read that essay, and even more as
we ponder Swedenborg's own writings, the phrase repeats itself, not
as a designation, but as a question : Swedenborg, or the Mystic ?
And this question rises and confronts us on every page, so dissonant
is the message which seeks expression and the mind which seeks to
formulate and convey it. His pages breathe the deepest truths, yet
they leave us cold. His philosophic teaching is one of love, that love
is the life of man and the Being of God, yet we rise from reading
with no kindled spark in our hearts. In his pages love becomes a
cold and distant thing-his j oys are joyless :
I see them all, so excellently fair,
I see, not feel, how beautiful they are.
His mind , his great gift, proved also a barrier he was never able to
transcend. Though his spirit strains the net of his logic and his
incurable psychic anthropomorphism, he never breaks through to
freedom. The mystic union with the core of life is seen but never
felt. "How different," exclaims Emerson, "is Jacob Behmen. He
is tremulous with emotions, and listens awe-struck, with the gentlest
humanity, to the Teacher whose lessons he conveys ; and when he
asserts that, 'in some sort, love is greater than God,' his heart beats
so high that the thumping against his leathern coat is heard across
the centuries. 'Tis a great difference."
It is indeed a great difference, and as we look back through the
succession of the Illuminati, through the long roll of Christian mystics,
Molinos and Fenelon , St. Teresa and St. John of the Cross, St.
Catherine of Siena and St. Francis of Assisi, Tauler and Nicholas
of Basle, and behind these to the mysticism of the East, which
Swedenborg repeats in so strange a guise, the very identity of
doctrine makes the difference more marked.
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In the Mandukya Upanishad,-which Mr. Johnston's translation
has made accessible to readers of the THEOSOPHICAL Q uARTERLY,
we find the fourfold division of the worlds and of consciousness which
Swedenborg portrayed, and by which alone he can be j udged. B eyond
the physical world of waking consciousness is the psychical world, where,
as on a window-pane lit from within and from without, are reflected
and blended images of things natural and spiritual. Here are shadows
of the outer world, of old thoughts and old desires. Here , too, the
truths of the spirit and the movement of the creative will take form
and imagery. This is the world we enter in dream consciousness,
as it is also the world of the clairvoyant and clairaudient. Beyond
it is the spiritual world, the world of dreamless consciousness which
we enter "when we enter into rest, desiring no desire, beholding no
dream," when the mind is still and the consciousness passes to the
heart. Here is the "womb of all" ; beyond it is but the Infinity of
God. This is the inner world of the mystic where in silence and
stillness his heart is open to the Infinity above him and lays hold
<>f spiritual knowledge at its root. To this third world where the
faculties are centred in the heart, Swedenborg was lifted ; but in it
-he could not remain, for, as his whole life showed, with his heart he
,could not perceive. Instead he records for us the imagery, true and
false, of the mid-world of psychic shadows.
No, Swedenborg was no mystic , but in his psychism , so formal
ized
and ordered by his mighty logic that its fantastic distortion is
·
doubly dangerous, mysticism seeks voice and utterance. The mind
-of the scientist was torn open to dream and vision, but beyond the
barrier of form he could not go. Yet if his heart lay dumb and silent,
·his will never faltered, and through the long years of his labor he
·earned the one title he ever gave himself :
�

uEmamtel Swedenb01·g,
Servant of the Lord Jesus Christ."

May our service be as faithful as was his.
HENRY BEDINGER MITCHELL.

ON THE SCREEN OF TIME.
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A GENERAL SuRVEY.

Screen this quarter must either reflect a multitude of
interesting though not really great events , or one of these
events, which strikes us as the most significant� must be singled
out for comment. Much has happened since the October issue
went to press. Dr. Francis Darwin, the brilliant son of the great
Darwin, in his Presidential address before the British Association,
has deliberately revived, in a rational form, the "point of view of
the child or of the writer of fairy stories'' with respect to plants. "We
know that flowers do not talk," he says (though how he "knows" it
he does not say) , "but the fact that plants must be classed with
animals as regards their manner of reaction to stimuli has now
become almost a commonplace of physiology." And he goes further
than this. He finds in the movements of plants the dim beginnings
of habit or "unconscious m emory," and he gives an account of obser
vations and experiments which prove his point. At this rate, science
will soon be hunting for a form of matter which does not possess
"memory."
Then, Professor Onnes, of Leyden, has succeeded in liquefying
helium, as was predicted by Dr. Dewar in his Presidential address to
the British Association in 1 902. This involved the production of a
temperature of 457 degrees below the Fahrenheit zero, a temperature
at which air or hydrogen would be hard as granite. This should
help to free our minds from any rigid conception of the solid, liquid
and gaseous states ; and should also help us to understand why
"matter," at one period of evolution, may be very much more dense
than at another. Students of Theosophy will remember that, accord
ing to the occult tradition, even the bodies of the inhabitants of
Atlantis were like iron in comparison with our own.
Next, we have the experiments of Dr. Alexis Carrel of the Rocke
feller Institute in New York, who, at a meeting of the American
Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, declared that he had replaced
the abdominal arteries of a cat with the carotid arteries of a dog ;
and that once, when he received a human leg from a New York
hospital , he kept the arteries twenty-four days in a refrigerator and
then put them into a dog. The inference is, as the newspapers at
once pointed out, that hereafter, in cases of fatal accident, the unin
jured members and organs of victims may find resurrection by
implantation into the frames of living patients. For these experiments
it is impossible for us, as Theosophists, to say a good word. The
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prospect of being kept alive by having grafted into us the cold-storage
stomach of a dead man does not fill us with joy, but with unutterable
disgust. If people were less afraid of death, they would be less willing
to pay for life by outraging, not only the moral law, but the most
elementary decencies of nature.
But the very · latest sensation has been that provided by Mr.
Fournier d'Albe, the Secretary of the Dublin Society for Psychical
Research, who has announced his belief that the soul of man is an
aggregation of "psychomeres," or soul particles, inhabiting the
individual cells of the human body. "These psychomeres," he says,
"are probably opaque to ultra-violet light, and, therefore, may some
day be made visible by more powerful optical means than we at
present possess. They will then be weighed and measured also."
Unfortunately, Mr. d'Albe does not support his theory with facts ;
but his theory is interesting in itself as showing that a belief in some
sort of inner body is becoming more and more widespread. It is
clear, however, that the task of Theosophists is cnending. Years ago,
we combated the idea that the physical body is the person. That
idea scarcely needs any longer to be refuted. Materialism, in its
cruder forms, is almost extinct. But now it revives one plane higher
up, and we shall soon have to deal with the belief that the astral or
ethereal double is the soul and immortal ego.
BRAIN AND PERSONALITY.
The event of the quarter which strikes us as the most significant
is the appearance of yet another edition, the eighth, of Dr. William ·
Hanna Thomson's Brain and Personality, or The Physical Relations
of the Brain to the Mind; because this proves how hungry people
are for confirmation of their belief in the reality of the soul. That
a great neurologist and brain specialist, instead of laughing at them
for their "superstition," has undertaken to prove scientifically that
their belief is well-founded, has filled thousands with delight, and
has also justified the opinion of a well-known publisher who declared
that what people now want is religion and again religion , in almost
any form.
Dr. Thomson's is a book of magnificent conclusions : that the
brain is merely the instrument of the mind, "while the personality
itself is as different and as separate from it (the brain) as the violin
ist is separate from, and not the product of his violin." Further,
"that the mind is not only the subordinate, but well-nigh invariably
the merest servant in man of the will, and by it even as despotically
ruled as the mind in tum often despotically rules the body."
And yet the book can best be described as a splendid attempt
to achieve the impossible. For it is an attempt to prove by physical
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means the reality o f a metaphysical fact. In the very nature of
things any such effort is foredoomed to failure. It is more hopeless
than the measurement of time with a yard-stick, or the investigation
of stars and planets with a scalpel.
We expect that even the author would admit that his conclusions
preceded his argument : that he knew certain things, and then
undertook to demonstrate, anatomically and physiologically, the
truth of what he knew.
Every discoverer, unless he stumbles accidentally upon a fact,
anticipates, by at least one stage, the result of experiments which
he has not yet conducted. He works consciously towC!-rds a goal
which his physical eyes cannot see, but which he hopes and believes
is there. He "jumps to a conclusion ;" he "foresees" a result. And yet, as
a rule, he does not realize that this faculty of direct perception is j ust
as real and even more serviceable than the mental effort which
enables him to carry his experiments through the intermediate stages
to the conclusion which he anticipates. Nor does he realize that this
is a faculty which can be used consciously and deliberately, with as
thorough an understanding of its processes as that which he believes
he now has of the operations of the mind. Tell him, if he would
become conscious in that higher sense ; if he would exercise his
faculty of "knowing" voluntarily instead of involuntarily and spas
modically-tell him that he must first still, and still utterly, the
thousand voices of his mind, and he will regard you as mentally
deranged. Still his mind ! To him it would mean extinction. Yet in
every age and in every nation, this science of direct perception has
been studied and has been mastered. Thousands of volumes have
been written about it.
PERSON AL1TY AND KNOWLEDGE.

One such book we have before us-an old text-book, recently
acquired. Its title and description alone will be enough to drive our
sci�ntific readers, or most of them, to flight. They will read no more.
And yet we do not refer to Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms. The book
we speak of was named originally, Sancta Sophia, and is now published
under the title : ((Holy Wisdom, or Directions for the Prayer of Con
temptation, by the Ven. Father F. Augustin Baker, a monk of the
English Congregation of the Holy Order of Saint Benedict, methodi
cally digested by R. F. Serenus Cressy of the same Order and Con
gregation, and now edited from the Douay edition of 1657 by the
Right Rev. Abbot Sweeney, D.D." The fact that this book was
recommended in the year 1657 by Br. Angelus Francis, "Lector
Jubilate, and Episcopal Censurer of Books," as well as by "Your
unworthy sister and servant, S. Catharine de S. Maria, Abbess
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Unworthy ; Cambray, July 7, 1657''-will not, we fear, counteract
such prejudice against it. Nevertheless, in spite of its endless
repetition and verb i age, we venture to express the opinion that there
is more actual wisdom and more utility in this old book than in many
expositions of modern science.
/
Father Baker's language is necessarily theological. We may '
prefer to use other terms to describe the same facts. It would be
impossible for most of us, in this age, to speak of God as he does, or
to define a system of practical psychology as a process of "hearkening
to His voice and call, and learning how to distinguish it clearly fromI
the voice and solicitations of human reason or corrupt nature." WeI
can imagine the disgust of certain exponents of Christianity when
told that one of the ways to distinguish between "false lights" and
"our lights," is to remember that the false lights render those who follow
them "incapable of solitude, and thrust them abroad to be reformers of
others, being themselves impatient of all reformation .and contradic
tion." And that : "Our lights make us to fear and avoid all super
eminence and j udicature, all sensual pleasures, desires of wealth,
honors, etc. Whereas their lights engage them violently and deeply
in all these carnal and secular ways, and (for the attaining to these)
in tumults, sedition, bloodshed , and war ; in a word, in all manner of
actions and designs most contrary to the spirit of Christianity."
But Father Baker's language should not blind us to the philos
ophy of his teaching. He insists, as every Theosophist in every
age has insisted, that we are capable of receiving divine light, and of
distinguishing it from the false lights of "human reason or corrupt
nature." In other words, his fundamental proposition is, that there
is a faculty in man which can be described as that of direct cognition,
higher than the reasoning faculty, and the use of which we can
develop and cultivate by persistent effort of the right kind. Step
by step he describes the means by which this "interior illumination"
can be obtained. In every department of life, he says , in the smallest
as well as in the greater problems which confront us, this "knowing"
faculty should be exercised. Finally, he declares that it is possible at
last, by means of contemplation carried further and further along the
stages which he describes, and by "rej ecting and striving to forget
all images and representations of Him or anything else," to reach
the state of "imageless recollection," and then to a condition of actual
union with Deity.
Dr. Thomson, in all probability, would regard Father Baker's
philosophy, not only with tolerance, but with keen interest and sym
pathy. But how few neurologists would do so ! Would they not
consider his subordination of "human reason" to some hidden and
inner Light, as evidence in itself of mental derangement ? And yet
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they could not possibly accuse him of that form of insanity wh ich is
catalogued as "emotional." No one could disapprove more methodi
cally than this disciple of Saint Benedict, of emotion in any form.
He says : "In such doubtful cases of moment, especially if they
concern something to be done, or omitted, or suffered in the future,
a devout soul is to avoid all sudden and unadvised resolutions ; and
this especially when she is in any kind of passion, whether it be fear,
anger, grief, or else of tenderness, compassion, and kindness, etc . . . .
In case the soul in her nature be inclined more to the one side of
the doubt than the other, she must enforce herself, especially in
prayer,. to an indifference and resignation in the matter ; rather fore
thinking (and accordingly preparing herself) that God will declare
His will for the contrary to that to which her nature is more inclined.
In seeking to know the divine will by prayer, let not the person make
the subject and business of his recollection to be the framing a direct
prayer about the matter ; neither let him in his prayer entertain any
discoursing, debating thoughts in his imagination or understand
ing about it, as if he had an intention to account that to be God's
, will which by such discourse seemed most probable. I. Because , by
such proceedings, our prayers, which should be pure and internal in·
spirit, will be turned into a distracting meditation upon an external
affair, and so the mind comes to be filled with sensible images, and
passions perhaps will be raised. 2. Because by so doing we incur
the danger of being seduced, by mistaking our own imagination or
perhaps natural inclination for the divine light and motion, whereas
such divine light is most effectually and securely, yea, and seldom
otherwise, obtained than when the imagination is quiet and the soul
in a profound recollection in spirit. 3· Because such discoursing in
time of prayer is anything else but prayer, being little more than
human consideration and examination of the matter, the which, if at
all, ought to be despatched before prayer."
We are not by any means quoting Father Baker as a final
authority on the subject. But he was a genuine mystic, and he would not
have made the mistake of attempting to prove the existence and reality of
the soul by physiological argument or anatomical investigations. True it
is that he would not have been tempted to do so ; and the temptation
to-day, for anyone who has the extraordinary knowledge of such men
as Dr. Thomson, must indeed be overwhelming. The attempt
undoubtedly merits the highest praise and admiration, and if we
venture to point out the impossibility of success, we do so, not in a
spirit of criticism, but in the hope that similar ability, with all the
advantages of modern culture, will be brought to bear on the solution
of the problem to which Father Baker and others devoted their lives.
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THE BRAIN AN INSTRUMENT OR GENERATOR ?
The question which Dr. Thomson sets out to answer is, which
of the two fundamentally opposed conceptions about the relations of
the brain with the mind is correct : that thought proceeds from the
substance of the brain itself, when played upon by the wind of outer
impressions, j ust as music is generated on the strings of a11: .lEolian
harp ; or, on the other hand, that the brain is merely an instrument,
like a violin, played upon by the personality as something absolutely
distinct from the physical means of expression ?
1
The Doctor shows first that the weight of a man's brain has no
connection with his mental capacity. He gives figures to prove this:
Next he shows that the size of the brain in no way governs the
quality of its thinking. Finally, under this head, he proves that it
is impossible to trace any connection between the complexity of the
convolutions and the activity or power of the different mental faculties.
The so-called mathematical convolutions are found to be as largely
developed in the brains of paupers, dying in hospitals, as in the brains
of the few mathematicians which Gall and other phrenologists exam
ined ; while the brains of some eminent men had no specially developed
. convolutions where they ought to have had them. Even the brains of
chimpanzees, so far as structure goes, present us, not only with every
lobe, but with every convolution of the human brain ; from which it
follows that if the similarity of brain formation and mechanism, car
ried out to the smallest details, be all that is needed, there would be
no reason why baboons should not become philosophers or mathema
ticians.
Having disposed of these preliminary misconceptions-to the
disap p ointment, doubtless, of those who believe in "bumps"-Dr.
Thomson reminds us , that strictly speaking we have not got one
brain, but two brains. Just as we have two eyes, two ears, etc., so
we have a right and a left "hemisphere." Now the anatomical seats
of the senses, and those of muscular movements , are found in both
hemispheres of the brain alike. It was thus naturally inferred, as the
brain is a double organ, like our two eyes, that both brains should
participate equally in all mental work. This theory was totally upset
by the discovery by Broca that the anatomical seats of the faculty
of speech are found in one of the two hemispheres only. If a man
be right-handed, the anatomical seats of his faculty of speech are
found in the left hemisphere of his brain, and vice versa. Thus, if the
Broca convolution, which is the seat of articulate speech, be damaged
in a person after middle life, the loss is usually irremediable, so that
he can speak no longer even though the same convolution in the other
hemisphere remains wholly intact. The sam e is true of word-deafness
or word-blindness from injury of their respective places in the active
hemisphere.
·
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Upon this slender foundation Dr. Thomson builds up a ' superstructure which strikes us as dangerously pretentious. It would be
impossible for us to adopt his argument. Nor can we accept his
proposition that the brain is "the one organ in us which is related to
thought." Professor
T. Ladd arrives at a very different conclusion.
In his Elements of Physiological Psychology ( Part II, chap. X, sec.
he states that "No good ground exists for speaking of any special
organ or seat of memory. Every organ-indeed, every area and every
element-of the nervous system has its own memory." And in section
4 of the same chapter he declares that "there is no special organ of
will."
What is true of memory is equally true of most other mental
processes, even the center of personal self-consciousness, as we believe,
shifting as the level of thought, and the state of development of the
person, vary.
It does not seem that Dr. Thomson draws a sufficient distinction
between self-consciousness and will on the one hand, and the power
of physical expression on the . other. However that may be, it is
doubtful if the average materialist will be convinced when Dr.
Thomson assures him that because the speech center is located in
the left hemisphere when a person is right-handed, we are j ustified
in j umping directly to the conclusion "that brain matter, as such, does
not originate speech, for then, both hemispheres would have their
speech centers." He insists that there must be choice on the part
of the personality as to whether it will use the right or the left h and,
and thus, indirectly, as to whether the personality will use the right
or left hemisphere of the brain. But he admits that the anatomical
seats of muscular movements are congenital, and it is difficult to
see why the greater serviceability of either the right or the left hand
should not be congenital also.
It would serve no useful purpose, however, to supply our common
antagonist, the Materialist, with arguments. Our obj ect is to empha
size the fact that it is dangerous to rely upon physical proofs of
metaphysical truths. D r. Thomson states his case more ably and
far more convincingly than we have stated it for him. He says, for
instance, that "if the quantity of gray matter is the fact for us to
found our superstructure upon , one-half of this matter being in the
right brain and the other half in the left brain1 it follows that if one
of the two brains be rendered useless by any chance, either half the
mind, or half of the mental capacity will be gone." And then, in
reply to the question "Is that so ?" he says that it is not, and that,
at least to his own satisfaction, "it has been abundantly demonstrated
that one of the two brains can do all the thinking necessary for the
purposes of life," and he cites the authority of Sir Michael Foster,
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who declares that "we are completely in the dark as to the reason
why we possess two hemispheres"-hemispheres which, as regards
their gray matter, correspond furrow for furrow, lobe for lobe, and
convolution for convolution.
Dr. Thomson states that "it has been repeatedly shown by post
mortem examinations that persons have lived for years with only one
hemisphere in working order, the other having been virtually destroyed
by disease ; but with the exception of parts in one half of their bodies
being paralyzed for voluntary movement, such as those of the arms
and legs, they have thought and acted and transacted business as
well with one-half of the gray matter with which they started in
life, i. e., with only one hemisphere, as others are able to use one eye
for all purposes after losing its mate" (pp. 62-63) . Instead, however,
·
of inferring from this, as Dr. Thomson does, that one hemisphere of
the brain is practically useless , the other half having been chosen by
the personality as its instrument-could it not be inferred , at least
as legitimately, that the brain is much less essential as a vehicle of
consciousness than is ordinarily supposed ?
Dr. Thomson says : "With the great majority of persons the
speech centers are located exclusively in the left hemisphere. It
is a part of the left superior temporal convolution which hears words ;
it is a part of the left angular gyrus which sees words ; and it is the
left Broca's convolution which utters words. In all such persons the
corresponding places in the right hemisphere are not speech areas
at all." But surely it does not follow from this that the corresponding
places in the right hemisphere are useless ? W auld it not be more
j ust to say that modern physiologists are not acquainted with their
uses ?
MENTALITY AND WILL.

Dr. Thomson's study of the language centers is particularly interest
ing. He demonstrates clearly that instead of language making the
man (as it was a fad of philology at one time to suggest)-"it is man
who makes language." "The gray layer of our brains is actually
plastic and capable of being fashioned," the plasticity, however,
diminishing progressively with age. Dr. Thomson takes the faculty of
reading as the best instance of this plasticity, or what he describes as
the "educability" of the brain ; because the faculty of reading cannot
possibly be described as congenital. It is undeniably the work of
Will, and , from his point of view, must be most sharply distin
guished from the activities of the Medulla Oblongata and of the spinal
cord , which, although they wear all the aspects of designed or pur
posive muscular acts, actually, from first to last, are purely automatic.
The functions of the spinal cord are organized by the steady unvary-
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ing operation of afferent stimuli ; the functions, on the other hand,
of the left angular gyrus, and of the other higher brain centers which
we have named, are the result of deliberate training by the will of
the personality. In other words, "the brain is a physical and material
thing" which , of itselfl has "no properties of mind, and becomes
related to mental processes only in certain localities by becoming
there artifically, and not originally or congenitally, endowed with
such functions." From which it follows, as Dr. Thomson says, "that
we can, make our own brains, so far as special mental functions or
aptitudes are concerned, if only we have wills strong enough to take
the trouble : by practice, practice, practice."
"Do not expect much from a New Year Day's resolution. Your
will can make a new man of you, but only after its fashion when
making anything new in the brain-by reiterating this same resolu
tion stimulus every single day after New Year's for the whole year
at least, just as you learn by it a new language." For it is one of the
properties of the personal human Will to be a specific brain stimulus,
"more potent than all the afferent stimuli together in producing
changes in brain matter." In other words , it is a man's Will, and not
his environment, which is the principal factor in determining the
character of his brain.
The education of the will, then is of the first importance. "A
mind always broken in to the sway of the will, and therefore think
ing according to will, and not according to reflex suggestion, con
stitutes a purposive life . . . Teach a child self-restraint, and you
are directly developing thereby his will power."
INNER BODIES.
Dr. Thomson does not deal with the problem of the connection
between the Will and the brain. He does not face the need
of postulating the existence of an ethereal or astral medium ; of a
subtler body interpenetrating the physical brain and body during life,
in order to account for the transmission of Will impulse to the physi
cal nerve centers. Yet he intimates, as will be seen in our concluding
quotation, that the soul may use a different body after death. Why
not during life also ? He tells us that the white matter of the brain,
which lies underneath and within the gray layer, consists of bundles
of gray fibers "contained within sheaths of apparently an insulating
material." A study of the electrical phenomena of the brain might
suggest the existence of still finer forces, within or behind the elec
trical-and might help even to explain Father Baker's constant
references to "the motions" of the soul ! This does not mean, of
course , that we regard the soul as material. The soul, in essence,
must be formless ; but in manifestation, if the philosophical require-
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ments are to be met, it must be conceived of as being associated
with some unthinkably subtle forms of force and substance, even
on the highest plane of its manifestation. And these unthinkably
subtle forms of force and substance, actuated by the Soul, would affect
the grades of force and substance "beneath" or "without" them ;
until some corresponding organ in the physical body is reached, and
expression, on this plane, and perhaps in · a more or less perverted
way (depending upon the responsiveness of the various instruments) ,
i s given to the original impulse.
But we cannot expect scientists to reach immediately and in all
respects to the conclusions of the old esoteric philosophy. They are
working splendidly, though unconsciously, in that direction, and we
are grateful to them for their fearless search for truth. Dr. Thomson,
in particular, we are tempted to include at once within the theosophi
cal fold ! His hope-we suspect it to be his belief and profound
conviction-regarding the hereafter, is amazingly in accord with our
own views, though we would not limit it to some after-death state.
"We can now conceive," he says, "of a body no longer made of the
most temporary forms of that matter which is itself passing away,
but fashioned to be a dynamic body, a body of power which need
not shrink , as here, from the heavy burden of the will. There should
be no night there, for sleep will not be needed, when purpose
does not weary nor its exercise fatigue. Then as to the mind : we
know that at present the word Enough is only understood, but not
experienced, by man, and the opportunities for knowledge in a uni
verse would not be too many for his desires. But above all rises a
conception of a perfection of being, when the will so responds to the
highest motives alone, that there could be no conflict with lower
motives forever !"
T.

aWhy hasten so eagerly from one activity to anotherJ when we serve
Him as well by keeping stillr'
BooK oF ITEMS.

v.

THEOSOPHY AND THE PROBLEM OF CRIME AND CRIMINALS.

E

VERY century has its own problems , and one of the greatest
problems of this century is, "How shall men live together
as one human Brotherhood ?" On this continent the ques
tion is acute, for we are a conglomerate, heterogeneous
population. Men of every race and of every religion are here ; men
of every color-red, black, white and yellow ; men of every class
the poorest and the richest, the wisest and the most ignorant are
here trying to live together. ·We are not held together by traditions, for
these are not alike ; nor by a common creed, for these are not the same ;
nor by com mon social conditions, for these are as far apart as they
are in Europe. Only as we are moved by the instinct of human
brotherhood do we live together peaceably. There are a great many
who work against these instincts. They are enemies of the social
order that we call criminals. Some of them follow crime as a
profession, while others seem just to drift into crime without any
will or purpose of their own. It has been estimated that if you take
the criminals and all the people depending on them that they
number about a million in the United States. And this class seems
to be increasing in every country except Great Britain, where it is
decreasing.
What shall we do with these enemies of human brotherhood ?
When a man raises his hand against society, tramples law under
foot, breaks into houses, strikes his neighbor and kills him, shows
himself unworthy of this brotherhood, what shall we do with him ?
Shall we revenge ourselves on him, punish him, shut him up in a
cell and forget to care for him ? When he has killed his brother
shall we kill him, or try to cure him of this evil disposition ? How
has the world treated these foes of brotherhood in the past ? Any
good history of criminal law would give an account something like
this : "The wheel, the caldron of boiling oil, burning alive, burying
alive, flaying, tearing apart with wild horses, were the ordinary
2 79
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expedients by which the criminal jurist sought to deter crime, by
frightful examples which would make a profound impression on a
not over-sensitive population. An Anglo-Saxon law punishes a
female slave by making eighty other female slaves each bring three
pieces of wood and burn her to death, while each contributes a fine
besides. Frederick II., the most enlightened prince of his time,
burned captive rebels to death in his presence, and is even said to
have encased them in lead in order to roast them slowly. In France
women were customarily burned or buried alive for simple felonies.
The criminal code of Charles V., issued in 1 530, is' a hideous cata
logue of blinding, mutilation, tearing with hot pincers, burning
alive and breaking on the wheel. In England prisoners were boiled
to death as late as 1 542, as in the cases of Rouse , and l\1argaret Davie.
In England to cut out a man's tongue, or pluck out his eyes, with
malice prepense, was not a felony until the fifteenth century, in a
criminal law so severe that, even in the reign of Elizabeth, the robbing of a hawk's nest was similarly a felony ; and as recently as
1 833 a child of nine was sentenced to be hanged for breaking a
patched · pane of glass and stealing two-pence worth of paint."
In other words they have hated the criminal and given expres
sion to that hatred by hurting them , and that is the principle on
which a high authority says we should act to-day. Here are the
words of Sir James Stephens :* "I think it highly desirable that
criminals should be hated, that the punishment inflicted upon them
should be so contrived as to give expression to that hatred, and to
j ustify it, so far as the public provision of means for expressing and
gratifying a natural healthy sentiment can justify and encourage it."
There is no doubt that penologists in the United States, Canada,
and Great Britain , as well as other European countries, would repu
diate Sir James' theory of hatred, but the majority of persons in
these countries seem to think that we ought to inflict punishment
on one who has done wrong, not only in justice to the criminal but
in order to deter other people from perpetrating crime. The theory
is that if you punish a man severely he will not repeat the offence,
but will come to see that it does not pay to do wrong. And further,
that the man who looks on will not do a like wrong-fear will be
a deterrent. If the teaching of Theosophy be true, this theory of
hatred of the criminal is all wrong, and this theory of fear as a
deterrent is also wrong. All experience seems to be on the side of
Theosophy. Take all the world's experience for a thousand years
or more, and we shall find that fear as a deterrent has always failed.
We have broken men on the wheel ; we have boiled them alive ; we
have hung them. We have gathered the crowd around the gallows
*History of Criminal Law.
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to see the execution that they might be afraid o f crime. What has
been the result ? The man to be hung has made his speech and
udied game.n The crowds have dispersed , and those with criminal
tendencies have plunged deeper into crime than they did before,
and a wave of crime has swept over the country. The conclusion
reached by careful observers is that severe penalties do not prevent
crime, but rather instigate and multiply it. Theosophy teaches
that no treatment of criminals can be right until we get rid of the
notion that we are to hate the criminal and hurt him. Love is to
be the motive and inspiration. He is our brother and we must
love, pity, and try to redeem him and save him. Theosophy is
·
optimistic and fills with hope all who gave themselves to this work
of redemption. The prisoner pleads environment when you talk to
him and truthfully says in many cases, "I never had a chance, I
was brought up among thieves, prostitutes, and murderers just as
Jerry McCauly and Michael Dunn were." Perhaps he came into
human life later than we did , and given a little sympathy and help
he will climb up to where we are. We forget that in past lives we,
too, were plunged in ignorance and sin, and that, although we may
be enlightened and cultured to-day, time was when we, too, were
drunken, savage and criminal. These are our brothers who, perhaps,
by our assistance will climb up to where we are, and higher, too-
in a future life they may be saints and heroes. As the child is
weak, ignorant and selfish but with the care and help of parents and
teachers, together with the attrition of circumstance-struggles,
sorrows, defeats-at last becomes strong, wise , pati�nt, and kind,
so it is with the race at large. If we have climbed up to a greater
height it is our duty and privilege to reach down the hand to help
those who are below us:
The wisest and best men of to-day are in many ways coming
round to the teachings of Theosophy in this. Some years ago the
Prison Congress gave this expression of opinion : "Under all circum
stances a prisoner should be treated as a fellow being, and intelligent
and affectionate efforts for his reformation should go hand in hand
with all measures for his punishment." This is not the utterance
of sentimental enthusiasts, but of men who have made a life study
of prisons and prisoners. It is the authoritative affirmation of a
scientific penology, and it stands opposed to th e theory of hatred
put forth by Sir James Stephens, and comes quite near to Theo
sophical teaching. In the light of Theosophy the death penalty is
barbaric, inadequate, unscientific and unwise. It is not efficient as
a deterrent, for capital crimes are more common in those states that
impose the death penalty than they are in those states where the
death penalty has been abolished. Theosophy explains why this is
19
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so and can also tell us why there is an increase of crime after an
execution of criminals. Capital punishment is defective as an instru
ment of j ustice, for all punishment should be salvatory and not
destructive. By the law of brotherhood society is never relieved
from its duty to try and reform the criminal when that is at all
possible, and all retribution should be corrective. In the death
penalty society evades its duty. Not only is capital punishment
unmerciful, it is also irrational. It would be more rational to set
the prisoner to work to maintain the bereaved family. "He should
be punished," people say. Very well, there is no suffering which
so efficiently protects society, or so completely subdues the prisoner
as that which awakens his conscience to the wrong he has done.
Compared with an indeterminate sentence, or a life sentence under
moral discipline which will awaken remorse, the punishment ·effected
by breaking a man's neck with a rope is infinitesimal. One is
redemptive, the other is destructive ; one is brotherly, the other is
barbaric ; one is rational, the other irrational ; one is moral the other
brutal.
Theosophy has a special word on this question that is spoken
by no other philosophy or religion. It teaches that the desires and
passions are not a part of the body, but constitute what is called
the Fourth principle of man's constitution-Kama-rupa. These pas
sions and desires are not produced by the body, but in one sense
they are the cause of the body. When we kill the body by hanging,
or electrocution, or in any other way, we do not kill this body of
desires and passions. We set it free from the physical body, the
instrument that it has been using, but sometime in the future it will
cause to be born another physical instrument through which it will
manifest itself. It is possible that it may be far more vicious in
the next incarnation than in this, for malice and revenge may have
been greatly strengthened and intensified by our treatment of it.
If so, we have failed to do what we have intended to do, we have
simply postponed the evil we should have met and conquered now.
But this is not all. · Teachers to whose vision the astral world is
open have given us vivid but terrible pictures of these executed
criminals as they exist on the Astral plane. Some of them are
furious with terror and passionate, revengeful hatred. They sur
round themselves with an atmosphere of savage thought-forms, and
are attracted to anyone in the physical body who is harboring
revengeful or violent designs, and they push him on to the com
mission of the deed over which he broods. The loss of the physical
body has deprived them of the power to indulge their appetites and
passions, but they are still full of hatred, seething with revenge,
and longing after physical indulgence. In this state it is said they
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crowd around saloons and other bad places seeking to obsess men
and women. There are thousands of men and women who are
mediumistic, that is, sensitive to these unseen astral influences and
are sometimes overcome by them. This is the explanation of the
epidemics of crime that follow the execution of notorious criminals.
Perhaps the question may suggest itself, What about the j udge,
and jurors who condemn, and sheriff who executes this criminal ?
' They are directly concerned with the death of this man ; do they
suffer more than the people who approve of their acts ? These are
serious questions that we may not be able to answer, but one thing
we do know, and that is, that the law of Karma is the law of j ustice
and of retribution by which the harmony of the universe that has
been broken is restored. No one can inflict an injury upon another
without himself experiencing the full effect of his acts.
"Such is the law which moves to righteousness,
Which none at last can turn aside or stay ;
The heart of it is love : the end of it
Is peace and consummation sweet. Obey !"
He who by his life and by his words endeavors to spread
abroad the principles and teachings of Theosophy, is a philanthropist
and a patriot, for he is helping to solve the greatest problem of the
century. If Theosophy co'u ld be universally lived , it would drive
all selfishness out of commerce, education and religion, and
write over every factory and store, every school and church, "Do
ye unto others as you would have them do unto you," and the world
would live in one great Brotherhood.
JOHN ScHOFIELD.

Life is like swimming. He who struggles uncertainly, fearful lest
the water engulf him, sinks as the result of his own cowardly mistrust.
But he who strikes out confidently, sure of its sustaining power, lies on
its surface as safely as his peace lies in the heart of a friend. And so
with life: Faith is the hallmark of invincibility.
L. E .P.

Scientific Corroborations of Theosophy.-A vindication of the Secret Doctrine
by the latest discoveries, by Dr. A. Marques. (Theosophical Publishing Society,
London. )
The development of science i n the last thirty years i s a theme whose magical
interest the dullest and most materialistic of historians could hardly obscure. It
has not only revolutionised the conditions of human life, so that with M. Berthelot
one might almost say that "a new man was being created in a new Earth," but it
is continually opening for us vistas of worlds within worlds, and with the deepening
revelation of the tremendous potency of the finer forces of nature has come a
perception of the infinite reach of human life and its limitless possibilities. To
students of Theosophy, especially, this record is of the most profound significance,
for piece by piece it is filling in an outline, or a chart, given to them years ago
in the writings of Madame Blavatsky. When, therefore, we find a book which
purports to present not only the advances of science but to show their place in
the theosophic doctrine, we must open it with the keenest and most pleasurable
anticipations.
Such was our feeling when Dr. Marques' work came into our hands, and it is
with no small sense of disappointment that we must record its failure to fulfil
its promise. Perhaps we expected too much. As we reflect upon the magni
tude of his theme, we see what unusual qualities must be possessed by the
one who would expound it adequately. Both profound learning and sympathetic
insight are demanded, and with them an intellectual modesty as indispensable for
the true scientist as for the occultist. We might well forgive an author's failure
to combine such rare qualifications, for we know how difficult each is to attain.
But when all are lacking, the keenness of our disappointment makes us wonder
why the task was essayed.
The book consists of ten chapters, attempting "a systematic review of the
testimony of each science"-Electricity, Chemistry, Physiology, Astronomy, Physics,
Geology and Palreontology, Archreology, Philology, and Anthropology,-and a
closing effort to depict "the present outlook." The lay reader will find in these
much of great interest, and very striking corroborations of H. P. B.'s teaching.
But so much of discredited "newspaper science" is included, the false so hopelessly
mingled with the true, and the distortions which result are so great, that the whole
is not only unreliable but misleading. This is the more to be regretted in that
the actual scientific attitude is to-day far closer to Theosophy than are its popular
presentations,-far more liberal and open, as well as far more sane. It is very
rarely that the true scientist is dogmatic. The worker on the confines of knowledge
is too keenly aware of the extent of his ignorance, too constantly in the presence
of the unknown, to permit him to share that sophomoric certainty and finality of
conviction which characterize those whose knowledge is derived at second hand.
We are forced to the conclusion that it is only with this popular reflection of science
that Dr. Marques is acquainted, and that this fact accounts for his own attitude
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toward it. On every page his presentation would lead us to believe that ;cientists,
instead of devoting their lives to the attempt to advance human knowledge, were
being driven forward against their will, �nd compelled "reluctantly to admit" this
or that theosophic truth. He completely misses the true relation between theosophy
and science : that the one is a view of truth from above, an insight which may be
gained and verified by the soul ; the other the slow and laborious m�lVement of
the lower mind, pushing its way into the finer realms of nature, often mistaken
in its course, too often blind to the possibility of guidance from above, but always
honest, always eager to advance so long as it can build at each step a road along
which all may follow.
The failure to realize the significance of this relation shows as clearly and
as unfortunately in Dr. Marques' conception and presentation of theosophy as in
his concept of science. His theosophy is hardened and dogmatised. He would
lead us to believe that it is a mental system differing in no way from modern science
save in priority of publication, and in being true where science is false. He seems
to forget that the truths of the spirit must be known of the spirit, and not of the
mind ; and that before we can really know the truth of H. P. B.'s teaching w e
must reach t he viewpoint from which it may b e seen. H e is a s ready t o take his
theosophy as his science at second hand,-and never questions the possibility that
he is misunderstanding each.
But despite the resentment that this attitude must arouse both in the scientist
and the theosophist, Dr. Marques' book contains, for those who can disentangle
them, many most interesting and valuable parallels between H. P. B.'s teaching
and modern science. Prophecy after prophecy is shown fulfilled, and we can see
here, in brief compass, how on all sides science is filling in the theosophic teachings
of evolution and the finer forces operative throughout the Cosmos as within the
atom. If the book irritates it also stimulates, and for this Dr. Marques deserves
our thanks.
The Inward Light, by H. Fielding Hall, author of The Soul of a People, etc.
We hope to review this very remarkable book in the next issue of the QuARTERLY.
For the moment, we can do no more than call it to the attention of our readers.
It is a text-book, first of the theosophic attitude, and, secondly, of many doctrines
which have come to be known as theosophical. The tolerance of its author is
superb-and it is not the easy tolerance of the indifferent : it is the reasoned
tolerance of a profoundly religious mind. He takes as his text the Buddhism of
the Burmese. But he does not make the common mistake of trying to convert
the West to an exotic form of religion. His appeal is to all who are mystically
inclined, regardless of the terminology they prefer.
In the past, we, as Theosophists, have cried aloud for some brief and attractive
'
statement of our philosophy. It seems almost as if those who do not call them
selves Theosophists are doing this work for us more effectively than we could do
it for ourselves. They have been influenced by the propaganda of the past thirty
years, either consciously or without knowing it ; and in some cases, as in this,
it is quite evident that they have been influenced very directly also. The result
is a book that we can put into the hands of almost any inquirer who would know
of us, "What is Theosophy ?" We, meanwhile, instead of giving time and energy
to "authoritative statements"-the inevitable effect of which, if successful, would
be to crystallize our views and to make our Society sectarian-can propagate the
theosophic spirit by carrying it into every form of work which promises to benefit
humanity. Merely to be able to recommend The Inward Light, and to know why
we do so (how few people know why they do anything ! ) ; to be able to do such
things deliberately, as from the soul and for the evocation of the soul in others
is service more valuable and more far-reaching than perhaps most of us suspect.
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Apart even from that, the fact of recQmmending it should give us the opportunity
to call attention later to the application of the same principles to Christianity and
to other phases of contemporary thought.
T.

The Cities of St. Paul; Their Influence on His Life and Thought, by Sir W.
M. Ramsay, D.C.L. ( A. C. Armstrong & Son, New York.)
This is a very inter
esting attempt to show how St. Paul was influenced by, and, in his turn, influenced,
the world of Greek thought of his day. But the author ploughs deep. He attacks
the theory of evolution as applied to the history of religion. He repudiates the idea
Qf primitive, in the sense of savage, beginnings. He sees religions as originally
pure, although incomplete. Savagery he regards as degeneration. And he believes
that St. Paul also held this view-a belief which we share with him.
T.
Paul the Mystic, by the Rev. James M. Campbell, D.D. ( G. P. Putnam's Sons,
New York ) , has been written to prove what should not, but which does need
proving, so far as the average churchgoer or minister is concerned, namely, that
St. Paul was a mystic. We welcome most cordially the reverend doctor's contriT.
bution, which is so evidently the product of profound conviction.
The Winterfeast, the latest play by Charles Rann Kennedy, provides a clue
to the understanding of The Servant in the House, which has met with such
.amazing success in New York City. The Servant in the House was supposed to
be a plea for social justice. Actually, it was nothing of the sort. It was based
upon utterly false sentiment. One incident sufficiently describes it-when the
butler, who is also the Bishop of Calcutta and, incidentally, an incarnation of
Christ, puts his arm round the neck of an impertinent page-boy and says : "Come
.along, little comrade ! " Social injustice was supposed to be proved by the fact of
social inequalities. Life itself was judged, not by its meaning and purpose, but
by the quantity of comfort and general well-being distributed to each person. No
-such statement was made by the dramatist, but clearly his premises were that
·sickness and poverty and all other disagreeable experiences are evils ; and that
prosperity and comfort, and other physical conditions which are commonly classi
-fied as agreeable, are necessarily good, in and Qf themselves. Not for one moment
·does it seem to have occurred to him that the universe may exist for the purposes
·Qf soul ; and that experiences, either agreeable or disagreeable, may be for the
-soul's education, rather than for the pleasure or discomfort of the personality.
In his new play, The Winterfeast, the setting of which is in Iceland in the
)'ear 1020 A. D., the same perverted idea of j ustice is the main subject of the
plot. Newspaper critics speak of it as if it were intended to illustrate the strange
workings of Fate, so dear to the old Greek dramatists. But while JEschylus and
his compatriots, as the fundamental law of life, found that "whatsoever a man
sows, that shall he also reap," Mr. Kennedy seems to regard Fate as a purely
arbitrary and cantankerous creature, whose methods are haphazard when not posi
tively spiteful. Ostensibly, the play has no sociological application. Mr. Ken
nedy's sociological views are so well known, however, that one must suppose a
deeper intention than appears upon the surface of The Winterfeast. His moral,
then, would seem to be that human life, and its organized expression in society,
are wholly chaotic and purposeless ; and that man, being unsupported by any
natural or divine law of j ustice, is unable even to act j ustly in his relations with
his fellow men. We do not mean that Mr. Kennedy sets out deliberately to estab
lish any such thesis. On the contrary, he puts into the mouth of one of his char
acters the wholly satisfactory remark that "lie engenders lie." This sagacity,
unfortunately, is merely spasmodic ; the fact being that Mr. Kennedy is confused,
and that, in this last of his plays, he gives unconscious but complete expression to
the mental chaos which The Servant in the House revealed only to those who have
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seriously studied the problems over the surface of which he skims.-Since the
above was written, public announcement has been made that The Winterfeast will
at once be withdrawn from the boards.
X.
We have been turning over the pages of The Theosophist for December, 1908rather pensively and regretfully, it must be confessed, for we remember the great,
by-gone days when it flamed with the splendor and light of H. P. B. One Editorial
Note demands comment. This Note suggests that "in 1895, the American Section
of the T. S., led by Mr. Judge, left the original Society and established itself
on independent lines," thus "rending the seamless coat." In reality, the "seamless
coat" was rent, not in 1895, but in 1894, when certain members brought accusations
against Mr. Judge, in violation of the Society's fundamental principle of tolerance
and religious liberty. Those who made these attacks, and those who acquiesced
in them, thereby departed from the firm foundation laid by H. P. B.-the founda
tion of genuine toleration and liberty of belief. What Mr. Judge did, was to
draw closer the bonds of brotherhood and fellowship among those who, with him,
adhered loyally to the fundamental principle of the Society, the steadfast practice
of genuine toleration. Our views on this fundamental question have been stated
in detail many times, in TH E THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY, for example in our
issues for July, 1907, and July, xgo8 ; to which we refer those who desire to go
deeper into the matter.
c. J.
MAGAZINE LITERATURE.

The Open Court for October contains much of interest. In a sliort contribu
tion by Dr. Paul Carus on "The Sixth Sense," he mentions that Mrs. Lucy Mac
Dowell Milburn, the well-known lecturer on Christian and Greek Art, has sug
gested that the passage in Rev. XVII, xo, where we read of seven kings of whom
"five are fallen, one is, and the other is not yet come," refers to the "seven senses"
of which five have "fallen," or have become contaminated with sensuality, while the
one that "is" refers to the sense of dreams ( ?) , and that the other that "is not yet
come" means the spiritual sense to be developed in the millennium which shall
T.
precede the end of the world. The November issue is disappointing.
The Monist for October contains the third installment of Teitaro Suzuki's
4'Brief History of Early Chinese Philosophy," dealing now with its religious
aspect. These articles show considerable research, but such an utter lack of
comprehension that the result is almost irritating. Mr. Suzuki is a Japanese. We
doubt whether this gives him any special right to dogmatize about the meaning of
Taoism, which was typica1ly a Chinese product. He says that the Taoists "seem to
have had nothing especially to do with the worship of God," and although the use of
"seem" might have saved him if he had left well alone, he commits himself in
the next sentence to the positive statement that Taoism is not religious in the
proper sense of the word, but "practical, moral and rationalistic" ; also "highly
-speculative." Lao-tsze was a mystic among mystics ; so were his immediate fol
lowers. Mr. Suzuki appears to have no glimmer of what mysticism means.
Consequently, mystics are not religious. The same issue contains an article by
Herbert Chatley entitled, "Medireval Occultism," which should have been called
4'Medireval Magic." The author attempts to establish the proposition that "Ritual
is a suggestive series of acts, and as such is comformable to the laws of sugges
tion." From which he infers that "theurgic magic has a claim to serious consider
ation." It is an interesting subject, even from that point of view ; but the article
is too short to be of permanent value.
T.
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The Journal of Philosophy, Psychology, and Scientific Methods, Nos. 21 to .24,
provides reading of great value to advanced students of these subjects. The
"Reviews and Abstracts of Literature," which always show conscientious study,
should be particularly helpful to university professors and to all teachers whose
duty requires them to keep track of the flood of new literature of a technical or
abstruse character. Mr. George A. Coe's treatment of Professor H. B. Mitchell's
Talks on Religion, is disappointing. But this is perhaps due to the fact that we
read with so much pleasure the unusually able and sympathetic reviews of the same
book which appeared in Current Literature, and in The North American Review,
the latter by Mr. G. C. Mars.
T.
The New Age Magazine, formerly The New Theology Magazine, is treading
on dangerous ground. In its November issue it reprints an article by Thomas Lake
Harris, whose career was so consistent an expression of his principles that Madame
Blavatsky found it necessary, more than once, to refer very plainly to both ; and it
publishes an article on "The Meaning of the Cross," being "Teachings of the Order
of the I S, " in which we are told that "the third utterance, 'Woman, behold thy
son,' is a recognition of the feminine principle, or the mother side of God, and
the purity and sacredness of sex." This is .to carry sex, as a permanent principle,
into the spiritual world ; and although this may seem a harmless and purely
theoretical lapse, long experience has demonstrated that few things are more
dangerous. The ultimate step of all is said to be that at which the disciple has
found "the real center of life, the one central point which can send the life-force
through the two, and the two become one flesh." It is to be hoped that the "Order
of the I S" do not know what they are talking about. In any case, this cannot be
repeated too often : God and the spiritual world are above sex.
T.
Theosophisch-es Leben, for September, October and November, contains more
original matter than usual, some of it of a very high order. It is a thoroughly
representative theosophical magazine. A sample copy will be sent free of charge
on application to Paul Raatz, Theosoph. Verlag, Wilhelm-strasse I20, Berlin,
S. W. 48. There must be many Germans in this country who, both for their own
pleasure and instruction, and in order to encourage this excellent work in the
Fatherland, would be glad to become regular subscribers. In any case we hope
so ; for it would be difficult to express adequately our interest in the welfare of
this organ of the Theosophischen Gesellschaft in Deutschland.
T.
We have also received The Light of Reason for October ; The Herald of the
Cross for Nov�mber ; the Historic Magazine and Notes and Queries for
November.
A CALENDAR OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY.
For some years past the Denver Branch has rendered a very valuable service
in publishing calendars containing quotations from theosophic literature. It is
as real a help as it is a pleasure to live surrounded with touchstones of the inner
life and incentives to high thoughts, and all our thanks are due to the members
in Denver for the judgment and taste they have used in preparing these artistic
sheets. The selections for the coming year are from the religious thought of
many past civilizations, culled from the Hermetic philosophy of Greece and the
sacred books of Egypt, no less than from the scriptures of ancient India and China.
The print and decorative borders are most pleasing. The calendars may be
obtained from the Secretary T. S., for 2S cents.

QuESTION 63 ( Continued) .-What is the best way to resist temptation!
ANSWER.-Dwell upon the opposite virtue, and insist to yo� rself that you
possess it. If, for example, you habitually gossip and are given to saying clever
things which have a little sting behind them, then consider constantly the silent
things of life-the profound stillness of nature-and the appointed courses of the
stars. Think of yourself as one with these, of your ideal of non-interference, of
doing your own duty, of never speaking without a purpose, of tolerance and of
charity. As you fill your mind with such thoughts the desire for idle, vain chat
tering will drop away from you. Or if you feel it you will recognize it as the
small mean thing it is-no part of your true self. So as you disassociate yourself
from it in thought you will become free from it in act. But if on the other hand
you try to approach it directly by saying "I must remember not to gossip ;" "It
would not be kind to repeat that funny story of Mrs.
," then your mind is
constantly full of the very thing you wish to free it from, and sooner or later we
act out what is in our mind.
N.
---

QuESTION 91 .-What is true occultism and how can one practise it!
ANSWER.-True occultism is the science of the Soul. This science has a theo
retical and a practical aspect. The theoretical aspect consists of a philosophy which
teaches the laws of the Soul. These teachings, called esoteric philosophy, have
been given from time to time to mankind by those who have proved their truth
by living according to the laws contained therein. They not only teach but have
become that which they teach.
The study of this esoteric philosophy (theoretical occultism) is of the greatest
importance, and, in fact, a necessity for those who wish to become practical
occultists. In every branch of science, however, study and practice are not identical,
and no one can become a practical occultist solely by occupying himself with the
esoteric philosophy or by studying ancient and modern Sanscrit works. Practical
occultism cannot be pursued by holding spiritualistic seances or by endeavoring to
obtain any information whatever with the assistance of a medium. Neither is
practical occultism knowledge and practice of the powers of human magnetism
or hypnotism. These are occult arts and to the inexperienced more or less fraught
with danger ; they are in no wise occultism. To attain this there is only one
path : to live the life taught in esoteric philosophy. For instance, esoteric philosophy
teaches that the whole universe is a conscious unity, finding its manifestation in the
world-soul ; and practical occultism consists in each individual seeking to attain a
consciousness of unity with the world-soul-seeking to become this unity, of which
he holds himself to be an isolated part, as long as he feels his separation from
other beings.
Overcoming this sense of separateness is practical occultism. The way is self-
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sacrifice, thinking of others more than of one's self, seeking to promote the progress
of others more than one's own.
Striving to become conscious of the unity of all things, living and working
in this unity, as drops of water in the great ocean-this is practical occultism l
Y.

ANSWER.-Occultism has been defined as doing the right thing in the right
way at the right time and in the right place. I do not know of a better , definition.
How to practise it is very much like the next question in this issue of th�
QuARTERLY, "What is the best method of making the ideal real ?" It seems to me
that the be st way of practising occultism is to practise occultism, or in other words,
and in the language of the definition, to do the right thing in the right way, at
the right time, and in the right place.
G.
QuESTION 192.-What is the best mode of making the ideal realf
ANSWER.-In the first place it is necessary to have a definite ideal to work
towards.
Next, we should perform each duty nearest at hand to the very best of our
ability every day and every hour of the day, looking always to the Higher Self
for wisdom to discriminate as to what is duty.
The great trouble with many earnest students is the seeming multiplicity of
duties ; then the question arises how to perform them all satisfactorily. Suppose,
then, we simply perform the duties nearest to us, all that we comfortably can, and
do them well, will they not be better done than they would, should we endeavor to
spread out our work, our influence, our help, over more ground than we can
comfortably cover ?
Let us look ever to the Higher Sel f-the God within...:._t he Father-for guid
ance, and then resolve to do our utmost to follow this guidance, constantly
endeavoring to fit ourselves to express it more adequately, leaving the result to
Him who doeth all things well.
C. G. G.
ANSWER.-Some years ago an American statesman gave utterance to a dictum
which became famous : "The best way to resume specie payments is to resume."
A paraphrase of that saying would appear to be the proper answer to the
question. The best method of making the ideal real is to make the ideal real.
What more is there to say ? Every human being's way of doing this will differ from
every other human being's, but the main point is that it shall be done. One might
as well ask, "What is the best way to be good ?" There isn't any best way of being
good. All ways of being good are good ways of being good.
G.
ANSWER.-The "best mode of trying to make the ideal real" is to realise
constantly in a steady undercurrent of thought, that each human being is ultimating
his own ideal. Each race expresses its highest ideal, and then calls this highest
conception, "god." It is not safe to try to do more than shape one's own ideal.
Trying to help anyone else to shape the same ideal or live up to another, not his
own, free choice, is not conducive to "sweet Peace and rest, Disciple." . . . B e
come your own ideal, if you honestly can't find a better one, but be quiet about it,
when found. You will then live longer, and raise your standard higher and escape
that tired feeling I
D. P.
QuESTION 93.-What may be the duty of a Theosophist to himself!
ANSWER.-"To control and conquer, through the Higher Self, the lower self.
To purify himself inwardly and morally ; to fear no one, and naught, save the trib
unal of his own conscience. Never to do a thing by halves ; i. e., if he thinks it the
right thing to do, let him do it openly and boldly, and if wrong, never touch it at
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all. It is the duty of a Theosophist to lighten his burden by thinking of the wise
aphorism of Epictetus, who says : 'Be not diverted from your duty by an idle
reflection the silly world may make upon you, for their censures are not in your
power, and consequently should not be any part of your concern.' "
H. P. B.
QuESTION 94.-Please give reasons and facts why religious teachings, that is to
say, the teachings of the churches, have failed to raise the standard of morals!
ANSWER.-! cannot give such reasons and facts because they do not exist.
The smallest knowledge of history proves that the teachings of the churches have
raised the standard of morals, and are continuing to raise the standard of morals,
to an immense degree.
Does the querent know anything about past standards of morals ? Does he
know, for instance, that the moral tone of the Greeks, at the height of their won
derful civilization in the golden age of Pericles, was so low from our present
standpoint that we can no longer even refer to the obscene and bestial practices
which were then universal ?
Does he know of the morals of ancient Rome, of Egypt, of Assyria, of Chaldea,
of things which when referred to at all in our histories, are always put in those
untranslatable Latin footnotes ?
Or take later times, the Middle Ages in Europe, and read the "History of
European Morals." We cannot rise from such a book with any doubt whatever
about the steady improvement in our ethical standards.
There is a great deal of nonsense written about the church and its influence.
The plain fact is that with all its faults and shortcomings, in spite of the crimes
committed by it and in its name, in spite of Inquisitions and persecutions, narrow
ness and dogmatism of belief, the general influence of the church has been for
good and it has had an incalculably beneficial effect upon moral standards,
C. A. G., ]R.
QUESTION 95.-/esus proved himself a Master of life by healing the sick, and
declared that that power accompanied belief in his doctrine. Was this physical
healing only a myth or figurative language! If not, could not a Theosophist, if
he would, find a scientific basis in Theosophy for metaphysical healing, and thus
step by step become master of so-called physical infirmities!
ANSWER.-It would require a book to answer adequately such a far-reaching
·question and it would also require much greater knowledge than is possessed by
the present writer.
I believe that Jesus healed the sick. I am convinced that belief in His doc
trines will confer the power to heal the sick, if by "belief' we mean that His
Doctrines are lived and become a part of the consciousness and nature of the
-disciple. I also believe that a Theosophist can find a scientific basis for so-called
metaphysical healing and thus become a master of physical infirmities. But after
we have said this, what do we mean ? What do we mean by metaphysical healing?
Presumably metaphysical healing is the cure of physical infirmities by non
-physical means ; by methods other than those of orthodox medicine, as for
instance, by the influence of mind over matter, or by some super-physical force
·or energy. It will be seen at once how enormous is the field covered by such a
'
definition, for it would include every variety of healing known or suspected by
man. As a matter of fact there is no reason to doubt that there are at least as
many different kinds of metaphysical healing as there are planes or forces above
the purely physical plane, for each of these super-physical planes must have a
force which is capable of influencing the matter of our bodies and therefore may
make what we call cures.
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This is what makes the subject so exceedingly difficult. We have. a very little
empirical knowledge about two or three planes or forces which lie close to the
physical plane and we have learned how to manipulate these forces to some
extent and in a purely mechanical way, without in the least knowing what we are
doing. We get curative effects which sometimes are quite remarkable, and we
have much reason to believe that at the same time we may be doing other things
which more than counterbalance the good effects of the physical cure. But as
these bad results are intangible and often take a long time to manifest, or remain
always as a weakness on the mental or psychic plane, it is very difficult to persuade
people to believe in their reality, while on the other hand they can see the imme
diately curative results.
I cannot pretend to give a list of the different kinds of metaphysical healing,
but we are all familiar with several of them. There is the beneficial effect of
propinquity to a person of abundant physical vigor. Old people are said to be
strengthened by sleeping with young and healthful persons and to derive a feeling
of invigoration from such association. 'Laying on of hands," as it is sometimes
called, is another kind of healing, due probably to the unconscious dissemination
of physical magnetism. Much massage and perhaps a good deal of the benefit
derived from osteopathy come within this category.
There is another class where the healer deliberately uses his magnetic power
by act of conscious will. Colonel Olcott performed many remarkable cures by
this means in the early days of the Society. The rationale of it is obscure. It
may be that the magnetism of the healer flowing into the patient tends to regulate
the congested condition or supplies a deficiency of nerve force ; but there is prob
ably more to it than this, and the plain fact is that we do not know how these
obscure forces work. Faith in the ability of the healer to effect a cure is a very
important element, perhaps often the main element in the remarkable results
sometimes obtained.
It is clear that the healing abilities of people will differ in a very marked
degree, according to the amount and character of their magnetism and its relation
to the particular lack of the patient. A healer might well have control over stores
of magnetic power, but its mere possession would be no indication of occult
knowledge or the power to use it wisely.
Then there is healing by hypnosis. Here we touch a wide field where almost
complete ignorance is paramount. The curative power in such cases would appear
to come often from the higher nature of the patient, hypnotism serving merely ·
to make quiescent the lower nature, the brain and personality, so that the higher
power can operate undisturbed. It is probable that in some ' cases, such as
Christian Science, the curative influence also comes from the subliminal part of
the healer as well as from the patient.
Then there are the fully conscious and magnificent manifestations of healing power
which are given by Christ and by other "divine" men. About the rationale of these
we do not know enough even to speculate intelligently. Evidently the querent or
any one else who wants to become a "master of physical infirmities" must follow
the same "small old Path reaching to the Eternal" which Christ pointed out and
which every other spiritual teacher has urged upon his followers. And until he
has progressed some distance upon this Path and has learned a great deal more
about these things than we know now, I would strongly recommend that he leave
them very much alone.
B. N. B.

. IN NORWAY.
It is with a deep sense of pleasure-the greater because it will be shared by
all members of the Society, that we print the following letters, heralding closer
union with our comrades in Norway. Within two years it has been our privilege
to welcome the strong accession to our membership of the British and German
National Branches, and this further strengthening of our international brotherhood
is a matter of profound congratulation to us all. As will be seen from Colonel
Knoff's letter, the action now taken by the Norwegian Theosophical Association
is a direct result of the decision of the last convention of the T. S. to return in
name, as well as in fact, to the original international character of the Society,
and is a further proof of the wisdom of that decision.

CHRISTIANIA, November I 4, Igo8.
To the Secretary T. S.
Comrade: Enclosed I send you a formal application from the former T. S .
in Norway, now called i n English "The Norwegian Theosophical Association"
(abbreviated "N. T. A." ) in Christiania, to be chartered as a Branch of the inter·
national Theosophical Society, whose headquarters are in New York, U. S. A.
As far as I remember I have earlier sent to Mr. Johnston, the chairman of the
Executive Committee, a translated copy of the present constitution of our society,
wherefore I have not now enclosed another copy with the application for a charter
for our Branch.
As to the annual dues of our Branch to the headquarters, I propose that these
should be 20 cents for each member, which is, as far as I know, a little more than
the dues paid for each member of the German Branch. If I am mistaken on
this point, I will add that our Branch is willing to pay the same dues as the
German Branch.
Looking forward with hope and joy to the time when our little Branch is again
reunited with the one international Theosophical Society, I am
Fraternally yours,
T. S. KNOFF.
CHRISTIANIA, November I4, Igc>8.
To th-e Executive Committee of the Theosophical Society, New York, U. S. A .
A t the Annual Convention in I 907 of "the Norwegian Theosophical Associa
tion," in Christiania it was resolved that this Society should make terms about
joining the Theosophical Society in America, as soon as the latter proved its inter
national character by dropping the words "in America" in its name. As this altera
tion of name has taken place at your Annual Convention in April this year, we have
now-on behalf of the Norwegian Theosophical Association-to apply to you about
this matter.
11 93
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Our former Constitution, with some additional rules, of which a copy follows,
shall form the By-Laws of our Branch. From the additional rules you will team
that our Branch has resolved to abide by the Constitution of the Theosophical
Society, the principles of its By-Laws and the rules for Branches, there laid down.
We apply now for a Charter for the Norwegian Theosophical Association as a
Branch of the Theosophical Society, and we submit our By-Laws to your approval.
A list with the names of the members of our Society, and their addresses,
follows.
0. HouiE,
CARL SJOSTEDT� T. S. KNOFF.

.,

BY-LAWS
of ''The Norwegian Theosophical Association,"
organized in Christiania, as a Branch of the international Theosophical Society
with Headquarters in New York, U. S. A.
I. "The Norwegian Theosophical Association" ( N. T. A.) in Christiania shall
be a Branch of ''The Theosophical Society," whose headquarters are in New York,
U. S. A.
2. The official name in English of this Branch is : "The Norwegian Theo
sophical A ssociation" (abbreviated : "N. T. A.")
3· Its future Constitution shall be that of the Theosophical Society.
4 Its present Constitution shall form the fundamental part of the By-Laws
of this Branch.
s. As a Branch of the Theosophical Society it shall abide by the principles
and rules for Branches, laid down in the By-Laws of this Society.
6. The annual dues of this Branch to the headquarters shall be twenty (20)
cents for each member.
7· Application for membership shall be countersigned by two members of the
Branch.
IN ENGLAND.
From England comes the best of news. The London Branch is holding public
lectu res regularly, attended by audiences of over a hundred, and reports steadily
increasing interest and sympathy. Two booklets which have j ust reached us as
this goes to press, come with the information that the edition printed has already
been exhausted, so great and unexpected was the demand for elementary Theosophic
literature. The first of these, "The Influence of Theosophy in Daily Life," by
Dr. Keightley, is printed elsewhere in this issue of the magazine. The second, "The
Theosophical Society, Its History and Constitution," is a happy offspring of the
close union between the English and American Branches, as the first part is
contributed by an American member and the second by the President of one of the
Branches in the north of England.
IN GERMANY.
Under date of November 1 st we have received a report of the opening of the
winter's work in the German Branches. According to custom public lectures and
propaganda were generally suspended during the mid-summer, though a few of
the Branches, among them that at Munich, continued their meetings without break.
In the early autumn full activity was resumed in all the Branches, and substantial
gains both in membership and work · have been recorded.
In Berlin a new Branch has been formed at Siidende, a southern suburb, and
it has begun its work with 15 members. The public lectures of the various Berlin
Branches now claim almost the whole week. On Monday the North Berlin Branch
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has its lectures ; o n Tuesday, the Branch a t Siidende, while Wednesday and Friday
evenings are taken by the mother "Berlin Branch" and the Branch in West Berlin,
respectively. On Saturday, twice in each month, the members of all the Branches
come tt.gether for study. These meetings are not of as public a character as the
others, and this autumn "The Voice of the Silence" has been chosen as the text
book. In· add�tion to �his long roll of meetings, which makes of Berlin one of
the most active centers of propaganda in the Society, the Berlin Branch opens its
rooms each month for a social gathering, at which Mrs. Raatz has given English
lectures on Theo.�ophical themes for the benefit of those who wish to learn or
improve their Engi!c;h. November 18th was set by the Berlin Branch for a great
public meeting, M r. \'Tiederhold. speaking on "Repentance and Self Redemption."
THough the Berlin Branches , have set a high standard of work, the other
German Branches have been no less active. From Dresden, from Munich, from
Suhl and Flensburg and N e1tsalz come reports of interesting lectures, of new
opportunities, or of acC essions to membership. One of the most promising and
fruitful features of their work is the co-operation between the Branches in the
exchange of visits and of speakers. Thu s the Branch in Munich visited that in
Suhl, where Mr. Frolich spoke to the question, "Why are we on earth ?" and at
the celebration of "the third birthday" of the Neusalz Branch, M r. Weiss of Berlin
lectured on "The Objects of the Theosophical Society."
With the newly constituted Branch at Sudende the T. S. in Germany consists
now of 1:en Branches. They have raised the question as to whether they should
continue their formal union among themselves as the German N ationa! Branch
of the T. S., for administrative purposes, or take their stand as individual Branches
of the international T. S. The two are of course entirely compatible, as they were
represented and voted at the last T. S. convention at Dayton, Ohio, as individual
B ranches, on the same footing as the Branch in New York or in Cincinnati, while
they meet together in local convention to discuss the work in Germany.
We cannot refrain from quoting, and we earnestly join in the prayer with
which their report closes : "May the Spirit of Theosophy work through our Branches
and help to strengthen the great Spiritual rebirth that is taking place in Germany."

IN AMERICA.
It is to further this spiritual rebirth, taking place not only in Germany but all
over the world and most clearly in America, that the American Branches are
directing their chief efforts. And because this new spiritual life is manifesting
itself in all departments of our national thought-in science as well as in our
churches, in civic reform and in the effort to bring all classes together for better
understanding and helpfulness, in literature and in art, and in philosophy-because
in each of these this new Spirit breathes and struggles for expression, the real
work of the Branches in America, in seeking to further the movement of the Spirit,
is of necessity very diverse and often impossible to record.

THE NEW YORK T. S.
This has been the case with the work in New York, where in the three great
divisions of Christianity (the Greek, the Roman Catholic, and the Protestant
Churches) , in the universities, in the magazines and daily papers, in the national
organizations which have here their centers, the members of the Society have
worked for the recognition of the reality of the religious life and for the spread
of brotherhood. In addition the regular open meetings of the Society have been
continued with constantly growing interest and attendance.
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THE CINCINNATI BRANCH.
The following letter and syllabus from the Secretary of the Cincinnati B &'"aDC h
are typical of the way in which the winter's work in the Middle ·Western ' States
has opened, and might easily be paralleled in the reports from IndianapCiiis and
Dayton and other centers.
To the Secretary T. S.
.
,
/
Dear Friend and Co-Worker: Enclosed please find 'application for membership
and money order for two dollars, for Mr. ---. B y adding )·u.s ,n �me to the
,�
membership roll, I feel that we have secured a sincere worker, Jnd an earnest
searcher for truth. I also enclose syllabus card � for this season's work. The
i
subjects, I think, are all good, and I look forwa fd to a seasor � good work. I feel
that we did some very good work last season(j udging by the' increased attendance,
and by the earnest inquiries of the visitors. I cannot believe that these people come
night after night to hear the subjects discussed, j ust fo/ curiosity's sake, for we
have nothing to amuse them, but on the contrarY'.. I think they come to receive the
truths we have to give. Therefore I feel very much encouraged and feel that we
will spread the truth farther and wider this season. The students here all seem
to realize the importance of the -lloble purpose for which we are working, and the
thought we keep in mind is, "Live the Life ·,.,.and you will know the Doctrine."
With this uppermost in your mind, and working along this line always, you cannot
do otherwise than help and benefit the noble purpose of Theosophy. At our annual
election the following officers were chosen : Dr. Tenney, President ; Mr. E. A.
Allen, Vice-President ; Mr. F. C. Benninger, Secretary-Treasurer ; Miss M. D.
[ Signed]
F. C. BENNINGER, Secretary.
Hohnstedt, Librarian.
SYLLABUS.
s-Personality, Individuality and
Mar. 23-Quo Vadis.
Heredity.
" 3o-Man's Relation to the Lower
Animals.
" 12-Emerson.
Apr. 6-Brotherhood.
" Ig-What Shall I Do to be Saved ?
" 26-Death and After.
" 13-.:Are All Experiences N eces
sary ?
Feb. 2-To be Announced.
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IN CANADA.
The Branch in Toronto has resumed its regular Sunday and Friday meetings,
and the Secretary reports, in addition to an increase in membership, that "Things
are more promising than they have been since the formation of our Branch and
I feel delighted." Their class for the study of the New Testament has been par
ticularly successful and numbers from 40 to 45.
IN SOUTH AMERICA.
From Caracas there is similar news-a constant deepening of interest and a
steadily growing demand for what Theosophy has to give.
This is the word that comes to us from all over the world. In the words of
our German brothers, may we so live and labor as "to let the Spirit of Theosophy
live through us" and meet this demand.
H. B. M.

The Theosophical Society, as such, is not responsible for any opinion
or declaration in this magazine, by whomsoever expressed, IUnless con
tained in an official document.
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HOSE that shall come after us will look back to this our
day, and speak of it as the time of promise, the first early
dawn of a wonderful age. They will see rich and ample
fruition , where we, perchance, behold but the early blossom
of the orchard : they will gather golden sheaves from the fields where
we see but the timid green blade of promise and hope. Yet there
is a loveliness and a wonder in the green blade, the first bloom of
the fruit-trees, which vanishes as dawn vanishes, and is seen n o
more. Let us, therefore, who are dwelling in the dawn, in the first
days of the spring time, open our eyes to the miracle of beauty and
of hope that surrounds us.
There are times when one can see the mind of mankind chang
ing ; when some mood, long held and deemed p ermanent, has almost
impalpably faded, giving place to another. Such a time of transi
tion came in most ancient Egypt, when impurity crept in, and men
lost faith ; losing, with faith, the golden age when the gods walked
with men. Thereon came age upon age of foreign domination, of
servitude, of degradation. And even to-day mother Egypt is under
the yoke, a thrall, a serf, where she should be a queen. Such a
time came in India, when the ancient race of kings, falling from the
high tradition of their prime, drew the sword in a war . of brothers
and kinsmen, and the iron age began. Thereafter, the history of
India is a tale of gathering woes, with but one bright interlude when
the Buddha came, bringing his message of love and resignation and
the eternal Silence. India, too, like Egypt, doomed herself to long
ages of degradation and servitude, until the time of the bondage
shall be fulfilled.
Such a climacteric came in Hellas, when the clear and soaring
Grecian spirit forgot its high ideals and declined upon lower aims.
20
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The Greeks themselves no longer remembered the bright inspira
tion of the realm "th at standeth fast forever. Not by winds is it
shaken, nor ever wet with rain, nor doth the snow come nigh thereto,
but most clear air is spread about it cloudless, and the white light
floats over it. Therein the blessed immortals rejoice for ever." They
gave to the world their marvelous revelation of the b � auty of
holiness, of the exquisite loveliness of the divine thought ; and then
they fell below their inspiration, sinking to baser ways and less
worthy purposes. So to Bellas also came the conqueror, and the
glory passed away.
There was a like change in our own era, among the nations from
whom we more directly spring. Time was, when the princes and
priests of our western peoples really believed in God. The prayer
of a king was not mere political ceremony, but a humble petition
from the heart. The service of God was not a form, but a living,
thrilling reality, for which men would die rejoicing. In our great
cathedrals, serene in their lovely silence, we have the records of that
time of genuine belief ; cathedrals designed we know not by whom,
nor do we know the names of the builders. They came forth from
an age of faith and joy, as Ilion rose into towers at the song of
Apbllo.
Faith ebbed in king and priest and people. Sensualism, ambi
tion, the love of lucre, corroded many hearts ; and with the loss of
faith, the heavens darkened, till men lived between an earth of iron
and a sky of brass. Faith ebbed from hearts and minds alike, leaving
them hardened in their selfishness, and cold with doubt and fear.
Though men kept divine names on their lips, and spoke of immor
tality, it was but a poor and starved b elief, compared with the gl ow
of triumphant faith, the high delight of earlier times. Men spoke,
indeed, of the divine, but lived with eyes downcast, their thoughts
fixed on mortality.
Such an age of materialism of thought, coming in the train of
unworthy action and infidelity to high duties, reached its culmina
tion something more than a century ago. The scepticism and mate
rialism of the eighteenth century ran through statecraft, politics,
commerce, art. The Church, though asserting firm faith, had fallen
into hardness and intolerance ; certain signs that no true faith was
there. The inward apostasy of the Church had exiled science,
divorcing it from religion, and science had suffered profoundly from
this exile, growing hostile, hard, incredulous, atheistic.
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As water runs downhill, so did this wickedness in high places
gradually find its way downwards, until the whole of life came to
be saturated with practical unbelief. State and Church alike fol
lowed low ambition rather than high and worthy accomplishment.
Base ideals became universal. But the mood of mankind has, in
the last few years, been slowly changing-turning from the baser
to the nobler, from sheer materialism to something of spiritual faith.
·
Already the change h as gone far enough, imperceptible and impal
pable as it has been, to alter the perspective of life, and we can take
advantage of the new point of view already gained, to weigh and
sum up the ideals of the age immediately behind us.
To begin with, there is a low ideal of life. It is not enough to
say that there is little practical belief in immortality. That of itself
would not be enough to degrade and cheapen life. A certain sad
nobility and heroic resignation may consist with the thought that
life is ended by death ; there may be much loving-kindness and
tender mercy. There is an atheism more religious than some pro
fessions of belief. No, the baseness of our ideals had another source.
It sprang, not from failure to grasp the great truth of immortality,
its sublime and inspiring horizons ; but rather from a certain cheap
ness and lowness of purpose, a readiness to find satisfaction i n
unworthy things, a servile preference for debased coinage.
This coarseness and cheapness o£ taste showed most clearly in
our ideal of success. For that is, after all, the practical index of
our religion, of the belief we really hold. We are in the habit,
somewhat lightly, of congratulating ourselves on the passing of feudal
ism, thanking God that . we live rather in a commercial age. But is
the change so certainly for the better ? After all, the ideal of success
in a feudal age was in many things higher. The great man of those
days, the man admired and sung by the poets, must possess not
only power, but personal courage, the instant readiness to meet
death, a certain grace and beauty of manner, a personal fineness
and charm. And in all true feudalism, the great man, the lord, was
a true protector and cherisher of the poor, who, on that condition,
rendered him service. Such a feudal master of men represented a
not unworthy ideal of success ; and his fame was handed down in
heroic ballads and courtly poetry.
Is not the cheap fame dispensed by our purchasable · and imper
tinent journalism a true index of our baser ideal of success ? To
be mentioned in a- hundred flimsy and ill-written papers, on pages
adorned with the portraits of murderers and heroines of scandal :
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that is our ideal of fame. To see one's name bandied about in the
cheap daily gossip, wedged in, perhaps, between the story of a prize
fight and a railroad wreck, that is our latter-day ideal of fame, fame
"the spur that the clear spirit doth raise ; that last infirmity of
noble mind." That is something of a descent from the days when
the old Troubadours made fame, with their lovely ballads of bravery
and love. To be envied by thousands of small minds and narrow
hearts ; to have the power to parade the things that provoke envy ; to be
able to order others about, and be seen ordering them about ; that
is our latter-day ideal of success. And all that makes for this fine
triumph is good. The rest is futile and foolish.
·

So has it been for a long time now. But the old order changes.
The mind of man is entering a new mood. The old, firm and stable
things give , signs of changing. Ideals are altering, with an altering
view of life. That change is but beginning. We are in the first
whiteness of the dawn ; the early spring-time, when spring is still
half-wintry. Therefore for us there is this great and winsome
marvel, to see the new day first sparkling into color and light, to
watch the blossoms bursting from the bud, in the fine, inaudible
music of spring. When full summer comes, with warm days and
clear skies, all men will know it ; taking, indeed, for granted the
great beneficence of the sunlight. But ours is the finer and rarer
privilege, to be present at the very miracle of the second birth.
Our privilege is even greater. We may not only witness, we
may aid, the coming of the morning, after our long night. First
among the signs of returning light, will be a steady raising of ideals,
and most of all the ideal of success. The criterion for the new day
will b e, not the cheap envy of multitudes, but the true heart's reward
of doing the best for its own sake, for love of the best. We shall
seek to live our lives, not as mere imitations of the "successful men"
who parade themselves before� us, but rather in obedience to the
quiet ideal in the heart ; thflt eloquent silence, which ever urges us
to true deeds, clean thoughts and worthy·· purposes. We shall no
longer make it our aim to become such magnates as our light-minded
multitudes worship, to gather about us the furniture of success,
great heaps of showy things that evoke envy. We shall have a
nobler aim : to live our lives in something of the spirit of the pure
artist, the humble and devoted saint, in order that they may be
excellent, ringing true as good coin does, resting on real values, not
on shallow and showy appearances. Each one of us will find our
commendation in the quiet judgment of our own souls, not in the
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cheap and fickle fame of our purchasable journals and their light
minded readers.
Once it is realised that the soul's commendation is the true
success, all life about us will begin to lighten, as the sky lightens
after the passing of a storm. Almost imperceptibly, we shall think
ourselves back again into the mood of immortality, so that on some
marvelous and memorable morn we shall wake up to find ourselves
immortal, knowing that immortality really is. Thereafter life may
have its gloom and sombre shadows, but they will only serve to
heighten the everlasting light. And in that light all things shall
be transmuted and transformed. What seemed, in the dusk of our
night, to be a vast pillar of gloom, will reveal itself in the white
of dawn as the splendid column of the tree of life ; what seemed a
dark, impassible chasm, shall appear in the growing light as the
river of the water of life, its banks lovely with the flowers of
immortality.
{

In that dawn of the new and everlasting day, all things shall
take on a new and marvelous face. Poverty, no longer an obsess
ing and hideous privation, the veritable hell of the materialist heart,
will be seen in its true light as a cleansing and purifying presence,
the true school of courage, fortitude, gentle sympathy, kindliness
of heart. Thereafter poverty, in our sense, will be impossible. In
the quaint simile of the East, we thought, in the dark, that we
saw a serpent ; the growing light shows us that the serpent was
really a cord, good for binding together a bundle of virtues. We
realise that the serpent of poverty is no longer there. More than
that, we realise that there never was a serpent, except in our own
fearful hearts.
When the serpent vanishes, when the fear of p overty fades away
in the light of morning, with it will go the foolish and timid craving
for wealth. For that craving is ever a mean and cowardly matter.
The craven heart fears that, endowed only with the soul and the
universe, it cuts but a sorry figure, and longs to b olster up its
littleness with the things we call ,wealth : quantities of furniture,
pockets full of wages for poor folk, who gather round us to do our
bidding, and so give us the sense of being real and solid, which we
have failed to gain from our souls. When the soul is found, or
rather when we make the first small beginning of finding that
immortal and immeasurable treasure, we learn that life is all of one
immortal substance, indivisible, and that we are That. Being the
�11, there is nothing we lack or can lack. The Soul itself put forth
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the phantom, poverty, to teach us what we should have learned
direct from the Soul. But, as we refused the lesson of the light,
and would not be drawn by the light, there was designed for us
the lesson of the shadow, in order that, first terrified by it, we might
become reconciled to it, and through the shadow learn to know
the light.
Among the children of poverty is one, the hunger of sensa
tions, who has also a like ministry for us. We should have known,
in the long ago days of the golden ages, that, being the Soul, w1e
are all things and possess all things ; so that there is no room for
hunger and thirst. But we were unwilling to taste the nectar and
ambrosia, and fell into a feverish famine,. hungering and thirsting for
we knew not what. Thus came the misery of longing, which we
seek to assuage now with this palliative, now with that. Hence
come drunkenness and sensuality, which are but strivings to appease
the immortal longing, which will not be cured, but by the Soul itself,
the true food of the gods. The morning comes, but so dim is yet
�the dawning light, that it calls for some courage in us, to tum from.
.
the hunger for sensations, and to partake of the new banquet of life,
feeding on it in our hearts by faith. Yet we must have that cour
age, for only through courageous act can pale dawn flame into the
fullness of immortal day.
\

The hunger of sensations, like its mother, poverty, is but a
lesson put forth by the soul. The lesson is bitter, but the fault of
its bitterness is ours ; for we should never have had to learn through
the misery of longing, had we not fallen through unfaith from our
rich possession in the soul. But let us take courage. Our heritage
is not forfeited. It is held in trust for us ; and we can claim it
when we will.
The only condition on which the soul is given to
us, is our willingness to receive the soul. Willingness to be a
disciple, is the one condition of discipleship. Such is the high
generosity of the gods.
So, by small degrees at first, we shall come back to the spiritual
knowledge of life. All things about us will change, slowly at first,
yet surely ; till we awake to a new heaven and a new earth, realis
ing the marvelous fact that, while we thought ourselves to be
dwelling amid matter, in the realm of death, we have been, since
the beginning, resting in a spiritual universe, dwelling in the heart
of God. We shall see around us the familiar faces of hills and
valleys, trees and rocks and the waves of the sea ; we shall find still
about us the friends who have made so much of life's delight for
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us, the enemies who have given us, in the hot pain of hatred, a sense
of reality hardly given as by our friends and lovers ; we shall see, too
the vast crowd of indifferent persons, thronging about our enemies and
friends. But all will be seen in a new light. They will become, as it
were, translucent, the light of the spirit , the light of eternity, gleaming
and glowing through them, friends, enemies and indifferent persons
alike as the lamp gleams through the alabaster vase.
We shall become more able, in the light of the dawn, to bea �
our sorrow and heaviness of heart, which lingers with us, the heritage
of our fancied mortality. This is a hard task ; yet we shall accom
plish it, and, with it, as we grow, that other task far more difficult,.
the patient bearing with and enduring the sorrows of others. Here
is something that calls for high, immortal courage. It was this,
perhaps, the quiet acceptance of the long sorrow and darkness of
others, whom he would have brought to light and life,- that wrung
from Christ the tears of Gethsemane. This is the bitter cup, that
only the great-hearted can know, only the lion-hearted and most
faithful can courageously drink. Yet faith, that transforms all
things, can transform this also. Is it not the Soul, the . All-tlather,
that decrees their pain and darkness, that they may be tempered and
transmuted to the true essence of everlastingness ? And if this be
the will and purpose of the All-father, shall we not accept the
Father's will ?
These are difficult lessons. Let no one disguise their hardness,
their pain. Nothing will help us in the learning of them but the Soul
itself, that silent Might which wells up in the heart within, telling
us of our immortality, . whispering to us the secrets of our splendid
and everlasting heritage. It may seem a dark saying, yet it is most
true, that the highest and most heroic courage is needed to believe
in the full splendor of the Soul. One must be great-hearted, to
receive and accept the superb verity of immortal life. And there is
no power, no expedient , no accomplishment, that will set us so surely
on the immortal pathways as this high courage to believe in the
maj esty of the Soul, the faith to accept the splendid power of the
Divine. That will make a new heaven and a new earth. That is the
faith that removes not mountains only but this whole frame of the
universe, setting it in the midst of the sea of everlasting life.
There is one condition of this new dawn ; but one thing impera
tive to be done, if we would see the growing of the new day. For
him who would go upward, it is not enough to view the mountain
path as it ascends the foothills and rises to the uplands, stretching
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like a thread toward the pinnacles of the hills. It is not a spectacle
but a pathway. There is but one way to ascend and that is by
bravely setting forth. In these days of the early springtime, in these
whitening moments of dawn, we shall be blest by monitions of the
Soul sounding, at first but faintly audible, within our hearts. Let
us, if we value our immortality, give heed to each faint monition,
obeying in reverent faith. We shaii make many mistakes. We shalL
stumble in the gray of the twilight. But we shaii learn and gain
strength, and as we grow in strength we shall grolV in immortality.
When we feel the immortal essence pulsing within us, all things will
become easy-purity and hope and high endeavor ; but there is that
one imperative condition, that we must do more than dream, we must
act. The path is not to be looked at from afar ; it is to be trodden
by pilgrim feet, returning to the home of our immortality.

A PRAYER.
Let me do my work each day, and if the darkened hours of despair
overcome me, may I not forget the strength that comforted me in tht.
desolati{)n of other times. May I still remember the bright hours that
found me walking over the silent hills of my childhood, or dreaming
on the margin of the quiet river, when a light glowed within me, and
I promised my early God to have courage amid the tempest of the
changing years.
Spare me from bitterness and from the sharp passions of unguarded
moments. May I not forget that poverty and riches are of the spirit.
Though the world know me not, may my thoughts and actions be such
as shall keep me friendly with myself.
Lift mine eyes from the earth and let me not forget the uses of the
stars. Forbid that I should judge others, lest I condemn myself. Let
·
me not follow the clamor of the world, but walk calmly in my path.
Give me a few friends who will love me for what I am, and keep ever
burning before my vagrant steps the kindly light of hope. And, though
age and in-firmity overtake me, and I come not within sight of the castle
of my dreams, teach me still to be thankful for life, and for time's olden
memories that are good and sweet; and may the evening's twilight find
me gentle still.
MAX EHRMANN.

I

I

THE ASCENT OF PRAYER;

I

N prayer, a s in all other things, there i s evolution. The truth
discerned by the intuitive mind of Darwin was not give� by
him, so far as we know, a bearing so wide or so deep. This
is as well, since it is better that truth, in any of its universal
aspects, should dawn gradually upon the mind of man. The human
mind has a definite and a limited capacity of assimilation ; we have
had many occasions to note that there is a dyspepsia of the mind.
But Darwin laid a broad and firm foundation, one easily verifiable
in its broad, general sense, and readily disproved as to its suggested
limitations. The point of greatest importance is that a door was
opened into human thought, and that the idea of evolution became
familiar to all the world.
It would appear that our modern, western civilization has to a
wide extent discontinued the habit of prayer. Where the habit still
continues it is automatic in a great proportion of cases, and is unac
companied by a living faith ; anyone who receives the confidences
of his fellows cannot come to any other conclusion. This fact,
deplorable at first sight, is not wholly so. The Spirit of Life which
rules and protects the world has more ways than one of advancing,
of lifting upwards ; under its action, human thought often pauses
even seems to retrograde-in order to take a great leap in advance.
Disbelief in the common mode of prayer as we now know it, and
its discontinuance, bring about a silence and a void in our human
nature and life ; in this silence our consciousness, reaching up
ward, may embrace a wider and truer idea of the reality of that
force which we name prayer. There are always religious minds,
devout hearts which turn habitually and naturally in · aspiration and
petition towards Divinity. Minds, like water, invariably find their
own level : the level once actually found it can be raised at will.
vVhere the heart aspires, the level of thought always is raised, and
this by way of the innumerable methods which the universal Spirit
has forever at its command. There are those amongst us who are
not evolving for the time being ; those to whom eastern phrase
ology alludes under the striking term of "the living deq.d.'� But
with that stage of existence-the stage of human crystallization
we are not at the moment concerned. It suffices to say that there
are comparatively few in our midst to whom prayer is a refuge, a
refreshment and solace to the heart, a consolation to the mind, a
communion with the divine Life. When sharp and sudden trial is
upon us ; when darkness overspreads the mind and sorrow thrones
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in the heart, are there very many of us, we wonder, who find i n
prayer a steadfast anchor, a n ark of angelic hope ? Sad a s the state
ment may appear, we do not find prayer, as a living evidence of faith,
at the core of our civilization.
Yet the ideal of prayer, like all ideals, must be a thing of life.
As an ideal it must share in the evolution of all life and conscious
ness. As the consciousness of man expands towards the universal
Movement, and embraces ever widening areas,. his ideals, always in
advance of him, evolve also. We can see this plainly enough if we
consider the evolution of any single ideal of the human mind. As
individuals, we have no ideals which have not . expanded with our
mental and moral growth. This is a truth which we are far too
ptone to disregard. Change involves e"fiort, pain, struggle-all. the
pangs of growth-and in no department of life is this struggle more
complex than upon the mental plane. The reason for this is not
far to seek ; it resides in the tendency to crystallize, a tendency deeply seated in the human mind. Mental change costing us so
much, the impulse of the natural man is to shrink from it, to resist
it, while the Spirit of Life, eternally free, breaks up every mould
and form, be these upon what plane they may. Through the sharp
throes of this struggle every man must come , soon or late, to the
perception that evolution is present in all thoughts and ideals which
are living ones at all� no less than in the more objective manifesta
tions of life ; that it is present in all the embodiments of Soul. The
fact of evolution really resides in the impetus and motion of the
omnipresent Life, which is always advancing, and which moves all
existence with it towards its transcendent goal. We regard thoughts
and ideals as if they had sprung from the mind of man ready made
and complete, as Minerva is fabled to have sprung-mature and
fully armed-from the head of Jove. This is not so ; the germ of
truth is sown in the heart of man by the Spirit thereof : how the
man will develop the germ, and how far, depends upon himself ;
upon the direction and exercise of his will. Thought is a grand
power ; but the Soul is greater, and is not the slave of thought
save by its own choice.
In the course of a lifetime each one of us has ample occasion
to observe the fallacy of the present inconsequent mode of thinking
upon this subject of evolution. Not only does each generation do
its part towards the evolution of any idea, but we see it in each
human life as well. Take our individual lives. There are few, if
any subjects upon which we feel and think in maturity as we did
in childhood or in adolescent youth. Some of the intuitive ideas
of our early youth may still be present ; but as a rule they have
been effaced by the successive waves of life ; or they have stood
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still and then have gone retrograde a s all ideas will i f they ·are
not lived out and evolved. Where there is stagnation there will
always be retrogression, decay : this is a law of life and the plane
of thought offers no exception to its sway. Retrogression per
sisting, there is at last a breaking down, a splitting up, and death
to that form or idea. Others of our ideas have broadened, have
developed. Even the intuitive beliefs which we have held to and
lived by are not the same ; at first a living plant in the heart of
a child, they have now borne living fruit.
If we consider the ideas common to all minds, such as the ideas
of crime, or of law, we find a great change. Less than a century
ago a man would be hung for the theft of a sheep, imprisoned for
life for an unpaid debt. Look somewhat further back, and we see
people put to death for witchcraft. Our ideal · of humanity and of
justice has evolved with the passage of time. So with our ideals
of Science ; of Art ; of Religion ; of the air, the ether ; of interna
tional relations and duties. Most of all we have expanded and deep
ened our ideas of man, his constitution, his history, his powers,
his consciousness and his destiny. Con the lists of human inven
tion, with their immensely extended ideas of what is possible to
man ; we find evolution of thought on every side. The mass
consciousness of humanity has raised its level. The level of con
science is raised as well. In individuals, as distinct from the mass,
this mental evolution is of course more marked ; but the conscious
ness of humanity is tuned an octave higher.
The ideal of prayer has passed and is still passing through a
change in many minds. The · habit of prayer, instilled into many
of us by the authorities of our childhood, has fallen into disuse
among the mass of the people ; and even among many really
devout and conscientious thinkers. Why is this ? It may be of
interest to consider the subject, even within the brief limits of this
paper, tracing in part the evolution of the ideal of prayer through
various phases of the human mind.
Either we never prayed at all, lacking the customary religious
instruction :
Or we were taught in childhood to pray.
If we were never taught to pray, we went through· life- gaining
such experience as we could at each step, and comprehending this
experience truly or mistakenly, as the case might be. If our minds
were evolving, ductile minds, we were presently struck with the
fact that there is this ideal of prayer. We then either accepted the
idea provisionally, tentatively : or we rejected the idea altogether.
Those who rej ect the idea pass at once into the category of
minds who, as to that given ideal, are not evolving at all. They
·
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may be evolving, probably are evolving, as to other ideals ; but in
respect of the ideal of prayer their evolution is checked until, at
some later period of time, they are brought again to its considera
tion. For the immediate purposes of this paper, we have no further
concern with them.
Those who accept the idea, provisionally and in sincerity, may
be divided into two classes. Either they come at once to find that
the effort to pray meets some need of their nature, and so feeling
they grasp intuitively, finding in it an essence of spiritual happi
ness : or they continue to accept it provisionally, now trying to
pray ; now, it may be, relaxing their attempts. But whether taught
to pray in childhood, or whether finding the idea later on in life ;
and whether continuing steadfast in prayer or dropping the custom,
these minds come under the same category as to this point, viz., that
the idea of prayer is now under consideration ; the seed of his ideal
has been sown in the nature.
For some time it exists in the background of our consciousness
as a seed only ; an idea, not as yet an ideal. Apart from those
cases (and we shall find them in the minority) where the idea has '.
been intuitively selected and has become an ideal, the idea of prayer
remains a creation, a figment, of the mind, and that alone. But say
now that we continue to pray because we were taught to pray ;
or because we have learned that others pray and we wish to test
the value of prayer. In either case, if we continue, we form a habit
of prayer. At first we pray because we want something which we
have not got ; we pray as the child petitions Santa Claus for its
toys, as the savage prays to his idols for the fulfilment of his desires.
And as we find that we do not receive the obj ect of our desires
our desires masked as prayer-we gradually discontinue the useless
custom ; we pray mechanically, or we pray no more.
At this stage our idea of God is not high. God, the power to
whom we pray, is to us something like what our French neighbors
call le bon Dieu du pot-au-feu-a domestic deity, stirring the soup of
daily life and giving out choice morsels at call ; reserving, moreover,
the emptiness of the iron pot for those who have not petitioned.
We call upon a power which will hear (or so we think) our selfish
urgency. It will lay aside its work and the claims of othet:s to
hearken to the voice of our materialistic desires ; will reserve · for
us the victory ; ensure to us the harvest, to us the prize. It will
ignore the entreaties of other petitioners in order to grant to us
as we hope-the precedence for which we so ignorantly pray. To
arrest our misfortune and avert our sorrow, it will suspend judg
ment ; it will disregard merit and demerit, and will miraculously
expunge the effects of the causes which we set in motion ; the laws
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of the universe will be cancelled at our call. To appease our dread
of the wholesome discipline of life, this power will remove every
opportunity of development through evolution ; it will suspend the
growth of our souls ; check the expansion of our will-power through
the exertion of our will against obstacles, by removing the obstacles ;
impede the unfolding of all the grand qualities of Soul-and all
because we fear to trust to the wisdom and compassion of the Power
Divine ! Hosts of such prayers are continually arising, mutually
obstructing ; ephemera, many of them, of the passing hour ; many
rescinded by our changeful fancy before their covenanted hour has
struck.
There comes a time when we see the childishness, the puerility
and selfishness, the poverty of such a conception. When this· moment
comes, we pause ; we reconsider our · idea of prayer.
Pressed now by our need, we observe more closely, and it is
given us to perceive that all sincere prayer has had an answer-but
an answer addressed to the essence of our need ; an answer which
is not in kind, in the sense that it is not addressed to our erroneous
ideas of what it is that we really stand in need of. For example :
we have prayed for something definite which we thought would
bring us happiness ; the prayer was denied so far as the thing asked
for went ; but later on we discover that happiness is ours ; the
answer to our prayer was there, but i t entered by another door.
Or we have asked for something which was already well within our
reach, would we but reach out for it-conquering some inertia of
mind or soul. Or something for which we ardently implored God
has been denied and later on we see that it would have brought
us a deep misfortune, and have been thankful for the refusal of our
p etition. Then, too, there are the petitions of pure selfishness, and
reason alone must agree that the world, as well as ourselves, is the
better for the denial of our prayer. Worst of all it is when the
object of some frantic entreaty is given to us and life becomes a
torture under it. The human heart has ofttimes shuddered under
what has been called "the curse of an answered prayer." But the
suffering brings a blessing if the lesson which it enfolds has been
apprehended and under the thorn a fruiting blossom has appeared.
This rising perception of an adjustment o£ our prayers makes us
reconsider our position, so that this stage of our thought constitutes
a step in advance. It is a difficult stage of our progress which we
now enter.
In such moments of difficulty there is one thing which comes
to our rescue, guiding us past a danger point. Did we pray sincerely!
Did we really believe in the existence of such a God as we imagined
to be there, hearkening to the sound of our prayer ? If trust were
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indeed within us, we should gradually find that there arose in our
minds, quite simply and naturally, a further expansion of our idea
of prayer. Did not Krishna say to Arjuna : "And even those who
worship other gods with a firm faith in doing so, involuntarily
worship me, too-albeit in ignorance" ? Our earlier idea, gross
concept that it was, was still the carrier of a germ of faith. . And
though this germ were but as a mustard seed we might still look
to see it expanding, and in its expansion giving shelter to many a
winged petition of unselfish love. All unknown to our ignorance
as Krishna implies-that living germ, a spiritual potency, was our
instructor, our evolver. Our ignorant prayer was still ensouled by
faith, the living faith which no husk of mould of mind can long
impede. In its own good time the vital nucleus outwears the
enshrouding husk and leads us one step nearer to the Soul of the
world. To faith an answer must ever come. The answer is made
in terms of life. Our thought is touched as by a flame, and by its 

glow we discover the selfishness of our prayer. We feel the Power
Divine which transcends the God-idea of our earlier thought. It
is a greater love which now we feel ; it whispers to us of the needs
of all beings · and of the creaturely world. We recognise that our
prayers of selfhood often sought to override and overlook their
kindred necessities ; to grasp some common issue for our very own.
The clutch of that prayer has shut our hearts away from our kin
and kind. With this perception a new blossom of our thought
unfolds ; from being an idea, the thought of prayer has become an
ideal ; we perceive that this ideal evolves, and we are ready to
follow its leading yet further along the dim aisle of experience.
Seeing this, we have now entered upon a long train of thought
which involves much and which illumines a further stretch of our
path. We deepen the area of our prayer. It is now for noble
things only that we pray-as we conceive nobility. Our prayer is
now pure-or so we think. The truth is that we have narrowed,
even while we deepened the scope of our prayer. We pray for
results which are righteous-in our own sight ! For conditions which
have our personal esteem and approval ; for the happiness of those
of our kind whom we love. We still look for results : we still pre
scribe the answer of the all-wise Power. In asking for all these
fair and good things our interior thought is really parcelling and
weighing, judging and adjudging ; labelling one portion of life "good,"
another portion "evil." Among the so-called "evil" things are pain,
sorrow, misfortune, loss ; the denial and strain of circumstance-
in short, all the high re-adj ustments worked by the Divine Law
for the purification and strengthening of our souls. We deny to the
Soul of the world its fundamental j ustice ; we deny its right free-
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dom to pursue its adjustments through all modes of action, all con
ditions. We ignore that the j ust and the unjust are alike the obj ects
of its compassion. We ignore that the evil which we see is often
working out and off, removing some hideous cancer from the human
soul ; teaching the human being through the purifying alembic of
pain, of loss-of despair, it may be-to go on his rightful way and
sin no more. The Universal Soul has unimaginable modes of action
to the breadth and splendour of which our fixed conceptions make
us blind. Seeing the scope of our isolated lives merely, we do not
see ; we are worse than blind. Blindness may be visited by gleams
of interior insight, but to the perverted mental vision there is nor
help nor cure until that offending eye-that mode of mental vision
-be plucked out and cast from us. While the sense of separate
ness wholly directs our conceptions, what can we see of the unity,
the harmony and compassion of Being ?
In the presence of our sincerity there is still every hop e for us.
Our faith has wings to uplift, to bear us on. Once again our mind
is illumined as by a flame from the central Life, and we now recog
nise that this which we love and approve is still our self ; a wider
self, truly, but not the Self Divine. And so we ask ourselves a
question : for what shall we now pray, if the taint of selfhood is
to be removed from our beseeching ?
Let us retrace our mental steps. While we have thus been
engaged in indrawing and assimilating our experience-the teaching
of life which has brought us to this stage-our ideal of God has
been evolving, too. We no longer look upon the Supreme Power
as a Deus ex machina, managing the small effects of our lives by
the aid of our suggestions ; intervening at each stage of our progress
to remove the consequences of our actions , to relieve us of the results
of our deliberate choice of sin. The God of our ignorance now
reveals Himself to our thought as a j ust and all-compassionate
Power, immanent in all life, acting through divinely co-ordinated
laws which make up the unity of the One Life. No caprice, no
favouritism, no variableness nor shadow of turning on the part of this
Power ; we know that its faultless balance justly weighs. We feel
intuitively that the heart of it is love. When again we see, as in
a vision, the hosts of prayer, the petitions of mankind blindly seeking
the hidden throne, we now have a fuller understanding of our
interior thought. We know that of such prayers the large propor
tion strive to nullify one another; being but naive expressions of
egotism, the outcries of children confused in the mists of life. Some
thing of the pettiness of the purely human attitude flashes across
our startled minds. A weariness, a disgust for this attitude comes
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bitterly over us : we pause in doubt and bewilderment before this. .
glimpse into the human heart-that heart which is still our own.
And now our thought sinks down into darkness. We are
silenced, finding no egress , no light. The place in which we now
stand is one in which our trust in our ideal shall be tried as by
ordeal of fire. For an instant of time we have breathed a rarer
air ; we have caught a glimmer of the central Light. The voice of
our lamentation has been extinguished by the vision of the need
of the world : we realise the conflict of D esire as it unrolls · itself
under the eye of God.
We do not know it, but this is a place of peril, of trial ; we are
at the parting of the ways : much depends on what we now do.
Many minds turn back, at this point, into materialism and doubt.
Others, with desperate effort, dismiss the thought, turning, sel£
narcotised, into some one of the many broad avenues of worldly
psychic life. Some whisper to themselves : "Since no such God
as I conceived can be-there is no God at all." Others there are- 
and these in smaller number-who substitute for their earlier idea
of God an ideal of Divine Law. Under a gleam of intuitive under
standing they realise that the world is governed by Law and not by
chance ; that ordered and successive unfolding is the Law of the
Soul evolving through Nature. Such thinkers change the venue ;
they alter their habits of thought ; they resolve to accept the Law,
whatever it may appoint. They will no longer ask for especial gifts.
They will not attempt to divert divine favour. Th e ir ferocious
egotism shall besiege the Infinite no more. The need for prayer
has disappeared ! Finding in resignation their stay ; in steadfast
faith their guide, they bow their hearts in silence, mute, submissive,
dumb. The effacement of their human personality leaves them lost
and chill in the lonely regions of thought.
But the Heart Divine is all-merciful, and cannot leave them
there. Into their darkness comes a light. Into their silence steals
a silent voice. A gentle touch upon their nature thrills them with
hope. The shackles of the mind are undone. The mystical recon
ciliation is breathed into their heart ; they are bidden-as by some
angelic messenger, felt, though unseen by the outer vision-to pray,
as th e G reat Christian Master prayed, that the will of the All-Father
may fulfil itself upon earth as in the heaven of Divine Consciousness.
Oh ! wondrous moment. In it how swe�t a secret is revealed !
Pray, that you may approach the Divine One. Pray, that you
may mingle your finite will with The Will. Pray, not that you may
appropriate somewhat of life to yourself, but that you may melt
your human being into Divine Being ; that in an outpouring of
aspiration you may be attuned to the immortal Soul. Our prayer
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has become that yearning to go out to th e Infinite of which -every
saint and martyr has sung in fullness of soul.
Not long are we able to maintain ourselves upon this height.
The vortex of human life swirls up, and our footing in the divine
world is lost for a time. But the wonderful moment still pulsates
in the heart. It is now that the man of dauntless courage summons
up his will, determined to lay hold upon the Soul. In trying to do
this, he reaches the first stage of Meditation : he now attempts the
prayer, potent but silent, of the great servants of The Law. By the
power of his will, fired by aspiration, he unlocks, one by one, the
Gates of the Soul.
So doing, he finds many petitions made vocal in his heart when
he is not engaged in Meditation. But these are no longer prayers
for concrete gifts , even for others. He has confided himself to the
Soul and its Law, and his prayers are all forms of ardent aspiration
that The Will may fulfil itself wholly, that the Soul may reveal itself
further to man. By such prayers as these a door is opened into the
nature, a door which gives upon the divine world. Prayer in its
highest meaning is now seen as the avenue of approach to the Soul.
In the unutterable longing of such prayer we lay open the field of
our nature to the inrush of that Spirit whose destiny it is to fill the
assembled universe with itself. Prayer, the petition, has become,
first a call, then a silent contemplation of that Power which hath
no name among men. We lay hold upon the Power as we realise
that the Soul stands forever there, an immense, eternal reservoir of
spiritual ·e nergy : we long to ally ourselves with the Power, t o
attract the Power a s Nature attracts and holds it until its purposes
are accomplished ; human as we stand amidst humanity, we long
to make ourselves a point of leverage for the Power, to become one
of its many focii from which it radiates and distributes the energies
collected there. · To be, as the poet-philosopher has told us that we
can be, an inlet into the whole of the ocean of Soul. By the purity
of our contemplation we ally ourselves to holy messengers ; to angels ;
to the high servitors of the Law, under whatever names they pass.
The impersonal forces of our hearts, welling up from the altar of
Life within us, have an invincible might derived from their pure
source, that source divine and holy to which the purified heart of
Irian serves as channel; as prophet, as priest. Holding up before
the divine Consciousness all that seemeth amiss, we offer it there
at the altar, asking only that the Will may be done : friend and
foe, wrongs unspeakable, sorrows ; errors ; the lack of justice and
the waning of courage and hope in our sad underworld-we offer
all, all, to the Power which knoweth all : we trust it with our beloved,
since the Power is Love at its zenith ; we trust it with the foe, since
21
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the ·Power is the very self of justice and mercy. And now we know
that this Power is that which fills all creation with its song ; that
its· Soul is expressed in the music of the spheres. Ranging over
the · whole field of Desire, we rej ect thought after thought as not
expressing the fullness of our hearts, and bowed at last before that
inner altar .. we contemplate "Divinity and are still. Our awakened soul
realises-and with j oy that no tongue can utter-the ascent of
prayer.
II.
It will be of interest to compare the utterances of two writers
of quite different types as to the reality of the value of prayer. One
of these writers is a man of scientific and literary reputation ; a man
of open mind-Sir Oliver Lodge. The other writer is a woman
the late Madame Blavatsky. In the higher sense, both are scientists,
the latter writer being wise in the science of Life, th e highest science
of all.
In the Key to Theosophy Madam � Blavatsky wrote on the subject
of prayer, and although her ideas have been largely misunderstood,
and hence misrepresented, we can clearly see that she believed in
the evolution of the ideal of prayer. She antagonised with vehement
decision the ordinary methods of prayer (which she considered to
be selfish) , asserting that true prayer is "Will-Power," and saying
that the theosophist does not believe "that prayer is a petition."
"It is a mystery rather," she writes, "an occult process by which
finit� and conditioned thoughts and desires, unable to be assimi
lated by the absolute Spirit which is unconditioned, are translated
into spiritual wills and the will ; such transmutation-being called
'spiritual transmutations' "-. · Again she writes : "Prayer, as now
understood, is doubly pernicious : (a) it kills in man self-reliance.
(b) It develops in him a still more ferocious selfishness and egotism
than he is already endowed with by nature. I repeat that we believe
in 'communion' and simultaneous action with our 'Father in secret' ;
and in rare moments of ecstatic bliss, in the mingling of our soul
with the higher essence-." This writer, regarded as a thinker of
a very high order by many theosophists, deeply esteemed the true
form and exercise of prayer.
�
In the latest book issued by Sir Oliver Lodge, under the title
Man a1td the Universe, we also find testimony as to the value of
p·rayer. His is a truly devout mind, one open to wide conceptions
o f the universe and its "guiding laws ; laws which guide it from
within, and not from without. Sir Oliver · Lodge writes : "We thus
return to · our original thesis, · that the root question or outstanding
controversy between science and faith rests upon · two distinct con-
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ceptions of the universe : the one, that of a self-contained and self
sufficient universe, with no outlook into or links with anything
beyond, uninfluenced by any life or mind except such as is con
nected with a visible and tangible material body ; and the other
conception, that of a universe lying open to ail manner of spiritual
influences, permeated through and through with a Divine Spirit,
guided and watched by living minds, acting through the medium of
law, indeed , but with inteiiigence and love behind the law ; a universe
by no means self-sufficient and self-contained, but with sensitive
tendrils groping into another supersensuous order of existence,
where reign laws hitherto unimagined by science, but laws as real
and as mighty as those by which the material universe is governed.
' For nothing is that errs from law.' According to the one con
ception, faith is childish and prayer absurd ;-According to the other
conception , prayer may be mighty to the removal of mounta ins,
and by faith we may feel ourselves citizens of an eternal and glorious
cosmogony of mutual help and co-operation-advancing from lower
stages to ever higher states of happy activity world without end
and may catch in anticipation some glimpse of that 'lone far off,
divine event to which the whole creation moves.' " ( Loc. cit., p. 22,
et seq. )

Lodge further says that "each one of us has a great region of
the subconscious to which we do not and need not attend : only
let us not deny it, let us not cut ourselves off from its sustaining
power. If we have instinct for worship, for prayer, for communion
with saints or with Deity, let us trust that instinct ; for there lies
part of the realm of religion." (L f! C. cit., p. 48.)
Again he points out, that, to a certain order of synthesizing minds
"prayer is quite consistent with an orderly cosmos, for it may repre
sent a portion of the guiding and controlling wiii ; somewhat as the
desire of the inhabitants of a town for civic improvement may be
a part of the agency which ultimately brings it about, no matter
whether the city be representatively or autocraticaiiy goyerned."
(Loc. cit., p. 65.)
It is quite plain to what order of universe the belief of this
writer is given, for we find this fine passage at the close of one of
his sections :
"Realise that you are part of a great orderly and mutually
helpful cosmos-that you are not stranded or isolated in a foreign
universe, but that you are part of it and closely akin to it-and
your power of sympathy wiii be enlarged, your power of free com
munication wiii be opened, and the heartfelt aspiration and com
munion and petition that we call prayer will come as easily and as
naturally as converse with those human friends and relations whose
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visible bodily presence gladdens and enriches your present life."
(Loc. cit., p. So.) What an admirable description this is of the
belief of many theosophists regarding communication with those
great Servants and administrators of the Law whom we call "the
Masters."
Elsewhere he identifies meditation with prayer, and says also
that "It may be that prayer is an instrument which can influence
higher agencies, and that by its neglect we are losing the aid of
an engine of help for our lives and for the lives of others." "Nor
do we know how much may depend upon our own attitude and
conduct :" (Loc. cit., p. 5 1.) All this is precisely what H. P. Bla
vatsky taught, and a sentence of Lodge's sums up the core of her
teaching in these ·words :
"The region of true Religion and the region of a completer
Science are one." (Loc. cit., 6. 51.)
III.
As we prayerfully contemplate the arena of Life, we find jt holy,
find it everywhere interpenetrated by the Soul. In the bright brown
glances of the wayside stream ; in the flicker of birds about the
hedges ; in the waxing stature of the trees1 the increasing ripeness
of the corn, the outbreathing sweetness of the flowers ; in the fall
of the leaf and the descent of the years ; in the lifting of the clouds
and the tides, we see the trend of the Power which consciously lifts
Nature from within itself towards the splendid Soul. Turning man
ward, we see that as the currents of prayer and praise arise from
the hearts of men the inner nature opens, and upon those currents
the consciousness is lifted into contact with those diviner spheres
from which, as from an ocean of love, the harmonies of Being ever
flow. Hearing those vast harmonies we understand their voice ; we
realise that Spirit ensouls, as with a rosy flame, every center and
nucleus of Life ; that the soul consciously aspires to return,
enriched and individualised in consciousness, to its eternal source.
This upward Movement of all life is indeed the aspiration of the
universe, and in its evolution we witness the cosmic ascent of prayer.
JASPER NI EM AND.

NATURAL, PSYCHICAL AND
SPIRITUAL BODIES
PART III.
INTRODUCTION.

W

E shall best understand the argument at the outset of this
fourth installment of Gaudapada's wonderful poem, if
we study the modern parallel to the ancient Indian
controversy.
Gaudapada wishes to prove that the One Spirit alone is ; that
all else is unreal, that is, non-eternal. He finds two other doctrines
in the field. The first of these declares "that the world is the mani
festation of what has had previous being." Others , equally wise,
declare "that it is the manifestation of what has had no previous
being." These ancient disputants correspond exactly to two classes
at the present day. The first, the scientists, affirm that the world is
the manifestation of matter, and that matter has existed from eternity.
The second, the theologians, declare that the world came into being
through a creative act ; that, up to a certain time , nothing at all
existed, of all the vast panorama of the worlds ; and that then the
Creator, by an exercise of His Will, by the pronouncement of His
Word, brought the universe into being. Gaudapada, like the good
Vedantin he is, uses these two views to cancel each other, so that
the true Vedantin teaching may be left alone in the field. He lets
the two disputants demolish each other. The theologian retorts to
the scientist that, if the latter explains the formation of the world
from already existing matter, his explanation is no explanation at
all ; for he leaves out the question of how matter came into being.
To say that it was always there, in one form or another, is to make
a pretence at explaining, without really explaining. The scientist
retorts that the theologian's idea is unthinkable ; that nothing could
come into being from nothing. Gaudapada smiles and rubs his hands,
and admits most affably that the objections of both disputants are
sound ; and they bring us inevitably to the true Vedantin teaching,
namely, that the whole manifested universe neither came into being
from nothing, nor came into being from something that was there
before ; but that its existence is only a seeming, a mirage in the
desert. There is no manifested universe at all. Nothing is, but
the Eternal.
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In like fashion, he undermines the view that the manifested
universe is an externalization of the Eternal. This he deals with
along the lines of formal Indian logic, by examining the relation
of cause and effect. He comes practically to the conclusion of Kant,
that causation is but a form of our thought, a colored . window
through which we view the colorless Real ; causation, like time
and space, is in our thought, not in the Thing-in-Itself, the Real.
So is the sage of Konigsberg anticipated by two milleniums. "There
fore there is no external manifestation either of objects or of the ·
mind. They who see such a thing are looking at something as
non-existent, as a footprint in the sky." (Verse 28.)
The argument from the unreality of dreams, in the verses which
follow, is full of humor. Gaudapada almost exactly anticipates the
famous Scot, who d�eamed a most delicious and appetizing haggis,
b_ut unfortunately omitted to dream a spoon.
Equally humorous, equally modern, is the elephant of the
fortieth verse. We may imagine Gaudapada chuckling to think of
one of his opponents being chased by an imaginary elephant, con..
j ured up by hypnotic suggestion. The simile of the fire-brand
whirled in the air, which is introduced at the forty-seventh verse, is
peculiarly charming. I suppose we have all, in the days of happy
childhood, taken a stick, burned its end to a red ember, and then
whirled it in the dark, weaving lovely circles of fire through the
blackness, or tracing red zig-zags and ovals against the night. This
simile has, indeed, given this section of ,the poem its title : The
Quenching of the Fire-brand ; and what follows is so lucid as to
need no comment or explanation.
GAUDAPADA's PoEM.
IV.
"QuENCHING OF THE FIRE-BRAND."

He who, by wisdom clear and wide as the ether, illumining
through union with what is known, has realised that all visible qual
ities are but as the visible sky which rests in the ether : him I praise,
of men most excellent.
He who teaches the Union which is limitless, bringing h appi
ness to all beings , beings free from dissonance or discord ; to him
in reverence I bow.
There are some who affirm the world is the manifestation of
what has had previous being ; others, as wise, declare it the mani
festation of what has had no previous being. Thus they contradict
each other.
But what has previous being is already manifested, object these
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latter. What has had no previous being can never be manifested,
object the former. Thus they come to the teaching of the Advaita,
which declares that manifestation is unreal.
For we gladly accept the objections to the reality of manifesta,..
tion, which they thus raise. Know therefore we have no dispute
with these.
(5)
There are those who wish to maintain the real manifestation of
that Real, which is ever unmanifest. But how can the unmanifest,
immortal Real come to mortality ?
The immortal becomes not mortal, nor can the mortal become
immortal. For it is impossible that anything can become the
opposite of its own nature.
He who says that what is by nature immortal may become mor
tal-how can he maintain that what enters into manifestation
nevertheless remains immortal ?
The nature of a thing is that which is complete in itself, that
which is its very essence, that which is innate, that which is not
added to it from without, that which does not lose its inherent
chara cter.
All real beings are of their own nature free from old age and
death. If they accept the thought of old age and death, they fall
away from their own nature.
( 1 0)
He who admits that the cause and the effect of life are one,
believes the process of causing is the origin of manifestation. But
how can the unmanifest pass into manifestation ? Or how can the
Eternal One be divided ?
If it be meant that the effect is not of other nature than the
cause, and if the cause be unmanifest, then how can the cause of
an effect, which is manifest, be itself changeless ?
If one assert that an effect comes into being from a cause which
is unmanifested, then there is no example of this. Or if it be said
that the effect springs from a cause already manifest, and this from
another, then no solution is reached.
There are those who declare the result is the source of the
cause, and the cause again the source of the result. How can such
maintain that either cause or result is sourceless ?
When they say the result is the source of the cause, and the
cause again the source of the result, they assert a progression like
the birth of the father from the son.
( 1 5)
You must determine the order of cause and result in mani
festation. Two things which appear simultaneously cannot be
related causally, like the two horns of an ox.
A cause which has its source in a result can have no perfect
being. How can a cause which is imperfect accomplish a result ?
1
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If the completeness of the cause depend on the result, and the
completeness of the result on the cause, which of the two comes
into being before the other ? For the completion of the one depends
on the other.
This dilemma rests either on inability to explain, or incom
plete knowledge, or the fact that the order of succession breaks
down. In each case, these learned views only serve to illumine
more brightly the teaching that manifestation has no real existence.
There is the illustration of the tree produced from the seed.
But this is of the same nature. as the relation of cause and effect. .
Therefore it is not fitting to use in explanation a case of the same
nature as the thing to be explained.
(20)
Inability to determine which is first and which is last likewise
strengthens the teaching that manifestation is unreal. For how
could it be said of anything which comes into being, that its an�
cedent is unknowable ? .
We teach that no reality comes into manifestation either from
itself or from any other thing. Whether it be being or non-being
or both, no reality ever comes i nto manifestation.
The cause of the beginningless cannot come into manifestation,
nor can the result come into manifestation of itself. For if any
thing is beginningless, then it never begins at all.
But this objection is raised : There must be a cause which
gives birth to perceptions ; otherwise both would cease to exist.
And also from the existence of pain, the reality of external causes
must be accepted.
We admit that reason demands that a cause be assigned for
perception. But the nature o f things equally demands that this
cause shall be itself causeless.
(2 5 )
The imagination does not come into contact with objects, nor
is there a mirroring of objects in the imagination. For the obj ect
has no permanent reality, nor does the mirrored image exist apart
from the object.
The imagination never touches any real object whether in
past, present or future. And how could there be a mistaken
impression of something that has no existence ?
Therefore there is no external manifestation either of objects
or of the mind. They who see such a thing are looking at some
thing as non-existent as a footprint in the sky.
Peopl e say that the unmanifested comes into outward mani
festation. But its very nature is to be unmanifested. And nothing
can possibly depart from its own nature.
And it is illogical to say that the circle of birth and rebirth
is beginningless, and at the same time to say that it is non-eternal.
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And likewise, unless Liberation be beginningless, it canhot b e
eternal.
(30)
That which has no being in the past, and has no being in the
future, must also have no being in the present. Things which
seem not to be illusions are nevertheless of like nature with
illusions.
Though they seem to be means to an end, yet this seeming
ceases in sleep. Therefore, as they have beginning and end, they
cannot have real being.
All things beheld in dream are but mirages, for they have no
existence outside the body. For how could there be a beholding of
real obj ects in so circumscribed a space ?
Nor can it b e that the dreamer beholds distant things by going
to them, for no time is taken in going. Nor does the dreamer find
himself at the distant place when he awakes.
Though he has talked with friends in dream, he does not find
them there when he awakes. Even if he has laid hold of anything
he does not find it in his hand when he wakes.
(3 5)
The body in which we take part in dreams is u nreal, since
there is still the physical body apart from it. And as is the dream
body, so are all things ; they are all but figments · of the imagination.
Because dreams are so like waking experiences, the latter must
be their cause. Therefore, it may be said, waking experiences
must be real.
But we say that nothing is ever really manifested outwardly,
since outward manifestation has no real existence. And further the
unreal is never caused by the real.
Having experienced the unreal in waking consciousness, he who
is saturated with it sees it again in dr� am. And having experienced
the unreal in dream, the man wakes up, and sees it no longer.
It cannot be that both the unreal and the real have their cause
in the unreal. Even the real cannot be said to have the real as its
cause ; how then could this be said of the unreal ?
(40 )
Just as in waking, through imaginative illusion one can seem
to touch things not to be thought of as real ; so in dream, through
imaginative illusion, one sees things possible only in dream.
But the teaching that manifestation is a reality is put forward
by the sages, only for the sake of those who are afraid of the thought
that manifestation is no reality, those who rest their belief on
common experience and on the adequacy of ritual acts.
Those who are afraid of the thought that manifestation is no
reality, and who rely on experience, suffer no great detriment thereby,
though they do fall short of truth.
As an elephant which is a mere hypnotic illusion may be the
·
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basis of experience and the cause of action, in just the same way
what we call objectivity is the basis of experience and action.
The One, which is ever at peace, which is' pure Conscious
ness, without manifestation, motion or material existence , appears
to have manifestation, appears to be in motion, appears to be
material.
1
(45)
Thus, verily, neither is imagination outwardly manifested, nor
are objects outwardly manifested ; thus, verily, the wise fall not
into these inverted illusions.
Just as a fire-brand whirled in the air appears to make a
straight or crooked line of light, so Consciousness set in motion
gives the appearance of perceiver and perceived, subject and obj ect.
Just as the fire-brand does not really take these shapes, but
remains apart from this illusion and unchanged by it ; so, verily,
does Consciousness remain apart from the illusion of manifesta
tion, and u nchanged by it.
When the fire-brand is whirled about, the appearances it gives
rise to, do not come from any external source ; nor do they go
anywhere else when it ceases to be whirled, nor do they withdraw
into the fire-brand.
They do not go out of the fire-brand, because they have no sub
stantial existence ; just the same is true of Consciousness, for the
illusion of appearance is common to both of them.
(50)
When Consciousness is in motion, the appearances in it do not
come from any external source ; nor, when its motion ceases, do
they go to any other place ; nor do they withdraw again into Con
sciousness.
They do not go out of Consciousness, because they have no
substantial existence ; they are always incapable of being accounted
for by thought, because they are outside of causality.
Substan c e is the cause of substance ; what is other than sub
stance is the cause of what is other than substance. But conscious
selves are neither substance nor other than substance.
In the same way, conscious selves are not the effect of imagina
tion, nor is imagination . the effect of conscious selves. Thus the
wise take refu ge in the truth that there is no real manifestation of
cause and effect.
So long as there is a belief in cause and effect, so long will
there be the seeming operation of cause and effect. But when the
belief in cause and effect fades, then also will the seeming operation of cause and effect pass away.
(55)
So long as there is a belief in cause and effect, so long will
the sequence of birth and rebirth continue ; but when the belief
·
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in cause and effect fades away, the sequence of birth and rebirth
will cease.
Through the enveloping power of delusion all manifestation
comes into being, therefore it is not eternal. As everything is in
reality not manifested, through its non-separation from the Real,
therefore there is no destruction of anything.
The conscious selves that seem to come into manifestation, do
not really come into manifestation. It is through Glamor that they
seem to come into manifestation. And Glamor has no real being.
Just as from a seed which is the result of Glamor, a sprout
which is the result of Glamor comes forth, and is neither eternal,
nor subj ect to destruction, so is the manifestation of conscious
selves.
Since conscious selves do not in reality come into manifesta
tion, they cannot be said either to be eternal as such, or not to be
eternal. Where no distinctions of quality exist, there can be no
distinguishing description
(6o)
Just as in dream the imagination plays at subj ect and obj ect,
through the power of Glamor ; in j ust the same way, in waking,
the imagination plays at subj ect and obj ect, through the power of
Glamor.
And as there is no doubt at all that the imagination, which seems
thus divided in dream, is not divided, so there is no doubt at all
that the imagination, which seems to be dual in waking, is not
really divided.
The beholder of a dream, moving about in dream in all the ten
directions of space, sees all kinds of living things standing there,
whether egg-born or sweat-born, or whatever they be.
But they exist only in the imagination of the beholder of the
dream, and have no existence separate from him ; in j ust the same
way the imagination of the beholder of the dream has no existence
apart from him.
So one who is awake moves through the ten directions of the
waking world, and beholds all kinds of living things, whether eggborn or sweat-born.
( 65 )
But these beings are visible only to the waking consciousness,
and have no existence apart from it. In just the same way, the
imagination of waking consciousness has no separate existence.
The two depend for their seeming existence on their mutual
interaction ; both are beyond the range of every instrument of mental
analysis, for such instrument exists only in them.
Just as the being seen in dream appears to pass through birth
and death, so all these beings in the world neither are nor are
they not.
-·
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Just as the being produced by Glamor seems to pass through
birth and death, so all these beings in the world neither are nor
are they not.
Just as the being created by suggestion seems to pass through
birth and death, so all these beings in the world neither are nor
are they not.
(70)
No being is really born ; there is no real manifestation for
him. This is the supreme truth, which teaches that naught is really
manifested.
This dual world of perceiver and perceived comes into being
through the motion of the imagination. Therefore the imagination
is declared to be unrelated to objects, everlasting, unattached.
The being that is built up by the enveloping power of illusion
has no transcendental reality. So things held to exist by the delu
sions of other schools of thought, have no transcendental reality.
The Real is spoken of as unmanifest, through the illusion of ..
defective thought, but i t cannot in the transcendental sense even
be said to be unmanifest. It is said to be unmanifest, only with
reference to other defective schools of thought, which speak of i t
a s manifest.
(74)
Firm faith p ersists only in that which does not come into
being ; in that, there is no duality. He who understands that
duality is unreal, is beyond causation, and does not fall into birth.
Where the imagination accepts no causes, whether good, bad
or middling, then it falls not into birth ; for without a cause, how
can there be an effect ?
The non-manifestation of the imagination, which is thus without
a cause, is non-dual and unconditioned ; the same is true of every
thing unborn, for it is but the work of the imagination.
Awaking to the truth that causation is not a final reality, and
finding no external, separate cause for manifested existence, one
reaches the heart's desire, the resting-place that is free from fear
and beyond sorrow.
Belief that unreal things are real attaches us to unreal things.
But when we wake up to the fact that outer things are unreal, we
become free from attachment to them.
·
Poise unshakable is his, who is free from the illusion o f out
ward reality and manifestation. This is the aim of the awakened ;
this is the unconditioned, the unborn, the One.
(8o)
The Self is unborn, free from drowsiness and dreams, self
illumined ; by the very nature of its being, it is ever self-illumined.
Through our grasping after one outer obj ect after another, the .
j oy of the Self is perpetually concealed, and suffering fills our field
of view. But the Lord, the real Self is there, awaiting us.
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The childish minded fails to find the Self, because he is wrapped
up in arguments as to whether it is or is not, is and is not, or exists
not at all ; arguments drawn from the ideas of things moving or
stable
or both, or non-being.
'
The Self is perpetually being concealed by predicating of it one
of these four alternatives. He is the perfect Seer, who beholds the
Self as untouched by these.
When he has attained complete omniscience, the secondless
resting-place of the Eternal, which is without beginning, middle or
end, what remains for him to long for ?
( 8 5)
This is the highest virtue of the twice-born, this is called the
true peace, this is the true control which springs from the conquest
of the lower nature ; he who knows this, shall enter into p eace.
The sense of the world as dual, made up of outer things and
inner emotions, is a worldly perception. The sense of the world
as single, made up of emotions w ithout outer things, is equally
worldly.
That which is beyond outer things and emotions is declared to
be abo,ve wqrldly experience ; it is proclaimed by the wise to be at
once wisdom, and the goal of wisdom and knowledge.
When the knowledge of the three worlds is grasped, when they
are known in ascending degrees, then the sage enters into perfect
knowledge of all things.
The first steps of knowledge, concerning what is to be aban
.
doned, what is to be known, what is to be acquired, what is to be
1 ipened, are all but figurative expressions, except that which concerns what is to be known.
(90)
All different forms and characters should be known as by nature
like the ether, beginningless. Their difference is not real at any
time, in any place.
All forms and characters but dwell in thought, through their
very nature ; from the beginning, they are clearly defined. He who
accepts this truth, builds for immortality.
By their very nature, all forms and characters are devoid of
true outward existence, they are essentially unreal, they have no
being apart from the Self, the unborn, which brings us light.
Those who dwell in the thought of separateness do not reach
the Light. Those who are in bondage to separateness, who declare
that obj ects really exist apart from the Self, are pitiful.
(94)
But those who will dwell firm-set in the unborn One, they indeed
are wise in this world ; but this wisdom the world cannot reach.
True wisdom is that which, being unmanifest, does not hold
itself to be dependent on forms and characters which have no real
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being. Wisdom, thus independent, is . declared to be free from
attachment.
There can be no true detachment for the unwise in whom
dwells even an atom of the sense of separateness ; is not this the
very thing that conceals the Real ?
Since all forms and characters are of their very nature one with
the stainless Self, they have never been the cause of the Self's con
cealment. From the beginning they are nothing but thought ; they
can be known, only as being nothing but thought.
The wisdom of him who has reached illumination, who is full
of fervor, does not concern itself with characters and forms ; for
him, forms and characters have no true reality. This is not the
same as saying that the subj ective is real.
Having thus realized the One, which is hard to behold, which
dwells in the deeps, which is ever equal, which is full of light, that
resting-place where there is no separateness : let us bow down to
that One, in the measure of our enlightenment.
( 100 )
CHARLES JoHNSTON.

THE END.

To the inward vision it is light, to the heart it is love, to the spirit
it is an awakening, and to all the being it is an inward glow and peace
that passeth understanding.
The world needs this light. All those through whom it may shine
should open the windows of their souls and let it pour in. He who refuses.
is not a friend to his God, to his fellow man or to himself.
The greatest words that Paul ever spoke were uttered near the end
of his life when he said: ul have not disobeyed the heavenly vision/'
Those who have the heavenly vision must not disobey it. Though it leads
them through ridicule, hardship, incessant toil, poverty and even martyr
dom, they must follow the voice. If they thrill with the message they
must speak.
The personality is nothing. If it gives the highest message it is only
an instrument through which God pours a little of His truth. However
imperfect the instrument may be, yet it has done its part if it utters the
highest that is in it. The divine harmony is infinite. Enough for on�
man if he can catch even a single strain of that ineffable music and let.
it sound through him to the world.

STERLING GAZETTE.

_

..

NIETZSCHE AND MADAME .
BLAVATSKY :
THEIR DOCTRINES STATED AND COMPARED.
I NTRODUCTION.

T

O be unable nowadays to discuss both Nietzsche and Madame
Blavatsky is to confess oneself lacking in "culture"-a confes
sion which few of us have the courage to make. Just as Strauss
and Rodin dominate in the domain of art, the ideas of Nietzsche
and of Madame Blavatsky, as subjects of discussion , are more popular
for the moment than those of any other writers on philosophy.
And while all fashions are significant, fashions in philosophy reveal
the thoughts and aspirations of humanity in plain words. I f only for
that reason, no one who either works among men or who finds enter
tainment in observing them, can afford to ignore the widely different
tendencies which these two writers represent.
Volumes have been written about both of them, but nothing has
been attempted by way of comparison. It will be seent I trust, that they
serve one another admirably as contrasts.
Studying them, as we might look at magnifying mirrors reflecting
the minds of men, it is of much more importance to grasp the purport
of their writings · than to j udge, no matter how correctly, their personal
characters. From that point of view, whether Nietzsche was a genius,
a lunatic, a poseur, or an atheistic Savanarola ; whether Madame Blavat'7
sky. was a divinely inspired messenger, a charlatan, or an anti-Christ,
is of minor interest. We shall see, too, that neither of them said
"Believe because I tell you it is true ;" but that, on the contrary, both of.
them insisted that they, personally, were merely sign-posts by the way,
and that their disciples must think for themselves and work out their
own salvation accordingly.
Nevertheless, as their origin and personal history throw some light
upon their teachings, it will be best in each case to speak briefly o f
their lives before considering the ideas with which their names are
associated.
PART I.
Friedrick Nietzsche ( pronounced Neet-cha) was born in Prussia
on the 1 5th of October, 1 844. His origin and personal history throw
317
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much light upon his teachings. He was the son of a Lutheran minister ;
both his grandparents had been ministers, and his great-grandfather
on his mother's side had also been a minister.
Although born in Germany, he always laid stress on the fact that
he was not a German, but a Pole ; and as a boy he took pleasure and
pride in tracing his ancestry-whether correctly or not is unknown
to a family of Polish nobles named Nietzky. "A Count Nietsky must
not lie," he used to say, while quite a child, to his sister.
Educated for the ministry, he found, even as a student, that it
would be impossible for him to accept Christianity literally. Its prin
cipal doctrines, he wrote, "are symbols, just as the very highest truths
must always be the symbols of truths still higher." * And he soon
reached a point at which he ceased to find in Christianity even the sym
bols of truth. It seemed to him that he had to choose between "God"
and "Truth," and he determined to follow the latter no matter where
it might lead him. He wished to be sincere with himself always and at
any cost. The question of questions for him then became : What is for
man generally, what, above all, for me, is the meaning of life, seeing
that God does not exist? There is no question but that he threw his
whole being into the solution o f this problem.
As he had a great gift for improvisation, he thought at one time
of becoming a musician and of earning his living by that means. This
idea he was obliged to give up. He then decided to study Philology,
which he did, first at Bonn, and then at Leipzig. In 1869 he was
appointed a professor at the University of Basle. He remained there
for ten years, and if it had not been for the Franco-Prussian War of
1870, he might have retained his professorship for the rest of his life.
As it was, shortly after the outbreak of hostilities, he volunteered to
serve as a member of the Red Cross. His constitution broke down under
the strain. This ruined his health permanently, and in 1879, having
already achieved considerable success as an author, he resigned his
professorship in order to devote the whole of his remaining strength
to literature.
The only outer event in his life which calls for notice during his
residence at Basle, was his intimacy with Richard Wagner, with whom
he o ften stayed at Bayreuth. All that need here be said under that
head is that after writing in 1876, Richard Wagner in Bayreuth, a work
in which he held up the great composer as the master of music ·and
as a genius who was guiding the younger generation away from mod
ern philistinism, he afterwards changed his opinion, declaring that the
most important event of his life had been a "cure," and that Wagner
had been his illness. Wagner was a magical "comedian," the adequate
artistic expression of our era of decadence.

_
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But the dominant influence in Nietzsche's life was the p�ysical
suffering which he endured. For years the most terrible headaches, and·
at last, in the spring of 1 889, madness. Eleven years later, on August
25, 1900, he died. His philosophy grew out of his suffering. At first
a pessimist, to whom history seemed "brutal and devoid of sense ;'"
unable to believe in a future state or to find any reason for his suffering,.
he came tQ the conclusion later that pessimism itself is a symptom of
some physiological disorder, and as he willed to grow well, he willed
to become an optimist : "the instinct of self-preservation forbade him
to remain discouraged," · he said.*
He determined, therefore, in spite of, if not because of, his suffer
ing, to find joy in the present. His inspiration for this he found in
ancient Greece-in its tragic or dionysian spirit, which is best expressed,.
he considered, in the dramas of JEschylus, and in the philosophy of
Heraclitus. These were the people, he declared, who said "Yes" to life ;
who were the true aristocrats ; who were full of vital power, who saw
that instinct was superior to reason, and by whom "Pain itself was felt
as a stimulant."t Consequently, instead of preaching detachment from
life and aspiration for Nirvana as Schopenhauer had done ( and to a
certain extent and up to a certain point in his career he had followed
·
Schopenhauer ) , Nietzsche came to regard as "good," everything which
strengthened in man the will to live, everything which could give to
existence some further purpose and interest.
But this was only the first step in his intellectual development, and
he took many in'termediate steps before he formulated the system, i f
it can b e called a system, which i s commonly called Nietzscheism. He
himself would have repudiated the idea of having introduced anything
resembling a body of doctrines. For him the philosopher was every
thing ; the philosophy very little. So he made his own personality the
center of his philosophy and passed his life in trying to "find himself,"
and in communicating to the world the result of his investigations.
This he did fragmentarily, often in the form of aphorisms, and
always "impressionally"-his enemies say, incoherently. But he took
infinite pains to present his ideas in the most seductive form he could
command : in the form of prose-poetry, rather than of logic, which he
despised ; in the form most likely to appeal to the "Self" of man (and
we shall see later what he meant by Self ) . Musician as he was, his
style is essentially lyrical, passionate, symbolical ; so perfect, in the opinion
of his admirers, that he must be counted the greatest master of prose
that Germany has ever produced. It is difficult to imagine Spencer's
Data of Ethics, or Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, set to music ; but
* Frau Forster-Nietzsche,

II,

I , p. 338.

t Gotzen-Diimmerung ("Was ich den Alten verdanke") : Nietzsche's Werke (Erste Abtheilung;
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Naumann, Leipzig, 1899) : vol. viii, p. 1 73.

the incarnation of reason.
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Socrates he detested as a plebeian, and aa
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Nietzsche's Zarathustra, his most important work, was chosen by Richard
Strauss as the subject of his best-known symphony.
*

*

*

*

*

*

I f it can be said that Nietzsche's philosophy-or rather, his theory
of life-has a basis in reason, this must be found, not in the "Eternal
Return" (an idea that occurred to him in 188 1 only, and of which we
will speak later) , but in his conception of
. moral "values." A "Table
of Values," he says, is set up in each age and by each civilization. In
our age, for instance, truth is considered superior to error, compassion
to cruelty. He regards such values as man-made and arbitrary.
Rejecting the existence of God, he rejects the existence of "things
in themselves." Why truth rather than error ? May not error
be of greater use than truth ? May not evil be of greater value
than good ? He decides that the only reality we can know is the world
of our desires and instincts. There is no soul, or rather, the body is
the soul.
"Behind thy thoughts and feelings, my brother, there stands a
mighty master, an unknown Guide-he is named Self. In thy body he
dwells ; he is thy body." *
All our acts, thoughts, "reasons," and wishes, then, are governed
by our body and its instincts (the "Self" ) ; and these instincts , in their
turn, are controlled by a primordial and fundamental instinct which h e
calls the "Will for Power" (Der Wille zur Macht) .
This Will for Power, being the mainspring of life, anything which
strengthens and satisfies it is "good ;" anything which weakens it or
which defeats its ends is "bad." What life in itself is worth, no one can
judge ; pessimism and optimism are alike futile ; but life is, and so long
as there is life one should will it to be as exuberant, as tropical, as intense
as possible. One should say "Yes" to everything that will increase the
vitality of the man-plant : to error and to illusion as much as to any
thing else, even to what are called evil and sin if these too are likely to
produce the desired effect. On the other hand , one should say "No"
to everything that tends to diminish power, no matter whether one has
to turn one's back on every ideal that the world has known.
With that as his foundation, it is not surprising that Nietzsche
found himself in violent disagreement with the Table of Values
accepted, at least theoretically, by the modern world. The origin o f
this "Table" h e explains a s follows :
Speaking generally, the world has known two types of mor�lity :
the morality of the aristocrat, the master, and the morality of slaves.
Since the dawn of history, one or another warlike race has conquered
some weaker race, and has set up its own arist<;>cratic Table of Values.

·
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To be self-reliant, to know how to rule and how to rule oneself ; to
be refined, courteous to his equals, elegant, to love "good form ;" to be
proud, stern, and yet joyous ; to be forceful and audacious, and to hate
and despise fear, flattery, humility, lying, and all that he considered
vulgar and unclean ; these things were essential. Above all, the aristo
crat felt that he owed duties to his peers only, and that to the stranger
an� the slave he could behave exactly as he liked.
Naturally the Table of Values erected by the race that had been
conquered, by the slaves, was very different. For them, "evil" was all
that was violent and that inspired fear ; while "good" included most of
the qualities which the aristocrat despised, but which made life more
bearable to the slave ; such as pity, gentleness, patience, humility, and
industry.
How is it, Nietzsche asked, that this latter code has supplanted in
Europe the Table of Values of the aristocrat ? And he answered that
it was the work of the Jews and of their abortion-Christianity. The
Jews, the ten-times conquered, and formerly the despised among men,
had inaugurated the "revolt of the slaves," and had imposed upon the
world the hateful doctrine that it is the unfortunate, the down-trodden,
the poor, the feeble, the sick, even the ugly and the de-vitalized, who are
the best beloved of God.
From that point Nietzsche's doctrine, in a negative sense, can be
left very largely to the imagination.
The tendency of modern Europe he described as follows :
"'Behold," teaches Zarathustra, his creation, his type of the Super
man, "behold, I show you the last man.
" 'What is love ? What is creation ? What is desire ? What is a
star ? ('Was ist Stern?) '-Thus asks the last man, and blinks.
"Earth has then become small, and on her hops the last man who
makes everything around him small. His race is ineradicable, like an
earth-flea ; the last man lives the longest.
" 'We have discovered happiness,' say the last men, and blink.
They have abandoned the regions where it was hard to live : for they
need warmth. They love their neighbor, besides, and rub themselves
against him : for they need warmth.
"To become ill, and to be distrustful, is for them a sin : they move
with precaution. A fool, he who still stumbles over stones or over
people.
"A little poison from time to time : that gives pleasant dreams. And
much poison at the last, for a pleasant death.
"They still work, because work is an entertainment. But they
take care that the entertainment is not an effort.
"They no longer become either poor or rich : both are too trouble-
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some. Who would still wish to command ? And who to obey ?
Both are too troublesome.
"No shepherd and one flock ! Each man wishes the same thing.
All are equal : who feels otherwise, voluntarily enters a madhouse.
" 'Of old, the whole world was crazy,' say the Most Superior, and
blink.
"One is sagacious, and knows all that has happened : so one has no
Aim to scoff at. One still disputes, but one is quickly reconciled
otherwise it spoils the stomach.
"One has one's little Fancy (Lustchen) for the day, and one's little
Fancy for the night : but one respects Health.
" 'We have discovered Happiness,' say the last men, and blink." *
Every philosophy which teaches that peace is better than war ;
every morality which defines happiness negatively ; every system of
metaphysics which sees in a state of equilibrium, of repose, the final
attainment of evolution ; every esthetic or religious aspiration towards
a better world, a "beyond," is fundamentally a symptom of this "blink
ing" degeneracy.
Naturally, Christianity and everything that savours of asceticism,
he attacks with fury, almost exhausting his magnificent vocabulary in
anathematizing priestcraft, and declaring that the very spirit of Chris
tianity, apart from its dogmas , has polluted and debased the intellectual
and moral atmosphere of Europe.
"The sense of sin," one of the chief supports of Christianity, is
entirely self-induced, he says. It arises in large measure from what is
known as a bad conscience ; but a bad conscience he accounts for as
follows :
When a race is conquered, the individuals comprising it can no
longer give free play to their instincts : prudence obliges them to sup
press these for fear of offending the conqueror. But instincts are a
force which must have an outlet, if not exterior, then interior. The
exterior channel being cut off, a kind of interior fermentation takes
place, and it is this that men call a "bad conscience."
An aphorism of his in regard to Theosophy, of which the follow
ing is a free translation, will throw some further light on the subject.
"The result of Theosophy. One is most dishonest against one's
God : one is not allowed to sin !" t
Impersonality he abhors.
That man should surrender his personal desires and his egoism, he
repudiates indignantly. Man should use all his instincts and desires,
"bad" as well as "good," in his search for experience. He should be
careful, however, that his desires do not use him.
Also Sprach Zarathustra, V. vi, pp. t9·20.
Man ist am t mehrlichsten gegen seinen Gott:
llndigent" (Sprilche und Zwi.schenspiele, vol. vii, p. 95).
•

t "Aus der Theosophie.
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Democracy, which aims to establish a condition of things in which
wealth and poverty, "masters" and "slaves," will alike be abolished ;
which talks of "universal brotherhood" and of peace, and believes that
the individual can and should find his happiness in the happiness of
society as a whole-he attacked as unsparingly as he attacked Chris
tianity. The natural inequality of men is one of the fundamental
ideas of his philosophy. "Slavery," he says, "is one of the essential
conditions of a high culture." * War he regards as one of the most
important means of progress. It brings to light the strength and the
weakness of men. Zarathustra declares :
"Ye say, the good cause justifies even war ? I say to you : it is
the good war that justifies every cause.t
He carried his individualism so far that even in Germany, where,
since Hegel, individuals have been looked upon as existing chiefly for
the benefit of the State, he questioned the utility of the State as an aid
to Culture.
Scientists he condemned generally as being made of much the
same stuff as ascetics. They are "presumptuous pygmies ;" the best of
them only mirrors-instruments instead of wills , "ignoring all joys
except those of knowing and reflecting," so hopelessly impersonal as to
be capable of saying with Leibnitz, "I despise hardly anything.":f:
Sceptics of every variety he almost pitied. They are even more
impotent than scientists, from the creature who is sceptical in order to
appear dilettante and distinguished, to the poor wretch who, having
tried to solve the riddle of the universe, has given up the problem in
weariness and despair, and who has become a sceptic because he has
not the energy to be anything else.
.
Philosophers he upbraided for pretending to present their systems
as purely logical, while really all that they say is a plea in support o f
their personal prejudices.
For women who are, in his opinion, truly feminine, he shows
tenderness and respect. But he believes that the inequality of the
sexes is a necessary law.
"The happiness of man," says Zarathustra, "is named : I desire.
The happiness of woman : he desires.'' II The highest function of
women is to bring beautiful children into the world. Anything which
interferes with this, he deplores. But he does not deplore, he execrates
the notion that women should b e more than mothers, sweethearts, or
wives. The "emancipated'' woman, who competes with man in the
sp�ere of literature, science or commerce, he simply lacerates.
*
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But now for the positive side of his teaching-and we shall see
that this, too, is very largely made up of negatives. First in impor
tance, philosophically, comes the idea of the "Eternal Return." To
state this in the fewest possible words, his argument is that the sum
of the forces which constitute the universe is constant and limited.
Time on the other hand is infinite. It follows that sooner or later any
given combination of the sum of forces must, by reason of the natural
and unintelligent play of possibilities, be reproduced, and that, no matter
what length of time may elapse between such reproductions of com
binations, the process must have been repeated indefinitely in the past,
and will be repeated for ever in the future : exactly the same combina
tions.* So every act, thought, and emotion will re-live in us an infinite
number of times. The world, therefore, means nothing. It is the
product of blind chance. Evolution leads no where, and progress is a
treadmill revolving eternally on the same center, marking the same
circle.
Nietzsche professed to hold logic so cheaply, that it is difficult to
say what if any connection this idea of the "Eternal Return" had with
his doctrine of the Uber-Mensch, or Super-man. Yet the one to some
extent explains the other ; for, granting that life has no meaning, it is
arguable that it is man's business to give it a meaning. In any case, it
is the primary function of the Super-man to. create new "values" in life.
This ideal, the Super-man, personified by Nietzsche as Zarathustra
in Also Sprach Zarathustra (the best known of his works, and to some
extent an epitome of his earlier writings) , is put forward as the type
of what the elect of mankind should become. Zarathustra, having
attained this condition, collects around him in his cavern a number of
pessimists, representing the elect, whom he instructs, and whom he cures
of their pessimism.
It is for the elect only that the morality of the Super-man is
intended. Nietzsche insists strongly that the ordinary man ought to
live in obedience and faith. His Utopia-the ideal State of the future
as he conceived it-is to be an aristocracy, divided into castes, each with
well defined duties. The inferior caste is to consist of laborers. Agri
culture, commerce, industry, even science and art will need them
men who follow, who are content to copy, to obey. The members of
this lower caste will be happier, in a tranquil kind of way, 'than their
superiors, because they will have no responsibilities. "For you, belief
and slavery," says Zarathustra. Above them will be the caste of over
seers, warriors, and guardians· of the law ; at their head, a king. But
the highest caste, the real rulers, will be that of the Sages, of the
"creators of values�." who will play the same role on earth as "the God
of the Christians" is supposed to play in the universe. Very few are
.
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those who are fit to enter this highest caste. Zarathustra demands
much before he will accept any one as a disciple.
"Art thou," he asks, "a new force and a new law ? An original
movement ? A wheel which turns of itself ? Canst thou likewise
compel the stars to revolve around thee ?
"Alas ! There is so much hankering for the High I There are so
many spasms of the ambitious ! Show me that thou art not one of the
hankerers, of the ambitious !
"Alas ! There are so many great thoughts which have no more
effect than a bellows : they puff up and make more empty !
"Free, thou call est thyself ? It is thy predominant thought that
I wish to hear, and not that thou hast escaped from a yoke.
"Art thou such as needed to escape from a yoke ? There are those
who cast off their last value when they cast off their servitude." *
It is for the benefit of the few only, then, that he elaborates the
doctrine of life as "that which must always surpass itself." t
"I teach you concerning the Super-man," says Zarathustra to the
people assembled. "Man is something that ought to be surpassed.
What have you done to surpass him ?" *
Man is not an end, but a bridge between the animal kingdom and
the Super-man. He may attain the condition of Super-man by a process
of "self-upraising" (Selbstaufhebung) ;II by an intensity of suffering
so great that it leads at last to opt�mism. The first step is that which
his disciples had already taken : intense disgust of themselves, leading
them to pessimism or asceticism. Zarathustra tells them that they have
not suffered enough. "For ye suffer on account of what ye are ; ye
have not yet suffered on account of what Man is."§ Only by attain
ing this supreme degree of pain and disgust can they develop sufficient
energy to cross the last gulf which separates them from the state of
Super-man.
But suffering alone is not enough. They must renounce the table
of moral values which the world now recognizes as authoritative ; they
must renounce the ideal which, whethe·r it be called Christian, demo
cratic or ascetic, is at present accepted nominally or actually in civilized
countries ; and they must return to the table of values of conquering
races, of the masters who create values for themselves instead of
accepting those of other people. Realizing that nothing in nature has
any, value in itsel f ;· that there is no such thing as an ideal in itself ;
they must create their O'Wn truth, their own morality, regardless of good
and evil, of truth and of error-deliberately "willing illusion," creating
*
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lies, if by doing so they can increase the intensity of li fe, and thus assist
the development of their type.
Daring experimenters, continually searching for new forms of
existence and experience, they must be prepared to risk, without trem
bling, not only their own happiness and life, but the lives and happi
ness of all those inferior creatures whom they drag after them. It is,
indeed, not happiness which they seek, but the emotion of the game.
They · know that pleasure and pain are opposites which always co-exist,
and that he who wouldt experience the great joys must also endure
the great sorrows. But this fact they welcome, for they wish life to
be as intense, as strenuous as possible, and the wider the oscillation of
emotion, the more tremendous their sense of power. They must go
further even than saying "Yes" to all that life brings.
"The will is a creator," says Zarathustra, to his disciples. "Every
'it was' is a fragment, an enigma, a horrid accident-until the creative
Will says to it : 'But I wished it thus !' Until the creative Will says
to it : 'But I wish it thus ! Thus I would have it !' " *
And, having said this, the Super-man must adopt an attitude of
mind in regard to results which is curiously akin to that "abandon
ment of the fruits o f action" inculcated by Krishna in the Bhagavad
Gita. Nietzsche said of his own system that whether it made for death
or life, time alone could prove ; for life would triumph in the end and
would bring him either victory or defeat-which of the two mattered
not, seeing that Li fe would triumph. He hated the adoration of suc
cess. So Zarathustra, while instructing his disciples, as we have seen,
that "it is a good war that justifies every cause," adds that they should
have for their enemies such only as arf" hateful, not those who are
contemptible. "You should be proud of your enemy : thus the successes
of your enemy are your successes also.11 t
This carelessness of results should be expressed in manner also,
says Zarathustra. In all the "adventures" of ' life, in peace and in war,
in joy and in disaster, the Super-man must exhibit the serenity of the
beau joueur, the smiling grace of a dancer, the joyous simplicity of a
child at play. He must laugh as the old gods laughed : he must laugh
himself "beyond himself."t
And he must be utterly self-reliant.
"I am going alone, 0 my disciples," says Zarathustra. "And now
go ye also away, and alone. I wish it so.
"Verily I counsel you � Go forth from me and protect yourselves
against Zarathustra ! And better still : be ashamed of him. Perhaps
he hath deceived you. .
"Ye say that ye believe in Zarathustra ? But of what consequence
W., VI, .208 ("So werde icll's wollen l") .
t W., VI., 68.
: w., VI, 4JO.
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is Zarathustra ! Ye are my believers : but of what consequence · are all
believers !
,
"Ye had not yet sought yourselves : hence ye found me. Thus do
all believers ; and that is why all belief is of such little worth.
"Now I command you to lose me and to find yourselves ; and only
when all of you have renounced me, will I return unto you." *
Lastly, as the supreme achievement of the Super-man, he must
annihilate pity. Zarathustra himself had almost been overcome by this
besetting sin of man. "This new Table, oh my brothers, I give unto
you : Become hard !" t
Nietzsche argued that in any case pity is only a form of egoism ;
whether we do good or evil to others, it is with the object of feeling
our own power, and that we may bring others under our dominion.
The aristocrat tries to bend his equals to his will ; the slave is con
tented with easy triumphs and seeks to control others-the sick, the
wr('tched-by pitying them. The aristocrat hates to be pitied ; the
slave enjoys it.
But apart from this, pity interferes with the law of natural selec
tion ; it tends to preserve those who, if left to themselves, would not
survive in the struggle for existence, and who ought not to survive.
Their survival increases the sum of misery in the world ; directly, by
perpetuating a degenerate, useless and miserable species ; indirectly, in
so far as the sight of pain, deformity, ugliness or sorrow is liable to
disturb the balance of the Super-man, and even, either by excess of
disgust or of compassion, to drag him down from his high estate to
pessimism or to asceticism.
The inundation of pity into modern life, says Nietzsche, is only
another proof that we have become effeminate, and that we are afraid
of pain. We not only fear pain for ourselves ; we cannot even bear the
idea of suffering in others. Such cowardice, he says, like every other
form of fear, is contemptible. Instead of abolishing suffering, he would
make life harder than it has ever been. All human progress has been
brought about by suffering. There is in man a creature and a creator.
The creature needs "to be moulded, broken, hammered, rent, scorched,
burnt, purified.":j: Suffering is good for the creature and pity is out
of place. The creator suffers, but scorns pity and should not be
insulted by the sight of it.
Nietzsche did not stop there. Believing, as we have seen, that
"slavery is one of the necessary conditions of a high culture," he
declared that "the misery of men who vegetate, in pain, ought to be
still further increased in order to allow a small number of olympian
w., VI, I I 4, u s.
t W., VI, 312.
: W., VII, 185 ; Jenseits von Gut und Bose.
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geniuses to p roduce great works of art."* While, to spare future
generations the ·depressing spectacle of misery and ugliness, we ought
to have the courage, not only to leave those who are ripe for death to
their fate, but to push them on their way even faster than they are
inclined to go of their own accord. It is necessai_"y for the Super-man,
therefore, to be able to inflict suffering of all kinds · without faltering.
Even feeble women and slaves can endure. "But not to succumb to
inner distress and uncertainty, when one inflicts severe pain and hears
the cry of that pain-that is great, that is a condition of greatness."t
Every surgeon ought to know how much truth there is in the sen
tence just quoted. But taken as a whole, "the annihilation of pity" is,
to express it mildly, so unusual a doctrine, that some of Nietzsche's
disciples have endeavored to explain it on the ground that it is based
upon his theory of the "Eternal Return." For, granting the truth of
that theory, and that those who are miserable (and soulless, be it
remembered) must carry their cross eternally, it might be argued that
it would be best to kill them at once, before they realize the horror of
the fate in store for them. From that point of view, it is said,
Nietzsche's egotism may be traced to his excess of sympathy, while his
seeming brutality is really a most refined and sublime altruism, con
verted, by · "self�elevation," into individualism.
This explanation may account for Nietzsche's ultimate application
of his doctrine-the destruction or removal of the pitiable. But his
idea of the "Eternal Return" has nothing to do with his original con
demnation of pity, for he attacked the morality of pity in his
Menschliches Allzumenschliches, which he wrote during the years 1876
and 1877, and which was published in 1878 ; while we know that the
"Eternal Return" did not occur to him until 1881 .t
It is as easy, however, to expose Nietzsche's fallacies, which are
innumerable, as it is to denounce him as an immoralist, which he
avowedly was. That there are people whom he supplies with excuses
for shortcomings which, under any other code, would trouble con
science , requires no explanation. But how account for his hold on so
many others of a different kind, who are reasonable beings ; who live
orderly lives, and who in every way are what the world calls present
able and perhaps superior ?
In the first place, he helps some people to face their pains and
sorrows bravely, and to defy external conditions. IJ;t the second
place, there are those who admire his titanic effort to be himself, to
be an independent being, to throw off every outside influence, and to
tell the truth as he saw it, at all costs, and regardless of how truth
looked yesterday. Sometimes those who respect this quality, admit that
• W., IX, p. g8.
t W., V, 246 ; Die /rohliche Wisseruchaft.
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thought rabidly independent, he had not found sure ground of his
own on which to stand, and that although his writings act on the few
as a mental stimulant, they cannot fail to act on the many as a poison.
But they admire him none the less on that account. His attempt rather
than his achievement appeals to them.
Others, again, are attracted by his effort to express the inexpressi
ble, or, rather, to paint the darkness he found within himself and
which they, too, find within their hearts-a chaos of thought, a whirl
pool of feeling, from which most people flee as from madness, but
which he faced, studied, and portrayed so luminously that the darkness
seems almost like Day. True, he never pierced to the light and to the
stillness which lie beyond the darkness ; but how few have ! If he had
done so, he would appeal to a very different order of minds. As it is,
he fascinates those who, like himself, see chaos, but who, unlike himself,
fear it.
It should be remembered, further, that but few people read all his
works : fourteen large volumes. They read him in scraps-an aphorism,
a poem, a paragraph taken at random. They read, for instance, the
following poem, and, not knowing the peculiar sense in which he uses
terms� they are charmed by his music and im�gine also that he is
expressing mystically their own ideal. Thus (perforce without the
music) :
THE LoNELY ONE.

"Either to follow or to lead is hateful to me.
"Obey ? No, and once more No. Reign ?
"Who is not terrible to himself gives no one terror,
"And only he who terrorizes can lead others.
"It is hateful to me even to lead myself.
*

*

*

*

*

*

"I love to lose myself for a while, like some animal of the wood
or sea ;
"To lie prostrate, meditating in sweet errantry.
"And at last, from far away, to entice myself homeward :
"To mislead myself unto myself."
A thousand meanings might be read into such words ; but we have
seen what he means by "self"-the body with its instincts-while
probably the majority of those who read and admire his poem, kno w
nothing of his philosophy.
He is liked, therefore, by some, chiefly because they do not under
stand him.
The real secret of his infiuence, however, seems to lie in this : that
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he worships the modern god-Power. In so far as he voices the intui
tion that negative piety is ineffective, and that "the Kingdom of
Heaven" can be taken by violence only, we follow him cordially. But
when leading the reaction against mere "goodness," against the mushy
virtue of his epoch, instead o f leading it in the direction of active, posi.:
tive, even fiery beneficence, he turned to Power and lost himself in
adoration : and here we cannot follow him.
In politics, both national and international ; in finance, and in
almost every other sphere of public activity, questions of moral right
and wrong have come to be looked upon as side issues, while Power
in itself is thought to justify practically anything. But this view, which
is based to a considerable extent upon a misunderstanding of Darwin
ism (the survival of the fittest having been misinterpreted as the survival
o f the strongest) , is applied popularly to public affairs only.
Nietzsche, who, whatever his failings, never lacked courage, applied it to
personal relations, too. W·ithout troubling himself about Darwinism, and
still less about logic, he was none the less more logical in his applica
tion of generally accepted principles than any other writer has been.
For him, Power became not a means, but an end. And it is this that
draws people to him-particularly those who lack power, and who either
desire to be virile and masterful, or who think they are but are not,
and who, in any case, enjoy the thrill which his magnificent . eulogies
of Power give them.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Nietzsche as an individual and as a writer, however, must remain
insolvable to those who have not studied the phenomena of psychism
and of mediumism. For he was mediumistic without knowing it, and
he allowed himself to think that his psychic experiences were unique
and conclusive. This left him at the mercy of practically any influence
which, whether good or evil, was more positive intellectually than he
was at the moment.
Writing some recollections of his life, during the autumn of 1888,
Nietzsche spoke as follows of the way in which many of his works,
and particularly his Zarathustra, had been produced.*
"Has any one, at the end of the nineteenth century, a clear con
ception of what poets of the strong age called Inspiration·? lf not, I
will describe it. With the very least remains of superstition in J:tim,
any one would in fact hardly know how to throw aside the idea o f being
merely the incarnation, merely the mouthpiece, merely the medium of
some superior power. It is the idea o f revelation, in the sense that
suddenly, with inexpressible certainty and distinction ["distinction"
• Das Leben F,.iedrich
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rather in the sense of nobility] , Something becomes visible and audible ;
Something most deeply moves and disturbs one. That describes simply
One hears-one does not seek ; one takes-one does
a matter of fact.
not ask who gives. Like lightning a thought flashes forth, of neces
sity, in fixed form and without a shadow of turning : I have never had
any choice. An ecstacy, of which the tremendous tension sometimes
dissolves in a flood of tears, and during which one's steps involuntarily
become now precipitant, now slow ; a complete externalization of oneself
[ auszersichsein, "beyond oneself"] , wi th the most distinct consciousness
of innumerable light [feiner] shudders and purlings [uberrieselungen]
right down to the toes ; a depth of happiness, in which the utmost pain
and gloom do not appear as a contrast, but as though consequent, as
provoked, as a necessary colour within such an abundance of light ; a
flash [literally, an instinct] of rhythmical proportion spanning vast
stretches of forms. . . . All this happens with absolute involuntari
ness, but as though in a �empest of feeling-the feeling of freedom , of
utterness, of power, of divinity. The involuntariness of picture and of
comparison, is the most remarkable thing �bout it. One no longer has
any notion what picture or comparison is. Everything presents itself
as the nearest, the most precise, the most simple Expression. . . .
"That is my experience of inspiration. I doubt not that 01ie would
have to go back a thousand years to find any one who would dare to
say to me : 'It is also mine.' "
It is not surprising that the man who wrote the sentence last quoted
died insane. Nietzsche's egotism was indeed stupendous. In a work
of his, entitled Ecce Homo, which has come to light only since this
present article was written, he prophesied that at his voice "the earth
would be convulsed" : he intended to cast among men a ferment of
incomparable power. "I descend from heights where no bird has
flown ; I know depths where no human foot has ever strayed." And
yet he could also say that he had no remembrance "of having ever made
an effort ; no struggle has been known in my life."
How unlike Madame Blavatsky. Inspiration, in a certain well
defined sense, she, too, claimed to receive ; but instead of regarding
her experience as unparalleled, she insisted that many persons in all ages
have received similar inspiration, and that it is within · the reach o f
every one who will serve a n apprenticeship i n the unselfish and faithful
service of humanity.
E. T. H.
( To be continued.)

EARLY RELIGIONS IN AMERICA.

T

HERE are but few examples in history o f a transplanted race
remaining unaffected by the ide�s prevalent in the land of
its adoption. In almost every instance a conquering people
absorbs and amalgamates indigenous optmon. Races, as a
rule, intermingle in thought, even while they may remain socially
separated.
For example, an Aryan invasion, showing absolute subordina
tion of native races reduced to slavery, yet carried with it an appro
priation by the conquerors, of indigenous religious observances. The
religion of the conquerors · suffered change.
In American history there is no trace of such conditions. The
ideals of the barbaric and semi-barbaric tribes with which the white
races came into contact may have undergone certain modifications
(although this is questionable ) , but they had nothing that proved
acceptable to European peoples. Spanish, French, and English in
attempting the conquest of the new world successively overcame
them �ithout modification of their own religious convictions.
The early colonists of the sixteenth century were at that stage
in human evolution in which politics and religion are inseparable.
The awakening of the Renaissance had not, so far, divorced them ;
the leaven of true freedom could not, for at least another century,
reach the common mind. Its ideal of Liberty was limited to polit
ical theories, as yet unproven. Liberty of opinion, as we know it,
was indeed impossible. Such conception of it as existed, was of
freedom of thought for oneself and the submission of others to that
opinion, or, as was wittily said at a later period, to be orthodox
was "to think as I think," and to be heterodox to think differently.
So certain was this that even advanced minds in those days
held that difference of· opinion led to Hell, and to a warm Hell at
that. Burning at the stake was not yet wholly out of fashion, for
the inquisition had reached the new world and claimed many
victims in Mexico and Peru.
Deeply ingrained in the people's consciousness was the idea
that religion and patriotism were akin, if not actually the same.
For this reason, therefore, all deviations from accepted religious
observance were in the nature of protest against established
precedent. Every religious community arising at that time, within
the pale of national religious organization, was born of rebellion.
Hence the profound horror which was inspired by it in the minds
of really estimable people. Kindly natures soured under this despotic
34 2
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influence ; and while, happily; there were not wanting stars of. real
magnitude in the galaxy of noble men and women, who even in early
Colonial days believed in a greater toleration, they were rare.
We should expect to find the spirit of bigotry less violent among
the Puritan colonists than among the Catholics, but this expectation
is scarcely borne out by the facts. It may be claimed, perhaps , that
they were somewhat less bloodthirsty. Vve find no exact parallel
to the atrocities of Menendez who slaughtered men wholesale, "not
because they were Frenchmen but because they were Lutherans."
The French, in avenging themselves, left religion out of the question
and hanged Spaniards, "not as Spaniards or mariners, but as traitors,
murderers and robbers," which it may be conceded they were. The
Puritans not only hanged, but occasionally burned for mere difference
of opinion.
It is clear that toleration was not considered a virtue in the opening
of the seventeenth century, although more virulent religious hatred had
perhaps abated. The overweening power of Portugal and Spain was
declining. Both these countries had acquired extensive settlements
in America before the death of Queen Elizabeth, who with all her
ambition had been singularly unfortunate as far as colonization was
concerned. Notwithstanding her many pioneers, no permanent set
tlements had been achieved. The ·main value of her successive
expeditions lay in the knowledge gained by them of the resources
of the new world and of the great efforts which would be necessary
to secure them.
It had been made clear that private enterprise was insufficient
for purposes of colonization. And as Elizabeth lay dying, disap
pointed of her heroic anticipations, she was finally induced to give
her royal guarantee that settlers in America should have the pro
tection of full civic and religious rights. Under this promise Sir
Thomas Gilbert, more fortunate than his half brother, Raleigh, brought
his ship to Virginia, and laid the foundation of the first of the thirteen
colonies.
In due time the church bells of the mother-country were heard
in the land of adoption and Protestant baptisms were being held
in a font hewn out of the trunk of an old tree.
Honest churchgoing was expected of every resident in the new
colony, and the seed of religious liberty fell upon barren soil in
Virginia, for when, later on, Puritan pilgri ms from New England
arrived there, they were driven away with insult and ignominy. A
few Huguenot and Scotch-Irish Presbyterians only were encouraged
t o remain as having proved themselves good colonists apart from
their religion.
The beginnings of New England, the settlements in Massa-
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chusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Rhode Island are too
well known to detain us as history, but they have vital interest for
us in a study of the religious influences of that period.
It is difficult to recognize in the self-assertive spirit of the
pioneers of those early days the leaven of future liberty-"lovers
of peace" they have been called, but they never willingly yielded a
conviction or admitted the possibility of another point of view from
their own.
The immortal colonisers of New England held their convictions
by direct inheritance from the Lollards, whose intense religious
enthusiasm had been combined with a desire for p ersonal indep end
ence. The early editions of the Bible had brought home to every
thinking man the possibilities of private interpretation with an
unfailing belief in the verbal inspiration of the sacred book. At the
same time the teachings of Calvin had emphasized personal responsi
bility and were gaining ground everywhere. Politics and religion
being at that time undivorced it not unnaturally happened that
self-assertive religious views were prostituted to advance ambition.
As a result we find the greater number of the prominent clergy
and successful merchants of English towns were Puritans and every
one of the forty counties of the mother country contributed its quota
to her colonies.
The conditions there were of course different but human nature
was the same. The extremists among the new arrivals were soon
recognized, the Separatists and Brownites or Barrowites (so called
for their leader) were surprisingly zealous in making converts, and
however seriously they might disagree upon points of doctrine, upon
one matter they were all in agreement. Their hatred of ecclesias
ticism was universal. Interference with individual opinion or judg
ment was not to be endured from bishop, church or state. Every man
had a right to be damned if he wished and the way was made easy
for him. It was not necessary to break many of the Command
ments to be consigned to Hell-a small matter sufficed for it in
the opinion of his contemporaries.
But the Puritans, in spite of their prominence can never have
been popular in their generation. We read that in London a Sepa
ratist being "catcht" "they kicked him so vehemently as if they meaned
to beat him to a jelly, and," adds the chronicler, "no matter if they
had beaten the whole tribe likewise." Raleigh has left on record
that in his day these independent Puritan sects had a membership
of 20,000.
America with its unwritten laws and promise of freedom in
religious observance could not fail to attract persons whose disregard
of the royal prerogatives extended to a belief in two kings, "Christ
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Jesus the King and His Kingdom the church, whose subject. James
the First is, of whose kingdom not a king nor a lord nor a head
but a member only !''
Fiske says of the early Puritans, "It was their glory that they
insisted upon the law of righteousness and required that conduct
should be conformed to it. Health of the soul and the approbation
of God were objects of supreme regard." Earnest they undoubtedly
were, upright and honorable, but often hardly lovable. They could
hate well, "the microbe of superiority" had invaded them and pun
ishment for minor offenses against their own ideas or right was the
breath of their nostrils. The liberty they demanded for themselves
they were unwilling to grant to others. Their daily life was hedged
about with thorns of repentance for innocent acts, "The _mote in
the brother's eye loomed large."
Fiske says that every Puritan who settled in America became
of necessity a Separatist, vehemently opposed both to political and
ecclesiastical authorities. Yet of religious liberty in our sense they
knew nothing ; it was as regards virtue only that they were in the
vanguard. An inflexible conscience, a narrow mind and too often
a far from tender h eart distinguished many of them, and when a
really- enlightened man arose in a community the. best use that could
be found to put him to was to persecute him ! Thus Roger Wil
liams, who, although in some ways erratic, was a truly enlightened
man, suffered at the hands of his fellow colonists and was driven
from Massachusetts. His was a rare liberality, rare even in our
own day. He dared to believe in absolute soul liberty ; the right,
that is, of every human being to find out and believe truth as it
appeared to him personally. Nothing remained for the zealots but
to banish him and Rhode Island had, and has, cause to rejoice in the
narrow-mindedness of his contemporaries. The three towns of
Providence, Portsmouth, and Newport were incorporated under his
most liberal charter. · They suffered, it is true, from a surplus of
liberty. Many independent spirits like himself, with less ballast of
character appeared in all three communities. A certain Samuel
Gorton arose to confound him with his lawless fanaticism. He
claimed for himself and followers liberty amounting to license and
was , in fact, a complete demagogue. He had been publicly whipped
at Portsmouth, but that did not bridle his tongue ; finally he was
tried in Boston for blasphemous language and banished, and we lose
sight of him in England, after, as Roger Williams puts it, he had
succeeded in "bewitching and bemaddening poor Providence with
his unclean censures of all ministers and all visible ordinances."
Roger Williams himself underwent many changes of heart and
several baptisms, but he remained faithful to his principle of soul
23
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liberty, and thousands had reason to bless him, albeit, life in Rhode
Island was uneasy and unsettled, frequented as it was by sects of
the most opposite opinions. Familists, Antinomians, Anabaptists,
each in their turn cordially abhorred by orthodox religious citizens.
The famous Anne Hutchinson, mother of fifteen children, founder
of the Antinomian sect in America, went to Boston in 1634 to enjoy
the preaching of John Cotton. Her teaching was the assertion of
an inward revelation as more important than the sanctification of
a good life. In a community in which conduct was the supreme
test such an announcement threatened the p eace of the colony. And
there was no concealment in those days ; private opinion was public
property and these heresies w ere thrashed out in many a committee
and council chamber until the sinner, having been held up to every
ignominy, was publicly excommunicated. The Antinomians had
arisen in the days of Luther as disciples of one of his followers,
John Agricola. Luther, however, considered them as heretics
their chief tenet was the absence of law under the Gospel, or, as
Anne Hutchinson put it, a personal inward revelation. The perfec
tionists in our own day hold a similar belief. After Anne Hutchin
son's excommunication in Boston she went to Rhode Island with
many of her sympathisers, spreading great unrest and becoming the
leader of a sect there. Her later history is tragic ; after her
husband's death she withdrew to New Amsterdam, where she met
with a violent fate at the hands of Indians.
It is very interesting to trace the actual evolution of the partial
ideal of liberty which animated the earlier settlers in New England.
In reality their purpose was to find some place where they and all
who agreed with them could enjoy the liberty of their opinions, but
it was soon clear that much difference of opinion existed even between
co-religionists, and it became certain that if authority were placed
in the hands of the unorthodox, difficulties of many kinds would
arise. Hence the Puritans changed the accepted order of things
and demanded that "no one should be elected a free man who was
not a member of one of the recognized churches and that all meet
ings of whatever kind should b e held in a church"-for which reason
all churches in New England, as you are aware, are known as
meeting houses. It was perhaps the greatest misfortune of that
time that individual interpretation of the Bible was encouraged.
Baptists, Quakers, Pilgrims, all alike believed in expounding accord
ing to their own light, and persons wholly unqualified for thinking
were• called upon to perform that difficult operation, the rarest
achievement, as Emerson has said, that can be expected of a human
being.
When the Quakers in due time arrived in New England fuel
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was added to the flame-their appearance was in itself an intrusion.
They were not at that time animated by the quiet, p eace loving
principles we associate with them, but were possessed of most belli
gerent tongues. Among them were many fanatics on fire with
religious zeal, conceiving themselves to be the favored agents of
God to pronounce anathemas.
Their openly expressed piety distressed the Pilgrims, their
criticisms enraged them and persecution followed their every attempt
to colonize ; violence worthy of the Dark Ages was accompanied by
a total disregard of the law of love, which was supposed to reign
supreme. After four Quakers had been hanged in Boston for various
delinquencies, the time was ripe for their complete expulsion. There
they had been looked upon as worse than a pestilence. They out. raged public opinion by often walking nude through the frequented
streets, and apart from all minor aggravations the bigotry which
prevailed in New England at that time was severe enough to drive
them away.
In 1673 President Oakes of Harvard College made this remark
a.b le statement : "I look," he said, "upon toleration as the first born
of the abominations." We must admit that there was little danger
of his being contaminated by it, it was simply non-existent. "Tolera
tion," said Cotton Mather, "has made the world anti-Christian.'�
With such principles we can readily understand the later tragedies
of Salem, tragedies bitterly repented by the agents themselves.
It is no matter for surprise that the unwelcome Quakers turned
towards other colonies. Many went to Virginia to meet an equar
persecution there, others more fortunate found their way to Penn
sylvania, the colonization of which state offered most encouragement
to students of liberal religion.
In that colony were to be found sects of every variety holding
diametrically opposite opinions. Among them were numbered Epis
copalians, Non-Conformists, Lutherans, Dutch Reformers, Catholics
and Anglicans, beside Quakers. The Catholics, to be sure, were in
a· minority, the Quakers in the ascendant, and in the peaceful atmos
phere of Penn's administration, they became less erratic and settled
down into the order-loving and serene people we now know and
esteem.
As time' passed, the middle colonies became representative of a
broader spiritual ideal. In none of them was there a state church
or indeed ecclesiastical interference of any kind. Political liberty
was well on its way, and if we once rid ourselves thoroughly of
the idea that religious liberty was at any time the aim of the first
settlers, it clears the way for a fuller recognition of the part they
·
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played in human evolution, a part of i mmense importance, for we
owe our own freedom to these sturdy pioneers.
But when they insisted that all their political representatives
should belong to their particular church, the violence of their
attempt at theocracy brought about a necessary reaction. The poli
ticians themselves rebelled, it was hard to be rigidly orthodox and
politically sane at the same moment, and New England's theocracy
not only carried the seed of its own failure but offered a deterrent
obj ect lesson to other colonie�. As Cotton Mather puts it, "In this
world a state church is impossible wherein enters nothing that
defiles."
Pennsylvania was too wise to follow that questionable experi
ment, the liberality of her earlier settlers worked as a continual
leaven. Good citizenship was from the first considered more import
ant than points of doctrine. . Penn himself was essentially large
minded ; he was acquainted with the hearts of men and he realised
that excellence is not confined to one sect, people or race. "Our
first concern," says one of his early settlers, Robert Prout, "was to
keep up and maintain our religious worship, and as we had nothing
but love in our hearts, we had comfort in our meetings from time
to time and after them we assisted each other in building little
houses." Penn's own treatment of the so-called heathen Indians was
in accordance with his character. He won their love. He possessed
in an eminent degree wisdom as the result of a p erfect sincerity.
Pennsylvania remained hospitable to all forms of religion, and her
wide embrace included many nondescript sects whose very names
are forgotten, beside Irish Catholics , Scotch Presbyterians and Non
conformists, Anabaptists, German Lutherans, Poles, S wedes and
Dutch, each holding firmly to the religion of his ancestors. Prom
i nent among her many sects were the Dunkers, known also as
Tunkers or Dumplers, who established themselves in New Amster
dam. They originated in 1 7o8 as followers of a certain Alexander
Mack of Schwartzenau, but they had hardly organized before perse
cution drove them to Holland. From that country they emigrated
in small numbers to Pennsylvania in 1 720. They established their
first community at Germantown, Philadelphia, and gradually formed
�
settlements in New England, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio and New
Amsterdam. They, as a sect, still exist and hold peculiar views
in regard to marriage, which, if not absolutely forbidden, was much
discouraged by them. At one time they numbered 30,000, but at present
there are but 8,000 of them in America. Among the many sects
mentioned they probably held the most original views, growing out
of a perfectly literal interpretation of the New Testament. The
heterogeneous mixture of her population deprived Pennsylvania of
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the muscular religious character of Virginia and New England ; the
numerical superiority of her Quakers made her non-combatant, and,
as a result, she offers less history in the sense of stirring events
than most of her sister colonies.
New Jersey in her own way was somewhat akin to her, a healthy,
pleasant, plentiful country, whose government was based upon two
leges, first, reference to the royal laws of God, his name and true
worship, which is spirit and truth, second, the good peace and
welfare of individual 'persons.
The same standard, perhaps less graphically expressed, distin
guished New Amsterdam. It was the refuge of every persecuted
sect. Stuyvesant himself desired "that the great waste lands which
might feed a hundred thousand inhabitants" should be settled and
cultivated by the oppressed, "on the one side," he writes, "by the
Roman Catholics and on the other by . the Turks in Hungary, and
upon the confines of Germany." Within her gates the early Dutch
settlers peacefully hob-nobbed with French, Prussians, Germans,
Bohemians, Swiss Independents, Norway Calvinists and Danes.
Jews were excluded from the army, but this was their sole disability,
and although slaves were bought and sold, no Christians were sold
unless under criminal sentence.
On the Island of Manhatta, says a writer in the Toques Papers,
there are four or five hundred men of different sects, there are men
here of eighteen different languages. The public religion was Cal
vinistic, but, while there were restrictive laws1 they were never
enforced.
The smaller colony of New Hampshire seethed with religious
unrest. Anne Hutchinson's influence there was disastrous, and i n
1638 there arose a certain tanner, gifted with eloquence, who asserted
that "gifts and graces were anti-Christ himself, and that the devil
and Holy Spirit dwelled side by side in every human being." He
had many disciples, but most of them found their way into Dela
ware. Both Delaware and New Hampshire early lost individuality,
the one being merged in New England, and the other becoming a
sort of appanage of Pennsylvania. Their religious history remained
undefined, Delaware being largely influenced by Quakers and Baptists
opposed to one another in principle, but not inimical in daily life.
So dominant was the religious spirit in those early days that
we scarcely find a colony unaffected by it.
North Carolina had
perhaps least religious complexion. The history of her settlement
is obscure, and although many Quakers migrated there, an indiffer
ence to doctrine and doctrinal points prevailed. In the French
colonies we naturally recall the persecutions of the Huguenots and
the terrible barbarities connected with them, sometimes bringing
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about the total extinction of that u nwelcome sect ; but they b elong
rather to the history of New France, as it was called, and Florida.
Maryland, which was from the first given over to the tobacco
planters, mainly Catholics, was characterized as Godless and pro
fane. "The Protestant planters listened neither to God nor His
commandments, and loved neither church nor cloister. Their clergy
travel for their own profit, but the Catholics have freedom and are
cared for by Godly priests."
Wherever we find Catholicism there was as a rule unity, and
not the splitting up into sects so familiar in the eastern and middle
colonies. The reason is obvious enough. The priests allowed no
private interpretation of the Bible, and no discussion upon points
of doctrine. Authority once established, was without appeal, and
in this fact lay the certainty of their propaganda.
South Carolina, when welcoming her first settlers, the Scotch
Irish, guaranteed freedom to all except Papists, but spirituality was
at a low ebb and her planters were more concerned with the enjoy
ment of this world than the care of their souls, and seem to have
had only one positive conviction, to wit, "That no church at all was
better than the Church of England." Dissenters were welcome of
any shade of opinion, and it was explicitly provided in her consti
tution that no man should be obliged to pay church rates, or attend
any religious service unless of his own free will.
Nothing in the history of religious thought in America is more
amazing than the growth of her toleration of Catholicism. One is
at a loss to account for it. Covered with ignominy and reproaches,
in the early colonial days, 1 782 saw them free to worship where and
when they pleased in every one of the thirteen colonies ; an amazing
record of change in public opinion when we reflect that in Georgia,
as late as 1732, all religious rights were denied them.
Georgia herself was awakened from religious apathy by the
Methodists, who, however, gave her a bad reputation as "The Land
of Lies," but before they arrived in America the spirit of the popu
lation had undergone a change. The power of the clergy was
waning-whereas in the beginning the pastors in · New England met
every three weeks to deliver the people from heresies, to determine
the value of prophecies, and to regulate religious utterances, as time
passed they met far less frequently. The men of the various settle
ments, traveling from place to place and intermingling with those
of broader views, little by little fell away from grace, and the laxity
of their views threatened the spiritual life of many places. Then
what was known as the half covenant decree was accepted and, in
Boston (1657) , adults who had been baptized in infancy but who
were not considered regenerate by themselves or others, were
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allowed to bring their children to baptism, and the practice of i nvit
ing persons not morally worthy to the sacrament grew up and
formed an entering w edge for license. Laxities of discipline, com
bined with prosperous times, wrought a great change. We are all
less disposed to religion when things go well with us. "In New
Amsterdam unqualified persons presumed to act as teachers," says
the chronicler, "and to expound the Holy Word without ecclesias
tical authority."
Although private conventions were forbidden under pain of
heavy fines ' and persons resorting to them, whether married or
single, male or female, were obliged to pay £25 for the delinquency,.
they yet spread rapidly. Sects multiplied. The Mennonites in Penn-·
sylvania attained such proportions that it was feared they would\
determine an election in Philadelphia. In I 735 an exasperated
editor writes : "I trust you will thrash every sheriff or inspector,.
Quaker or Mennonite, to a jelly, and further that no Mennonite or
German should be admitted to give a ticket unless he is sworn as
naturalized and worth £50. Let this be known and it will keep
great numbers of the Mennonites at home. In addition, I would
have all our friends provided with a good shillelagh as if deter
mined to put it into execution, i n this way you may carry your
election, for I am w ell assured that not a third of the Mennonites
are naturalized." As the original Mennonites in America numbered
33 members among I I families they must have been great propa
gandists. Later on they became largely merged among the Quakers.
Moravians · from the Rhine were also to be fonnd in most of the
middle colonies and formed a large proportion of later colonists in
Georgia, but they dwelled peaceably with the main body of the
church-goers. · Bigotry was dying out as the Seventeenth Century drew
to a close, and with . it that fervor of difference of opinion which
had distingnished its beginning. It became difficult to distinguish
Presbyterians from Congregationalists ; the terms were often inter
changeable ; Baptists and Quakers were even tolerated and church
discipline was so completely relaxed in several of the larger towns
that scepticism lifted its head : but, when prosperous conditions in
many of the colonies were followed by a period of business depres
sion, religious uneasiness reawakened, and the time was obviously
rip e for a greater effort by those who had remained orthodox.
Stern revivalists arose, who, first springing up in Connecticut, soon
carried their message over the entire country. Intense religious
excitement prevailed, quickly becoming epidemic, and the people,
aroused to a sense of their danger, once more groaned under a con
viction of sin and of fear of loss of divine favor. Jonathan Edwards
arose to spiritualize his own and future generations, and as h e
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preached and taught, an excitement prevailed which it would be
almost impossible to parallel in history. Religious emotion of the
intenser kind awakened, and while periods of great spiritual excite
ment have been frequent in many parts of the world, such over
whelming emotion is more rarely found where there is as high a
general level of education as then prevailed in the colonies, and the
eloquence of Jonathan Edwards and of his immediate successors
was addressed to the cultivated intellect.
It is perhaps a matter of surprise to us to find in Jonathan
Edwards a poetic faculty of the highest kind. Like Dante he used
his imaginative powers to depict the terrors of the world to come
for the unsaved ; but he was also finely sensitive to beauty in nature.
He who condemned unbaptised infants to Hell, and gave no hope
to the· unrepentant sinner, described the soul of a true Christian
as "Such a little white flower as we see in the spring of the year,
low and humble on the ground, opening its bosom to receive the
pleasant beams of the sun's glory, rejoicing, as it were, in a calm
rapture, diffusing around sweet fragrances, standing peacefully and
lovingly among the other flowers round about, all opening their
bosoms to the sun."
Thus the first century of English Colonization in America closed
as it began in religious fervor, but it was somewhat of a different
kind. Jonathan Edwards, little as he would have liked to own such
a result, had paved the way for Methodism, but Methodism appealed
far more to the heart than to the intellect. It, in its way, levelled
distinctions, it had no set creed. It prepared the way for our
broader humanitarianism, and as its teachings found their first field
among the slaves of Maryland and Virginia, they brought hope and
renewal of confidence to the oppressed. Its pioneers, Whitfield
and the brothers Wesley, sowed their seed broadcast. Their methods
were remarkable, practical and far reaching as they remain to-day ;
with their itinerant preachers-wide circuits dividing the country
into easily accessible districts-continual exhortations with rude elo
quence and personal examples-and close relation to the converts
they succeeded marvelously in their propaganda. They carried
far-not fire and sword-but rather the assurances of brotherhood,
of forgiveness of sins and of salvation, and undoubtedly their expe
rience meetings largely increased their influence.
William Blacke, visiting Philadelphia somewhat later, has left
us an amusing account of the preachers. He relates how he went
to church with a young company to hear one of the popular disciples
of the great Whitfield, whose followers are called "The New
Lights," and he remarks : "He delivered his doctrine with as good
grace, split his text as j udicially, turned up the whites of his eyes
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as theologically, cuffed his cushion as orthodoxly, and twisted his
band as primitively as Master Whitfield himself." Later in the day
he went to a Quaker meeting, where he found one of the traveling
friends laboring powerfully under the spirit, "One sentence came
so fast on the heel of another, I was in great pain of his choking.
However, we had patience to hear him out, and after a little pause
we broke up."
Turn where we may in the early chronicles it is always a talk
of religion that awaits us. The New England Colonies more par
ticularly were all conscience bound, and the more uncomfortable
their condition, the more certain they were of winning Divine favour.
After the preachings of Whitfield, the rise of the Methodist
Episcopal Church was rapid, and strangely enough its first public
celebration was co-incidental with the opening of the first New
England Catholic church1 which was established in Boston. Thus
extremes were represented and both these missionary efforts were
crowned with success ; and, in our own day these two religious
bodies represent numerically the result of the religious zeal of two
centuries, and both, probably from the same cause, differently directed,
for to both the intellectual appeal was secondary-the Puritans and
Pilgrims had sowed discord by their confident acceptance of indi
vidual interpretation of the Scriptures ; they expected enlightenment
through obscure channels ; the Catholics, on the contrary, left con
troversy alone, and bade obedience follow faith. Both taught other
worldliness to those whose experiences had discouraged them with
their present universe. The Methodists, while they allowed dis
cussions, cared not at all that the conclusions should be intellec
tually sound ; they relied upon feelings common to everyone, and
governed the people by their knowledge of these emotions.
The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries were big with enter
prise and zeal and equally so with religious fervor. Men travailed
in spirit, but the questions which filled their minds were not those
which have agitated succeeding generations. Doubts of the exist
ence of the soul and of immortality had not reached the common
mind. The idea of the Soul and its value was dominant, its salva
tion was the one important point.
The hard bed rock of dogmatic certainty yielded very slowly
to the speculations of those more advanced intellects whlch were
to herald 'liberty with high thinking in the transcendental movement
as distinct from the dreaded liberty and laxity of thought, which
haunted the Pilgrims. And if, like the airships of to-day, the sup
porting balloons of the new ideal occasionally exploded of their
own intensity, yet the upward movement left ineradicable traces
for the pioneers of our more scientific thought to follow.
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The Eighteenth Century also travailed in darkness and misery ,
of heart that the Nineteenth might blaze a trail for the Twentieth�
and such of us as remember the birth of the scientific spirit in
religious controversy realize that the liberality of opinion, which is
more and more manifest among ourselves'- is due to two interrelated
causes ; to a reaction from the dogmatic self-assertion which dis
tinguished the early colonists on the one hand, and, on the other,
to that love of individual opinion and determination to express it
which, unlovely in itself, yet tends to a healthy individualism-an
individualism destined-if the signs of our time may be relied upon,
to rise into universality and to show forth, as its divinest proof, the
Spirit of Toleration.
J. E. RuuTz-REES.

ul think we have got used to drugging our Consciousness in various
ways (not with drugs} but with actions) , for rest. And it is a wrong rest.
So we have to learn the true mode} which is by sinking back into thCJ
Silence. When one does so sink back one feels it at once} and if one can
only find one minute in which to do it} there is an extraordinary steady
ing power in it.n
BooK OF ITEMS.

THE RELIGION OF THE WILL.*
THE W I L L IN T H E SOUL.
I II. SociETY.

T

WO aspects of the Will in the Soul have been considered :
first, that which forms the driving-power in the mind,
and leads to the building up of general notions, the deduct
ing of concepts ; and, second, the power which forms the
constructive impulse of our emotional life, the power of desire.
There remains one other fundamental aspect, widely differing in
scope and range from these two, yet using them both : the driving
power which leads to the association of human beings in lesser
or greater groups, bound together by some general feeling of love
or hatred for the same things, united by some common aim, drawn
together by an aspiration, an ideal held by all.
And, while the operation of the will in mind and emotion may
be considered with regard to the separate person, this larger aspect
of the Will in the Soul, with which we are now concerned, of
necessity implies more persons than one ; it implies an assembling
of persons, and therefore implies the power which brings them
together, and holds them together.
With that binding and uniting power, mind, in the stricter
sense, has little to do. On the contrary, it acts very efficiently,
when mind is not very active, or, indeed, is hardly active at all.
One might, in truth, say that this binding together of human souls
takes place in spite of mind , and that mind is often its greates:f5
adversary.
Will anyone who knows human life affirm that the associa
tion of simple, natural persons, country folk or savages or children,
is the result of reason, or any ordered process of mind, whether
conscious or unconscious ? Does the peasant or the savage or the
child say to himself : I, who move and act and gesticulate thus
and thus, am a self-conscious being, possessed of a something which
shines within me, and which, for the sake of argument, may be
called a soul ; this other peasant or savage or child, whose inverted
image imprints itself on my retina, whom, briefly, I see in front
of me, makes analogous movements and gesticulations ; therefore,
arguing by analogy, though it must be confessed analogy is but a
broken reed to lean upon, yet arguing by analogy I am j ustified in
*Copyright 1908, by Charles Johnston.
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affirming that this other peasant or savage or child has likewise·
self-conscious · something shining · within him, which, once more
for the sake of argument, I may again call a soul. It follows that
there is a certain kinship, or mutual relation, or reciprocal function,
between our two souls ; therefore I shall acknowledge that relation
ship by hailing this kindred soul, or by throwing a javelin at him,
as the case may be ?
Does anyone pretend that human intercourse is the outcome
of any such chain of argu�ent as· thi s ? Is it not rather the case
that, just in so far as this kind of argument is indulged in, the
direct and simple sense of relationship comes into peril, and the
kindly word or the throwing of the javelin becomes more prob...
lematical ? Does it not often happen, with this, as with so many
good arguments, that the train of thought may leave the rails and
find itself in the jungle or morass ? Is the hypothetical arid most
dialectical child or peasant or savage, or philosopher for the matter :
of that, not in danger of falling into some such strain as this : I
am, or seem to myself to be, a moving, acting, living creature,
possessed of a hypothetical somewhat, which seems to be in my
inward parts, and which some people, assuming for the moment,
what has not been proved, that they are other people, have agreed
to call a soul, but which may be only a will-o'-the-wisp, flickering
in my hypothetical brain ; well, here I am, or am not, as the case
may be ; and there is, or is not, a certain moving, or seemingly
moving, somewhat, which seems to be making movements, ambu
latory, gesticulatory and other, such as I seem to be making myself ;
or rather such as this will-o'-the-wisp, which agreed, for argu
ments' sake, to call itself a soul, has the impression that it is super
intending, or at least observing ; well, is this will-o'-the-wisp
justified in concluding, or even in assuming, because of the said
gyrations in that other hypothetical somewhat, that those gyra
tions revolve about another will-o' -the-wisp, which, oh most astonishing
assumption, may haply also call itself a soul ? Surely that is too
big an assumption for such a small bit of evidence to carry ? Surely
this will-o'-the-wisp is in no position to affirm anything that has
the least validity about itself, much less, therefore, about anything
else !
That is the kind of mental debility a too unrestrained use of
argument may lead us into ; and it is wholly certain that nothing
so sane, cheerful and virile as human society, even the � soci ety of
savages, was ever built on a quaking platform like that. Society,
beginning with the association of two people, whether in love or
war, never sprang from anything so confused and· tottering as
argument. It had its birth in something far more direct and
a
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simple : namely, the intuition of other human souls. That is the
true driving p ower in all human society, and argument is but a
latter day luxury, and, like many another luxury, rather a source
of weakness than of strength.
This intuition· of other human souls is as primal, as funda
m ental, as that other inherent certainty with which we began our
consideration of the Will ; the certainty that we can exert our wills
upon external things, so that we are able to lift the book from the
·
table, or to walk around the room, as often as we please, by merely
exerting the will which we know we possess. Akin to this primal
certainty in character, though not in object, is the new certainty
which we are now considering, the certainty that there are other
human souls, and that we can come into relation with them.
This intuitive certainty of the existence of other human souls
has been the driving power of all human life, from its simplest or
most savage beginnings, whichever they may have been ; this same
certainty of the existence of other human souls is, at this moment,
the driving power of all human life, and will so continue, until the
great :Consummation, when it yields its place to a higher power.
Consider a village of some genuinely primitive savages, such
as, let us say, the Papuans of New Guinea. They are born, and
marry, and go to war and die, in cheerful certainty each of his o.r
her own existence, and in like certainty of the genuinely human
existence of each other. The mother believes in the real human
existence of her baby, and will go to all lengths in obedience to
her belief ; will, indeed, go so far as to set the value of that small,
dusky life higher than the value of her own, sacrificing herself with
implicit faith, to save or shelter the diminutive Melanesian who
clings to her breast.
In like manner, the young chief will collect his doughty men
in his finely carved war-canoe, and go forth with them on wild
and magnificent adventures ; never doubting that they are of like
being with himself, and his own kindred life never doubted by his
warriors. They will cruise, perhaps, around many a flowery penin·
sula, haunted by lovely birds of paradise, and, in due time, will
come to some other village, standing, like an antique lake-dwelling,
up to its ankles in the sea. And there , with wild yells and rushes, 
they will cut and fight and kill ; never doubting for an instant that
the folk they are killing or enslaving are genuine human folk ; and
even when, in the wild exultation of victory, they make a red
banquet of the fallen foe, they do not doubt the essential humanity
of those whom they are benevolently assimilating round the fire.
So they love and hate, court and marry and kill, bear babes
and eat their enemies, with wholesome and whole-hearted convic·
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tion, resting on the primal will in them, which drives th�m into
relations of union or concussion with these others, and all the while
implicitly believing that the others are of like being with themselves ,
human lives just as they are. Here is the intuitive certainty of
the existence of other human souls, in that far-off, shark-eating,
cannibalistic isle of beauty, with its essentially: sane and whole
some human life.
Will it be objected that there is nothing distinctively human in
this : that crows recognise the kindred b eing of crows, or cats of
cats ? Certainly they do. And few things are less flatteringl to
the self-elected lords of creation than the manners of these self
same cats, who have consented to dwell with us for long ages now,
but will never, on any account, consent to do anything merely
because we wish them to, unless it also pleases their lordly and
indifferent selves. If one watches a cat, let us say from the back
room of one of those houses in London, that look out over small :
high-walled gardens expressing the very essense of the great heresy
of separateness ; if we watch a cat prowl forth in one of the small,
oblong gardens, · and leap, light as a bubble, on the wall, we shall at
once become aware that puss is looking out for, and deigning to
notice, not human beings, if any should chance . to be within his
ken, but cats1 tom-cats, tabbly-cats, kittens, big or little, plain or
brindled, so long as they be cats and therefore kindred spirits, folk
of his own bad race.
Perfectly true, this kinship prevails among cats or crows or wolves
or any race of living things, from herrings to elephants. But when we
come to human folk, there seems to be a difference of degree, just as there
is in the mental and emotional life of human beings, as compared with that
of animals. But this treatise in no wise seeks to disparage our brother
the elephant or our sister the ass ; we are not desirous of making
comparisons to their detriment, j ust as we are not seeking to explore
the workings of their minds and hearts. We are simply trying to
ascertain a fe'Y broad truths concerning human beings, and those
lesser people come into the saga only incidentally.
And it is quite certain, whatever may be the relations of these
lesser lives among themselves, tender and cordial as they certainly
are, or whatever may be our own relation toward them, that our
relations toward each other, toward other human beings, are of . a
different kind. We recognise in human beings a something of kin
and likeness, be it only sin and the sorrow that sin brings ; we
acknowledge, whether consciously or unconsciously, a bond, a close
ness, a vividness and force of relation, which we feel toward human
beings, and toward human beings alone. This intuition of humanity
is the great driving power in our invisible life. For it seems to be
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quite accurately true that, where we are concerned with genuinely
human life, we are concerned with the man invisible, not with the
visible man. We have already enumerated the visible man's activ
ities, as the search for food, migration to new regions, the continu
ation of his kind, and we have sought to show wherein these are
common to men and other animals, and wherein they are peculiar
to mankind, or sha�ed only by the animals corrupted by mankind.
All this is the life of the visible man.
But when we enter genuinely human life, the life of the Soul,
or middle nature of man, we have to do no longer with the visible
man but with the man invisible. No one ever saw love and hate,
ambition or fear, though we have all seen their outer manifestations.
Just as the Will is invisiple, yet supremely real, so are all these
powers and passions, which are but branches and offshoots of the
Will ; which have the Will as their driving power, j ust as Energy
is the driving power in such manifestations as light and heat, elec
tricity and magnetism. And, j ust as the electric spark may carry
a message of love, or the force of sharp dissolution, as in the
lightning-flash, so may the heart of man be kindled with love or
inflamed by hate. Just as magnetism may draw together the
filings and the iron core, or may drive two magnets apart, so our
human feelings may make for oneness or for hostility. Yet the
one driving power is there, under these dissonant manifestations.
It is the impulse to come into relation with other human beings,
resting on the implicit certainty that such relation is possible, that
brings about all the dramas of our human life.
Therefore we speak of the Will in the Soul as a quite distinct
realm of manifestation of this marvelous and universal power. And,
once we have come to recognise its existence, and have given it a
separate name, we are - led to marvel more and more at its limitless
range, its insistence, its strong compelling and binding power
throughout the whole of human life.
We have considered the search for food, as it is common to
man and animals less than man ; and we have seen how the instinct
of self-preservation, carried over into the psychic realm, the human
soul, may · become ambition, egotism, self-seeking and self-asserting.
But there is a wider and more impersonal aspect of this same power ;
b esides its narrow and detrimental action, it has a larger field, where
the personal force· is used and overruled by the great impersonal Life,
.
the universal Will, in which all individual w ills rest. Let us con
sider the working of personal power and ambition through human
life and history.
Leadership is not solely a human quality. There is much of it
in a pack of wolves, a herd of antelopes, a flock of crows. There,
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also, we see dominance, the union of superior insight and superior
force, exercising a guarding and guiding power which has a direct
influence on the well-being and advance of the wolves or crows or
antelopes. Animals which lead this grouped life have certain decided
advantages in the struggle for life, and therefore in evolution.
The same thing is decidedly true in human life. First, patri
archal families, then clans and tribes, then nations, gain a marked
advantage in the world-struggle, through massed formations and
grouped energies and forces. Through this advantage, the genius
and typical activity of some one nation may be reinforced, steadied
and strengthened, till it becomes a factor in the development of the
whole human race.
Wars, national rivalries and contests, political, commercial, indus
trial, are all but phases of this same human energy,. the Will working
through massed formation in ordered and organised energies. The
direct action of these massed forces on every individual included in them is immense. It is one of the steadiest and most educative
powers in life, and affects the individual in countless ways, all of
which may be classed as the training of will and consciousness.
Let us for a moment consider the matter from this latter point of
view, the training of- consciousness.
Benefi.cent Nature, which watches over the outward concerns
of man and animal alike, has provided, in family life, a means for
the continuance of race and species and type ; and at the same time
something more. For family life is the field of that "struggle for
others" which is the great moralising and broadening force in the
struggle for life. How fine and harmonious, how full of fidelity and
constancy is the family life of many animals, we have already seen.
Human life does not show at its best, when compared witli the house
keeping of doves or wild geese or monkeys.
But there is in our human life, as compared with that of the
lesser animals, a new and added factor. We are conscious of a
· kinship, whether of love or hate, with human beings, which we do
not feel or recognise toward any lesser life, however faithful or
winsome. Love and hate, in their true sense, are compliments we
pay to human beings alone.
So our family life is a training ground for love and hate, in a
deeper sense than is the family life of doves or love-birds.. Our
psychic wealth is greater, our souls have a wider scope, our con
sciousness has new elements, whether of imagination or desire, abstrac
tion or aspiration ; and all these new elements come into play, in the
invisible part of us, in all human association, beginning with family
life.
Thus the family is the first training ground for common will
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and common consciousness. Whatever be the character of its
members, gay or grave, simple or sublime, it is certain that each
member of a family living together constantly holds in mind all
the other members of the family, whether to aid or oppose them,
whether for assistance or self-defence. Thus each m ember of the
family has, as it were, at once a particular and personal conscious
ness and a general, family consciousness. In the latter each holds
iti mind all the members of the family, himself or herself, side by
side with all the others. Thus each member of the family has, in
a sense, the same consciousness, is conscious of the same things,
namely, the family membership in its massed form ; a general or
collective consciousness is thus set up, in which loves and hates,
likes and dislikes, preferences and j ealousies all play their part.
And, be it noted, the possession of this common consciousness
in no sense lessens the individual consciousness of each member
of the family. For while each holds all in thought, thus making
for unity, at the same time each thinks of all the others in his or
her own way, and thus holds the common consciousness with a
difference, as the old masters of heraldry used to say. Both unity
of consciousness and individuality are thus preserved ; and the
fuller the unity, the more p erfect is the individuality of each ; since
more things are regarded from the individual point of view, and
they are more deeply regarded.
Tribe or clan consciousness carries the same lesson of life a
step farther. Here, as i n simple family life, the fact of blood
relationship, or at least a belief in its existence, binds the clan or
tribe together with a certain warmth of feeling and common interest.
The training and development of the wills of individuals is carried
into new and larger fields, when tribal war and tribal meetings for
j ustice or common decisions, bring new relations beyond the reach
of simple family life. With these new relationships comes a new
and wider common consciousness ; and the early tribesman of Athens
or Rome, or the Norman or Macdonald or O'Neill, has a definite con
sciousness as such tribesman, which he shares with every other
member of the tribe or clan, i n virtue of clan kinship, and from which
all other human beings whatsoever are excluded, be they valiant as
Alexander or wise as Lycurgus. The tribal bard and orator and
his torian minister to this tribal consciousness in an effective and
purely human way, which the far sweeter lay of song-thrush or
nightingale or bobolink can never compass.
In like manner, membership in a nation means a wider and
fuller common consciousness , a consciousness of the same things
held in common with tens of thousands or millions of people ; and
these things held in common thought are enriched by memories of
24
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past national events, whether victories or sufferings, and inspired
by common hopes of future greatness and accomplishment. The
national anthem embodies the spirit of this common consciousness.
Its appeal is equally immediate and intense upon any part of the
nation ; its evidence of the common consciousness, the consciousness
of the same things held in common, is indisputable. What vivid
and potent feelings are called up by some n ational battle hymn,
what resources of will and sacrifice and ardent energy it taps, what
depths of national consciousness and power it sounds.
There remains one step more . . After families have grown to
clans and tribes, tribes to nations and nations to empires, there still
remains another collective consciousness to be reached : the august
consciousness of the whole human race.
As human life has developed, new means have come into being,
whereby wider and wider intercourse is made possible. On the one
hand, railroads and steamships ; on the other, international postage
and telegraph lines, have made possible the daily and hourly inter
change of thought throughout the whole human race ; and this,
just at the time when human powers of organisation make possible
the stable maintenance of world-encircling empires. What happens
in China or Calcutta .or California is known throughout the world
on the same day. Through our cablegrams, and the papers which
print them, the whole world knows each day, at breakfast time,
what has happened throughout the world during the last four and
twenty hours. The mirth or misery of all mankind is thus shared
by all mankind, day by day, and all the day. Very much in this
is shaiiow, cheap, superficial, without doubt, yet the beginning of a
great and magnificent reality is there already, and who can say
what wi'll be its consummation ?
Thus, hurriedly and very imperfectly, we make our survey of
history, flitting from one summit of human activity to another.
Everywhere, we find the same great lesson going on, under a myriad
disguises ; the forging of a common hu.man will ; the moulding of
a common consciousness, immense, vivid, all-embracing. And this,
as we saw, with no sacrifice at all of individual wiii or individual
consciousness, but rather with a superb enhancement of these.
Were I alone in the desert, what scope would there be for my
isolated wiii and consciousness, in any true and human sense ? Every
human being added to my range of action and knowledge �dds a
new field, new opportunities, through which I draw on wider
resources within myself, calling more of my will and consciousness
into action, and thus becoming more truly individual.
We can well see that those activities of the Wiii in the Soul
which we explored before, namely the whole range of mental and
·
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emotional life, minister most richly to this new realm of the Will
in the Soul, the realm of interrelated wills and share d conscious
ness. How much of family unity depends on common memories�
common thoughts, common beliefs ; how much on the interplay of
loves and hates, desires and fears , regrets and hopes, which make
up our emotional life. And the same thing is true of the larger
family, the wider group ; clan life1 tribal life, national life, and at
last the life of all humanity, how much do memory and thought and
feeling minister to these ?
So, in human life, we begin to see certain ever-working, all
present powers, and aims and purposes of universal significance.
The powers, whether of heart or mind, all rest on one power, the
Will in the Soul ; and this marvelous power is evoked by the
implicit certainty, the intuition of the existence of other human souls.
This has been the driving-power from the beginning of human life,
operative equally in love and hate, through weal and woe. Through
this, all loves and wars, all unions and contests have come about.
It is omnipresent as air, beneficent and creative as sunshine.
This is the means. The end is not less universal and beneficent.
It is the bringing of all human wills into relation with each other ;
the gathering together of the separate consciousness of all human
beings, into larger realms of grouped consciousness ; first, the family ;
then the clan and tribe ; then the nation and empire ; last, the whole
human race.
Thus we find the master-hand present, miraculously operative
through all human life, working through endlessly numerous free and
separate wills and consciousnesses, to the aim of a united will and
consciousness, wherein each shall be at once perfectly individual and
universal, though united, yet altogether free.
What the content of this great consciousness seems destined
to be, what shall be its depth , height, richness, beauty, power ; and
by what means these shall be brought to consummation, we shall in
due course seek to discover.
CHARLES JoHNSTON.
( To be continued. )
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taking up a subject of this nature there are so many things
that deserve consideration, if we are in any way to do it justice,
that it is best to start with the very first principles.
The happiness of one is intimately bound up with the
happiness of all. Similarly as the rustling of a leaf as well as the
rushing of a star alters the centre of gravity in the universe, so
does the laugh or cry of a child, as well as the fiery embrace of suns
add to or detract from the happiness of the entire cosmos. Every
entity in the universe is indissolubly bound to and dependant upon
every other entity. Every zephyr that blows, every star that twinkles,
every day that breaks, every thought that forms, every smile that
cheers, every sigh that saddens reaches in its infinite effects unto
the uttermost that is and exerts an eternal influence on all that
will be. Accept this and it is seen that our shallowest as well as
our profoundest thought affects the welfare of the entire human
race. The universe is a cosmic whole, an infinite Unity. Gods, "
men, brutes, flowers, atoms, are all of one family, are children of
one generation, are sons of this Unity (that some can God), are
indissolubly united by the closest bonds of relationship under one
roof, in one home. Brutes are no more made for man's use than
man is made for the use of brutes, but truly each is useful and
necessary to all. Thus the mineral sustains the vegetable and animal
world, and the vegetable, through sacrificing. its form, sustains the
animal, and animals prey upon each other. But the body of man
is not required to sustain other beings, although other forms of life
are required to sustain it.
It is in regard to this particular point that we are now con
cerned. We wish to discover, if possible, what forms of life it is
most advisable ior man to destroy in order to sustain his physical
body in health. We believe that the happiness or unhappiness of
one adds to or detracts from the happiness or unhappiness of all.
From this we deduce a precept that is of the greatest importance :
live so as to cause the least pain to all sensitive creation, or better
expressed, live so as to give all sensitive creation the greatest happiness.
It is with regard to this precept that we will consider the two
systems of diet, the omniverous and the vegetarian. By vegetar
ianism, be it understood, is meant that diet that excludes all food
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coming from the animal kingdom, but may include anything coming
from the vegetable or mineral world.
In regarding the ethics of diet the first considerations m ust
necessadly be physiological. Physiological considerations come first
because, generally speaking, a healthy physical body is necessary
if we are to live a happy life ; though it is not impossible for an
individual to be possessed of all the attributes prized by the wise, the
chief of which is that felicity which is derived from within, even
if he suffer all his days in the embrace of a malignant disease.
Undoubtedly great lessons are to be learnt through suffering, but
it is safe to say that he who possesses a perfectly healthy body is
generally a happier man than he who is afflicted with disease.
Assume for a . moment that the vegetarian diet is not hygienic
and that in course of time will cause the physical powers to become
gradually weaker. Carry this out to its ultimate conclusion and it
is easily seen that if all men turned vegetarians the human race
would soon become extinct. Surely no rational thinking man would
approve of vegetarianism under such circumstances. If he found
that carnivorism gave the health that vegetarianism failed to give,
surely he would not refuse to eat flesh upon religious or meta
physical grounds. If it is said that the killing of an animal for
food is not altruistic; then disease in man is not moral. There is a
legitimate self-love. Self-preservation, that is to say health, is the
primary, inborn instinct in every human being, and to go against
it is to disobey Nature. Health, therefore, is the first thing to
consider, and _when it has been discovered how to live a healthy
physical life then a sound foundation has been laid upon which we
can build a healthy mental and moral character.
Considering civilized man, then, in his normal condition, where
he can select for his diet all manner of flesh, fish and fowl , and all
manner of nuts, fruits, grains, legumes, vegetables, let us endeavor
.to discover which of the two systems of diet that have been named
should suit him best, from a physiological point of view.
It is generally accepted as a fact by Western nations that the
eating of flesh, together with a liberal intercalation of food derived
from the vegetable kingdom, is what is required to supply the proper
nourishment to keep the body in health. But this opinion is accepted
upon purely conventional grounds. It is doubtful, according to
many investigators upon the subject, whether this diet is as satis
factory from the hygienic point of view as it is claimed to be.
Many authorities are willing to attribute the prevalence of such
diseases as cancer, tuberculosis, gout, rheumatism, to the eating of
flesh-food.
Examining the various nations of the world it would appear
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that those partaking of but little and no animal food are found not
less strong, but if anything, more so, than those that are usually
considered large meat-eating nations. To support this contention
some eminent authorities can be quoted. Charles Darwin in his
Voyage of the Beagle makes the following comment with refer
ence to the Chilean miners : "The laboring class work very hard.
They have little time allowed for their meals and during summer
and winter they begin when it is light and leave off at dark. They
are paid £ I sterling a month and their food is given them : this
for breakfast consists of sixteen figs and two sma_l l loaves of bread ;
for dinner, boiled beans ; for supper, broken roasted wheat grain.
They scarcely ever taste meat." He also speaks of their bleak
habitations among the mountains. Darwin was a man whose repu
tation as a scientist of the keenest and most accurate observation,
was worldwide, and when he makes a statement that implies that
the strongest men in the world are practically strict vegetarians,
and that they live in a cold, exhilarating climate, it is, to say the least, significant.
Dr. Jules Grand, President of the Vegetarian Society of France,
speaks of "the Indian runners of Mexico, who offer instances of .
wonderful endurance, and eat nothing but tortillas of maize, which
they eat as they run along ; the street porters of Algiers, Smyrna,
Constantinople and Egypt, well known for their uncommon strength,
and living on nothing but maize, rice, dates, figs, melons, beans
and lentils. The Piedmontese workmen, thanks to whom the tun
nelling of the Alps is due, feed on polenta (maize-broth) . The
p easant of the Asturias, like those of the Auvergne, scarcely eat
. Statistics prove
anything except chick-peas and chestnuts
that the most numerous portion of the population of the
globe is vegetarian."
If we will but sweep aside prejudice we shall have very little
distance to go to discover that the vegetarian regime is something
decidedly superior to a fad. That the majority of th� human race,
either by choice or necessity, are vegetarians and that this majority
includes the strongest and hardest working class, is significant
enough, and we have not got to go to the Orient to get an illus
tration of the healthful effect of this diet upon a large class of.
people. In England, before the abolition of the Corn Laws, the
food of the peasant was mainly bread and what vegetables he
himself grew, and the hardy agriculturist of Scotland lived chiefly
on oats, as Dr. Johnson significantly pointed out.
Turning our attention to what individuals have demonstrated,
we cannot help but be impressed. Many instances might be cited
.showing without a doubt the evident athletic importance of the
.
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vegetarian diet, perhaps the most notable being the Berlin · Inter
national Walk ( 125 miles) on which occasion the first six arrivals
were vegetarians. It might be mentioned that the outcome of a
series of athletic tests recently carried out at Yale University,
U. S. A., under Professor Fisher, furnish evidence that should
, convince even the most inveterate sceptic of the probable superiority
of the vegetarian over the omniverous diet, when considered from
the athletic point of view.
Scientists tell us that man is more nearly related, from an ana
tomical point of view, to the vegetable feeding ape than to any
other species and it is reasonable to suppose he was originaiiy
formed a frugiverous animal. · The taste of meat is one that does
not naturaiiy appeal to the palate and when eaten with relish it
is only owing to an acquired taste. Notice the indifference of
children for flesh foods and how greedily they partake of fruits, nuts,
cakes and sweet-tasting things in general. This is significant, for
children are unsophisticated and follow their natural instinct. It
is only through being raised on the conventional diet that this prim
itive taste becomes debauched and they acquire a liking for savouries
of ail kinds.
Considering the effect of the vegetarian regimen upon the mind,
we think it very much to be doubted whether the mentality of those
nations largely vegetarian , such as the Chinese, Japanese and Indian,
is in any way inferior to that of the great meat-eating nations of
the West. The Chinese are courteous, law-abiding, quick-witted, eco
nomical, thrifty and wonderfully gifted ':Vith common-sense. They
are renowned for their honesty, their reliability and their diligence.
They possess an extensive literature, showing that they have pene
trated deeply into the mysteries of science, religion and philosophy
and, to say the best it were possible to say of any nation, they are
probably one of the happiest nations that inhabit the earth.
As regards the Japanese, their demonstrations in international
affairs during the past few years have been of such a nature as to
lead one to believe they are entitled to recognition. as a people of
culture and deserving of esteem as one of the coming great world
powers. Their quick intelligence, versatility, good-health and true
patriotism, ail furnish evidence in favour of considering their intel
lectuality as ·nowise inferior to that of Western nations.
Mr. R. F. Johnson, in his book From Peking to Mandalay,
writes of the Burmese in such a way that one could imagine he has
discovered a heaven on earth. "Make a Burman a miiiionaire," he
writes, "he wiii build pagodas, he wiii support the monasteries, he
wiii entertain his friends lavishly, he wiii exercise a graceful charity
unheard of in the West, and ail these things he will go on doing-
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until his money-bags are so empty that he can carry them on his
back with a light heart . . . he has discovered how to make life
happy without selfishness and to combine an adequate power of
hard work with a corresponding ability to enjoy himself gracefully
. . . he is a philosopher and an artist."
Leaving the comparison of nations let us glance at individual
testimony. We heartily endorse the sentiment of Thoreau, the
transcendentalist, who said, "I believe that every man who has ever
been earnest t o preserve his higher or poetic faculties in the best
condition has been particularly inclined to abstain from animal
food." This sentiment is well supported by facts, for many of the
greatest poets and philosophers have advocated and practiced absti
nence from a flesh diet, among whom are Pythagoras , Plato, Seneca,
Plutarch, Buddha, St. Francis of Assisi, Milton, Shelley, Sir Isaac
Newton, Wesley, Swedenborg, Thoreau, Rousseau, Schopenhauer,
Tolstoy.
All these things that have been roughly examined, should be
sufficiently convincing to any rational thinking man, that anyway
from the philosophical point of view, carnivorism is by no means
as satisfactory as a non-flesh diet. But even if there are those who
will not grant this much, at least no fair-minded person will deny
that man can, if not live more healthily, at least live as healthily
on a vegetarian as on an omnivorous diet. Let us assume , then,
for the sake of those who will not go further than this, that both
have, generally speaking equal hygienic value, and now let us
consider the matter ethically and endeavor to discover which is the
best from the moral point of view.
We will return to our maxim that we should live our lives so
as to give the greatest amount of happiness to all sensitive creation.
It is surely plain that the vegetarian is living his life more in
accordance with this precept than he who adheres to a flesh diet,
for the latter is an accomplice in the cruel treatment of animals and
is certainly responsible for their death, although he himself does
not actually handle the pole-axe . • We are not yet quite omniscient
it is true, but we cannot do otherwis� than believe that we are
causing far less pain in the sensitive world by eating kernals of
wheat, than by the raising and slaughtering of cattle. Most people
go through life without a pang of remorse or even thought of the
pain they are accomplices in producing in the animal world. A man
who has the power to feel sorrow for the suffering of an animal,
surely will not continue to partake of flesh food when he realizes
that he himself is helping to cause it. Let him watch the branding
and emasculating of cattle ; the herding and packing of the terror
ized animals into freight cars ; the privations of the journey ; the
·
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horrors that go on in a cattle boat ; the final transportation to the
house of blood, which as soon as they scent instinct inform s them
of their doom ; the protracted agony of death dealt from an inex
perienced hand ; let him, let those who have any sympathetic
feeling at all, become acquainted with these things.
It is not meant that we are not to act in self-defence, as has
already been made plain in placing health as the first and most
important point to consider. We must have wars and bloodshed
when such are involved in a principle. It is not wrong to kill pests,
nor is it wrong to kill thousands of human beings in a just war,
but what is wrong is to give unnecessary pain.
St. Paul tells us to "think on whatsoever things are beautiful,"
now no one can gainsay that a corpse is an ugly obj ect ; yet
millions of our fellows seem pleased enough to eat flesh that has
quivered in pain, thus demanding thousands of people to gain their
livelihood by handling dead animals. Perhaps a corpse is the ugliest
thing in Nature : anyway Nature, who loves beauty, quickly
absorbs it into earth and covers the spot with beautiful flowers.
But man, barbaric man, has become so inured to the gruesome
sight that he apparently sees no ugliness in it. Yet anyone pos
sessing the faintest remnant of artistic refinement cannot fail to
· notice the differ ence in beauty between the sight presented by a
collection of fruits, of apples, oranges, grapes, bananas, and that
of an array of skinned carcasses.
It is owing to mans' cruelty that the animals fly from his face,
for the experience of their race has culminated in an instinct that
infE>rms them that man is their deadliest enemy. Darwin tells of
the birds in the Galapagos Archipelago, that they were so tame,
being unacquainted with man's insatiable thirst for blood, that they
would perch on his shoulder, pick at his shoe laces and pick crumbs
from his fingers. It is not long after man's appearance with his
cruel weapons of slaughter that the birds learn that the very sound
of his footstep is a warning to flee, to flee from the most powerful,
brutal and bloodthirsty beast of prey that walks the earth !
It is granted that butcher� as a class are callous, that butcher
ing is degrading and stifles the sense of refinement. Who could
imagine a beautiful and holy nature engaged in the occupation of
a butcher ? Now that which is moral is that which is beautiful,
and as it is our present object to discover which diet appeals most
strongly to our moral and artistic nature, we are led to ask how
it is that men of probity can act as accomplices in producing that
·which is degrading and vile ? What person of high spiritual
ambitions, of · Christlike sympathies, of artistic culture, can look
· without averted eyes upon the hideous sight shown in the butcher's
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window, especially at the anniversary of the birthday of the gentle
and compassionate "Teacher of Nazareth" ? What person dare talk
and sing of "Peace on Earth" while thousands of our fellowmen are
slaying millions of terror-stricken, harmless, helpless, dumb animals ?
What person of true refinement can look without loathing and
horror upon that gory blot that discolors the whole of our boasted
civilization-the shambles ?
These are plain straightforward words, unclothed with any
sentiment of a foolish, false decorum. Would that there were no
occasion to utter them ! Let us do away with this frightful, deplor
able massacre of helpless animals and thereby cleanse our civiliza
tion of one of the worst diseases to which it is a victim.
We have now shown the immense superiority of vegetarianism
over omnivorism from the ethical point of view and having covered
the ground as thoroughly as the brevity of space would permit,
it only remains to point out what use we should make of the
results we have obtained. How shall we conduct our lives so as
· to observe a proper relationship between ourselves and the animal
world and at the same time discharge the obligatory duties that
belong to our private, social and national life ?
We must be ·consistent with our theories as far as the condi
tions in which we are placed will allow. If we were to go to the
ultimate extreme we should not wear woolen clothes, nor felt hats,
nor leather shoes, nor si_t in leather chairs. We should not even
attend a concert where music was produced by the aid of catgut,
for the more demand, no matter how infinitesimally small, the more
supply and we should perform no act that will or may create
demand for that which to be obtained will cause pain in the animal
world. He who would practise such sansculottism as this would
have to resort to the severest seclusion, and as to whether this is
advisable remains for the individual himself to determine. He
has to choose between the ascetic life of an anchorite, who lives
according to the letter of the law, and the ascetic life of the renun
ciant, who endeavors to live according to the spirit of the law. By
staying amongst our fellows and proselytizing our views accord
ingly as we are talented we shall probably be doing more towards
establishing the proper relation between man and brute than by
turning cenobite and refusing all the social duties which _we all are
born more or less to discharge. Let us stay in the world and do
what we can towards inaugurating such reforms as we think
necessary. Let us protest for better conditions, and let the first
step be to abstain from a flesh diet, for there is no reason why we
should not procure what we need for sustenance from the vege
table kingdom. As for furs, feathers, seal-skins, we can surely
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refrain from handling such articles. Under the prevailing _condi
tions such an article as leather is a "by-product." Animals from
whose skin leather is made, excepting horses, are slaughtered pri
marily for food. When they are slaughtered for their hides, then
we must find a substitute for leather.
"However much thou art read in theory, if thou hast no
practice thou art ignorant," says Sadi the Persian. Let us beware
of that dangerous and subtle vice, procrastination. Never put off
until to-morrow what requires doing to-day. Delay and that oppor
tunity is gone forever. Never mind about the past ; no time is
sacred but the present and the present is always sacred. Because
you have erred in the past, whether consciously or unconsciously,
is no reason why you should do so in the present. It is never too
late to be virtuous. The plea that the body has been accustomed
for many years to one form of diet, and therefore any sweeping
change, as from a diet containing a large percentage of meat to one
containing none at all , would be detrimental to . health, is not correct
in the vast majority of cases, provided the change is made scienti
fically, and if there is a minority who would suffer by the change,
no one carr tell whether or not he belongs to it until he has made
the experiment and found out, and if, when he has experimented
and has found it gives unsatisfactory results, it depends upon his
own individual perception of duty with regard to the abnormal
circumstances of which he is the victim, as to what course he should
pursue. Meat, like alcohol and opium, is a stimulant. But the
eating of flesh has no such stimulative hold as the taking of alcohol
or opium, although it certainly can be likened, in its effects, to these
drugs, and therefore it may, similarly, in some particular cases be
advisable to gradually abstain and not to make the complete change
suddenly. Knowing, as we do, that the vegetarian diet is far the
most hygienic in general, and realizing the enormous evidence in
its favor from a moral point of view, it is not preposterous to
persist, no matter how extraordinary the case may be, in an endeavour
to get the system freed from the unnatural condition which an
unnatural diet has created. De Quincey i.n his Confessions of an
Opium-Eater, has described the fearful pains he suffered while
breaking away from the pernicious habit into which he had fallen,
and no one can do otherwise than admire his courageous, and, in
the end, successful attempt. The slight inconvenience, so slight
as to make the comparison with De Quincey's experience ridiculous,
that some may suffer from a change of diet such as is here advocated,
involves practically no risk of being otherwise than of a temporary
nature, indeed, hardly deserves mentioning. But a point that cer
tainly should be mentioned is that anyone accustomed to the
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conventional meat diet, ought to study vegetarianism scientifically
when converted to it. Going at it in a haphazard way may bring
bad results, not because of the lack of meat, but because of the
failure to apply the laws of hygiene. Probably many of the ills
and ails common among meat-eaters originate through ignorance of
the first principles of hygiene. The more artificial a life we lead,
the more necessary it becomes to study diet scientifically.
There has always been opposition against the introduction of
new ideas. Man seems to be conservative at heart. But the hetero
doxy of to-day will be the orthodoxy of to-morrow. Every age has
its heresies. Jesus was a heretic, a crank, a fool, an infidel, as
j udged by the conventionalism o f his day. Do not get discouraged
at the censure of those who have not yet climbed out of the valley
of a foolish conventionalism into the purer air of higher knowledge,
but rather help all your fellows by an extended tolerance and an
exemplary life, to climb with you , to climb forward upon the road
that leads to the goal that all aspiring beings desire to reach.
R. H. WHELDON.

uThe unremitting retention of simple and high sentiments in obscure
duties is hardening the character to that temper which will work with
honourJ if need be, in the tumult or on the scaffold.n

R. w. EMERSON.

ON T H E S CREEN OF TIME·.
MYSTICISM AND RELIGION.

A

LMOST there is nothing left for us to do, but to be, to be.
Outer work of p ropaganda, of scholarship, of investigation,
is being done so magnificently for us. From the mountains
of God the inspiration pours forth. The world is flooded
with its light and with its glory. In ways wholly unexpected, from
quarters heretofore unknown, we find the radiance reflected and
made plain.
At meetings of a branch of the Theosophical Society, we met
and discussed the difference between mysticism true and false. It
was shown that the true mysticism is not a passive condition, but,
on the contrary, a fiery, active, positive aspiration of the will , rising
to the inner and higher planes, turning within, in order to draw
inspiration for action on all the planes where action may be needed.
(Have you seen a charge of cavalry, with that leap of a thousand
swords up into the sun ?) And after that question had been settled,
a book appeared, to be widely and favorably reviewed, entitled
The Mystical Element of Religion, as Studied in Saint Catherine of
Genoa and her Friends, by Baron Friedrich von Hiigel, which demon
strates exactly the same point. As the New York Times reviewer

explains it : the author recognizes fully that mysticism is not all of
religion, and that if it claims to be such it becomes abnormal. There
fore he divides mysticism into two classes, a false, or "exclusive,"
mysticism, that leaves no room for other religious elements, and a
true, or "inclusive," mysticism that recognizes the mystical element
as only a part of the total religious life. In this latter sense Baron
von Hiigel maintains that mysticism as the immediate sense of union
with God through withdrawal from the world, is not a peculiar
faculty, but is a genuine part of a truly religious attitude. "Only thus
does mysticism attain to its true , full dignity, which consists pre
cisely in being not everything in any one soul, but something in
every soul of man."
It is the movement away from the world toward God which should
normally be balanced by the movement back from God to the world.

If it is not so balanced it becomes "exclusive" and false. And yet
as there is a true subdivision of spiritual labors, as of all kinds of
work, it is of advantage that the mystical faculty should attain almost
exclusive proportions in certain individuals. By that fact the whole
life of the Church will be enlarged. "The primary and full Bride of
373
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Christ never is nor can be any individual soul, but only this complete
organism of all faithful souls throughout time and space." To that
organism the mystical element in religion contributes one essential
element.
Saint Catherine, who lived in the latter half of the fifteenth
century, was not "a religious" in the technical sense. She was
married and resided with her husband until his death. But
because she withdrew interiorly from the world toward God, and
carried back to the world great draughts of the divine elixir, she
was recognized even in her life-time as a Saint, and was canonized
afterwards by her Church in spite of tendencies which might easily
have been regarded as heterodox.
This book is only one out of a score that might be named
modern books by modern authors, upon whose minds it h.as dawned
that the lack of the mystical element ' in present-day Protestantism
needs desperately to be supplied, and that Protestantism has become broad and liberal enough, for the first time in its career, to accept
of truth even from sources which formerly were regarded as tainted.
It was a good man and a true who asked, "Can there any good thing
come out of Nazareth ?" And whether "Nazareth" in this case be
Theosophy or Catholicism or Buddhism, there are men in the
Protestant churches "in whom is no guile," and who are able to
recognize truth from no matter what quarter it may reach them.
So is our work being done for us, by all whose hearts are open
to the Light, for all whose eyes are not blinded by prej udice or
self-complacency. Was it not said, years ago :
"It is not that you must rush madly or boldly out to do, to do.
Do what you find to do. Desire ardently to do it ; and even when
you shall not have succeeded in carrying anything_ out but some
small duties, some words of warning, your strong desire will strike
Hke Vulcan upon other hearts in the world, and suddenly you will
find that done which you had longed to be the doer of."
MISREPRESENTATIONS

oF

BuDDHISM.

In another department, also, our work is being done for us.
Buddhism, even exoteric Buddhism, has been misrepresented for so
long and so loudly, that it has seemed almost hopeless to correct
the false impression made. Professor T. W. Rhys Davids, unques
tionably the most prominent of Pali scholars and the author of a
treatise on Buddhism which, published first in I 877, had reached
its "Fifteenth Thousand" in 1893 and its "Twentieth Thousand" in
1903, has come to be regarded popularly as the supreme authority
on the subject. And Professor Rhys Davids does not understand
Buddhism.
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In the first place he insists upon treating the doctrine of Buddha
as separate from the religion in which Buddha was brought up
the religion of the Upanishads ; the fact being that Buddha was
a reformer, an elucidator, an expounder of the wisdom which the
Upanishads contain, and that his teaching, philosophically, simply
anticipated the doctrine of Shankaracharya.
In the second place, Professor Davids, in his Buddhism: Its
History and Literature, denies that in Buddhism any one of the five
following principles of religion can be found : "The belief in a divine
power, the acknowledgment of sin, the habit of prayer, the desire
to offer sacrifice, and the hope of a future life" (footnote on p. s).
And he adds (p. 9) that the greatest achievement of Buddha was to
ignore "the two theories of God and the soul."
The fact is that in each of the above resp_ects, Professor Davids
is mistaken. Buddha's doctrine regarding the soul was exactly the
same as that of the Upanishads. Shankara explained it in his com
mentary on the Vedanta Sutras (quoted in the Oriental Department
Paper of the Theosophical Society in America ; No. 5 of 18¢) :
"The oneness of the soul with the Self is already a fact, and
not a thing that requires a further effort to bring about ; and there
fore the recognition of the truth of the text 'That thou art' is suffi
cient to put an end to the personality of the soul, in the· same way
as the recognition of the piece of rope is sufficient to abolish the
snake that fictitiously represents itself in place of the piece of rope.
No sooner is the personality of the soul denied than the whole
empirical habitual order of life disappears with it, to make up which
the lower and plural manifestation of the Self falsely presents itself."
The Self is; the pers'o nality is an illusion. The reincarnating
Ego relatively is real. Students of Theosophy know what that
means : Professor Davids does not. It is his misfortune. But the
books which he has translated might have helped him to understand
it. There is this story in the Mahavagga, translated by Davids
jointly with Oldenberg :
At one time the Buddha was in a grove, and a number of young
men were at play there, accompanied by some women. One of
these women stole certain valuables and disappeared. So the young
men went in search of her, and saw the Buddha sitting at the foot
of a tree. They approached him, and said : "Pray, Lord, has the
Blessed One seen a woman passing by ?" To which he replied :
"What have you to do, young men, with the woman ?" They told
him the reason of their search, and when they had done so he asked
them :
" 'Now what think you, young men ? Which would be the
better for you ; that you should go in search of a woman, or that you
·
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should go in search of yourselves ?' " (Sacred Books of the East, vol.
XIII, p. 1 17.)
To anyone at all acquainted with the religious thought of that
period in India, Buddha's meaning is clear. And yet we are told
that the Master repudiated the existence of the Soul !
Professor Davids also translated the Tevigga Sutta, in which we
find the following :
" 'To the Tathagata (Buddha) , when asked touching the path
which leads to the world of Brahma (the manifested Logos, or God) ,
there can be neither doubt nor difficulty. For Brahma, I know,
Vasettha, and the world of Brahma, and the path which leadeth unto
it. Yea, I know it even as one who has entered the Brahma world,
and has been born within it l ' " (Ch. I, par 43, p. 186 ; vol. XI of
the Sacred Books of the East.)
And again, in the same Sutta (Ch. III, paragraphs as numbered) :
1.
" 'And h e lets his mind pervade one quarter of the world
with thoughts of Love, and so the second, and so the third, and so
the fourth. And thus the whole wide world, above, below, around,
and everywhere, does he continue to pervade with heart of Love,
far-reaching, grown great, and beyond measure.
2. 'Just Vasettha, as a mighty trumpeter makes himself heard
and that without difficulty-in all the four directions ; even so of
all things, that have shape or life, there is not one that he passes by or
leaves aside, but regards them all with mind set free, and deep-felt
love.
'Verily thisJ Vasettha, is the way to a state of union with ...
B rahma.
3· 'And he lets his mind pervade one quarter of the world with
thoughts of pity, sympathy, and equanimity, and so the second, and
so the third, and so the fourth. 'And thus the whole wide world,
above, below, around, and everywhere, does he continue to pervade
with heart of pity, sympathy, and equanimity, far-reaching, grown
great, and beyond measure.
4· 'Just, Vasettha, as a mighty trumpeter makes himself J:teard
-and that without difficulty-in all the four directions ; even so of
all things that have shape or life, there is not one that he passes
by or leaves aside, but regards them all with mind set free, and deep
felt pity, sympathy, and equanimity.
'Verily this, Vasettha, is the way to a state of union with
Brahma.'
5 · 'Now what think you, Vasettha, will the Bhikkhu who lives
thus he in possession of women and of wealth, or will he not ?'
'He will not, Gotama !'
'Will he be full of anger, or free from anger ?'

.
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'He will be free from anger, Gotama !'
'Will his mind be full of malice, or free from malice ?'
'Free from malice, Gotama I'
'Will his mind be sinful, or pure ?'
'It will be pure, Gotama !'
'Will he have self-mastery, or will he not ?'
'Surely he will, Gotama I'
6. 'Then you say, Vasettha, that the Bhikkhu is free from house
hold cares, and that Brahma is free from household cares. Is there
then agreement and likeness between the Bhikkhu and Brahma ?' .
'There is, Gotama !'
7· 'Very good, Vasettha. Then in sooth, Vasettha, that the
Bhikkhu who is free from household cares should after death, when
the body is dissolved, become united with Brahma, who is the same
-such a condition of things is every way possible !
8. 'And so you say, Vasettha, that the Bhikkhu is free from
anger, and free from malice , pure in mind, and master of himself ;
and that B rahma is free from anger, and free from malice, pure in
mind, and master of himself. Then in sooth, Vasettha, that the
Bhikkhu who is free from anger, free from malice, pure in mind,
and master of himself should after death , when the body is dis
solved, become united with Brahma, who is the same-such a con
dition of things is every way possible !' "
Then, as to a future life, Professor Davids does not seem entirely
unbiased. In the Dhamma-kakka-ppavattana-sutta, translated by himself
without the aid of Professor Oldenberg, he gives the teaching of Buddha
( Par. 6 ) as to "the noble truth concerning suffering"-that the origin
of suffering is "'that thirst (or craving) , causing the renewal of existence,
accompanied by sensual delight, seeking satisfaction now here, now there
-that is to say, the craving for the gratification of the passions or the
craving for (a future) life or the craving for success (in this present
life) ."
But the translator injects the words in round brackets. He suggests
in a note that the last two ( in Pali, bhava-tanha and vibhava-tanha)
might also be translated "the lust of life, and the love of this present
world." But he prefers the other translation-and the round brackets.
Later, when translating the words in the Vinaya Texts with Oldenberg,
he evidently found it impossible to retain the phrase, "craving for a
future life," and substituted the words "thirst for existence," which, to
the western mind, and to his own, conveys a very different idea.
Again, in his introduction to the Ketokhila Sutta, and giving its
argument, Davids says it teaches "that zeal will be crippled in its struggle
against bondage by sensuality, by sloth, or by a craving after a future
life in any of its various forms."
·

·
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This is quite misleading. Actually the Sutta (verses 2o-24) warns
against "the passion after lusts" ( Kame) ; against "the passion for a
body" (Kaye) ; "for a form" (riipe) ; for the ease of sleep and sloth,
and, fifthly, against the desire to belong "to some one or other of
the angel hosts" ( A1itiataram deva-nikayam) .
So with each of the five principles or aspects of religion which the
Professor denies to Buddhism : each of them exists, and if space permitted
it would be easy to multiply quotations under each head. No religion
has carried prayer to greater heights than Buddhism, or has made sacri
fice more essential. And when the professor goes further than this, and
asserts that Buddhism is in no sense mystical or esoteric, he again errs,
and shows further that the error exists very deeply within himself. For
is there a mystic in this wide world, is there anyone who has so much
as glimpsed the soul within himself, who would fail to recognize in these
words from the Sutta entitled "The Great King of Glory" ( Chap. 1),
a n actual but profoundly mystical experience ?
I I.
" In the first place, Ananda, when the Great King of Glory,
on the Sabbath day, on the day of the full moon, had purified himself,
and had gone up into the upper story of his palace to keep the sacred day,
there then appeared to him the heavenly Treasure of the Wheel (Kakka
ratanam) , with its nave, its tire, and all its thousand spokes com
plete.' . . . 1 3. 'Then, A nanda, the Great King of Glory, rose from
his seat, and reverently uncovering from one shoulder his robe, he held
in his left hand a pitcher, and with his right hand he sprinkled water
up over the Wheel , as he said :
" 'Roll onward, 0 my Lord, the Wheel ! 0 my Lord, go forth and
overcome !' ''
Or does this, from the same Sutta ( Chap II ) , suggest materialism
and a denial of the spiritual life ?
3· " 'Now the Great King of Glory, A nanda, ascended up into the
chamber of the Great Complex ( Mahavyuhassa Kutagarassa dvare) ;
and when he had come there he stood at the door2 and there he broke
out into a cry of intense emotion :
" 'Stay here, 0 thoughts of lust !
" 'Stay here, 0 thoughts o f ill-will !
" 'Stay here, 0 thoughts of hatred !
" �Thus far only, 0 thoughts of lust !
" 'Thus far only, 0 thoughts of ill-will !
" 'Thus far only, 0 thoughts of hatred !'
4· " 'And when, Ananda, the Great King of Glory, had entered
the chamber of the Great Complex, and had seated himself upon the
couch of gold, having put away all passion and all unrighteousness, he
entered into, and remained in, the First Ghana-a state of joy and ease,
born of seclusion, full of reflection, full of investigation.' "
'
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A fter which there follows an account of the Great King of �lory's
indrawal in prayer and meditation, from stage to stage of illumination,
than which nothing could well be more mystical or more real.
"THE CREED

OF

BuDDHA."

These, and many other objections to the infallibility of Davids and
some of his fellow-Orientalists, have been in the present writer's mind
for years. He has longed to make · such matters clear ; for great and
deep is the debt we owe to Sugata, the "Happy One" ; great is the debt.
Perhaps that longing, which was sincere, struck other hearts (and many
must have shared it) ; for first came those earlier pages of The Soul of
a People, by Mr. Fielding Hall, with their incomparably beautiful outline
of the Master's life ; then, by the same author, The lnUJard Light (which
we still hope to review) ; and now The Creed of Buddha,* by an unknown
author, which it is impossible to praise too highly and which disposes for
ever of the misinterpretations to which we have alluded. It is' a masterly
analysis of the blunders and contradictions into which the materialism
of Orientalists has led them. But it is more than that. It is a brilliantly
convincing statement of what Buddha really taught. We say this on the
strength of nearly twenty years' acquaintance with Buddhist and other
Eastern scriptures, which we studied in the light suggested by Madame
Blavatsky, who was indisputably the greatest Oriental scholar of the last
century.
It is impossible to summarize such a book, and difficult to quote
passages from so coherent a whole. But this will show that the author
has delved deep to the foundation o f his subject : "The path of deliver
ance is the path o f soul-growth.''' Simple enough ; but if our Orientalists
had discovered the same truth, they would not have needed revision.
Again, on the subject of Nirvana (and the conception of Davids is
pathetic in its perversity) � "Nirvana is a state of ideal spiritual perfection,
in which the soul, having completely detached itself-by the force of its
own natural expansion-from what is individual, impermanent, and
phenomenal, embraces and becomes one with the Universal, the Eternal,
and the Real."
The last chapter of the book, entitled "Light from the East," is by
no means the least interesting. The author declares his conviction "that
the spiritual standpoints of the Sages o f the Upanishads, of Buddha,
and of Christ were, in the very last resort, identical," and that the ideas
which Christ "expounded coincide, at every vital point, with ideas which
were current in India many centuries before the Christian era." He
suggests that this may be due to the close connection and intercourse
between Western Asia and South-eastern Europe during the centuries
which immediately preceded the birth of Christ. Such a suggestion may
*Published by John Lane Co., New York, at $ r.so net.
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be the simplest for the majority of his readers to adopt ; but has it

occurred to him that a certain tradition which places Christ as an Initiate
o f the Egyptian Lodge, or rather, of the Egyptian branch of the Great
Lodge, may be worth considering, and that Buddha and the Sages of the
Upanishads may have drawn their knowledge directly from the same
source ? Light on the Path and The Voice of the Silence were not differ
ently derived. The soul of each is the same, though the mind is
not.
SociALISM IN CHINA.

·

In still another direction, the unseen wires of the world are
being pulled in a way that will make our path clear for us.
That Socialism was tried experimentally and practically in
China, some nine hundred years ago, was known only to a few
students until the appearance of a popular contribution in the Van
Norden Magazine of last September and October, by General Homer
Lea, entitled "How Socialism Failed in China." Unfortunately,
General Lea did not refer by chapter and verse to his authorities,
and considerable doubt was expressed as to the correctness of his
statements. It may be of service to students to know that the
story of that period in Chinese history was told originally in the
T(ung Chien, by the great historian Ssu Ma-kuang. A modern
account, based upon that immense history, has been written by
Chu-Ke Ju Chi, of the American Board, North China College, and
is entitled Chien Shih I Tu. Information on the subj ect can be
found in The Middle Kingdom: Chinese Empire and Inhabitants, 2 vols.,
by S. Wells Williams (see vol. II, p. I 74) ; in A Sketch of Chinese
History, 2 vols., by the Rev. Charles. Guzlaff ; in The Chinese Reader's
Manual, by W. F. Mayers, and in the History of China, 3 vols., by
Demetrius C. Boulger (see vol. I, pp. 398-416) . The facts, briefly
stated, seem to have been as follows :
Chintsong the Second succeeded his father in A. D. Io67. China
had been suffering from scarcity produced by want of rain. There
was terrible poverty and suffering. Hanki, who had been Prime
Minister during the two preceding reigns, was compelled to resign
owing to the intrigues of his enemies. The Emperor asked him
whether one of his rivals , W anganchi by name1 was a proper person
to succeed him. Hanki replied that this man (who had had consid
erable experience in subordinate positions) might possibly be of
service as the head of a college, but that he had not had the neces
sary experience for the highest office in the Empire. When Hanki
was warned of the danger his candour entailed, he replied : "A
faithful subj ect ought ever to serve his prince with all the zeal of
which he is capable. Good or bad fortune depends on Heaven, and,
·
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when we have done what we ought, should fear deter us and prevent
us from continuing in the path of well-doing ?"
Whether Chintsong appreciated Hanki's candour or not, he was
evidently unimpressed by Hanki's advice, for he promptly called
upon Wanganchi to become Prime Minister.
Wanganchi was an enthusiast. Some historians have doubted
his sincerity ; but there seems to be no need to do this. It is
doubtful whether a dishonest man could have carried the people
with him as he did for so considerable a time·. He drew a glit
tering .picture of the consequences which would flow from the
reforms which he proposed. "The State," he declared, "should take
the entire management of commerce, industry, and agriculture into
its own hands, with the view of succouring the working classes and
preventing their being ground to the dust by the rich." Capitalism
was held responsible for all the ills from which China was suffering.
And during his term of office, these views were carried into execu
tion. The poor were to be exempt from taxation ; land was allotted
to them, and seed-corn was provided. Everyone was to have a
sufficiency ; there were to be no poor, and no over-rich. The masses
expected that their favorite minister would confer on them the
greatest benefits, and the least discomfort entailed by human exist
ence. China was to be made ideally happy, because the people were
to be given the essentials of happiness-which, according to Wan
ganchi, were "plenty and pleasure." The Emperor supported his
Prime Minister enthusiastically, so the experiment was tried under
the most favorable auspices possible.
And the result ? Absolute failure, followed by disaster. Theo
retically, the scheme should have proved successful, granted the
Reformer's premises, namely, that man is a perfect machine,
unbiassed by passion or sordid motives, and that "plenty and
pleasure" will make him happy. Practically, in spite of the super
vision of tribunals which were appointed to direct the operations
of the peasant cultivators, it was discovered that men dislike pro
tracted labor and will not perform it unless compelled by dire
necessity. Ordinary human laziness, and the child-man's desire to
see an immediate return for his efforts, resulted in an immense reduc
tion, not only in output, but in the area cultivated. Further, owing
to the carelessness of cultivation, the land became greatly impover
ished. W anganchi insisted that his views were right, and, in spite
of failure, for long had a large majority of his countrymen at his
back, as well as the loyal support of Chintsong. It was not until
the year 1076, after his schemes had proved abortive beyond ques
tioR, that he lost the sympathy of the public and finally of the
Emperor.
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Disaster followed not many years later. The character of the
Chinese had deteriorated under Wanganchi's treatment-free land.
free seed, and (for the poor) freedom from taxation ; and the
Tartars, always dangerous and threatening, found that resistance
had become half-hearted and feeble. The Chinese troops were
defeated, and failed to defend the crossing of the Hoangho, where
a small body o� determined men could have prevented the advance
of a host.
The Tartar general exclaimed, when he failed to meet with
opposition, that "there could not be a man left in China, for if two
thousand men had defended the passage of this river, we should
never have succeeded in crossing it." Wanganchi had emasculated
his people.
Apart from the direct result, a curious side-light is thro�n
upon Socialistic tendencies by an incident which took place shortly
after Wanganchi's disgrace. Chintsong had died. His mother had
been
appointed Regent or Empress Dowager. She at once sent for .
Ssu Ma-kuang, the historian, who was reputed to be a very wise
man, and asked him what was the most important thing to be done.
The sage answered : "The most important thing is to open the
doors of speech." The Empress thereupon issued a proclamation
allowing free speech. Free speech had not been allowed under
Socialism.
Socialism and Bismarckian Imperialism, as Desmoulins pointed
out in his Superiority of the Anglo-Saxon Race, are simply different
aspects of one and the same heresy-that the individual exists for
the benefit of the State. Both Socialism and Imperialism must
necessarily be opposed to free speech. Conformity and co-opera
tion by the legislative enactment of an Industrial Commonwealth,
or by Imperial Decree : compulsion in either case ; freedom in neither.
China learned her lesson dearly. We can learn it in the same
way, by experiment and disaster : or we can accept the warning
and the Light which, in this case also, the East and its vast
experience can throw upon our problems.
THE GROWTH OF THEOSOPHY.

A question, recently handed to us for reply, serves as a
reminder that the Screen reflects the Theosophical movement within
as well as without. We have escaped the glaring headlines of the
past, and the unpleasant benefit of being "featured." Yet the
movement exists more surely than ever before : and in no sense
does it or can it stand still. First, however, for the question, which
doubtless will be answered variously in the "Questions and An
swers" department. It reads as follows : "Is there such a thing
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a s a n accident o r injustice ? I f so, in what way can w e reconcile
these statements with 'All is governed by law' ? We come in con
tact with both statements i n Theosophical literature."
Now it seems that this problem of justice, one solution of which
was emphasized in the theosophical literature of the last century
(and by myself in the present issue of the QuARTERLY) , may be
solved in another way, and to the satisfaction of those who may not
be ready to accept the twin doctrines of Reincarnation and Karma.
The modern world has adopted an entirely wrong table of values.
We regard health and wealth and personal comfort as things good
in themselves, and in some sense as rewards for our virtues. But
if we accept the statement that the universe exists for the purposes
of soul, and that "good" and "evil" are terms which, properly used,
can refer only to the life of the soul, we must necessarily admit that
pain and the uttermost discomfort may serve us more truly, and
be greater "goods," than experiences which, although pleasing to the
personality, may drag the soul down. This subject was dealt with
at some length in the reply to Mr. Garver's defence of Socialism
in the January issue of the QuARTER�Y.
Does this, or the adoption of any other "alternative," mean
that we, as Theosophists, should forget, or should cease to proclaim,
the great truths which have been entrusted to us ? That, merely
because people sometimes find Reincarnation unacceptable, we should
abandon our ancient landmarks and give way before prejudice ? It
does not. It means that if we fill our souls with no other wish
than to serve the Great Soul, we shall keep ourselves supple and
ready to meet all comers on their own ground. To remain in a rut
is that our ideal of service ? It was good to make strong breast
works ; it is good to hold them still ; but are we to cling to them
like barnacles, or should we be prepared, after these many years of
combat, to sally forth and to carry the war into the camp and into
the strongholds of our enemy ?
What is our aim ? What are we fighting for ? Is it to add a
few more dogmas to the long catalogue which humanity has accu
mulated ? Or is it by all and by any means to fight the darkness
and to evoke the soul ? Clearly it is that ; and if the doctrine of
reincarnation will serve our purpose best, then let us use it. But if,
by proclaiming it, we are likely to produce no other result than a
contraction or stiffening of the shell through which it is our business
to pierce, then let us follow a line of less resistance and declare the
truth of things, with equal truth, but in a different and more
effective way.
Yet there are those who hold to their siege artillery when the
word is to advance ! More dangerous warfar� , truly-at close rang-e
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now, with the danger every moment that we compromise with prin
ciple, and that we imperil the greater end for some immediate victory.
That is the real danger : subtle and constant and difficult to avoid.
But what can we expect ? In the past, the dangers were flagged
for us. To-day, because we, as a body, have advanced, our path is
a hair-line-the path of all disciples.
Is it fear, then , that holds some back ; or is it simply habit ?
It is not fear, because the greater danger is scarcely realized. And
if it be habit, and lack of adaptability, there is only one hope for
us-that is, to throw overboard every mental pre-conception and
to open our hearts so that once more we may "draw on the breath
of the great life throbbing in us all and let faith (which is unlearned
knowledge) carry us through our life as a bird flies in the air
undoubtingly." In no other way can we learn to move with the
inner tides of the theosophical movement, and thus to "swing with
the motions of the spheres."
Brothers, there are glad tidings in the air. And some of us
need glad tidings.
So many are tired-tired to the bone and almost to the heart.
Repeated failures have made them tired. It seems as if they cannot
succeed ; as if they are not intended for success. What is left for
them but to fall back into a walk, at best into a jog-trot, without
hope of anything more than to keep pace with the majority ? They
saw the Vision-through a haze, it is true : and yet they knew it :
they remembered and rejoiced and went forward with heart and
soul aflame-years ago. Since then defeat after defeat and weariness
upon weariness ; until now they scarcely are conscious of the
defeat that is.
But, brothers-there are glad tidings in the air. In spite of you
and of myself, the heavens have been rent for us. The way is open
which before was closed. It needs only a new and steadier effort
to be the thing of which we dreamed ; to be the fact we loved to
fancy, that we may pass into our inheritance of light. The day is
breaking and the shadows flee away. Greatly an d literally is this
true and those who will may become messengers of the Master, to
make straight His way and to share His peace.
·

.•
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VI.
THEOSOPHY AND SoME MoDERN SociAL THEORIES.

is recorded of a great Teacher that when he saw the multi
tudes he had compassion on them, for they seemed as sheep
without a shepherd. He spent hours in earnestly and patiently
teaching them1 and then he fed them.
The outcome was that they were determined to make him a
King. In spite of his teaching they held on to the military theory
of the Kingdom of Heaven. Their thought was that there would
be plenty for all and an easy time : that their class would be freed
from the Roman yok e , and the Romans would be brought under
the yoke of their King. With a sad heart the teacher had to turn
away from them and leave them to their dreams, trusting that his
teaching, lik e good seed, would sometime bear fruit. This looks
like a picture of twentieth century life, so near alike is human nature
in the first century and now. We look out on human life with its
strifes and contentions, its ambitions and struggles, its misery and
wretchedness, its inj ustices and cruelties, and like the great Teacher
we have compassion on the multitude and feel that something must
be done to cure the ills and right the wrongs of the multitude. At
first it seems as if the most urgent need is to feed their bodies and
we do it. But we soon find that we have done little or nothing to
solve the problem ; we expected to create conditions that would
be favorable to moral and spiritual welfare, . but we seem to have
done them an injury, for we have made them more selfish, and more
clamorous for physical comforts and pleasures, while the moral and
spiritual instincts have been dulled or silenced. All about us there
are would-be-reformers with various theories, but nearly all agree
that present conditions are nearly as bad as possible and ought to
be destroyed. One is quite positive that if we would abolish private
property in land and tax land values we could abolish all other taxes
and at the same time abolish poverty and cure all the ills of our
modern civilization. Another say� no, that would not be enough,
3115
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the industrial conditions are all wrong. The workers create all the
wealth but the capitalists cheat them out of it, we must get what
belongs to us and give every man his rights, each one an equal
share and an equal chance , and poverty and misery and crime will
disappear and the world will be a paradise.
Another one says the great trouble is religion, the , churches
are all on the side of the capitalists, and are fooling you by promis
ing something good after death. We know nothing about what
comes after death, but we want our share of the good things of
this life, give up your religion, leave the churches, take what - is
yours by right here and now, and you will be rid of your misery and
poverty.
These and other similar theories seem plausible and certain_ly
appeal to the multitude because the belief is well nigh universal
that money is the one thing really worth having, and that material
well-being is the supreme good. Whether the single tax would give us a larger income than all the other taxes give us or would
provide only half as much, as one financial expert has figured it,
I do not know ; whether if all the wealth of the United States was
equally divided we would all be rich, or as others say, we would
all be poor, I do not know, but one thing must be clear to us all
if we stop to think, and that is that any theory of economic reform
based on selfishness can never offer a permanent solution of the
problem. The system which embodies - it will crumble before the
attacks of a stronger selfishness, better equipped with brute force
or intelligence. These various theories seem to agree in one thing,
and that is that it is not necessary to make men and women any
wiser, better, or nobler ; all we have to do is to redistribute the
wealth of the world so that everybody will have enough to eat and
drink and wear-"a universal pasture with grass enough for all."
All these reformers seem to forget that present conditions are
the results of evolution, the outcome of the working of the human
race during past centuries, and so they imagine they can undo the
work of the great law in some magical way. They forget that the
social organism is governed by vital laws and is more than a
machine. In one sense the problem of to-day is not a new one, it
is · the problem of man in relation to his fellow men. The substi
tution of mechanical power for muscular power at the beginning
of the last century has made the problem a little more complex,
and perhaps a little more acute. Before the introduction of steam
power and the factory system each family was practically inde
pendent, growing its own food, making its own shoes and clothes,
building its own home and making its own furniture. Now all this
is changed. They tell me it tak..es sixty-four machines to make a
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shoe, and each of the sixty-three operatives is dependent on the
sixty-fourth for the finished product. And not only are the workers
in one factory dependent on each other, but the different factories
are dependent on each other. Strike out one and you paralyze the
rest. In this way Providence is forcing on this generation the great
problem of relationship,-the relations of men to their fellow men.
A century ago the family was a little world, now the world is
rapidly becoming one great family, and we are discovering that the
words of Paul the Initiate are really true. "No man liveth to
himself, and no man dieth to himself."
We are discovering in practical life that the Theosophical
teaching of human Brotherhood is the truth ; our separate lives
are parts of one great life, and the laws which govern it are not
laws thrust upon it from the outside, but are vital, implanted in
the organism itself. The physical body is a symbol of the body
politic. We are told that our bodies are made up of numberless
little cells and th at each little cell has a life of its own. These
little cells make up the different organs, and each organ has its
own life and consciousness, yet is related to other parts and serves
the whole organization-the law of service is fundamental. We are
told, further, that each cell has the power of feeling, feeding,
moving, and of reproducing its kind. We cannot work, or play,
or laugh, or cry, or think without its costing the lives of these little
cells, they are surrendered to the great whole. This is the law of
sacrifice. We are also told that sometimes foreign cells get into
the organism and refuse to obey this law of sacrifice. Then we
have typhoid, diphtheria, small-pox, or some other disease. It is
only while the living cells surrender themselves to the law of the
body that we have life and health and power.
Now each individual is a cell in this great organism of society,
and each of these cells has the power of feeding, feeling, moving and
reproducing its kind. But each individual has also the power to
obey or disobey the two great laws of service and sacrifice, and
that is where the trouble comes in and we have social disease,
restriction and fiction. If we can only induce each individual to
obey these two laws-in other words realize and live the great law
of Brotherhood-all our social ills would be cured in a short time.*
In the light of this teaching we see why so many of our modern
social theories are failures. The Theosop hical teaching seems to
be the very opposite of these theories in many ways. Theosophy
does not ignore man's social conditions and the rights and duties
* [Dr. Darlington, the chief of the Health Department of New York City, says
that not a single one of the 186 laws regulating his Department would be neces
sary if citizens obeyed the Golden Rule.-ED.]
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of corporate life. On the contrary it has always laid emphasis on
these, and if its teachings were universally adopted, would lead to
a reorganization of society, and one that would give a wider diffu
sion of wealth and intelligence in the community. But one difference
is that modern socia� theories put social conditions first, and
maintain that happiness depends upon circumstances. Theosophy
says the soul is supreme, that happiness depends on the character
of the individual, and not upon circumstances, and so it attempts
to make men better, believing that better men will make better
homes and better circumstances generally. Some of these theories
take it as granted that man's moral character depends entirely upon
his condition, and that if you change his environment you will not
only make him happier, but also a better man. Indeed, one of these
teachers says boldly that "All men will be angels if you will take
away the evils of their social condition." Theosophy assumes that
the opposite is the truth-correct the evil in the individuals and
social conditions will soon change for the better. Higher wages,
better homes, and better clothing will come as the result of
enlarged and ennobled manhood. Some of these theories · are loud
in the praise of freedom, brotherhood and peace, yet often in their
manifestos there is bitter denunciation of the capitalist, and brother
hood means simply those who are members of their party-all out
side are enemies to be destroyed. Some of these modern theories
consider the individual of little value except as a cog in a great
wheel. They propose to organize society on the plan of the great
standing armies of the world, each one to have his place assigned
to him and to do the work given him to do. His individual liberty
of choice, of initiative, is to be taken away from him. This seems
to be a great despotism, for there is hardly any despotism so absolute
as that of a great army. Of course they claim that the hours of
work will be shorter and the pay will be higher, but they do not
say where the money is to come from to pay the workers. We have
a great deal of graft to-day with the number of state officials we
now have, and unless we can change human nature there will of
necessity be far more when all are the servants of the state. Who
would care to be President of the United States when the.re wilL .
be millions of men and women to be appointed to places ? It is
hard enough now with the present number of postmasters and
custom officials to appoint.
Wauld it ever be possible to have a Luther, a Wesley, a Paul,
or a Jesus under such a system ? In proportion as the value and
freedom of the individual has been emphasized has the world made
progress in all that is noblest and best. The assertion of that value
and the preservation of it has never isolated men and separated
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them from interest in their fellows. On the contrary it has increased
the interest of the individual in his fellows. While plenty to eat,
plenty to drink and plenty to wear without moral and spiritual
culture has made men more selfish, cruel an9, tyrannical, and s o far
separated them from their fellows. What John Morley says of the
days of the Commonwealth and in reference to kinds of government
is as true. now as then : people will awake to the hard truth "that
to turn a monarchy into a Commonwealth is not enough to turn
the purgatory of our social life into a paradise." Nor is the attain
ment of what Schaffie calls the "quintessence of Socialism, its Alpha
and Omega, viz., the transformation of private and competing
capitals into a united, collective capital," a mere change in our
economic methods, sufficient to right all wrongs and make us all
good; kind and prosperous.
This does not mean that a Theosophist will not be interested
in the present conditions of society, nor that he will abstain from
efforts at social and industrial reform, nor that he will not admire
the ideal which these various social theories set before them of the
removal of the abuses that blight and curse the world to-day. He
may refuse to commit himself to any of these schemes because
he sees they are not only inadequate but hurtful. But if he really
believes in the heart of Theosophy-Universal Brotherhood-he will
look as Jesus did with compassion upon the multitude on the verge
of submergence and will seek as best he can to uplift and bless them.
He will co-operate wherever he can with those who are seeking to
deepen and diffuse a sense of the common good, he will do his
best to make men think not only of private weal and private
wealth, but also of common weal and common wealth, for that is
the law of Brotherhood.
He will be stimulated to this by the thought that he is himself
partially responsible for present conditions. This is the law of
Karma. We are here now in these p resent conditions because we
have earned them. As we have sowed in past incarnations so we
must reap in this, and here is our opportunity to work out our own
salvation by striving wisely to work out the salvation of Society.
This responsibility is resting upon us, and it is pleasant to remember
that we have power and opportunity to serve, to help forward the
evolution of the race. We need not get discouraged because the
work is slow, we need not hurry, for the present condition of the
world is · the product of all the past, and that past as well as the'
p resent, has been and is under the direction of perfect Wisdom.
If we fall in with some of these modern theories and address our
selves to the lower nature of man instead of the higher, our work
will be largely lost because that will lessen life ; and to cure its ills
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more life is needed. Sin, that is, selfishness, thoughtlessness and
love of money are at the root of most of our troubles in the social
and economic world and our efforts must be directed to the curing,
or taking away the causes. No true Theosophist can stand idly by,
1ooking at present conditions and doing nothing to relieve them ;
the great laws of love, brotherhood, service and sacrifice urge him
on to help. Service is the expression of brotherhood and is greater
than the mere thought of it. If we are living the lffe we shall
recognize as duty "what ought to be done because it is owed," for
on that plane where all selves are One, activities are poured out
for the use of all, and not for the gain of a separated self. And up
toward that plane we must reach by a joyful self-surrender, a life
of service and sacrifice. Only thus can we be helpers and saviors
of the world ; only as we are filled with compassion can we be
bearers of light ; only thus can we serve the good law, lift a part
of the world's burden and hasten the evolution of the human race.
Only thus can we bring summer into the hearts of men ; only thus
can we banish selfishness, poverty and wretchedness from the world
and bring in health, wealth, peace and prosperity-the reign of
Righteousness, Truth and Love.
JO H N ScHOFIELD.

uThe disciple is able to endure all that he is called upon to endure.
Wherefore do not evade, avoid, frustrate or force. But-ENDURE !"
uYou sigh for the Angel of Deliverance.
deliverer.11

Be yourself your own

uThe star shines above the darkness. Fix your gaze on the star, and
not on the dark."
BooK OF ITEMS.

Orthodoxy, by Gilbert K. Chesterton. Mr. Chesterton, in one of his essays,
says that the last refuge of the tired reviewer is to call his work brilliant, so our
pride prevents our using the exact wprd which describes his work. It has a
glitter and sparkle and smartness which is best characterized by "brilliant.�,
Mr. Chesterton writes in epigrams and paradoxes. We seldom find a paragraph of
simple prose which conveys an idea in a direct manner. If he wants to say that
we are a lazy people he goes about it in some such way as this. This is said to
be an age of bustle and stir and rapid movement, of intense activity. But the
direct contrary is the fact. We are a profoundly lazy and inert people and it
is only the multiplication of motors and cabs and elevators which are used to
pander to our ineradicable laziness and dislike for exertion which give the idea
of our being active.
Apart from hi� style of writing and his constant effort to say clever and
striking things, he has, in this book, written something which is distinctly worth
while. It is a defence of orthodox Christianity along very novel and original
lines. He takes up one point after another, about which people have quarreled
since Christianity began, and, as in the case of our being lazy, he attempts to
show by some more or less effective paradox that what we have objected to,
or what was currently believed, was not the real meaning under the words used,
or that the conclusion that really should be drawn was the direct opposite of
that usually drawn. Hence a defense of that particular point. He defends
Christian dogmas by showing that they do not mean what they are usually
understood to mean. The results in many cases are quite startling, and in some
cases quite unconvincing.
Among many other subjects which he touches upon, two are of special interest
to us. He takes a fling or two at Theosophy and has quite a lot to say about
Buddhism. We may perhaps claim to know something about Theosophy and a
little about Buddhism, and it does not add to our confidence in Mr. Chesterton's
other conclusions to see that in these two cases at any rate he utterly fails to
understand either Theosophy or Buddhism and his points are therefore all based
on incorrect premises, even if they are not absolute misstatements. He uses
common, but entirely erroneous ideas about Buddhism, while he evidently does
not really have any idea of what Theosophy is about. Indeed, we should judge
from his entire point of view that he is quite incapable of ever understanding the
Theosophical position. He is not a mystic, does not understand mysticism, and
consequently misinterprets every phase of life which has a mystical significance.
This is shown in a brief reference to the Quaker teaching of the Inner Light.
He says with a cheapness that is not worthy of him that anyone who worships
the Inner Light worships the Light within himself, or in other words himsdf.
One would have supposed that the testimony and lives of many generations of
•
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Quakers would have demonstrated to Mr. Chesterton the absurdity of such a
statement.
Another minor point which interested us is that he twice calls Theosophy
supercilious. We wonder j ust what he means by that and whether as a whole it
is a fair charge. We have found from experience that we take a wider and more
comprehensive view of life than others. This must show in our manner and
our speech, but does it justify our being called supercilious ? Is it not another
case where he has been unable to distinguish between a manner of speech and the
reality which lies behind it ? The book is interesting and worth reading.
C. A. G

.•

]R.

The Problems of To-day, by Andrew Carnegie. Mr. Carnegie has performed
service of real value to the community in the writing of this book. As might
perhaps be suspected from the title, it is a discussion of Socialism, and the more
important economic and political questions involved are presented with admirable
clearness and simplicity. Indeed, some phases of the subject are put forward in
this book with a greater directness ond lucidity than we can remember seeing
anywhere else.
Mr. Carnegie does not pretend to do more than suggest certain conclusions
which seem to him to be the inevitable corollary of the Socialistic scheme ; he
would be the first to deny that his little book was a comprehensive discussion
of the subject. But he does unmistakably put his finger on the essential points,
quotes from recognized socialistic writers for his premises, and then quietly
points out certain inevitable conclusions. For instance, he does what the Socialists
hate ; he proves from their own writings that they themselves do not yet know
what they want. In the matter of compensation under the communistic regime
he shows that one school of socialistic writers advocates equal compensation
to all regardless of the nature and value of the service performed, and that another
school, knowing that to be impossible, denies that socialism teaches it and boldly
advocates compensation relative to the quality and quantity of service to the state.
Mr. Carnegie cleverly shows this divergence to be of great importance, indeed,
almost fundamental, for if the former position is advocated, it could not possibly
work, while if the second position is adopted, it ceases to be socialism. He makes
a similar analysis of many other socialistic theories, with equally definitive results.
A valuable part of the book is where he points out that most of the reforms
which Socialism has adopted and labelled "Socialism" were long ago started and
partly enforced by our present individualistic system. He shows with clearness
and convincing logic the old fallacy started by Adam Smith, that capital is the
product of labor ; the fallacy upon which Marx builds his whole social system,
and without which it falls completely to the ground. He shows that capital is
the product of labor, capital and ability, and that no one has yet succeeded in
showing which of the three elements performs the most valuable service and should
receive the greatest compensation.
As is already well known, Mr. Carnegie is a strong advocate of a progressive
inheritance tax, which, in the c;ase of fortunes over five million dollars, he would
·
make as high as fifty per cent. It is, however. impossible even to mention
many of the admirable "points" which he makes and which add so much to
the value of the book. We commend it to all our readers, particularly to those
whose warm hearts and sympathetic ideals lead them towards socialistic heresies.
a
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The Perfect Way,· or, The Finding of Christ, by Anna Kingsford and
Edward Maitland, has been republished in popular form by John M. Watkins, 2 1
Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, London, England, a t the astonishingly tow
price of one shitling or 25 cents net. The book contains 376 well-printed pages,
and does the publisher immense credit. It is a book that deserves to be read and
studied. Dr. Anna Kingsford was a great woman, a sincere mystic. She would
have been much greater if she had been less of a woman and more of a mystic.
She was unable to recognize in another woman a soul of much greater attain
ments than her own. She did not support Madame Blavatsky as she might and
should have done. This is ancient history, because Dr. Kingsford died twenty
years ago, and the trouble in the old London Lodge long antedated that ; so we
can learn impersonally from the facts. Dr. Kingsford wanted to make the
Theosophical Society in England a Christian body. Madame Blavatsky, and
those who worked with her and advised her, insisted that it must remain unsec
tarian. Both Dr. Kingsford and Edward Maitland resigned and formed a Her
metic Society which expired in less than two years. The moral is, as Mazzini
pointed out as the result of long experience in a very different field, that "next
to the capacity of rightly leading, the greatest merit conSists in knowing how and
when to follow."
T.
Steps A long the Path, by Katharine H. Newcomb ( Lothrop, Lee & Shepard
Co., Boston) , is redundant with a · rather superior optimism. That i s,• there is less
of bare-faced ''healing" in it than there is in most books of its class. The lady
speaks of her "patients and pupils," from which we infer that she will not object
"
to being described as a professional optimist. None the less, the treatment should
prove much more efficacious for neurasthenics and for sufferers from dysremia
than drugs, and certainly less harmful ; for she does not use suggestion (at least,
not in these Steps) , and contents herself with advising the cultivation of a positive
will and active serenity.
T.
The Common-Sense Bible Teacher, a "Medium for Conducting a Bible Class
on Evolutionary Principles," is published monthly, as a magazine, by C. L. Abbott,
242 Endicott Building, St. Paul, Minn., a single copy costing 25 cents. Its teaching
is distinctly rationalistic, in the mid-Victorian sense, and the authorities quoted
are in many cases out of date. But a translation of St. Paul's Epistle to the
Galatians, although occasionally much too slangy, is uncommonly well and
vigorously done.
T.
Breaking the Fetters,· or, The Truth About the uchurch," is a pamphlet by
Dr. Henry Hensoldt, published by the author at Sydney, Australia. Dr. Hen
soldt must be the same gentleman who formerly lectured about Thibet and the
experiences which he wished he had had there. In this pamphlet he attacks the
church, and for fear that he should be accused of partiality, explains that "whether
against his unsavory 'Saintliness' the Metropolitan of Moscow, who presides over
the 'holy' (and greasy) Russian Synod, the astute charlatan who masquerades as
Archbishop of Canterbury, or the amusing old trickster in the Vatican," he has
"the same respect for all, viz., absolutely none," which, we trust, is enough said.
T.
MAGAZINE LITERATURE.

The Open Court for January devotes much space to the Holm-Nestorian
Expedition of 1907, and to the original text of the N estorian Tablet. The Febru
ary issue contains an article on Peshawur, which is said to stand on the site of
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the ancient Buddhist city of Gaudhara. The article is well illustrated. Quite the
most attractive feature for March is "The Wooing of the Moon-Maiden ; a Fai�
Tale of Old Japan," by M r. Charles Johnston. It is a charming story, charmingly
told, which should have a ready sale if reprinted as an allegory of death-of death
in the sense of an awakening "from the dream of life." But before it is reprinted,
those who are acquainted with Mr. Johnston's writings may be glad to obtain a
copy of the March issue (Vol. XXIII, No. 634) , from the Open Court Publishing
Co., P. 0. Drawer F, Chicago, for 12 cents, including postage. It is most well
worth preserving as well as reading. An article by the editor on "Christianity as
the Pleroma" (to be continued) quotes the statement of St. Augustine that "The
very thing which now is called the Christian religion existed among the ancients,
nor was it absent in the beginning of the human race before Christ came into the
flesh, since when the true religion which already existed began to be called
E. T. H.
Christian."

The Monist for January, 1909, specializes once more on the subject of Prag
matism. The editor finds entertainment in following Professor Stein into a
supposed "unmistakable kinship between Schopenhauer, Nietzsche and (Wm.)
James,'' than which nothing, in our opinion, could be more far-fetched or meaningless. The number is not up to the Monist's usual standard
X.
The Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and; Scientific Methods, Nos. I to 4,
provides several interesting reviews, among others, a notice of the recent Etudes
d'histoire et de psychologic du mysticisme, by Henri Delacroix. The original
articles are exceedingly technical, which is, of course, j ust what they are supposed
to be.
Theosophisches Leben, for January and February, contains either translated
or original articles by Dr. Keightley, Charles Johnston, Paul Raatz, F. Schwab,
Sandor Weiss, E. J. Wiederhold, "Lige,'' Peter Prosegger, Ekis Igriega, "Cave"
and others. They are interesting numbers and cover a wide range of theosophical
subjects. As usual, the appearance of the magazine is excellent. Copies can
be obtained by writing to Paul Raatz, Sekretar der ''T. G. in D.,'' Berlin, S. VI.
48, Wilhelm Str. 120. There must be many Germans in America who would
like to subscribe regularly for this valuable little magazine.
T.
Nette Metaphysische Rundschau for November-December changes and rather
improves its cover. The best articles are contributed by the editor himself, Paul
T.
Zillman.
We have also received Sonnenstrahlen fur die Jugend for December-January ;
Neue Lotusbluten for January-February ; The Herald of the Cross; Shafts;
The Bar of Isis, or The Law of the Mother, by Frances Swiney ; and The Light
of Reason.
THE PARABLES OF THE KINGDOM, by Charles Johnston, with cover-design by
Birger Elwing, will be ready by May I . The price will be 30 cents a copy.

ANSWfRS

QuESTION g6.-What do you understand that Jesus meant when He said:
"Follow Me; and let the dead bury their dead" ?
ANSWER.-Let us compare these words of Jesus with other of his sayings :
"He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me : and
he that loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me." (Matt., 10 :37.)
"If any man come to me, and bate not his father, and mother, and wife, and
children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my
disciple." (Luke, 14 :26. )
And in the familiar story of Martha and Mary, which has been a stumbling
block to generations of Christians, we read : "Martha, Martha, thou art careful
and troubled about many things : But one thing is needful : and Mary hath chosen
that good part, which shall not be taken away from her." (Luke, 10 :41-42.)
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and His righteousness ; and all these things
shall be added unto you." (Matt., 6 :33. )
"Again, the kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchant man, seeking goodly
pearls : who, when he had found one pearl of great price, went and sold all that
he had, and bought it." (Matt., 13 :45-46. )
Is not the question one merely of relative values ? And is not the answer
of Jesus clear and emphatic ?
"Neither shall they say, Lo here ! or, lo there I for behold, the kingdom of
God is within you." (Luke, 17 :21 . )
L. E. P.
ANSWER.-A disciple asked leave to go and bury his father before following
after Jesus. "But ] esus said unto him; 'Follow Me ; and let the dead bury their
dead.' " (Matt., 8 :22. )
What could this mean except that to those who have not been awakened
spiritually, should be left the material cares of life ? Let those who are troubled
by the promptings of the spirit provide for the necessities of the body, after
following the call of the Divine voice, but not before.
K. H.
ANSWER.-Jesus used the expression "dead" when referring to those who are
not ' 'alive" ; and to be alive means to be conscious of the soul as the real self.
"Being dead in your sins," as St. Paul speaks of it in one place ; or, in the Epistle
to Timothy-"But she that liveth in pleasure is dead while she liveth." It is of the
utmost significance that the Greek word used by St. Paul for ' 'mortal," as in Rom.
vi, 12 ; viii, I I ; I Cor. xv, 531 54 ("your mortal bodies") i s thnetos, which may
also be translated "dying'' or "deadened" ; and that the Greek word he uses for
"dead," in the passage quoted above from Timothy, is tknesko, to die-from the
same root. St. John also uses thnes'klJ for "dead" in the story of Lazarus. It
seems, therefore, that what Jesus meant when he said, "Let the dead bury their
dead," was that those who were not yet alive, in the true sense, could well fulfil
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the task of burying a dead body, while his disciple, who was coming to birth,
should follow Him and do the work of the Spirit. It was doubtless a lesson
intended primarily for that disciple.
T.
ANSWER.-In so far as I am able to see, He meant exactly what He said. I n
those who followed Him there was a possibility of life-eternal life. Those who
refused to follow Him, or merely were not able as yet to follow Him, were dead
in relation to life eternal.
V. J.
QuESTION 97.-Is not the Christ of the Twentieth Century as powerful to
heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers, and cast out devils as lesus was
in the First Century?

ANSWER.-Yes ; and from one point of view so much more powerful that He
has other and more important and more difficult work to do. It is possible that
He is trying to raise us from the dead. May God give Him victory in that as
in all things I
X.
ANSWER.-He certainly is, possibly a little more, for man, on the '\_:Vhole, has
grown a little more responsive. As to the faculties of a living Christ, centuries
do not make any change in them.
V. J.
QuESTION g8.-ls there anything positive about mysticism ? It seems to me
to be a blending of dreaminess and renunciation, essentially a woman's religion;
not one which can inspire a man to strong constructive activity.

ANSWER.-Mysticism, properly so-called, signified, in the first place, the clos
ing of all the avenues of perception by the senses, and thus withdrawing the mind
from external distractions, and enabling it to receive direct illumination from
the Divine Spirit within us. There is no sex in religion, and no reason why
mysticism, a very spiritual form of religion, should be branded as "a woman's
religion." It is no� one which can inspire a man to strong constructive ability
because that has nothing to do with religion, but is purely an intell.ectual
faculty.
K H.
ANSWER.-We are told in Light on the Path that the first two rules in the
making of a mystic necessitate the use of the surgeon's knife. If this operation
is performed by life or by the direct initiative of an expert physician it may be
negative, if by the patient himself it is very far from being negative. The latter
half of the process is essentially positive and constructive.
Compare this simile regarding death from the Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad
(Song of Life) . "Then, as a caterpillar, when it comes to the end of a leaf,
reaching forth to another foothold, draws itself over to it, so the soul, leaving
the body, and putting off unwisdom, reaching another foothold there, draws
itself over to it." Work done from the latter foothold, the higher plane, is
distinguished from that done from the lower plane in that it is not done from
motives of selfishness with some form of self-interest as end, but disinterestedly
in the service of humanity and of the spirit.
This latter stage of mysticism, which is the beginning of true mysticism, when
the soul has been born and begins its conscious life, has two aspects. They are given
us in the familiar summary of the Commandments : "Thou shalt love the Lord,
thy God, with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,'' and
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." These have been called the intensive
and social aspects of Christianity and contain the whole duty of the mystic.
.
Conscious communion with God is the result of the positive and dynamic
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power of love and of purity, and the permanence of that vision of God which we
are to work into the very fabric of our lives is dependent on the sincerity and
persistence of our attempt to live up to each individual gleam of light as we
receive it. There is, therefore, a continually expanding circle in the life of the
mystic : The ideal works itself out in action ; the life in turn enables him to
test, strengthen, and enlarge the ideal.
And from the Gita : "Not by withholding from works does a man reach
freedom from works, nor through renunciation alone does he win supreme
success. He who restraining the powers of action, dwells, remembering in mind
the objects of sense, such a one, wholly deluded, is called a false ascetic." "Thy
right is to the work, but never to its fruits ; let not the fruit of thy work be thy
motive, nor take refuge in abstinence from works. Standing in union with the
soul carry out thy work, putting away attachment."
To conclude : He who loses his life that he may save it is negative when
viewed solely from the standpoint of his loss, but positive when viewed from
the standpoint of his gain. Can there be a doubt in the mind of any mystic as
to which is the real standpoint ?
L. E. P.
QuESTION 99.-How is it possible to reconcile the theory of reincarnation
with the pretty well established fact that mental and moral inheritance counts
for something r
ANSWER.-Heredity is one factor in reincarnation and certainly counts for
something. According to the Secret Doctrine there are seven ·factors concerned
in the origin of species, variation transmitted by heredity being the first. Then
comes natural selection, sexual selection, isolation, correlation of growth, and
adaptation to environment.
(Intelligent as opposed to mechanical causation.)
cf. Vol. II, 738. This concerns the physical, but mental and moral heredity
proceed on similar lines.
K H.
ANSWER.-Heredity is part of the machinery of reincarnation. It is one of
the means by which the reincarnating Ego is provided with a physical instrument
suited to its needs. Indeed looked at broadly, as what enters into a man from
his parents, heredity goes far deeper than the physical, and might be regarded
as including the moral and mental training and character building that his
parents give him in childhood, quite as much as the building of his body in the
prenatal state. In each case what is drawn from the parent is but material,
which is received in part and in part rejected. If we remember that it is not
by chance that a soul is drawn to this or that environment, but that it is the
action of choice and law, then it is impossible to consider the medium through
which the law works as needing reconciliation with the law itself.
This relation between reincarnation and heredity is outlined in the sixth
book of the Bhagavad Gita, where Krishna answers Arjuna's question as to
the fate - of those, who, seeking union with the Supreme Spirit, fail to reach
''
their goal in a single life. Krishna says :
"Entering the worlds won by holy deeds, and dwelling for long ages there,
he who fell short of union is reborn in the house of pure and holy folk ;
"Or, indeed, he may be born in a family of seekers for union, full of wisdom,
for such a birth in this world is harder to obtain.
"There he possesses the same soul-vision that he won in the former body,
and therefore strives again for the perfect attainment, 0 rejoicer of the Kurus.
"Even without any wish of his own, he is taken in hand by his former
H. B. M.
effort."
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QuESTION Ioo.-Why is it that some people are filled with the spirit of God
and o thers are notf What makes the difference!
ANSWER.-It is never easy to answer the questions that begin with "why,"
for causes- lie w rapped in their effects and it is hard enough to learn the "how"
of life. Yet if we patiently study the facts, and observe the processes which
daily take place within ourselves, they will yield up their secret ; and from
our knowledge of how facts arise we can tell something of the reason for their
existence. When, in instance after instance, we see that we grow into the like
ness of our d'esires, that the "soul is dyed by the thoughts," and that our
character is built from our habitual thoughts and strivings, then it becomes
evident that the reason for the present existence of any attribute or quality
must lie in the nature of our past efforts and aspirations. If we would be filled
with the spirit of God we must love God, we must think God-like thoughts, and
desire divine desires ; then our love and thought and desire will draw into us
that which we love and mold us into its likeness. This is the law we see all
around us, it is how we change from what we were into what we will be, and
in it lies the answer to the present question ; Those who are filled with the spirit
of God are those who have loved God. This is the answer made to us by
familiar fact, and it is also the answer made by Christ when he told his
disciples, "If a man love Me he will keep My words ; and My Father will love
him, and we will come unto him, and make our abode with him."
"What makes the difference ?" It is the difference between day and night,
the difference between a soul in which there is light and one in darkness. Or
it is the difference between life and death, between that which is dynamic and
that which is inert. We could perhaps liken the power of the spiritual world
to that of a great magnet whose field covered the whole of human life, but
which could only draw or affect that which was of its own kind, which was
itself magnetic. If we have in us no love for the things of the spirit then we
are as wood or stone, inert and unresponsive, however strong the field. But
as an inert coil of wire may be made responsive and magnetic by the passage
of an electric current, so our inert hearts are quickened and made responsive
by our love and aspiration. And according to our love, so is the help that may
be given us, not because help is withheld, but because without love we cannot
respond to the force poured forth. Thus it is that if we cannot find the spirit
of God within us it is quite useless to look for it elsewhere, for the measure of
the spirit within our own hearts is the measure of the power of the Infinite
Spirit to move and lift us, or to make us aware of the richness of its fruits.
H. B. M.
ANSWER.-This question may be answered in part by the answer to Question
99. We are told in the Secret Doctrine that the dawn of this cycle of evolution
found matter in seven different conditions, ready to act as vehicle to seven
types of beings, and from the deviations of- these primeval entities, started the
chain of causation that makes the differences in men to-day.
K. H.
QuESTION IOI.-/s there such a thing as an accident or injustice! If so, in
what way can we reconcile these statements with "All is governed by law" f We
come in contact with both statements in theosophical literature.
ANSWER.-lt would have been better to give references to these statements
in theosophical literature. Their context should explain them.
There is no such thing as an injustice, if our vision extends over a suffi
cient range of time. The effect is contained within the cause, and thus comes
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into existence, potentially, at the same moment as the cause ; but years or ages
may pass before the effect is born or worked out on the material plane. Karma
the law of equilibrium, the action of which is conscious and purposive-mean
that whatever we sow, we shall reap ; and that whatever we reap, we have sown.
It does not mean that we must necessarily have sown in this life that which
we are now reaping. The sowing may have been done in a previous existence.
Hence, j udged as affecting the present personality only, and in the terminology
preferred by some exponents of Tht"osophy-that personality may suffer or mav
enjoy undeservedly. (Had we, as infants, earned the advantages with which
ages of experience surrounded us ? ) From that standpoint it is added that in
the after-death states, before the fading out of the personality as such, the
equilibrium is restored ; and that in Devachan, during the sleep of the soul's
body between two lives on earth, the higher aspirations of the preceding per
sonality are realized and enjoyed on that plane.
A moment's thought, however, will show that it is equally correct to say that
even the personality only seems to reap undeservedly. It depends from which
angle we approach the question. Further, the personality being merel,y "a
purgation" of the soul, as the early Christian Gnostics so luminously phrased
it, the exact balancing of things, as affecting any one personality, is in fact a
matter of small consequence. ·
T.

�

ANSWER.-There is no injustice. And belief in accidents is a sign of slip
shodness in the processes of thought. If there were the stars would fall off
their orbits, for cosmic equilibrium is but a manifestation of justice. Were
there the slightest fault in the working o f justice, the whole fabric of life
would instantly crumble to pieces. Could billions be piled upon billions if one
plus one were not two ? When a child fails to obtain the correct sum, are the
rules of mathematics at fault ? And in the tangle of human life injustice is
but the best justice that can be obtained under th•e circumstances. We shall
have to do our sums over and over again, until the rt;sult is quite correct.
Then the theosophical literature also will become quite consistent.
V. J.
QuESTION 102.-According to Theosophy, when does reincarnation take placet
Do you believe it possible to remember incidents of this lifef And if we have
another life in th� flesh, we will have a brai�, and if a brain, why not memory?
ANSWER.-Assuming that you have no acquaintance with Theosophical
beliefs and are asking for information, not mere curiosity, nor for the purpose
of putting puzzling questions, I will endeavor to make my answer plain, by
going back of your question instead of beginning with it.t This only for the
sake of clearness and enabling you to understand fully the reply. If you have
no knowledge of Theosophy, as I assume, it is necessary. If you have a knowl
edge, statement of the facts, though perhaps a trifle tedious, will do no harm.
Karma is the result of the operation of the great Law of Compensation,
"As ye sow, so shall ye reap." Karma began with the first incarnation and will
only end when the "Higher Self" is again in unity with the infinite. The
persisting Ego is the real man. The man as we see him is only the tenement
of the real man within. The Ego is immo rtal, indestructible, was with the
Infinite in the beginning, has existed ever since, and will always exist, a ray
from the Infinite, and as eternal as the source from which he sprang, and to
which he will inevitably return.
Karma is not a blind fate, of which man is the victim and from which he
cannot escape. In each life the Ego builds for the next life, governed to a
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certain extent by his former incarnation, but with a wide latitude as to how he
shall build for the next. As he� builds well or ill, so will he be punished or
rewarded in future lives. Though governed by Karma, he is the creator of his
own Karma. Karma is one of the great factors in determining the time o f
rebirth. Karma is t h e one great factor i n determining the circumstances, place
and environment of the rebirth. The time of reincarnation is when the Ego
is found ready for it. The Ego belongs to Eternity, not to time. Time is to
Eternity as the shadows of yesterday to the meridian sun of to-day. The
shadows pass, the sun remains.
To the second portion of your question, personally, I believe that the Ego
has a memory of what has gone before, but the brain of the physical man, the
tenement in which the Ego temporarily dwells, has no such memory. Yet at
rare moments the Ego does impress its memory on the brain of the physical
man. How often have all of us had experiences that seemed a mere revival
of memory instead of a gain of knowledge. Our intuitions are often flashes
from the j ewels of experience, stored in the memory of the Ego in its former
existence.
To your third question : Yes, when (not if) we have another life, or re
incarnation, the physical man will have a brain, and will also have a memory,
but the physical brain and memory perish with the physical man, of which they
form a part. They answer a temporary purpose. They are mainly for the use
and protection of the physical man in this existence. They are vehicles for
the manifestation of the Ego, but they perish as the muscle perishes, as the
flesh perishes. Each incarnation is but a roadside inn on the gx:eat highway,
traversed by the Ego in its long journey from its first incarnation to its final
union with the Infinite.
W. H. L.

OFFICIAL NOTICE.
The next Annual Convention of the Theosophical Society will be held on
Saturday, April 24, 1909, at the Brevoort Hotel, Fifth Avenue and Eighth Street,
New York City, beginning at ten o'clock. All Branches are requested to send
delegates or designate proxies to represent them. Branches unable to send dele
gates may forward their proxies to the Chairman of the Executive Committee,
Mr. Charles Johnston, to the Treasurer, Mr. H. B. Mitchell, or to the Secretary,
Mrs. Ada Gregg, 159 Warren Street, Brooklyn, New York.
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